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Executive Summary
This report provides an overview of the intervention and sentencing strategies practiced in the
Netherlands, Germany, Italy, Sweden, the USA, the Canadian states of Alberta, Ontario and British
Columbia, and the Australian states of New South Wales, Queensland and Victoria and critically
reviews the evidence relating to their effectiveness.
The range of intervention strategies is considerable and growing. Significantly, this process is
largely occurring in the absence of strong evaluative evidence. The most robust studies – those that
are well controlled and explore the impact of techniques on health and safety outcomes - have
focused on inspection, workers’ compensation and worker participation and have generally found a
positive effect on workplace health and safety. Although less robust, most evaluative studies of
training, education, eliminating risk through design, systematic occupational health and safety
management and campaigns tend to suggest that these may, under certain conditions, reduce
occupational injury and ill health. Despite this, it is unclear whether the evidence is strong enough
to justify a significant shift in resources away from intervention strategies in relation to which
evidence of effectiveness is strong. The changing mix of strategies in most jurisdictions is
commonly justified on the basis of changes in the organisation of work and employment. However,
notwithstanding some examples of good practice, none of the regulatory authorities we reviewed
have systematically addressed the specific problems associated with either labour market
transformation or the considerable changes in work organisation over the last thirty years.
Inspections continue to constitute the main tool used by regulatory bodies to promote compliance
in all these jurisdictions. However, there is considerable variation in the form, frequency and
method of operation of each kind of inspection, as well as in the response to any breaches of law
identified. In some jurisdictions, such as Germany and the Canadian province of Alberta,
inspections are primarily used as a means of providing advice and detailed information to duty
holders, whilst in others, such as Sweden and the Netherlands, this function is more appropriately
considered to be undertaken by consultants. Use of enforcement also differs considerably between
jurisdictions. In Germany and Sweden duty holders are provided with an opportunity to rectify
problems before formal enforcement is considered. Inspections in the Netherlands and Italy, by
comparison, are primarily conceived of as vehicles for the identification of violations that can result
in enforcement action. Sweden appears to be the only jurisdiction with an explicit policy of
informing premises of an impending inspection. Whereas in most jurisdictions inspectors are
simply required to notify the workforce that an inspection is taking place, in some jurisdictions,
such as Germany and the Netherlands, there is a far greater expectation on inspectors to work
closely with the workforce. Despite the available data suggesting a decline in the use of inspection
over the long-term. regulatory authorities in a number of jurisdictions (Alberta, British Columbia,
Italy, Ontario, Queensland, and Sweden) have either recently enhanced or plan to increase their
capacity to inspect. The focus and style of inspections has also changed considerably in a number
of jurisdictions (Australia, German Labour Inspectorates) with more attention being paid to systems
of work.
Most regulatory bodies, except the USA, have similar powers concerning unrestricted entry of
premises and powers to stop work where necessary, whilst inspectors from all the jurisdictions can
impose a notice requiring improvements. In most jurisdictions, administrative offences are used
alongside criminal offences as a means of underpinning health and safety regulation. In some
jurisdictions (such as Ontario, New South Wales, Queensland and Victoria) administrative offences
are confined to relatively minor breaches which carry relatively low fines. In other jurisdictions
(such as British Columbia, Germany, and USA), where criminal prosecution is rare, administrative
offences also involve serious breaches and can result in relatively high fines. The process of
assessing fines also varies considerably. In some jurisdictions (such as Ontario) the level of fine is
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fixed, in others (such as Germany) regulatory bodies have a wide discretion, whilst in others still
(the USA, Netherlands and British Columbia) a fixed basic fine is adjusted according to a range of
factors.
All jurisdictions have a policy of investigating deaths and the most serious injuries – though only
the Netherlands has a policy of investigating all reported reportable injuries. In some jurisdictions,
such as Italy, detailed criteria exist to guide the type of incidents to be investigated, whilst in others,
such as Germany, officials are afforded far greater discretion. Whilst most jurisdictions focus on
the issue of accountability when undertaking investigations, in some jurisdictions, such as British
Columbia, the educative function of the process is prioritised. Differences also exist in the
organisation of investigations. Some jurisdictions, such as the USA and Victoria, rely heavily on
specialised teams of regulatory inspectors, whilst in others, such as Italy, police and prosecutors
play a far greater role. Prosecution under the conventional criminal code is rare in most
jurisdictions.
In addition to inspection and enforcement, all the jurisdictions we examined administer campaigns
aimed at promoting occupational health and safety. An appeal to the commercial advantages of
good health and safety is common to all English language jurisdictions as well as some German
Länder. Elimination of hazards and risks at the design stage is also used across most of the
jurisdictions we examined and evidence from Germany suggests that this can produce significant
improvements in occupational health and safety. All regulatory jurisdictions emphasise the
importance of partnership – although, in practice, the term is used to describe a wide range of
arrangements involving different stakeholders and allowing for varying degrees of flexibility.
Where partnerships are highly prescriptive and target focused, as in the case of signed ‘covenants’
in the Netherlands, they have tended to coincide with decreases in work-related injuries. But there
is, as yet, no evidence to suggest a cause and effect relationship. The level of worker participation
in firm level health and safety is relatively developed in both Commonwealth and European
jurisdictions and there is strong evidence to suggest that, where workers are organised, genuine
worker participation can have a significant impact on occupational health and safety. Many
jurisdictions make some effort to publicise the achievements of firms to raise awareness, encourage
innovation and generally promote occupational health and safety. Training and education is
integrated into a large number of occupational health and safety initiatives - sometimes as part of
inspection or as a stand alone strategy – and regulatory authorities use a range of different methods
to provide information and advice.
We found considerable variation in the range of sentencing options available to the courts. Some
jurisdictions (Alberta, Nova Scotia, British Colombia, Victoria and New South Wales) have
introduced highly developed sentencing frameworks, which make available a diverse range of
sentencing options for most health and safety offences, whilst in others sentencing frameworks
remain relatively undeveloped. Although there is no research on the relative efficacy of different
organisational sanctions, several points of crucial relevance to sentencing policy can be drawn from
existing studies. First, given the low rate of detection, investigation and prosecution of health and
safety offences, optimising the general deterrent effect of court sanctions is essential to producing
the highest return on resources devoted to prosecution. Second, sanctions that produce moral, as
well as deterrent, effects are likely to have a greater impact on firm decision-making. Third, where
firm reputation is unlikely to be greatly damaged by conviction and sentence, sanctioning policy
should focus on increasing the moralising effect of court-based sanctions. Fourth, although research
strongly suggests that administrative penalties focus managerial attention on occupational health
and safety, their impact in creating a climate of compliance through moralising responsibility is
likely to be less than prosecution. Fifth, given the capacity of large firms to absorb even ostensibly
large fines and given that increasing the rate of CEO turnover among larger companies is being
driven by the demand for higher performance from investors, the effectiveness of organisational
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sanctions is likely to be highly dependant on fines being linked to firm size. Finally, given
investors’ passivity, sanctions which impose significant economic and reputational costs on firms
are likely to be necessary to overcome the general inertia against direct intervention in firm
management that has historically characterised institutional investing.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1

INTRODUCTION

This report provides an overview of the intervention and sentencing strategies that are practiced in
several different regulatory jurisdictions (target jurisdictions, jurisdictions or regulatory
jurisdictions) to promote compliance with occupational health and safety (OHS) legislation, reduce
work related ill-health and injury, and to hold to account those responsible for breaches. The
immediate aim of the review is to provide a better understanding of the basic form and
effectiveness of the main regulatory strategies and sentencing options used in other regulatory
jurisdictions as well as a clearer idea of contemporary trends in regulatory practice and sentencing
overseas. To this effect, the review should be regarded as part of the body of research the Health
and Safety Executive (HSE or Executive) has commissioned since it first published its Revitalising
Health and Safety Strategy Statement (DETR, 2000) with a view to shaping the assumptions and
thinking behind how the Executive prioritises its resources, whether it should propose new
sentencing options to government and what strategies generally work to reduce occupational injury
and ill health.
This report also aims to feed into a number of reviews being undertaken by the HSE concerning the
future of health and safety regulation, enforcement, and sanctioning. These include: the HSE’s
ongoing review of the mix of formal and informal interventions used to secure compliance with
health and safety law; a re-examination of its Enforcement Policy Statement;1 and the HSE’s
response to the Hampton (2004) and Macrory (2006) reviews – both of which have proposed new
sentencing regimes for offences relating to the regulation and control of business. As is the case in
other regulatory jurisdictions, the potential scale of revision is extensive.
2

CONTEXT TO THE RESARCH

The HSE is the main state body in the UK responsible for work-related safety. One of its main roles
is to encourage legal compliance among duty-holders. Historically, this has mainly been achieved
through advice and enforcement realised by a mix of inspection, investigation, administrative
enforcement action and prosecution. Notwithstanding the predominance of these methods of
securing compliance, the HSE has always drawn upon other strategies to secure compliance. The
list of these alternative strategies has grown steadily since the HSE first became operational and
now includes compliance through: partnerships; the motivation of senior managers; action on the
supply chain; influencing the process of design and supply; sector and industry wide initiatives;
working with those most at risk; education and awareness; recognising good performance;
exploiting the services of intermediaries; publicising, exchanging and generally promoting best
practice; and compliance through generally dealing with issues of concern and complaints (HSC,
2004).
Of course, these strategies are rarely used individually, and, in practice, have typically been
employed in conjunction with formal enforcement. An increasingly fundamental question for the
HSE has become the optimum mix of intervention techniques – the precise balance of strategies
which might best promote health and safety in the workplace. This interest has been reflected in a
series of studies commissioned by the HSE involving both original research and reviews of the
published literature and formally emerged as a central policy consideration in 2003 when the
1

This provides guidance to inspectors on the general use of their powers and, in particular, on the circumstances in which
formal enforcement should be used.

1

Health and Safety Commission (HSC) published its ten-year strategy. This gave a relatively clear
indication of the future direction of regulatory practice in the UK (HSC, 2003)2 – and although
emphasising the continuing importance of formal enforcement, 3 it also indicated that serious
consideration be given to expanding the use of alternatives to enforcement, and stressed the
importance of exploring “new ways of securing compliance voluntarily”. This approach not only
directly reflects the European Commission’s current policy on health and safety, but it also seemed
to be informed by the Treasury’s emphasis on reducing the commercial cost of regulation. In 2002,
the European Commission published its strategy for health and safety for 2002 to 2006 (European
Commission, 2002). As with the HSC’s strategy, this noted the value of consistent and effective
enforcement (European Commission, 2002), but argued that other “innovative” instruments, based
on partnerships and emphasising economic incentives, held out a greater possibility of encouraging
duty holders to go beyond compliance (European Commission, 2002). Even though the strength of
the evidence base for such a strategy remains unclear, support for the strategy has been widespread;
the Senior Labour Inspection Committee (2002) lending its qualified support to the Commission’s
thinking in the same year. As with other EU countries (see below), events in the UK have begun to
follow a similar pattern; slowing the introduction of new standards and duties and using a modified
form of target deregulation (targeted enforcement deregulation – see below) as a philosophical
basis for allocating scarce resources. Arguably, the clearest example of this is the Treasury
commissioned Hampton Review (2004), which advocated that inspection be partially replaced by
the provision of advice (without the threat of enforcement), but the medium term decline in the rate
of inspection and enforcement can also be quite reasonably considered as part of the same process.
The reallocation of resources away from formal forms of inspection and enforcement is, in a very
immediate sense, a function of declining (or unchanging) government funding. But the specific
form of this quite distinctive process of regulatory transformation has also been conditioned by a
range of powerful (but as yet untested) political assumptions about how best to reconcile the
competing interests of business and labour in the context of the less stable employment relations
and working conditions that characterise deregulated labour markets and a more fragmented
process of production. This is not always apparent. Changing patterns of work and employment
(which weaken the efficacy of existing forms of health and safety regulation – see below) have
been cited as a major cause of regulatory reform with the sort of repetition that can sometimes
obscure the fact that these concerns do not in themselves explain the specific form of regulatory
transformation. The powerful pressures on investment created by more open capital markets
(which have themselves set the context of the gradual shift towards less stable forms of work) has
clearly had an impact on the thinking of governments (Farnsworth, 2003) and regulatory authorities
and the declining political power of organised labour has meant that labour has been less able to
influence the policy-making process irrespective of what government is in power. However,
although concerns over increased capital mobility and the impact of more open, competitive
markets seem to set the assumptions of public policy and, as such, are often used to explain the
greater consideration now given to business interests in the policy-making process, there is little
evidence to suggest that reduced enforcement either lowers compliance costs, or importantly
influences investment decisions.
Notwithstanding this, these same concerns set the context of a number of other related policy
considerations which specifically relate to the use of formal enforcement in the UK. The first of
these concerns is the appropriate balance between preventive inspections and reactive
investigations. A renewed emphasis on inspection seems to be reversing the steady shift in favour
of investigation which has meant that over the last ten years investigations have come to outnumber
2

See also: http://www.hse.gov.uk/aboutus/hsc/strategy.htm.
“Enforcement or the fear of enforcement is an important motivator for some employers. Our evidence confirms that
enforcement is an effective means of securing compliance and promoting self-compliance (HSC, 2003: 11).”
3
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inspections by 3 to 2.4 This is potentially very significant. Although the question of whether to
prioritise inspection over-and-above investigation is typically articulated as a choice between
prevention and accountability, it is uncertain whether a greater emphasis on inspection at the
expense of investigation will inevitably promote health and safety in the workplace. Clearly,
inspection and investigation create opportunities for both and there is a real risk that lower rates of
investigation may feed into lower rates of prosecution and emasculate the power of the courts to
frame how health and safety is conceived within the public imagination (see below).
The ongoing revision of the balance between inspection and investigation, and the risks that attach
to this, feed directly into the second issue which concerns the conditions under which prosecution
(as opposed to administrative enforcement action) should be undertaken. Current policy is laid out
in the HSC’s Enforcement Policy statement which was last revised in 2002. This continues to
outline the criteria for prosecution, but it is now under review; a process which not only promises to
resurrect the political resonance of a range of institutionally important questions concerning which
offences should be prosecuted and why, but, more significantly, may work to further enfeeble the
role of the courts in shaping public perception of health and safety at work. The outcome of this
process is partly dependant on the available alternatives to prosecution and here the third policy
consideration is highly pertinent: whether inspectors should have access to additional powers in
dealing with offences. Two influential reviews (the Hampton Report5 and the Macrory Review)
have advocated that serious consideration be given to the introduction of administrative fines.
Given that a number of jurisdictions seem to use them with a considerable measure of success, the
important policy question is probably not whether administrative fines should be introduced, but
rather whether administrative fines constitute an effective alternative to prosecution. In the context
of the present reduction of formal enforcement, it is difficult to conceive that administrative fines
will not be used as an alternative to prosecution (even though prosecution continues to be reserved
for the most serious health and safety offences); but, given that the relative efficacy of
administrative fines and prosecution has never been assessed, this raises a number of concerns
about demoting the role of criminal investigation, prosecution, trial and punishment as a means of
shaping public perceptions about the seriousness of health and safety.6
Similar concerns apply to the final issue currently under review – court based sanctions. In the UK
there are three penalties directly available to the court for punishing companies: cash fines, remedy
orders, and compensation orders.7 In relation to individuals, the courts have access to the same
range of penalties available for other offences (although imprisonment is only available for a
limited number of offences) and directors can, if convicted, be subject to proceedings that may
culminate in their disqualification (though this is known to have only happened 8 times). The
prognosis for sentencing regime change looks positive. The recommendation for the HSE to advise
government on “innovative penalties” contained in the Revitalising Health and Safety Strategy was
accompanied by a summary of potential reforms (including fines linked to turnover or profit,
prohibition of director bonuses for a fixed period, suspension of managers without pay, suspended
sentences pending remedial action, compulsory health and safety training, a penalty point system
on the drivers' licence model, and deferred prohibition notices on welfare issues). The prospect of
reform received a further boost in 2004 when the Hampton (2004: 8) review recommended that
courts should be given the power to impose “tougher and more consistent penalties where these are
4

The ratio was previously 3 to 2 in favour of inspection. The HSE influences the balance by changing the criteria used to
determine which injuries to investigate.
5
Hampton (2006: 9: para. 29) argued that there should be a “sliding scale of penalties that are quicker and easier to
apply for most breaches”.
6
This, significantly, is an issue we return to in our conclusion on organisational sentencing.
7
There is no record of a remedy order having ever being imposed – which is probably because it is assumed that, prior to
sentencing, the HSE have used their other enforcement powers to obtain appropriate changes in health and safety practice.
Compensation orders, interestingly, are almost equally as rare.

3

deserved”. Although the HSC is now giving active consideration to whether new forms of
sentencing are appropriate, sentencing reform, although welcome, presents the same dilemma as
many of the other issues currently under consideration by the HSE; optimising efficient use of
scarce resources in the short term without radically changing the unique framing effects of criminal
investigation, prosecution and sanctioning as a regulatory device.
3

THE JURISDICTIONS

Although we were commissioned to examine regulatory and organisational sentencing strategies in
eight countries,8 regulatory regionalisation in a number of nation states meant that we were unable
to cover all regulatory jurisdictions.9 In order to allow for an instructive summary of intervention
strategies and sentencing frameworks, as well as an effective examination of the evaluative
literature in relation to those with entirely state-level organised systems (Australia and Canada), we
sampled jurisdictions on the basis of the size of their working population. The method of selection
is based on the assumption that policy transfer10 for specific initiatives will be more successful from
jurisdictions, which (in terms of the size and mix of their economies) are comparable with the UK
(see below for a more detailed discussion about the limitations of policy transfer).11 In relation to
countries with some level of devolvement in regulatory practices, we sampled randomly to
optimise the possibility of identifying the widest possible range of strategies and methods. The
jurisdictions12 we observed include:
a) United States of America (federal jurisdiction) and State Plan States (sentencing only);
b) Canada [Alberta, British Columbia, Canada and Ontario];
c) Australia [New South Wales, Queensland and Victoria];
d) The Netherlands;
e) Germany;
f)

Italy;

g) Sweden.
A consideration of the sentencing options in France has also been included in the sentencing
conclusion.

8

France is attached as an annex to the report, rather than as a full chapter.
In Canada and Australia health and safety law and its enforcement as well as sentencing regimes for offences involving
breaches of health and safety are organised at a state or provincial level; being almost entirely autonomous from federal
government control. In the US, individual states have the right to opt out of the federal system of health and safety
enforcement and sentencing policy is determined at both state and federal level. Likewise, whilst central government
performs an important role in determining occupational health and safety policy in both Germany and Italy, regional
government has considerable autonomy over how health and safety promotion and enforcement are organised.
10
Policy transfer relates to the process through which knowledge, administrative arrangements and ideas in one political
setting or jurisdiction are used in the development of policies, administrative arrangements, and ideas in another. See the
conclusion for a more detailed discussion on the problems attendant on policy transfer.
11
See section 19 of Chapter 2 below.
12
Because of the expense involved in drafting in translators to interpret documents and assist with interviews, the English
language jurisdictions are considered in much greater detail.
9
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STRUCTURE AND AIMS OF THE RESEARCH

Our report outlines:
a)

the legal and institutional infrastructure of the target jurisdictions;

b)

the powers available to compliance officers working for the main regulatory
authorities in the target jurisdictions;

c)

trends in the use of intervention strategies;

d)

trends in the use of court based organisational sentences;13

e)

the mix of strategies used in the target jurisdictions;

f)

the mix of court based organisational sentences used in the target jurisdictions.

In addition to this, the report provides:
g)

a highly summarised review and discussion of the evaluative evidence.

The report is divided into two sections. The first section contains three organising chapters. The
current chapter summarises our approach to the study, the methods we used and their limitations,
whilst chapters two and three summarise our conclusions on organisational sentencing and the use
of operational methods. Chapters four to sixteen contain substantive reviews of the target
jurisdictions. Each of these substantive sections provides basic information on the legal and
organisational framework of occupational health and safety regulation in the target jurisdictions,
relevant background information relating to the work environment in those jurisdictions and a
summary of trends in injury and ill health as well as in occupational health and safety regulation. In
addition to this, there are a series of sections on: inspection and investigation; prosecution and
sentencing; co-operative and voluntary programmes and partnerships; training and education; the
provision of information and advice; employee participation (including employee rights,
employees’ right to know about work place risk and other OHS related issues and worker
representation), compliance assistance initiatives (for example, training, education, and the
provision of information); and market and non-insurance based economic levers). Appended to the
report are a number of spreadsheets summarising basic information relating to administrative fines
(appendix A); court based criminal fines (appendix B); and other court based (organisational)
sanctions (appendix C).
5

DEFINITIONS

Throughout the report the terms intervention strategy, operational method, lever of compliance and
regulatory technique, practice, routine and strategy are used to mean the same thing.14 One of the
difficulties that arise in a comparative study aimed at providing basic information for policy
transfer is that what constitutes occupational health and safety differs from jurisdiction to
jurisdiction and these differences are reflected in how regulation is organised in particular
countries. It was, therefore, not always clear what the subject of the research should be, what
departments should be looked at, who should be interviewed and what operational methods should
be isolated and examined. Generally speaking we confined our investigation to the use of concrete
regulatory initiatives which were organised, directed or directly provided by regulatory authorities15
13

Although we have specifically focused on sentencing against organisations, rather than individuals, this should not be
taken as an indication that we regard organisational sentencing as more effective than individual sentencing.
14
In some instances, however, these terms are used in more specific ways. The terms regulatory routines and practices, for
example, are used in some contexts to describe what is performed or undertaken within particular intervention strategies.
The precise meaning that the term takes should be clear from the context.
15
Organisations with legal authority to secure compliance with health and safety regulation.
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to promote compliance with health and safety regulation. We made two major exceptions to this
organising focus. First, because compliance with health and safety regulation in itself has little
value and because most jurisdictions are now guided by the imperative of reducing reported rates of
work related injury and ill health we made no distinction between initiatives which directly aim to
produce compliance with specific health and safety duties and obligations and those which simply
aim to reduce work related injury and ill health. Second, in some instances, we have also looked at
particular regulatory forms (such as legal frameworks for workers’ participation) where these at
once constituted a crucial mechanism of promoting compliance in their own right and, just as
significantly, set the context for the efficacy of specific regulatory practices.
For ease of reading, we use the terms employer, company, corporations, organisation, and duty
holder to mean the same thing, whilst recognising that employers and organisations may be
unincorporated bodies and duty holders can relate to a wide range of workplace parties and not just
employers. Again, the precise meaning that the term takes should be clear from the context.
Regulation is primarily used throughout the report to refer to regulatory standards or rules (statutory
duties and powers, regulation, standards, orders and attendant codes or formal guidelines), although
in certain contexts it is used to refer specifically to statutory regulation. In other contexts, we use
the term legislation broadly to refer to statutes and regulation (and, in some instances, attendant
codes or formal guidelines as well). The precise meaning of the term, we think, should be clear
from the context.
The discussion in the report makes a distinction between outcome (or impact) based studies and
procedural (or performance or intermediate) based studies. By outcome or impact based studies we
mean studies that attempt to measure the effect of a particular initiative on occupational harm
(death, injury and ill health), using either reported injuries and disease data or compensation claim
rates as measures, or compliance. 16 We use the term procedural and performance based or
intermediate studies to refer to those which measure a more immediate consequence of a regulatory
initiative (for example, increased knowledge or understanding of occupational health and safety
risks, occupational health and safety investment or improvements in measures used to contain or
manage occupational health and safety risks) (see further Hillage, et al, 2004).
We use the terms organisational sentences, organisational sanctions, court based organisational
sanctions and court based organisational sentences to refer to sanctions imposed by courts against
organisations (usually companies) convicted of offences of health and safety. We also refer to the
costs associated with compliance and non-compliance with OHS regulation. We sometimes specify
the nature of these costs, describing them as either: regulatory costs (which are associated with the
nature and degree of regulatory enforcement); compliance costs (which denote the costs incurred to
meet regulatory standards and which need to be offset against the costs of non-compliance17); and
market costs (which concern the capital, supply or commercial (product) costs that a firm incurs as
a result of non-compliance with occupational health and safety regulation). For ease of reading we
occasionally fail to specify the type of cost or use regulatory cost as a generic term covering
regulatory, compliance and market costs. The specific meaning of the term should be clear from the
context.

16
Studies, in other words, which not only change employer behaviour, but which do so by either reducing actual or
reported injuries and illness or which raise the level of compliance.
17
Workers’ compensation claims, the costs of retraining and compensating a replacement worker, repairing damaged
property, investigating the accident and implementing corrective action, costs sustained from disruptions to production,
administrative time, lower morale, increased absenteeism and, potentially, poor relations with consumers.

6
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METHOD

The study is comprised of a number of stages. In summary, we:
a)

reviewed the most easily accessible material describing the regulatory techniques and
strategies practiced in the jurisdictions we had provisionally selected to review;

b)

narrowed down the number of regulatory jurisdictions we proposed to consider in greater
depth;

c)

undertook a comprehensive search of the English language evaluative literature (using
electronic databases and involving hand searches of key journals and bibliographical
references);18

d)

selected the most relevant, well-conducted studies for more thorough analysis;

e)

assessed the research design and findings of these studies; and

f)

interviewed and corresponded with academics and regulators.

Although we took a relatively broad view of evidence, because of the relatively substantial amount
of evaluation and evaluative studies relating to the English language jurisdictions (particularly the
USA19) and the considerable variation in the quality of this information, we reduced the scope of
the material we looked at in three broad ways [drawing on the approach followed by Hillage,
Tyers, Davis, and Guppy (2004) in their review of regulatory interventions in the UK]. First, we
confined our analysis to documented evidence, which followed some form of systematic
investigation in which the method was clear enough to be assessed. Second, we determined from
the outset to exclude scientific reports on technical issues by public bodies responsible for research
into occupational health and safety.20 And third, we narrowed our focus to the most well conducted,
methodologically strong studies. Although we were alert to these considerations in exploring the
European evaluative literature, a limited translation budget and the existence of fewer evaluative
studies forced us to take a less discriminating approach in selecting evidence for evaluation (see
below).
The evaluative literature is highly diverse (reflecting the findings of previous research - Tompa, et
al, 2004), revealing wide variations in the quality of the evidence. After the initial literature review,
studies isolated for more thorough analysis were, therefore, selected according to a series of
appraisal criteria aimed at picking out more methodologically robust studies. In the first instance,
we focused on studies based on firm data capable of assessing the individual merits of particular
regulatory interventions and capable of verification. We ranked impact studies using indirect
measures of outcomes such as the rate of insurance claims and firm reported injuries and illness
ahead of studies that focused on the relationship between regulatory initiatives and compliance.21
18

Working with a limited translation budget, meant that we were unable to perform a comprehensive search of electronic
databases of non-English speaking research.
19
In contrast, we found it very difficult to access academic evaluation evidence in the non-English language countries
20
As Hillage, et al, point out, scientific research into risks and hazards might have an effect on OHS by generally
informing the knowledge base for regulatory policy and practice and by raising the awareness and understanding of
workplace hazards among employers (Hillage, et al, 2001: 21; but see WS Atkins, 1999). The volume of the material in this
area, combined with the difficulties in assessing both its validity and impact, meant that we omitted it from our
investigation.
21
Even though we were commissioned to focus primarily on levers of compliance, we ranked impact studies using
reported rates of injury and ill health first to take account of the disjunction between health and safety regulation,
compliance with health and safety regulation, and work place health and safety.
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These, in turn, were ranked ahead of studies which measured increases in safety investment or
which were based on surveys or interviews (intermediate studies). Studies based on anecdotal data
were excluded. In addition to this, we took account of the following methodological factors:
x
x
x
x

whether intervening variables were controlled for;
whether an appropriate method of sampling took place;
whether the research was conducted independently; and
whether the study examined data over time.

Where a large number of studies had been undertaken on a particular initiative we either confined
our analysis to outcome based studies, which controlled for intervening variables, or, where
relevant, relied on existing reviews of the evaluative literature.22
Although reported injury and illness rates represent the closest approximation in the literature to
actual illness and injury rates, it is important to recognise the limitations that using reported data
create for evaluative studies. There is a strong measure of agreement that reported rates of injury
and illness substantially underestimate – and, therefore, misrepresent, actual levels of injury and
illness. There are a range of reasons for this (see, for example, Azaroff, et al, 2002; Leigh, et al,
2004). Many of these are outlined in the US chapter, but, given their significance, we consider there
to be substantial value in rehearsing the most important reasons here. First, reported data can
exclude certain types of workers. Second, workers’ compensation systems which use experience
rating to set employers’ premiums create incentives for employers to underreport injury and disease
by increasing costs for employers that show an increase in injuries. Third, employers seeking
government contracts may fear being denied a contract if their injury rate is too high. Fourth, a
reliance on reported injury rates (either direct to regulatory authorities or indirectly to worker’s
compensation bodies) in targeting inspections and measuring performance creates a clear incentive
for employers not to record injuries. Fifth, economic incentives can influence workers’ reporting
habits. Employer-implemented programs that offer prizes for individuals or departments for going
a certain number of days without an injury discourage workers from reporting, either because they
want the prize or because of peer pressure from co-workers who want the prize. Sixth, employees
may be reluctant to report injuries for fear of being labelled accident-prone or, if applying for
compensation, being labelled as ‘slackers’. Seventh, in certain cases, employers implement
programmes that discipline workers when they report an injury, discouraging them from reporting.
Eighth, many workers do not know how to use the workers’ compensation system. Ninth, foreignborn workers, whether in the country legally or not, face additional barriers to reporting: they may
not know how or to whom to report the injury or they may fear being fired or harassed or being
reported to the immigration authorities. Given the voluminous English language literature on
under-reporting and the difficulties this poses in assessing and targeting regulatory initiatives, it is
unclear why regulatory authorities have not moved to different methods (relying more on
epidemiological approaches or employee surveys) of assessing risk.

22

Because of the important role it performs in the regulatory process, we undertook our own assessment of the US
literature on inspection and enforcement.
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CHAPTER 2: CONCLUSION (INTERVENTIONS)
1

INTRODUCTION

This study had three main aims: to review the key trends in regulatory practice in a number of
overseas jurisdictions; to summarise the principal intervention strategies used to promote OHS in
those jurisdictions and to review the evaluative evidence examining the effect of these strategies on
work related injury and ill health. The following discussion aims to summarise the key findings of
the review and concludes with some general observations on the difficulties involved in transferring
successful (or potentially successful) health and safety programmes from overseas jurisdictions to
the United Kingdom. The conclusion is divided into twenty sections.
The first four substantive sections provide basic, but essential, background material of the political,
economic and institutional milieu of contemporary occupational health and safety regulation in the
jurisdictions under review. The first substantive section provides a brief summary of trends in work
organisation and employment, which have formed the context to the rapid changes in occupational
health and safety regulation that have occurred over the last fifteen years. The second section,
which outlines trends in injury and ill health in the countries under review, contains a short
discussion of the basic weaknesses of official statistics and looks at how recent changes in the
pattern of employment look set to compound these weaknesses. The third section outlines the legal
and institutional architecture of the jurisdictions we reviewed, whilst the fourth section outlines the
key trends in occupational health and safety regulation.
The next fifteen substantive sections summarise the key interventions used in the jurisdictions we
reviewed. More specifically, they look at how and why particular levers are integrated into the
regulatory apparatus of individual jurisdictions and examine the strength of the evidence
concerning their impact on occupational health and safety. Specifically, we examine: inspection
and enforcement; prosecution; health and safety campaigns; occupational health and safety
management systems; worker participation; publicising achievement; exchanging best practice;
influencing the supply chain; the promotion of networking; consultation; the provision of
information, training and education; and partnerships and alliances. The concluding section
contains a short discussion on the opportunities and constraints of policy transfer.
2

TRENDS IN INJURY AND ILL HEALTH

Reported rates of work-related injury and ill health declined across all the jurisdictions we reviewed
during the 1990s1 and the first half of the present decade (AFL-CIO, 2006, BLS, 2002, 2003a,
2003b, 2004 and 2005; Mustard, et al, 2003; Breslin, et al, 2006).2 Although the available evidence
indicates that the rate of decline is highly varied – neither uniform by geographical area, industry or
demographic group (see, for example, Breslin, et al, 20063) - this downward trend has occurred
1

We only reviewed Australian data stretching back to the mid 1990s, although time-series data for the rate of fatalities in
NSW did exhibit a similar pattern..
2
The above figures are consistent with a further 28.8 per cent decline between 1993 and 1998 in Ontario (during which
time the labour force expanded by 9.1 per cent - Mustard, et al, 2003: 1284) and a general decline in work injury claim
rates in Ontario and British Columbia between 1990 and 2001 (Breslin, et al, 2006). Breslin, et al’s (2006) study used the
Labour Force Survey to estimate the working population. In Ontario, the decline was 4.6 per cent per year (from 5.2 to 2.5
per 100 full-time equivalents) and in British Columbia, 3.0 per cent per year (from 6.1 to 4.1). In both jurisdictions (but
particularly in Ontario) the absolute decline was greater in the early part of the decade.
3
Breslin, et al’s (2006) comparison of Ontarian and British Columbian data, for example, observed that the decline in
Ontario during the 1990s, was more pronounced than it was for other Canadian jurisdictions. The same study found that,
although women had lower overall rates in both provinces injury rates for men declined more than those for women.
Similarly, although younger workers have experienced a higher absolute decline in claims rates, as a percentage the
decline in claims rates for young workers has been lower than it has for other age groups.
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against expectations. Strong economic growth in most of the jurisdictions we reviewed during this
period (see, for example, Cobet And Wilson, 2002 and OECD, 2006) is likely to have placed
sustained pressure on rates of injury and ill-health, by bringing in more vulnerable, untrained
employees into the workplace4 and creating production pressures in firms which are likely to lead
to resources being taken from routine maintenance and safety-oriented tasks (Robinson, 1988;
Dorman, 1996; Gray and Scholz, 19975; Ussif, 2004). The first of these effects is particularly acute
in the US with its highly deregulated labour market (OECD, 2004: see Tables 4a, 4b and 4c
annexed to chapter). However, weakening labour protection (Table 6a and 6b annexed), increases
in precarious employment (Quinlan, et al, 2001; see also Table 1-5 annexed) and declining union
density (Scruggs and Lange, 2002; Visser, 2006; Tables 2a, 2b and 3)6 also characterises most of
the other jurisdictions we reviewed. These phenomena are likely to have exerted a positive effect
on injuries and ill health,7 but still the rate of work-related injuries and illness has declined (Azaroff,
et al, 2004: 271; Pollack and Chowdhury, 2001; Ussif, 2004); suggesting that the economic effect
on occupational injury and ill health has been masked by even stronger negative effects on reported
rates of injury and ill health.
There is considerable disagreement over the precise nature of these pressures which is exacerbated
by the fact that there is little English language research in the jurisdictions we observed (the US
excepted) on trends in injury and ill health, which systematically controls for the effects of the
business cycle, shifts in the distribution of employment in the economy8 or demographic changes in
the labour force. Part of the decline may, however, be due to shifts in employment towards less
hazardous work – specifically from manufacturing to service sector jobs. However, when the data
are disaggregated on the basis of industry it almost invariably indicates that the rate of injury and ill
health has fallen in most industries – high (manufacturing and construction) as well as low hazard;
suggesting the presence of effects other than simply a decline in more hazardous employment
(Conway and Svenson, 1998; Azaroff, et al, 2004; Loomis, et al, 2004; but see Richardson and
Loomis, 1997; Department of Employment and Workplace Relations, 2006). Moreover, the
findings of self-report surveys of work-related injury and disability in Canada and health and safety
data audits in the US (which suggest that the rate of under-reporting and recording has remained
constant) seemingly discount the possibility that the downward trends may be a reporting or
recording effect (Mustard, et al’s, 20039). Despite this, whether the downward trend in reported
rates reflect real reductions in work related injuries and ill health is not entirely clear.

4

This is consistent with Bartel and Thomas’s finding (1985: 20) that injury rates in the US are generally positively
correlated with the new hire rate.
5
Gray and Scholz (1997: 711) estimated that for every 1 per cent increase in US employment, injuries in the US increased
by over half a per cent.
6
The fact that union concentration has been steadily falling in the US is likely to have had a substantial impact on both the
overall scale and distribution of injury and ill health. This is, in part, because unionised labour influences the form and
effect of formal enforcement (see the discussion of Weil, 1992 below). More significantly, however, it is also due to the
direct role that unions play in promoting health and safety in the workplace through training, education and (in the case of
workplace health and safety committees, for example) direct participation in OHS decision-making. In the context of the
U.K., however, Fenn and Ashby (2004) found that establishments with a higher proportion of unionized employees and
health and safety committees were associated with higher rates of reported injuries and illnesses (a finding consistent with
Bartel and Thomas’s results). They were, however, unable to confirm that this was due to the possibility that increased
workplace risk caused employees to join trade unions or to argue in favour of health and safety committees. Despite this,
the authors proposed that, because unions and health and safety committees provided more effective mechanisms for
employees to air grievances and pursue claims for compensation, it was reasonable to hypothesise that there was less
under-reporting in unionised workplaces with health and safety committees.
7
Robinson (1988) found that once rates of hiring and output per hour were controlled for, injury rates tended to rise with
the rate of unemployment. This, he argued, indicated the effect of economic insecurity on workers’ willingness to pursue
improvements in health and safety.
8
Although the data generally indicates declines in higher as well as lower hazard industries.
9
Mustard, et al’s (2003) study compared work-related injury and illness compensation claims in Ontario and the Ontario
samples of the National Population Health Survey and the Survey of Labour and Income Dynamics.
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Where available, the data indicate that the rate of the decline in self-report studies is less
pronounced. Thus, Mustard, et al (2003: 1286) report that the proportion of Ontario respondents to
the Survey of Labour and Income Dynamics reporting a one week absence for work-related injury
or illness who also reported receiving wage-loss compensation from the WSIB declined from 65
per cent in 1993 to 50 per cent in 1998. Moreover, there is a dearth of well controlled studies on
whether compensation systems are as effective at picking up chronic injuries - common to work in
expanding service industries – as they are at recording acute injuries, which are more commonly
associated with declining industries such as resource extraction and manufacturing (Breslin, et al,
2006). Moreover, despite the claims of audits to the contrary, there are good reasons to suspect that
fundamental changes in work organisation and employment (characteristic of most of the
jurisdictions we reviewed) are exacting a powerful effect on the reliability of official statistics (see
the US section and below).
We have purposely avoided making cross-jurisdictional comparisons of work related injury and ill
health, which are of little analytical value because of substantial differences in recording and
notification requirements. 10 Thus, the data drawn on occupational fatalities from France, the
Netherlands and Germany to compile the annual European Statistics on Accidents at Work omit the
self-employed (Benavides, et al, 2003: 386) and in France and the Netherlands the data do not
cover public sector employees. This is in contrast to the US Census of Fatal Occupational
Injuries,11 which includes both fatalities to the self-employed and public sector workers (Benavides,
et al, 2003: 287). According to Benavides, et al (2003: 386-387), these differences are partly a
consequence of the different methodologies used to collate data. Thus, whereas US data are
compiled from a comprehensive and active search of different sources (such as death certificates,
workers’ compensation and state agency administrative reports), European data (and Australian and
Canadian data) tend to be based on passive notification linked to insurance programmes and, in the
case of the Netherlands, on inspection records. Given the findings of US research, which suggest
that state agency administrative reports record just 32 per cent of work related deaths (Stout and
Bell, 1991) and death certificates just under 78 per cent (Kraus, et al, 1995), the US data are likely
to record a higher proportion of all work related fatalities (see Benavides, et al, 2003: 389 on this
point). Notwithstanding these caveats, a study commissioned by the National Occupational Heath
and Safety Commission (2004) in Australia to compare occupational fatality rates in Australia with
other industrialised nations found that, once the data had been standardised by industry, Sweden
and the United Kingdom12 had the lowest rates of work related fatalities in 2000/01 with Australia
seventh. Given the fact that the study did not focus on occupational disease, it is not entirely clear
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Benavides, et al (2003), however, note that there are a number of important similarities between the definitions of
workplace fatality used in the Census of Fatal Occupational Injuries used in the US and the annual European Statistics on
Accidents at Work. Thus, in contrast to the UK, both definitions include deaths occurring off company premises during
working hours and during working times where the vehicle is regarded as the work environment and both exclude
workplace deaths due to non-external causes (such as heart attacks or strokes), unless they are clearly preceded by a
traumatic work related event (Benavides, et al, 2003: 387).
11
By contrast, the Survey of Occupational Injuries and Illnesses which collects data from employers (which is based on
records maintained under the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970) excludes the self-employed, employers with ten
or fewer employees (section 1904.1), employers regulated by other federal safety and health laws, federal, state and local
government agencies, and a number of retail, service, finance, insurance and real estate industries specified in section
1904.2 (OHSA, 2005a).
12
The full sample comprised Australia, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Germany, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden,
Switzerland and the United Kingdom.
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what we can take from these findings,13 although, the findings of Canadian research by the Quality
of Work is broadly consistent with the basic implication of the Australian study.14
3

TRENDS IN WORK AND EMPLOYMENT

3.1

Introduction

There has been considerable discussion on the impact of labour market transformation specifically, the growth in small business employment and the decline in stable, full-time
employment and relative shift towards less stable forms of employment, characterised by
temporary contracts, weak labour rights and lower rates of unionisation - on work-related injury
and ill health. Some of these trends – such as the shift in employment towards smaller employers –
are mistakenly assumed to characterise all jurisdictions.15 Others, by contrast, such as the decline in
unionisation, have been incorrectly linked to the opening up of markets and increased competition
characteristic of the current period of globalisation (Scruggs and Lange, 2002). Two questions,
which we consider sequentially in the current section, seem especially important to understanding
the efficacy of contemporary practices of occupational health and safety regulation. What is the
exact nature of these trends and what are their likely effects on work related injury and ill health?
3.2

De-industralisation

Despite a recent resurgence in some high-hazard industries (like, for example, construction, oil and
gas extraction) in some jurisdictions (see, for example Canada) and the continued strength of
construction, there has been a long-term shift away from higher hazard resource and manufacturing
industries to service-producing industries. This, inevitably, is reflected in a decline in the reported
number and rate of work related injury and ill health). However, there is also strong evidence to
suggest that reported rates declined in both goods (higher hazard) and service (lower hazard)
industries (Conway and Svenson, 1998; Breslin, et al, 2006);16 suggesting that the decline cannot
wholly be attributed to shifts in the distribution of employment in the economy.
3.3

Trends in the Pattern of Employment

The tables relating to this section are reproduced from data collated by the OECD (see annex to this
chapter). Tables 1a and 1b indicate that there has been a gradual shift away from full-time
employment in most of the jurisdictions reviewed (Sweden and the US excepted). Notwithstanding
this, the trend is uneven and varies considerably between nation states (with Australia and the
Netherlands exhibiting the greatest decline). In all jurisdictions where full time employment has
declined relative to part-time employment, this has occurred, in part at least, because of the
increasing proportion of women employed in the labour market. In some jurisdictions (see, for
example, Australia), the decline in full-time employment reflects a general increase in more
contingent or precarious forms of work (shift work, self-employment and casual and temporary
employment), characterised by both greater flexibility and insecurity.

13

Moreover, we were unable to closely assess the method used in the report.
Drawing on the third European Survey of Working Conditions (2000) and the EKOS Rethinking North American
Integration Survey (2002), this found that whereas 31.7 per cent of Canadian workers considered themselves at risk
because of their work only 5.5 per cent of Swedish workers did so. The respective percentages for the other jurisdictions
covered in the present study are 30.2 per cent for France, 28.4 per cent for the USA, 27.8 per cent for Italy, 25.5 per cent
for the UK, 25.0 per cent for Germany and 23.4 per cent for the Netherlands (Brisbois, 2002: 38)..
15
In the US there has been greater relative increases in employment in larger (generally less hazardous) firms (more than
500 employees) (see the US section).
16
Breslin et al’s (2006) study focused on trends in work-related injury and ill health in Ontario and British Columbia.
14
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Tables 2a and 2b (annexed below) indicate that union membership density in all the jurisdictions
we reviewed has declined. Although, there is a measure of variation in this basic trend across
jurisdictions, the reduction in union density across all the jurisdictions we reviewed – with the
notable exception of Sweden and, to a lesser extent, Italy – has been substantial. Significantly, as
Scruggs and Lange’s (2002) excellent study on trends in union density suggests, declining
unionisation is not directly linked to relative mobility of capital in specific nation states,17 but rather
has to be understood in terms of the specific institutional context – the existence of centralised
collective bargaining and other “union compatible” institutions – of nation states.
Tables 4a and 4b annexed suggest that, where the data are available temporary employment has
increased in both absolute and relative terms.
Tables 6a and 6b annexed – which represents trends in formal labour rights – interestingly suggests
a degree of convergence in formal employment rights in the jurisdictions we examined. More
specifically, in Australia and Canada - two of the four jurisdictions, which have traditionally been
characterised by weak employment rights – rights have improved, whereas they have deteriorated
in many European countries (with labour rights relating to temporary employment in France
representing a notable exception).
3.4

Changes in Work Organisation, the Work Process and the Gap between
Reported and Actual Rates

The problem of under-reporting and under-recording is a long-standing one that has been examined
in a large number of studies (which have mainly focused on the problem in the US but see also
Baldasseroni, 2005 and Workplace Relations Ministers’ Council, 2006). These indicate that
employees’ reluctance to report work-related injuries and ill health is extensive and their reasons
for doing mixed; ranging from concerns over being disciplined, losing work and being demoted to
being labelled a complainer or considered careless. These concerns are compounded by culturally
mediated perceptions of injuries as minor or as an inevitable part of the job and, in some instances,
are reinforced by company policy and practice (managers who record injuries might experience
poor performance evaluations, reduced merit raises or bonus awards and increased paperwork).
Other studies report widespread failure to recognise that an injury or illness is work-related; placing
considerable emphasis on an injury or illness being correctly diagnosed by physicians (see, for
example, McCurdy, et al, 1991). This is highly significant as, even in the case of classic
occupational diseases, medical practitioners routinely fail to recognise that health problems are
work related (Wharton, 1983); suggesting that the problem of identification is particularly acute
where illnesses arise from chronic exposures and are characterized by subtle manifestations or a
long period of latency (such as cancers, neurological disease and reproductive disorders) 18
(McCurdy, et al, 1991; for a more detailed discussion see Pransky, et al, 1999 and Azaroff, et al,
2002 and 2004). Although, in some jurisdictions, the reporting infrastructure is better structured to
optimise the rate of reporting (at least for non contingent or precarious forms of employment),19
and although estimates on the reporting and recording gap vary, where the evidence exists, it almost
invariably indicates that the gap is substantial – a fact that even applies to occupational fatalities

17

After controlling for cyclical and demographic features within national economies, Scruggs and Lange (2002) were
unable to find consistent significant associations between density and increasing capital openness, direct investment flows
or increased trade flows.
18
Moreover, of course, medical practitioners – where appropriate – must be familiar with the reporting requirements of
particular conditions.
19
German insurance associations, for example, not only receive information about injuries from employers, but also
doctors treating workers who, significantly, are only paid once a report of an injury or disease is submitted to the
association. Creating a direct incentive to report in this way is highly unusual and, in principle at least, is likely to increase
the rate at which problems are reported to the recording authority (in this case, insurance associations).
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where reporting and recording rates are likely to be relatively high (see, for example, Stout and
Bell, 1991).
Notwithstanding these long-standing problems of under reporting, a number of authors in the US
and Australia have argued that fundamental changes in work and employment during the 1980s and
1990s – specifically, the rise of temporary, informal and self-employment, an increase in the
number of people working from home, the decline in union density, widespread subcontracting
and, in some jurisdictions, considerable increases in immigrant labour (Azaroff, et al, 2003;
Quinlan, et al, 2001) – have depressed the rate at which work-related injury and disease are
reported and recorded. The arguments are persuasive. Security of labour, in particular, has an
important effect on employees’ confidence to report health problems (see Azaroff, et al, 2004: 277278) and workers in less secure employment have fewer incentives to document occupational
health problems or to continue employing injured workers (Quinlan and Mayhew, 1999; Quinlan,
et al, 2001). Similarly, the informal economy neither provides the administrative structure nor the
incentives for workers to report health problems (or for employers to record them) (Azaroff, et al,
2004: 279) and employees working in the informal economy who might be minded to report
injuries or illness enjoy very little protection against redundancy. This is consistent with survey
evidence undertaken by Quinlan and Mayhew (2001) which strongly indicates that compensation
coverage among the precariously employed – where continuity of employment and income is
uncertain – is relatively low and that their knowledge of workers’ compensation entitlements is
poor. The significance of this for Australian injury and disease is highly significant as workers’
compensation claims form the basis of the most widely cited data on occupational injury and ill
health. Specifically, Quinlan and Mayhew (2001) found workers in precarious employment were
often ignorant or confused about their eligibility for compensation benefits and generally less
knowledgeable of their entitlements than non-precariously employed workers undertaking similar
tasks in the same sectors of industry (Quinlan and Mayhew, 2001: 6). This, the survey data
suggested, compounded a basic reluctance to make compensation insurance claims which was
reinforced by the constant financial pressure to continue working and a background anxiety that a
claim might damage their employment prospects or contracts (Quinlan and Mayhew, 2001: 6).
These effects are generally exacerbated by lower rates of unionisation across the jurisdictions we
examined. Unions, importantly, can help employees recognise health effects, navigate the
complexities of workers’ compensation schemes as well as generally providing support in reporting
OHS problems (see Gray, et al, 1998 on the inclusion of OHS provisions in collective bargaining
agreements) and protecting employees from retaliation for reporting work-related injuries or illness
(Azaroff, et al, 2004: 276). In addition, some methods of recording injury, ill health and disease
specifically exclude forms of employment – like, for instance, self-employment - which are
considered to have increased significantly over the last two decades (see, for example, Workplace
Relations Ministers’ Council, 2006).20 The impact of new forms of work and employment on the
validity of recorded rates of injury and ill health may be exacerbated by employers increasingly
resorting to behaviour-based safety programmes (which focus attention on employee behaviour as
the immediate cause of work-related injuries and illness) in response to increased experienced
rating (Workers’ Health and Safety Centre, 2003) – is also consistent with a rise in the rate of
under-reporting. Specifically, the provision of incentives or penalties aimed at reducing the rate at
which employees report injury and ill health are likely to artificially lower an employer’s accident
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Australian workers’ compensation data, for example, only include employees covered by workers’ compensation – with
the effect that many contractors and self-employed workers who are not covered are excluded. Under-counting, as such, is
likely to be substantial in industries where self-employment is common (such as agriculture, forestry and fishing,
construction, transport and storage and the retail trade). Notwithstanding this, the fact that Australian workers’
compensation reporting systems are basically poor at picking up occupational disease (which, in many cases, does not
qualify for compensation) suggests that under-counting across all industries is likely to be relatively high.
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frequency rate (and, as such, exacerbate the level of under-reporting).21 Despite this probable effect,
Canadian regulators do not seem to have developed a specific policy aimed at monitoring the use
and impact of these programmes. In fact, the practice of allowing administrative notices to be used
against workers who contravene occupational health and safety legislation (Ontario and,
potentially, Alberta) constitutes a form of official approval for the approach.
Significantly, comparisons of the rate of decline evident in reported (official) and survey data lend
powerful support to the argument that the gap between reported and actual rates of work related
injury and disease is widening (see, for example, Mustard, et al, 2003).
3.5

Changes in Work Organisation, the Work Process and Employment and
Trends in Occupational Injury and Disease

The evidence linking changes in work and employment to lower occupational injury and disease
outcomes is compelling. Most of the available research indicates that outsourcing, organisational
restructuring and downsizing has an adverse effect on occupational health and safety (Quinlan,
Mayhew and Bohle, 2001; Benavides, et al, 2006). Although less compelling, the evidence is still
reasonably compelling for both temporary workers and employees working in small businesses
(Quinlan, Mayhew and Bohle, 2001; McVittie, et al, 1997). More importantly, perhaps, Virtanen,
et al (2005) found that unstable employment is also associated with poor health generally and
psychological distress.22 Interestingly, although part-time work is typically associated with less
stable forms of employment, once other factors are controlled for there seems to be no association
between part-time work and poor health and safety outcomes (Quinlan, Mayhew and Bohle, 2001).
The nature of the association between new forms of employment and work organisation and
occupational health is highly contextualised. Benavides, et al, (2006), for example, suggest that less
job experience and knowledge of workplace hazards may explain the consistent association
between temporary workers and occupational injury. New forms of work also increase the risk of
ignorance or misunderstanding of legislative requirements23 and there is evidence to suggest that
the short-term nature of temporary employment affects employer attitudes about providing
adequate induction and training (or to ensure contingent workers are represented by health and
safety representatives or on workplace committees - Quinlan, 2003). Moreover, although
organisational restructuring often involves quite significant changes to work processes (requiring
reassessment of OHS management systems), there is a deep-seated suspicion that even large
employers are ill equipped to make the connection between downsizing and their OHS
responsibilities (Quinlan, 2003). In addition to this, Robinson’s (1988) work suggests that increased
insecurity among workers affects their willingness to pursue improvements in health and safety,24
whilst other studies have pointed to the increased work stress involved in non stable forms of
employment. Mayhew and Quinlan’s (1999) comparative study of the occupational health and
safety conditions of factory based and outworkers, for example, found that the system of payment the fact that outworkers were paid solely by the piece, whereas factory workers were paid either
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Moreover, programmes that shift the responsibility for avoiding or minimising workplace hazards from the employer –
who exercises ultimate control over the workplace – to the employee, are likely to undermine the efficacy of the internal
responsibility system.
22
The authors argue that adjustment for initial health in their models diminished the possibility of reverse causation
(Virtanen, et al, 2005).
23
There is some evidence to suggest that employers often wrongly presume that outsourcing an activity or leasing a worker
diminished their responsibility (Quinlan, 2003).
24
Robinson was specifically referring to worker sentiment during periods of higher unemployment, but the point can just
as powerfully be made in relation to less secure forms of employment.
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under a time plus production bonus system or solely on a time basis25 - constitute by far the most
important factor in explaining differences in the rate of self-reported injury.26
Finally, there is also good reason to believe that the same competitive pressures that motivate
business to outsource also encourage sub-contractors to underbid on contracts; creating a
commercial environment in which older, inadequately maintained equipment, is more likely to be
used, staffing levels are more likely be lower, production is speeded up, and working hours are
longer. In addition, increased sub-contracting is thought to lead to fragmented and disorganised
work processes, weaker chains of responsibility and ‘risk-passing’ and a lack of specific job
knowledge (including knowledge about health and safety) (Bell, 2001; 5).
3.6

New Work Practices and Contemporary Risks to Health

Recurring concerns over the rate of productivity growth across developed economies (see, for
example, Bernstein and Adler, 1994; Cobet and Wilson, 2002) have brought about a transformation
in working practices - including job rotation, delayering, self-directed work-teams, just-in-time and
total quality management (Osterman, 1994: 177; Gittleman, Horrigan and Joyce, 1998) – with
potentially far-reaching implications for OHS (see, for example, Askenazy, 2001; Askenazy, Caroli
and Marcus, 2002). This, at least, is the implication of a number of important US and European
studies. Thus, Brenner, Fairris and Ruser’s (2002)27 analysis of the link between flexible work
practices and CTDs in the US found that firms which had adopted innovative practices such as
quality work circles and just-in-time production had significantly higher rates of Cumulative
Trauma Disorders (CTDs) than the industry average.28 Likewise, Askenazy’s analysis of a different
US data set found that innovative work practices (specifically, autonomous work teams, job
rotation and TQM) increased the frequency of injuries in the US by 30 per cent. This is consistent
with other, more focused, US studies29 as well as some very well conducted European research. To
this latter effect, using a large survey of French workers undertaken in 1998 providing detailed
information on working conditions, occupational injuries and the type of workplace practices
workers are involved in, Askenazy, Caroli and Marcus (2002) found that, after controlling for other
variables, new organisational practices (specifically quality norms and job rotation) had a much
higher probability of occupational injury than more traditional working practices. Significantly,
they also found that new organisational practices produced greater psychological stress (see also
Roy and St-Jaques, 2003).30
The precise nature of the link between innovative working practices and work related injury and ill
health varies. A number of case studies have pointed to the way in which new organisational
practices intensify work and reduce worker control over the production process with negative
consequences of work place health and safety (Parker and Slaughter, 1994; Delbridge, Turnbull
and Wilkinson, 1992). More specifically, the practice of breaking down tasks into their smallest
25
The study also found, interestingly, that while the incidence of injury was generally substantially higher for outworkers,
factory-based workers paid under an incentive scheme reported a higher rate of injury than those paid solely on a time
basis.
26
These were over three times higher among outworkers compared to factory-based workers undertaking similar tasks.
27
Brenner, et al (2002) used data from two surveys carried out by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) in their analysis of
workplace transformation and CTDs (for a scholarly discussion of the extent of musculoskeletal disorders in the US see
Panel on Musculoskeletal Disorders and the Workplace, 2001).
28
Brenner, et al (2002: 23) describe their impact on CTD rates as “sizeable”, varying from 20 to 65 per cent of the mean
CTD rate (depending on the sample looked at and estimation technique used).
29
Wokutch’s (1992: 192-195) study of a Japanese auto plant in the US, for example, found that its incidence of injury and
ill health was 91 per cent higher than the rate for the industry as a whole and 66 percent higher then similar plants
employing 1000 or more people. Much of the increase was attributable to CTDs; the rate of which was five times as high
as the rate for comparable auto plants.
30
Roy and St-Jaques’s (2003) Quebec based study which found that the introduction of semi-autonomous work teams
coincided with an increase in levels of stress.
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possible components, and then carefully studying each task to make its completion during
production more efficient, has tended to increase the rate and repetition of work. This, in
combination with attempts to run production with as close to sixty seconds of work every minute as
possible, is considered to raise the risk of workers developing CTDs (see, for example, Fuchini and
Fuchini, 1990 and Treece, 1990). In the jurisdictions we reviewed Canadian and US workers are
more likely to report working a very high speed all of the time (Brisbois, 2003).31 Similarly, buying
in parts from subcontractors (characteristic of just-in-time inventory control systems) - which tend
to have a larger number of defects, causing workers to exert greater force and strain on muscles,
joints, tendons and nerves - is also thought to be implicated in CTDs. Likewise, workers using
quality norms are thought to feel greater stress because of the increased uncertainty that follows
from having to cope more on their own with difficult situations than workers not involved in the
process of quality control (Askenazy, et al, 2002: 104) and because they are likely to be more
aware of the consequences of an error (either on the quality of the product or on the financial affairs
of the firm - Askenazy, et al, 2002: 105). These effects, interestingly, are compounded for workers
involved in job rotation who tend to receive more contradictory prescriptions and be required to
change tasks unexpectedly. Ironically, as Askenazy, et al (2002: 104-105) put it, “quality norms
and job rotation seem to be associated with a more confusing work organization rather than, as is
often hypothesized, with a more efficient workplace.”
Finally, there is now an established body of work, which highlights the relationship between
different forms of work and psychological illness. Some of the findings of the more recent studies
on this relationship are worth rehearsing to provide some sense of the extent to which
contemporary trends in occupational health and safety regulation and tracking contemporary trends
in occupational health and safety. Thus, Gimeno, et al’s (2003) analysis of data drawn from the
Third European Survey on Working Conditions (ESWC) found high rates of sickness absence
among employees with high psychological demands and more passive forms of work (both
characteristic of new work practices - see also Karasek, et al, 1987); risks being more pronounced
for men and temporary employees.
3.7

Changes in Work and Employment and Contemporary Occupational Health
and Safety Regulation

New forms of work and employment are gradually undermining conventional methods of
occupational health and safety regulation. Thus, Gervasi, et al (2006) found that self-employed
workers in Canada were less likely to be the subject of prevention programmes even though, in
many respects, they required more attention in improving their working conditions. Likewise, the
increased under-reporting associated with new forms of work exacerbates already substantial
problems attendant on targeting inspections. New forms of work have also significantly weakened
the conditions under which formal forms of worker’s participation are considered to work best; that
is to say where there is an identifiable and relatively stable group of employees working in close
proximity and in regular contact for a single employer (Johnstone, Quinlan and Walters, 2005: 95).
The problem, moreover, is particularly severe where (as in the case of the Canadian jurisdictions
we examined) the effectiveness of regulation depends heavily on workers’ ability to at once know
and exercise their rights; something which is more likely to apply in the context of stable
employment in unionised workplaces (Walters and Denton, 1990). More generally, the growth of
precarious employment commonly leads to more pressured work processes and more disorganised
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Followed closely by Sweden, the UK, the Netherlands, France, Italy and Germany (Brisbois, 2003). Unfortunately, the
Canadian study containing these comparisons does not cover Australia.
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work settings, creating challenges for which existing regulatory regimes are ill prepared (Quinlan,
Mayhew and Bohle, 2001).32
Most of the jurisdictions we examined have responded to these developments;33 although the nature
of the response has been varied, reflecting different regulatory cultures and styles as well as the
nature and scale of the challenge at hand. Some regulatory bodies have begun regulating supply
chains using contract-tracking mechanisms, licensing and registration, guaranteed union and
community vetting, and integrated multi-agency enforcement regimes (Quinlan et al 2001b), whilst
others have imposed minimum standards in tender requirements. In the event, most jurisdictions
have taken at least some steps to alter the mix of regulatory interventions; specifically targeting new
and more conventional forms of regulatory practice on small employers, 34 contractors and
businesses employing more vulnerable workers (see below). Others, whilst continually adapting
and readapting regulatory practice to manage the problems that arise in the new world of work,
have also reformed the scope and effect of basic legal duties under health and safety legislation;
extending obligations to cover a wider range of workplace parties. General duties on employers
under Victoria’s Occupational Health and Safety Act of 2004, for example, have now been
extended to independent contractors and their employees35 and anyone else who may be exposed to
risks arising “from the conduct of the undertaking of the employer”.36 The effect is to set up a duty
of care on employers that extends to all parties in the chain of production and supply; reviving
responsibilities temporarily discarded through downsizing, outsourcing and subcontracting.37 The
same Act has responded to the general fragmentation of the chain of production and supply by
imposing obligations on a far wider range of workplace parties (including designers of plant,
buildings and structures,38 people who install, erect or commission plant,39 labour hire companies,40
people who manage or control a workplace,41 and manufacturers42 and suppliers43 of plant or
substances, as well as employers, contractors, 44 workers 45 and officers 46 ) and, significantly,
extending employers’ legal obligations on employee consultation. Thus, section 35(2) of the Act
extends the definition of an employee to independent contractors (engaged by the employer) and
the employees of independent contractors 47 and expands the duty to matters over which the
employer has control and, importantly, would ordinarily have control were it not for a contractual
agreement aimed at limiting or removing that control.48 Although, jurisdictions have been slower to
32

Significantly, there is also some evidence to suggest that employers employing more vulnerable workers are more likely
to respond to experience rating through claims management, rather than through investing in health and safety (Thomason
and Pozzebon, 2002).
33
WorkSafeBC’s Board of Directors, for example, has recently concluded a wide-ranging consultation on occupational
health and safety – the first stage of a fundamental review of the structure and practice of workplace health and safety –
which, among other things, is attempting to work through a growing sense of unease about the strains that new forms of
employment and working practices are placing on accepted methods of regulation and enforcement (WorkSafeBC, 2006a;
see also Maxwell, 2004).
34
In Ontario, WISB’s Safe Communities Incentive Program uses reduced insurance premiums as an incentive to
participate in scheme which is primarily designed to improve small business’s health and safety management (see below).
35
Section 23(1)(a) of the OHS Act 2004.
36
Section 23(1) of the OHS Act 2004.
37
This is in contrast to legislation in other jurisdictions (like Germany, for example) which does not extend employers’
duty of care to the full range of workers in the chain of production.
38
Sections 27-28 of the OHS Act 2004.
39
Section 31 of the OHS Act 2004.
40
Section 5 and 21 of the OHS Act 2004.
41
Section 26 of the OHS Act 2004.
42
Section 29 of the OHS Act 2004.
43
Section 30 of the OHS Act 2004.
44
Section 5 and 21 of the OHS Act 2004.
45
Sections 23-25 of the OHS Act 2004.
46
Sections 144-145 of the OHS Act 2004.
47
Section 35(2)(a) of the 2004 Act.
48
Section 35(2)(b) of the 2004 Act.
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focus attention on new risks, such as workplace stress, there are some notable exceptions. The
Victorian WorkCover Authority’s latest business plan, for example, has a dedicated target for
reducing claims relating to work-related stress and the wide-ranging covenants process in the
Netherlands specifically aims to reduce “work pressure”.
Despite this relative hive of regulatory activity, in some instances announcements of responses to
new risks has obscured relative inaction. Having declared that it planned to make greater efforts to
control MSD risks, WorkSafeBC’s initial response was modest; publishing two educational
booklets in 2001 to help employers and workers avoid these soft tissue injuries. 49 Without more
detailed budgetary data, it is difficult to assess regulatory authorities’ commitment to controlling
new workplace risks. More importantly, however, many of the seemingly intractable problems that
regulatory authorities have to address are typically either the direct product of government policy or
the result of policy failure in other areas. Labour deregulation has been a deliberate policy of
governments in development economies (see, for example, Campbell and Brosnan, 1999) in a
process that has promoted labour market flexibility above other public policy considerations. As the
collateral effects of this process have become more apparent (see, for example, Bohle et al, 2001),
governments have asked relatively small occupational health and safety regulatory agencies to
address the dilemma even though they neither have the capacity nor power to address the problem.
The response, unsurprisingly, seems relatively undeveloped and fragmented. As Quinlan points
out, more fundamental policy questions about the form of work best suited to optimising public, as
opposed to business, productivity and welfare have been ignored (Quinlan, 2003).
4.

VARIATIONS IN INSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL INFRASTRUCTURES

4.1

Introduction

The basic legislative framework in each of the jurisdictions we reviewed is constituted by a basic
enabling statute - setting out general principles, basic duties, powers and some specific
requirements - which is supplemented by subsidiary legislation (regulations, codes of practice,
decrees, standards and orders) that set out more detailed requirements for compliance with these
general principles. This basic similarity in legal architecture is reflected in the organisational
infrastructure of occupational health and safety regulation which typically comprises a regulatory
authority, a workers’ compensation body and a research organisation (see Tables 7a-8b below)
which share responsibility for establishing standards and guidelines, educating and training
stakeholders, raising awareness of (and generally providing information in relation to) workplace
safety, co-ordinating and promoting co-operation within the workplace, building partnerships,
conducting inspections, investigating serious incidents and imposing sanctions on firms for
breaches of health and safety regulation. Despite these similarities, there is still significant variation
in:
a) the range of stakeholders afforded legal duties;
b) the sources of funding for occupational health and safety;
c) the basic organisational infrastructure of occupational health and safety regulation.
The practical impact of these differences (particularly, the relationship between legal and
institutional architecture and regulatory culture and practice) is difficult to determine and, in our
view, merits closer examination.
49

Latterly, however, the Prevention Division has begun to target problematic employers and generally roll out a longerterm strategy of identifying and controlling MSD risks - Workers’ Compensation Board, 2002c: 10.
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4.2

Duties

In a number of jurisdictions (particularly the Australian and Canadian jurisdictions we reviewed),
occupational health and safety legislation imposes duties on a wide range of work place parties,
including: employers; contractors; principal contractors; labour hire companies; workers; officers;
people who manage or control workplaces; designers of plant, building and structures;
manufacturers of plant or substances; suppliers of plant or substances and people who install, erect
or commission plant. By extending duties in this way, responsibility for occupational health and
safety is spread to all parties in the work process; providing a clear and enabling legal basis for
regulatory practice. In some jurisdictions (the best example being Victoria in our sample), the
scope of statutory duties is being extended to all parties in the chain of production and supply,
offsetting the reduction in the reach of these duties that occurs as a result of downsizing,
outsourcing and subcontracting. This again provides an enabling basis for regulatory practice;
allowing regulatory authorities to avoid relying on the sort of incentives which characterise the US
Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s efforts to encourage firms to participate in its
voluntary and compliance programmes (which, in some respects, are designed to work towards the
same effect).
4.3

Funding

Occupational health and safety is typically funded by a mix of employers’ premiums (paid into
workers’ compensation schemes), the public revenue, and licensing revenue (see Tables 8a and 8b
annexed to this chapter). There are quite significant variations in level of funding for occupational
health and safety regulation. Although we have been unable to perform systematic comparisons,
our perception is that where workers’ compensation bodies play a major role in the prevention of
work related injury and ill health, the basic funding for occupational health and safety is
significantly greater. Perhaps the best example of this is Germany where, in 2004, insurance
associations spent €734 million on prevention.
4.4

Organisational Variation

A number of regulatory authorities combine health and safety regulation with a range of other
responsibilities. The precise mix of responsibilities varies considerably. Some regional
inspectorates in Germany also have responsibility for regulating environmental, consumer and
product safety law. In Italy, where responsibility for health and safety regulation is divided between
the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy’s Labour Inspectorate and Local Health Units, health and
safety regulation is integrated into health provision generally; Local Health Units providing a full
range of health services, including the provision of hospitals and clinics. By contrast, the
responsibilities of the Dutch Labour Inspectorate and Swedish Work Environment Authority are
restricted to the work process. But where as these additional responsibilities are confined to the
unlawful employment of migrant workers, the minimum wage and working hours legislation in the
Netherlands, the responsibilities of the Work Environment Authority extend to the general wellbeing of the workforce, rather than merely physical hazards. This distinctive approach is reflected
in the extended scope of occupational health and safety legislation which covers all areas of
working life – working hours, work organisation, employee participation in decision making, equal
opportunities and psychosocial aspects of the workplace. The combination of several roles and
different responsibilities within one institution is very likely to have an impact on the basic
organisation and form of health and safety regulation. The range of the Swedish Work
Environment Authority’s responsibilities, in particular, seem, on first examination at least, to lend
the organisation greater power in attending to some of the more pressing contemporary health and
safety problems – such as work related stress – as well as giving it the sort of strategic position
necessary to overcome many of the difficulties typically associated with regulating the health and
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safety of workers in more precarious forms of employment. Unfortunately, we have been unable to
explore this issue further, but it is one which, in our view, merits further examination.
Organisational and legal variation along regional lines is also common (see Tables 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b,
annexed to this chapter). In Italy, for example, there is a centrally based labour inspectorate and
regional local health units. Similarly, in Germany, responsibility for labour inspection is shared
among the 16 regional governments and 62 sector-based accident insurance associations. In
Australia and Canada regulation is organised along state, provincial and territorial lines, whereas in
the US regulation is only partially regionalised. Generally speaking, regionalisation allows
regulatory practice to reflect local concerns, although there is very little systematic research
exploring the precise nature and impact of this variation. A notable exception is Morantz’s (2005)
analysis of data from the construction industry in the US. This found that state plans imposed lower
fines per violation and that, once other factors affecting injury rates had been controlled for, the
estimated frequency of construction injuries is approximately ten percent higher with state
enforcement.
Regionalisation reflects a moderate degree of variation in how regulatory responsibilities and
functions are shared between specific institutional forms. In some jurisdictions (such as Alberta,
Ontario, Queensland and the US), the practice of occupational health and safety regulation and
workers’ compensation is split between an institutionally distinct regulatory authority 50 and
workers’ compensation board, whilst in other jurisdictions (such as British Columbia) regulation
(prevention) and compensation are combined within a single institution. These basic differences are
overlaid by further variation in the extent to which responsibilities for promoting occupational
health and safety are devolved to smaller, independent institutions which are funded by either the
main regulatory authority or workers’ compensation board. In some jurisdictions this process is
highly developed. The prevention work of Ontario’s Workplace Insurance and Safety Board is
assigned to a range of agencies and associations with a combined budget Can$111 million (2004).
This compared to just $11.7 million directed by the Board towards its own Prevention Division and
Can$59 million provided to the Ministry of Labour (Personal Communication, 5th July 2006).
Similarly, WCB-Alberta funds and monitors51 a large number of industry based safety associations
to promote (through education) health and safety in the workplace (see also Industry Reference
Groups in New South Wales). Firm level regulatory delegation is also widespread; a good example
being the requirement of firms to draw upon the assistance of occupational health services
(Arbodnienst) in the Netherlands. 52 Interestingly, despite the large sums used to support regulatory
diversity in Ontario and Alberta, its impact on work related health and safety has not yet been
systematically evaluated (rather than focusing on outcome based measures, for example, WCBAlberta’s scrutiny focuses on measures such as the number of students attending courses,
conferences co-ordinated and injury reduction initiatives undertaken).
Arguably, the biggest difference between the organisation of occupational health and safety in the
UK and other developed economies is the existence of a comprehensive system of mandated
workers’ compensation (social insurance). There are substantial differences in institutional
governance, coverage and the level of benefits (and, therefore, the extent to which compensation
50
Responsibility for very high risk sectors of the economy, requiring highly specialist support, like mining, other forms of
resource extraction and the nuclear industry and commonly assumed by a specific regulatory body.
51
Funding of safety associations is conditional on WCB-Alberta approval of a detailed business plan, which reports on the
progress associations make in relation to the promotion of education in accident prevention.
52
Until 2005, it was mandatory for all Dutch companies to use an occupational health service (Arbodienst). Small
companies now only need to use one if they do not have a collective agreement. By 2003, the Inspectorate reported that 98
per cent of employers had formally entered into a contract with a certified OHS service. Large employers, and small
companies without a collective agreement, are also required to use a certified service to assist in the company’s sick leave
policy; provide periodic occupational health medical examination if these are provided by the employer; hold a working
conditions ‘consulting-hour’ for staff, and provide medical examination prior to a medical appointment.
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might influence compliance with occupational health and safety regulation) between different
workers’ compensation programmes. In addition, compensation authorities can assume either a
primary or supportive role in occupational health and safety prevention or financially underwrite
occupational health and safety prevention and enforcement. Despite these differences, the provision
of a relatively comprehensive, mandated system of compensation can effectively reset the
conventional relationship between business, state and regulation. This is, in part, because workers’
compensation provides a financial framework which can be modified and adapted to encourage
firms to improve health and safety and participate in regulatory initiatives. But, and this is more
significant, it is also because relatively well-developed workers’ compensation (although see the
discussion throughout the report on claims management) make it more difficult for firms to
externalise the costs of work related injury and ill health; making them more amenable to the social
and economic value of strong and decisive occupational health and safety regulation.
Despite these differences, three models of regulatory organisation and practice are still evident (but
see the section below on trends in occupational health and safety regulation).
a)

The European model is characterised by significant employee participation, the use of
clearly defined administrative penalties and a focus on labour conditions generally, rather
than just health and safety. Despite considerable variations in this model, inspectors
typically have less discretion than in other, non-European jurisdictions – and
administrative penalties or prosecution are sometimes mandatory for certain specified
breaches of occupational health and safety regulation. This is epitomised by the Italian
practice of requiring prosecutions to be initiated in respect of all criminal breaches. Higher
rates of inspection (particularly in Germany), complemented by the frequent use of
relatively low fines, are a common characteristic.

b) Mandated or directed self-regulation typifies the commonwealth model. Notwithstanding
variations between jurisdictions this model of regulation basically manifests the following
components supported by legally mandated firm level structures (such as joint health and
safety committees) which are monitored by the regulatory authority: mandated
occupational health and safety management systems or hazard prevention plans; mandated
inspections of the workplace by workplace parties; relatively well developed workers’
rights (such as the right to be informed of actual or potential workplace hazards, the right
to refuse unsafe work and the right to participate in the promotion of occupational health
and safety in the workplace).
c) Regulatory legalism characterises the form of regulation historically associated with the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration in the US. Regulation itself is relatively
rule-bound - general duties and principles are eschewed in favour of specific rights,
obligations and standards. The exercise of discretion to dispense advice and provide
information is typically subordinated to citation and enforcement and, significantly,
workers have very few formal rights of participation in the general enterprise of
occupational health and safety. Vestiges of this approach persist. However, the balance of
regulation is shifting in two important respects. First, there is evidence of a substantial shift
in resources from inspection and enforcement to partially mandated self-regulation.
Second, adversarial inspection – characterised by the habitual use of citation and
enforcement - is gradually being dispensed with in favour or a more co-operative style of
inspection.
In many important respects, these separate models obscure more than they inform. Worker
involvement in the promotion of occupational health and safety, for example, was formalised in
most of the jurisdictions we reviewed through well-developed systems of rights and organisational
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structures such as joint worker and management health and safety committees. The only major
exceptions to this are the federal system in the US (but not all state plan states) and Alberta where
employee participation rights are relatively undeveloped and joint health and safety committees are
not mandatory. Likewise, the regulatory mix within each of the target jurisdictions we reviewed
was relatively varied and (in terms of the number of programmes being developed at least)
growing. Whether this reflects a fundamental shift in the balance of resources is less clear. The
evidence from the US clearly indicates that finite resources are being gradually directed away from
inspection and enforcement towards other regulatory forms and governance which are more
consistent with (partially) mandated self-regulation. Significantly, a similar pattern seems to be
emerging in the Netherlands where business interests seem to occupy an equally influential position
in the networks of public policy-making. By contrast, although gaps in the evidence base make
trends in regulation difficult to determine, regulatory authorities in other jurisdictions (see, for
example, British Columbia, Italy, Ontario, Queensland and Victoria) are allocating more resources
to inspection and enforcement (we will return to this issue in the section below on regulatory
convergence). And finally, some jurisdictions which outwardly practice a more co-operative style
of inspection and enforcement, operate systems of monitoring which, in practice, are comparatively
more severe. A case in point is British Columbia’s system of employer requested inspection. These
are arranged by appointment, commonly for the purpose of consultation, but the province’s
guidelines instruct its prevention officers to initiate a formal inspection and issue “appropriate
orders” where a violation is observed. 53 This contrasts with the more staggered approach to
securing the abatement of violations characteristic of the consultation process in the US and, at the
very least, raises questions whether the model of (enforcement centred) American legalism
accurately marks out the differences between OHS regulation in the US and other jurisdictions in
which compliance is more widely regarded to emphasise co-operation and advice.
5.

TRENDS IN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY REGULATION

5.1

Rate of Reform

Over the past decade regulatory practices and governance have undergone substantial change
which has been evidenced in part by major amendments to health and safety legislation, in part by
major new regulatory initiatives and in part by thoroughgoing reviews (see Table 9, annexed to this
chapter). On first examination, there is no single impulse to this process, no single source to which
all reviews and reforms can be traced. Some reviews (see, for example, Bell, 2001 and Maxwell,
2004) have cited changes in work organisation and employment practices. Changes elsewhere, by
contrast, particularly in the Netherlands and US, seem to be primarily driven by business concerns
about regulatory costs. Ultimately, however, both the quite significant rate of change in
occupational health and safety regulation and differences in the form it takes can probably only
fully be understood by accounting for: differences in political culture and governance; the mix of
the economy; the strength of organised labour; the degree to which business is able to externalise
the costs of worker injury and ill health; and the relative risk of national and regional economies to
the effects of the processes of economic globalisation.
5.2

Regulation and Deregulation

Deregulation takes four basic forms: standards deregulation, enforcement deregulation, target
deregulation and targeted enforcement deregulation. Standards deregulation occurs when the
requirements implied within the basic rules or standards of regulation are reduced. Enforcement
deregulation – which typically coincides with a decline in institutional resources devoted to
inspection, investigation and enforcement - occurs when there is a reduction in the turnover, scope
53
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or depth (severity) of enforcement. Target deregulation occurs when a particular section of the
regulated community formally secures exemption from a regulatory authority’s requirements or
secures a de facto exemption from regulatory surveillance or enforcement. By contrast, targeted
enforcement deregulation occurs when a designated part of the regulated community whilst still
outwardly subjected to the same level of formal scrutiny is subjected to a different style or form of
enforcement. We found evidence of all three forms of deregulation.
The incidence of standards deregulation seems on the face of it quite extensive. New legislation in
the Netherlands, for example, aims to replace formal legal obligations with codes of good practice;
reducing the volume of law with which employers have to comply with a view to progressing its
more general commitment to reduce administrative costs across government by 25 per cent
(Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, 2005). The basic aim of the reform is to reduce
business opposition to health and safety which, the government has formally announced, will
facilitate a more active policy on safety, health, welfare and sickness leave. This philosophy is
common within policy-making networks despite the fact that there is no persuasive evidence as yet
that business opposition to existing forms of health and safety management is confined to particular
modes of health and safety regulation rather than the process of promoting health and safety itself at
the expense of other demands on the firm. Unlike other jurisdictions, the Dutch government has put
a price on the amount it has saved in administrative costs (12 per cent between 1995 and 2002),
although it is as yet unclear whether costs to the public revenue may increase in other areas such as
in health care for example.
Likewise, in Germany, the authorities have made strenuous efforts to reduce the number of detailed
legal regulations; replacing them with performance standards which give employers far greater
flexibility in making their own health and safety arrangements. Since 2000, this process has
coincided with a more general programme of deregulation. Among other things, this has resulted in
the partial lifting of health and safety requirements (such as those relating to occupational health
care) for small and medium sized companies and, more significantly, a general reduction in the
number of insurance association regulations (between 2004 and August 2006, the number of
regulations fell from 130 to 58 - Timms, 2006).
Notwithstanding clear instances of standards deregulation, the impact of this process on the overall
volume of legal obligations with which employers are required to comply is not always clear. In
British Columbia, for example, the Board’s commitment to variance orders (which occur when the
Board approves limited exceptions to safety measures specified in British Columbia’s Regulations)
only involves limited exceptions to safety measures specified in the Occupation Health and Safety
Regulation which are approved by the Board on a case-by-case basis (WorkSafeBC, 2006).
Likewise, limited standards deregulation or ossification of the rule-making process can occur at the
same time as new standards are introduced. We also found some examples of “false standards
deregulation” - voluntary initiatives aimed at reducing (or limiting) the volume of regulatory
standards being used as vehicle to introduce new regulation.
An excellent, and quite fascinating example of this, concerns Dutch health and safety covenants – 5
year tripartite agreements made at sector levels between the central government, and relevant
employer organisations and trade unions. Each covenant sets out a detailed five year plan aimed at
improving working conditions relating to one or more specified health and safety issues associated
with widespread health problems, absenteeism and the frequent use of medical facilities.54 The
concept is now central to occupational health and safety in the Netherlands. By the end of 2005, 69
covenants had been signed covering 52 per cent of the entire employed labour force in the
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Netherlands (3.5 million employees) (Ministry of Social Affairs, 2006a). The basic thinking behind
the concept is to promote genuine voluntary regulation. The obligations contained in covenants are
themselves voluntary and to encourage employers to participate in the covenant process the
Inspectorate typically gives a broad commitment to reducing the level and intensity of inspection
and enforcement (although they reserve the right to inspect covenant participants in response to
complaints and reported incidents). The clear intention, as such, is for the covenant process to be
used as a medium to facilitate a more co-operative approach between the Inspectorate and
participating firms in which the Inspectorate plays more of a supportive, rather than a monitoring,
role to promote health and safety within an interlocking web of voluntary, (and, therefore, strictly
unenforceable) commitments.55 This is underlined by the expectation that the covenant participants
themselves set up their own systems for monitoring whether progress is being made under
covenant agreements.
Despite this a range of practices are working to transform these voluntary relationships to legal
ones. Most important among these is the practice of linking the obligations contained in covenants
to legally enforceable collective labour agreements between employers and unions. The effect is
that many covenants combine both legal and voluntary obligations.56 A study of collective labour
agreements existing in 2003 found that half (22 out of the then 44) incorporated elements of the
covenants and two covenants (in the print and painting inks and hairdressing sectors) have been
annexed entirely into collective labour agreements; transforming the entire agreement into a
network of legal obligations. Interestingly, the Dutch government have been specifically
encouraging this process precisely because collective labour agreements have “a firmer legal basis
and can ensure that social partners pay continual attention to working conditions in their own sector
and at the workplace,” after the end of the covenant period. This commitment has been underlined
by the decision of the Ministry for Social Affairs and Employment to use its power to declare the
provisions of a ‘sectoral level’ collective labour agreement applicable to the entire industry,57 with
the effect that all employers in a sector are required to abide by the terms of the sectoral agreement
(and, therefore, the covenant provision it contains).58Significantly, this basic process of extending
legal obligations through voluntary agreements has been further progressed and reinforced by two
other important practices. First, policies and routines which are regarded as having been repeatedly
and successfully applied within the covenant process are now adopted as policy rules and be
enforceable by the Inspectorate (see, for example, the new policy rules which emerged out of the
Covenant on the Child Care Sector relating to lifting and ‘physical stress’).59 And second, some
covenants actually specify that new regulations or ‘policy rules’ should be drawn up.60
55
The plan of approach accompanying the covenant for the hairdressing trade states that, “The Working Conditions
Inspectorate shall ensure, both internally as in its external communication, attention to and an unequivocal stance towards
the agreements in the working conditions covenant for hairdressers. … [It] shall support the implementation of the
working conditions covenant by providing information on the necessary requirements and the deadline for the
implementation of requirements in its contacts with the trade (employers and employees) (Ministry of Social Affairs, 2001:
para.’s 11.2 and 11.3)
56
Collective agreements are controlled by the 1927 Collective Agreement Act and involve agreements between one or
more employers or association of employers, and one or more associations of employees. The terms of a collective
agreement become part of the individual terms of contract between employees and employers whose representative
associations are part of the agreement. Article 14 of the 1998 Act requires that employers abide by the obligations in
relation to those un-unionised employees, unless the agreement specifically stipulated otherwise. In practice most collective
agreements do apply to non-unionised workers and as a result, although only 26 per cent of workers are members of a
union, 85 per cent of workers benefit from collective agreement terms (Van Hoek, 2002).
57
Known as Algemeen-Verbindend Verklaring – Extension of Collective Agreements. This is set out in the 1937 Collective
Agreements (Deceleration of Generally Binding and Non-binding Status) Act. The Parties are then bound to the agreement
for at least two years.
58
This can only happen if the agreement in question already binds a significant majority of those people working in that
industry.
59
The Hairdressing Covenant Plan of Approach for example states that: “following the end of the covenant period,
adherence to the covenant agreements can be part of the Working Conditions Inspectorate inspection of individual
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Whether, however, this process can continue in the context of the current moratorium on new
policy rules in the Netherlands is unclear,61 but the fact that it is occurring at all is fascinating and
invites explanation. Certainly, all parties to the concept have invested significant sums in the
covenant idea. By 2004, the Government had committed €90 million, with employers and unions
having invested a further €200 million (Schrama, 2004), and both the Dutch Government and
employers have high expectations of saving employers an estimated €900 million in health care
costs from the process (Ministry of Social Affairs, 2006a). The requirement for a genuine return on
this investment might arguably have shifted thinking on the value of more formal forms of
regulation. This, potentially, has been facilitated by the important role that organised labour
performs in the covenant process. More interestingly perhaps concerns the sectoral scope of
covenants which inevitably means that they comprise very small as well as very large employers.
Being better able to absorb the costs of new regulation might motivate larger employers to lobby
for more formal forms of regulation, the costs of which smaller employers may be less able to
absorb.
Although our study did not set out specifically to examine trends in the promulgation and revision
of standards, clearly the standard setting process will ultimately condition the impact of regulatory
strategies. The ossification of the rule-making process in the US (which is more a limited
moratorium on regulation, rather than outright standards deregulation – see AFL-CIO, 2006), in
particular, seems to have limited OSHA’s capacity to address MSDs.
Evidence of enforcement deregulation is stronger, but still mixed. Over the long-term (the last three
decades) there has been a clear and marked decline in the rate of inspection for all jurisdictions for
which we currently have data. There is also some evidence of a medium term decline in the
prevention and enforcement budgets of some regulatory authorities (Alberta, Hessen, US) and a
reduction in the number of inspectors (Hessen). This latter trend is not, however, universal. British
Columbia’s prevention and enforcement budget, for example, has increased over the last ten years.
Moreover, over the short term the rate of inspection has been increasing in some jurisdictions
(Alberta, British Columbia, Italy, Ontario and Queensland 62 ). In most jurisdictions this is a
deliberate, policy led, decision. The 1995 report of the Australian Industry Commission, for
example, which set the pattern for contemporary health and safety reform in Australia,
recommended that state and territorial governments place a greater emphasis on enforcement and
deterrence. This has since been taken up in a number of Australian jurisdictions (Workplace
Relations Ministers’ Council, 2006). By contrast, the possibility of privatising German insurance
associations and removing their preventative functions is currently under review (Schroeder, 2004).
This reflects a more general shift in the type of strategies used by both the regional inspectorates
and insurance associations to secure compliance (Federal Institute of Occupational Safety and
Health, 2005b) – a process that has at once taken place within and been shaped by a reduction in
inspectorates’ budgets, a corresponding decrease in the number of inspectors and a growing
perception that changes in patterns of work require a “corresponding shift in supervisory
strategies.” This was formally announced in 1999 when the Federal Ministry of Labour and Social
Affairs reported that “in many respects” unannounced inspections “no longer [met] the modern
employers in the event of inspections, complaints and accidents. An important condition is that the monitoring has already
shown that the covenant agreements have been implemented on a “voluntary basis” to an important degree. Where
necessary, this may result in a trade-specific policy measure after the end of the covenant, which the Working Conditions
Inspectorate shall maintain in its regular inspections (Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, 2001).
60
So for example, the plan of action involving the hairdressing covenant, states: “Within 2 years there will be regulations
for creating a separated Chemicals Section in every hairdressing salon”. And eight of the 14 detailed measures concerned
with reducing the ‘allergenic burden’ require new ‘policy rules’ to be established (Ministry of Social Affairs, 2001).
61
One official we spoke to referred to the “ban on new policy rules” under “the current drive to deregulate (Peeters,
2006).”
62
It should be noted, however, that the available data on inspection and enforcement in Canada is highly fragmentary;
making it difficult to accurately summarise trends.
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requirement of occupational health and safety and the preventative approach to monitoring adopted
by the health and safety authorities (Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, 2000).”
Subsequently a number of regions (see, for example, Hess and Bavaria) have combined an
increased focus on voluntary agreements with procedures allowing employers to opt out of
scheduled inspections (see the discussion below on target deregulation). Notwithstanding the above
observations, we have not, as yet, adjusted the data on administrative fines for inflation and the size
of the regulated community to be able to comment authoritatively on trends in the depth of
enforcement.
Target deregulation – the evidence for which is very strong – takes a number of different forms
(not all of which necessarily reduce the impact of OHS regulation). All jurisdictions practice a form
of risk-based enforcement by targeting inspections on high hazard employers (or employers with
higher than average reported rates of injury and ill health for the sector in which they operate),
under conditions of relatively stable resources employers with lower levels of reported injury and ill
health will experience lower levels of scrutiny.63 The increased focus of inspections on small
employers in some jurisdictions (the US) will produce a similar effect on larger employers under
conditions of relatively stable resources.64 Furthermore, the practice of offering reduced monitoring
in a number of jurisdictions (particularly Germany, the Netherlands and the US) to encourage
employers to either participate in partnership or voluntary programmes or develop occupational
health and safety management systems shifts regulatory scrutiny onto non-participating employers
(see, for example, the discussion below relating to Voluntary Protection Programs in the US and
Bavaria’s ‘OHRIS’ below). Finally, the introduction of unclassified violations in the US has
effectively closed off prosecution to employers who are cited for such violations.
Some proposals for target deregulation are extraordinarily radical. The Dutch government’s
thinking on the future role of the Dutch Labour Inspectorate set out in a ‘Request for Advice’ made
towards the end of 2004 by the Deputy Minister for Social Affairs and Employment to the Social
and Economic Council is a case in point. The request advocated that the framework of health and
safety regulation should be set by sector-wide agreements between employers and employees
covering the most serious risks facing employees - with the major emphasis of securing compliance
placed on the parties to the agreement. It was proposed that the Inspectorate would be largely
confined to auditing the adequacy of the agreements, rather than ensuring that employers complied
with them, and to underline the point it was recommended that inspectors should only be able to
enter premises and undertake enforcement responsibilities where arbitration or other forms of
mediation had failed or whether there was evidence of ‘abuse’. Pro-active inspections would only
take place where there was evidence that employees were being exposed to unacceptable risk or
there was no ‘sector-wide’ agreement.
A good example of targeted enforcement deregulation is practiced by North Rhineland
Westphalia’s Inspectorate (Germany). The Inspectorate in the region has drafted guidance to
structure how inspectors should approach inspections for the 89 per cent of the establishments
which employ less than 20 employees. The guidance is based on the assumption that SMEs are
often unfamiliar with their legal obligations, how to comply with them, or where to seek advice on
compliance and directs inspectors to focus solely on the absolute requirements that should be
undertaken by employers. In addition, inspectors are advised that any proposals should be
63

Germany’s Meat Industry Association, for example, assesses each company on the basis of their size, the kind of work
that they undertake (and the level of risks this involves) and the adequacy of safety organisation and controls operating at
firm level. Large companies, undertaking dangerous work with poor safety organisation are inspected once every 3
months, whilst small companies not involved in dangerous activities with good health and safety systems are only
inspected after three or four years (Krueger, 2006).
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European (Germany) and North American (US) jurisdictions.
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considered with reference to the particular establishment being inspected; the guidance stressing the
importance of avoiding excessive demands, ensuring that measures are jointly with the employer,
and taking into account the company’s time and financial resources in setting a time period for
implementation (European Commission 2005:15-20).
5.3

Convergence or Divergence

Examining whether regulatory forms and practices are converging is highly problematic. This is
partly because of the dearth of accurate and continuous trend data, but it is mainly due to the fact
that convergence is not a wholly contemporary phenomenon, but rather is something that reflects
decades of policy transfer between systems of occupational health and safety regulation in
developed economies. This is not always apparent. Convergence is often obscured by ostensibly
significant differences, relatively superficial variations in style, branding and nomenclature,
persistent (and ongoing) regulatory experimentation and innovation and, of course, genuine and
significant examples of regulatory divergence (see, for example, the comments in the section above
concerning enforcement). Notwithstanding this, in many respects the significant question is not
really whether convergence is taking place, but rather whether the rate of convergence is increasing.
This, unfortunately, was beyond the scope of the present study and, as such, we limit ourselves
below to listing the most obvious (but not necessarily important) examples of regulatory
convergence.
We found a shift in the use of performance indicators from procedural to outcome-based measures
(based on reported data) in many of the jurisdictions we observed (Alberta, British Columbia,
Netherlands, New South Wales, Queensland, Ontario, US, Victoria). In Australia, this has been coordinated at federal level since 2002.65 Given the uneven and substantial level of underreporting, it
is unclear just how much outcome based measures of the effectiveness of occupational health and
safety regulation contribute to our understanding of the efficacy of particular regulatory initiatives,
forms and institutions. Significantly, the shift away from procedural measures of performance has
at once coincided with and set the context of a decline in a long-term decline in inspection and
enforcement (see below).
This latter effect reflects an ongoing trend towards encouraging self-regulation through an
overlapping and mutually reinforcing network of initiatives. These are typically underpinned by the
use of incentives (the Canadian jurisdictions we reviewed, Germany, the Netherlands66 and the US)
and subsidies (Italy and the Netherlands) – commonly in the form of reduced compensation
premiums or lower levels of formal regulatory scrutiny (see above) – to encourage employers to
participate in, what in essence, are voluntary forms of regulation. The programmes that form the
basis of this approach are typically designed to encourage (or require) employers to establish health
and safety management plans and integrate health and safety management systems into the general
process of management – a process that is at once reflected in and progressed by a shift towards
more flexible and co-operative relationships between the regulatory authority and regulated
community.
These more flexible and co-operative relationships typically take effect through partnerships and
alliances comprising (varying combinations of) the regulated community, health and safety
professionals, cross-sector organisations, regulatory authorities and governmental agencies and
departments. Although, in one sense, these partnerships and alliances describe a range of corporeal,
65
The work of state and territorial regulatory systems has been organised within a 10 year strategic framework – the
National OSH Strategy (2002-2012) since 2002. The Strategy includes national targets to reduce occupational death and
injury, including a 20 per cent reduction in fatalities and a 40 per cent reduction in workplace injury by 2012 (as measured
by workers’ compensation claims).
66
But see the discussion above in relation to covenants.
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quasi-regulatory arrangements, they also signify changes in the way that health and safety is
managed, implying that compliance can be effectively achieved within self-organising networks
with a substantial degree of co-operation and autonomy from the state (Wälti, et al, 2005). Whether
this is true, of course, is ultimately an empirical question which has not yet been subjected to any
well-controlled studies.67 Partnerships and alliances in a number of jurisdictions (see, for example,
Alberta, Germany, the Netherlands and the US) have been associated with reductions in injury and
ill health, but these correlations tell us little about the efficacy of partnerships as a regulatory form.
This is partly because data linking the creation of partnerships with reductions in injury and ill
health do not control for confounding variables. However, it is also because there is considerable
variation in the form and focus of alliances and partnerships and the degree of co-operation they
comprise. Differences in the degree of autonomy from the state, the composition of the partnership
and the level of monitoring68 (see Table 10 annexed) overlay major differences in the immediate
and medium term aims of partnerships and the practices and strategies which are at once
encouraged within and constitute the partnership form. Although some jurisdictions have attempted
to distil the active (efficacious) ingredients of specific partnerships,69 the basic differences between
partnerships and other co-operative regulatory forms make it very difficult to isolate active
elements and draw out consistent themes from the available evidence.
In some jurisdictions (particularly the Australian and Canadian jurisdictions we reviewed), the
basic elements of self-regulation are contained in primary and secondary legislation - producing a
form of mandated or statutory self-regulation - and have been imposed generally on firms for a
number of decades. By contrast, the US, and more recently, the Netherlands have followed a
different model which has involved regulatory authorities opening up limited self-regulation to
better performing firms70 which is, at one and the same time, framed by general guidance71 (that
contains relatively flexible instructions on how best to qualify for self-regulation) and accompanied
by lower levels of formal scrutiny. A corollary of this has been an increased focus on targeting as a
means of allocating limited inspection resources (on high hazard employers or employers with poor
records of health and safety for the sector) and a marginal expansion in the use of prosecution
(particularly in the Australian jurisdictions we reviewed and, to a lesser extent, the US) as a means
of securing compliance in poorly performing forms and underwriting the value of genuine forms of
self-regulation (although despite this, prosecution is still primarily reserved for violations of
occupational health and safety resulting in death or serious injury).
This process has been complemented and underpinned by greater efforts to: facilitate the
establishment of networks aimed at facilitating the exchange of best practice; dedicated efforts to
reach out to and influence specific groups - particularly small employers (see for example, SHARP,
67

Significantly, in the US where programme evaluation is probably most well developed, voluntary and partnership
initiatives remain untested, despite successive calls from the US Government Accountability Office (GAO) for this position
to be corrected. Notwithstanding this, the fact that incentives are typically necessary before employers participate in
partnerships raises some doubt over whether employers’ motivations for participation are consistent with the high-trust,
co-operative philosophy that underpins the voluntary and partnership approach.
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This applies both to qualifying conditions and continuing performance. Third party audits are common, although
concern continues to be expressed over their general rigor and the conflicts of interests that arise from requiring audited
companies to pay for their practices to be audited.
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It is commonly thought that the reason for the success of the Dutch Health and Safety Covenants is likely to be linked to
the following factors; clear and detailed obligations set out in a signed covenant; agreement on the part of government and
the social partners to input significant amounts of money; employed management teams to drive the process; and clear
linkage to possible future legal obligations. It is difficult to know whether this could be translated to other jurisdictions. In
Germany, the narrow and tight focus of the partnership agreement with very clear objectives may well be a reason for their
success. In other countries however, the degree of genuine co-operation and its impact on OHS outcomes is less clear and
difficult to verify.
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Although see the discussion in the US section on threshold conditions.
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See the discussion of the Voluntary Protection Program and Safety and Health Achievement Recognition Program in the
US section.
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OSHA’s State Consultation Program and safety pays campaign) and young and immigrant
workers; and the widespread use of economic and commercial arguments to bring employers into
occupational health and safety networks established and (usually) administered by regulatory
authorities (US, Alberta, British Columbia, Ontario and NSW), justify more rigorous forms of
enforcement for poorly performing employers (Ontario, British Columbia), and generally underline
the importance of strong health and safety regulation (Alberta, Ontario, British Columbia, NSW
and the US).
In summary, ongoing convergence has blurred the boundaries between the models of occupational
health and safety regulation summarised in the previous section - a process perhaps best
exemplified by WorkSafe, Victoria’s regulatory strategy of “constructive compliance”. WorkSafe
uses this term to refer to the combination of encouragement, support and deterrence that underpins
its work (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b). The basic philosophy behind this approach is the idea that
workplace health and safety is best promoted through the active involvement of employers and
employees in hazard identification, management and elimination (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b: 4).
To this effect, WorkSafe provides advice and information, fosters co-operative and consultative
relationships between workplace parties, supports stakeholders in the provision and promotion of
education and training, and provides financial incentives to workplace parties and their
representatives for improved occupational health and safety performance (see WorkSafe, Victoria,
2005b: 4). WorkSafe at once underwrites and complements its efforts to encourage co-operative
compliance with an explicit strategy of “deterring poor workplace performance and addressing
compliance” through a mix of regular inspections, the imposition of alternative penalties,
prosecution and a policy of encouraging the courts to use the full range of sentences at their
disposal (WorkSafe, 2005b: 6). What seems particularly interesting about WorkSafe’s basic
philosophy of regulation is that, in almost all key respects, it reflects (and summarises) the basic
approach to regulation adopted in all the jurisdictions we reviewed.
Significantly, notwithstanding the gradual convergence of occupational health and safety
regulation, it is still the case that many of the continuing similarities and differences between
regulatory jurisdictions (such as, for example, differences in the level of mandated worker
participation) are largely a consequence of shared historical trajectories or a product of historical
differences in national political cultures, rather than evidence of either regulatory convergence or
divergence taking place under the pressures of economic globalisation.
5.4

Injury and Ill health

Our perception from the documents we reviewed was that in most jurisdictions72 both conventional
and more innovative forms of regulation continue to focus on injuries and hazard reduction relating
to injury, rather than the prevention of disease and ill health. This omission is significant given that
occupational disease is likely to be responsible for more work related deaths than workplace
accidents (see, for example, ASSC, 2004) The Australian Safety and Compensation Council’s
national occupational health and safety strategy is a notable exception (ASSC, undated; see also the
Canadian sections). This specifically encourages the development of occupational disease measures
and targets (encompassing psychosocial risk factors) that address exposure to occupational disease
risk factors and the extent of implementation of appropriate control measures. More directly, it aims
to encourage: a) more timely identification and control of exposure to disease risk factors; b) more
effective engagement with industry, medical and other stakeholders to develop a better
understanding of controls that prevent occupational disease; c) the development of data and
research systems to provide more work-related disease data (including measures of exposure and
the effectiveness of controls that can be used to better identify existing and emerging risks to
72
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occupational health); d) raised awareness of occupational disease issues and the need to control
risks at source; e) occupational disease risk assessment and control competencies integrated into
management, vocational, professional and inspectorate training; f) the publication of better and
more easily accessible practical guidance on the steps to prevent and control exposures; and
targeted compliance and enforcement programmes (several jurisdictions already having introduced
compliance and enforcement-related programmes that target occupational disease) (ASCC, 2004
and undated). There are signs elsewhere of regulatory authorities placing a greater emphasis on
disease prevention. WorkSafeBC, for example, is in the process of introducing a structured disease
prevention programme (aimed at ensuring proper hazard analysis, risk assessment and appropriate
training in the use of personal protective equipment) (WorkSafe, 2006a). Likewise, the more
effective prevention of occupational disease constituted one of the five organising priorities under
Australia’s National Priority Action Plans (NPAPs) for the period 2002-2005 (see also the Swedish
chapter). Despite this, the available data has not allowed us to determine the extent to which
regulatory resources have been or are being redirected towards disease prevention.
6.

EVALUATIVE EVIDENCE RELATING TO SPECIFIC LEVERS

Much of the available evaluative evidence focuses on performance measures, rather than
outcomes73 . In fact, inspection (enforcement), compensation and (to a lesser extent) workers’
participation excepted, very few evaluative studies measure the impact of interventions on either
injury and ill health or regulatory compliance (the evaluative evidence relating to occupational
disease being particularly poor). Most assess effects or outcomes that are assumed to be associated
with improved occupational health and safety, such as improved understanding or management of
regulatory responsibilities and workplace risks. More generally although many programmes are
perceived to be a success within regulatory authorities, there are very few well-controlled outcome
studies, which underline the reductive impact of more innovative levers of compliance. The effect
is that some quite radical reforms are introduced on the back of very limited evaluative evidence. A
powerful example of this, is the Dutch government’s recent proposal to place the major emphasis
of securing compliance on the parties to sector-wide agreements between employers and
employees covering the most serious risks facing employees. The recommendation proposed that
the Inspectorate’s role be demoted to simply auditing the adequacy of the agreements and,
therefore, represented a significant departure from existing practice. Although at one level this
proposal simply formalises a similar process taking place in many other jurisdictions - in which
lower risk duty holders are subjected to less intrusive forms of enforcement or no enforcement at all
– all the available evidence suggests that policy makers were driven by a perception, rather than
strong evidence in the accepted meaning of the term (comprising well controlled studies), that
health and safety covenants (see below) had proved successful. This we feel constitutes a classic
(but not unique) instance of faith-based policy making.
7.

INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

7.1

Introduction

Inspection and enforcement continues to constitute the main formal means of promoting
compliance in all the jurisdictions we reviewed (although it is difficult to establish this in monetary
terms as few regulatory authorities publish budgets that clearly itemise how funds are apportioned
between different operational strategies). The basic aims of the inspection process are shared across
the jurisdictions we observed: to determine the causes and underlying factors of occupational
incidents, identify associated compliance issues and help ensure compliance with law, regulation,
73

The exceptions to this are the controlled studies in the US the use of numbers of reported injuries to insurance
associations following particular evaluations in Germany; and evaluations of certain covenants in the Netherlands.
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and policy, provide recommendations to industry to aid in the prevention of future injury and
disease, gather information and help monitor and analyse industry trends on workplace fatalities,
serious injuries, and diseases and, finally, refer cases for prosecution or administrative penalties,
when necessary. Interestingly, the five basic types of inspection - targeted (programmed),
complaint, follow-up, incident and referral – were common to most of the jurisdictions we
reviewed (see Table 12 annexed),74 although there is relatively substantial variation in the form,
frequency and method of operation of each kind of inspection. This reflects considerable variation
in the overall style, concentration and form of enforcement.
Inspections in some jurisdictions, for example, formally emphasise education and advice, but,
despite this, are still officially designated inspections. This characterised Victorian inspections prior
to the implementation of WorkCover’s current Compliance and Enforcement Policy (2001).
Likewise, in Germany and Sweden, enforcement action is only taken once employers have passed
up the opportunity to voluntarily abate health and safety violation (Federal Ministry of Labour and
Social Affairs, 2005a: 19). In Sweden this is formalised through the procedure of issuing an
‘inspection notice’ which in almost all cases must be issued before any enforcement action can be
taken. Whilst in Germany, it is simply the philosophy of the insurance association to try and
persuade employers to make changes, rather than using formal enforcement action. In addition,
some jurisdictions (see, for example, Ontario) draw a distinction between “visits” or
“consultations” that formally emphasise education, consultation and advice and inspections where,
presumably, greater emphasis is placed on monitoring breaches of health and safety regulation and
enforcement. This characterises WorkSafe, Victoria’s current approach to inspection. Although the
main purpose of this is formally the deterrence of non-compliance, WorkSafe’s enforcement policy
also stresses that inspectors apply an “integrated strategy” to compliance, which combines the use
of one or more enforcement measures with the provision of advice and guidance material
(WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b). Inspections in the Netherlands 75 and Italy, by comparison, are
primarily conceived as regulatory vehicles for the identification of violations for potential
enforcement action.
Whilst in most jurisdictions inspections seem usually to be undertaken without giving the dutyholder any notice, in Sweden, notice is usually provided in advance. Sweden, however, seems to be
the only jurisdiction where the outcome of inspections are made public.
Differences also extend to the degree to which inspection is embedded in other practices or
strategies of health and safety regulation. In the North American jurisdictions we reviewed, for
example, inspection is a comparatively distinct enterprise that occurs (relatively) independently of
other regulatory practices. By contrast, in some Australian and German jurisdictions, inspection is
explicitly networked with a diverse range of interventions – such as awareness raising and the
trialling of approaches to controlling risk – as a means of underwriting the impact of other
regulatory practices. WorkSafe, Victoria, for example, commonly integrates inspection into a
systematic programme of education and systems development. This is designed to raise awareness
of risks and consolidate understanding within the regulated community of the type of systems of
work and risk management, which might constitute compliance and best promote occupational
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Some jurisdictions, such as British Columbia, also operate a system of employer requested inspection. These are
arranged by appointment, commonly for the purpose of a consultation (employers invite officers to inspect or review all or
part of a work site and consult with the employer on the work site's compliance). However, the Guidelines instruct officers
to initiate a formal inspection and issue “appropriate orders” where a violation is observed. Guidelines Workers
Compensation Act Part 3 Division 11: G-D11-179-1.
75
Although there are moves underway to shift the inspection process towards a greater emphasis on advice and education.
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health and safety in the workplace.76 This process works as a way of gathering intelligence about
systems of work and risk management in specific, high risk, areas of the economy and typically
precedes a period of increased (targeted) inspection and enforcement (WorkSafe, Victoria,
2005b).77 A similar methodological approach characterises the Quarry Insurance Association’s
(Germany) response to the high rate of death and serious injury caused by conveyor belts.
Inspectors initially provided advice and training on the correct use of safety devices. This coincided
with a campaign in which companies were provided with information about previous deaths and
injuries and an information pack which (included a film setting out the risks and dangers from
conveyors, the need for the use of safety devices and how they worked as well as a check list of
preventative measures and copies of the accident prevention regulations relating to the conveyors).
The entire process was then brought together in a series of training courses and demonstrations on
the safe use of conveyors. When companies were inspected, particular attention was given to
ensuring that the conveyor was being properly used and where this did not occur enforcement
action was taken. As a result of these activities, the level of injuries resulting in a worker having to
leave his job from conveyor belts reduced by more than 75 per cent - from 38 in 1995 to 9 in 2003.
Other jurisdictions now focus an increasing number of inspections on the quality of employers’
occupational safety management. In Germany, this approach has its origins in Hesse’s
Arbeitsschutz und sicherheitstechnischer Check in Anlagen (Plant safety and Health Check or
ASCA). Introduced in 1993, the ASCA method has been designed to direct inspectors to consider
and trace the causes of health and safety violations to deficiencies in the occupational safety
management system (Wode, 2006). The inspections - carried out by labour inspectors with
specialisms in different fields - usually take place over a 48 hour period and have now become the
standard form of inspection in Hesse. And because they consider the interaction of processes within
the firm, they do not produce a long list of individual observations (Hessen Ministry, 1996).
Likewise, in the Netherlands, inspectors are directed to give particular attention to occupational
safety and health management systems as well as the behaviour of staff and their supervision, and
the design of workstations, processes, purchasing of materials, machinery, and equipment (Labour
Inspectorate, 1999:1). This is also reflected in Sweden’s approach towards its Systemic Work
Environment Management.
Another source of variation concerns the emphasis that different jurisdictions place on liaising with
employees and health and safety committees. In most of the jurisdictions we examined, inspectors
are required to notify the workforce that an inspection is taking place, but in other jurisdictions
76

This initial three-phased period involves WorkSafe working with duty holders to: a) raise awareness (via public fora, the
media and publications) in which WorkSafe consults with stakeholders to explore key issues and to build-up and
consolidate knowledge in relation to what system of work will constitute compliance for a targeted hazard or focus area of
prevention (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b);b) build up knowledge, through the trialling of techniques and approaches to
managing and controlling risk, as to what systems of work will constitute compliance (e.g. WorkSafe and duty holders
jointly conduct and evaluate workplace-based trial approaches to risk control) (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b);and c)
consolidate knowledge and understanding as to what systems of work will constitute compliance and be considered
“reasonable practicable” risk management and control for the targeted hazard or focus area of prevention (for example,
increase duty holders’ understanding of systemic compliance requirements via public fora, consultations, publications,
web information, media and provide training to WorkSafe inspectorate prior to increased inspection and enforcement
activity (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b).
77
This approach has been adopted in Australia’s national compliance campaigns which use a mix of education, assistance
and enforcement to promote compliance in high hazard employers (specifically, those working in construction, transport,
manufacturing, health and community services and agriculture). First, business organisations and unions are alerted to
forthcoming regulatory action, and seminars are organised to make employers aware of health and safety risks, their
obligations and the planned action of regulatory authorities. Audit tools are developed to ensure consistent action is taken
under the auspices of each campaign – that inspectors, in other words, focus on the same issues and take relatively
consistent action. An initial wave of inspections focuses on education, advice and assistance – unless immediate hazards
are identified enforcement action is generally limited to the issuing of improvement notices. A second wave of follow-up
inspections is then undertaken with prosecution reserved for persistent and serious cases of non-compliance. The
campaigns are then evaluated and a report is published on the impact of the campaign.
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there is a far greater expectation on inspectors to work closely with the workforce. In Germany, for
instance, inspectors from both regional inspectorates and insurance associations are also required to
work in close cooperation with works councils - involving council members in their inspections
and sending them reports of their recommendations. There are similar expectations on the Dutch
Labour Inspectorate. Likewise, in both countries works councils are also formally entitled to be
alerted to enforcement action at the company when it occurs.
And finally, there are significant differences in how jurisdictions confirm that enforcement notices
have been complied with. Most jurisdictions allow this to be achieved through the provision of
reports to the regulatory authority. Other jurisdictions, by contrast, place a greater emphasis on
follow-up inspections. A case in point is the Netherlands where follow-up inspections are
undertaken after either ‘directly fineable’ or ‘other fineable’ offences. In Italy, a failure to comply
with an ‘injunction’ or ‘prescrizione’ relating to a breach of the law that is a criminal (rather than
administrative offence) will result in the prosecutor proceeding with a prosecution.
Notwithstanding these variations in the form of inspection, strict comparisons are made even more
problematic by massive variations in the collection, cataloguing and custody of trend data in the
jurisdictions we observed. More specifically, trend data is often discontinuous and the basis upon
which data are collated is rarely consistent over time, frustrating meaningful comparisons of either
trends over time or between different jurisdictions. This problem is compounded by different
approaches to defining inspection, with the effect that when comparing “inspections” it is not
entirely clear whether we are necessarily comparing the same regulatory practice. Clearly, there is a
need for further ethnographic research in this area, which might allow for accurate comparisons to
be made.
Workers’ compensation boards in some jurisdictions also operate a form of inspection over-andabove the inspections undertaken by labour and health and safety inspectorates. A case in point is
WSIB in Ontario which performs Workwell audits (Keith and Rankin, 2005) aimed at ensuring that
employers are complying with OHS law and best-practice compliance. Firms are selected on the
basis of their reported injury rates. If a workplace fails the first audit, a second audit is scheduled. If
the employer fails the second audit, a financial penalty is levied – which is a portion from 10 per
cent to 75 per cent of the firms’ annual premium for the workplace, depending on its performance
in the audit, to a maximum of Can$500,000 (which is imposed in addition to the annual
premium). 78 Likewise, in Germany, 3 times as many inspections are undertaken by industry
insurance associations as are undertaken by regional inspectorates.79
Some authors have argued that an enforcement spectrum exists with the adversarialism,
characteristic of the US, on the one end, and the more conciliatory model of enforcement, based on
persuasion and advice typical of European systems of regulation, on the other (Seljak, et al, 1999).
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A review of the audit procedure under section 168 of the Workplace Safety and Insurance Act by KMPG found that
audited firms show short-term improvements in injury performance and, interestingly, that the programme was a net
revenue generator (KPMG, 2003).
79
For example, in 2004, regional inspectors inspected 177,633 firms whilst insurance inspectors inspected 490,645 firms.
Both regional and insurance inspectors spend two to three days each week visiting companies (European Commission,
2005).
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The data simply are not available to give a decisive indication of how the distinctive styles of
regulation, characteristic of regulatory jurisdictions, compare to one another. The evidence that
does exist, however, suggests that, when the use of prosecution is accounted for, Australia has
gradually superseded the US as the most adversarial regulatory jurisdiction.
7.2

Incident Investigations

We found considerable differences in the conditions attendant on and the organisational setting and
overarching purpose of incident inspections or investigations. In the main these are formally
reserved for workplace fatalities, serious injuries80 and incidents which do not necessarily result in
injuries but which involve a high risk of fatality or serious injury (near misses); and although
typically designed to produce a deterrent effect, in some jurisdictions (see, for example, British
Columbia) they are also conceived as having an educative function. 81 Whilst in some jurisdictions
a detailed policy exists relating to what injuries should be investigated (Netherlands, some states in
Italy), in others there is no detailed policy (Germany, Sweden). Significantly, in many jurisdictions
there is no protocol on the circumstances in which suspected occupational diseases should be
investigated and, in some jurisdictions (the Netherlands), the lead regulatory authority has no
mandate to carry out investigations into diseases.82
In some jurisdictions, the basis of investigation is relatively broad and enabling, whilst in others it is
more prescriptive. In British Columbia, for example, the guidelines set out a range of criteria,
which are designed to frame the decision to investigate. These include whether the incident is
reportable,83 whether the cause of the incident is unknown or difficult to determine, whether an
investigation may offer up new or significant lessons about injury and ill health prevention;
whether the incident appears to be on the rise in a particular industry or sector and whether an
investigation is otherwise in the public interest. In Ontario, by contrast, the basis of the decision to
investigate is more rigid; the Ministry of Labour formally undertaking an investigation into all
fatalities and critical injuries under the jurisdiction of the Occupational Health and Safety Act.
Likewise, the Dutch Labour Inspectorate’s Accident Investigation Policy requires all ‘reportable’
80
There is considerable variation over the exact meaning given to serious injury in the jurisdictions we observed. A
definition of the term is not published in British Columbia. By contrast, in Ontario a critical injury takes on quite a precise
definition as an injury of a serious nature that: a) places life in jeopardy; produces unconsciousness; results in substantial
loss of blood; involves the fracture of a leg or arm (but not a finger or toe); involves the amputation of a leg, arm, hand or
foot (but not a finger or toe); consists of burns to a major portion of the body; or causes the loss of sight in a eye (Personal
Communication, 5th July 2006).
81
Only in one jurisdiction, British Columbia, was the method of investigation – the integrated safety investigation
methodology (ISIM) [section 179(1)(b) and Guidelines Workers Compensation Act Part 3 Division 11: G-D11-179-5] published. The method was developed by the Transportation Safety Board and adopted by WorkSafeBC for investigating
workplace incidents. It involves collecting information from various sources to understand the facts and circumstances of
the incident and analysing that information to identify the causes and underlying factors that led to the incident. The field
investigation typically involves the following method: a) securing and examining the incident site, including any equipment
involved; b) taking notes and photos; c) interviewing workers, managers, and witnesses; c) collecting pertinent documents
such as equipment operating manuals, written procedures, and training records; and d) conducting tests on materials or
equipment. The data are then analysed which in practice involves investigators: a) documenting a sequence of events; b)
examining each event for unsafe acts and unsafe conditions; c) exploring the underlying factors that made the unsafe act or
condition possible; d) assessing the adequacy of defences that normally protect workers from hazards; and e) identifying
health and safety deficiencies.
82
This is not to say that occupational diseases are not investigated at all in the Netherlands. Occupational diseases are
required to be reported by the occupational safety and health services to the Netherlands Centre for Occupational
Sickness, which conducts epidemiological research on the development of occupational illness. Any investigation that is
undertaken is carried out by the occupational safety and health services and the medical practitioners working for the
insurance companies.
83
Section 172(1) of the Occupational Health and Safety Regulation requires employers to notify the Board immediately of
the occurrence of any accident that resulted in (a) serious injury to or the death of a worker, (b) a major structural failure
or collapse of a building, bridge, tower crane, hoist, temporary construction, support system or excavation, (c) involved the
major release of a hazardous substance or (d) was an incident required by regulation to be reported.
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injuries which are reported within six months of the incident to be investigated unless this proves to
be impracticable84 (or they take place on the road).
There does not seem to be a close relationship between the criteria for investigation and the breadth
of discretion formally accorded to regulatory authorities in the context of the decision to
investigate, although it is difficult to pick out from the documentary evidence the conditions under
which (and, therefore, the rate at which) full investigations are launched. Thus, although British
Columbia’s guidelines indicate that the Board will “respond” to all fatalities, serious injuries and
near misses, whether an investigation takes place will ultimately depend on the bureaucratic and
professional assumptions that frame the working relationship between officers from the Worker
and Employer Services Division (prevention officers) and the Fatal and Serious Injury
Investigations (FSII) unit – a group of officials dedicated to fatal and serious accident investigation.
Formal investigations are undertaken by FSII officers who make the decision to investigate on the
basis of information provided by WES officers. Prevention officers are required to perform an
initial examination into the nature of the injuries and circumstances of the incident which is used as
the basis for making a decision on prosecution. Where FSII officers decide not to investigate, WES
prevention officers are required to inquire into the incident (in accordance with established
inspection guidelines). At the end of the investigation the investigating officer is required to
produce a detailed Investigation Report which should contain a summary of recommended orders
and an explanation where no orders are recommended (at which point administrative penalty
considerations may also be considered).
The enabling infrastructure of incident investigation also varies considerably. In some jurisdictions,
regulatory jurisdictions have set up dedicated units to undertake investigations and prepare the case
for prosecution (British Columbia, USA, Victoria). Significantly, there seems to be no correlation
between the existence of a specialised unit of investigation and the rate of prosecution (see, for
example, British Columbia). In other jurisdictions, responsibility for investigation is split between
regulatory authorities and compensation boards. In Germany, for example, both regional
inspectorates and insurance associations investigate deaths, injuries and diseases. Although some
investigations are undertaken jointly, separate investigations are more common, with insurance
associations undertaking between five and six times more investigations than the regional
inspectors. 85 Interestingly, insurance associations give cost considerations a high priority in
determining whether or not to proceed with an investigation (the criteria used relating in part to
how much the injury is likely to cost the association and in part on whether there is a strong
possibility that a subsequent injury may take place unless corrective action is taken (Krueger,
2006); underlining once again the more direct links between regulatory practice and economic
considerations in regimes with highly developed systems of workers’ compensation.
In other jurisdictions, investigations are undertaken principally by police and/or prosecutors – with
the regulatory inspector’s role simply to refer cases on and provide assistance. This particularly
happens in jurisdictions which have applicable penal code offences involving negligent death or
injury. So, in Italy, all serious injuries will be passed to the prosecutor’s office who will undertake
the investigation. And in Sweden, new arrangements have been recently developed between the
WEA, the National Police Board and the Office of the Prosecutor-General.

84
This is formally defined to have occurred when: a) the work situation has changed in such a way that it is not possible
to conduct an inquiry (because, for example, the company is using different labour tools or substances or the location
has been dismantled); b) or when there are no available witnesses to the incident.
85
Of the 83,000 incidents investigated in 2004, for example, 70,500 were undertaken by the Insurance associations.
Regional inspectors tend only to investigate deaths and the most serious injuries.
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7.3

Targeting and the Scope of Inspection

Some form of targeting was practiced in all the jurisdictions we reviewed, although we found
considerable variation in the mix of methods used to target inspections and the types of intelligence
upon which targeting is based. We observed five principal methods of targeting.
a) Industry specific targeting where inspections are targeted on the basis of the injury rate of
the industry (firms, in other words, are selected at random from industries with high
reported rates of injury) (British Columbia, Germany, Italy, Ontario, the Netherlands,
Sweden Victoria, the US).
b) Establishment and employer specific targeting where inspections are targeted on the basis
of establishment or firm specific data (inspections, in other words, are focused on firms
with high reported rates of injury and ill-health) (British Columbia, Germany, Italy,
Ontario, the Netherlands, Sweden, the US).
c) Risk and injury specific targeting where inspections are targeted according to the incidence
of specific types of violations that are related to common (and easily avoidable) forms of
injury, disease and ill health industries (British Columbia, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,
Ontario, Sweden, Victoria, the US).
d) Compliance commitment targeting where inspections are targeted according to firms’
general commitment to compliance which is either measured (negatively) in terms of
repeated failure to abate breaches of health and safety regulation or (positively) in terms of
firms’ commitment to health and safety programmes developed by regulatory authorities
(British Columbia, Germany, Ontario, the Netherlands, the US).
e) Intelligence based targeting intelligence provided by regulatory officials (inspectors) (all
regulatory authorities, but formally Ontario, Queensland, Victoria, the US).
In addition, apparently uniquely amongst the jurisdictions we looked at, in some regions in Italy
(Piedmont, for example), an area’s population density will have a major bearing on the number of
inspections undertaken,
Industry based targeting avoids some of the reporting anomalies which undermine the
effectiveness of targeting based solely on establishment specific data (see below). OSHA’s
National Emphasis Program is a case in point. This involves OSHA nationally selecting industries
with high rates of injury and illness for increased enforcement, education and outreach work – a
process which exposes all firms in a particular sector of the economy, irrespective of their rate of
underreporting, to inspection. Another advantage of industry targeting, particularly where
inspections are focused on particular areas of risk within specific industries, is that it allows
regulatory authorities to gain a more schematic understanding of risks across industrial sectors;
giving inspectors a better opportunity to raise issues of concerns with employer and employee
organisations and, potentially, to facilitate the sectors ability to assume responsibility for health and
safety related problems. Despite these advantages, however, the large gap between reported and
actual rates of disease (which is unlikely to be evenly distributed) arguably means that industry
based targeting represents a highly imperfect method of focusing inspection resources on forms of
work which represent the greatest risk to health and safety. Similarly, although arguably less
significant, industry targeting also has the effect of focusing resources on employers in high hazard
industries with relatively good records of health and safety resulting from a genuine and effective
commitment to health and safety, as well as those with a poor (formal) record of health and safety.
Establishment or employer specific targeting. Targeting based on establishment specific data varies
considerably in terms of the methods used to focus inspections on employers with the poorest
formal records of injury and ill health. The system employed in federally regulated states in the US
is unusually methodical. Each year OSHA publishes a site-specific targeting plan (SST plan),
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which selects individual worksites on the basis of an annual self-report survey of occupational
injury and illness rates taken from approximately 80,000 establishments nationwide. Given the
dynamic nature of the construction industry, OSHA draws on different data and uses a different
system of selection to target its inspections – although, according to at least one authority on the
matter, the differences are largely cosmetic.86 Both methods, significantly, are designed to ensure
that OHSA uses an objective basis for selecting targets so that all establishments within a defined
range of employers face a similar probability of inspection.
By focusing resources solely on those employers with poor records of health and safety,
establishment or employer specific targeting is less likely to subject employers with low rates of
reported injury and disease to inspection. However, like industry targeting, its reliance on reported
data greatly undermines its capacity to optimally focus inspection resources (but see the comments
on reporting procedures in Germany which are likely to reduce underreporting for larger firms).
Given that inspection resources in all the jurisdictions we reviewed are seriously limited this
weakness places a considerable impediment on the general efficacy of inspection. The major
sources of occupational health data in the US, for example, (the BLS annual survey of occupational
injuries and illness, workers’ compensation records, and physician reporting systems) have been
consistently described as “fragmentary, unreliable and inconsistent” (McCurdy, et al, 1991;
Azaroff, et al, 2002: 1421; see also Stout and Bell, 1991; Halperin and Baker, 1992; Weddle, 1996;
Pranksy, et al, 1999; Azaroff, et al, 2004; Leigh, et al, 2004). And there is persuasive evidence
from other jurisdictions to suggest that under-reporting is not only increasing [Mayhew and
Quinlan (2001) in Australia and Mustard, et al (2003) in Canada], but that, like the US (GAO,
2005 87 )], concentrated in industries employing a high proportion of contingent or precarious
workers (Mayhew and Quinlan, 2003). This problem, significantly, is likely to be particularly acute
in the case of occupational disease where long periods of latency at one and the same time obscure
the relationship between work and ill health and raise the probability of workers moving on long
before they become aware of the risks inherent in the work process. The result in both cases is to
make reporting the exception, rather than the rule.
Furthermore, the fact that targeting intelligence is, effectively, based on self-report data also gives
employers a clear incentive to artificially reduce the level of reported and recorded data. The
methods employers use varies. There are some reports of employers establishing safety incentive
programmes, which dissuade workers from reporting injuries (highlighting the value of prohibiting
programmes in which incentives to employees and supervisors are linked to outcomes – as opposed
to good health and safety practices). Other studies have pointed to employers threatening workers
with discipline or drug testing if they report an injury, whilst others still have pointed to line
supervisors being evaluated on the number of days their workers go without an injury or illness.
The US General Accounting Office has also pointed to the problem of employers artificially
depressing self-report data by contracting out dangerous work to sectors of the economy which do
not receive the same level of scrutiny from the regulatory authority (see, for example, Azaroff, et
al, 2004; GAO, 2005; California State Auditor, 2006). A case in point is contract cleaning and
sanitation work in the US poultry and meatpacking industry. This work is highly hazardous, but
because the cleaning process is typically contracted out, it has the effect of lowering employers’
reported injury and illness rates and, as a result, does not show up on the data OHSA uses to
prioritise inspection in the poultry and meatpacking industry; reducing the likelihood of inspection.
Moreover, because the Bureau of Labor Statistics classifies cleaning workers as working in the
service sector (which includes maids, caretakers and other workers employed in cleaning services),
86
The data are collected by F.W. Dodge Inc. (a division of McGraw-Hill Companies) which employs a network of
researchers to collect information from local permitting agencies, public bidding systems, companies and end users
regarding planned construction activity (Weil, 2004).
87
The GAO’s 2005 report focused on the specific concerns of “undocumented” workers whose fear of retaliation or loss of
employment if they are injured and cannot perform their work is likely to be greater (US GAO, 2005).
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which is not considered high hazard, the injuries and illness these workers develop are not taken
into account in the inspection targeting process (US, GAO, 2005).
The reliance of regulatory authorities on self-report data highlights the fundamental problems
involved in practicing risk based regulation where the regulated community exercises decisive
control over relatively inaccessible information, which, although produced under circumstances of
low visibility, is, nonetheless, critical to effective regulation. The framework of practices and
effects of under-reporting also reveal the distinctive power relations underlying the organisation
and practice of health and safety regulation and raise searching questions about the meaning of
“command and control” in the context of inspection and enforcement. Some jurisdictions have
directly addressed the problem of under-reporting by redesigning their methods of data collation
(see, for example, the discussion in the US section88). Other jurisdictions have complemented these
more far-reaching initiatives by monitoring companies’ records as a means of verifying the
accuracy of reported data. As well as randomly selecting worksites from high-hazard industries, for
example, OSHA also selects a small number of worksites with low injury and illness rates for
inspection in order to ensure that they are not under-reporting injuries and illness (US GAO, 2005:
4-5).89
Whilst essential, these checks have produced mixed results. A recent General Accounting Office
investigation, for example, found that the accuracy of employers’ occupational injury and illness
data remained an ongoing problem (US GAO, 2005: 29-30). Clearly, a transformation in the
conventional methods of targeting is required, particularly where fixed establishments are rare (as
in the case of construction) and where working patterns are characterised by less stable forms of
employment (and under-reporting and under-recording is likely to be high). The most obvious
means of improving targeting based on self-report data is to draw on other sources of information.
Although some jurisdictions already use local intelligence from inspectors, other public officials
and informants (see below), we found no evidence of regulatory authorities making systematic use
of medical records, survey data and epidemiological studies, which, whilst generally improving the
basis upon which inspection resources are deployed, is also likely to make the targeting process
more sensitive to occupational disease. More importantly, perhaps, the substantial body of research
on the relationship between occupational injury and disease, under-reporting and less stable forms
of work points to the value of using business and employment data as a basis for targeting. This
promises to be a particularly valuable method of targeting establishments with genuinely poor
records of health and safety given that the most vulnerable workers (such as the young and migrant
workers) typically find themselves in the most precarious forms of employment. 90 More
significantly, perhaps, profiling risk on the basis of employment patterns also represents an
extremely valuable method of ensuring that firms relying on less stable forms of labour bear a
greater proportion of the full social costs of poor employment conditions. Moreover, by
discouraging the unlawful externalisation of health and safety costs onto employees, their families
and public health systems, in this way, it is likely to relieve some of the (market and, therefore,
political) pressure on labour conditions.
88
After a series of investigations by OSHA into underreporting in the late 1980s, Congress reviewed the problem in a
series of hearings between March and September 1987. After a critical review into the methods BLS used to collect
employers’ injury and illness data by the National Academy of Sciences, the BLS redesigned and tested an improved safety
and health statistical system for collecting data. This was fully implemented in 1992 (Pollack and Keimig, 1987; US GAO,
2005: 29).
89
In addition to this, the US General Accounting Office has recommended that OSHA monitor trends in establishments’
injury and illness rates over time for sharp decreases in rates (that might raise doubts over the reliability of the data - US
GAO, 2005: 41).
90
The fact that young people are disproportionately represented in the ranks of the casual employed in Australia (in 2003,
young people aged between 15 and 24 made up 21 per cent of all employees, but comprised 40 per cent of casual
employees - ABS, 2005) and that industries and occupations with high densities of casual employment tend to offer parttime work, that require lower levels of skill, illustrates this point perfectly.
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Risk or injury based targeting. WorkSafe, Victoria has developed programmes to address risks that
persist across industrial sectors relating to musculoskeletal disorders and plant safety (Victoria
WorkCover Authority, undated: 12). Likewise WorkCover, NSW and other Australian state and
territorial regulatory authorities have performed compliance audits to address manual handling in
the community services industry. A perceived advantage of risk based targeting is that it allows
regulatory authorities to systematically build up intelligence not only concerning the nature of
major risks across industrial sectors but also how best to respond to them. This, it is thought, gives
inspectors a better opportunity to raise issues of concerns with employer and employee
organisations and, as such, holds out a possibility of industrial sectors assuming greater
responsibility for health and safety related problems.
Compliance commitment targeting. In some regulatory jurisdictions, inspections are partially
targeted according to the overarching commitment of employers to compliance. This thinking
forms the basis of OSHA’s Enhanced Enforcement Program (EEP) – a form of enhanced
establishment specific targeting. 91 The Program is designed to direct inspection resources to
employers who persistently ignore their legal obligations (OSHA, 2003d); by targeting employers
who have experienced very serious, wilful or repeat, regulatory violations or exhibited their
ambivalence towards compliance by failing to abate cited violations. Employers selected for
priority enforcement become subject to more intensive and systematic regulatory intervention.
These include mandatory follow-up inspections (which occur irrespective of whether OHSA has
been notified that any violations have been abated) and involve targeted employers’ other
establishments being exposed to a greater risk of inspection (OSHA, 2003d). In addition to this,
OSHA officials are encouraged to bring their concerns to the employers’ senior management and
consider enhanced settlement provisions (in addition to the typical requirement of employers
abating their violations and paying a penalty) such as hiring a consultant to help develop and
implement an effective safety and health programme or allowing OSHA to inspect the employer’s
log of occupational injuries and illness on a quarterly basis.
EEP is a form of negative compliance commitment targeting, but positive forms of compliance
commitment targeting, where employers enjoy a lower risk of inspection in recognition of
participation in programmes developed by the regulatory authority, appear to be far more common.
The most notable example of this is OSHA’s Voluntary Protection Program in which participating
employers – who are required to implement a comprehensive health and safety programme – are
removed from OSHA’s programmed inspection scheduling system. 92 Other examples exist in
Germany.
Although EEP is arguably the most clearly developed example of negative compliance
commitment targeting, the strategy is practiced in less obvious forms in other jurisdictions. The
High Risk Initiative rolled out by the Ministry of Labour in Ontario represents a good example.
This aims to target resources on high hazard workplaces which place the greatest cost on the
Workplace Safety Insurance Board (WSIB) (Ontario Service Safety Alliance, undated).93 Under
the Initiative, the Ministry plans to subject the 6,000 most hazardous workplaces to four inspectors
a year; something made possible by the recent recruitment of a large number (200) of new
inspectors (OHS Law Report, 2004).

91

In 2004, 313, less than 1 per cent, of inspections were classified as EEP cases. A majority of these (an estimated 55 per
cent) occurred in the construction industry. Of the remaining 45 per cent, about half emerged out of inspection in the
manufacturing sector (Snare, 2005).
92
Although OSHA reserves the right to investigate complaints, fatalities and other “significant events” at VPP participant
sites - OSHA, 2003a: 17; OSHA, 2003c; OSHA, 2005).
93
The initiatives are based on the finding that more than 30,000 workplaces, representing only 10 per cent of companies
insured by WSIB, account for approximately 40 per cent of all injuries and costs incurred.
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Intelligence based targeting A number of jurisdictions claim to use local intelligence, from
inspectors, other public officials and informants, to target inspections. The principle of intelligence
based targeting underpins the concept of follow-up inspections, but it can take a number of different
(and , in many cases, more sophisticated) forms. OHSA’s Local Emphasis Programs, for example,
involves area and regional offices, targeting particular industrial sectors or specific hazards based
on local information (OSHA, undated (m)). Likewise, in Ontario, WSIB provides the Ministry of
Labour with the results of its Workwell audits for use in prioritising its inspections (Keith and
Rankin, 2005). The German Meat Industry Association, by contrast, partly makes decisions about
inspections on the basis of assessments made in previous inspections on the strength of firm level
health and safety controls and organisation.
In summary, some form of targeting is necessary to direct inspection resources to the poorest
performing employers. In some respects, however, contemporary methods of targeting are more
effective at giving the impression of optimal resource allocation, than producing genuine risk based
regulation. There is insufficient reliance on sources of information other than self-report data and
the rate of inspection is too low to allow intelligence collated from inspections to fill the gaps left
by widespread underreporting. These problems are compounded by the fact that the potential scope
of inspections is incomplete. In many of the jurisdictions we reviewed, data relating to occupational
injury and ill health is simply not collated from some sectors of the economy, whilst in other
jurisdictions routine inspections in relation to some forms of work have ceased (the US Congress,
for example, has used its appropriations power to prevent routine inspections of employers in lowhazard industries with fewer than ten employees and exempt small farming operations from
OSHA’s enforcement operations).94
More significantly, perhaps, we also found that inertia in regulatory rule-making is significantly
affecting the delicate balance of practices upon which effective inspection and enforcement depend;
undoing the symbiotic relationships that underpin effective regulatory governance. A useful
illustration of this concerns the growing divergence between OSHA standards in the US and workrelated injury and ill health. This has emerged through the action of a number of newly created
procedural barriers to the promulgation of new regulation which have at once created regulatory
space for industry to challenge the introduction of new standards on scientific grounds outside of
the conventional channels of scientific review and elevated cost-benefit considerations within the
rule-making process. As a result, the introduction of new OSHA standards has slowed and the gap
between current scientific thinking on occupational risks to health and safety and regulation has
widened (Viscusi, 1986b; McGarity, 1992; McGarity and Shapiro, 1993; Neff and Goldman, 2005;
Baba, et al, 2005; AFL-CIO, 2006). The precise impact of this sclerosis of the rulemaking process
on enforcement efficacy is difficult to determine, but the GAO reports that firms are commonly
selected for inspection on the basis of injuries and illness that OSHA standards – and, therefore,
inspections – do not directly address. Similar problems have been identified in other jurisdictions –
most notably Australia – but here concern has focused on outsourced risk and, specifically, the fact
that obligations on employers no longer stretch to all participants in the process of production. As
noted above, however, some jurisdictions such as Victoria have begun to address this problem by
imposing health and safety duties on a wider range of participants in the work process.
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This has occurred in the US where Congress has used its appropriations power to prevent routine inspections of
employers in low-hazard industries (with fewer than ten employees) and exempt small farming operations from OSHA’s
enforcement operations (OSH Directive CPL 02-00-051 Enforcement Exceptions and Limitations under the
Appropriations Act).
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7.4

Powers of Inspection and Enforcement

There is a considerable level of equivalence in inspectors’ powers across all the jurisdictions we
observed, the main exception being the US which is subject to two major limitations. The first
concerns OSHA’s power of entry under section 8(a)(1) of the OSH Act; in respect of which the
courts have affording employers a limited right to refuse entry in the absence of an inspection
warrant.95 The second relates to the fact that compliance officers have no formal power to halt
production and direct employees to remove themselves from dangerous situations. This applies
even though employees may be at risk of death or serious injury.
There are also differences in the nature of some of the legal tools available to inspectors. Whilst in
all jurisdictions, inspectors can, following identification of safety breaches, impose a notice
requiring improvements – in some jurisdictions (Sweden, Germany), an inspector can, at the same
time, as imposing a notice, impose a fine.96 The fine however only needs to be paid if the notice is
not complied with. The fine therefore acts as an incentive to comply.
In addition, whilst in most jurisdictions, administrative fines are the norm (see also the discussion in
the sentencing conclusion), this is not the case for example in Sweden – though the regulatory body
is now giving serious consideration to using these more often. In Italy, most offences trigger a
criminal prosecution, but this is aborted if the duty holders pay an administrative fine and comply
with the imposed ‘injunction’.
Significant differences exist in the level of discretion given to inspectors. In Italy, for example,
every violation of a criminal offence must be followed by a criminal prosecution and
‘improvement’ notice. By comparison, in the Netherlands, where inspectors also have little scope
for discretion, the exact course of action open to inspectors is largely dependant on the nature of the
breach - the most serious offences require businesses to be closed down and a referral to be made to
the prosecutor. In Sweden, by contrast, employers are given an opportunity to rectify problems
before an improvement notice is imposed and in British Columbia, prevention officers still have
considerable discretion in whether or not to impose a penalty.97
The risks attendant on affording inspectors too much discretion were highlighted in Brown’s (1994)
fascinating study of British Columbian inspections in the 1980s. The main finding of the study was
that many firms violating industrial health and safety regulations commonly went on to commit the
same infraction unpunished (penalties were assessed against less than one-fifth of employers who
had received an average of five or more repeat orders per inspection). Brown concluded that
tolerance of violations of health and safety regulation among inspectors was “institutionalised” and
could not be explained in terms of the “efficacy of persuasion” (Brown, 1994: 83). In attempting to
explain this institutionalised tolerance, Brown pointed to the close relationships formed between
95
Marshall v Barlow’s Inc., 436 US 307 (1978). A warrant is not required in an emergency when there is not time to
obtain a warrant, or when conditions are publicly observable or when inspectors are already lawfully on the premises and
the conditions are already apparent to them.
96
Known in Sweden as ‘contingent’ fine and in Germany as ‘pressure payments’.
97
Among other things, the Prevention Manual directs prevention officers to have regard to: whether the violation resulted
in a high risk of serious injury, serious illness or death; whether the employer has committed similar violations; whether
the employer’s failure to discharge his or her responsibilities indicates a general lack of commitment to compliance;
whether the employer has failed to comply with a previous order within a reasonable time; whether the employer has
knowingly or recklessly failed to discharge his or her legal responsibilities; whether the employer has an effective, overall
programme for complying with the Act and the regulations; whether the employer has otherwise exercised due diligence to
prevent the failure, non-compliance or conditions to which the penalty relates; whether the violations or other
circumstances have resulted from the independent action of workers who have been properly instructed, trained and
supervised; the potential seriousness of the injury or illness that might have occurred, the number of people who might
have been at risk and the likelihood of the injury or illness occurring Policies WCA Part 3 Division Items D12-196-1 and
D12-196-10).
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inspectors and the management of firms, the fact that the input from employees during inspections,
particularly in non-unionised firms, is weak, and the fact that a failure to recommend a penalty was
not subject to review. Given these findings, limiting inspectorial discretion may substantially
enhance both the general and specific effect of inspections (see below).
In a number of jurisdictions, the size of any administrative fine is fixed and restricted to a narrow
range of regulatory violations. Ontario’s on-the-spot offence notices (also known as “tickets”) are a
case in point. These are reserved for scheduled violations98 outlined in a series of schedules created
through orders issued pursuant to the provisions of the Provincial Offences Act and the rules for the
Ontario Court of Justice. Although capable of being imposed on all key workplace parties
(employers, supervisors and workers), until January 2005 (when the power was expanded to
include 81 violations of the Industrial Establishment Regulations made under the Ontario
Occupational Health and Safety Act) the range of scheduled violations was confined to the
construction, mining and diving sectors. The convention of predetermined fines is also
characteristic of Australian infringement notices, although in some jurisdictions the range of
scheduled violations is greater.
In British Columbia, Germany, the Netherlands and the US – where the range of violations in
respect of which fines can be attached are more extensive – fine sizes are not predetermined,
although the method of calculating the fine, and the degree of flexibility in determining firm size,
varies considerably. The level of fine assessed99 by Inspectors working for Insurance Associations
in Germany, for example, is determined primarily by the amount of money that the company has
saved as a result of non-compliance (Mentges, 2006). Even greater latitude is afforded to the head
of the Swedish Work Environment Authority who is subject to no formal guidance in determining
the size of ‘contingent’ fines – though as stated above, these currently can only be used in very few
situations.100
By contrast, less discretion is afforded to the competent authority in determining the level of
administrative fines in British Columbia, the Netherlands and the US where a premium is placed on
promoting consistency and ensuring that penalties not only reflect the seriousness of the offence,
but also the financial resources of duty holders. All three jurisdictions use a similar method of
calculation in which a base fine level is assessed according to the severity of the offence and the
employers’ ability to pay and then adjusted according to the existence of mitigating and
aggravating factors.
In British Columbia, violations are divided into two categories on the basis of the seriousness of the
breach 101 and a basic penalty is then calculated using multipliers relating to the size of the
employer’s assessable payroll. This basic penalty can then be adjusted by up to 30 per cent if one or
more of a range of aggravating and mitigating factors (concerning the seriousness of the offence
and the presence of good faith on the part of the duty holder102) apply. Finally, where a penalty is
98

These typically involve immediately observable hazards which are formally regarded as posing an immediate and
potentially serious hazard to workers (high-risk activities or activities with a high incidence of critical injuries) and which
do not raise complex legal or factual issues (Ministry of Labour, 2005c). Examples are contained in the relevant Ontario
section.
99
Inspectors do not impose the fines themselves, but rather recommend that a fine should be imposed to a ‘fine committee’
of the Insurance Association comprising employer and trade union representatives of the industry (Krueger, 2006).
100
Work Environment Act, Chapter 7, section 7. These are attached to injunctions and prohibition notices as a means of
encouraging duty holders to comply with occupational health and safety regulation. In practice, officials consider the cost
of the measures to be taken and the size of the fine needed to “persuade” employers to take them (Nielson, 2006).
101
Category A violations cover those involving serious injury or illness or death, high risk of serious injury or illness or
death; wilful or reckless non-compliance. Category B violations cover other breaches.
102
These include: a) the nature of the violation; b) the nature of the hazard created by the violation; c) whether the
employer knew about the situation giving rise to the violation; d) the extent of the measures undertaken by the employer to
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imposed within three years of a decision imposing an additional assessment or a prior
administrative penalty for the same violation, the penalty is regarded as a “repeat penalty” which
can increase the “basic amount” by up to 24 times.103 The Prevention Manual also allows the Board
to add the costs saved from regulatory violations to the administrative penalty.104 Accompanying
regulations set an initial limit of Can$250,000 which may be imposed where a) an employer has
committed a high-risk violation wilfully or with reckless disregard and b) a worker has died or
suffered serious permanent impairment as a result. 105 A further statutory maximum of
Can$533,195106 may be imposed where: a) the employer has committed a high risk violation
wilfully or with reckless disregard, b) multiple fatalities have occurred or a number of workers have
suffered serious permanent impairment as a result of a violation, c) and there is evidence of a
systematic disregard by the employer for worker safety (such as a history of serious repeated noncompliance).107
The basic range of penalties assessed by OSHA is governed by the gravity of the violation which is
determined according to the severity of the injury or illness that might result from the violation and
the probability of the harm occurring (OSHA, undated: d). Specifically, OSHA officials are
required to categorise violations according to whether they are high, medium, low or minimal
severity. High severity violations relate to injuries or illnesses that cause death, permanent disability
or chronic, irreversible illnesses. Injuries or temporary reversible illnesses resulting in
hospitalisation or a variable, but limited period of disability, are considered as being of medium
severity. Low severity violations refer to injuries or temporary reversible illnesses that do not result
in hospitalisation, whilst minimal severity violations relate to all other-than-serious violations
(OSHA, undated: d). In addition to this, OSHA officials are also instructed to take account of the
number of workers exposed, the frequency of exposure or duration of exposure, the proximity of
employees to the hazard, the use of appropriate personal protective equipment, the existence of a
medical surveillance programme, and the degree of experience of the employees at risk (OSHA,
undated: d). This is then adjusted to take account of the financial means of the employer and its
general commitment to health and safety through the application of a number of “penalty
adjustment factors” which reflect the size of the business,108 the good faith of the employer109 and
comply; e) the extent to which the behaviour of other workplace parties has contributed to the violation; f) the employer’s
history and g) whether the financial impact of the penalty would be unduly harsh in view of the employer’s size. Policies
WCA Part 3 Division Item 12-196-6-1(c).
103
Policies WCA Part 3 Division Item 12-196-6-4(b). One additional assessment or prior penalty imposed in the three
year period preceding a penalty notices increases the “basic amount” twofold, 2 increases the basic amount threefold, 3
six fold, 4 twelve fold and 5 twenty four fold.
104
Policies WCA Part 3 Division Item 12-196-6.
105
Policies WCA Part 3 Division Item 12-196-6.
106
Section 196(2) of the WCA
107
Section 196(7) of the WCA prevents employers from being prosecuted where they have already been ordered to pay an
administrative penalty.
108
Up to 60 per cent reduction is permitted for the size of a business which is based on the number of employees at the
firm. However, when a small business has one or more serious violations of high gravity or a number of serious violations
of moderate gravity, indicating a lack of concern for employee safety and health, the CSHO may recommend that only a
partial reduction in penalty shall be permitted for size of business.
Employees
Percent reduction
1-25
60
26-100
40
101-250
20
251 or more
none
Source: OSHA, undated (d).
109
Up to 60 per cent reduction is permitted for a firm’s good faith. No adjustment for good faith is permitted for violations
that are classified as being of high severity and greater probability (OSHA, undated: d). The full allowance for “good
faith” is only formally recommended where the employer has a written safety and health program, which has only
“incidental deficiencies”. A reduction of 15 per cent is recommended for employers who have a written and effective safety
and health program with more than only “incidental deficiencies” (OSHA, undated: d).
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the employer’s history of previous violations110 (OSHA, undated: d). Since 1990, the agency has
had authority to impose a maximum fine of US$70,000 for a wilful111 or repeat violation112 and
US$7,000 for all other violations. In this latter category, significantly, are serious violations which
occur where there is a substantial probability that death or serious physical harm might result. 113
Although a considerable increase on the previous maxima, the penalties are still limited. On the
basis of the dollar-pound sterling exchange rate on 1st May 2006 this equated to €55,525 or
£38,281. Despite these limitations OSHA has secured larger penalties against employers who
engage in “egregious conduct”, but this does not apply in circumstances where there is only one
hazard to be abated, even if the violation causes multiple fatalities (Shapiro and Rabinowitz, 1997).
Although only allowing for a narrower range of fines, a similar method of calculation exists in the
Netherlands where base fines are imposed according to the offence and reduced according to the
number of employees (although the matrix of calculation is not as sensitive to firm size as is the
case in British Columbia or the US). The process of determining the level of fine is set out in Policy
Rule 33. A base fine level ranging from €45 to €4,500 is outlined for specific ‘fineable’ offences
contained in appendix one of the Policy Rule. Where the organisation employs between 50 and 249
employees, the base fine is reduced by one third and two thirds for organisations employing
between 10 and 49 employees. For organisations employing fewer than 10 employees, the base fine
is cut by two third; and for small organisations, with less than ten employees, it is cut by four
fifths. 114 The base fine is then adjusted according to a range of aggravating and mitigating
circumstances. Where the offence is ‘seriously fineable’, the base fine is doubled. Where more than
ten people are exposed to the offence in question, the base fine is increased by one and a half times
and doubled where more than 50 people are exposed.115 Where the offence takes place in a number
of different locations of the same company, the fine can be multiplied for each separate offence up
to a maximum of three times. And finally, where a ‘directly fineable’ or ‘other fineable’ offence has
been committed within a two year period, the fine for the second offence can be increased by half.
When a fineable offence results directly in a death or injury, the level of fine is determined
according to a strictly demarcated set of criteria set out in the policy rule. Where two people have
been injured or killed as a result of an offence, the level of fine is increased by one-and-a-half
times; where three of more people have been affected the fine is doubled. However, the level of
fine cannot exceed €11,250 for a death and €6,700 for an injury. Moreover, the fine levels
following a death or injury can be reduced by three-quarters if only one fineable offence is
mentioned on the fine report, no previous industrial injury or death has taken place in the previous
two years, and the fineable offence which directly caused the injury or death “can be partly blamed
on the victim.” This is said to occur when the victim has failed to respect the obligations imposed
by the 1998 working Conditions Act against the instructions of his employer. Where a number of
different offences have been committed following a single inspection or investigation, an aggregate
fine is calculated by adding together the fines appropriate to each separate offence - though no total
fine can be higher than €45,000 (or indeed lower than €113). Individual employees can also only be
fined to a maximum of €225.
110

Penalty adjustment for a firm’s previous good record can reduce the final assessed penalty by up to 10 per cent.
Section 17(a) OSH Act of 1970, 29 USC. 666(a). These relate to violations where the employer is aware of the hazard,
knows that the hazard violates a standard or other legal obligation and makes no reasonable effort to eliminate it.
112
Section 17(a) OSH Act of 1970, 29 USC. 666(a). Repeated violations are breaches of any standard, regulation, rule or
order where, upon re-inspection, a substantially similar violation is found and the original citation has become a final
order. Employers with more than one facility can be cited for repeated violations if the violation recurs at any facility.
113
Section 17(b) OSH Act of 1970, 29 USC. 666.
114
This division into large, medium and small companies does not apply to building projects where obligations are
imposed upon legal entities who are not necessarily employers – such as clients and designers. Here the level of fine
appropriate to large companies is used for all organisations irrespective of their size. This is because compliance in this
context is considered to be of such importance for the safeguarding of safe and healthy working conditions.
115
Para 4b, Policy Rule 33
111
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In addition to the basic enforcement powers summarised in Table 12 (annexed to the chapter)
exercised by inspectors, some jurisdictions use premium adjustments as a form of enforcement.
This characterises WSIB’s Workwell audits (Keith and Rankin, 2005) in Ontario which are aimed
at ensuring that employers are complying with OHS law and best-practice compliance. If a
workplace fails the first audit, a second audit is scheduled. If the employer fails the second audit, a
financial penalty is levied – which is a portion from 10 per cent to 75 per cent of the firms’ annual
premium for the workplace, depending on its performance in the audit, to a maximum of
Can$500,000 (which is imposed in addition to the annual premium).
7.5

Trends in the Rate of Inspection and Enforcement

The available data indicates that there are substantial differences in the contemporary rate of
inspection across the jurisdictions we examined (see Table 13 annexed to this conclusion).
Interestingly, although the data are incomplete, these differences do not seem to observe a
discernible pattern; there appearing to be as much variation within Commonwealth and European
jurisdictions as between them.
The three jurisdictions for which we have long term data available (British Columbia, Ontario and
the US) indicate that the number of inspections (and, therefore, the rate of inspection) has declined
substantially since the 1970s. The greatest relative decline seems to have taken place in Ontario
where, between 1970/71 (when inspections were at their peak) and 2004/05 the number of
industrial inspections has decreased by 80 per cent (reflecting a 66 per cent decline in field activity
generally). By contrast, falls in the number of inspections in both the US and British Columbia
have been far less marked. From a peak of 91,515 in 1976, inspections in the US have stabilised at
just under 40,000 per annum - a decline of 58 per cent to 2005. In British Columbia, the decline has
been even less pronounced, falling by 33 per cent between 1975 (the peak year in the 1970s) and
2005.
Notwithstanding these broad similarities, the data suggest quite substantial variations in the rate of
decline as well as relatively significant differences in how the inspection rate has contracted over
time (that is to say the number of inspections expressed as a proportion of the number of firms or
establishments in the jurisdiction in question). Certainly, there is no obvious pattern to the rate of
decline across jurisdictions. In the US, the steepest fall in the number of inspections occurred in the
late 1970s and early 1980s. This contrasts with Ontario (where the rate of decline was greatest in
the early to mid 1980s), Alberta (where the most significant decline occurred after 1988) and
British Columbia (where, usually, the rate of inspection held up quite well until the early mid
1990s). Unsurprisingly, the precise combination of circumstances and pressures that brought about
and enabled these declines seems to vary across jurisdictions. The underlying cause of the
substantial contraction in formal regulation in the US has been the relative decline in OSHA’s
budget. But OSHA’s abandonment of inspections, citations and penalties as primary measures of
performance116 and the conditions attached to Congressional appropriations have come together in
a distinctly political process117 to intensify the impact of this effect on regulatory practice (OSHA,
undated: e; Pearce and Tombs, 1998). In Alberta, by contrast, Alberta Occupational Health and
Safety, as it then was, massively scale-backed the level of safety inspection activity after 1988
116
This process was formalised in 1998 when section 8 of the OSH Act was amended to prohibit OSHA from using the
results of enforcement activities to either evaluate compliance officers or to impose quotas of goals. Pub. L. 105-198, 112
Stat. 640.
117
See Scholz, et al’s (1991) well-conducted study of the relationship between enforcement and politics (the study found
that the political composition of national and local institutions of government was strongly associated with changes in the
intensity of enforcement) (see also Viscusi, 1986b: 135). Thompson (1982: 204) suggests that the decline in inspections
during the 1970s partly reflects a shift in the emphasis of inspections away from issues of safety towards the more timeconsuming issue of health.
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when the Alberta Workers Compensation Board introduced experienced rating and other
occupational health and safety incentive programmes (Auld, et al, 2001). In practice, although
declines in inspection are likely to be multi-causal, they ultimately need to be understood as the
product of a highly distinctive configuration of political assumptions about the nature of the
relationship between business and the state which, interestingly, seem to have occurred irrespective
of the specific institutional framework of health and safety regulation. The fact, however, that the
rate of inspection seems to have stood up well in some jurisdictions (such as Germany) suggests
that institutional differences are still important.
Given the limitations of the data, long term declines in the rate of inspection are difficult to
compare. What seems certain, however, is that the decline in the inspection rate is invariably
greater than the simple decline in the number of inspections (due to substantial economic growth in
most developed economies) and that a relatively modest reduction in the number of inspections can
conceal quite a significant contraction in the inspection rate. The inspection rate in the US, for
example, (expressed as a percentage of the number of inspections as a proportion of regulated
workplaces) is a quarter of what it was during the 1970s, with less than a half a per cent of
regulated establishments now receiving an inspection (down from 2 per cent in 1975).
Significantly, the shift in focus of inspection in the US – from manufacturing to construction
(Viscusi, 1986b: 137; OSHA, undated: e) obscures an even steeper decline in the inspection rate (as
inspections are counted according to the number of contractors working at a site). Likewise,
although in British Columbia the present number of inspections is only marginally lower than it
was in 1973, as the number of employers registered with Workers Compensation Board (WCB)
has increased, the rate of inspection (inspections expressed as a percentage of registered employers)
has decreased substantially (from 46 per cent in 1973 to 11 per cent in 2005). From the peak rate in
1975 (53 per cent) the decline is even greater. 118
Notwithstanding this, a number of regulatory authorities (Alberta, British Columbia, Italy, Ontario,
Queensland, Sweden) have either recently enhanced or plan to increase their capacity to enforce
occupational health and safety regulation. WorkSafeBC (2006), for example, plans to budget for
additional staff to conduct more inspections and impose more apposite sanctions, introduce a new
general enforcement policy and strengthen its policies on orders, administrative penalties and highrisk violations (WorkSafeBC, 2006). Likewise, Ontario’s Ministry of Labour has recently recruited
an additional two hundred inspectors (almost doubling the previous complement of two hundred
and thirty) and in Victoria the number of field-active staff were increased by 7 per cent between
2000 and 2003. A similar pattern can be found in Sweden were large increases in the number of
inspectors (just under 20 per cent between 2000 and 2004) are slowly feeding through into higher
rates of inspections.119 The reasons underlying efforts to recruit more inspectors (and boost the rate
of inspection) vary, but they typically seem to reflect genuine concerns about the level of
occupational injury and disease – and, in particular, its cost to the public purse - and, significantly, a
belief in the capacity of inspection to drive this down.120 Notwithstanding this, recruitment of more
personnel has not automatically fed through into higher rates of inspection. In Victoria, for
example, the number of inspections has decreased by 30 per cent since additional inspectors were
recruited. This reflects an equally significant decline in the inspection (or field activity) rate (the
number of inspections or workplace interventions expressed as a percentage of regulated firms)
118

Expressed in terms of the frequency of inspection of the average registered employer – the statistically average
registered employer can now expect to be inspected once every nine years as opposed to once every two years (in 1973).
The statistics relating to inspection in Ontario appear to be consistent with this, although the data are incomplete and not
adjusted for the size of the regulated community.
119
Although, the number of inspections in 2004 is still lower than it was in 2000 and, perhaps significantly, lower than in
2003 (see the relevant Swedish section for details).
120
Significantly, the main driver behind the policy in Ontario has been the fact that stubbornly high rates of injury and ill
health continue to impose a substantial burden on the Ontario’s public health service and workers’ compensation scheme.
Personal Communication, 2nd August 2006.
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from 32 per cent to 21 per cent over the same period. 121 Interestingly, the converse is also
sometimes true. In the US, where the number of inspectors has stagnated (since the mid 1980s), the
number of inspections has increased significantly (37 per cent) since the mid 1990s (1996).
There is some evidence to suggest that recent increases in the number of inspections,122 however,
have only marginally offset the long term decline in the rate of inspection in those jurisdictions
which are attempting to revive their capacity for inspection and formal enforcement. The effect is
that over the long term, the trend in inspections in jurisdictions which have experienced a recent
uplift in the number of inspections appears little different from the trend in inspections elsewhere.
Trends in inspection carried out by Occupational Health and Safety Administration in the US
illustrate the point well. Although, the current number of inspections has increased from an all time
low of 24,237 in 1996 to 38,714 in 2005, this is still less than half the 91,515 inspections conducted
in 1976. Thus, although the rate of inspection (inspections expressed as a percentage of regulated
establishments) has marginally increased since the mid 1990s, from 0.42 per cent in 1995 to 0.47
per cent in 2004, this is still considerably lower than the 2.07 per cent of establishments which were
inspected in 1975.
Elsewhere, there have been relatively marked short term declines in the number of inspections. In
the Netherlands, for example, the number of inspections declined by 17 per cent between 2000 and
2004 (reflecting an 18 per cent decline in the number of injuries investigated). Likewise, in
Germany the combined (regional inspectorates and insurance associations) number of inspections
fell from 1,547,198 to 1,297,954 (17 per cent) between 1999 and 2004; representing just under a 19
per cent decline in the combined rate of inspection.
In addition to quite definite trends in the rate of inspection, there is some evidence that the focus
and style of inspections has changed considerably in a number of jurisdictions. In Australia, for
example, some inspectorates have begun to focus more attention on systems of work (National
Research Centre for OHS Regulation, undated123). A similar process also seems to be occurring in
some German Länder and the Netherlands. In the US, the proportion of safety inspections to health
inspections has declined considerably since the mid 1970s – as the number of health inspections
has remained relatively constant whilst safety inspections have declined significantly.
The data on enforcement are patchy; making it very difficult to discern even medium term trends in
the use of enforcement. Notwithstanding this, the available evidence in some jurisdictions is
consistent with a shift in inspection style, although overall the pattern is mixed. Increases in
enforcement action have occurred in a number of jurisdictions. In Ontario, for example, the number
of formal enforcement notices issued has doubled since the 1990s. Similarly, in Queensland124
there has been an uneven, although significant increase, in the number of notices issued annually
since the late 1990s. This increase, importantly, has occurred across all notice types (although the
increase in the number of improvement notices has been particularly pronounced). New South
Wales data suggest much the same trend.

121

This is not, however, necessarily symptomatic of a long term decline in field activity. The volume of field activity in
Victoria has varied significantly over time. Although 40 per cent below its peak in the mid 1990s, it is twice as great as it
was in the late 1980s.
122
In some jurisdictions these have been considerable. In Alberta, the number of inspections increased by over 1,000 per
cent between 1997 and 2005 and by 128 per cent between 2000 and 2005.
123
Although the National Research Centre for OHS Regulation reports that a sea-change in the form of inspection has yet
to occur.
124
Historically, Queensland’s inspectors have adopted a co-operative approach to inspection – providing advice and
warning employers where breaches are detected, rather than issuing formal notices. In 1997/98, the Division of Workplace
Health and Safety inspectors assessed 29,412 issues, but issued just 5,363 notices. Of these, only 13.1 per cent were
prohibition notices (Seljack, et al, 1999).
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In some jurisdictions, the available evidence suggests that increases in the use of enforcement
action are largely a consequence of greater field activity, rather than the result of a change in
inspection style. In Queensland (see also Ontario), for example, the number of notices issued
relative to workplace interventions has remained remarkably constant over the short term,
suggesting that the increase in the number of notices issued does not signify a shift towards more
enforcement-focused inspections. In fact, assuming improved targeting (so that the rate at which
breaches are detected has increased), there is a possibility that field activity has become less, rather
than more, enforcement focused.
In Victoria, by contrast, a near eightfold increase in the number of improvement and prohibition
notices since the late 1980s is primarily due to a distinctive shift in the extent to which enforcement
notices are issued. Assuming relatively constant rates of non-compliance and occupational health
and safety risk, this may be due to better targeting, but it may also be due to a change in inspection
style. Whether, however, the data suggests that Victorian inspectorate is moving away from the
British tradition of enforcement through persuasion, advice and education (see Johnstone, 2002: 6;
2003a: 29) is still an open question.125 This illustrates a more general problem in attempting to
divine changes in enforcement style in the absence of reliable data on compliance.
The available data does not suggest an increase in the volume of enforcement action in all
jurisdictions. In Sweden, for example, the percentage of inspections producing inspection notices
declined between 2000 and 2004, whilst the number of injunctions, prohibitions and contingent
fines has increased.
The US data allows for a more informed analysis. The ratio of citations to inspections has declined
significantly since the mid 1970s (see Table 9). This reflects a deliberate shift towards a more
selective citation policy (in which compliance officers have given attention to wilful, serious and
repeat violations) - formalised in the mid 1990s when OSHA’s Assistant Secretary announced that
the Administration would no longer use citations and penalties as a performance measure (OSHA,
undated: e). The effect of this policy on compliance is unclear. Interestingly, however, it seems to
have done little to alter the widely held perception that OSHA adheres to an inflexible deterrence
philosophy; suggesting that criticism of OHSA is as much as result of what the organisation does as
it is a consequence of how it does it (cf Bardach and Kagan, 1984).
The available evidence also indicates that, after adjusting for inflation, the total impact of
administrative monetary penalties imposed on American business is still significantly below its
peak in the early 1990s.126 This partly reflects the falling rate of inspection and the attendant fall in
the number of citations for wilful, repeat and serious violations, but it also reflects a dedicated
policy of allowing employers to reduce penalties by abating hazardous conditions promptly
(OSHA, undated: e; OSHA, 1996). The regulatory value of this policy – particularly given the fact
that penalties imposed under the OSH Act are relatively light – is unclear and warrants further
investigation.
There is considerable variation within the general, inflation adjusted, decline in OSHA penalties.
Arguably the most striking pattern has been the relatively significant increase in the average
125
More recently, however, the rate at which prohibition notices are imposed has declined quite considerably. This may
indicate a potentially very significant change in the style of inspection or inspectors’ assumptions about workplace risk
which more closely reflect the concerns and interests of the regulated community. Alternatively, it may simply be a
consequence of inspectors coming across fewer incidents warranting the imposition of a prohibition notices. These trends
warrant further examination.
126
Penalties increased significantly in the early 1990s partly as a result of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990
which increased the maximum penalty for violations seven-fold and imposed a minimum penalty of USUS$5,000 for wilful
violations (OSHA, undated: e).
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monetary value of penalties imposed for wilful violations (see Table 10). This is consistent with
Scholz’s (1984) model of effective enforcement in which firms that exploit the necessary element
of trust that underlies most forms of business regulation are penalised more severely than firms that
remain within the accepted parameters of trust that frame the regulatory relationship.127 Wilful
violations apart, however, the average monetary value of penalties seems, on first examination at
least, to be very low, although we failed to find any studies which systematically explored the
relationship between penalty severity, firm turnover (that is, firms’ ability to absorb a penalty) and
compliance. This, we feel, constitutes a significant gap in the literature.128
We have very little data on trends in investigation (reactive inspections) – although what data there
are casts doubt on the existence of a common cross-jurisdictional pattern or trend. In Ontario, for
example, investigations have increased by 38 per cent between 1993/94 and 2004/05. In the US, by
contrast, accident and (to a lesser extent) complaint investigations have declined in both the short
and medium term129along with all forms of enforcement related field activity. This compares with
Victoria where a deliberate decision has been taken to move resources from reactive investigations
to planned workplace interventions.
7.6

Trends in Consultation

We found no consistent trend in practice of workplace consultation by regulatory authorities. In
Ontario, the number of consultations has declined significantly since the mid 1990s. In British
Columbia on the other hand, the available data shows no discernible trends over the last ten years.
In the US, by contrast, OSHA is increasingly devoting resources to workplace consultation.
7.7

Evaluative Evidence130

We found strong evidence (from well-conducted studies that control for intervening variables) of
plant specific effects of inspection and enforcement (under certain conditions) and weak evidence
(from well-conducted studies) of an aggregate effect on work related injury and ill health. Scholz
and Gray’s (1997) work not only strongly suggests that administrative penalties focus managerial
attention on occupational health and safety but, importantly, that this occurs despite opposition
from some business associations to more punitive forms of regulatory intervention.
Whether the prevention effect of inspection and enforcement applies under all conditions is unclear.
There are good reasons for believing that continued reductions in inspection and enforcement might
significantly undermine both the limited aggregate effect and plant level impact of inspection and
127

The fact that there has been little change, after adjusting for inflation, in the monetary value of penalties for repeat or
failure to abate violations, of course, suggests the opposite.
128
The capacity of OSHA penalties to induce compliance in firms has, arguably, been further weakened by the
introduction of penalties for unclassified violations or “section 17 designations”. These apply where, having been cited for
either wilful or repeat violations, employers agree to correct all violations and pay all or almost all of the initially assessed
penalty and make other significant concessions (OSHA, undated: e). Their introduction was designed to allow firms to
escape the adverse publicity that attaches to wilful or repeat violations whilst at one and the same time limiting the
administrative costs involved in bringing cases to a close. Their general impact on compliance is difficult to assess.
However, because citations (and penalties) for unclassified violations necessarily lack the moralising impact of citations
(and penalties) for wilful or repeat violations – a process that is further compounded by the fact that they close down the
possibility of employers being prosecuted under section 17(e) of the OSH Act (see below) – they may weaken employers
sense of the moral importance of compliance – a key element of effective regulation (see below). More recently, OSHA has
significantly scaled back their use.
129
On first examination, some forms of inspection – like, for instance, complaint inspections – seem to be relatively
unaffected by policy changes. Resource constraints, however, have moved OSHA to introduce reforms which grant OSHA
officials greater discretion in responding to complaint inspections (see OSHA, 1993 and undated: e).
130
For a more complete assessment of the research see the relevant section for the US and the discussion in the sentencing
conclusion (see also the relevant Swedish section for weak evidence in support of this view).
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enforcement (Gray and Scholz, 1997) as well as undermining other regulatory initiatives,
participation in which is based in part on the suspension of a credible threat of enforcement
(Jeffress, 1995). Moreover, Baggs, et al’s (2003) comparative study of consultation and inspection
(which found that inspection and enforcement exert a more powerful effect on compliance than
simple consultation), along with other US studies (which have found that non penalty inspections
have no statistically significant effect on injury and ill health), also suggest that an adversarial
element is a necessary ingredient to effective inspection and enforcement.
Although, administrative penalties may appear to be a low-cost and expedient alternative to
criminal penalties, their role in creating a climate of compliance is probably not comparable to
prosecution. The level of fines imposed is also notably low. In the Netherlands for example, it is
unheard of for fines to be more than €10,000 – even if there has been multiple deaths; and in
Germany the fines are also low. It is also the case that in some jurisdictions (Netherlands,
Germany) the names of organisations or individuals subjected to an administrative fine is not even
made public. It is therefore not surprising that differences in the form and effect of prosecution and
administrative enforcement action have a significant effect on their relative capacity to produce
compliance with the law. Society signifies seriousness of social harm through the criminal law.
There is a greater loss of social standing and prestige associated with a criminal indictment and, all
things being equal, criminal prosecution is a generally more newsworthy process. The effect is that
criminal prosecution performs a far more powerful role in reinforcing social norms as is achieved
with administrative enforcement action (which is a far less powerful medium of social
signification). This is highly significant as compliance with the law closely correlates with social
norms (Dua-Schmidt, 1990; Tyler, 1990; Kahan, 1997, McAdams, 1997; Haines, 1997; Shapiro
and Rabinowitz, 1997).
8.

PROSECUTION

8.1

Introduction

In most jurisdictions, employers and employees can be prosecuted under both health and safety
legislation and the conventional criminal law. Despite this, there is considerable variation in the
range of health and safety offences that can be prosecuted, the extent to which the conventional
criminal code is used as medium to progress prosecutions and the institutional framework of
prosecution.
In Italy, Netherlands, Sweden and the Australian and Canadian jurisdictions we observed, the range
of health and safety offences which can form the basis of prosecution is extensive relative to other
jurisdictions, such as Germany and the US (Federal jurisdiction), where the range of health and
safety offences that can form the basis of prosecution is highly limited. Similarly, prosecution under
the conventional criminal code whilst common in some jurisdictions (such as Italy and France) is
rare in all of the others we observed – even where, as in the case of Canada, changes to the
conventional penal code have been introduced to promote the use of the conventional criminal law
in health and safety regulation.
The use of prosecution varies primarily according to the range of alternative powers available.
Generally speaking, prosecutions are less frequent in jurisdictions - such as British Columbia or the
United States - with a highly developed system of administrative fines (as opposed to infringement
notices or on-the-spot fines). In British Columbia, for example, there have been just 2 prosecutions
in the last 4 years. Limits on the use of prosecution are primarily achieved through the creation of
procedural obstacles; the densely layered nature of decision-making involved in determining
whether a prosecution should go ahead acting as a bureaucratic deterrent to field officers and junior
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managers contemplating prosecution (as well as a powerful filter for all but the evidentially
strongest and serious cases). Section 213 of British Columbia’s Workers’ Compensation Act, for
example, sets the scope of criminal liability widely; creating a general offence for contraventions of
Part 3 of the Workers’ Compensation Act and its attendant regulations and orders, 131 but
prosecution requires Board approval before a prosecution can be commenced.132 Similar procedural
obstacles exist in the US, where the Solicitor of Labor (a presidential appointee) is responsible for
making the final decision on whether a case should be referred to the Justice Department, but here
the scope of criminal liability is also narrowly defined. Section 17(e) of the Occupational Safety
and Health Act effectively 133 restricts prosecution to employers convicted of having wilfully
violated an OSHA standard, rule or order 134 when the violation results in the death of an
employee.135 This is also likely to limit the use of prosecution by reducing the circumstances in
which charges can be brought,136 but its impact can be overstated. Even where the circumstances
conceivably allow charges to be brought, prosecution in the US is rare; with just 7 per cent of the
1,242 cases involving workplace deaths due to wilful safety violations between 1982 and 2002
culminating in prosecution (Barstow, 2003).137 This, in many ways, underlines the fact that neither
procedural obstacles to prosecution nor the poverty of the substantive criminal law, in themselves,
explain the limited use of prosecution. They do, however, draw attention to highly distinctive
political assumptions - concerning the seriousness of health and safety offences and the use of the
criminal law against companies and company officers (the typical objects of prosecution) - that
inform prosecution policy. The fact that high level approval is typically required before the
commencement of prosecution suggests the existence of strong institutional misgivings over the
use of the criminal law against companies and company officers. Opposition to prosecution within
regulatory authorities is, however, rarely expressed,138 but rather reveals itself in the sort of routine
practices within regulatory authorities necessary to promote prosecution as a lever of compliance.
131

Section 213(2) provides that where a corporation is found to have committed an offence - an officer director or agent
of the corporation who authorizes, permits or acquiesces in the commission of the offence also commits an offence.
132
Guidelines Workers’ Compensation Act G-D15-214 and section 214(2) of the Act. Moreover, the Board acts as a
referring agency only. All occupational health and safety enforcement proceedings such as administrative penalties,
prosecutions and claims cost levies are initiated through the Investigations Division with the assistance of the Division's
legal personnel. Where the circumstances of a violation suggest a prosecution may be warranted, the file is referred to the
Director of Investigations for consideration. The Director of Investigations determines whether the case warrants referral
to the Crown. Guidelines Workers’ Compensation Act Part 3 Division 15 214. Section 214(2) of the Workers’
Compensation Act.
133
Section 17 also provides for an offence of giving unauthorised advance notice of a forthcoming OSHA inspection
(s.17(f)) and knowingly making any false statement, representation, or certification in any application, record, report, plan
or other document filed or required to be maintained pursuant to the 1970 Act (s.17(g)). For a review of OHS related
criminal offences see Kosanovich and Barnes (2005).
134
The general duty clause excepted.
135
29 USC. 666(e). Moreover, criminal liability only extends to corporate officers US v Doig, 950 F. 2d 411 (7th Cir 1991).
The effect is that lower level managers who may have been directly responsible for a workplace fatality are exempt.
136
The relatively limited sentences available under section 17(e) – which sets the maximum sentence for a first offence at 6
months imprisonment or a £10,000 fine or both (for subsequent offences the maximum sentence is a year imprisonment or
a US$20,000 fine or both) may compound this effect. But, the introduction of the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 has meant
that organisational defendants can face far stiffer penalties - the maximum financial penalty for organisational defendants
now being US$500,000. 18 USC. sec. 3571(e)(4).
137
More generally, the scope of the criminal law seems irrelevant to the incidence of prosecution, as even where criminal
liability is widely defined prosecution is still typically reserved for work-related deaths and only rarely for serious
occupational injuries. To this effect, our findings were consistent with Gunningham and Johnstone’s (1996) study of
enforcement in New South Wales, which found that 90 per cent of prosecutions related to cases of workplace injury. There
is some variation in prosecution practice across non-Federally regulated US states. Although, for example, the New York
Times failed to find a single prosecution across 17 states, the District of Columbia and three territories, despite 423 work
related fatalities (Barstow, 2003) this is not considered to extend to California and Michigan where the rate of prosecution
is regarded as relatively high (Office of Inspector General, 2003).
138
Although, in at least one region of the US, OSHA inspectors have been instructed in writing not to initiate contact with
state law enforcement authorities, whose local laws often offer stronger and more flexible criminal sanctions (Barstow,
2003). Barlow’s interviews with senior administration officials also suggest a deep-seated reluctance by the Office of
Solicitor to refer cases to the Justice Department (Barstow, 2003).
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In the US, the absence of administrative incentives to officials within the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration to prepare time-consuming and resource intensive prosecutions139 and a lack
of relevant training140 very clearly underscore institutionalised ambivalence (see the Office of
Inspector General, 2003), or perhaps even concern, over the value of using the criminal law as
means of censuring companies and company officers responsible for serious health and safety
violations. That these administrative arrangements seem to reflect higher level agency policy, is
powerfully illustrated by the impact of unclassified violations on prosecution (in practice,
unclassified violations close down the possibility of wilful violations being prosecuted).
Although most prosecutions for health and safety offences are taken against companies (with a
minority taken against individual proprietors, partners, workers and corporate officers), the fact that
the vast majority have historically been and continue to be undertaken in the lower courts works
continuously to reaffirm the ideology of triviality characteristic of health and safety offending (see
Pearce and Tombs, 1998: 292). Moreover, the fact that most prosecutions culminate in pleas of
guilt, although resource efficient, limits the likelihood of sentencers’ perceptions of triviality (see
below) being transformed through the more forensic examination of the facts that occurs during
contested trials.
8.2

Evaluation

The sentencing conclusion contains an extended discussion of the evaluative research on the
effectiveness of organisational sentencing. There is little research on the efficacy of prosecution in
itself (although see Hopkins, 2006). Hopkins (1995) argues that the impact of prosecution can be
optimised by requiring senior directors to attend court to face charges and by publicising
prosecutions (independently of a court-based publicity order). In the jurisdictions we examined,
Alberta, Queensland, South Australia and Victoria systematically publicise their prosecutions to
leverage the outcome of the process. This takes a range of different forms. In Alberta, prosecutions
are added to a cumulative report of prosecutions and proceedings are published on the internet.
Victoria, by contrast, publishes prosecutions to enhance their specific and general deterrence, as
well as specifically informing duty holders in the same or similar industries of the nature and
outcome of prosecutions (and, where appropriate, the imposition of alternative penalties).
WorkSafe, Victoria complements this with advice on how to prevent similar breaches (WorkSafe,
2005b).
Although publicising prosecutions may potentially represent an effective method of mobilising
market and commercial mechanisms to amplify the deterrent effect of prosecution, we were unable
to locate any well controlled studies on the effectiveness of the strategy. As a matter of principle,
however, the impact of publicity is likely to be enhanced where regulatory authorities play an active
role in underlining the moral dimensions and human impact of poor health and safety. This seems
particularly important given that news media’s track record of following health and safety stories is
not a good one and, as a result, easily accessible information about a firms’ health and safety record
is rarely available to the public (Primack, 1992). This is compounded by the fact that, catastrophic
events apart, violations of occupational health and safety regulation pose no obvious threat to the
general public or to consumers (Shapiro and Rabinowitz, 1997).
Some jurisdictions have attempted to facilitate this by eliminating some of the key legal obstacles
to convicting companies under the general Criminal Code. Canada’s Bill C-45 which has extended
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Performance measures for enforcement have traditionally focused on the number of inspections and violations,
particularly serious violations, cited.
140
In the early 1990s OSHA agreed that inspectors should be trained to work on criminal investigations, the programme
was discontinued after fewer than 100 employees had received training.
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the scope of criminal liability for companies141 for negligently causing harm142 illustrates this point
well. Notwithstanding the potential of these sorts of reforms to underline the moral dimension of
effective health and safety, the practical effect of these sorts of reforms is unclear. In the year after
Bill C-45 took effect, only one defendant - a supervisor in a small construction business – had been
charged under the amended Code. There is every indication that the offence will not be routinely
drawn; suggesting that the Act will, in effect, prove to be more symbolic than instrumental. This,
significantly, is likely to undermine the capacity of the legislation to change how health and safety
is conceived within the regulatory community.
8.3

Trends in Prosecution

Discerning trends in prosecution is difficult given the limitations of the data and the very small
number of prosecutions in some jurisdictions. In several jurisdictions (Alberta, Queensland,
Ontario, Victoria and Sweden) the evidence strongly suggests a significant increase in the use of
prosecution over the short (last 5 years) and medium term (last ten years). In Queensland, for
example, the number of convictions (most of which have been posted against employers) increased
by 346 per cent (27 to 156) between 1996 and 2005. Likewise, in Victoria the use of prosecution
has increased by just over 20 per cent in the last six years (from 111 in 2000/01 to 136 in 2005/06)
and over 200 per cent since the late 1980s (from 45 in 1987/99 to 136 in 2005/06). Although, on
first examination, these increases appear inconsistent with the general drift towards enforcement
deregulation discussed earlier in the conclusion, they probably tell us very little about the political
and institutional assumptions which underlie health and safety policy.
In particular, low base rates suggest that caution is required in reading off the extent of regulatory
authorities’ commitment to mobilising the criminal law from even the most significant nominal
percentage increases in prosecution. Despite a 900 per cent increase in the use of prosecution in
Alberta since 1998, for example, prosecution remains an unusual event. In 2005 there were just 12
prosecutions; quite remarkable given that, in the absence of a comprehensive system of
administrative fines for employers, prosecution constitutes the only direct means available to
Alberta Human Resources and Employment of enforcing employers’ and contractors’ duties under
health and safety law. Moreover, simple trends in prosecution say nothing about the distribution of
prosecution. In Ontario, for example, the number of cases prosecuted has increased significantly
since 2000. However, although the majority of prosecutions in all of the jurisdictions we observed
are primarily taken against companies and company officers, the data for Ontario suggests that
much of this increase has been directed against employees, not employers. Likewise, even though
the data may (as in Victoria, Queensland, Alberta and the US) suggest that the balance of
prosecution between companies and individuals has remained unchanged, we still know very little
about trends in the type of companies that are being prosecuted.
141

The Act is not limited to companies, but rather applies generally to organisations.
Section 221 of the Criminal Code provides for the offence of negligently causing bodily harm to another person and
carries a maximum prison sentence of 10 years. Section 220(b) the Code provides for the offence of negligently causing
death and carries a maximum prison sentence of life. The scope of this offence is clarified in section 219(1)(b), which
partially defines criminal negligence as an omission to fulfil a legal duty that shows “wanton or reckless disregard for the
lives or safety” of others. Bill C-45’s expansive effect on the scope of criminal liability derives from two key innovations.
The first concerns the extension of the (Criminal Code) duty specified in 219(b) to include anyone responsible for directing
the work of others [section 217.1 Criminal Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46)]. The second is its expansion of the scope of
corporate criminal liability by attributing criminal liability to corporations, and executives, for the acts of its
“representatives” – which is given a broad definition in section 2 of the Bill [sections 22.1-22.3 Criminal Code (R.S., 1985,
c. C-46)]. The Code amendments do not, therefore, mean that individuals will avoid liability. On the contrary, the fact that
the duty created is broad enough to include officers, management and other employees who perform a supervisory role has
meant that they have expanded criminal liability to individuals within companies. Rather, for practical purposes, the Bill
has extended corporate liability to criminal negligence for the first time (before the passage of the Bill, only individuals
were held liable for offences of criminal negligence in practice). Although the Bill also extends corporate liability for
crimes of intent or recklessness, in practical terms these amendments are likely to be less significant.
142
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Simplistic interpretations of both numerical increases and decreases in the use of prosecution can
also conceal changes in the focus of prosecution. Although, for example, Johnstone’s (2000; 2003a,
2003c and 2004c) observation of the event focused nature of prosecution in Victoria during the
1980s and 1990s,143 characterised by relatively uncomplicated cause and effect relationships,144
seems characteristic of most jurisdictions,145 some regulatory authorities have been making efforts
to change this. The Victorian WorkCover Authority (2005b: 30), for example, has recently reported
its efforts to “transform” the focus of prosecution, shifting its emphasis towards promoting the
importance of risk management as a means of avoiding serious injury (Victorian WorkCover
Authority, 2005b: 30). We have been unable to explore either the scale or impact of this process,
but it potentially represents an important shift in the form of prosecution and, as such, merits further
investigation.146 Finally, simple increases in the number of prosecutions commenced can conceal
very different patterns in the use of prosecution relative to the size of the regulated community (see
the tables in the Victorian section).
In other jurisdictions, there have either been marginal declines in the use of prosecution or no
change. In British Columbia, for example, there has been no significant change in the use of
prosecution in the ten year period between 1996 and 2005 other than a temporary spike in
prosecution in the late 1990s. Prosecution and conviction data from New South Wales, by contrast,
suggests that the number of prosecutions (and, therefore, the rate of prosecution expressed as a
proportion of regulated firms or establishments) has been falling since the late 1990s, with the
number of convictions in 2004/05 now 5 per cent lower than in 1996/97.
Because of the limited penalties available under health and safety legislation, state and federal
prosecutors in the US have turned to environmental law, which carries more severe penalties, to
prosecute employers causing or threatening to cause the death or serious injury of their
employees.147 In November 1990, Occupational Health and Safety Administration (OSHA) and the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) entered into a Memorandum of Understanding which was
formally designed to co-ordinate “the efficient and effective protection of workers, the public and
the environment.” More recently, the Department of Justice, OSHA and EPA announced an
enforcement initiative aimed at providing inter-agency co-ordination and prosecution of workplacesafety violations through the use of environmental statutes.148 The initiative – which was first
considered when lawyers within the Department of Justice’s Environment and Natural Resources
Division recognised that employers who ignored worker safety often ignored environmental
regulation (and that serious violation of environmental regulation often resulted in worker injury
and death) - has involved inter-agency training and co-ordination. OSHA compliance officers are
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87 per cent of health and safety prosecutions between 1983 and 1999 focused on injuries or fatalities.
Johnstone estimated that 90 per cent of prosecutions during the 1980s involved injuries or fatalities which took place on
machines.
145
Although by the 1990s, an estimated 90 per cent of prosecutions were taken under the employers’ general duty
provisions, 40 per cent of these still involved machinery guarding.
146
In Canada some jurisdictions have represented the defence of due diligence to produce the same effect - encouraging
employers to put in place occupational health and safety management systems.
147
Prosecuting authorities have also prosecuted employers for false statements under 18 USC. 1001 as a means of
circumventing the sentencing restrictions inherent in section 17(e). This allows the court to sentence the offender under the
US Sentencing Guidelines (see below), which provide for a far broader range of sanctions (see Office of Inspector
General, 2003: 20). The Office of Inspector General (2003: 20) reports the case of the owner of a construction company
prosecuted for false statements made during a 1996 OSHA inspection. Under a plea agreement, the employer was ordered
to pay US$1,000,000 in restitution to the victims of the collapse, US$100,000 to settle OSH violations, in addition to a 3
year probation order.
148
The announcement was made after the initiative had been piloted in the North Eastern States (Riesel and Chorost,
2005).
144
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taught to recognise violations of environmental regulation and refer them to the Department of
Justice and there are reports that enforcement has increased (Riesel and Chorost, 2005). 149
9

CAMPAIGNS

9.1

Introduction

All the jurisdictions we observed administer campaigns aimed at promoting occupational health
and safety. Many of these campaigns target specific groups such as small business, young or novice
workers and immigrant employees or are rolled out in conjunction with enforcement blitzes. We
were unable to confirm the existence of any well-controlled outcome based studies which isolate
the “campaign effect” on rates of injury and ill health. Notwithstanding this, there is evidence to
suggest that, given the right conditions, campaigns may increase awareness of health and safety in
the workplace and reduce the rate of injury and exposure to hazardous substances (at least in the
short term). Despite this, other evidence indicates that workers and managers encounter substantial
problems in applying knowledge gained through campaigns in the workplace – particularly in the
case of serious, but remote risks.
9.2

Safety Pays

An appeal to the commercial advantages of good health and safety is common to all English
language jurisdictions as well as some German Länder. These arguments are put to two main
effects - as a means of encouraging firms to participate in other occupational health and safety
programmes (which typically encourage firms to develop a safety culture and integrate health and
safety into all aspects of a firm’s operation) and as a means of underwriting the value of effective
regulation by generally allaying business concerns over compliance costs.
The content of the safety pays message is relatively standard with most regulatory authorities (in
English speaking jurisdictions) promoting the productivity benefits of good health and safety, as
well as reduced workers’ compensation premiums. Whilst the practice of giving definite figures
varies - with some regulatory authorities quoting actual costs reductions150 and others simply
stating the commercial benefits of good health and safety – most safety campaigns are primarily
directed at small and medium sized businesses. A number of different formats are used. Most
authorities make extensive use of their web-sites to provide information of a general nature aggregate data of the direct and indirect costs of occupational injury and ill health to the economy
or typical business and case studies of the costs saved as a result of improvements in health and
safety or aggregate data (see, for example, OSHA, (undated (f), (i), (j), (k), (l) and 1996). The fact
that this information is not directly adapted to the specific needs of individual firms is likely to limit
its immediate influence over firm-decision making.
By contrast, some jurisdictions also provide a number of interactive internet-based software
packages which allow companies to calculate the financial impact of occupational injury and illness
149

Because of the limited severity of sanctions in some state-plan states the prosecuting authorities are also beginning to
undertake their own prosecutions by using offences under environmental legislation [New York has also undertaken its
own prosecutions by using offences under environmental law – see, for example, People v Bronx Auto, NYSupCt No.36712004.] and the conventional criminal code. In Arizona, for example, a water and sewer company was convicted of
negligent homicide and aggravated assault for violating a safety standard causing the death of an employee in a confined
space. This reflects the decision in Illinois v Chicago Magnet Wire Corp., 534 N.E. 2nd 962 (III. 1989) where the employer
was charged for injuries suffered by an employee. It was held that the OSH Act did not pre-empt states from prosecuting
employers as, although both worked to deter, the aim of the criminal law was also to punish and exact retribution. The
criminal law, as such, was considered to supplement the OSH Act.
150
OSHA’s Small Business Assistance Program, for example, claims that workplaces that establish safety and health
management systems reduce their injury and illness costs by 20 to 40 per cent (OSHA, undated: b).
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on their profitability.151 To this effect, OHSA’s package uses profit margin, the average costs of an
injury or illness, and an indirect cost multiplier to project the amount of sales a company would
need to generate in order to cover those costs (OSHA, 1998b). In addition to this, OSHA is
currently developing more industry specific data on the cost-benefits of compliance through its
alliance and other voluntary programmes (US G.A.O, 2004: 35) – although the results of this
process are unclear.
Using the business case for good health and safety to draw employers into other health and safety
programmes is complicated by the complex and inconsistent assumptions that lay behind the safety
pays initiatives. Clearly, non-compliance can impose costs on business, and investment to improve
occupational health and safety and may also increase a firm’s productivity. Compliance, however,
can also create costs, 152 despite the fact that gains from new, more efficient equipment and
production or changes in working practices may partially offset abatement costs. Whether the costs
of non-compliance influence commercial decision-making will, therefore, be a highly
contextualised process; depending, in part, on whether investment in health and safety is financially
optimal for the firm, in part on the form these costs and benefits take and, in part, on how company
officers make sense of the benefits of compliance both within the broader context of firm decisionmaking and within the practices of other regulatory programmes and initiatives. Moreover, and this
is highly important, the relative benefits of compliance and non-compliance also depends partly on
the form and penetration of enforcement.
There are, as such, two considerations: whether or not the benefits of compliance outweigh its costs
and how this is understood by employers. Although, there are some interesting case studies, which
illustrate how compliance with regulatory standards can improve productivity, there is no
systematic evidence indicating how widely such cost reductions occur and, therefore, when
compliance costs exceed the productivity (and regulatory cost) savings attendant on compliance.
The issue is, of course, complicated by the fact that methods of estimating the costs of safety
failures are highly complex and, in part because of this, remain contested (Sun, et al, 2006).
Moreover, given the nature of decision-making within firms, this information is unlikely to
encourage large numbers of employers to invest in health and safety. As Hopkins (1999) points out,
managerial decision-making within firms about the financial benefits of investment in health and
safety is not fully rational. This is partly because decision-makers within firms do not have access
to complete information concerning the costs and benefits of health and safety, but it is also
because, given the organisational constraints in which managerial decisions are made, firm
decision-makers are not able to process all relevant information even where it is potentially
accessible (see Simon, 1957). The problems attendant on making rational decisions are
compounded by the highly fragmented and disjointed nature of the decision-making process within
firms. There is a measure of agreement that managers are only able to consider a small number of
familiar alternatives to pressing commercial problems as and when they arise. Clear and reflective
thinking is rare as managers are reduced to focusing on the most commercially acute problems,
unable to consider the full range of factors necessary to produce a financially optimal result
(Etzioni, 1988; Cyert and March, 1992; see also Cutler and James, 1996). The provision of general
information relating to production cost savings through compliance may, arguably, disrupt the basic
draw towards semi-irrationality, but it seems unlikely to have a widespread impact given that it is
not adapted to inform managerial decision-makers about the specific costs that might be saved in
the long-term from investing in health and safety. Significantly, this effect may be more
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By contrast, North Rhineland Westphalia’s Inspectorate in Germany formally encourages its inspectors to inform SME
employers about the advantages that safety and health can bring to an establishment (specifically, the smooth running of
the organisation, keeping costs to a minimum, and motivating workers).
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There is considerable disagreement over both the value of the methods used to estimate compliance costs to industry
and the actual level of compliance costs to industry (see, for example, US Congress, Office of Technology, 1995; James,
1998; Heinzerling, 1998; Ruttenberg, 1998; and McGarity and Ruttenberg, 2002).
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pronounced in small firms153 (Haines, 1997) – the target audience of most safety pays campaigns –
although, the fact that management in larger firms often has no direct financial incentive to invest in
health and safety (which is only likely to enhance firm value in the medium and long-term, long
after managers have moved on or retired), arguably, also reduces the resonance of cost-benefit
arguments in large firms. Moreover, because cost savings are likely to be greater at high-wage
firms than low wage firms (see Thomason and Pozzebon, 2001: 288) - where compensation claims
and worker replacement costs are lower - there is every possibility that safety pays campaigns are
less likely to strike a cord with firms whose business plans are dependant on keeping labour costs
low through reducing the skills necessary to perform work tasks, short term contracts of
employment and outsourcing.
We could find no well-controlled studies on the effectiveness of the safety pays campaign, but
research elsewhere (see, for example, Hopkins, 1999 and the summary in O’Dea and Flin, 2003: 815) suggests that there are good reasons to be cautious about its impact. This seems particularly true
given that regulatory trends and initiatives in many jurisdictions – such as procedural barriers to the
introduction of new regulations, 154 lower (long term) compensation costs, 155 the growth of
behaviour safety modification programmes and lower rates of inspection and enforcement - aim to
contain regulatory and other costs associated with non-compliance. The practicality of these
processes is difficult to determine, but, at the very least, they work against the idea that compliance
with occupational health and safety regulation makes good business sense.
9.3

Campaigns and Cultural Sentiment

A number of general campaigns have attempted to alter the meaning of occupational health and the
value of OHS regulation in the public imagination. Perhaps the most well developed example of
this, is Victoria’s “focused brand strategy”, which aims to establish “an emotional connection with
the community to the value of workplace safety and the importance of [WorkCover’s] role” and is
aimed at providing a framework to develop consistent campaigns around the duty to consult and
the role of inspection with a view to changing behaviour and workplace culture (Victorian
WorkCover Authority, undated: 8). Raising the profile of OHS and generally increasing
expectations within the community concerning the need for healthy working conditions bears some
similarities with the media campaigns of other jurisdictions (in particular Alberta, Ontario and
Queensland) or Alberta AHRE. However, the Victorian WorkCover Authority’s attempt to tap into
153

Particularly those with a relatively poor record of health and safety (Saari, et al, 1993; Marcus, 1988).
This process affects most areas of social regulation and generally promotes the interests of business within the rulemaking process. In the US legislation has also been passed to ensure that the interests of small business are specifically
taken into account during this process. Congress has required OSHA to follow special requirements under SBREFA when
it considers regulations that will have a significant impact on small entities. More specifically, the small business advocacy
review panel process requires OSHA and the Environmental Protection Agency to convene special panels whenever the
agencies cannot certify under the Regulatory Flexibility Act that a regulatory proposal will not have a significant economic
impact on a substantial number of small entities. To date, OSHA has convened three panels – and none of the proposed
rules has been finalised. The most recent example concerns OSHA's ergonomics programme standard which was issued
November 14, 2000, and took effect January 16, 2001. Businesses continued to express concerns over the estimated costs
of complying with the standard (the Office of Advocacy, for example, commissioned a study suggesting that OSHA had
considerably underestimated the cost of the proposal to small business). After OSHA revised its cost estimates and
provided some relief to small businesses in the final rule, the Office of Small Business Advocacy continued to work with
interested businesses, trade associations, OSHA, and OMB to ensure that these and many other concerns of small
businesses were heard and taken into consideration. Eventually, Congress passed a joint resolution of disapproval of
OSHA’s ergonomics standard under the Congressional Review Act of 1996. Business organisations have reported that this
has saved business in excess of an estimated US$3 billion.
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Compliance costs are, to a large extent, dependant on industry’s capacity to externalise the costs of poor health and
safety. Lower levels of compensation costs increase the relative scale of externalisation. See Weil (1999d) for an overview
of different methods in valuing the economic consequences of work injury and illness (which help to give an indication of
the form and extent of cost externalisation). We were unable to locate any well-controlled studies, which evaluate the
impact of these campaigns on rates of injury and ill health.
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the emotional networks that frame the public imagination is far more characteristic of conventional
crime control policy and seems unique in attempting to create a moral basis for sustained public
pressure over occupational health and safety.
9.4

Campaigns directed at Young Workers

A number of jurisdictions run campaigns aimed at alerting young workers to workplace risks.
Ontario’s WSIB, for example, runs an annual Young Worker Safety Campaign which includes
advertisements, safety ambassadors and campaigns in schools across the province (Ministry of
Labour, 2002b). The Campaign runs alongside a WSIB sponsored annual safety video contest in
which teams of students produce health and safety videos which are then used in WSIB campaigns
(Ministry of Labour, 2002b; see also WorkSmartOntario, 2006).
10

ELIMINATION OF RISK BY DESIGN

Elimination of hazards and risks at the design stage has emerged as a major, if still underused,
method of promoting occupational health and safety (although, strictly speaking, of course, the
process of eliminating hazards by design is not necessarily a method of securing compliance). The
Australian jurisdictions have arguably attached greatest significance to the idea; one of the major
priorities under Australia’s last National Priority Action Plans (NPAPs) (for the period 2002-2005)
being the elimination of hazards at the design stage. The extent to which regulatory authorities
have successfully progressed this aim, however, is unclear. Although a National Priority Action
Plan has been developed, the extent to which Australian regulatory authorities have gone beyond
raising awareness and educating people about the importance of design in workplace health and
safety is uncertain. By contrast, other jurisdictions have gone a lot further.
The Dutch Ministries of Social Affairs and Employment and Finance jointly operated a system of
tax breaks (Discretionary Deprecation on Health and Safety Investments Scheme) between 1998
and 2005 in an attempt to stimulate business investment in health and safety equipment by
discounting the tax payable on approved safety products. The total investment for which businesses
applied for tax deductions under the scheme in 2003 was €114 million – most requests coming
from the agricultural sector (37 per cent). Unfortunately, there is no evidence to suggest that the tax
incentives on offer changed either consumer or investment behaviour and, in practice, any effects
are likely to depend on the scale of the tax breaks and consumers’ knowledge of them. Tax rebates
were replaced with a system of subsidies in 2005 which allowed organisations to apply to the
Ministry of Social Affairs for a 10 per cent subsidy on the cost of approved products (up to a
maximum of €2,500). A total of €4.5 million was made available by the Government to fund the
scheme with most applications relating to ergonomic products. Although, in theory, the system is
highly promising, a report published in April 2006 revealed that 80 per cent of surveyed employers
would have purchased the product regardless of the subsidy, raising serious doubts about the
benefits of the scheme in its present form. In another scheme, designers, manufacturers, research
centres and interest groups proposing the development of a safety product can apply for a grant
from the Ministry; with the Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment (2005: 9) setting aside €1.1
million to fund the scheme in 2003.
A similar system – albeit with a wider scope and different method of funding - has operated in Italy
since 2000. The National Institute against Injuries at Work (INAIL) provides companies with
interest free loans to facilitate compliance with legislative decree 1994/626.156 INAIL’s 2006 call
for loan applications (of between €10,329 and €154,937) covers the elimination of machines
without CE marks, the purchase of safety equipment and tools, the installation of work
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As set out in article 23 of Legislative Decree n. 38/2000.
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environment monitoring devices, restructuring and structural changes to the work environment157
and the implementation of company management safety systems.158 The scheme takes place on a
far larger scale to its Dutch counterpart with €60 million earmarked for the project in 2006 alone.159
Unfortunately, although eliminating risks at the design stage through tax breaks, subsidies (to both
consumers and producers) or interest free loans represents a promising method of promoting health
and safety, we could find no outcome based studies in either the Netherlands or Italy giving an
indication of the impact of these schemes. Given the impact of financial incentives to stimulate
markets in safe design will be context dependant, this is highly significant.
State inspired safe design seems far more developed in Germany (see the German section on
industry and hazard based partnerships). And, although not directly comparable, the available
evidence suggests that the impact of safe design projects progressed through German industry and
hazard based partnerships - in which regulators actively work with manufacturers and designers to
redesign products - eclipses the efforts of the Dutch authorities to financially stimulate markets in
products and safe design. Examples which indicate that this approach lowers rates of injury and
disease are numerous (although, as in other areas, evaluations are not well-controlled). Insurance
associations’ successful attempt to have chromate levels lowered in the production of cement and
adhesives, for example, coincided with a significant reduction in the number of reported skin
diseases in the construction industry (from 429 in 1998 to 243 in 2003). Likewise, co-operation
between insurance associations and manufacturers to have safety measures designed into offsetprint machines (which, among other things, ensured that the machine controller could not start the
machine if any person was in a hazardous area) coincided with a decrease in accidents associated
with the machines of 63 per cent between 1994 and 2003. And finally, the dramatic rise in
respiratory problems among hairdressers during the 1980s and 1990s was partially reversed after
the hairdresser insurance associations managed to persuade the cosmetic industry to develop and
market products with less harmful chemicals.
Many safe design initiatives in Germany are initiated by the country’s accident insurance
associations which use a variety of methods to change product and process design. Some
associations co-operate informally with manufacturers to have design features built into a machine
or process which, after a period of time, is made a legal requirement. A case in point concerns the
Butcher Insurance Association’s efforts to have a new safety guard installed in meat-slicing
machines. The Association initially worked informally with manufacturers to design the new safety
device (which limited cut-injuries from machines), but eventually enacted an Accident Prevention
Regulation mandating the safety devices for all machines used by butchers. The impact of the new
safety device was considerable. Between 1990 (the year the device was fitted) and 2000, the
number of cut-injuries declined by 50 per cent (from 5000 reported injuries to 2,250). The effect of
regulators working with designers and manufacturers clearly seems impressive (although, of
course, the results may not solely be attributable to the design innovation) and although the precise
way in which insurance associations bring about changes in products and processes is not always
apparent from the information in the public domain, the above examples seem to indicate that
informal negotiation with manufacturers and designers can work well with legal change, generally
holding out a highly efficient method of raising standards of health and safety.
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e.g. replacing asbestos panels, floor, lighting, ladders that need to be repaired, electrical installations, heating and air
conditioning installations, restructuring of toilets etc.
158
Certification OHSAS 18001
159
http://www.inail.it/prevenzionerischio/incentivi/bando2006/tabellarisorse.htm
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11

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY MANAGEMENT

11.1

Introduction

Occupational health and safety management at once fuses and confuses the vast range of practices,
routines and processes that the concept is commonly used to describe. Even in the context of
systematic occupational health and safety management, which has been extensively written on, to
speak about formal attempts to “stimulate modes of self-organisation within firms” with a view to
encouraging reflexive thinking about occupational health and safety (Gunningham and Johnstone,
2000: 126) is to speak about a highly differentiated set of strategies aimed at encouraging
employers to develop more systematic, ordered and planned structures and procedures for
identifying, assessing and controlling health and safety risks (Saksivk and Quinlan, 2003: 91).
Notwithstanding these differences there is, however, a measure of consensus (but see Saksivk and
Quinlan, 2003: 91) that occupational health and safety management programmes typically attempt
to bring about a change in firm level organisational culture by stimulating managerial interest in
work related safety, encouraging greater attention to firm organisation in controlling health and
safety risks and generally making better use of planning in the process of promoting health and
safety. This typically implies a degree of reliance on risk management - the systematic
identification, assessment and control of occupational hazards and the ongoing review of risk
control measures to ensure that they are effectively implemented and maintained. As such, a
premium tends to be placed on routine reporting, investigation and correction of deficiencies, as
well as audits, performance monitoring and review (Bluff, 2003). Some programmes also place an
emphasis on drawing on outside professional expertise, whilst placing greater emphasis on firm
level policies, procedures and documentation. Finally, whilst drawing on all these methods, more
developed programmes specifically aim to incorporate occupational health and safety management
into firms’ working practices.
11.2

Implementation Strategies and Different Forms of Occupational Health and
Safety Management within Firms

Most of the jurisdictions we observed have made considerable efforts to influence and encourage
employers to introduce occupational health and safety management plans, programmes and
systems into the workplace.160 Australia’s current Ten-Year Strategy, for example, explicitly aims
to encourage states and territories to promote comprehensive and systematic approaches to
occupational health and safety risk management (see generally below). By offering a method of
synthesising the promotion of best practice, self-regulation and value for money considerations of
firm level health and safety, the promotion of occupational health and safety fits neatly into many
contemporary health and safety policy agendas (Saksivk and Quinlan, 2003: 86). Despite this, we
found considerable variation in both the form of occupational health and safety management and
the methods used to encourage firms to develop management systems. Some jurisdictions rely on
statutory mandate or administrative order, whilst others take a more voluntary approach using
financial or other incentives to encourage firms to develop systems. Interestingly, although basic
programme requirements are typically prescribed in jurisdictions which rely on statutory or
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Most of the jurisdictions we observed have made considerable efforts to influence and encourage employers to
introduce occupational health and safety management plans, programmes and systems into the workplace. After inspection
and initiatives aimed at exploiting worker participation, initiatives aimed at promoting occupational health and safety
management are arguably the most common strategy deployed by regulatory authorities to promote health and safety in
the workplace. See Frick and Wren (2000: 21), Hale and Hovden (1998: 129-131), Nielson (2000: 104-108) and Bluff’s
(2003) for an account of how occupational health and safety management systems have spread since they first emerged in
the 1980s.
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administrative orders, the method of promotion is not necessarily reflected in the degree of
flexibility over programme requirements.161
In a number of jurisdictions (British Columbia, Quebec, Sweden), the requirement to implement
systematic structures and processes to manage firm and establishment level occupational health and
safety, constitutes an important component of employers’ general legal duties. This approach
characterises the system of health and safety practiced in Canada where health and safety
legislation tends to focus on holding employers accountable for establishing effective health and
safety management systems which are not only designed to ensure that responsibility for
occupational health is shared between all workplace parties, but which also aim to promote the
development of a safety culture that prioritises best practice and encourages self-reliance. The
workforce is brought further into this process through the existence of well-developed rights to
information and reasonably well developed rights to refuse work. As a result, the imposition of
highly prescriptive rules and regulation is generally avoided. The basic thinking behind this
approach is that, by allowing the regulated community to tailor health and safety practice to the
needs of individual workplaces and by deputising employees to work as part-time street-level
bureaucrats, a more effective and less expensive form of regulation is possible (Workplace Health
and Safety Agency, 1994). 162 Despite the widespread use of mandated approaches, there is
substantial variation in statutory requirements.
Mandated approaches typically (but not invariably) prescribe minimum requirements, but, of
course, there is a degree of flexibility in how occupational health and safety management
programmes are developed beyond this. British Columbia’s requirement on all but the smallest
employers to establish and maintain an occupational health and safety programme illustrates this
model perfectly. 163 Minimum programme requirements are outlined in British Columbia’s
occupational health and safety regulation and generally focus on ensuring that employers: conduct
and act on regular health and safety inspections; keep lines of communication open with the
workforce, the joint health and safety committees and health and safety representatives; and ensure
the workforce receive adequate training on health and safety in the workplace (Workers’
Compensation Board of BC, undated).164 Occupational health and safety management is also built
into the legal fabric of work related injury and disease prevention in Quebec where all firms in
areas of the economy designated as priority sectors are required to prepare and implement a
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See the requirements of OSHA’s Voluntary Protection, Strategic Partnership and SHARP Programs (US GAO, 2004a:
39).
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The co-operative approach is also reflected in the work of officials who focus on advising labour and management and
acting as the arbitrator of last resort where workplace-based regulation breaks down. Tucker (2003: 396) argues that
there are two formal strands to OHS regulation in Canada – protection and participation. Protection is provided by a
series of overlapping statutory and non-statutory formal rules which confer rights on employees and impose minimum
standards of OHS and which are usually referred to as the “external responsibility system” (ERS). Participation also
refers to a series of overlapping formal rights, but in this case they empower employees to participate in the management
of workplace hazards (Tucker, 2003: 397).
163
OHS Regulation Parts 3.1-3.4. Section 3.1(1) limits the requirement to (a) high-risk workplaces with 20 or more
workers and (b) low risk workplaces with 50 or more workers. The definition of high and low risk workplaces is set out in
section 3.16(2)(b). Section 3.1(2) also empowers prevention officers to require that a programme be established at a
workplace.
164
More specifically, section 3.3 of the OHS Regulation requires: a) that a written statement of the responsibilities of the
employer, supervisors and worker be drafted; b) provision for regular inspections of premises, equipment, work methods
and work practices; c) appropriate written instructions, available for reference by all workers, to supplement this
Occupational Health and Safety Regulation; d) provision for holding periodic management meetings for the purpose of
reviewing and acting on health and safety activities and incident trends; e) provision for the prompt investigation of
incidents; f) the maintenance of records and statistics,( including reports of inspections and incident investigations, with
provision for making this information available to the joint committee, worker health and safety representatives, union
representatives and workers; g) provision by the employer for the instruction and supervision of workers in the safe
performance of their work.
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prevention programme (Champoux and Brun, 2003: 302).165 The worksite safety committee is
responsible for implementing the programme, which must meet the approval of Quebec’s
Commission de la Santé et de la Sécurité du Travail. More specifically, it is required to address the
training and supervision of workers, inspections, accident investigations, personal protective
equipment as well as the maintenance and disclosure of records.
The form of mandated health and safety management varies substantially. The Netherlands
Working Conditions Act 1998, for example, simply requires employers to draft a risk inventory and
evaluation of occupational risks at the workplace (which should include a description of general
dangers, the risks specific to particular employees and the preventative measures in place to limit
these risks).166 Although the Act formally requires organisations (employing more than 25 people)
to draw upon the services of a certified occupational health and safety service to help establish and
approve the inventory and evaluation, the initiative does not have the same breadth.
The legal obligations on employers are particularly developed in Sweden,167 which has a policy of
requiring companies to integrate systematic occupational health and safety management into the
general work process (see also WEA, 2001). This is the effect of an amendment to the Work
Environment Act in 2001 which introduced a new form of mandated self-regulation requiring
employers to have in place a system for monitoring and managing occupational health and safety.
More specifically, the amendment: designates responsibility for occupational health and safety
among managers, supervisors and employees; contains a number of provisions relating to the
development of occupational health and safety knowledge within the workplace; creates provision
for bringing in external consultants; complements and extends existing legal obligations relating to
worker participation; and, significantly, requires employers to investigate, carry out and follow up
workplace risks and incidents and develop an action plan aimed at progressing the constant process
of risk assessment.
In other jurisdictions, the implementation of effective occupational health and safety management
is implied in the general duties and specific standards of occupational health and safety legislation,
which, in practice, are not enforced – a form of un-enforced mandatory occupational health and
safety management. According to Johnstone, the standards and duties provided under Victorian
occupational health and safety legislation have, historically, been capable of broad interpretation;
requiring duty holders to implement effective occupational health and safety management in which
occupational health and safety management is integrated into general managerial and work
processes, a systems approach to occupational health and safety management is adopted, worker
participation is “valued” and senior management demonstrate a clear commitment to workplace
health and safety (Johnstone, 2004c: 39). The same applies to the present overlapping network of
duties under the 2004 Act - although this does not seem to be something that is systematically
explored and promoted in the inspection process.
By contrast, other regulatory jurisdictions (Alberta and Ontario), have progressed efforts to
encourage firms to establish occupational health and safety management systems through varying
premium rates payable under workers’ compensation schemes for participating employers. This is
typically combined with a developed network of voluntary and partnership programmes aimed at
encouraging firms to establish occupational health and safety management systems. This approach
characterises WSIB’s Safe Communities Incentive Program (SCIP) which offers reduced insurance
premiums as an incentive to increase the uptake of health and safety training among small
165
Although only firms with 21 employees or more are required to submit their programmes to CSST for approval
(Champoux and Brun, 2003: 302).
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Article 5 of the 1998 Act.
167
We have not been able to undertake the sort of systematic comparative analysis that might give a clearer understanding
of the extent to which these obligations are observed in practice and reflected in OHS performance.
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employers, to tie them into a closer relationship with WSIB and, ultimately, to encourage them to
improve their occupational health management. 168 The rebate is dependant on the employer
participating in an OHS training programme and having WSIB approve a range of health and safety
related documentation (such as a health and safety policy, an outline of health and safety roles and
responsibilities of employers, supervisors and employees and a self-evaluation checklist of the
workplace’s health and safety management system) (WSIB Ontario, undated:a). Employers are
assisted by a range of SCIP (including the Safe Communities Foundation, the SCIP coalition,
mentors from larger businesses, WSIB and the Ministry of Labour) stakeholders who carry out
workplace evaluations and provide advice, consultation and health and safety assistance.
Interestingly, WSIB assessed a pilot of the programme in 1999 and found: greater reductions in
injury frequency rates for SCIP employers (with no evidence from either case studies or workers
surveys of under-reporting); that case studies and surveyed workers identified substantial changes
in many SCIP workplaces, including increases in OHS awareness among employers and workers,
improved documentation / due diligence, more OHS communication, and increases in workplace
inspections; and that employers rated the provision of low cost training and the flexibility of
delivery highly (WSIB, Ontario, 1999).169
Where a comprehensive system of experience-rated worker’s compensation is in operation, the
promise of lower premiums itself constitutes an incentive for employers to develop effective
systems of health and safety management. To support the WorkSafe plan, British Columbia’s
Workers’ Compensation Board (WCP) developed a Focus Firm Strategy in 1998 to concentrate its
prevention resources where it considered they might work most effectively. The strategy initially
targeted some 270 firms with very high injury rates or a high volume of claims above the industry
average (many of which operate in high-risk industries). 170 Employers were approached and
offered consultation to develop an occupational health and safety plan that would be endorsed, in
writing, by the firm’s senior management. WCB officers helped to implement the plan and offered
ongoing consultation. More specifically, WCB works with focus firms in a structured four-step
programme, providing advice on: a) health and safety planning and measurement; b) health and
safety systems and practices; c) compliance; d) developing solutions to manage injury factors; e)
programme evaluation; and f) facilitating injury prevention workshops and training (Workers’
Compensation Board, 2002c: 9). More generally, the strategy formally aims to encourage
employers to develop a comprehensive health and safety programme that creates a context in which
health and safety can be continually improved. WorkSafeBC reports that focus firms have enjoyed
sustained and significant decreases in injuries. In 1999 – the first full year of strategy operation –
the number of injuries within the participating firms dropped by 13 percent. In 2000, there was a
further drop in injuries of 7 percent, despite the addition of many new firms. Time-loss claims as of
May 2001 show an average drop of 9.4 percent (Workers’ Compensation Board, 2002c).
Other jurisdictions use the reduced risk of inspection (and, therefore, enforcement) as an incentive
for firms to take up occupational health and safety management systems. The most obvious
example is OSHA’s Voluntary Protection Program. This aims to encourage managerial
commitment to and employee participation in OHS, worksite analysis to assess occupational risks,
hazard prevention and control and health and safety training; participation in the Program is
encouraged by reduced levels of formal inspection. Hesse (Germany) also operates a scheme,
168

Firms that participate in SCIP are eligible to receive a 5 per cent rebate on their WSIB premiums. In addition to
reducing their insurance contributions employers are also entitled to share in a 75 per cent refund of any savings realised
in the community group’s claim costs with the WSIB which results from improved workplace health and safety (WSIB,
1999).
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We were unable to perform a closer analysis of the method used to review SCIP nor whether the findings supported the
conclusions.
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As of June 30, 2001, there are 368 focus firms in B.C. See
http://www.worksafebc.com/news_room/campaigns/focus_firms/new_30_10_40_10.asp for a summary of focus firm case
studies.
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which allows companies with adequate occupational safety management and audit systems to avoid
state inspections.171 Companies must first apply to the Inspectorate for their occupational health and
safety systems to be examined which, if positive,172 entitles the company to a five year exemption
from regular inspections. Interestingly, only a small number of enterprises have sought exemption.
According to the Inspectorate, this is because many companies regard inspections as a highly
efficient mechanism for securing compliance with health and safety obligations. A similar scheme
operates in Bavaria which also encourages companies to introduce an occupational health and
safety management system - OHRIS.173 Any company hoping to introduce the system receives free
advice and, if successfully implemented, receives a special certificate, a sum of €5000 (if
employing between 10 and 150 people) and an exemption from detailed inspections for three
years.174 By May 2005, 150 companies of varying sizes had integrated the system into the work
process. Interestingly, the use of reduced formal scrutiny as an incentive for companies to introduce
occupational health and safety management systems are not used by insurance associations
(Timms, 2006).
11.3

Methods of monitoring Occupational Health and Safety Management
Programmes

The methods used to maintain and monitor health and safety management programmes vary
considerably. Some jurisdictions have begun to integrate the monitoring function into the basic
inspection process (see the discussion of Hesse’s Plant Safety and Health Check above). Other
regulatory authorities, which use the promise of reduced inspection risk to encourage employers to
develop occupational health and safety management systems, simply require employers to submit
regular reports to inform them of the firm’s activities. This is the case in Hesse where the
inspectorate only re-audits companies after five years provided no obvious problems arise (as
indicated in scheduled reports, the level of reportable injuries or by employee complaints). Other
jurisdictions still attempt to strike a balance between these two approaches. A two year agreement
signed in April 2005 between the Hamburg inspection authorities, employers and trade unions
(which aims to shift the emphasis of occupational health and safety regulation away from formal
inspection and enforcement towards a form of mandated self-regulation in which voluntary
agreements between workplace parties at establishment level encourage greater self-regulation), for
example, contains a commitment to provide “non-bureaucratic service orientated inspection
methods” which involve checking occupational health and safety systems without a detailed
examination for the observance of legislation. The emphasis of this new style of inspection, it has
been reported, will be on supporting employers to successfully implement safety and health
(European Commission, 2005a:15; Thiele, 2005).” By contrast, the Swedish Work Environment
Act in 2001 (see above) requires firm level occupational health and safety management systems to
be reviewed internally on an annual basis by the employer but subjects the process to review by the
Work Environment Authority. Other jurisdictions make use of economic penalties. WSIB in
Ontario, for example, imposes large penalties for employers with poor health and safety records
which fail its health and safety audits (implying poor health and safety management systems).
An interesting approach to optimising the success of health and safety management systems was
trialled by the German insurance association responsible for the leather manufacturing industry.
After improvements in health and safety had stagnated, the insurance association used work
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This is known as ŒBehördliche Systemkontrolle.
The Hessen Ministry of Social Welfare provides guidance on how to set up a safety management system http://www.sozialnetz.de/ca/ud/sgg/ (for large companies) and http://www.sozialnetz.de/ca/ud/zaj f(or small and mediumsized companies)
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This has been rolled out under the dictum “Corporate responsibility comes before State activity.” Hamburg also
encourages a management system, but does not provide a formal incentive as such.
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Bavarian region website.
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psychology specialists to sensitise employers to the importance of health and safety. This
culminated in the introduction of an industrial safety management system, which anticipated a
massive decline in injury rates (the reported number of injuries decreasing from 483 in 1992 to 150
in 2003).175 Without, however, more information on this initiative, it is difficult to confidently
argue whether the decline was primarily attributable to the widespread introduction of health and
safety management systems or what effect sensitising employers to the importance of health and
safety had on either the maintenance of health and safety management systems or health and safety
generally within the firm.
11.4

Occupational Health and Safety Management in Smaller Firms

Although smaller companies are explicitly relieved of the requirement to establish a health and
safety management programme in some jurisdictions, other jurisdictions have deliberately
attempted to encourage the development of occupational health and safety management in smaller
firms. The method of promotion varies; mandated in some jurisdictions, the subject of (usually
financial) incentives in others. In British Columbia the method of implementation is mixed. Smaller
employers are explicitly excluded from the basic mandatory requirement to implement an
occupational health and safety management plan (see above). As a result, although they are
required to organise monthly meetings with workers in which discussion is directed to the
correction of unsafe conditions and practices, the wholesale adoption of a model safety programme
published by the Worker’s Compensation Board, British Columbia to help small business eliminate
accidents and minimise health and safety risks (and meet its due diligence obligations under the
Act) is effectively optional (Workers Compensation Board of British Columbia, undated: e). In
Ontario, by contrast, WSIB’s Safe Communities Incentive Program, offers reduced insurance
workers’ compensation premiums as an incentive to increase the uptake of a range of measures and
services aimed at improving health and safety awareness, tying participating firms into a closer
relationship with WSIB and ensuring better occupational health and safety management among
smaller firms (see above).
11.5

Evaluation

There is some evidence to suggest that occupational health and safety management systems can
have a depressive effect on injury and ill health. Lanoie’s (1992) work on compulsory prevention
programmes, for example, indicates that certain forms of occupational health and safety
management may be at least as effective in influencing the risk of accident than inspection and
enforcement and there is other evidence from Australia (see the footnoted text on the next page)
which suggests that safety management systems can (at least when subject to adequate external
monitoring) improve health and safety in the workplace (see also Frick, et al, 2000). 176 The
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We were, unfortunately, only able to look over a summary of this evaluation.
http://www.hvbg.de/d/pages/praev/strateg/praev_lohnt/bahnenware.html.
176
Moreover, the basic implication of Frick’s (2003: 23) observation that safety representatives have been actively alerting
managers to the need for and possibilities of more systematic occupational health and safety management is that, given a
degree of work and union organisation within the workplace and a measure of confidence among the workforce in raising
issues relating to health and safety, health and safety management may work (these issues have been further developed by
Frick and Walters, 2000).
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evidence base, however, is still undeveloped. A dearth of well-controlled, baseline studies177 has
produced some uncertainty over whether initiatives aimed at encouraging firms to develop
occupational health and safety management systems act as a lever for change or simply formalise
existing (good) health and safety practices. Moreover, although there is strong evidence to suggest
that some of the constituent elements of occupational health and safety management systems can
lower the rate of occupational injury and ill-health, the evidence base is weak on ethnographic
detail and is neither clear about the optimum combination of elements nor the precise conditions
under which specific combinations work best (Frick, et al, 2000; Frick and Wren, 2000; De Baets,
2003: 40; Frick, 2003).178
Summarising the available evidence on the importance of leadership, for example, Bluff (2003)
argues that the commitment of senior management, evidenced by taking a clear lead in establishing
a strong safety culture in the workplace, is key to effective health and safety management (see also
Saari, et al, 1993; and Haines, 1997). There is little evidence, however, concerning the level of
managerial commitment required, how genuine managerial commitment can be readily
distinguished in practice from tactical commitment (although see Bluff, 2003: 11 and below) or
how the optimum level of managerial commitment can be best achieved in regulatory practice.
Similarly, there is also a measure of consensus that occupational health and safety management
systems tend to be more effective where workers are able to meaningfully participate in the
processes that comprise them (Frick, et al, 2000). This suggests that a high degree of labour
organisation – which is fundamental to producing effective participation – may be equally
fundamental to producing effective health and safety management systems. Unions provide
essential logistical support for health and safety representatives and other forms of worker
participation (Saksivk and Quinlan, 2003: 87). Union workers, for example, enjoy the benefits of
better organised, union-run training and unions also tend to provide members with information
concerning their rights as well as developments in health and safety standards and regulatory
procedures. More importantly, perhaps, union officials also help their members to exercise their
rights. Evidence from the US relating to the construction sector - where (because of unionisation)
unionised workplaces are subject to a higher rate of inspection - illustrates this point powerfully.
This suggests that, when inspected, unionised workplaces receive more intensive inspections than
non-unionised workplaces - which typically take longer than inspections of non-unionised
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This has been a recurring criticism of OSHA’s Voluntary Protection and other cooperative programmes (many of
which attempt to encourage firms to develop health and safety management systems). Although the US Government
Accountability Office (GAO) has raised the possibility that the Program, along with its other voluntary compliance
programmes, may have extended the Agency’s “influence” (US GAO, 2004a: 21) with the regulated community, “a full
evaluation” of the effectiveness of OHSA’s co-operative programmes has yet to be undertaken. The GAO’s assessment
does refer to the “enthusiastic testimony” of participants in voluntary compliance programmes about their ability to
develop improved health and safety practices; reporting employers claims that their participation in OSHA’s voluntary
compliance programmes had reduced injury and illness rates (US G.A.O, 2004: 25). However, a lack of comprehensive
data on the outcome of programmes continues to frustrate the Office’s attempts to evaluate them (the GAO reporting
OSHA’s failure “to collect complete, comparable data that would enable a full evaluation of the effectiveness of its
voluntary compliance programs - US GAO, 2004a: 3).” Notwithstanding this, the GAO does note a “limited analysis”
carried out by OSHA of its VPP sites’ annual injury and illness data which suggests that employers who had effectively
implemented workplace safety and health programmes had “significantly fewer injuries and illness” than comparable
worksites in the same industries that had not implemented such programmes. However, neither the scope nor method of the
analysis is summarised in the GAO report, making it difficult to assess the effects or to draw any firm conclusions about
which features of workplace safety and health programmes might be exerting a negative effect on rates of injury and ill
health. More generally, we experienced considerable difficulties in locating well-controlled studies which investigate the
impact of health and safety management plans, programmes and systems on work related injury and ill health.
178
Moreover, where data exists it tends to be based on employers self-reporting compliance (and, therefore, is subject to
manipulation).
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workplaces and more commonly involve a physical inspection of the workplace.179 Unions, in
short, perform an important role in exploiting the potential of regulatory authorities to force through
changes in the workplace, they decrease the risk of discrimination for workers who attempt to
exploit this potential and work to ensure that their members are more knowledgeable about health
and safety. Clearly, as such, the extent of collective negotiation, the degree to which regulatory
authorities facilitate the involvement of unions within the work process and the strength of
participatory mechanisms both across regulatory jurisdictions and within specific firms is highly
relevant to the effectiveness of health and safety management systems. However, the evidence tells
us very little either about which participative strategies work best, how organised labour must be to
optimise the potential of safety systems or the conditions under which participation can work in the
absence of union involvement. There is also strong evidence to suggest that education and training
can improve workers’ awareness of occupational hazards and, as such, potentially improve the
efficacy of management systems and reduce work related injury and ill health.180 Notwithstanding
this however, the form that knowledge transfer takes is crucial to increasing worker awareness
(Cohen and Colligan, 1998 and 2004; Burke, et al, 2006) and the organisational context in which
workers apply their new found knowledge also has a significant bearing on the extent of injury and
disease reduction. There is, however, little evidence to tell us whether occupational health and
safety management systems are likely to produce more effective forms of education and training or
whether workers are invariably better able to apply their knowledge in firms with safety
management systems.
In summary, the evidence strongly suggests that the efficacy of health and safety management
systems is highly contextualised181 and that efforts to create management and worker safety and
health programmes, institutions and workplace cultures are usually only effective when they build
on situations where effective structures already exist for employers and workers to address safety
and health (often in larger, unionised workplaces) and that they do not take root in workplaces with
a limited capacity for, or interest in, dealing with health and safety (see Saari, et al, 1993; Weil,
2003a; Bluff, 2003).
This raises important questions concerning whether the methods regulatory authorities deploy to
encourage firms to develop occupational health and safety management systems are sufficiently
cognisant of the complex interaction of organisational practices, workplace safety culture and
institutional and organisational context necessary to produce effective systems. The evidence is not
encouraging. Problems with appropriate programme design are a recurring theme. Some authors
report that (sometimes) inflexible off-the-peg systems are not ideally suited to all workplaces
(Saksivk and Quinlan, 2003). Excessive flexibility in programme design can also, however,
produce sub-optimal results. The absence of detailed minimum requirements for education and
training requirements in the US Voluntary Protection Program is a case in point. Given that the
immediate impact of education and training varies according to the style and method used (Cohen
and Colligan, 1998 and 2004; Burke, et al, 2006) this can create regulatory space for ineffective
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Weil (1992: 127) found, for instance, that whilst just under 48 per cent of OSHA inspections in medium sized unionised
workplaces (100-249 employees) involved walk around inspections, fewer than 5 per cent of inspections in non-unionised
workplaces of comparable size did. Abatement periods proposed by OSHA, critical in construction, are also shorter and,
even once the underlying safety conditions of workplaces are controlled for, inspections of unionised workplaces also
produce more violations of health and safety standards (Weil, 1992: 128).
180
The particularly strong positive influence of the hiring rate on injuries points to the importance of worker awareness of
hazards (Robinson, 1988). Moreover, a number of studies suggest that employees’ have only a limited understanding of
some occupational health hazards. Using national survey data, for example, Robinson estimated that between 33 and 50
per cent of workers in occupations with high rates of disabling injuries and illnesses reported that they faced no significant
safety or health hazards. Although workers were more likely to recognise cancer risks in industries where such risks were
high, only between 12 and 33 per cent recognized that they were exposed to a significant risk (Robinson, 1991: 21-24).
181
Both in terms of specific programmes, and also specific instances of health and safety management.
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training and education and generally allows employers to opt for minimal efforts which produce
marginal results.
Another problem concerns how different strategies of implementation pull in different types of
firms with different motivations and capabilities. Mandatory strategies of implementation may, if
inadequately monitored, simply produce paper compliance. Incentive based strategies are not
necessarily superior. The widespread practice of using financial incentives to encourage firms to
develop safety management systems may, for example, attract firms with a low baseline
commitment to optimising the effectiveness of the practices and procedures that are put in place.
This is not something that can be idly discounted; particularly where the development of
occupational management systems runs up against the core commercial interests of firms.
Needleman, for example, notes how business organisations in the US opposed the introduction of a
Safety and Health Program Rule partly because, by requiring management to ensure hazards were
assessed, it ran the risk of removing an existing legal defence in the US of not knowing the hazard
existed (Needleman, 2000: 81-82).
The use of regulatory incentives to encourage firms to develop occupational health and safety
management systems can also produce the same effect; particularly where eligibility criteria do not
include objective measures of a strong safety culture that sees health and safety as central to a
firm’s business.182 Lowering the extent of external regulatory surveillance can condition the impact
of management systems in other ways. Adequate monitoring is crucial for compliance where
eligibility requirements are elastic;183 limiting the incidence of paper compliance, managing the
effects of behaviour modification programmes on reporting, moderating systems that place
excessive reliance on management input and ensuring that workers and unions are brought in to the
health and safety management process (Saksivk and Quinlan, 2003: 95). The degree and form of
external surveillance and support, particularly the extent to which regulatory authorities go beyond
satisfying themselves that employers have a system and ask questions about its general
effectiveness, (monitoring firms’ efforts to bring the workforce into the general process of
promoting health and safety, for example) is, therefore, of fundamental importance. This is
particularly true given the specific challenges that the transformation of employment and the work
182

These may include the extent to which a firm associates health and safety failures with employee carelessness and
forgetfulness (Haines, 1997: 95). Alternatively, regulatory authorities may look at the history of the firm’s relationship with
the regulatory authority. Some regulatory authorities have attempted to address this issue, but their efforts do not always
appear to go far enough. The Occupational Health and Safety Administration’s instruction barring applications to its
Voluntary Protection Program to firms contesting citations and with open investigations or notices of appeal (OSHA,
2003c), for example, does not extend to past behaviour (OSHA, 2003c). Regulatory authorities might also focus on
employers’ relationships with organised labour (see Haines, 1997: 96) and, arguably, the level of economic stress it is
under (Haines, 1997: 29).
183
In addition to the extensive literature on the impact of inspection , evidence from Sweden concerning the impact of
improvement notices suggests that they are more likely to be acted upon where a follow-up inspection is announced;
indicating that surveillance is a key lever in minimising continuing non-compliance. The positive results of evaluative
studies of occupational health and safety management systems which have been subjected to targeted enforcement and
routine inspection provide additional support for the value of external surveillance. In the late 1990s WorkCover, NSW
brought together the 17 largest construction firms and unions to establish a framework for promoting occupational health
and safety management, including setting minimum standards for all subcontractors. The implementation of the strategy
was supported by targeted enforcement and management system audits. Although a later evaluation reported instances of
larger contractors continuing to award contracts solely on the basis of cost (to poorly performing subcontrators),
unrealistic work scheduling and a degree of paper compliance, signatories to the agreement reported a 32 per cent decline
in workers’ compensation claims (WorkCover, NSW, 2001b; see also Saksivk and Quinlan, 2003). A similar initiative – in
which all contractors and subcontractors were encouraged to develop workplace health and safety plans before
commencing a project - was developed in Queensland in the mid 1990s. As occurred in NSW, the implementation of the
strategy was reinforced by targeted auditing. Later performance based evaluations of the strategy found general
improvements in hazard reduction techniques and the more frequent use of health and safety checklists (Mayhew, et al,
1997 cited in Saksivk and Quinlan, 2003: 95), although compliance with plan requirements were found to be lower among
small contractors (Johnstone, 1999 cited in Saksivk and Quinlan, 2003: 95).
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process, organisational restructuring and the relative growth of small businesses in some
jurisdictions pose for the promotion of effective occupational health and safety management
systems Saksivk and Quinlan (2003: 97). 184 Adequate monitoring, however, places additional
demands on overstretched regulatory authorities and, although some authorities have attempted to
encourage systems inspections (see above), is relatively rare in practice and, arguably, will continue
to frustrate whilst the appropriate criteria for determining systems controls and effectiveness are
unresolved (Saksivk and Quinlan, 2003).
In summary, making even the most basic general observations about the impact of specific forms of
occupational health and safety management is deeply problematic given considerable crossjurisdictional differences in labour markets, health and safety management systems and the
strategies regulatory authorities use to motivate employers to develop health and safety
management practices and procedures. In many ways, it makes more sense to speak of how specific
forms of occupational health and safety management influence health and safety under specific
conditions. This seems especially true given that occupational health and safety management
represents a compound of organisational techniques, relations and practices embedded within
complex commercial organisations, in which organisational culture, intra-firm communication and
labour relations condition how occupational health and safety management is prioritised against
and organised relative to the firms’ primary commercial goals. The context specific effects of
occupational health and safety management systems raises important questions about the direction
of occupational health and safety policy. Programmes aimed at encouraging firms to develop
occupational health and safety management systems continue to be expanded, despite the fact that
regulatory authorities are not yet in a position to make evidence-based decisions about their
efficacy.185

184
The basic demand for firms not only to be monitored, but monitored effectively, seems especially important given the
specific challenges that the transformation of employment and the work process, organisational restructuring and the
relative growth of small businesses in some jurisdictions pose for the promotion of effective occupational health and safety
management systems Saksivk and Quinlan (2003: 97). Firstly, the relative growth of small businesses and outsourcing not
only reduces the relative number of workers directly employed by large firms where occupational management is most
easily developed, but can also lead to a decline in experienced staff whose knowledge may be critical to making
occupational health and safety management systems work. This is compounded by the fact that outsourced work is
commonly performed by workers in “isolated and inadequately planned work settings” and can encourage “potentially
dangerous forms of work disorganisation (such as under-qualified workers, or workers competing for jobs) (Saksivk and
Quinlan, 2003: 97).” Secondly, whilst noting some successful attempts at introducing systematic forms of occupational
health and safety management into smaller firms, a number of studies have raised serious doubts over whether they can be
generally rolled out in smaller firms which neither have the resources nor level of competence to conduct risk assessments
and develop solutions to problems that are identified (Gunningham and Johnstone, 1999; Walters, 2001). Thirdly, frequent
job and occupation changes associated with precarious employment makes monitoring health risks more problematic
(Saksivk and Quinlan, 2003: 97). Finally, new forms of work and employment, which have one and the same time caused
and resulted from a decline in union density, weaken the degree and quality of worker input. The available evidence also
suggests that formal mechanisms of workers’ participation are particularly weak where a significant minority of workers
have limited English (Alcorso, 2002). Communication, where it takes place, tends to be one way and the style of
communication is generally insufficient to cope with the language demands of proficient occupational health and safety
management, such as health and safety training, health and safety committee work and regular inspection and auditing
(Alcorso, 2002). Evidence from New South Wales indicates that there is good reason to think few employers accept the
need for information and education strategies tailored to the specific needs of immigrant workers. Many employers did not
comply with their legal responsibility to inform and consult with workers about occupational health and safety (over half of
the eighty two workers interviewed had not received OHS information in the workplace). Moreover, where information
was provided, it focused on accident avoidance and did not typically enlist employees support in developing
comprehensive management systems.
185
Efforts to encourage widespread co-operation as a palliative for most workplaces and industries (at the expense of
OSHA’s traditional enforcement-based activities) has been a recurring theme within American political discourse (Weil,
2003a). They already consume a large tranche of OSHA’s budget, which continues to be rebalanced in favour of voluntary
compliance programmes. The fundamental point to recognise, however, is that OSHA’s shift toward a greater emphasis on
partnership and voluntary participation is a distinctly political process; limiting OSHA’s flexibility to choose the mix of
enforcement and consultative activities it deems most likely to achieve its mandate (Baggs, et al, 004: 484).
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12

INTEGRATED PROGRAMMES

12.1

Introduction

A number of jurisdictions have brought together an overlapping range of complementary strategies
targeted at particular sectors, business forms or higher hazard firms. Although we have classified
these initiatives as integrated programmes, there is substantial variation in the precise combination
of activities that form part of these ‘strategies’.
12.2

Tiered Integrated Programmes

The Ministry of Labour in Ontario has recently rolled two new complementary programmes which
are designed to encourage poor (but not the worst) performing, high injury workplaces to take up
the offer of education, assistance and support. This was achieved through its High Risk Initiative
which targets resources on the 6,000 most hazardous workplaces which place the greatest cost on
the WSIB (Ontario Service Safety Alliance, undated).186 The Initiative subjects these workplaces to
inspections four times a year (made possible through the recruitment of a significant number of
new inspectors) and the increased regulatory costs that these firms bear is used to encourage a
further 5,000 high injury workplaces to take up the services of Safe Workplace Associations
through the Last Chance Initiative. Safe Workplace Associations (SWAs) provide a broad range of
occupational health and safety support services, including the development and delivery of
occupational health and safety training and education programmes, audit and consultation services,
the provision of information, and the sponsoring of conferences and organization of seminars.
Some SWAs also conduct research programmes. Individual SWAs are organised along business
sector lines and are supported by a large network of volunteers from within their sector. This
method of organisation is meant to reflect the specific health and safety issues and priorities within
each sector and is considered a valuable way of underlining the credibility and relevance of SWA
programs and activities to member firms. In the context of the initiative, the associations are first
expected to offer assistance to workplaces to deal with immediate problems and, eventually, to
refocus them toward self-reliance in health and safety through continuous improvement. Although
the offer of support is voluntary, the Ministry plans to continue regular oversight, even where
workplaces accept the assistance.
Significantly, both initiatives have been justified on the basis of the benefits to business – a practice
common in Ontario. The Ministry’s press release announcing the initiatives reported that a 20 per
cent reduction in workplace injuries by 2008 – the target reduction for the initiatives – will see “a
real, tangible benefit to businesses through cost savings” and $300 million in costs savings for the
WSIB, providing greater stability to the system.187
12.3

Phased Integrated Programmes

Under Australia’s first National Priority Action Plan national compliance campaigns take a highly
structured approach to promoting compliance in high hazard firms through the highly structured
use of education, assistance and enforcement. First, business organisations and unions are alerted to
forthcoming regulatory action, and seminars are organised to make employers aware of
186

The initiatives are based on the finding that more than 30,000 workplaces, representing only 10 per cent of companies
insured by WSIB, account for approximately 40 per cent of all injuries and costs incurred.
187
The same press release reported that, “Companies with strong health and safety programs have higher productivity
and morale” and that, by improving health and safety, reduced their operating costs. These costs included management
time spent on injury/illness related issues, employee replacement costs, injury investigations, staff communication, overtime
for other employees, production delays, equipment repair, compliance with Ministry of Labour orders, WSIB audits, and
possible fines.
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occupational health and safety risks, their obligations and the planned action of regulatory
authorities. Audit tools are developed to ensure consistent action is taken under the auspices of each
campaign – that inspectors, in other words, focus on the same issues and take relatively consistent
action. An initial wave of inspections focuses on education, advice and assistance – unless
immediate hazards are identified enforcement action is generally limited to the issuing of
improvement notices. A second wave of follow-up inspections is then undertaken with prosecution
reserved for persistent and serious cases of non-compliance. The campaigns are then evaluated and
a report is published on the impact of the campaign. Although we have been unable to comment on
the impact of these campaigns, explicitly linking enforcement action to education and advice, may
overcome some of the problems associated with education and advice as a means of promoting
compliance (see below).
Phased integrated programmes take a less structured form in other jurisdictions. An initiative aimed
at reducing injuries from slips and trips illustrates this point well. Instigated jointly by all German,
insurance associations in 2003, the strategy initially involved awareness raising though media,
television adverts and posters. Training material was also provided for each of the 350,000 people
who annually attended insurance association training courses. And finally, the issue was focused on
whenever an inspection was undertaken.188
12.4

Integrated Programmes Characterised by Regulatory Overlap

Some jurisdictions have combined the introduction of new laws with a range of strategic
interventions crossing regulatory boundaries. New South Wales’s Behind the Label strategy – an
attempt to monitor and improve the conditions of home-based clothing workers - is a case in point.
Home based workers constituted an important link in a long chain of supply characterised by a
complex system of subcontracting in which intermediaries (who commercially mediated the
relationship between retailers and outworkers) had a long history of failing to pay wages and
ignoring their occupational health and safety and workers’ compensation responsibilities. The New
South Wales government used the Industrial Relations (Ethical Clothing Trades) Act, 2001 as a
basis from which to develop a regulatory framework that, according to Quinlan (2003), effectively
integrated industrial relations, occupational health and safety and workers' compensation laws.
More specifically, in addition to granting union access to regulatory sensitive data and a role in
enforcement, it brought together a number of regulatory agencies to track contracts and ensure both
workplace and worker registration with a view to ensuring that retailers and fashion houses at the
end of the supply chain observed their legislative responsibilities. Moreover, in other industries
(like, for instance, construction and road transport) minimum standards of risk assessment and
work planning for subcontractors and small operators (see, for example, the small building safe
work plan initiative in Queensland and the MOU/Subbiepak initiative in New South Wales) have
been introduced to improve occupational health and safety management. These have been
developed in collaboration with industry and unions and underwritten by targeted enforcement
whilst other initiatives – such as measures to improve health and safety among seasonal agricultural
workers - draw on the expertise of a range of agencies (covering health and safety, industrial
relations and workers’ compensation) across jurisdictional boundaries. Despite these important
efforts to adapt compliance strategies to the changing Australian labour market, the available
evidence suggests that regulatory reform and innovation aimed at taking account of new forms of
work and employment remain undeveloped.

188

The programme coincided with quite significant reductions in slip and trip injuries in the vehicle trade (10 per cent )
and chemical industry (35 per cent).
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13

WORKER PARTICIPATION (Voluntary Protection Programs, Strategic
Partnership Program, Safety and Health Achievement Recognition
Program, all Canadian and Australian jurisdictions)

13.1

Firm (and Workplace) Level Participation

The level of worker participation in firm level health and safety is mixed – relatively developed in
both Commonwealth and European jurisdictions where it is stitched into the basic fabric of
regulation, but largely undeveloped in the US federal jurisdiction, where workers rights of
participation are relatively weak. 189 Although the form of worker participation is also mixed,
workers’ ability to become involved in firm and workplace level health and safety is typically
constituted by five basic rights which at once set the framework of participation and, importantly,
underwrite its capacity to shape the work process. These are:
a)

the right to involvement in firm (or workplace) level structures of consultation and
representation;

b)

rights of action over the work process;

c)

rights to information;

d)

the right of health and safety representatives to paid training and education; and

e)

regulatory lobby rights.

13.2

Rights of Representation and Consultation at Firm (and Workplace) Level

The legal basis for effective participation (which provides a necessary, but not sufficient condition
for employee involvement – see below) is commonly realised through occupational health and
safety representatives, workplace committees and work councils. These, in essence, are
mandated190 firm (or workplace) level institutions which exist through the coalescence of a number
of rights that set the basic framework for worker representation, outline powers of consultation,
oversight and access to information and, in exceptional cases, afford workers (through their
representatives) a degree of control over workplace organisation. Their general effect is to provide a
clearly demarcated organisational space within the firm for employers and employees to resolve
(actual and) potential conflicts over health and safety.
Significant differences191 in the form and composition of institutions of representation and the
range of powers at their disposal reflect important differences in their basic role, the extent to which
189
Genuine change in the near future is unlikely. Evidence from the US suggests that the promise of higher levels of worker
participation deter many employers from participating in OSHA’s voluntary and co-operative programmes (US GAO,
2001: 11). Despite this, efforts to encourage widespread co-operation as a palliative for most workplaces and industries (at
the expense of OSHA’s traditional enforcement-based activities) has been a recurring theme within American political
discourse (Weil, 2003a).
190
Rather than imposing strict obligations on employers to establish institutions of representation, primary and secondary
legislation in some jurisdictions simply creates enabling rights to representation. In New South Wales, for example,
employers employing twenty workers or more are only required to establish a committee where a majority of the workforce
requests it. Likewise, unless the regulatory authority specifically directs an employer to appoint a health and safety
representative, employers are only required to appoint a representative when requested by an employee.
191
The legal mechanism through which participation is secured and encouraged generally determines the degree to which
the form of participation is prescribed. In contrast to Canadian, Australian and European jurisdictions, where workers’
rights to participate are formally set out in some detail (through administrative/legislative order), they are not fully
prescribed in OSHA’s voluntary and partnership programmes which aim to encourage employee involvement in health
and safety through education and, to a lesser extent, direct involvement in identifying and eliminating hazards.
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they can underwrite the role of workers in promoting health and safety in the workplace and,
therefore, their impact on health and safety. The majority of jurisdictions allow workplace
committees and work councils to exist side-by-side with health and safety representatives. The
former typically takes a strategic or supervisory role - addressing overall health and safety policy,
planning and monitoring and formulating health and safety procedures - whilst the latter, acting on
behalf of the workforce, assumes day-to-day instrumental responsibility for promoting health and
safety in the workplace. There are important exceptions to this. Italy, for example, simply operates
a system of health and safety representatives with wide-ranging rights of consultation.192 More
generally, most jurisdictions exempt smaller companies from the general obligation to establish a
health and safety committee or works council, insisting instead on the appointment of health and
safety representatives. In Sweden, for example, health and safety committees are mandatory for
organisations with 50 or more employees, with health and safety representatives required in firms
of 5 or more employees.193 Likewise, in British Columbia worker, health and safety committees are
mandatory in workplaces with 20 or more workers194 with representatives required in workplaces
employing between 9 and 19 employees. 195 Non-compliance with these requirements seems
relatively extensive and, interestingly, appears to reflect the extent to which committees or councils
are mandated. In Germany, for example, where all workplaces with 5 or more employees are
required to establish a works council, the rate of compliance is very low. In 1999 only 11 per cent
of workplaces had set up a council. Although this represented 48 per cent of all employees, only
4.2 per cent of workplaces employing between 5-20 employees had established a council
(Schulten, 2000). This contrasts with the Netherlands, where, in 2005, it was reported that 90 per
cent of companies with 100 or more employees, and 60 per cent of those with 35-99 people had set
up a works council.196 Where health and safety representatives work without committees and work
councils they are typically given both a strategic and instrumental role – although representatives
can assume strategic responsibilities even where they work alongside committees. The wide range
of responsibilities granted to representatives in New South Wales illustrates the point well. They
are generally expected to: review the health and safety measures in place at the workplace; develop
and monitor recording procedures for safety incidents and recommend training structures for
employees; as well as investigate risks; resolve safety matters (or refer them to the employer);
request an external investigation by an inspector; observe workplace inspections; support
employees in health and safety related discussions with the employer.
The most obvious difference between workplace committees and works councils is their
composition. Health and safety committees (committees), characteristic of most Commonwealth
jurisdictions, as well as some European countries (see, for example, Sweden), formally bring
together workers and employers with a view to facilitating co-operation over the development of

192

Italian health and safety representatives are entitled to be consulted on any decisions regarding the prevention of risks
to employees' health and physical well-being in the workplace and also to receive all information relevant to risk
assessment and preventive measures, dangerous substances and preparations, machinery, equipment, the organisation of
work and the physical work environment, accidents and occupational illnesses.
193
Chapter 6, section 2 of the Work Environment Act 2001.
194
Section 125(a) of the Workers’ Compensation Act.
195
Section 139(1)(a) of the Workers’ Compensation Act. Under section 139(1)(b) the Board retains a residual power to
appoint a representative where section 139(1)(a) does not apply. The law relating to them is similar in almost all material
respects to that governing the organisation and practice of joint committees (see sections 115(g) and 139 of the Workers’
Compensation Act). The information in the main text reflects large differences in the type of companies, which are required
to establish a health and safety committee or works council. In the Netherlands, the requirement of a works council extends
to companies employing more than 100 people, whereas in Germany a similar obligation extends to all workplaces
employing 5 or more people. Other jurisdictions tolerate far greater flexibility in establishing committees. In Victoria, for
example, employers are only required to establish health and safety committees if requested to do so or if otherwise
required to do so by the regulations issued pursuant to the 2004 Act.
196
http://www.eurofound.eu.int/emire/NETHERLANDS/WORKSCOUNCIL-NL.html
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measures aimed at promoting the health and safety of the workforce.197 German and Dutch work
councils (councils), by contrast, are made up entirely of workers. Notwithstanding this basic
distinction, both enjoy relatively far-reaching rights of consultation. These typically arise whenever
changes are proposed which might affect worker health, safety and welfare, whenever risks are
assessed or risk assessments reviewed, or whenever decisions are made about control measures for
controlling and monitoring risk. Although the range of matters in respect of which consultation is
required is reasonably extensive, primary and secondary legislation typically limits the capacity of
committees and councils to influence the work process by confining their role to the provision of
advice, exercising oversight and making recommendations. There are some important exceptions to
this. In British Columbia, for example, the Workers’ Compensation Act places a specific duty on
employers to co-operate with committees, 198 and allows committees to enforce by reporting
employers to the regulatory authority who fail to accept their recommendations. 199 Where
committees are given more power, they also, interestingly, seem to be granted extensive
responsibilities. 200 Nevertheless, it is unusual for either work councils or committees to have
extensive rights of control over the workplace (but see in relation to the rights of action of health
and safety representatives).
Interestingly, there seems to be little correlation between the composition of institutions of
representation and the degree of control they are formally able to exercise over the work process.
Both Dutch work councils 201 and Swedish safety committees, 202 for example, are wholly

197

To ensure that committees represent the work force, legislation typically imposes minimum conditions on their
composition. The British Columbian Workers’ Compensation Act, for example, sets the minimum membership of
committees at 4 [section 127(a)] at least half of whom are required to be worker representatives [section 127(c)] selected
from workers without managerial functions. Section 128(1). Where the workplace is unionised they must be selected in
accordance with procedures agreed by the union [section 128(1)(a) ]. Where the workplace is non-unionised they must be
elected by secret ballot (section 1281(b)).
198
Section 115(2)(g) of the Workers’ Compensation Act. This is supplemented by additional duties contained in section
133.
199
Sections 133(3)-(5) of the Workers’ Compensation Act.
200
This is perhaps best illustrated by section 130 of the Workers’ Compensation Act which sets out an exhaustive list of
responsibilities which range from identifying health hazards to making recommendations to management about how best
to improve health and safety in the workplace. Specifically, these responsibilities extend to (a) identifying situations that
may be unhealthy or unsafe for workers and advise on effective systems for responding to those situations; (b) considering
and expeditiously dealing with complaints relating to the health and safety of workers; (c) consulting with workers and the
employer on issues related to occupational health and safety and occupational environment; (d) making recommendations
to the employer and workers for the improvement of the occupational health and safety and occupational environment of
workers; (e) making recommendations to the employer on educational programmes promoting the health and safety of
workers and compliance with this Part of the regulations and to monitor their effectiveness; (f) advising the employer on
programmes and policies required under the regulations for the workplace and to monitor their effectiveness; (g) advising
the employer on proposed changes to the workplace or the work processes that may affect the health or safety of workers;
(h) ensuring that accident investigations and regular inspections are carried out as required by this Part of the
regulations; (i) participating in inspections, investigations and inquiries as provided in this Part and the regulations; and
(j) carrying out any other duties and functions prescribed by regulation.
201
Dutch works councils enjoy similar rights of consultation. The employer, for instance, is required to send the council a
copy of the risk inventory and evaluation and to hold “prior consultations” about the report (which the employer must
draft in response to the risks identified in it [Article 5(2) of Works Constitution Act 1972] and “the implementation of the
working conditions policy (Article 12a of the Works Constitution Act 1972). This consultation process must consider
whether the risk inventory and evaluation is up-to-date.
202
Swedish safety committees which are broadly required to participate in the planning of work environment measures
and observe their implementation, for example, are required to maintain “close observation” (WEA. 2001: 77) of the
development of occupational health services, and action plans, the planning of new or altered facilities, devices, work
processes and working methods and of work organisation; planning of the use of substances liable to cause ill-health or
accidents; information and education concerning the working environment; job adaptation and rehabilitation activities at
the worksite. The safety committee also has to discuss job adaptation and rehabilitation activities at the worksite. See
Chapter 6 section 9 of the Act.
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consultative. By contrast, German work councils’ rights to consultation 203 exist alongside the
requirement of council consent 204 for a number of safety relevant decisions – such as the
appointment and dismissal of safety experts and works doctors – and in New South Wales
employers are not only under a formal obligation to give employees an opportunity to contribute to
the resolution of health and safety related issues, but are also required to value their views and take
them into account.205
13.3

Rights of Action at Firm (and Workplace) Level

Most jurisdictions bestow rights on workers and their representatives, which allow them to make
decisions directly affecting the work process. These basically fall into three categories (although
see the discussion in the section above): the right of employees to refuse work without
discrimination; the right of workers’ representatives to stop the job; and the right of workers’
representatives to issue improvement notices.
The most widespread of these, the right to refuse work, is recognised in all the jurisdictions we
examined except the US. Where the right is recognised it is usually accompanied by a range of
measures aimed at protecting employees from discrimination206 which is typically broadly defined.
Section 150(1) of British Columbia’s Workers’ Compensation Act, for example, defines
discrimination as anything that adversely affects a worker with respect to any term or condition of
employment, or of membership in a union. This specifically covers suspensions, lay-off or
dismissals, demotion or loss of opportunity for promotion, transfer of duties, changes of location of
workplace, reductions in wages or changes in working hours, coercion or intimidation, imposition
of any discipline, reprimand or other penalty, and the discontinuation or elimination of the job of
the worker.207 US exceptionalism reflects longstanding concerns among employers that the right
might be used by workers as a lever in work place disputes (Allen and Linenburger, 1983). These
concerns are at odds with the available evidence. Hebdon and Hyatt’s (1998) examination of how
the right was used in Ontario during 1988, for example, found that whilst rights of refusal were
more likely to be exercised where industrial relations were more adversarial, there was little
evidence to suggest that they were being used for concerted harassment against employers.
Less common are two powers associated with health and safety representative enforcement (a form
of vicarious regulation practiced in Sweden and some Commonwealth jurisdictions) – the power to
require that the work process is halted (also available to German workers208) and the power to
impose provisional improvement notices. The first of these powers typically only applies in high
hazard situations. In Sweden, for example, the right only arises where there is an immediate and
serious danger to the life or health of an employee (and where the employer, once notified, has not
immediately remedied the problem).209 Provisional improvement notices, 210 by contrast (which

203
Article 12a of the Works Constitution Act 1972. The employer, for instance, is required to send the council a copy of the
risk inventory and evaluation and to hold “prior consultations” about the report (which the employer must draft in
response to the risks identified in it and “the implementation of the working conditions policy”. These consultations must
include the question of whether the risk inventory and evaluation is up-to-date (Article 5(2) of Works Constitution Act
1972).
204
Works Constitution Act 1972, section 88.
205
See sections 13-19 New South Wales’s Occupational Health and Safety Act 2000 which require employers to take into
account employees’ (either through their workplace health and safety committees, their health and safety representatives
or through any other arrangements agreed between employer and employees) views in the process of developing new
occupational health and safety related policies or procedures.
206
Sections 150-152 of British Columbia’s Workers’ Compensation Act, for example, create a range of safeguards that are
designed to protect employees who act in accordance with the law from discrimination.
207
Section 150(2) of the Workers’ Compensation Act.
208
In Germany, workers have a right to leave the place of work if there is a serious risk.
209
This is in addition to the capacity of representatives to suspend work that is contrary to a WEA prohibition notice.
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grant representatives the authority to issue directions on measures to be taken to remedy suspected
breaches), 211 apply to breaches generally. As with the power to stop the work process,
representatives are first required to raise the matter with the employer.212
The impact of these powers on health and safety is unclear. Page (2002) reports that, because work
stoppages and provisional improvement notices in Australia require no notification to any authority
no statistical information is collated and, as such, there is no systematic empirical evidence
regarding the effectiveness of health and safety representative enforcement. Care is therefore called
for in reviewing the implications of her research into the impact of Australian health and safety
representatives on injury and ill health which, as a result, are based on interviews with health and
safety stakeholders. Despite this, her findings are unequivocally supportive of the role that health
and safety representative enforcement can play in promoting workplace health and safety. Among
other things, for example, she reports the existence of a consensus among stakeholders that “worker
involvement in occupational health and safety is essential to OHS success (Page, 2002: 64)” and
concludes that “[t]here can be no doubt as to the positive contribution of OHS [representative]
enforcement (Page, 2002: para. 120).” Page’s work also suggests that concerns about health and
safety representative enforcement being misused as a means of applying pressure on employers in
relation to other industrial disputes might be unnecessarily pessimistic (Page, 2002: para. 108).
Adjudication by the regulatory authority, she points out, provides one of several disincentives to
using provisional improvement notices and, as a result, they tend only to be used when all other
attempts to settle disputes over health and safety have been exhausted. Similar arguments have
been made in relation to representative enforcement in Sweden by Steinberg who goes on to argue
that safety representatives’ powers to halt the work process generally underwrite their regulatory
capital; giving them far greater influence over both the regulatory authority and employers
(Steinberg, 2005). Representative enforcement, as such, appears to represent a rare example of how
the state can externalise health and safety regulatory costs whilst not compromising health and
safety standards.
13.4

Rights to Know at Firm (and Workplace) Level

Although relatively well developed legal obligations providing basic access to information imply a
general acceptance that effective worker involvement requires workers and their representatives to
be fully informed about work place risks, relatively big differences in the extent of these rights
suggests that some jurisdictions attach more importance to this issue than others.
Rights to information commonly attach to firm (and workplace) level structures of representation.
The 1998 Act in the Netherlands, for example, grants works councils and their personnel
representatives (or, in their absence, relevant employees) a range of rights relating to access to
information (concerning health and safety policies and strategies).213 The type of information
210
See, for example, section 60 of the Victoria’s Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004. A similar power is contained in
the current draft of New South Wales’s 2006 Bill. As the draft legislation currently stands, however, where a review is
requested by the employer, the notice will cease to have effect until an inspector has completed the review (WorkCover,
NSW, undated, h). Inspectors in South Australia have a similar power.
211
Section 61(1) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004. Further to this, section 63 provides the employer (strictly
the person served with the provisional notice) with the right to request the attendance of an inspector to review the notice.
The power is underpinned by section 62 which creates an offence for failing to comply with a provisional improvement
notice (in respect of which significant penalties attach). These powers are offset by the right of employers under section 56
to apply to the Magistrates’ Court to have a health and safety representative disqualified where he or she has clearly
abused his or her powers.
212
The authority to issue provisional improvement notices in Victoria, for example, only applies once the representative
has consulted with the employer about the subject of the notice [section 60(2) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act
2004].
213
Sections 133-136 of British Columbia’s Workers’ Compensation Act, for example, imposes a range of duties on
employers relating to the provision of information to workplace committees.
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covered by these rights varies. In most jurisdictions, committees, councils and representatives are
entitled to receive material relating to risk assessment and preventative measures. Other
jurisdictions go further. Italian health and safety representatives, for example, are also entitled to
receive information on dangerous substances and preparations, machinery, equipment, as well the
organisation of work, the physical work environment, accidents and occupational illnesses.214 In
other jurisdictions, such as Germany, these rights extend to inspection reports and other regulatory
sensitive details relating to corrective action.215 Some jurisdictions, as is the case in Sweden and
British Columbia go further still by granting safety delegates access to any information necessary to
discharge their responsibilities.216
A number of jurisdictions complement these basic rights to information by mandating disclosure of
information concerning hazardous products. Canada’s right-to-know legal framework, which
applies to hazardous products, is particularly well developed. The framework comprises several
federal and provincial statutes, collectively known as the Workplace Hazardous Materials
Information System or WHMIS. The basic aim of the legislation is to provide a comprehensive
plan for providing information on hazardous materials intended for use in workplaces. Their effect
is to grant workers the right to receive information relating to the identity, risks associated with and
safety precautions concerning controlled products which are listed in federal legislation (which also
covers their importation and sale).217 Provincial legislation covers the use of hazardous materials in
the workplace and identifies employers’ and suppliers responsibilities. Suppliers’ responsibilities
typically include the provision of material safety data sheets and labels on containers of controlled
products. Employers, on the other hand, are required to ensure that employees understand material
safety data sheets, supplier labels and workplace labels (by providing effective education), provide
training in specific safe work procedures relating to controlled products, ensure that containers of
controlled products have material safety data sheets and WHMIS labels (which are accessible to the
workforce).
All the jurisdictions we examined also impose obligations on employers to make public the
contents of inspection reports,218 although other jurisdictions, like Sweden, for example, go further
still by requiring all correspondence relating to an inspection, (including notices and letters) to be
placed in the public domain, irrespective of damage caused to the reputation of the company (Frick,
2006).
13.5

Rights of Safety Representatives to Training and Education

Rights to education and training for health and safety representatives – another necessary condition
to effective participation - are also widespread. Italian law, for example, imposes an obligation on
employers to provide safety representatives with specific training219 on health and safety standards
and the particular risks inherent in the work environment, as well as the main technical means of
monitoring and preventing those risks. To give practical bite to these rights, Italian law also
stipulates that safety representatives must be allowed adequate time off work,220 without loss of
214
See also section 69(1)(a) of Victoria’s Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004 which grants representatives extensive
rights of access to information.
215
According to section 89 paragraph 2 Works Constitutions Act 1972 these should be sent to the works council.
216
Rather than grant a right to workers section 115(2)(e) of the Workers’ Compensation Act creates a general obligation
on employers to provide workers with all the information necessary to ensure their health and safety.
217
Under WHMIS, manufacturers, sellers, distributors and importers or controlled products are collectively referred to as
suppliers.
218
In British Columbia, for example, employers are required to post the written inspection reports at the workplace
[section 183(a) of the Workers’ Compensation Act] in addition to providing copies of reports to joint committees or worker
health and safety representatives [section 183(b) of the Workers’ Compensation Act].
219
Art.22.4 DLgs 626/94, DM 19.1.1997.
220
Art.19.2 DLGs 626/94.
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pay, to enable them to perform their functions, and that they must not suffer any prejudice as a
result of fulfilling those functions.221 Similar provisions are contained in Victoria’s occupational
health and safety act which places a duty on employers to comply with requests from health and
safety representatives for training as well as stipulating that employers must not only allow
representatives paid time off work, but also pay the costs associated with attendance at courses.222
13.6

Rights to Lobby

A number of jurisdictions also provide workers with a range of “lobby rights”: broadly speaking,
the power to influence the regulatory authority without fear of discrimination. Lobby rights take
two broad forms – rights of accompaniment during inspection and the right to call upon the
regulatory authority for assistance in the resolution of employer – employee conflicts over issues of
health and safety. Although rights of accompaniment vary workers and their representatives are
typically afforded the right to be present for an inspection, investigation or inquiry.223 In some
jurisdictions, such as Germany, for example (where works councils are given the opportunity to
meet confidentially with inspectors and council representatives are entitled to be present during the
enforcement interview224) the right is more extensive.
There is relatively little variation in the limitations on the right to call for assistance from the
regulatory authority. Most jurisdictions require workers to raise problems with employers first.
German employees, for example, are required to give employers an opportunity to remedy the issue
first before contacting a regional inspector about the inadequacy of any safety issues.225 Likewise,
the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004 in Victoria places an obligation on both employers
and employees (and their representatives) to make some attempt to resolve health and safety issues
informally, before referring the matter on to the regulatory authority for an inspector to attend to the
workplace and enquire into the issue.226
13.7

Participation at Sectoral Level

The involvement of organised labour at sectoral level is a major component of safety covenants in
the Netherlands. Covenants are tripartite, sector specific agreements made at sector levels between
central government, employer organisations and trade unions. Each covenant sets out a detailed
five year plan – containing clear objectives and highly detailed measures relating to their execution
- aimed at improving working conditions relating to one or more specified health and safety issues
[involving lifting, work pressure, repetitive strain injury (RSI), harmful noise and exposure to a
number of hazardous substances (including solvents, quartz, and allergenic substances)] (Ministry
of Social Affairs, 2005).227 There is some evidence to suggest that covenants can, under certain
conditions, work to reduce work related injuries and ill health (see the relevant section in the
Netherlands chapter), but there is insufficient evidence to explain either why this occurs or the
extent to which it can be attributed to the influence of organised labour in the covenant process.

221

Art.19.4 DLGs 626/94.
Section 67 of the OHS Act 2004.
223
See for example section 182(1)(b) of British Columbia’s the Workers’ Compensation Act.
224
Section 89 paragraph 2 of Works Constitutions Act 1972.
225
Section 17(2) of the 1998 Law.
226
Sections 73 and 75 of the OHS Act 2004.
227
These hazards were chosen by the Government as they were considered to affect a “relatively large proportion of the
work force” and often resulted in “health problems, absenteeism due to illness and the frequent use of medical facilities
(Balance 2000).”
222
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13.8

Worker Participation and Contemporary Patterns of Work and Employment

There are a large number of well-controlled studies which suggest that initiatives seeking to create
management and worker safety and health programmes, institutions and genuinely co-operative
workplace cultures can be extremely effective, particularly when tailored to specific problems and
conditions. Although, the evidence base is not particularly helpful in telling us which forms of
worker involvement are more effective, it is highly effective at indicating the conditions under
which some are more likely to be effective than others. More generally, there is good evidence
suggesting that structures associated with strong worker participation (unionisation, joint safety
committees or worker and union safety representatives) are positively associated with reduced
exposures, injuries and ill health (Grunberg, 1983; Assennato and Navarro, 1980; Bryce and
Manga, 1985; Cassoi and Pissaro, 1988; Dedobbeleer, et al, 1990; Biggins, et al, 1991; Biggins and
Phillips, 1991; Gaines and Biggins, 1992; Shannon, et al, 1992; Warren-Langford, et al, 1993;
Biggins and Holland, 1995; Lewchuck, et al, 1996; Shannon, et al, 1997; Eaton and Nocerino,
2000; Fuller and Surunda, 2000). The received wisdom is that effective participation must build on
situations where effective structures already exist for employers and workers to address safety and
health (often in larger and/or unionised workplaces) and that they will not take root in workplaces
with a limited capacity for, or interest in, dealing with health and safety.228
Johnstone, Quinlan and Walters (2005: 95-96) have persuasively argued that new forms of
employment and work organisation have weakened the conditions under which formal forms of
worker participation are considered to work best; that is to say where there is an identifiable and
relatively stable group of unionised employees working in close proximity and in regular contact
for a single employer (Johnstone, Quinlan and Walters, 2005: 95). The available evidence also
suggests that formal mechanisms of workers’ participation are particularly weak where a significant
minority of workers have limited English (Alcorso, 2002). Under these conditions communication,
where it takes place, tends to be one way and the style of communication is generally insufficient to
cope with the language demands of genuine participation (Alcorso, 2002). A number of legal
reforms have been introduced to offset some of these effects.
a)

Section 35(2) of the Victoria’s Occupational Health and Safety Act of 2004 works to
extend employers’ legal obligations on employee consultation by extending the definition
of an employee to independent contractors (engaged by the employer) and the employees
of independent contractors229 and expanding the duty to consult to matters over which the
employer has control or would ordinarily have control were it not for a contractual
agreement aimed at limiting or removing that control.230

b)

Victoria’s Occupational Health and Safety Act also allows trained231 authorised
representatives of registered employee organisations232 who hold a relevant entry permit233

228

Page’s (2002) analysis of workplace consultation in Australia argues that effective worker participation relies on the
effectiveness of the negotiations that take place between workers and management. More specifically, successful
negotiation requires: a) participants to be competent (that is to say, knowledgeable and able to put points clearly and
calmly); b) there to be a clear framework to structure negotiations and set out the rules of engagement; and c) a genuine
commitment to resolve issues that arise. She notes that training is vital to worker participation working and that this should
cover OHS (hazard identification, risk assessment, legal duties, etc.) and negotiating skills (Page, 2002: para.’s 30-31).
229
Section 35(2)(a) of the 2004 Act.
230
Section 35(2)(b) of the 2004 Act.
231
Section 81(b) of the OHS Act 2004.
232
This is simply an organisation, of which some or all of the members are employees, that is registered under Schedule 1B
to the Workplace Relations Act 1996 of the Commonwealth [section 79 of the OHS Act 2004].
233
These are issued by Magistrates who are required to observed a range of conditions under section 83 of the OHS Act
2004.
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to enter premises where a suspected breach of the 2004 Act or its attendant regulations234
has occurred with a view to investigating the circumstances of the claimed breach.235
Despite, a number of provisions aimed at circumscribing the behaviour and influence of
authorised representatives (including the power of employers to apply for a
representative’s entry permit to be revoked or that the representative be disqualified236)
authorised representatives have a number of quite significant powers on entry which bear
many important similarities to the powers of WorkCover inspectors. They include the
authority to inspect plant, substances or any other thing,237 observe work,238 and consult
with both employees239 and employers.240 Although section 93 of the 2004 Act makes it an
offence to refuse entry to authorised representatives241 or intentionally obstruct,242 they are
not entitled to exercise their powers if the effect would be to stop the work process.243
c)

Similarly, in New South Wales authorised representatives of industrial organisations of
employees have a right of entry for the purposes of investigating suspected breaches of
occupational health and safety legislation244 - although there is some evidence to suggest
that employers obstruct representatives (there have been reports, for example, of
representatives experiencing difficulties in obtaining access to documents (under section
81 of the 2000 Act) that directly affect the health and safety of employees (WorkCover,
2005c). The current draft of the 2006 Bill proposes to extend the powers available to
authorised representatives to allow them to enter a place of work to discuss matters relating
to occupational health and safety during a work break.

d)

Regional safety representatives (RSRs) in Sweden - jointly funded by trade unions and the
WEA - play a similar role; facilitating access to hard-to-reach small and medium size
enterprises without resident health and safety representatives (Frick and Walters, 1998).
Importantly, where RSRs use their power to stop jobs, the available evidence suggests that
the decision is usually supported by inspectors (Frick and Walters, 1998). Despite this
Frick and Walters (1998) found that low levels of health and safety competence in the
workplaces they visited tends to mean they spend much of their time problem-solving;
leaving less time for work on improving worker participation (Frick and Walters, 1998:
375). More generally, there is an inherent risk in the regional representatives of employers
shifting responsibility for health and safety matters onto their shoulders (Gunningham and
Johnstone: 354).

234

Section 87(1) of the OHS Act 2004. Among other things, section 87 stipulates that the suspected breach must relate to
or affect work that is being carried out by members of the representative’s registered employee organisation [section
87(1)(a)], or, significantly, to workers who are eligible to be members of the registered employee organisation [section
87(1)(c)(i)] or by workers whose employment is subject to a certified agreement to which the registered employee
organisation is bound [section 87(1)(b)].
235
Section 87(2) of the OHS Act 2004.
236
The circumstances warranting an application are contained in section 85 and, among other things, relate to
representatives who have intentionally hindered or obstructed an employer or employee, or who have simply acted
unreasonably.
237
Section 89(1)(a) of the OHS Act 2004.
238
Section 89(1)(b) of the OHS Act 2004.
239
Section 89(1)(c) of the OHS Act 2004.
240
Section 89(1)(d) of the OHS Act 2004.
241
Section 93(a) of the OHS Act 2004.
242
Section 93(b) of the OHS Act 2004.
243
Section 90(2) of the OHS Act 2004 – although, by virtue of section 90(3), this restriction does not extend to warning
employees of an immediate and significant risk of serious injury or death.
244
Section 77 of the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2000. The right is restricted to work premises where the
representative has reason to believe that members (or eligible members) of the organisation work.
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e)

14

In smaller Italian enterprises (with fewer than 16 employees), unions may select a single
representative to cover a number of enterprises in a given geographical area or product
sector.245
PUBLICISING ACHIEVEMENT

All jurisdictions make some effort to publicise the achievements of firms to raise awareness,
encourage innovation and generally promote occupational health and safety. Whilst there is quite
substantial variation in how different jurisdictions publicise good or innovative health and safety
practice, most jurisdictions have elected to use competitions and prizes as a means of encouraging
firms to participate in the process and generally provide a framework in which good practice can be
identified and publicly acknowledged (see, for example, NSW’s Safe Work Awards, or Rhineland’
safety prizes). Some jurisdictions, on the other hand, simply confer public recognition on firms with
“exemplary” health and safety records (see, for example, Hamburg’s Industrial Safety
Acknowledgement). There is a possibility that some methods of publicising achievement may
constitute a valuable method of encouraging the exchange of best practice or raising awareness of
particular initiatives (see, for example, the discussion on the Hotel and Restaurant sector Covenant
in the relevant Netherlands section). However, simply making information available is unlikely to
encourage employers with poorer safety records to develop a strong health and safety culture and
we found no well-controlled studies to confirm whether the initiatives of this type represent an
effective use of public money.
By comparison, public recognition seems a highly unsatisfactory way of promoting health and
safety; there being little independent evidence (that is beyond employer surveys) to suggest that a
typical employer may be motivated by publicity to improve their record of health and safety.
Companies which have received negative publicity for health and safety violations, by contrast,
may be motivated by the offer of positive publicity as a means of making good lost reputational
capital. The highly instrumental nature of the motivation of companies under these conditions,
however, suggests that a degree of caution is required to prevent firms from inappropriately
exploiting the reputational capital that formal endorsement from regulatory authorities can confer.
15

KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE, NETWORKING AND PUBLICISING BEST
PRACTICE

Small businesses, in particular, are often unaware of critical information on health and safety and
where to access it. Most of the jurisdictions we examined, as such, attempt to publicise and promote
the exchange of knowledge concerning good health and safety practices – although the techniques
used to promote the exchange of information vary. The “Dutch OHS Platform”, for example, was
rolled out by the Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, but is directed by a policy making
body comprising employer organisations and trade unions, and safety professional organisations.
The purpose of the project is to make reliable information on health and safety issues more easily
accessible to employers, employees and health and safety professionals (as well as to facilitate
cooperation between these groups) and is organised around a website246 which acts as a single point
of contact for all health and safety information (as well as to assist employers in carrying out risk
assessments).247 The Occupational Health and Safety Administration uses its Alliance Program as
a framework within which employers can come together to develop and share best practice and
both OSHA and other regulatory authorities generally encourage networking among businesses,
trade and professional bodies and other organisations with an interest and expertise in promoting
245

Art.18.2 DLgs 626.
www.arbo.nl
247
At the launch the Minister stated that this should lead to cost savings as companies would no longer need to outsource
this task. Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment (2003)
246
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health and safety. By contrast, other regulatory authorities, like Alberta, attempt to complement
information exchange among the regulated community (through its Mentorship Program) by
actively collating and publicising best practice.
There is some evidence to suggest that where regulatory authorities simply provide a framework
for the exchange of best practice and do not provide incentives (either financial incentives through
reduced premiums or regulatory incentives though reduced formal monitoring) to take part,
participation among the regulated community is limited. British Columbia’s grandfathering scheme
in the forestry industry attempts to get round this problem by cementing knowledge exchange
within a formal system of training and certification (funded by a certification fee), but the feasibility
of extending this approach to knowledge exchange among employers is difficult to determine.
Moreover, employers or workers capacity to act on knowledge of good practice is likely to be
highly contextualised. Certainly it cannot simply be assumed, particularly (given the low take-up of
voluntary schemes) where strong incentives are offered for participation in knowledge exchange
programmes, or participation is a mandatory requirement of doing business or performing certain
forms of work. In fact, in many ways knowledge exchange is likely to suffer from the same
problems as training and education – a useful method of conveying information, but, ultimately, a
necessary, rather than a sufficient condition of compliance.
16

INFLUENCING THE CHAIN OF SUPPLY AND INTEGRATING MINIMUM
HEALTH AND SAFETY REQUIREMENTS INTO THE BIDDING PROCESS OF
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS

The strategies regulatory authorities use to encourage employers to exploit the process of supply as
a lever of health and safety compliance vary considerably. In the US, efforts to encourage (usually)
larger firms at the end of the supply chain to promote compliance among firms further down the
chain of supply are embedded within Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s Voluntary
Protection Program and, as such, the practice is indirectly encouraged by the promise of reduced
formal monitoring, which is used as an incentive for employers to participate in the Program. The
Program itself requires participating employers to encourage contractors to develop and operate
effective safety and health management systems and generally ensure that safety and health
considerations are addressed in selecting contractors (and when contractors are on site) (US GAO,
2004a: 37). OSHA’s decision not to formally specify how firms should comply with the
requirement may encourage innovation among firms,248 but the impact of the strategy is untested.
This is something we consider particularly significant given that employers’ influence over the
supply chain and contractors will vary with size and market power and, importantly, that
implementing the approach imposes costs on firms who need to review suppliers and contractors.
This represents an obvious disincentive to thorough audits by the Administration, but OSHA
neither closely monitors nor verifies the process and there is no formal requirement on participating
employers either to assess contractors’ safety and health records or to require them to have a health
programme (US GAO, 2004a: 37-38).
One of the major priorities under the last of Australia’s National Priority Action Plans (NPAPs) (for
the period 2002-2005) formally encourages all Australian jurisdictions to ensure that government in
its role as a provider and purchaser of services works to promote health and safety. Some
jurisdictions have progressed this objective by building occupational health and safety criteria into
public contracts. Similar provisions have been developed by regional legislatures in Italy. In 2000,
for instance, the Tuscan regional council passed a law (Monitoring and measures for the health and
safety of workers on building sites) inserting a statutory provision into all publicly funded
248
The General Accounting Office (US GAO, 2004a) reports the example of one auto manufacturer which grouped its
suppliers into three tiers according to their safety and health records, and then required each tier of suppliers to pressure
the lower tier to improve their health and safety record.
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construction contracts allowing the council to terminate the contract where contractors have failed
to observe their legal obligation and, as a result, a death or reportable injury has occurred.249 The
remedy has been used twice since the introduction of the law (Masi, 2006).250
17

COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE: TRAINING AND EDUCATION

17.1

Introduction

Training and education is integrated into a large number of occupational health and safety
initiatives (ranging from inspection programmes to occupational health and safety management) as
well as being provided as a stand alone strategy. In many jurisdictions, employers’ basic legal
duties include the provision of health and safety training and education. In other jurisdictions, the
requirement is set out in regulations. In addition to this, regulatory authorities directly provide
education and training or facilitate its provision through other organisations. In Germany, for
example, German industry associations perform a central role in training as do health and safety
associations in British Columbia. In some jurisdictions, regulatory authorities are withdrawing from
the direct provision of education with a view to performing more of a co-ordinating and supportive
role.
OSHA’s voluntary compliance programmes are designed to raise awareness (through advice and
education) about education. This might serve to lower the cost of access to information about
occupational health and safety risks and make voluntary compliance more probable by lowering the
costs of prevention. Significant resources are put into training by the German industry associations
– and there is some evidence that these have resulted in health and safety benefits particularly when
linked to inspections.
The evidence relating to the impact of training and education on occupational health and safety is
mixed.
17.2

School Education

A number of jurisdictions have attempted to have workplace health and safety introduced into the
school curriculum. The Ministries of Labour and Education in Ontario, for example, have worked
with a range of public and private sector partners to develop a teaching resource aimed at
introducing secondary school students to the issue of health and safety.251 The resource, Live Safe!
Work Smart!, which works alongside an accompanying web-site, is designed to introduce students
to five health and safety topics (chemical, biological, social, physical and musculoskeletal hazards)
and includes a suggested lesson plan, masters from which overheads can be produced, exercises to
reinforce learning, suggested test questions and student handouts. Likewise, under Australia’s
second National Priority Action Plan, a National Skills Action Plan has been developed which aims
to ensure that occupational health and safety is taught to children at school.
17.3

Further Education and Professional Courses

Under Australia’s second National Priority Action Plan, a National Skills Action Plan has been
developed which aims to ensure that occupational health and safety is included as a major part of
further education courses as well as professional courses for managers, engineers, architects and
249

“A regional law to create a bond between the financing and the prevention of accidents in construction”
http://www.regione.toscana.it/ius/nslavoroesalute/?MIval=indice&rowid=230401&anno=2001
250
A similar law has since been proposed by the Piedmont regional council (Piedmont, 2005). Paragraph 4.2.1.3. The law
is called “Bollettino Ufficiale n. 14 del 7/04/2005”
251
http://www.osca.ca/worksmart/index.htm.
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others. This latter process is particularly well developed in Victoria where a number of
occupational health and safety related courses have been formally accredited to allow health and
safety training and education to be formally integrated into general managerial and professional
training and education. The aim of the strategy has been to integrate health and safety into the
professional education of engineers and other professionals with considerable influence over the
workplace (Australia).
17.4

Evaluation

A review of ninety-five quasi-experimental studies by a research group at Tulane University, New
Orleans (Burke, et al, 2006)252 explored the relative efficacy of different styles and forms of
training. They distinguished three types of intervention or training according to the degree of
learners’ participation in the process:
a) least engaging (lecture, pamphlets, videos)
b) moderately engaging (programmed instruction, feedback interventions), and
c) most engaging (training in behavioural modelling, hands-on training).
They found that although all methods of training produced “meaningful behavioural performance
improvements”, as training methods became more engaging (that is to say they involved more
active participation from workers):
a) workers demonstrated greater knowledge acquisition; and
b) greater reductions occurred in accidents, illness and injury.
Burke, et al (2006) concluded that training involving behavioural modelling, a substantial amount
of practice and dialogue is generally more effective than other methods of safety and health
training. This raises serious doubts about the current emphasis on more passive computer-based
and distance training methods (Burke, et al, 2006) as well as highlighting the value in formally
prescribing minimum training requirements and particular forms of training and education (as
opposed simply to the fact that training and education take place).
18

COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE: PROVISION OF INFORMATION

18.1

Introduction

Gunningham (1999) has argued that the absence of information is a significant factor in the failure
of some enterprises, particularly small and medium sized employers, to comply with their legal
obligations or otherwise improve their occupational health and safety performance.

252

Having identified 709 studies published between 1971 and 2003 from a comprehensive literature search of key
electronic databases and manual searches of 19 journals and the references of identified studies, Burke, et al (2006)
reviewed 95 in detail, which: a) involved a quasi-experimental design; b) explored the effects on workers; c) contained a
clearly identified method of intervention (for example, lecture, programmed instruction, behavioural modelling or
simulation) which involved the development of job-relevant safety knowledge; d) included at least one of the following
types of dependent variables - i) safety knowledge (self-rating test of knowledge); ii) safety performance (self-rating or
supervisor, co-worker or observer ratings of safety-related behaviour); iii) or safety and health outcome (measure of
accidents, illness or injuries); e) involved assessment of the training intervention and data at the individual level of
analysis; and f) produced statistical information necessary to calculate an effect.
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To this effect, regulatory authorities use a range of difference methods to provide information and
advice to employers and other duty holders. Assistance may be provided in person, during visits to
workplaces, inspections or at seminars, remotely via the mail, email, and telephone or, as is
increasingly the case, over the internet. The range of formats through which information is
conveyed - brochures, safety sheets, guidance material and web-pages – reflects the variation in
methods. The extent to which regulatory authorities place a premium on the provision of
information is difficult to determine. Some authorities, like WorkSafeBC, publicly and formally
announce the importance they place on promoting awareness and understanding of health and
safety among duty-holders (WorkSafeBC, 2006a), 253 most other authorities, however, simply
record the provision of information as one of several functions. In other jurisdictions, like
Netherlands and Sweden, the inspectors do not get involved in detailed provision of advice or
assistance to duty holders – apart from setting out in notices what is required to comply with the
law - and expect independent health and safety consultants to fill that gap. In Netherlands, however,
this policy may well change.
18.2

Methods of Information Provision

Most jurisdictions make available a wide variety of materials that are designed to promote health
and safety. OSHA, for example, makes eTools available such as Expert Advisors and Electronic
Compliance Assistance Tools as well as providing information on specific health and safety topics,
regulations, directives, publications, videos and other information for employers and employees.
Likewise, the Dutch Ministry for Social Affairs and Employment is developing risk models to
assist businesses in determining the most cost effective risk reduction strategy in relation to
particular identifiable risks. The risk model aims to present a total of 20 quantified risk scenarios –
including falls from a height, release of hazardous substances, danger of being trapped or squashed
by machinery and falling objects during internal transportations (Ministry of Social Affairs and
Employment, 2005: 55).
18.3

Information and Compliance

Clearly, firm decision makers need clear and accessible guidance on their legal obligations, but
although the provision of information is a necessary precondition of compliance, is not a sufficient
one. Firstly, information must be capable of being acted on and, therefore, clear. Gunningham
(1999) argues that rationalising and reducing the total number and complexity of regulations
combined with a greater reliance on performance and process standards and codes of practice
represents a valuable means of expediting this process. In many respects, however, this raises more
questions than it answers. What, for instance, constitutes unacceptable complexity? At what point
does too little detail and instruction, give rise to ambiguity? And, of course, what effect do
regulatory standards with less content have on the effectiveness of enforcement? These questions
seem also the more important given that there are few well-controlled studies exploring the
relationship between the form that regulatory standards take and rates of injury and ill health.
Secondly, not only must information be clear, it must also be capable of being acted on within the
work process.
19

POLICY TRANSFER

The possibility of policy transfer is not an issue that is explicitly addressed in this report, but, given
the context of reform in which this study was commissioned, a few introductory comments on the
253
The Board plans to achieve this by distributing hard copies of the Workers’ Compensation Act and regulations to OHS
stakeholders, provide specific industries with their own regulation book and translating regulations and guidelines into
other languages (WorkSafeBC, 2006).
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relationship between policy transfer and success provide a useful means of situating the relevance
of our review in the broader context of health and safety regulation in the UK.
Not all policies transfer successfully from one jurisdiction to another. Dolowitz and March (2000;
17) suggest the existence of at least three reasons for transfer failure: uninformed transfer,
incomplete transfer and inappropriate transfer. Uninformed transfer occurs when there is
insufficient information about the policy, or in this case, initiative, and how it operates in the
country from which it is transferred. A transfer is incomplete when crucial elements of what made
the policy or institutional structure a success in the originating country is not transferred. And
finally, inappropriate transfer occurs when insufficient attention is paid to the social, economic and
political contexts of the jurisdictions between which transfer takes place. All of these are relevant to
understanding the transfer of occupational health and safety initiatives from one jurisdiction to
another. Three points, in particular, seem central.
The first concerns the highly context specific nature of successful regulatory initiatives. The point is
often made that a simple cause and effect model is inadequate to understanding the success or
failure of specific regulatory strategies. The degree of precarious employment, the strength of
organised labour, the specific mix of rights and obligations that characterise particular regulatory
frameworks, the resources of the regulatory authority, the style of regulation it practices, the ease at
which business can externalise the social costs of occupational injury and disease, business culture
and, lastly, the openness of the economy are all rightly considered to have a significant bearing on
the effectiveness of particular programmes. Because these factors are likely to differ significantly
from one jurisdiction to the next, inappropriate transfer is a serious and enduring risk.
The second concerns how the relative capacity of firms to externalise costs informs the
commitment of firms to specific regulatory strategies in different jurisdictions. Regulatory
authorities typically promote employer participation in (and commitment to) many of the
innovative strategies we observed by emphasising the commercial advantages of good health and
safety performance.254 This is particularly true where the existence of a relatively well developed
system of experience rated workers’ compensation sets health and safety regulation within an
institutional framework of aims and assumptions in which the link between regulation and the
organisational imperative to reduce the costs of workers’ compensation are readily apparent.
Whether this creates a regulatory milieu in which employers are more likely to understand
regulatory costs as a necessary expense to off-set the (non-externalised) costs of non-compliance
(encouraging a more balanced reaction to regulatory costs among business and providing greater
incentives for firms to genuinely commit themselves to new regulatory forms) is, of course, an
empirical question that has yet to be tested. But it seems reasonable to hypothesise that the degree
to which good health and safety performance can produce real commercial advantages (and,
importantly, the extent to which employers are able to perceive these advantages) is likely to
increase employer participation in, and commitment to, specific health and safety initiatives.
Experience rated workers’ compensation (which provides a clear monetary calculation of some of
the costs of work related injury and ill health) can do both where it works to significantly limit
employers’ ability to externalise the costs of poor occupational health. There is good reason to
think, as such, that initiatives which work effectively in regulatory jurisdictions with developed
systems of experience-rated workers’ compensation may not work as effectively in systems where
workers’ compensation is not experience-rated or where workers’ compensation is generally
underdeveloped (as is the case in the UK). But this is only partly because the commercial value of
participation is neither as immediate nor as apparent. Because incentives to participate are more
limited, regulatory authorities are also placed under greater pressure to consider providing relief
254

We found the use of commercial and value-for-money arguments in politically justifying health and safety programmes
– including increases in enforcement – especially widespread in the Canadian jurisdictions we reviewed.
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from enforcement risk as a means of promoting programme participation. Not only is firm
commitment, as such, likely to be lower, but the means of monitoring this is likely to be less
effective.
This seems highly relevant to the risk of inappropriate transfer, but it is important to avoid
overstating the risk. Although we might accept the basic idea that experience rated workers’
compensation alters employers’ perception of health and safety in the work place and, therefore,
health and safety regulation, workers’ compensation does not necessarily cause new regulatory
initiatives to be universally understood as an effective medium for reducing the costs associated
with non-compliance. Where, for example, the coverage of workers’ compensation is limited, as it
commonly is for work related disease, or premiums fail to cover the full costs of work related injury
or ill health (as is invariably the case) the incentive on employers to commit themselves to the
general enterprise of health and safety regulation is diminished. Moreover, employers’ response to
experience-rating is not always socially optimal. There is very strong evidence to suggest that
employers use a range of techniques to manage claims or avoid the effects of experience rating
altogether by vetting workers prior to contracting them (see the relevant sections throughout the
report). Furthermore, where reduced premiums are specifically offered255 in return for participation
in specific regulatory initiatives, the effect, in some instances, is to raise the risk of bringing
employers into programmes who are ambivalent about the value of good health and safety and
who, significantly, are more likely to use claims management as a method of keeping claims to a
minimum and ensuring that the financial incentives attached to programme participation are kept
open. This take the money and run philosophy among some employers, in short, can undermine the
way in which workers’ compensation can effectively frame health and safety regulation; reducing
the risk of incomplete transfer, but arguably increasing the risk of inappropriate transfer.
The final, and arguably most significant, point relates to the quality of the evidence base. There are
few well-controlled studies evaluating the impact of many of the “innovative” strategies practiced
in the jurisdictions we observed. The evidence base must, therefore, be regarded as weak and the
risk of uninformed, incomplete and inappropriate transfer great. Significantly, the risks associated
with uninformed and inappropriate policy transfer are compounded by the distinctive political
context in which new initiatives are proposed and rolled out. This, at one and the same time,
politicises health and safety regulation, shapes the outcome of the policy-making process and
weakens its evidence base. That the transformation in health and safety regulation across many of
the jurisdictions we observed is a distinctly political project256 which twists what we know (and
what we think we know) about health and safety regulation and can best be understood by looking
at the epistemological effects of the two main political drivers of health and safety.
The first key driver of health and safety concerns the fiscal crisis of contemporary forms of health
and safety regulation – itself a consequence of a range of mutually reinforcing political assumptions
about how best to use public money. This, combined with new forms of performance based
measures of institutional competence, has placed regulatory authorities under considerable pressure
to produce substantial reductions in reported rates of injury and ill health within relatively limited
budgets. One effect of this has been to accelerate the expansion of risk-based regulation - the idea
that regulatory resources can be directed to where they will have greatest effect. This, significantly,
has not simply amplified the existing bifurcation of regulatory risk control, it has also, more
importantly, created a favourable policy climate for new regulatory practices. These processes do
not in themselves raise the risk of uninformed or inappropriate policy transfer. They have, however,
given regulatory transformation a distinctive energy and direction which, in many ways, has
insulated the process from a considered appraisal of the strength of the evidence concerning the
255

In other words, not through the effects of experience rating.
In the sense that it cannot be entirely explained in terms of the problems that new forms of work and employment pose
for conventional forms of regulatory practice (inspection, enforcement and workers’ participation).
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efficacy of particular modes of regulation. More specifically, the pressure on regulatory authorities
to present good news within the context of new forms of performance measurement (to highlight
the strengths of new initiatives and overlook their weaknesses) is intense – a process which persists
despite the clear limitations of reported rates of injury and ill health in identifying the major sources
of risk in contemporary economies. There are simply too few incentives for regulatory authorities
to critically reflect on the impact of new regulatory forms and less incentive still to commission
more credible forms of evaluation. There are important exceptions to this, but these do not detract
from the basic point – that a default optimism concerning innovative regulatory practices exist in
many developed economies in which the success of the new (and, by implication, the failure of the
old) plays itself over again with an almost hypnotic monotony.
Resolving the current deficiencies in the evidence base is not unduly complex or problematic; there
is little reason to doubt that properly controlled studies evaluating the impact of regulatory
initiatives on rates of injury and disease can be undertaken at relatively limited cost. However, the
second organising political pressure on contemporary health and safety regulation, the greater
significance attached to business interests in the policy-making process, seems to militate against
improving the evidence base. This is because greater business influence works to privilege the
same modes of regulation (typically those which emphasise partnership, co-operation, voluntary
modes of regulation, value for money arguments and the benefits of incentives over coercion)
which (in many jurisdictions) have given regulatory transformation its distinctive form. Whether
these modes of regulation can meet the expectations of lower compliance and regulatory costs
which underlie regulatory reform is unclear.257 The important point in this context, however, is that
the confluence of business interests and new regulatory forms works to reinforce the good news
bias characteristic of new regulatory practices as positive news represents a powerful means of
managing sceptical constituencies (specifically organised labour) within the regulatory community.
In short, all the while current developments in regulation are consistent with the bureaucratic
interests of regulatory authorities and commercial interests of business, the current process of
regulation transformation will continue to be characterised by a dearth of reliable evaluative
evidence.
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Despite this, there is little research on the commercial impact of different regulatory forms. Interestingly, however,
Baggs, et al’s (2003) study of WISHA’s regulatory practice found that WISHA enforcement activity did not have a
measurable impact on the survivability of firms over the study period compared to those without WISHA activity.
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In some countries, like Australia, there is good evidence indicating a strong link between working part-time and casual employment (the Australia Bureau of statistics reports that in 2003, 70 per
cent of casual employees worked part-time, compared with 16 per cent of ongoing employees - ABS, 2005).
2
Australian data is based on the Monthly Labour Force Survey (estimates are taken from the August LFS each year). Until 2000, the forms of employment covered related to all jobs and the actual
hours worked. From 2001, the data covered usual hours worked.
3
Canadian data is based on the Monthly Household Labour Force Survey. The forms of employment covered relate to individuals’ main employment and normal hours worked.
4
All European data are based on the European Labour Force Survey. The number of hours corresponds to the number of hours usually worked (this covers all hours including extra hours, either
paid or unpaid, which the person normally works, but excludes main meal breaks). Individuals who usually work at home are asked to include the number of hours they typically work at home.
Apprentices, trainees and other persons in vocational training are asked to exclude the time spent in school or other special training centres.
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Table 1a: Trends in Full-time Employment 1983-2005 (common definitions)1: Australia, Canada. France, Germany and Italy
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In some countries, like Australia, there is good evidence indicating a strong link between working part-time and casual employment (the Australia Bureau of statistics reports that in 2003, 70 per
cent of casual employees worked part-time, compared with 16 per cent of ongoing employees - ABS, 2005).
2
US data is based on the Monthly Household Labour Force Survey (Current Population Survey).
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Table 1b: Trends in Full-time Employment 1983-2005 (common definitions)1: Netherlands, Sweden, United Kingdom, United States
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Source: OECD (dated extracted on 9/10/06 form OECD.Stat)

Source
Series
Admin. dataEmployees 5 243 5 426 5 583 5 757 5 938 6 162 6 518 6 567 6 434 6 346 6 330 6 586 6 911 7 075 6 974 7 301 7 380 7 747 7 846 7 998
..
Members 2 643 2 681 2 793 2 871 2 909 2 922 2 988 3 053 3 028 2 823 2 715 2 524 2 440 2 450
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
Survey data
..
..
.. 2 594
.. 2 536
.. 2 660
.. 2 509 2 377 2 283 2 252 2 194 2 110 2 038 1 878 1 902 1 903 1 8341 867
Canada
Admin. dataEmployees 996810222105431091611141115051176511840115941147411483117021194011976122051248112890133201358213905
..
Members 3 651 3 666 3 730 3 781 3 842 3 944 4 031 4 068 4 089 4 071 4 129 4 003 4 033 4 074 3 938 4 010 4 058 4 111 4 174 4 178
..
Survey data
.. 3 543 3 435 3 603 3 670
.. 3 881 3 898
.. 3 803 3 768
..
..
.. 3 517 3 553 3 595 3 740 3 831 3 9244 037
France
Admin. dataEmployees 18059179481795418112182271846918849193971954619533194401953819812199882019320597211272173822208
..
..
Members 2 883 2 679 2 443 2 259 2 175 2 074 2 008 1 968 1 959 1 989 1 972 1 958 1 945 1 960 1 980 2 020 2 060 2 100 2 140
..
..
Germany
Employees 2275522483227682326923607238222441825669332603273232257319613194931804316433209732137322673230132012
..
Members 7 964 7 846 7 893 7 892 7 868 7 888 7 914 8 014119691108310265 9 710 9 335 8 827 8 538 8 327 8 218 8 067 7 602 7 434
..
Italy
Employees 1436014253144181446014457146961476615133152971519314432141741403014098141921435614624149261530215633
..
Members 6 536 6 458 6 126 5 839 5 789 5 851 5 815 5 872 5 913 5 906 5 661 5 490 5 341 5 266 5 142 5 123 5 277 5 212 5 333 5 309
..
Nether-lands
Employees 4 362 4 386 4 488 4 571 5 075 5 235 5 364 5 538 5 721 5 794 5 806 5 817 5 987 6 110 6 299 6 547 6 762 6 825 6 981 7 062
..
Members 1 364 1 315 1 290 1 249 1 261 1 293 1 346 1 410 1 465 1 486 1 480 1 526 1 541 1 538 1 586 1 615 1 667 1 584 1 577 1 560
..
Survey data
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
.. 1 459 1 502 1 491 1 536 1 533 1 578 1 606 1 661 1 578 1 571
..
..

Country
Australia

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003

Table 2a: Trends in Union Membership (000s) 1983-2003: Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands

Admin. data

Employees
Members

1988

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002 2003
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Source: OECD (dated extracted on 9/10/06 form OECD.Stat)

3911 3974 4027 4074 3 994 3 795 3 536 3 491 3 540 3 529 3 499 3 558 3 636 3 731 3 815 3 827
..
3332 3349 3357 3322 3 307 3 226 3 080 3 052 3 066 3 004 2 961 2 999 3 010 2 997 2 988
..
..
Survey data
3224 3237 3249 3 260 3 198 3 146 2 965 2 923 2 943 2 920 2 876 2 892 2 932 2 951 2 977 2 985 2 984
United
Administrative Employees 21179 21932 22515 22770 22434 21877 21682 21810 22101 22511 23001 23444 23848 24280 24566 24884
..
Kingdom data
Members
9 417 9 339 9 143 8 952 8 627 8 143 7 831 7 450 7 280 7 137
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
Survey data
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
.. 7 532 7 472 7 372 7 396 7 498 7 580 7 550 7 568 7 420
United
Administrative Employees 102403 104642106924108338107101108187109656112232114262116 040118 873121 019123 267126 736126 858126 603
..
States
data
Members
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
Survey data
16913 17002 16961 16740 16568 16390 16598 16740 16360 16269 16110 16211 16477 16258 16289 1597915776

Sweden

1987

Table 2b: Trends in Union Membership (000s) 1987-2003: Sweden, United Kingdom, United States

France

Canada

Country
Australia

Series
Permanent
employment
Temporary
employment
Women Permanent
employment
Temporary
employment
Men
Permanent
employment
Temporary
employment
Permanent
Women
employment
Temporary
employment
Men
Permanent
employment
Temporary
employment
Women Permanent
employment
Temporary
employment

Sex
Men

..
..

..
..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..155

..2972

..152

..3447

188

3294

166

3654

..

..

..

..

158

..

177

.. 3 549

..

.. 3 849

..

..

..

..

652

672

717

760

781

824

811

825

868

..

632

698

722

788

839

857

840

897

930

.. 4 776 4 848 5 038 5 167 5 298 5 454 5 653 5 731 5 779

..

.. 5 296 5 390 5 497 5 676 5 751 5 861 5 966 6 041 6 082

..

..

..

..

683

742

806

956

898

931

937

977 1 169 1 187 1 253 1 364 1 418 1 615 1 532 1 401 1 232 1 225 1 312

537

588

670

756

965

94

Source: OECD (dated extracted on 9/10/06 form OECD.Stat)

993 1 011 1 084 1 055 1 164 1 229 1 265 1 361 1 369 1 580 1 586 1 592 1 432 1 418 1 381

7 227 7 143 7 190 7 260 7 061 7 252 7 276 7 389 7 442 7 505 7 600 7 588 7 701 7 860 7 984 8 162 8 343 8 741 8 786 9 034

603

9 552 9 467 9 409 9 550 9 258 9 390 9 302 9 209 9 044 9 084 9 144 9 082 9 124 9 247 9 420 9 704 9 84810 00510 083 9 974

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Table 4a: Trends in Permanent and Temporary Employment (1986-2005): Australia, Canada, France

Netherlands

Italy

Germany

Permanent
employment
Temporary
employment
Women Permanent
employment
Temporary
employment
Men
Permanent
employment
Temporary
employment
Women Permanent
employment
Temporary
employment
Men
Permanent
employment
Temporary
employment
Women Permanent
employment
Temporary
employment

Men

397

440

464

376

393

576

444

541

531

575

636

656

759

789

748

777

744

905 1 012

384

417

468

417

437

526

424

498

491

487

537

577

688

734

722

782

782 1 014 1 037

239

226

226

209

205

241

241

274

299

321

320

382

357

447

466

487

497

508

526

..

240

227

226

209

231

95

329

344

365

346

398

449

448

513

548

542

538

523

542

Source: OECD (dated extracted on 9/10/06 form OECD.Stat)

407

.. 1 565 1 677 1 733 1 839 1 942 2 019 2 041 2 064 2 101 2 145 2 264 2 335 2 467 2 477 2 583 2 654 2 712 2 689 2 701

..

.. 3 076 3 061 3 119 3 230 3 296 3 272 3 234 3 173 3 175 3 206 3 311 3 370 3 455 3 425 3 493 3 492 3 401 3 353 3 277

326

4 662 4 666 4 797 4 836 5 102 5 227 4 906 4 959 4 862 4 879 5 009 5 017 5 067 5 123 5 284 5 567 5 690 5 855 5 803 5 966

335

9 339 9 111 9 220 8 984 9 318 9 346 8 677 8 690 8 379 8 261 8 171 8 126 8 215 8 212 8 227 8 373 8 537 8 656 8 419 8 508

1 122 1 165 1 171 1 162 1 188 1 522 1 533 1 476 1 498 1 517 1 553 1 652 1 733 1 914 1 887 1 859 1 803 1 811 1 763 2 003

7 848 7 945 8 081 8 279 9 024 12415 12153 12093 12086 12142 12253 1 046 12381 12360 12571 1 805 12956 12909 12710 12735

1 448 1 533 1 513 1 482 1 466 1 776 1 868 1 812 1 775 1 774 1 952 2 000 2 117 2 254 2 201 2 144 2 050 2 056 2 097 2 381

12 50812 55712 80613 06913 52017 05716 70516 51816 27116 17815 78715 43715 37315 34515 41715 43215 31214 87314 45514 572

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Table 4b: Trends in Permanent and Temporary Employment (1986-2005): Netherlands Italy Germany

Temporary employment

Permanent employment

2800

49068

2 759

54086

..

..

..

..
214

229

241 241

297

.. 2 591

.. 51349

.. 2 555

.. 56219

..

.. 2 696

.. 54111

.. 2 584
..

..

..

..

337 327

.. 58505

324

..1 473 1 463 1 491 1 551

..

.. 1 516 1 542 1 567 1 612

2002 2003 2004

233

233

246

2 431

56078

2448

60335

329

..

..

..

..

332

340
2 177

..

2057

.. 45483

..

.. 49380

329

1 591

266

1 648

2005

Source: OECD (dated extracted on 9/10/06 form OECD.Stat)

..

..

..

..

330

1 594 1 607 1 609 1 594

234

1 658 1 656 1 654 1 628

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
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Firm Size (by number of employees) Percentage Total Employment 1988
Less than 20
20.8
Between 20 and 499
33.7
500 and over
45.5
Source: US Business Administration, Office of Advocacy (2004)

Percentage Total Employment 2003
18.4
32.3
49.3

Table 5: Firms of different sizes as a proportion of total employment 1998 and 2003 (USA)

Temporary employment

Women Permanent employment

Temporary employment

Permanent employment

Temporary employment

Women Permanent employment

Men

United States Men

Sweden

Table 4c: Trends in Permanent and Temporary Employment (1995-2005): Sweden, United States

Table 6a: Strictness of Employment Legislation (temporary and regular employment)
1990-2003: Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Italy

Australia
(temporary)

Australia
(regular)
Canada
(temporary)

Canada (regular
employment)
France
(temporary)

France (regular
employment)
Germany
(temporary)

Germany
(regular
employment)
Italy (temporary)

Italy (regular
employment)

Fixed-term contracts
Overall strictness of regulation
Temporary work agencies (TWAs)
Difficulty of dismissal
Notice and severance pay for no-fault individual dismissals
Overall strictness of protection against dismissals
Regular procedural inconveniences
Fixed-term contracts
Overall strictness of regulation
Temporary work agencies (TWAs)
Difficulty of dismissal
Notice and severance pay for no-fault individual dismissals
Overall strictness of protection against dismissals
Regular procedural inconveniences
Fixed-term contracts
Overall strictness of regulation
Temporary work agencies (TWAs)
Difficulty of dismissal
Notice and severance pay for no-fault individual dismissals
Overall strictness of protection against dismissals
Regular procedural inconveniences
Fixed-term contracts
Overall strictness of regulation
Temporary work agencies (TWAs)
Difficulty of dismissal
Notice and severance pay for no-fault individual dismissals
Overall strictness of protection against dismissals
Regular procedural inconveniences
Fixed-term contracts
Overall strictness of regulation
Temporary work agencies (TWAs)
Difficulty of dismissal
Notice and severance pay for no-fault individual dismissals
Overall strictness of protection against dismissals
Regular procedural inconveniences
Notice and severance pay for no-fault individual dismissals
Overall strictness of protection against dismissals
Regular procedural inconveniences

1990

1998

2003

1.3
0.9
0.5
1.5
1
1
0.5
0
0.3
0.5
2
0.8
0.9
0
3.5
3.1
2.6
2.79
1.5
2.29
2.5
3.5
3.78
4
3.5
1
2.72
3.5
5.28
5.4
5.5
4
2.89
2.79
1.5
1
3.11
5.5

1.3
0.9
0.5
2
1
1.5
1.5
0
0.3
0.5
2
1
1.3
1
4
3.6
3.28
3
1.5
2.29
2.5
1.8
2.28
2.78
3.29
1.3
2.72
3.5
4
3.6
3.28
3.29
0.6
1.8
1.5
1.89
3.11
4

1.3
0.9
0.5
2
1
1.5
1.5
0
0.3
0.5
2
1
1.3
1
4
3.6
3.28
3
1.89
2.5
2.5
1.8
1.8
1.8
3.29
1.3
2.72
3.5
2.5
2.1
1.8
3.29
0.6
1.8
1.5
1.89
3.11
4

Source: OECD.Stat at http://oecd.stat.org/wbos/default.asp, accessed on 8/10/06.
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Table 6b: Strictness of Employment Legislation (temporary and regular employment)
1990-2003: Netherlands, Sweden, United Kingdom, United States

Netherlands
(temporary)
Netherlands
(regular
employment)
Sweden
(temporary)

Sweden (regular
employment)
United Kingdom
(temporary)

United Kingdom
(regular
employment)
United States
(temporary)

United States
(regular
employment)

Fixed-term contracts
Overall strictness of regulation
Temporary work agencies (TWAs)
Difficulty of dismissal

Fixed-term contracts
Overall strictness of regulation
Temporary work agencies (TWAs)
Difficulty of dismissal
Notice and severance pay for no-fault individual dismissals
Overall strictness of protection against dismissals
Regular procedural inconveniences
Fixed-term contracts
Overall strictness of regulation
Temporary work agencies (TWAs)
Difficulty of dismissal
Notice and severance pay for no-fault individual dismissals
Overall strictness of protection against dismissals
Regular procedural inconveniences
Fixed-term contracts
Overall strictness of regulation
Temporary work agencies (TWAs)
Difficulty of dismissal
Notice and severance pay for no-fault individual dismissals
Overall strictness of protection against dismissals
Regular procedural inconveniences

1990

1998

2003

1.5
2.39
3.28

0.8
1.2
1.6

0.8
1.2
1.6

2.79
2.7
4.06
5.5
3.79
1.7
2.79
3
0
0.3
0.5
0.3
1.11
0.8
1
0
0.3
0.5
0.5
0
0.2
0

3.29
1.8
1.6
1.5
4
1.61
2.89
3
0
0.3
0.5
0.8
1.11
0.9
1
0
0.3
0.5
0.5
0
0.2
0

3.29
1.8
1.6
1.5
4
1.61
2.89
3
0.3
0.4
0.5
1.3
1.11
1.11
1
0
0.3
0.5
0.5
0
0.2
0

Source: OECD.Stat at http://oecd.stat.org/wbos/default.asp, accessed on 8/10/06.
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WorkSafe, Victoria
(situated within
Victorian WorkCover
Authority –
independent statutory
agency)

Victorian WorkCover
Authority; Australian
Safety and
Compensation Council

Research body Australian Safety Australian Safety and
and
Compensation Council
Compensation
Council;
Research Centre
of Excellence

Employers
premiums /
licensing revenue.

Workers’
Compensation
Board, BC

Workers
Compensation
Board, BC
(independent
statutory agency).

British Columbia

US (Federal System)

Ministry of Labour Occupational Health
(government
and Safety
department)
Administration
Workplace Safety (situated within US
and Insurance Board Department of Labor)
(independent
statutory agency)
Workplace Safety Workers’
compensation
and Insurance
programmes
Board1
(organised on a state
wide basis)
Public funding.
Part publicly
funded, part funded
by employers
premiums2
National Institute of
Occupational Safety
and Health (NIOSH).3

Ontario

2
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Ontario's Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB) is a single payer workers' compensation insurance authority.
.In 2004, the WSIB provided Can$59 million to the Ministry of Labour for enforcement of the Occupational Health and Safety Act (Wsib, 2005B). In the same year, the Provincial Government
provided $18 million to the Ministry of Labour for enforcement of the OSHA in 2004 (Personal Communication, 5th July 2006). The Ministry of Labour 2006-07 budget to administer and enforce
the Occupational Health and Safety Act and its regulations is approved at Can$82,295,000. In addition to administrative and managerial staff, the budget funds 430 inspectors in 19
offices distributed across four regions (the grant also funds the Occupational Health and Safety Branch that is responsible for programme development and results tracking) (Personal
Communication, 5th July 2006).
3
NIOSH – which conducts research on occupational hazards and their control – is situated within the Department of Health and Human Services and is now part of the Center for Disease
Prevention and Control (CDC).

1

Employers’ premiums
/ public funding /
licensing revenue.

Employers’
Public funding /
Funding
licensing revenue.
of regulatory premiums /
licensing revenue
authority

Department of
Human Resources
and Employment
(government
department)

Victorian WorkCover Workers’
Authority
Compensation
Board Alberta.

Workplace Health and
Safety Queensland
(situated with the
Department of Industrial
Relations)

WorkCover, New
South Wales
(independent
statutory agency)

Alberta

WorkCover, New
Workers’
compensation South Wales

Regulatory
authority

Victoria

New South Wales Queensland

Table 7a: Legal and Institutional Architecture (Commonwealth and the US)

Research body

BG-Institute for
Occupational Safety and
Health; BG-Institute for
Occupational Medicine;
Federal Institute of
Occupational Safety and
Health

Funding
of Regional states (regional
inspectorates) and
regulatory
employers’ premiums
authority

Public funding

Insurance Associations

Workers’
compensation
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National Institute for
Occupational Safety and
Preventions (ISPEL)

Regional inspectorates by
federal state (LHUs by
regional states)

Public funding

Social Insurance Office

Swedish Work
Environment Authority

Local health units (within
regional governments) and
the Labour Inspectorate
(within the Federal Ministry
of Labour and Social Policy)

Health and Safety
Inspectorate (situated
in the Ministry of
Social Affairs)

Regional inspectorates (16)
and insurance associations
(63)

Regulatory
authority

National Institute against
Injuries at Work

Sweden

Italy

Netherlands

Germany

Table 7b: Legal and Institutional Architecture (European Jurisdictions)

Other

Health and safety
officers required for
all employers with
30 of more
employees.

Health
and
Safety
Consultants
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Safety associations
(associations of
employers typically
funded by WBC –
Alberta)

Workers’
Compensation Board
Alberta.

Victorian
WorkCover
Authority

Government funded

Department of Human
Resources and
Employment

WorkSafe,
Victoria

Workplace Health
and Safety
Queensland
(situated with the
Department of
Industrial Relations)

Alberta

Victoria

Queensland

Employer safety
associations

Workers’
compensation

Regulatory
authority

New South
Wales

British
Columbia

Worker and
Employer Advisers;
Workers Health and
Safety Centre.

Sector Specific
Associations; Safe
Workplace
Associations.

Workplace Safety
and Insurance Board

Ministry of Labour

Ontario

Occupational
Health and Safety
Administration

US (Federal
System)

Table 8a: Range of publicly (and insurance) funded institutions with responsibility for the promotion of occupational health and safety (not
including research) (Commonwealth and the US)

Not applicable

Occupational health and
safety consultants.1

Not applicable

Health and
safety
consultants

Not applicable

Work Environment Authority

Sweden
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Employers are required to use the services of a certified “ occupational health and safety service” to develop an inventory and perform a risk analysis as part of the general process of drawing up
and approving a risk inventory and evaluation. (the service is also required to provide onsite medical advice and assistance to the employer).

1

National Institute against
Injuries at Work (INAIL)

Not applicable

Insurance Associations

Workers’
compensation
board

Labour Inspectorate and
Local Health Units

Labour Inspectorate

Regional inspectorates

Regulatory
authority

Italy

Netherlands

Germany

Table 8b: Range of publicly funded institutions with responsibility for the promotion of occupational health and safety (European Jurisdictions)

Table 9: Major Occupational Health and Safety Reviews and Recent Legislative
Developments (New South Wales, Queensland, Victoria, Alberta, British Columbia,
Ontario and the US Federal Jurisdiction)
Major Reviews (date)

Principal Legislation
(date)
Occupational Health and
Safety Act (2000)

New South
Wales

Review of the
Occupational Health and
Safety Act 2000 (2005)

Queensland

Review of the WHS Act
(2001)

Victoria

Occupational Health and Occupational Health and
Safety Act Review (2004) Safety Act (2004)
Occupational Health and
Safety Act (2000)

Alberta

British
Columbia

Royal Commission on
Workers’ Compensation
(1999); Board of
Director’s Health and
Safety Initiative (2006)

Ontario
USA
(Federal)

Ongoing congressional
reviews

Workplace Health and
Safety Act (1995)

Workers’ Compensation
Act (1990)

Occupational Safety and
Health Act (1978)
Occupational Safety and
Health Act (1970)
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Most recent legislation
(date)
Occupational Health and
Safety Regulation (2001);
Mine Health and Safety
Act (2004)
State Penalties
Enforcement Regulation
(2000); Workplace
Health and Safety and
Other Acts Amendment
Act (2003)
Occupational Health and
Safety Act (2004)
Occupational Health and
Safety Amendment Act
(2002)
Workers’ Compensation
Amendment Act (1999);
Workers’ Compensation
Amendment Act (No.2)
(2002).

Consistent reform
through political
appointment and
congressional use of its
appropriations power.

Alberta

Alberta

BC

BC

Partnership in Injury
Reduction (for small
businesses) (audited
firm level OHS
programme)

Partnerships
Initiative

Partners in Injury
and Disability
Prevention Program
Pilot (firm level
OHS programme)

Faller Certification
“Grandfathering”
Process (training
and certification)
2002

2000

Date

Workers’ Compensation
Board

Workers’ Compensation
Board

WCB-Alberta and
AHRE

Workers’
Compensation Board,
industry stakeholders

WCB-Alberta, funded
industry associations,
other industry
associations, AHRE,
employer

WCB-Alberta, funded
industry associations,
other industry
associations, AHRE,
employer

WCB-Alberta1 and
industry associations

WCB-Alberta

AHRE, safety
associations, mentor
firms, mentored firms.

Composition

AHRE and safety
associations

Governance

Premium
reduction

Premium
reduction

None

Incentive

Employers in
high-risk
industries

Small business

All firms

All firms

Focus
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WCB-Alberta is the sponsoring organisation, although industry associations are given responsibility for approving which firms can participate in PIR.

Alberta

Partnership in Injury
Reduction (audited
firm level OHS
programme)

1

Alberta

Jurisdiction

Mentorship
Program (exchange
of information)

Regulatory
Mechanism

None

None

None

None

Outcome based
evaluation

Table 10: Partnerships and other Co-operative Networks (Alberta, British Columbia, Ontario and the US)

BC

Ontario

USA

USA

USA

USA

SCIP (workplace
health and safety
plan)

SHARP (firm level
OHS programme)

Strategic
Partnership Program
(firm level OHS
programme)

Voluntary
Protection Program
(firm level OHS
programme)

Alliance Program
(various)

Jurisdiction

Mentorship
Program
(exchange of best
practice)

Regulatory
Mechanism

2002

1982

1997

Date

OSHA

OSHA

OSHA

OSHA

WSIB

Governance
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All OHS stakeholders,
but particularly trade/
professional bodies

OSHA and regulated
employers

OSHA and, groups of
employers

OSHA,

Safe Communities
Foundation, SCIP
coalition, mentors
from larger businesses,
WSIB and the
Ministry of Labour

Composition

None

Penalty
reductions,
limited
inspections,
priority for
consultation

Exemption
from
programmed
inspections.

Reduced
compensation
premiums

Incentive

The business
community

Employers with
strong records
in OHS.

Employers in
high hazard
industries
(particularly
small
businesses)

Small
employers in
high hazard
industries.

Small firms

Construction
firms

Focus

None

None.

None.

None

Yes

None

Outcome based
evaluation

New South
Wales
Queensland
Victoria
Alberta
British
Columbia
Ontario
France
Germany
Italy
Netherlands
Sweden
USA
(Federal)

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Complaint

Targeted
(programmed)
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Follow-up

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Incident
(investigations)
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Referral

Table 11: Inspection Types

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

2

Powers of
investigation

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Limited

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Power to issue improvement
notice / order abatement of
violation

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Limited

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Powers to direct
workers

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Power to issue a
prohibition notice /
order that work be
stopped
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Power to issue an
infringement notice /
recommend an
administrative fine
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes

2
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This typically applies to any workplace at any time during working hours.
This typically includes general powers of inspection and seizure; the power to compel the production of documents and answering of questions; the power to take samples of substances for
analysis; the power to apply to a magistrate, in certain circumstances, for a search warrant; and the power to give directions to a person at a workplace where the inspector reasonably believes
that it is necessary to do so because of an immediate risk to the health and safety of any person.

1

New South Wales
Queensland
Victoria
Alberta
British Columbia
Ontario
France
Germany
Italy
Netherlands
Sweden
USA (Federal)

Powers of entry
without notice1

Table 12: Powers of Inspection and Enforcement
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-
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Data relate to 2005 unless otherwise specified.
The data relate to 2004. This figure was supplied to us and we have no additional information on the data upon which it is based.
3
Data relate to 2004.
4
Data relate to 2004.

1

Rate of inspection (expressed as a ratio
of employers to inspections)
Percentage of employers inspected
annually
Rate of inspection (expressed as the
ratio of establishments to inspections
Percentage of establishments inspected
annually
Rate of inspection per 1000 members
of the employed labour force

Queensland

Table 13: Rate of Inspection1
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-
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CHAPTER 3: CONCLUSION (CORPORATE SENTENCING)
1.

INTRODUCTION

The following discussion – which primarily focuses on court-based organisational sentencing1 for
offences of occupational health and safety - is divided into several sections. Section 2 provides a
brief overview of the main findings of our examination of the basic framework and practice of
organisational sentencing for offences of occupational health and safety. In Section 3, we
summarise the key issues attendant on the relationship between organisational sentencing and
public policy, outline some of the key models of corporate decision-making, and summarise the
empirical literature on the relationship between organisational sentencing and regulatory
compliance. The remaining sections outline the sentencing options available in cases involving
offences of occupational health and safety in the jurisdictions we have examined.
The following discussion also includes a brief summary of our analysis of administrative fines.
These are not court-based sanctions and, in some jurisdictions where the maximum penalty is set
relatively low (Victoria, NSW, Queensland, Nova Scotia, Western Capital Territories and Ontario),
are probably closer, both legally and practically, to other enforcement notices or orders issued by
OHS inspectors. However, because they are typically considered in the literature alongside courtbased sanctions we discuss them here as well in the conclusion on intervention strategies.
2.

OVERVIEW OF MAJOR FINDINGS

Our main findings are summarised below.
a)

We found considerable variation in the range of sentencing options available to courts which
reflect four basic organisational sentencing frameworks or models
i. Highly developed sentencing frameworks of general application. Some jurisdictions
(Alberta, Nova Scotia, British Colombia, Victoria, New South Wales) have introduced
highly developed sentencing frameworks, which make available a diverse range of
sentencing options – set within a co-ordinating network of sentencing principles – for most
health and safety offences. Typically developed in the wake of well-publicised work
related disasters, they aim to encourage sentencing creativity whilst at one and the same
time limiting the uncertainty inherent in the sentencing process.
ii. Highly developed sentencing frameworks of limited application. Other jurisdictions have
also developed organisational sentencing frameworks, but whilst creating a diverse range
of sentencing options, the full range of sentences are only made available to a limited
number of OHS related offences. In the US, for example, the extensive range of
organisational sanctions available to the Federal Courts do not extend to offences under the
OHS Act 1970, and, as such, are only used in response to health and safety offences when
they are prosecuted under environmental or fraud offences (see the relevant discussion in
the US section). Likewise, the extensive range of sentences under Bill C-45 in Canada and
the French Penal Code are only available for homicide following health and safety
offences (see the relevant discussion in the Canadian and French sections). In Italy, by
contrast, the wide range of sentences available to the courts are limited to corruption
offences, effectively closing off the possibility of creative sentencing for health and safety
offences.

1

Although the focus of the discussion is on organisational sentencing, sentencing individual executives may potentially
have a more profound impact on firm decision-making and, therefore, compliance with occupational health and safety
legislation. This is particularly true where the firm’s financial position – if, for example, the firm has limited assets or
substantial debt – excludes the possibility of a large fine being imposed (Skeel, 2001: 1833).
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iii. Undeveloped sentencing frameworks. In some jurisdictions (Queensland), even in the most
serious cases sentences against corporations are limited to fines.
iv. Criminal liability for companies undeveloped. Corporations are not criminally responsible
in Germany, Netherlands, Sweden or Italy2 – though there is in the first three jurisdictions
some way of imposing a fine upon a company for failures or criminal conduct on the part
of individuals within the company. The German courts are, for example, authorised to
impose an administrative fine on a company following conviction of a company
representative. In Italy, all prosecutions are against individuals.
b)

Although charging practice varies across jurisdictions, the practice of prosecuting companies
(or indeed individuals) for conventional criminal offences in most jurisdictions is rare.3 Because
there tend to be a greater range of sentences available to courts following conviction for these
kind of offences – this has the overall effect of limiting the court’s power to impose a sentence
which is both proportionate to the offence and liable to alter work practices within companies.
Although of considerable practical importance, we were not able to explore the assumptions
and routines that shape charging decisions. This continues to represent an important gap in the
literature.

c)

In general, the range of sanctions available to courts overseas is substantially greater than the
limited options available to sentencers in England and Wales. The following represents a
summary of the sentences available to courts in the context of prosecutions for health and safety
offences:
i. criminal fines;
ii. enforced donation orders;
iii. victim surcharge (compensation) orders;
iv. orders for the confiscation of offence related profits;
v. organisational reform orders;4
vi. community service orders;
vii. publicity orders;
viii. orders for reparation, restitution and restoration;
ix. corporate probation orders;
x. revocation orders;
xi. disqualification orders;
xii. prohibition orders;
xiii. training orders;
xiv. good behaviour bonds;
xv. judicial supervision;5
xvi. dissolution orders (the liquidations of an offending organisation or part of the
organisation);
xvii. tender disqualification;6
xviii. share prohibition.

d)

There is an ongoing, uneven, process of reform to organisational sentencing taking place in a
large number of jurisdictions 7 which has increased both the scope and depth of criminal

2

In Italy, a recent law allows companies to be fined for corruption offences.
Though the prosecution of individuals in Italy and France for these offences is not uncommon.
4
Depending on the jurisdiction, organisational reform orders can be made against offenders in their own right or under a
corporate probation order.
5
Depending on the jurisdiction, judicial supervision orders can be made against offenders in their own right or under a
corporate probation order.
6
Depending on the jurisdiction, tender disqualification orders can be made against offenders in their own right or under a
corporate probation order.
7
The US, Canada, Alberta, Nova Scotia, British Columbia, Victoria, Queensland, New South Wales and France.
3
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sanctions that the courts are able to impose. The reasons for this are mixed. Reform has
typically followed well-publicised cases of serious health and safety violations – although, in
some instances, legislation has simply been up-dated to take account of the effects of inflation
on the impact of criminal fines. There is also some evidence to suggest that the
recommendations of supra-national institutions of government may also influence the thinking
of nation states. Sentencing reform in France and Italy, for example, closely reflects a 1988
European Council recommendation encouraging member states to expand the range of
penalties for sanctioning companies (Council of Europe Committee of Ministers, 1988).
e)

Notwithstanding the above, monetary penalties – particularly criminal (and administrative)
fines – are still the most widely used sanction against organisations convicted of occupational
health and safety related offences. This partially reflects the reluctance of courts to take
advantage of the full range of sentencing options available. In South Australia and British
Columbia, for example, the courts have yet to impose any of the alternative sanctions available
under the Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Act 1986 and the Workers’ Compensation
Act 1996 respectively. Likewise, in Alberta the courts have generally confined themselves to
using alternative monetary penalties under Bill 37. We were unable to explore the reasons
behind this phenomenon, but it merits further investigation.8

f)

Although prosecution is invariably reserved for the most serious offences, monetary penalties
imposed by the courts typically fall far below the maximum permitted by the law. On the face
of it, there seems to be widespread under-sentencing. We were unable to explore the reasons
behind this practice, but two explanations seem plausible. The first concerns the size of the
firms typically prosecuted. It is possible that the courts adjust sentences to reflect the financial
resources of offending companies (albeit, in many cases, in an ad hoc manner) with a view to
limiting the severity of the spill-over effects of court sanctions (see below for a fuller
discussion of this). Although it is important not to discount this explanation - and it is likely to
be relevant in explaining some instances of what appears to be under-sentencing - there is some
evidence to suggest that the practice of under-sentencing extends to large companies with
considerable financial resources (see below). Another explanation – the subject of Johnstone’s
(2002) work on sentencing in Victoria – is that courts are typically won over by the
submissions offending companies make in mitigation. These, at one and the same time, blur
responsibility for health and safety offending and decontextualise the offences from offending
firms’ general working practices. The effect is to overplay the exceptional character of
offences, representing them as aberrations of otherwise safe working conditions.

g)

Although under-sentencing is likely to pose a real risk in diluting the deterrent effect of court
sanctions, there is little evidence of policy-makers acting to seriously address the risk.
Mandatory sentencing guidelines offer some hope of ensuring that more effective sentences are
routinely imposed, as well as encouraging greater consistency in sentencing, but they have not
been introduced in the jurisdictions we examined. Moreover, the evidence suggests that
sentencing guidelines are in themselves unlikely to substantially change sentencing practice.
This at least is the implication of the impact of the US Federal Sentencing Guidelines (the most

8

The existence of limiting provisions, which are designed to curb the impact of alternative sanctions on offending
companies, may partly explain this effect. Sections 113(1) and 116(1) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2000 in
New South Wales, for example, authorise the court to respectively order offending companies to “remedy any matter
caused by the commission of the offence” and “carry out a specified project for the general improvement of occupational
health and safety and welfare.” Section 116(3), however, limits the application of these orders to circumstances where “the
cost of complying with the order does not exceed the maximum amount got which the General Division of a Local Court
has jurisdiction.”
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developed sentencing guidelines in the jurisdictions we examined), which have had little
impact on the severity of sanctions (Parker and Atkins, 19999).
h)

We found considerable variation in the maximum level of fines that the courts are authorised to
impose on corporations. In Canada, for example, companies convicted under Bill C-45 can
receive an unlimited fine. This contrasts with maximum fines in Ontario and the US of
£245,672 and £273,433 respectively and a mean maximum (excluding the unlimited fines
available under Bill C-45) of £266,486 (see Table 1, appended, for average fines imposed in
Canada Australia).

i)

In most jurisdictions, courts have the power to sentence individuals to a custodial sentence as
well as, or instead of, a financial penalty.

j)

In relation to fining individuals, a number ofEuropean jurisdictions use a form of ‘unit’ fines
leaving little discretion to the court. In the Netherlands, the level of fine is determined by a
‘grid’ in which particular offences are allocated a different number of ‘points’ (which represent
a specific level of euros). This baseline number of points is then increased or decreased by a
particular amount depending on the seriousness of the offence, whether the offence caused
death or injury, the size of the organisation, and whether the violation was a repeat offence. In
Sweden, there is a system of ‘day fines’ – in which the number of days handed down depends
on the seriousness of the offence and the individual’s economic circumstances. 10

k)

Regulatory authorities have the power to impose administrative fines in one form or another in
all but two of the jurisdictions we examined.11 Despite this, there is considerable variation in
the practice, aims and management of administrative fines. 12
i.

The most common model - characteristic of Ontario, New South Wales, Queensland
and Victoria – is characterised by the use of relatively modest fines against employers
and employees as a means of underlining that a regulatory violation has occurred.
Typically, they can be issued alongside improvement notices or orders for compliance
to ensure that health and safety problems are addressed. The relatively modest sums
involved reflect relatively low maxima (ranging from £905 for employers in
Queensland and New South Wales to £151 in Western Australia). 13 In these

9

Parker and Atkins found no significant effect on the levels or structure of corporate monetary sanctions after controlling
for the harm attributed to the offence. This was despite the fact that the new guidelines were designed to alter the structure
of penalties imposed in the federal courts and, ultimately, raise the level and structure of criminal fines (Parker and Atkins,
1999: 424). Parker and Atkins’s study suggests that how guidelines are drafted is essential to ensuring their effect on
practice and that a sentencing framework based on the model of the Federal Sentencing Guidelines is unlikely to be
effective. In an earlier essay Parker – who described the guidelines as “a lawyer’s dream of ambiguous phrases, complex
provisos, and diffuse factual determinations that will defy effective appellate review – indicated that it was the permeability
of the guidelines as much as anything else that was likely to limit their effect (Parker, 1993).
10
A company cannot be prosecuted in the Netherlands.
11
France and Alberta are the exceptions, although the AHRE (Alberta) is still planning on introducing administrative fines
for employees (personal communication, 13th June 2006). In Sweden, they are possible, but used in very limited
circumstances. They are also uncommon in Italy.
12
The reasons for the introduction of administrative fines also vary across jurisdictions. In Germany and Sweden, where
companies cannot be prosecuted, administrative penalties appear to have been developed as an alternative sanctioning
system. In the Netherlands and Italy, by contrast, administrative fines seem to have been established due to the perceived
inadequacies of a criminal prosecution. Prior to 1998, all offences were criminal in the Netherlands, with appropriate
cases being referred by the inspector to a prosecutor outside of the inspectorate. Long delays before the cases came to the
court were common and the inspectorate were often unaware of the outcome of cases once they had been referred to the
prosecutor.
13
In some jurisdictions the level of fine is fixed.
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jurisdictions, prosecution is reserved for more serious breaches (usually this is only
where there is ‘negligent’, ‘intentional’ or ‘continuous’ conduct).
ii. A second model – typical of British Columbia, Germany, and the US – is characterised
by the use of administrative fines for relatively serious offences as well as more trivial
ones. Criminal prosecution is rare 14 in these jurisdictions, but the maximum
administrative penalty for any one violation is typically far higher than in jurisdictions
where prosecution is used with greater frequency (£261,982 for British Columbia,
£38,281 for the US 15 and £17,236 for Germany 16 ) – although the mean penalty
typically falls far below these maxima.17
iii. A third model – characteristic of the Netherlands (maximum fine £31,025) and Italy
(£2,84818) - is a hybrid of the first two. Although, relatively speaking, the maximum
administrative penalty that can be imposed is high, criminal prosecution is relatively
routine where serious injury and death have occurred.
iv. A fourth model uses administrative fines as a direct alternative to criminal prosecution
(in relation to less serious breaches of health and safety) to underpin a form of
statutory plea-bargaining. This is found in Italy, where the offending party can elect to
pay an administrative fine rather than face prosecution, and the Australian
jurisdictions, where offending parties can elect prosecution where they take issue with
the imposition of an administrative fine.
v. A fifth model – currently under consideration in Alberta – uses fines exclusively
against employees in high hazard sectors (specifically the construction sector).
vi. A sixth model used in Sweden (and sometimes Germany) is to impose fines at the
same time as imposing an enforcement notice – though the fine itself will not need to
be paid, if the notice is complied with. The fines can be quite high – in Sweden often
higher than any criminal penalty that might be imposed - as their purpose is simply to
induce compliance.
vii. The kind of circumstances that can result in an administrative fine differs from one
jurisdiction to another. In some jurisdictions (British Columbia, the Netherlands, New
South Wales, Ontario, Queensland and the US) a simple failure to comply with a duty
is usually enough to justify a fine.19 In other jurisdictions a simple lack of compliance
is not sufficient - there must either be a failure to comply with an enforcement notice
(Germany) or a particular level of culpability (Germany).20

14

Notwithstanding this, there is reasonably significant variation in the rate of prosecution. In British Columbia and the US,
for example, the rate of prosecution is minimal (see the levers conclusion). By contrast, in Sweden, corporations are not
criminally liable (and prosecution of managers is rare).
15
In practice, fines imposed in the US can be far higher than the nominal maximum as offending employers are cited for
multiple violations.
16
If the offending organisation can be showed to have gained an economic advantage greater than the nominal maximum,
a larger fine can be imposed.
17
In Germany, the average fine imposed by an insurance association in 2004 was €648 (£440). See also the relevant
discussion in the US section.
18
This maxima relates to almost all violations - in rare instances higher fines can be imposed.
19
Though, in the Netherlands, violations of certain less serious offences cannot result in a fine unless a follow-up visit
shows a failure to rectify the situation. Moreover, in New South Wales, Ontario and Queensland penalty notices are
restricted to a relatively narrow sample of regulatory breach.
20
In Germany there must be ‘negligent or intentional’ violation of particular duties.
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viii.The immediate administrative context of fines also varies considerably. As stated
above, in Sweden, a fine and enforcement order are imposed at the same time, with
payment of the fine only required on non-compliance with the order. In Italy, the
payment of an administrative fine 21 is part of a bargaining process (which also
involves compliance with an enforcement order), in which the offender accepts to pay
a fine in return for the cessation of the criminal process. In some jurisdictions (New
South Wales, Queensland, Sweden, Victoria), the imposition of the fine is the
responsibility of the inspecting officer, whilst in other jurisdictions (the US, British
Columbia, Netherlands, Germany insurance associations) the inspector is only
responsible for identifying the circumstances that justify a fine, leaving the assessment
and imposition of the fine to a separate unit within the regulatory authority.
ix. There is also significant variation in whether the inspector or the inspectorate has any
discretion on the level of fines that can be imposed. In some jurisdictions there is no
discretion. In the Netherlands and the US, a policy sets out a base fine for every
offence, which is then reduced or increased by specified amounts depending on
whether different factors exist;22 and in Italy, a fine if imposed will almost always be a
quarter of the total maximum fine allowed for the offence. In other jurisdictions
(Germany, Sweden,) there is much greater level of discretion.
l)

The use of criminal prosecution generally reflects the availability of large administrative fines
with the rate of prosecution lower in jurisdictions where administrative fines represent a viable
alternative to prosecution. Despite this the use of prosecution in some jurisdictions is rare, even
though regulatory authorities are not authorised to impose administrative fines (see, for
example, Alberta).

m) Despite the above, the evidence suggests that regulatory and prosecuting authorities are
gradually placing a greater emphasis on prosecution, and the courts are beginning to impose
more severe penalties for offences under health and safety legislation. This process has taken a
number of different forms. In the US, for example, prosecuting authorities have attempted to
progress health and safety offences under environmental legislation to take advantage of more
substantial penalties available under environmental legislation. Among other things, this
practice allows regulatory resources to be pooled and, arguably, the court to obtain a more
complete picture of the general organisational modus operandi and culture of targeted firms. It
is too soon to tell how significant or strong this trend will be. Why the process towards a
greater emphasis on prosecution and more severe penalties is taking place is an interesting
question – one, unfortunately, that our review does not address.
3.

ORGANISATIONAL SENTENCING AND PUBLIC POLICY

3.1

Introduction

Organisational sentencing has to contend with several competing issues of public policy. The most
immediate and, unquestionably, important of these in the context of offences of health and safety is
the protection of the public (and in particular the working public) and the provision of redress to
victims of health and safety offences. The principal organising aim of organisational sentencing
21

One quarter of the maximum fine that could be imposed by the criminal courts.
In the Netherlands, the factors include the seriousness of the offence, whether a death or injury has taken place, whether
the offence is a first offence, and whether it has taken place in more than one location.

22
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policy, as such, is to find the correct balance of sanctions and court orders that might best
encourage corporate managers to ensure that the firm is organised and operated lawfully (Coffee,
1981) and, ultimately, depress the rate of work-related death, injury and ill health. To this effect, it
is useful to know how decisions are made within firms, the nature and limitations of the main
mechanisms through which specific penalties act on firm management to produce changes in the
organisation and management of commercial organisations, and the range of assumptions and
beliefs that executive officers, non-executive directors and shareholders have about the best way to
manage the commercial costs of court sanctions. Much of the discussion in this section is, therefore,
concerned with these issues - and asks how sentencing practice might be developed to reflect the
conventions, assumptions and idiosyncrasies of corporate-decision-making.
Important though this question is, however, organisational sentencing policy must also be attentive
to two other important considerations. The first concerns the imperative of ensuring that sentencing
policy and practice is able to adequately express society’s disapproval of unsafe and dangerous
working conditions (which in itself can have a depressive effect on health and safety offending).
This issue is not always given the significance it merits as students of business regulation often
conflate public perceptions of offence gravity with the present form and level of health and safety
prosecution; the clear implication being that the existing (low) rate and severity of prosecution
implicitly reflects society’s ambivalence about dangerous working conditions.
By contrast, empirical studies exploring public perceptions of corporate crime suggest that the
public, when asked, tend to rank corporate offending highly. This is largely because members of
the public appear to evaluate both conventional and corporate crimes in terms of their impact. In
practice, this has meant that surveyed members of the public not only consider corporate crimes
which have a physical impact to be far more serious than those with an economic impact, but – and
this seems particularly significant - they also rate these types of organisational offences as being of
equal seriousness to a range of comparable conventional offences (see Schrager, and Short, 1980;
Deem, et al, 2002; Grabosky, Braithwaite, and Wilson, 1989; Holland, 1995; Wilson, Walker, and
Mukherjee, 1986). This, at least, is the implication of two important Australian studies. The first - a
1986 survey of public attitudes to a wide range of offences conducted by the Australian Institute of
Criminology - found that although the public considered stabbing a person to death and heroin
trafficking as the most serious offences tested, water pollution by a factory that caused a person to
die and failure by an employer to provide safety measures that resulted in a serious injury (leg
amputation) to a worker were ranked third and fourth – ahead of armed robbery (Wilson, Walker,
and Mukherjee, 1986). Similarly, another Australian study found that occupational offences
resulting in death or serious harm were ranked among the most serious of corporate crimes – more
seriously, significantly, than economic offences which tend to attract more severe penalties
(Grabosky, Braithwaite, and Wilson, 1989; see also Kane and Lane, 2006).
The implication of these studies for sentencing policy and, in particular, the severity of sentences is,
potentially, highly significant. What a community chooses to punish, and how severely, conveys a
sense of what (or whom) the community values and how much (Kahan and Posner, 1999: 377).
Because social surveys of offence seriousness suggest the existence of a residual demand for moral
condemnation of offending companies; when prosecution and punishment is able to satisfy that
demand, they create a form of social welfare (Kahan and Posner, 1999: 377) – a process which, at
one and the same time, satisfies the community’s demand for punishment whilst strengthening
social bonds. More importantly, however, public surveys of offence seriousness indicate that a clear
policy on organisational sentencing is central to both the legitimacy of state institutions, as well as
public confidence in private business. The available evidence suggests that both are in decline. A
failure to secure the legitimacy of organisational sanctions (by ensuring that sentence severity
reflects public attitudes) not only further undermines trust in business but also government policy
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(see Scholz and Lubell, 1998); diminishing the public’s commitment to the (legal) institutions of
the state.
In addition to promoting the preventative, normative and symbolic aims of court sanctions,
organisational sentencing policy must also be attentive to the collateral effects of corporate
sentencing. This issue rarely features in the context of sentencing policy-making generally, but
because of the organising role that companies have in the economic and social life of contemporary
societies and because of the influence that business can bring to bear on public policy as a result of
this importance, it has tended to feature quite prominently in policy-making discussions on
organisational sentencing (see, for example, Lofquist, 1993; NSW Law Commission, 2004;
Tasmania Law Reform Institute, 2005 and Croall, 2005).
These collateral or “spill-over” effects (Coffee, 1981) are numerous and varied. They include the
potential harm to (non culpable) employees at offending firms; the impact on the public revenue;
the effect on firms (and their employees) with commercial relationships with offending companies;
the impact on industrial capacity, general commercial infrastructure and research and development
capacity; and the effect on consumers. Given the nature of these risks, avoidance of spill-over is
clearly important. However, it is also the case that, given the range of corporate stakeholders
(employees, shareholders, creditors, consumers, the public revenue, dependant industries, and so
on), spill-over, in many ways, also has to be accepted as an unavoidable fact of organisational
sentencing;23 in short, one of several factors that must be accounted for in, but not allowed to
dictate, sentencing practice.
This seems especially pertinent given that spill-over has largely proved a hypothetical, rather than a
real risk in the practice of court sentencing for health and safety offences. Criminal fines, still the
most common form of court sanction for health and safety offences, have been set so low
historically (see, for example, Johnstone, 2002 and the findings in this report), that it is difficult to
imagine that employee or shareholder suffering in the aftermath of court sanctions is either
widespread or, when it occurs, particularly severe. Moreover, even where penalties are severe wellrun firms should reform their incentive structure; forcing them to change the criteria for career
advancement to include compliance with the law (Wray, 1992: 2021). In addition to this, the
importance of containing spill-over effects in devising organisational sentencing policy must also
be sensitive to the fact that the concept – which strictly refers to the adverse effect of sanctions
upon innocent parties - is sometimes used without insufficient regard to the nature of the relations
that characterise specific health and safety offences. Shareholders,24 for example, may unfairly
benefit where violations of occupational health and safety reduce compliance costs and improve
firm profitability. Likewise, regulatory avoidance can give offending firms a competitive advantage
over corporations that take their legal duties more seriously (and, as a consequence, have higher
compliance costs). Spill-over in these contexts is not spill-over at all, but rather a necessary
corrective to the effects of unjust enrichment. More to the point perhaps, by creating financial risks
for other corporate stakeholders, particularly shareholders, spill-over can also widen the range of
parties who are motivated to take responsibility for preventing work related injury and ill health. In
short, as well as being an unwanted and unfair by-product of organisational sentencing, spill-over
can also produce economically efficient and socially just results.

23

This is true of any government intervention, like for example taxation or road building. In many respects, the most
interesting question concerning spill-over is not so much whether or to what extent a particular government intervention
produces spill-over effects, but rather why (and how) particular spill-over effects are considered significant within public
policy making, whilst others are not. It is always useful to note that spill-over effects are an inevitable feature of sentencing
for all offences, but are given little weight in the policy, practice and public discourse of conventional offending.
24
See, for example, Disaster Action (1999).
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We will return to these issues throughout the conclusion. The rest of this section, however, aims to
provide a brief introduction to some of the problems attendant on using court sanctions as a means
of influencing firm working practices.
3.2

Organisational Sentencing and the Protection of the Public

Organisational sentences hold out the possibility of protecting the public by influencing firms
working practices either directly – which happens in the case of organisational reform and training
orders25 - or, as is more common in practice, indirectly through the deterrent and normative effects
of financial penalties. This section provides a brief outline of their relative strengths and
weaknesses.
The value of sanctions which are designed to directly influence the work process (sanctions of
direct impact or SDIs) is that they provide a more effective guarantee that corporations will either
desist from offending or, at least, undertake measures aimed at minimising its recurrence. This is
primarily because their mechanism of effect - imposing specific duties on companies to alter firm
policies and procedures or take some other specified action - gets round some of the limitations
attendant on using indirect penalties, such as fines, to alter firm decision-making (on which point
see below). Despite this, and despite the fact that they can also be used against companies with few
assets without tipping companies into insolvency, in many respects they simply require firms to do
what they should be doing anyway.26 As a consequence they neither act to generally deter (see
below) other companies from health and safety offending nor do they express “desired social
meaning” (Kahan and Posner, 1999: 377) with the same power as sanctions aimed at producing a
general deterrent effect.27 To put the point another way, they do not work to change beliefs – and
by failing to change beliefs their power to change behaviour is diminished (Kahan and Posner,
1999: 377). This, significant, limitation means that, other than in the least serious cases (which, in
practice, are not typically subject to prosecution), sanctions aimed at directly influencing firm
behaviour are, arguably, best employed alongside more expressive sanctions – which, at one and
the same time, work to generally deter offending and more effectively convey society’s disapproval
of health and safety offences (on the value of which see below).
By contrast, sanctions aimed at influencing firms’ working practices indirectly (sanctions of
indirect impact or SIIs) do not strictly require management to do anything, but rather are considered
to work by influencing corporate decision-makers’ perceptions of the relative costs of compliance
and non-compliance. This is typically achieved by imposing a monetary penalty on offending
firms, but other sanctions - such as tendering disqualifications or share prohibition – are designed to
produce the same effect. Significantly, SIIs have the potential to promote regulatory compliance in
a far greater range of ways – and, arguably, to far greater effect – than SDIs. First, they can work to
reassure the regulated community that action is being taken against firms that seek to secure a
competitive advantage through non-compliance. This, theoretically, promotes regulatory
compliance, by inspiring confidence in the regulatory process among the wider regulated
community and by generally reaffirming the commercial value of compliance (Thornton,

25
Organisational reform orders and training orders represent the most common interventions available to the courts in
health and safety cases. Other direct court interventions include: internal discipline orders and punitive injunction (which
require offending companies to introduce specific court-ordered internal controls, at the risk of further punishment – New
South Wales, 2003: para.’s 9.35-9.36).
26
Although Fisse (1990; 237-238) has argued that punitive injunctions (which have been described as being at the
“harsher end of the scale of possible correction orders” – New South Wales Law Commission, 2003: para. 9.35) “signal
the unacceptable nature of corporate crime” (by conveying that corporate offences may “not be dismissed as mere
business expenses but constitute deprivations of important personal and social values that society will prevent by forcible
restraint upon corporate decision-making”) it is difficult to see how the sanction itself expresses this sentiment.
27
The only exception to this is, arguably, a dissolution order, which changes firm behaviour by getting rid of it.
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Gunningham and Kagan, 2005).28 Second, SIIs can produce a specific deterrent effect, which
occurs when the adverse consequences of being penalised – the direct costs of the penalty and the
indirect costs created by its effects on the reputation of the firm (see below) - motivate corporatedecision makers to improve firm compliance (see, for example, Gray and Scholz, 1991 and
Mendeloff and Gray, 2003). More importantly, however, by both informing the regulated
community’s sense of what is right, acceptable and reasonable and raising the costs of noncompliance, SIIs can, if sufficiently dramatic, underwrite the normative29 and commercial basis of
compliance (see Tyler, 1990) – in a manner of speaking, working to lift the issue of compliance up
the hierarchy of commercial priorities within regulated firms. In many ways, these two effects – the
moralisation of responsibility and general deterrence - account for the distinctive power of SIIs.
However, the available evidence suggests that producing them within the context of actual court
sanctions has traditionally proved highly problematic.
General deterrence occurs when companies other than the offending firm are alerted to the costs of
non-compliance and adjust their working practices accordingly. In many respects the mechanism of
effect is similar to specific deterrence. The risk of incurring the direct costs of a sanction as well as
the indirect costs associated with a damaged reputation motivates (see below in the context of the
discussion of criminal fines and publicity orders) corporate decision-makers to ensure a level of
investment in compliance broadly commensurate with the costs associated with offending
(Thornton, Gunningham and Kagan, 2005).30Given the low rate of detection, investigation and
prosecution of health and safety offences (and other business offences for that matter – see, for
example, Slapper and Tombs, 1999; Fooks, 2003a), optimising the general deterrent effect of court
sanctions is absolutely essential to getting the highest return on the resources devoted to
prosecution as well as generally promoting compliance through the criminal process. It is, however,
far more difficult to predict than specific deterrence.
To some extent this is precisely because the general deterrent effect of sanctions depends on how
firm decision-makers understand the certainty of detection, investigation and prosecution, and not
simply the level of the penalty. Key corporate executives may never come to learn of a court case
or, then again, they may become aware of a court sanction, but conclude that their firm does not
face an increased risk of regulatory intervention (Braithwaite and Makkai, 1991). Alternatively,
they may conclude that a marginally greater risk of detection does not warrant greater compliance
costs given the likely severity of the penalty. Given relatively low rates of detection and
prosecution, it is just difficult to divine what type of sanctions in what type of contexts will produce
a sufficiently powerful general deterrent effect, beyond stating the obvious that especially severe
sentences are likely to be required (see Etzioni, 1993).
Another reason the strength of the general deterrent effect is unclear concerns the complex way in
which firms weigh up commercial risks, process information and, ultimately, organise working
practices and standard operating procedures. Early models of organisational sentencing and
deterrence within economics and criminology posited corporations as fully-informed utility
maximisers, where corporate decision-making is generally organised around the company’s duties
to shareholders and corporate decision-makers only act to promote compliance when the costs of
non-compliance (represented, among other things, by legal penalties) exceed the costs of
28

This is consistent with the findings of business surveys which back decisive action against corporate miscreants (see, for
example, Compas, 2005).
29
That corporate decision-makers are motivated first by a sense of social or legal obligation may explain why compliance
is sometimes high even though enforcement is relatively remote. Although this is an important observation, it is sometimes
made on the back of a failure to recognise all the costs associated with non-compliance (see, for example, Lott and
Roberts, 1995). Moreover, rather than explain compliance it simply begs another question. Why do corporate decisionmakers submit themselves to these duties, raising important questions about the role of government, citizenship and, of
course, prosecution and punishment.
30
This includes investment in capital equipment, training and monitoring.
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complying with the law (Scholz, 1996).31 This model of corporate decision-making continues to
find support in empirical studies of business regulation (see, for example, Lott and Roberts,
199532), but more recent research has raised serious doubts over its value.
Among other things, some scholars have pointed to the role of incompetence, the misunderstanding
of legal duties and a basic inattention to regulatory requirements in shaping corporate action (and,
therefore offending) (Kagan and Scholz, 1984; Slapper and Tombs, 1999). Similarly, other research
has highlighted the fact that corporate decision makers are rarely in a position to compare and
assess all possible outcomes; having neither the “time, capability, knowledge nor information
required to optimise corporate utility”. Instead they are claimed to “‘satisfice’ by choosing familiar
alternatives” that are adequate given the current situation (Cyert and March, 1992; Scholz, 1997:
256) – a process that allows corporate decision-makers to attend to immediate problems, but which
also allow risks to develop in other areas (even though fully informed decision-makers might want
to avoid them).33
Difficulties in weighing the costs and benefits of a particular decision (March and Zur Shapira,
1987) are also exacerbated by the organisational setting in which decisions are made – which shape
what corporate decision makers understand as rational at a given point in time. Thus, although
decision-makers might generally attempt to weigh up the costs and benefits of particular decisions,
policies and practices, these are also a product of compromise, limited information,
unacknowledged cultural beliefs and internal political and bureaucratic battles (Simon, 1976;
Allison, 1971; Kreisburg, 1976; Zucker, 1977; March and Olsen, 1979 and Weick, 1995; Feldman
and March, 1981; Powell and DiMaggio, 1991; Vaughan, 1998). Corporate decision-makers, in
short, work within a bounded rationality, which is heavily shaped by the organisational and
commercial context within which decisions are made and acted on. Despite this, and despite the
fact that research on the prevention effects of corporate sentencing is undeveloped and mixed,34 a
number of well-conducted studies suggest very strongly that deterrence based sanctions can still
effectively work to depress organisational offending.35
A recent survey based study funded partly by the US Environmental Protection Agency, for
example, found that a majority of companies reported an increase in compliance-related activity
after hearing about a fine or prison sentence at another company. Most often the reported reaction
included a review of compliance programs, but many firms also reported changes in equipment
monitoring practices and employee training. Perhaps, the most important finding of the research
was that respondents who were able to recall specific prosecutions and penalties were more likely
to take some compliance related action. Interestingly, the study failed to find a simple relationship
between knowledge and compliance. Thus, respondents who were able to refer to a greater number
of cases were not more likely to report having undertaken compliance related activity. Similarly,
and arguably, more importantly, however, corporate executives who saw the risk of detection and
punishment as relatively high were not necessarily more likely to report having taken compliance
31

Interview based research also provides support for the model (Jackall, 1988; Yeager and Reed, 1989).
Lott and Roberts (1995) found that, although levels of compliance appeared high relative to the penalties imposed for
violating the minimum wage provision of the Fair Labor Standards Act, once all costs were accounted for (such as private
suits with double damages, double damages from government suits, the use of imprisonment, limits on collections due to
bankruptcy and lost business licenses) compliance with the law was economically rational.
33
A disjunction between risk and understanding is most likely to occur when the signs of increasing risk are infrequent or
difficult to interpret (as is the case with low-frequency, high-cost risks); highlighting the importance of integrating
occupational and health and safety considerations into broader managerial systems and processes. Of course, however,
not all offences arise from mistakes that ill informed corporate decision makers might want to avoid.
34
We could find no research on the preventative / deterrent effects of organisational sentencing for offences of
occupational health and safety. The following (highly condensed) summary of the literature therefore focuses on
organisational sentencing generally.
35
But see Braithwaite and Makkai, 1991; Makkai and Braithwaite, 1993 and Makkai and Braithwaite, 1994.
32
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related action in response to general deterrence messages. Despite this, the study clearly indicates
that, given the right conditions (penalties under environmental legislation are significantly higher
than those under health and safety laws in the US), court sanctions can produce a measurable
general deterrent effect (Thornton, Gunningham and Kagan, 2005).
Significantly, other studies arrive at similar conclusions even though they might question whether
firm decision-making is routinely based on a rational assessment of costs and benefits (Simpson,
1992; Paternoster and Simpson, 1996; Simpson, 2002).36 Paternoster and Simpson’s (1996) survey
of business postgraduate students and corporate executives is a case in point. Their study (which, in
many ways, is not strictly inconsistent with the idea of rational decision-making) suggests that firm
decision-making includes an appeal to morality, as well as rational instrumentalism (an assessment
of the costs and benefits involved in taking a particular decision). More specifically, their findings
suggest that moral considerations not only act independently to shape corporate-decision-making,
but that they also “condition the impact of more rational factors” (Paternoster and Simpson, 1996:
579; see also Kuperan and Sutinen, 1998). The study, as such, not only underlines the importance
of designing (or, failing that, combining) sanctions that at once produce moral, as well as deterrent,
effects, it also provides support for Etzioni’s (1988) idea that moral rules, rather than instrumental
considerations, constitute the primary motivation of human action.37 As Paternoster and Simpson
put it, it is only once moral obligations weaken that the perception of incentives and costs guide the
decision to comply (Paternoster and Simpson, 1996: 579; Tyler, 1990).
This has two immediate implications for occupational health and safety regulation and
organisational sentencing. First, criminal prosecution, followed by sentences that bring out the
moral responsibilities (and, presumably, human consequences) of compliance, are central to
constructing compliance within a coherent moral apparatus which might work to condition
corporate decision-making. And, second, regulatory initiatives (like prosecution) and sentences
(like adverse publicity orders) that highlight the moral case for compliance are especially useful
when moral inhibitions against offending are weak. In practical terms (where severe sentences at
one and the same time convey a strong moral message about society’s disapproval of certain forms
of offending behaviour) this highlights the need to avoid artificially diluting the natural effect of
severe sanctions – moral censure and the imposition of (deterrence producing) commercial cost.
However, by illustrating the difficulties in separating out the instrumental and normative effects of
sanctions, 38 Paternoster and Simpson’s findings also underline the highly contextualised and,
therefore, variable effects of sentencing - a process ultimately conditioned by the complex network
of social, economic and regulatory relations in which it takes effect.
Tom Tyler’s (1990) work on the relationship between regulatory compliance and legitimacy opens
a small window on to the limitations that this contextualised quality of sentencing can place on the
impact of court sanctions. Tyler – whose ideas are consistent with the findings of a number of
empirical studies (see Kuperan and Sutinen, 1998 and Scholz and Lubell, 1998,39 Murphy, 2005) argues that regulatory compliance is greater when the legitimacy of regulation is widely accepted
within the regulated community. His work, as such, highlights the importance of devising sanctions
36

The general criminological literature has tended to find weak negative correlations between perceptions of punishment
severity and criminal involvement or positive correlations (Waldo and Chiricos, 1972; Teevan, 1976; Bailey and Lott,
1976; Silberman, 1976; and Meier and Johnson, 1977; but see Grasmick and Bryjack). Moreover, and unlike many earlier
studies, Paternoster, et al.’s (1983) panel data analysis suggests that once other factors – like moral commitment and
informal sanctions – are controlled for, the perceived risk of punishment has little or no deterrent effect.
37
And it is only when moral rules are relaxed or ambiguous that decision-making becomes more instrumental.
38
Although, in other words, the model of general deterrence assumes that severe sanctions work through influencing firms’
assessment of their interests, it is also possible that they might work through their effect on beliefs
39
Scholz and Lubell’s (1998) study of income tax evasion found that taxpayers fears of being caught had less impact on
compliance than their trust in government and their duty to pay taxes – both of which were informed by government policy
and action.
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that not only enjoy widespread support among business, but which also work to increase the
general level of intolerance of offending among the regulated firms. 40 In practice, however,
sanctions speak to, and are designed to speak to, different audiences,41 which have vastly different
interests, tastes and emotional needs and, because of this, specific sanctions can quite easily appeal
to one audience, but alienate another – an effect, crucially, that can frustrate the impact of sanctions
on non-compliance. Paternoster and Simpson’s work implies that sanctions must satisfy society’s
demand for condemnation, not simply as an end itself, but as a means of refocusing the regulated
community’s sense of its moral and legal responsibilities. In this sense, severe sanctions, which are
necessary to produce a general deterrent effect, act as a medium of change - a method of mediating
public disapproval of organisational offending for the purpose of changing business attitudes.
Tyler’s work, on the other hand, implies that the efficacy of severe sanctions also depends on their
capacity to reflect the business community’s existing sense of what is appropriate (a reassuring,
rather than transformative function). Not only, however, is there no guarantee of this,42 but the
available evidence suggests that business associations frequently object to increases in the general
risk of more severe sanctions (Wray, 1992; Etzioni, 1993; Lofquist, 1993; Slapper and Tombs,
1999; Hopkins, 2006).
Clearly, these are not simply competing interests, but rather represent difficult to reconcile tensions,
which, if allowed to unravel, can work to neutralise the impact of certain forms of commercial
censure. The question, however, remains. Where does an effective system of organisational
sentencing draw the balance between cultivating the support of the regulated community (internal
legitimacy) and transforming the moral currency of compliance (external legitimacy)? In one sense,
it is not easy to conceive how such a complex concept as regulatory legitimacy might be sustained
within the routines of an effective system of prosecution and sentencing (which at one and the same
time produces a powerful deterrent effect and expresses society’s disapproval of health and safety
offending). Notwithstanding this, it seems axiomatic that a system of sentencing which focuses on
the most serious offences and which aims, in the first instance, to protect the public should attach
primary importance to behavioural change, and that this should be prioritised over-and-above the
support that sanctions command within the regulated community.
4.

MONETARY (FINANCIAL) PENALTIES

4.1

Introduction

By acting as a specific and general deterrent, eliminating illegal gain, helping to sustain the
enforcement process, regulating other (SDI) sentences,43 and, of course, compensating victims,
monetary penalties can – given the right conditions – work to further most of the main aims of
organisational sentencing. Their effects are also, arguably, easier to quantify than other sentences
and, as such, they represent an important component of organisational sentencing frameworks.
Although the following section focuses primarily on criminal fines and we only briefly summarise
40

Tyler’s ideas also imply the following: that non-compliance is met with sanctions, which are commensurate with the
seriousness of the regulatory violation; that (genuinely) severe sanctions are reserved for the most serious cases; thereby
underwriting the normative basis of (and reinforcing the basic commitment of the regulatory community to) compliance
(Lynch, 1997); that criminal sanctions are not unnecessarily expanded in directions which undermine the shared beliefs of
the regulatory community (where they exist); that the ability of sectional interests within the regulatory community
(particular businesses or business organisations) to influence the basic form and practice of regulation is restricted and,
finally, that sentencing practice is clearly explained and defended to the regulated community. These principles,
incidentally, are commonly reflected in prosecution and sentencing guidelines (where they exist).
41
Something very clear from Lofquist’s (1993) excellent study of corporate probation.
42
Of course, where business and public sentiment come together, sanctions, which satisfy the public’s appetite for
condemnation and which command the support of the regulated community, can quite easily be imposed.
43
Section 117(1) of the Occupational Health and Safety act 2000 of New South Wales, for example, specifies a range of
monetary penalties for failing to comply with court sanctions.
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the main characteristics of other monetary penalties used to sanction health and safety offenders,
many of the substantive points made in relation to criminal fines are of general application.
4.2

Criminal Fines

Unlike individuals, corporations have neither liberty nor personal wealth to protect, but they do
have substantial assets (as well as a reputation that can be affected by the collateral consequences of
conviction) and it is probably for this reason, and the fact they are relatively inexpensive to
administer, that criminal fines have emerged as the most common penalty imposed on corporations.
This is consistent with the findings of the present study where, despite the introduction of a wider
range of sentences in many of the jurisdictions we examined (New South Wales, Alberta, Canada,
Nova Scotia, British Columbia), the most common court-imposed sentence is still the fine (see also
Tasmania Law Reform Institute, 2005: 44-46; New South Wales Law Reform Commission, 2003:
88).
By effectively setting the bargaining power of regulatory authorities in the context of the ongoing
dialogue and negotiation typical of regulatory practice, a comprehensive system of (administrative
and criminal) fines, which is adequately enforced, works to underpin the general practice of
regulation (Scholz, 1997). The immediate power of criminal fines, however, resides in their
(specific and general) deterrent effect and, to a lesser extent, in their potential to underscore the
normative basis of good health and safety - and it is through these effects that they are more
typically considered to influence firm behaviour. In the present discussion, we want to focus, in the
first instance, on the question of deterrence and, in particular, on the processes and relations through
which this effect is thought to work.44
Because managers effectively draw on company revenue to meet the cost of fines, the deterrent
effect in widely held companies45 is not direct, but is rather thought to work through the company’s
owners who place pressure46 on the firm’s management to promote compliance with the law.
Corporate decision-makers, either in direct response to this pressure, or in anticipation of it, or out
of a basic acceptance of their responsibilities to shareholders, accordingly act to alter the firm’s
working practices to optimise regulatory compliance. The efficacy of criminal fines, as such, is not
simply a function of the probability of detection, investigation and prosecution, or even the size of
the penalty relative to offending companies’ profits (earnings) or turnover (revenue), but rather is
intimately bound up with the perceptions of directors (executives and non executives), major
shareholders and institutional investors about the risk of prosecution, the potential size of fines and
their effects on the company’s business. The critical question, therefore, concerns the conditions
under which criminal fines influence the perceptions of these corporate stakeholders.
As with decision-making within firms, perceptions within the business community generally are
likely to be influenced by a wide range of organisational and situational factors which condition the
volume, form and quality of information that corporate stakeholders have access to, can absorb and
are at once prepared and able to act on. This, however, is not to deny the existence of any
discernible pattern to decision-making among corporate stakeholders. 47 Investment decisions
44
We discuss the relevance of all sanctions to underwriting the normative basis of health and safety regulation in the
section on publicity orders (which considers generally how sanctions might be best framed to shape public and business
perceptions of health and safety offences and ultimately promote compliance).
45
In closely held companies, where the firm’s senior management are commonly its major shareholders, the effect, of
course, is more direct.
46
Investor pressure can either take effect indirectly through investment decisions or through direct intervention in the
management of the firm.
47
Although see March and Olsen (1976) who suggest that some decisions made in some organisations, particularly those
experiencing rapid change, suggest a form of organised anarchy in which the decision process is not a sequence of steps
beginning with a problem and ending with a solution.
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among institutional investors, for example, are ultimately conditioned by the imperative to optimise
returns and investor engagement with companies is also economically driven (Hendry, et al,
2004;48 Lucier, Kocourek and Habbel, 2005). Similarly, firm decision-making is, in the final event,
conditioned by directors’ duties to shareholders – particularly their general duty of skill and care,
which is expressed through the commercial imperative of maximising returns to shareholders.49
Given the organising role that generating returns play in framing business decision-making,
divining the magnitude of fine necessary to penetrate the “background noise” to decision-making
within complex organisations (so that the commercial disadvantages of poor occupational health
and safety become part of directors’ bounded universe of knowledge and still appear a significant
consideration through the sometimes fragmented and disorganised process of organisational
decision-making) is a first order priority.
Economists’ models advocate an optimal penalty that equates to the harm caused divided by the
probability of detection (see, for example, Block, 1991).50 Although there is a clear logic to using
higher sanctions to offset gaps in the methods deployed to detect offences, empirical evidence
supporting the model is insubstantial and the model itself fails to provide a formula that links the
magnitude of penalties either to firms’ varying ability to pay51 or to the volume of “background
noise” in the decision-making process.52 Both failings are important. Large firms can quite easily
absorb ostensibly high fines (limiting their specific and general deterrent effect) and, given that the
increasing rate of CEO turnover among larger companies is being driven by the demand for higher
performance from investors (Lucier, Kocourek and Habbel, 2006), maximising value through the
familiar techniques of cutting production and supply costs and generating product demand through
advertising and development (rather than minimising effectively insignificant and remote
regulatory risks) is likely to command an ever higher priority among contemporary CEOs. 53
Moreover, and arguably more importantly, applying the formula in practice is intensely
problematic as there is little systematic data about the probability of detection and no consensus
over the monetary value attached to human health. Despite these areas of uncertainty however,
much of the empirical research on the relationship between organisational offending, sanctions and
decision-making points to the fact that fines which constitute a significant proportion of company
turnover are necessary to shape firm behaviour.
48

Although Hendry, et al.’s (2004) interviews with senior managers from UK asset management companies found investor
behaviour to be economically driven, they concluded that the main organising motivation of investors was to outperform
competitor institutions, rather than maximise shareholder value (although maximising shareholder value is the key means
of gaining a competitive advantage over other asset management firms).
49
How directors understand and attempt to satisfy this duty (through cutting production and supply costs, generating
demand for products through advertising and product development and reducing regulatory costs) will, in the first
instance, depend on the professional ethos of individual directors and the occupational culture of directors generally.
Significantly, however, these cultural and professional reference points are given shape by a number of commercial
constraints such as product market competition, the market for corporate control, shareholder pressure, the managerial
labour market, incentive compensation and, importantly, regulatory risk. These inform how directors make sense of their
role and, more directly, set the commercial and professional contours of business decision-making. There is some evidence
to suggest that CEOs in some jurisdictions rank a range of other values – such as customer service, quality, responsibility,
professionalism and trust – above shareholder value (Schadrack, et al, 2003). Whether this order of priorities is reflected
in the practice of business decision-making is, however, uncertain. Significantly, it is inconsistent with contemporary trends
in CEO remuneration, as well as other research which suggests that the rate of performance driven CEO turnover is
increasing (Lucier, Kocourek and Habbel, 2005; Kaplan and Minton, 2006).
50
Broadly speaking, optimal penalty theory works on the basis that fines should be set at a level which reflects the costs of
offending to society (which, in the main, includes the harm caused by the offence and enforcement costs) and a deterrent
element (which is achieved by expressing the costs of the offence as a fraction of the probability of detection) (Block, 1991).
51
We could find no research validating the optimum level of financial penalties relative to revenue (turnover) or earnings
(profits).
52
This is particularly significant given that the rate of performance based CEO turnover among the largest companies is
increasing across continents (Lucier, Kocourek and Habbel, 2006); suggesting that the value rather than values is
increasingly driving the market in CEOs and, therefore, presumably firm management (see Schadrack, et al, 2003).
53
This is also, incidentally, likely to lead to a demotion in the priority given to companies’ legal and moral responsibilities.
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The primary reason for this is that the impact of monetary penalties on firms’ financial performance
or value is typically very focused. This is the general implication of a number of recent studies,
which question the extent to which firm reputation (among consumers, shareholders and other
corporate stakeholders) is damaged by conviction and sentencing (but see Karpoff and Lott,
1999)54 and which therefore imply that the commercial impact of fines largely reflects the direct
costs of enforcement. The effect is that low fines typically produce negligible financial costs, which
have little impact on firm value and which are therefore unlikely to influence firm decision-makers
either directly or, indirectly, through shareholder pressure.
Importantly, this is consistent with the great reserves of tolerance that non-executive directors and
shareholders seem to have for corporate offending. This, at least, is the implication of Agrawal,
Jaffe and Karpoff’s (1999) study on the corporate governance effects of commercial fraud which
found that management turnover following the revelation of fraud – something, arguably, which is
far more likely to impose a commercially significant reputational cost than a conviction for even a
serious health and safety offence - was no higher than the industry average. One problem, as
Agrawal, Jaffe and Karpoff point out, is that non-compliance might, in fact, have a positive impact
on firm value and, as such, be something that shareholders regard as being consistent with the high
priority that directors attach to their interests.55 This is particularly likely to be true in the context of
occupational health where compliance requires non productive investment in labour and plant and
the social costs of non compliance can be readily externalised onto employees, their families or
public health care systems. At the very least, in strictly financial terms a poor record of health and
safety or high rates of health and safety offending is likely to be regarded among shareholders and
prospective investors as an unimportant consideration in the absence of high regulatory costs.
Certainly, there is no reason, nor evidence, to believe that existing shareholders or prospective
investors (or, for that matter, executive and non-executive directors) generally consider investing
significantly more resources in improving health and safety offences represents a prudent use of
company funds where the social costs of non compliance can be externalised and regulatory costs
are low. And, for this reason, changing firm management, or otherwise influencing firm decisionmaking, is unlikely to be regarded as a cost effective course of action where the sole aim is to
improve health and safety (rather than reduce regulatory or production costs). Arguably, the only
exception to this arises in the case of catastrophic health and safety incidents. Because these are
more likely to significantly increase production costs, there is a greater probability that they will be
regarded by investors as symptomatic of systemic problems within a company (and, therefore, with
its senior executives) and, as such, something that merits intervention in firm management.
Whether directors’ working assumptions reflect investor indifference in health and safety is
ultimately uncertain. However, the absence of an “offence effect” on investor sentiment does
highlight the importance of using heavy sanctions as a means of influencing investor perceptions of
the costs associated with health and safety offending, the quality of management and, ultimately,
companies’ future earnings.
Another factor pointing to the importance of imposing fines that constitute a large proportion of
offending companies’ turnover concerns the low rate of detection and prosecution. By its very
nature, the extent of this problem is unclear and it is one that is likely to vary across jurisdictions

54
See the discussion on reputational costs in the section on publicity orders. It is important to note that much of the
research relates to environmental offences - where the reputational cost of offending, conviction and sanction are probably
greater.
55
A perception that is more likely to be prevalent in industries where the rate of injury and ill health is high and, therefore,
considered relatively normal among investors (Agrawal, Jaffe and Karpoff, 1999).
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according to the rate at which serious incidents are reported, investigated and prosecuted.56 Despite
this, only a small percentage of serious incidents are investigated and prosecuted in some
jurisdictions (see, for example, the USA) and, as a general rule, the rate of prosecution for wrongful
exposure to hazardous substances seems extraordinarily low (we found very few examples of
prosecutions for exposure to dangerous chemicals or substances - see also Feinstein, 1990; Slapper
and Tombs, 1999, Etzioni, 1993). Although fascinating, the organisational, cultural and practical
reasons for this neglect need not concern us here, but clearly, where prosecution is remote, the
imposition of severe sanctions is crucial to producing a meaningful general deterrent effect.
The historically high (and increasing) rate of turnover among chief executive directors of larger
companies – a phenomenon driven by shareholder demand for improved performance (Hendry, et
al, 2004; Lucier, Kocourek and Habbel, 2006) - also points to the need for heavy sentences. As
indicated earlier, the phenomenon is likely to demote the importance of non-cost related regulatory
considerations in the overall decision-making process and, as CEOs are compelled to focus more
time and energy on producing immediate improvements in performance, the clear implication is
that very large monetary penalties will be necessary to imprint themselves on the shared history of
organisations.
Finally, investors’ continued passivity in some jurisdictions (something particularly pronounced in
mainland Europe - Hendry, et al, 2004) also indicates that large monetary penalties are necessary to
overcome (or guard against the return of) the general inertia against direct intervention in firm
management that has historically characterised institutional investing.
Despite the above, the balance of available evidence indicates that criminal fines fall far short of the
levels that are necessary to produce many of the public policy and sentencing objectives outlined
earlier in this conclusion (see appendix F, Johnstone, 2004: 456-457 and Wells, 2001: 33). This is
the implication of the data contained in table one annexed to the chapter. This represents the
average monetary penalty57 imposed over a ten-year period58 (adjusted for inflation at 2005 prices)
in a number of North American and Australian jurisdictions. As is apparent from the last two
columns, after adjusting for inflation the mean sentence imposed by the courts in most of the
jurisdictions, over the last decade was close to or under £9,000 – a figure that seems low
considering that most prosecutions emerge from reports of serious injuries and fatalities (something
confirmed by the last column). This, significantly, reflects sentencing patterns generally. Cohen, et
al (1988: 122), for example, found that the median fine imposed on corporations in the US Federal
Courts was only 20 per cent of the loss caused by the offence.59 The key question, of course, is
why?
One possibility is that maximum penalties for health and safety offences are set at non-optimally
low levels. This, however, neglects the fact that maximum penalties have been steadily increased in
many jurisdictions in the last decade (Alberta, NSW, Ontario, Nova Scotia, Queensland, Victoria,
US), the fact that average penalties can sometimes fall after the statutory maximum is raised (see,
for example, Alberta) and the fact that penalties imposed by the courts typically fall far below the
statutory maxima. Johnstone, for example, found that the average fine imposed by the Victorian
courts during the 1980s and 1990s was just over 21 per cent of the maximum available fine, even
56

This will itself vary according to a large number of factors; including the strength of organised labour, the concentration
of precarious forms of employment, general public attitudes towards occupational health, the existence of a comprehensive
system of compensation, the regulatory authority’s typical response to non reporting, the regulatory authority’s policy on
investigating and prosecuting incidents and the type of industries (and, therefore, injuries and disease) that are
predominant in an economy.
57
The figures for Alberta include alternative monetary penalties which are imposed in lieu of fines, but, because of gaps in
the data, they do not include awards for costs which in some jurisdictions (such as Victoria) are significant.
58
Unless otherwise stated.
59
Although the mean financial penalty approximately equalled the loss caused by the offence.
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though, as he points out, prosecution is typically reserved for the most serious violations of health
and safety (Johnstone, 2002). Likewise, the New South Wales Judicial Commission’s analysis of
fines imposed in prosecutions involving fatalities under the New South Wales OSHA Act 1983
found that in 75 per cent of cases, defendants were fined 20 per cent of the maximum penalty and
that only 9 per cent of cases attracted 50 per cent or more of the maximum penalty (no cases
attracted 80 per cent or more of the maximum penalty) (General Purpose Standing Committee
No.1, 2004: 109-110). Significantly, our own analysis points to the same conclusion. There are two
possible explanations for this - either the vast majority of offending companies have few assets or
the courts are simply unaware of (or not concerned about60 ) the importance of high fines to
optimising the specific and general deterrence effect of organisational sentences.
The first explanation is consistent with the practice, common in number of jurisdictions, of linking
the amount of penalty to the size of the company (either measured on the basis of employees61 or
turnover). But whilst it is important not to discount the possibility that prosecution is routinely
focused on smaller companies, the weight of the evidence suggests that widespread undersentencing takes place which allow companies, particularly larger ones, to easily absorb the fines
imposed by the courts. In DPP v Esso Australia Pty Ltd,62 for example, the death of two workers
and serious injuries to a number of others injured led to Esso Australia being fined AUS$2,000,000
(£719,43463). Although this was then the largest fine to be imposed in Australia for a workplace
offence, newspaper reports indicated that the company’s Bass Strait operations generated the same
income each day and its parent company reported a net income in 2000 of just under US$18 billion
(£10,276,200,00064). WorkCover Authority of New South Wales (Inspector Ankucic) v McDonald’s
Australia 65 illustrates much the same point. The company and its subsidiary were fined
AUS$120,000 (£45,600 66 ) and AUS$150,000 (£57,000 67 ) respectively for breaches of the
occupational health and safety law following an employee fatality – just 0.19 per cent of
McDonald’s Australia’s gross operating revenue (Tasmania Law Institute, 2005: 47). Significantly,
these two examples reflect more systematic data. Johnstone, for example, found a significant
minority of cases (10 per cent) in his sample resulted in good behaviour bonds – an unusually high
number given the focus of prosecutions on the most serious offences. The key question, of course,
is why?
This is a highly complex question, which requires consideration of a number of issues, ranging
from the strategic position that companies occupy in the economy to the influence that business and
dominant political philosophies exercise over basic assumptions about the social value of
enterprise. For the purposes of the present, policy-oriented, discussion, however, we intend to
confine our analysis to the trial and sentencing process. To this effect, Johnstone’s study of OHS
prosecutions in Victoria is highly instructive.
Johnstone argues that sentencing patterns tend to reflect judicial reservations over the true
seriousness of occupational health and safety offences which are revealed in their acceptance of
defendants’ use of “isolation techniques” both during trial and mitigation (Johnstone, 2004c: 40;
see also Johnstone, 2003a and 2003c). These techniques, he claims, generally decontextualise the
60

The clear implication of Johnson’s and Carson’s work is that light sentences are a manifestation of judicial ambivalence
to health and safety offending which itself reflects deeply ingrained and highly routinised practices characteristic of health
and safety regulation which work to ensure that health and safety remains within the moral contours of the social
structures of developed economies (Carson and Henenberg, 1988; Carson and Johnstone, 1990; Johnstone, 2003c).
61
See, for example, Victoria.
62
[2001] VSC 263.
63
Monthly average for July 2001 (http://www.x-rates.com).
64
Monthly average for July 2001 (http://www.x-rates.com).
65
(2000) 95 IR 383.
66
Average for 2000 (http://www.x-rates.com).
67
Average for 2000 (http://www.x-rates.com).
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event from the wider work process within which it takes place and, ultimately, mitigate the
blameworthiness of the offending company – a process which, in the event, at once makes sense of
and justifies light sentences. In the first, and arguably most important, of these techniques –
splintering – the event is divided up into unrelated parts in a process which works to subordinate
the context within which the event occurs to questions of immediate detail. This process is
institutionalised within the form of event-based prosecutions which invariably focus on a particular
incident giving rise to an injury or fatality and, importantly, serve to facilitate scrutiny of factors
which were ultimately irrelevant to the offence (such as the worker’s behaviour, a particular
malfunction or the problems faced by the employer at a particular time - Johnstone, 2002: 12).
Splintering, according to Johnstone, is absolutely central to understanding light sentences as it
effectively sets the legal context in which culpability is analysed in terms of individualistic notions
of causation and blame allocation and ultimately provides the basis for a number of blameshifting
techniques. These aim to shift responsibility for the incident onto workers (even though the
carelessness of the worker may have little to do with the offence - Johnstone, 2002: 13), regulators
(who are commonly accused in mitigation of having previously inspected the plant without raising
the hazard under scrutiny as a problem) or suppliers of plant and equipment as well as sometimes
being used to reinforce submissions aimed at representing the offending company as a responsible
corporate citizen (Johnstone, 2002: 13) with a good health and safety record. This is itself
reinforced by a range of other techniques. Defendants, for example, attempt to individualise the
event in mitigation – making the event appear unique, uncharacteristic of the past and, as such,
unexpected and inconsistent with the present circumstances of the event. This closes down the
possibility of generalisations being drawn about the event which might cast light on the culture of
OHS at the offending firm and, as such, on the culpability of the offender (Johnstone, 2002: 13-14).
Johnstone also notes that offenders often engage in quite extensive damage minimisation after the
event – re-employing the victim, assisting with his or her rehabilitation, abating the breach and
employing an OHS consultant – which, in addition to underlining the good character and
responsibility of the offender, readily gives rise to the suggestion that the old work method is
outdated, part of a now defunct past, and, as such, generally irrelevant to the company’s work
process (Johnstone, 2002: 15). In other cases, attempts are also made to anthropomorphise
companies by either fusing the characteristics of the personnel running the corporation with the
corporation itself or by giving the corporation human characteristics and qualities which encourage
the courts to afford the fictional corporate entity with the same benefits accorded to natural persons
(Johnstone, 2002: 15).68 Whilst these techniques work in different ways and are used in different
combinations, by attempting to exploit incomplete official data (relating to reported injury and ill
health) and recharacterising the key issue as the employer’s general attitude or reputation, their
basic effect is to deflect attention away from the defendant’s culpability and the organisation of the
work process.
The lengths to which firms seem prepared to go in order to minimise their blameworthiness and,
more importantly, the degree to which the courts seem prepared to accept this, underlines the
importance of restricting judicial discretion in the sentencing process. The limited impact of the US
Sentencing Guidelines on sentencing practice, however, indicates that considerable care must be
taken to achieve this. When it published its guidelines, the US Sentencing Commission predicted
that fines would increase and that the median minimum fine would be twice as much as had been
the case before the guidelines came into effect (US Sentencing Commission, 1991b: 22-23 cited
Parker and Atkins, 1999: 424). This optimism was misplaced. Examining the period immediately
proceeding the introduction of the guidelines (1992-1995), Parker and Atkins (1999) found no
statistically significant change in either the level or structure of corporate monetary penalties after
68
Thus, Johnstone notes how defence counsel are careful to ensure that the court is aware of the defendant corporation’s
role in the community, whilst, on other occasions, they emphasise awards received by employees in the hope that the good
character of its officers will rub off on the corporation (Johnstone, 2002: 15).
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controlling for the harm attributed to the offence. To some extent this was a consequence of the
level of the penalties recommended in the guidelines. After vigorous lobbying from business
associations, these were set well below the levels originally proposed (Etzioni, 1993).69 The main
reason, however, seems to relate to the fact that the guidelines were non-binding and drafted in
vague and open-ended language (Parker, 1993: 399-400)70 – a fact that underscores the importance
of ensuring that recommended penalties are mandatory and that great care is taken in drafting
guidelines to ensure that the language used gives no cause for ambiguity and is incapable of
multiple interpretation.
The widespread suspicion that fines have so far failed to produce radical and widespread changes in
firm behaviour has created considerable intellectual space for criticism to flourish. Many of these
criticisms arise from the fact that fines are usually set too low to produce either a specific or general
deterrent effect. Thus, Fisse once argued that the fact that fines neither require companies to alter
the conditions which set the context of the hazard,71 review their OHS systems or discipline
managers responsible for the offence meant that they sometimes represented nothing more than
“purchasable commodities” (Fisse, 1994) – a criticism which surely is only sustainable where fines
are set too low to trouble a company and convey the sort of social disapproval that typically
accompanies severe sanctions. Other criticisms have focused on the remote possibility that firms
might asset-strip to avoid the impact of onerous fines (Fisse, 1990). This is an important point,
although it is difficult to conceive of medium sized or large companies undergoing highly
expensive restructuring to escape the effect of all but the most severe monetary penalties72 in which
case the risk of regulatory avoidance could quite easily be avoided by something similar to a
Mareva injunction. Other criticisms still have focused on the fact that criminal fines do not directly
compensate victims – a deficiency which is easily circumvented by combining fines with
compensation orders.73 Unquestionably, however, the most trenchant and well-rehearsed criticism
concerns the spill-over effects of fines.
Fines that represent a significant proportion of firm turnover can put companies under financial
stress – lead to redundancies, reductions in investment and shareholder value - and, given the right
circumstances, might even work to force offending companies into liquidation. 74 This is an
69

Etzioni (1993: 150) points out that, under intense business opposition, the Commission scaled back most of the penalties
it had originally recommended. Under the Commission’s original guidelines, for example, a level-25 offence dropped from
US$136 million to US$580,000 – although, as Etzioni goes on to point out, the new fines were still higher than those
typically imposed on corporations (1993: 151). The degree of influence that business associations are able to exercise over
sentencing policy is not fixed. Its impact over the Commission’s final recommendations was, however, substantial
primarily because corporate penalties had been little more than “an afterthought” to sentencing reform generally; having
simply become caught up in the politics of sentencing reform that swept through criminal justice policy-making during the
1980s (Parker and Atkins, 1999: 428-429). Despite the political appeal of tougher sanctions for corporate criminals, there
was, as such, no coherent political constituency for tougher corporate sentencing – a significant social fact, given that the
social organisations that might have effectively lobbied for more severe sentences were themselves disorganised and weak
(Etzioni, 1993).
70
There are good reasons to suspect that judges, politicians and civil servants preferred a non-binding set of guidelines,
allowing judges to follow the same set of assumptions that characterised organisational sentencing before the guidelines
took effect, whilst still satisfying the public demand for more severe sanctions for corporations (Parker and Atkins, 1999).
71
This, of course, can easily be avoided by orders of compliance or by organisational reform orders (see, for example,
Alberta and Canada).
72
Fines might, however, produce a Phoenix effect in smaller companies. A Phoenix company is one that deliberately goes
into receivership to avoid their legal obligations. This is particularly problematic in the case of health and safety where a
company simply transfers its assets to essentially the same company under a different name, abandoning workers who may
be affected by disease or have been seriously injured at work.
73
In Alberta, recent amendments to the Occupational Health and Safety Act avoid this by allowing the court to first set the
level of financial penalty and then allocate it between the full range of interested parties (victims, occupational health and
safety associations and organisations and the public revenue).
74
In practice, of course, the spill-over effects of fines are overplayed for all but the smallest and financially precarious
companies. We found no evidence to suggest that the level of fines imposed on smaller companies was unduly onerous –
although we have not undertaken a systematic investigation into the level of fines as a proportion of turnover.
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important consideration, but it is equally important to ensure that it is not allowed to close down
discussion of the social value of large fines.75 This seems particularly important given that the
concept of spill-over – which implies a negative and unmerited effect – is often used to raise
tenuous doubts about certain types of business regulation. Most forms of regulation impose costs
on companies and, as such, drive up product prices, reduce consumer demand, weaken firms’ profit
margins and put jobs at risk in the short term. Spill-over, in this sense, is a misleading concept. The
question, in all cases, must concern the social impact of the sanction – whether it is in the public
interest and not simply the interests of business, particular classes of consumer, shareholders or, to a
lesser extent, given its impact on the emotional health, stability and general well-being of families
and local communities, the workforce. Criminal fines do not work to destroy corporate capital,
simply to redistribute it – a principle which, incidentally, is openly structured into some financial
orders (see below) which work to channel money into non government organisations or public
health projects (see, for example, Alberta). More importantly, however, whether financial stress or
the de facto dissolution of a company (brought on by payment of a large financial penalty) is
against the public interest will depend on the nature of the company’s business, how many
employees suffer, where and what type of employees are laid off, the extent to which the company
has its operation based in the UK, the nature of the market it operates in, its investment record and
the level of competition it faces. If a company exports goods or services to overseas and
competitive markets or is otherwise in competition with overseas business, a very large fine which
forces a company to scale back on investment might produce long term aggregate spill-over effects.
But where a company’s main market is not highly competitive or the competition mainly comes
from companies with their operations and research and development capacity based in the UK, the
aggregate spill-over effects will not be as great. In fact, criminal fines against overseas companies
which are not principally based in the UK might produce positive aggregate spill-over effects
provided the market it serves is also supplied by companies which have their operations mainly
based in the UK. Arguably, the key question concerns the impact that financial stress has first on
the aggregate level of investment in the UK economy and second on the aggregate level of
employment.
In summary, fines that constitute a significant proportion of turnover are necessary to produce the
specific and general deterrent effects typically associated with criminals and given the substantial
variation that exists within organisational offenders and organisational offending a combination of
sanctions might work to ensure that the sanction works better to alter organisational conduct in the
medium and long term or, in other ways, promote occupational health and safety (Wells, 2001: 32).
In this respect it is useful to recognise that a number of other financial penalties circumvent some
(but not all of) the problems attendant on criminal fines.
4.3

Administrative Fines

Administrative fines are used in a large of number of jurisdictions (British Columbia, Germany, the
Netherlands, Sweden and the US). In addition to being easy to administer and inexpensive, their
main advantage is that they do not suffer from the long delays that are typical of prosecution.
Furthermore, because there is no immediate need for the courts to become involved and the
regulatory authority is freed from demands of criminal proof, this makes it more likely that
enforcement action will occur and, according to Bluff, more likely that offences will be officially
recorded and penalised (Bluff, 2004).
The empirical evidence on the effectiveness of administrative penalties in North America, where
the vast majority of well-controlled studies have been undertaken, is extremely good. The most
75
It is worth noting that concerns about the detrimental effects of fines on specific companies or capital in general are not
as deeply held in the context of other forms of corporate offending – such as antitrust - where the penalties are
considerable.
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widely-cited and methodologically rigorous study on the use of administrative penalties by
Occupational Safety and Health Administration officials looked at the effect of penalty inspections
on just under 7,000 manufacturing plants. The authors found a 15-22% reduction in injuries, which
continued for up to three years after the inspection (Gray and Scholz, 1993; for a comprehensive
summary of the research see the discussion in the US section on investigation and enforcement).
The fact that simple inspections (where no fine is imposed) fail to produce the same effect suggest
that the imposition of a monetary penalty is a crucial lever of compliance.
The weight of evidence in favour of the routine imposition of administrative penalties following
inspection is not something always picked up in the British reviews of the literature which have
tended to place too great a significance on studies which are not well controlled or which focus on
industry level, rather than plant specific studies. Confusing plant specific and industry level studies
is especially likely to dilute the encouraging findings contained in the US research on the specific
deterrent effects of administrative penalties as the typically small penalties imposed against
companies and the unusually low rate of inspection in the US makes a general deterrent effect
highly improbable
The statutory maxima for administrative fines are very low even in jurisdictions (such as the
Netherlands, British Columbia and the USA) where administrative penalties are not complemented
by a well developed system of criminal prosecution. So, for example, in the Netherlands, the
maximum fine for a single health and safety offence resulting in death is €11,250 (£7,756) and for
multiple deaths (which are the subject of a single investigation) €45,000 (£31,025). Although,
maxima are increased in British Columbia in line with inflation (where the maxima are greater),
OSHA’s power to impose larger administrative penalties is greatly restricted by the fact that
maximum fines under the Occupational Safety and Heath Act 1970 are not inflation adjusted and
have not been increased since 1990.76 Significantly, the assumptions that underpin these low
maxima are reflected in extraordinarily low levels of actual penalties. In the Netherlands, the
average fine imposed in 2004 amounted to €2,389 and, in practice, fines imposed on employers
rarely rise above €10,000 following any one investigation or inspection (Peeters, 2006). An
investigation undertaken by the Kansas City Star arguably illustrates this powerfully. The Star
looked into 80 work-related deaths and injuries (where at least one serious citation for an OSHA
violation had been issued) and found that half the employers paid just US$3,000 in administrative
penalties (Casey, 2005). Significantly, this analysis reflects fining practice within OSHA where
federal penalties actually imposed systematically fall short of the maximum penalties OHSA is
authorised to impose. Thus, the average federal penalty for a “serious violation” for the fiscal year
2005 was US$890 (13 per cent of the maximum) while for “other than serious” violations it was
US$157 (2 per cent of the maximum). This is thought to arise, in part, from inspectors’ reluctance
to initially assess high penalties (Knieser and Leeth, 2000: 4) even for serious violations of health
and safety standards, but it also occurs because OSHA often adjusts assessed penalties downwards
to encourage compliance, further reducing the small economic incentives on firms to comply with
OHS standards. The net effect is that low penalties overlie low rates of inspections – an occurrence
which is compounded where there is institutionalised tolerance of infractions among inspectors (see
the discussion of Brown, 1994 in the levers conclusion). This unquestionably reduces both the
incentives for inspected firms to invest in health and safety as well as the general deterrent effect for
all firms (Smith, 1979; Meier, 1985; Knieser and Leeth, 2000: 5; Weil, 2003a; but see the
discussion in the main text below) and it is this, arguably, that partly explains the results of industry
level studies.

76
In 1990, Pub. L. 101-508, 104 Stat. 1288 amended section 17 of the OSH Act, increasing the maximum penalties
available in section 17(a) from US$10,000 to US$70,000 and the maxima in sections 17(b)-(d) and (i) from US$1,000 to
US$7,000 (see below).
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The US research is less effective in telling us why administrative penalties work and, therefore,
why their general deterrent effect is weak. By contrast, an Australian survey of inspectors,
policymakers and company directors (relating to smaller infringement notices, rather than larger
administrative fines) suggests that the answer to the latter question may reside in the considerable
importance that senior directors attach to the possibility that public knowledge of the fine will have
an impact on their firm’s reputation. This is consistent with a 2002 survey of Dutch employers who
expressed some concern that greater publicity might “affect the reputation and image of the
company” (Health and Safety Inspectorate, 2002: 15) but, if this is the mechanism of effect or a
major mechanism of effect, it sits uneasily with the US research which raises serious doubts over
the power of the general effectiveness of administrative fines. Moreover, and arguably more
importantly, it raises a large number of additional questions concerning whether and how firm
reputation is affected by the publicity given to fines, whether the impact of administrative fines is
affected by the level of publicity (what, for example, is the effect where fines persistently attract
little or no publicity) or when publicity produces no affect on firm reputation and how the impact of
fines is affected when firm decision-makers come to doubt whether small fines produce little
measurable impact on firm reputation. This seems particularly significant given that some
jurisdictions (Italy and the Netherlands) do not publicise fines and given that small fines, which are
unlikely to generate much reputational “noise”, seem common.
The Australian survey also suggests that administrative penalties might work by drawing senior
management’s attention to inspectors’ powers and presence (Gunningham, et al, 1998) – a point
made in some of the more rigorous US studies (Gray and Scholz, 1993 and 1997)77 and consistent
with the finding elsewhere that administrative penalties generally work irrespective of their size (at
least in systems conventionally characterised as low trust - Gray and Scholz, 1990). The general
point is an important one. Administrative fines can be imposed relatively quickly and, therefore,
bring together inspection, non-compliance and regulatory response within the organisational
consciousness of the firm. Certainly, it indicates very strongly that, given relatively low rates of
inspection, the general efficacy of the inspection process may be enhanced by the relatively routine
imposition of administrative fines (for all but the least important violations). By contrast, the more
specific point indicating that fine size has little effect on compliance is puzzling. Because the
mechanism of effect of administrative fines is likely to be layered, rather than uni-causal, it is
difficult to co-ordinate the exact impact of fine size on health and safety, but despite this, there are
good reasons to think that higher fines positively correlate with compliance. Both the Dutch and
Australian finding that avoidance of reputational effects drives compliance indicates that, up to a
point, higher fines (which, as an indicator of seriousness, will, on balance, attract greater publicity)
should optimise compliance. Further, the finding contained in the Dutch research indicating a
significant correlation between employers’ awareness of the administrative fine and compliance
with their statutory obligation to produce a risk inventory and evaluation also indicates a positive
association between fine size and compliance. And finally, and arguably most importantly, the
reasons Dutch employers give for non-compliance – lack of time, ignorance of the obligation,
difficulty in carrying it out, the belief that the obligation is unimportant and the belief that the cost
of compliance is too high – are highly contextualised and clearly sensitive to the severity of
enforcement. Notwithstanding these all important observations - which suggest that, on balance,
compliance is sensitive to fine size – there is still insufficient data on the relationship between firm
characteristics, fine size and compliance or on the point at which an increase in the level of fine
produces little or no effect on compliance. In our view, these questions merit further investigation.
The disadvantages of administrative penalties are similar to criminal fines, save in three important
respects. The first is that their effects might decline over time. This is the implication of a number
of well-controlled studies (see, in particular, Mendeloff and Gray, 2002). Unfortunately, the causes
77

This goes back to the point that administrative fines are imposed relatively quickly.
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of this effect are unclear – there is simply insufficient evidence to suggest whether it is a reporting
effect, whether it is specific to changes in the form that inspections take in the US or whether it is
something inherent in the form of penalty inspections or how they are targeted.78 A second is that,
to the extent that they are set according to well-known criteria and within strict maxima, there is a
risk that regulated firms might regard them as a predictable and manageable cost of doing business
- almost as a tax upon detection of wrongdoing – which might undermine their preventative impact.
The final problem with administrative penalties is that they do not carry the same denunciatory
weight and, therefore, do not moralise responsibility in the same way as criminal fines imposed by
a court following prosecution. This is an important, although often neglected, weakness, especially
considering that one of the main reasons senior managers give for complying with the law is that it
is the morally right thing to do (see, for example, Gunningham, 1998). All of these issues in our
view merit further investigation.
Table 2: Maximum Administrative Fines and Penalty Notices

NSW (corporation)
NSW (individual)

Victoria
Queensland (individual)
Queensland (corporation)
Western Australia (individual)
Western Australia (corporation)
Alberta (employee)
British Columbia

Nova Scotia
Ontario
Germany
Italy
Netherlands (employee)
Netherlands (employer)
Sweden
USA (Federal)

4.4

Currency
jurisdiction
1,500
1,048.10
600
1,500
50
250
150
533,195
800
300
25,000
4,131
225
45,000
100,000
70,000

of

Euros

Pounds Sterling

905

624

632
362
905
30
151
107
379,996
570
214
25,000
4,131
225
45,000
10,776
55,525

436
250
624
21
104
74
261,982
393
147
17,236
2,848
155
31,025
7,429
38,281

Penalty Notices, on-the-spot fines and ticketing

Regulators are authorised to use these against all workplace parties (employees as well as
employers) in New South Wales, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Queensland and Victoria. Unlike
administrative fines, their precise effect on OHS compliance is unclear. Although, American
studies of administrative penalties suggest that the imposition of small penalties against employers
might enhance OHS, the available research is not sufficiently developed to confirm whether the
78

This declining impact has not been fully explained but possible contributors are that over time the OSHA standards cited
may have become less relevant to the principal causes of injury (and hence had less impact on injury rates), and that
changes to the method of OSHA inspections may have adversely impacted on the OSHA citation system. From the mid1990s OSHA inspections placed more emphasis on problem solving and encouraging firms to reduce workplace hazards
rather than detailed inspections identifying specific violations. This suggests that the approach to inspection and type of
offences for which administrative penalties are used may influence their impact on injury rates (Gray and Mendeloff,
2002).
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same is true of fines imposed on employees (although see Gunningham, et al, 1998). Despite this,
employee focused penalty notices have recently been proposed in Alberta’s Occupational Health
and Safety Amendment Act ostensibly on the back of a comparative analysis with a similar system
operating in Ontario (against employers and employees). Correspondence with Albertan regulators,
however, indicates that this analysis was not well-controlled, but rather involved a simple
comparison of injury and fatality rates in the construction sectors of the two provinces.79
4.5

Equity Fines

Another, much discussed, economic penalty is the equity fine or stock dilution. This was first
proposed by the American academic John Coffee, but although it has since generated a lot of
interest among academics (see, for example, Jefferson, 2001 and Croall, 2005) and been considered
in the context of law reform (see, for example, Law Reform Commission for New South Wales,
2003) it has not yet been specifically introduced in any of the jurisdictions we observed (although it
seems theoretically possible under Alberta’s general sentencing provision).
Equity fines force offending companies to issue new shares, which are then taken control of by a
state compensation fund80. The shares are then disposed of on the open market and the proceeds
distributed to employees who have been injured or made ill by work (Coffee, 1981; see also Fisse,
1983: 1233-7). Its use is limited to companies that have a share capital – and, in practice, may only
be appropriate for use against public companies that allow the free transfer of shares. In theory, in
relation to public companies, equity fines get round many of the problems attendant on more
conventional monetary penalties. In particular, the effects on employees and creditors (but not
existing shareholders of course) are reduced because the capital available for investment is not
depleted (ownership of both fixed and liquid assets are simply reallocated).81 Further, share dilution
can also penalise senior managers who usually have large shareholdings in the companies they
manage and, increasingly, derive much of their remuneration through stock options.82 They can,
therefore, produce a more direct deterrent effect on corporate decision-makers than typical
organisational sentences. More importantly, perhaps, share dilution makes management legally
responsible for health and safety through their existing duties to shareholders, constituting a form of
enforced self-regulation. More generally, organisational reform is achieved by prompting
shareholders to place pressure on the board to improve occupational health and safety – although
share dilution would have to be substantial for this to occur (but see Davidson, Worrell and Cheng,
1994). A final advantage of equity fines is that the financial benefits of enforcement can be easily
passed onto victims.
Both the Law Reform Commission for New South Wales and the Irish Law Reform Commission
(IRLC, 2003: para.4.19) recommended against introducing equity fines largely because of their
effects on innocent shareholders (IRLC, 2004: para.4.19; New South Wales Law Commission,
2003).83 This argument seems weak. Non-compliance can reduce compliance costs and, therefore,
79

Personal correspondence, 13th June 2006.
The allocation of the fines into a state compensation fund is not, however, an essential element of the equity fine.
81
The ALRC recommended against introducing equity fines because of the effects on innocent shareholders, but this
argument seems weak if non-compliance reduces compliance costs and, therefore, enhances profitability. More to the
point, it is unclear why shareholders should not be made accountable for ensuring that the firm they hold stock in has
strong OHS management systems which, presumably, will improve a company’s OHS performance.
82
Although, for larger companies at least, the proportion of CEOs’ long-term compensation made up of stock options
appears to have declined quite significantly since 2002, stock in one form or another continues to represent the largest
proportion of long-term compensation (see, for example, Mercer Human Resource Consulting, 2006).
83
“A major disadvantage from a principled perspective is that, in private sector corporations, an equity fine would directly
affect the corporation’s innocent shareholders who, as a matter of corporate reality, have little control over the day to day
management of corporate activities. In addition, the dilution of the corporation’s share value may in some cases lead to a
hostile takeover.” IRLC, 2003: para. 8.13. Although the decision was probably as much influenced by the feeling that the
sanction was unworkable for Irelands private companies, which have limitations on the transfer of shares.
80
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artificially enhance profitability. Shareholders may be innocent – in the sense that they are not
directly involved – but this is not relevant to the issue of whether it is appropriate to allow them to
profit from a company’s failure to observe its legal duties (and, therefore, duties to the wider
public) and lower its compliance costs. This raises a wider point concerning the rights and duties of
shareholders. We think it reasonable to question whether shareholders should not be accountable
for ensuring that the firm they hold stock in has strong OHS management systems (which,
presumably, will improve a company’s OHS performance). There is no reason why the privilege to
earn profits on investments should not, at least, be accompanied by an obligation of due diligence.
4.6

Compensation Orders, Restitution, Reparation and Restoration

Compensation orders are available in a large number of jurisdictions (Alberta, New South Wales84,
Victoria). The calculation and method of imposing compensation varies considerably. Albertan
Courts, for example, are authorised85 to impose compensation orders (or victim surcharge orders)
as a partial alternative to fines. The courts set the appropriate level of financial penalty and then,
after submissions from the parties’ legal representatives, determine how best to allocate the penalty
between a number of competing interests including the victim. Compensation orders work to
produce a range of effects. In addition to ensuring that victims receive a measure of reparation for
their suffering, they not only reaffirm offending companies’ obligations to their victims, they also
highlight the harmful impact of health and safety offending.
Orders of restitution, reparation and restoration are available in a number of jurisdictions (Alberta,86
Canada, 87 New South Wales, 88 and the US 89 ). Under the Sentencing Reform Act in the US
restitution is an independent sentence,90 although it can also be made a condition of probation.91
4.7

Enforced Monetary Donations (hypothecated monetary penalties)

Enforced monetary donations work as a type of hypothecated monetary penalty by requiring
offenders to fund or make donations to activities and organisations that promote occupational
health and safety. The power of Albertan Courts requiring convicted offenders to make financial
donations to organisations involved in the promotion of occupational health and safety is a case in
point.92 The courts set the appropriate level of financial penalty and then, after submissions from
the parties’ legal representatives, determine how best to allocate the penalty between a number of
competing interests including the victim.93 A similar, but more limited, order – which allows the
84

Section 113(1)(a) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2000 gives the court the power to impose an order which
remedies any matter caused by the commission of the offence.
85
This is the broad effect of section 41.1(2) of the amended OHS Act which provides that the order of the court “may
contain any substance or conditions that the court considers appropriate”.
86
Section 41.1(2) of the amended OHS Act provides that the order “may contain any substance or conditions that the court
considers appropriate”.
87
Section 732.1(3.1)(a) Criminal Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46).
88
Section 113(a) gives the court the power to impose an order, which remedies any matter caused by the commission of the
offence.
89
8B1.1 of the US Sentencing Guidelines.
90
18 USC 3663-3664.
91
8B1.1, 8D1.1(a)(a) of the US Sentencing Guidelines.
92
The power derives from section 41.1(2) which authorises the court to issue an order containing “any substance or
conditions that the court considers appropriate”. In interpreting this provision, the courts have allocated funds to certain
projects such as education or improvement in industry standards as well as donations to not-for-profit organisations.
93
In R v Silver City, Famous Players Films Inc. (Provincial Court of Alberta, no.031324304P1, April, 18, 2005;), the court
ordered the defendant to pay Can$52,000 to the Firefighters Burn Treatment Society (in addition to small fine and
surcharge). In R v Altapro Cleaning and Disaster Restoration Ltd. (Provincial Court of Alberta, no.021403282P101001004, April 19th 2005), the court ordered the defendant to pay Can$25,000 each to the St. John Ambulance Society and
STARS Air Ambulance Society. In R v Rampart Steel (Provincial Court of Alberta, no.030668263P1-01-001, May 5th 2004)
the court ordered the defendant company to contribute Can$95,000 to develop an Industry-Related Practice for steel work.
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court to impose a monetary penalty for the purpose of research or public education relating to
occupational health and safety – is available to the courts in British Columbia.94
The impact of these types of orders on OHS prevention is unclear. On the one hand, by allowing
the public to more readily observe the social value of transferring assets from “bad corporate
citizens” to the public sector than is possible with criminal fines, they can work to underline the
public utility of prosecution and, as such, help to maintain public confidence in criminal justice
intervention as a means of OHS regulation. However, there is a risk that these types of orders may
allow corporations – who, albeit under a court order, are directing assets to socially valuable
organisations and ends - to generate positive publicity from criminal cases in a way that dilutes the
moral (and, therefore, instrumental) impact of criminal justice intervention (see also community
service orders).
4.8

Unjust Enrichment, Forfeiture and Confiscation Orders

Section 218 of British Columbia’s Workers’ Compensation Act allows the court to impose a
supplementary fine (in addition to a conventional fine under section 217 of the Act) on convicted
firms and individuals in an amount equal to the estimation of the court of the amount of any
monetary benefits accrued as a result of the offence.95 In Germany, the Administrative Offences
Act has a similar provision. Both provisions work to minimise the competitive advantage that firms
can acquire from non-compliance when fines are set too low.
4.9

Injury Tax

US economists have long advocated the introduction of an injury tax. This is not a conventional
sanction, but is discussed here because, by providing financial disincentives to employers with a
poor record of work related injuries and ill health, it works in much the same way as court based
monetary penalties. The closest, however, developed economies have moved to this idea is through
mandated workers’ compensation.
Compensation schemes differ greatly between jurisdictions, but the basic theme is relatively
constant. First of all, the law imposes no-fault liability on employers for losses to employees arising
from occupational injury and ill health and defines the nature and amount of the benefits payable
under a compensation scheme. In most cases, employers are then required to insure against their
statutory liabilities96 and, in return, are granted limited immunity from tort actions.97 In the case of
medium and large firms, insurance premiums are experience-rated – that is to say that are adjusted
according to the number and types of claims that firms make on behalf of their employees.
Although mixed, the research on the OHS effects of workers’ compensation schemes is, on
balance, positive (Tompa, et al, 2004). In summary, almost all studies suggest a strong negative
correlation between premium rates and both the rate and severity of injuries and a positive
correlation between premium rates and investment in OHS. Another major advantage of
comprehensive workers’ compensation, of course, is that it shifts the burden of some of the costs of
occupational injury and ill health from public health systems and families onto business. Mandated
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Section 219(1)(b) of the Workers’ Compensation Act 1996.
The information supplied to us indicates that the provision has not, as yet, been applied by the courts.
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Either by purchasing insurance from a private carrier or a state-owned insurance fund, or by demonstrating sufficient
resources to self insure - Thomason, 2001: 633.
97
The major exception to this is where injury is caused intentionally. Howard (2002) argues that before the introduction of
workers’ compensation, tort law tended to favour employers and financial settlements and compensation awards were
unpredictable. One effect of worker’s compensation laws has been to make the process of protecting workers from the
financial consequences of injury and ill health far more predictable for both employees and employers.
95
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compensation, in other words, forces firms to internalise more of the actual costs of ‘doing
business’.
Despite this, it is important to avoid overstating the benefits of experience-rated compensation.
Some well-controlled studies (see, for example, Thomason and Pozzebon, 2002) suggest that as
premium rates increase so do firms’ efforts to manage claims. That is they increase their efforts to
stop employees reporting injuries either by disciplining them or by shifting them to different types
of work. Another problem discussed in the US literature is that compensation is of little use to the
most vulnerable workers – employees, for example, on relatively short-term contracts. Put simply,
the more at risk the employee, the less likely it is they will report a claim, the less likely the firm
will be forced to internalise its OHS costs, and the less likely the firm will be motivated to invest in
OHS.
5.

DISSOLUTION

Dissolution (or deregistration) of a company is arguably the most severe sentencing option.
Companies can either be dissolved directly (where assets are either placed into the hands of a
receiver and liquidated or in the hands of the state, in the case of nationalisation) or indirectly
(where a fine is imposed that divests the target company of all its assets98) (Geis and Braithwaite,
1982).99 In addition to this, there is de facto dissolution where the effect of regulatory intervention,
but not the intention, is to close down the business. One of the better known examples of this is the
US Department of Justice’s prosecution of Anderson.
Many of the advantages of dissolution are not obvious. But by getting rid of companies that gain a
competitive advantage through non-compliance, the process can reward companies with strong
records of OHS management. The other obvious advantage is that – by denying a company the
right to exist - it very clearly moralises responsibility for OHS compliance.100
Whether this is offset by the disadvantages of dissolution will inevitably depend on the context.
Winding up a company not only harms employees and shareholders, but also trading partners. This
is not necessarily a problem where the company’s main business is unlawful. The United States
Sentencing Commission’s Guidelines make explicit provision for organisations that are “operated
primarily for a criminal purpose or primarily by criminal means”.101 The obvious example in the
case of OHS would be the specialist asbestos removal company, which routinely breaches health
and safety regulation to undercut the competition. Of course, it is always open for the state to
minimise the spill-over effects of dissolution by acting as an administrator of the company’s assets;
selling off some or all of a company’s assets to more legitimate companies which could then
continue the corporation’s legitimate trading activities (Braithwaite and Geis, 1982). Moreover,
dissolution can create opportunities for other, more legitimate and better run companies –
something which has, arguably, occurred in the aftermath of Anderson’s demise.
98

8C1.1 of the USSG instructs the court to impose a fine that is “sufficient to divest the organization of all its net assets”
where the offending company has “operated primarily for a criminal purpose or primarily by criminal means.”
99
The Texas Business Corporation Act contains a civil remedy that allows for dissolution. The Act states that when a
corporation is convicted of a felony the Attorney General may file an action to dissolve the corporation involuntarily. The
dissolution is justified if the court finds that the corporation “has engaged in a persistent course of felonious conduct” and
it is in the public interest to prevent similar offences (Texas Business Corporation Act Art 7.01 s F. See also Texas NonProfit Corporation Act Art 7.01 s F; and Texas Limited Liability Company Act Art 7.11 s F. Similar proposals were also
made in section 6.04 of the United States Model Penal Code: Model Penal Code (Proposed Official Draft 1962) (see also
Yoder, 1978).
100
In this sense, of course, it can also underline the commitment of the state in a very public way to protecting the health
and safety of the community.
101
US Sentencing Commission, Federal Sentencing Guideline Manual, US Sentencing Commission, §8C1.1. A similar
provision exists in France which confines the sanction to companies that have been created to commit a felony. Moreover,
the sentencing court can only refer the matter to another court to make the final decision.
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The final problem with dissolution is that there is always a risk that officers of a dissolved company
can incorporate under a new name (Jefferson, 2001; Lederman, 1985). This can be avoided with the
use of disqualification orders against directors as happens in the case of fraud (Fisse, 1973;
Jefferson, 2001; Yoder, 1978).
6.

PROBATION

Corporate probation is either used as a sentence in its own right, covering a range of different court
disposals (as in the US102), or as a general term to describe a range of discrete sentencing options –
such as organisational reform orders, tendering disqualifications or training orders. The essence of
corporate probation is commercial restraint, which is either designed to restrict a company’s
capacity to carry on its business or to directly improve compliance.103
7

DISQUALIFICATION
RESTRICTIONS)

(LICENCE

REVOCATION

AND

TENDERING

The most obvious example of disqualification, used extensively in financial service regulation,104 is
the revocation or suspension of a licence (see Victoria, NSW and Queensland105). This is more
limited than an order restraining specified activities because it can only be used where a company
requires a licence to carry out certain functions. A number of regulatory authorities have the power
to revoke licences – although it is unclear how often the power is used.
Perhaps a more interesting example is an order to disqualify an offending company from entering
into public contracts. One example of an administrative disqualification of offenders from
government contracts may be found in the United States’ Federal Acquisition Regulations - which
apply to federal executive agencies in the acquisition of goods and services from government
funds. More specifically, the Regulations allow officials to exclude contractors from government
contracts if they have been convicted, among other things of fraud, embezzlement, theft, forgery,
bribery, tax evasion, receiving stolen property and also “any other offence indicating a lack of
business integrity or business honesty that seriously and directly affects the present responsibility of
a Government contractor or subcontractor”. The courts in some US states (Michigan) have also
issued similar orders in the context of OHS offences (and there are precedents in other contexts in
the UK).106
The strength of the order is that it promotes the interests of firms with strong records of
occupational health and safety at the expense of companies that perform poorly; thereby
102

The US Sentencing Commission’s Guidelines place a considerable emphasis on corporate probation; defining it as a
sentence in its own right and not as something that is conditional upon the suspension of another sentence.
103
Wray (1992) describes corporate probation as a “period during which a company must satisfy certain conditions and
must keep the court apprised of its compliance (Wray, 1992: 2017).” See also Reforms to the Trade Practices Act 1974
(Cth) which defines a probation order as a court order that aims to close down the possibility of future offending and
includes: (a) an order directing the person to establish a compliance program for employees or other persons involved in
the person’s business, being a program designed to ensure their awareness of the responsibilities and obligations in
relation to the contravening conduct, similar conduct or related conduct; (b) an order directing the person to establish an
education and training program for employees or other persons involved in the person’s business, being a program
designed to ensure their awareness of the responsibilities and obligations in relation to the contravening conduct, similar
conduct or related conduct; and (c) an order directing the person to revise the internal operations of the person’s business
which lead to the person engaging in the contravening conduct.
104
The Securities and Exchange Commission, for example, has the power to revoke or suspend for up to 12 months the
registration of any broker, upon finding that the broker has committed various prescribed felonies or misdemeanours,
including larceny, extortion, forgery, counterfeiting and embezzlement.
105
In Australian states, the power is typically made available as an administrative order.
106
The ban on Anderson from undertaking government work following their failure to pick up the collapse of De Lorean is
a case in point.
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neutralising the competitive advantage that can occur when companies lower their compliance
costs through non-compliance. A failure to use the disqualification process, as such, can lead to
perverse consequences, which undermine the legitimacy of the regulatory process.
8.

FREEZING THE CORPORATION’S PROFITS

Probation orders which freeze a company’s profits are similar in many respects to the civil
enforcement remedy of sequestration.107 We could find no specific power of sequestration in OHS
offences – although, in British Columbia, the court is authorised to order the offender to pay a fine
equivalent to the monetary benefits accrued as a result of the commission of the offence.108
Freezing a company’s profits allows a corporation to continue with its legitimate activities and
thereby does not impact so harshly on employees, consumers or trading partners. Each of these
sanctions is designed to represent both a general and specific deterrence. Their main advantage is to
reward law-abiding companies by giving them a competitive advantage when dealing with the
government. Their obvious disadvantage concerns their spill-over effects and the difficulties
involved in enforcing some of them, particularly in the case of large corporations with a wide range
of operations.
9.

ORGANISATIONAL REFORM ORDERS

Organisational reform orders (available in the US, Victoria, Canada, Alberta, British Columbia and
Nova Scotia) allow courts to require a company to change the way it is organised or does business
in order to avoid a repetition of the offence. In the US,109 organisational reform orders are applied
through corporate probation which are recommended under the US Sentencing Commission’s
Guidelines where an organisation does not have an effective program to prevent and detect
violations of the law or where it is necessary to ensure that changes are made within the
organisation to reduce the likelihood of future criminal conduct” or where it is necessary “to
accomplish one or more of the purposes of sentencing”.110
The Guidelines set out two groups of recommended conditions of probation for organisations. One
set of conditions aims at ensuring that organisations will continue to be able to pay any deferred
fines or other monetary impositions. The other set of conditions is aimed at altering corporate
behaviour to minimise the recurrence of further offending and are concerned with ensuring that the
corporation develop and implement a compliance programme aimed at prevention and detecting
non-compliance. Among other things, offending companies can be required to: develop and submit
the programme to the court along with an implementation schedule; notify (in a form prescribed by
the court) employees and shareholders about the conviction (and nature of the programme that has
been developed); report periodically to the court or a probation officer on its progress in
implementing the program (see below in respect of securing compliance); submit to a reasonable
number of regular or unannounced inspections of its books (by the probation officer or experts
appointed by the court) and also to the interrogation of “knowledgeable individuals” within the
organisation to ensure that the programme is being followed. Interestingly, the guidelines stress that
more formal programmes are expected of larger corporations (Wray, 1992: 2029).
107
Sequestration can involve depriving a corporation of its rents and profits for a limited period of time. In New South
Wales, sequestration in this form is invoked in situations where a company is guilty of civil contempt of court. In such
situations, the corporation does not ultimately lose possession of its property. Rather, possession is returned at the end of
the period of sequestration, the sequesters’ costs having been deducted.
108
Section 218(1) of the Workers’ Compensation Act. The penalty is imposed in addition to the fine levied.
109
Under the US Sentencing Guidelines (see the relevant discussion in the US Section for an understanding of when these
apply).
110
8D1.1(a)(3) of the US Sentencing Guidelines.
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Organisational reform orders specifically relating to occupational health and safety have also been
established in Alberta. More specifically, section 41.1(1) of the amended OSH Act authorises the
court to establish or revise: (a)(i) its written health and safety policy (a)(ii) a training or educational
program regarding the health or safety of workers and (b) to take specific action to improve health
and safety at work sites and (c) to take any other action specified in the regulations.111
Clearly, the major advantage of organisational reform orders is that they link penalties directly to
organisational change. In addition, they also ensure that offences are not written off as a business
expense and, significantly, they drive home the message that the rights of workers and members of
the public to protection should take precedence over managers’ rights to manage.112 The major
drawback of organisational reform orders is that do not moralise offending. At best they represent a
valuable sanction for less serious offences or a sentence that might be used in conjunction with
other offences which moralise responsibility, but which do not directly require companies to review
their internal procedures.
10

TRAINING ORDERS

Section 60A(1)(a) of Queensland’s Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Act 1986 specifically
empowers the court to order offenders to undertake themselves (or arrange for their employees to
undertake) health and safety training (see also Alberta113). In other jurisdictions (British Columbia),
the power to direct offenders and their employees to undertake health and safety training is derived
from the court’s general power to require companies (and individuals) to comply with any other
conditions the court considers appropriate to ensure compliance.114 The degree to which training
orders might promote compliance is uncertain. Their impact depends on the context within which
training and education takes effect, the motivation of the participants and, most importantly of all in
the context of training and knowledge transfer, the extent to which knowledge can, given the
pressures of the work, be applied within the work environment (Camerer, 1990).115

11.

PUBLICITY ORDERS

11.1

Introduction

The process of publicising an offence and conviction can play an important role in changing
corporate behaviour and promoting work-related health and safety. First, by inflicting damage on
the offending company’s reputation (Skeel, 2001), adverse publicity can increase the costs
associated with prosecution and, as such, magnify its specific deterrent effects. Second, by
spreading news of severe sentences, publicity can also raise the perceived risks of enforcement
(particularly given that the process of dissemination itself adds to the severity of the sanction) and
amplify the general deterrent effects of prosecution. Finally, by emphasising the social harm
inherent in an offence and condemning the offender, adverse publicity can also work to express and
strengthen public disapproval of an offence; at one and the same time underlining the moral
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See also section 732.1(3.1)(b) of the Canadian Criminal Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46).
They also promote individual accountability, because they are targeted at staff. This may make organisational change
more probable.
113
Section 41.1(1)(a)(ii) of Alberta’s Occupational Health and Safety Act authorises the court to direct offenders to
establish or revise training and educational programs.
114
Section 219(1)(g) of the Workers’ Compensation Act 1996.
115
For a useful summary of British research see Davis, 2004: 63-70.
112
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dimension of employers’ legal duties under health and safety legislation and creating a climate in
which health and safety offending is not tolerated (Fisse and Braithwaite, 1983; Cowan, 1992).116
Publicity orders – which grant courts a degree of direct control over how an offender’s conviction
and other relevant information117 is publicised – effectively equip the court with the tools necessary
to optimise the impact of adverse publicity by empowering judges to order companies to run
newspaper advertisements, write to shareholders or put up billboard posters publicising their
offending. This, potentially, is very important in the context of health and safety prosecution where
poor coverage in the news media (Primack, 1992)118 has to compete against the numerous and
diverse demands placed on modern managers; providing little guarantee that corporate decisionmakers will hear about any but the most widely reported (or directly relevant) cases (Coffee,
1981).119 By contrast, publicity orders open up the possibility that the publicity given to conviction
and sentence is adequately transmitted and sufficiently condemning; enhancing their general
deterrent effect and directing the collective consciousness towards the moral and emotional
dimensions of health and safety offending.
The regulatory potential of publicity orders – and the fact that they represent a low cost means of
promoting compliance120 - is reflected in the large number of jurisdictions in which publicity orders
can be imposed. The health and safety statutes in British Columbia,121 New South Wales,122 Nova
Scotia,123 Victoria124 and South Australia125 all specifically empower the courts to impose publicity
orders following convictions under health and safety legislation whilst in France , the
Netherlands,126 the US127 and Canada128 the power is made available as a sanction for more
“conventional” offences, which can be used to prosecute serious breaches of health and safety law
116
“By constituting consciences, in fostering the internalisation of norms…the internalisation of a sense of right and
wrong among those who observe and participate in the shaming [process] (Fisse and Braithwaite, 1983).”
117
Such as the circumstances and consequences of the offence.
118
Alexander (1999) also notes that news reports relating to criminal allegations against corporations (which generally
tend to focus on reports of terminated or suspended customer relationships and of management or employee turnover) are
more frequent when the victims of the offence are consumers and where the offending company’s share price falls
significantly when the offence first becomes public.
119
Thornton, Gunningham and Kagan (2005) found that only 42 per cent of company officials recognised the case from
their industry contained in a varied sample of Environment Protection Agency enforcement cases. The authors raised the
possibility that this was partly a result of the poor news media coverage (with only a quarter of EPA press releases
receiving significant coverage). Moreover, only 61 per cent of the respondents who could recall the signal case specifically
remembered the penalty imposed. Despite this, 89 per cent of their respondents remembered at least one instance of a fine
against a company compared to 64 per cent who could recall a fine imposed on a company official and 31 per cent
recalling a prison sentence. The relevant figures for health and safety are likely to be lower (see Primack, 1992).
120
This is primarily because they rely on private enforcement (the disapproval, for example, of the community or of the
offending company’s shareholders) (Skeel, 2001).
121
Section 219(1)(e) of the Workers’ Compensation Act 1996.
122
Section 115(1)(a) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2000 of New South Wales authorises the court to specify
the action an offender should take to publicise the office, its consequences, the penalty imposed and any other related
matter. Section 115(1)(b) provides the court with a similar power to specify how an offender should notify specific persons
or a specific class of people of the offence, its consequences, the penalty imposed and any other related matter. This allows
the court to order the offender to publicise its offending in an annual report, or to its shareholders or to people affected by
the offence.
123
Section 75(1)(a) Occupational Health and Safety Act of Nova Scotia.
124
Section 135 of the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004 Act.
125
Section 60A(1)(c) and (d) of the Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Act 1986.
126
Generally speaking, in the European countries under consideration, it was not practice for regulatory bodies to
publicise administrative offences – though, in the Netherlands, consideration is now being given to changing the law to
allow this to happen.
127
8D1.4(a) of the US Sentencing Guidelines Manual empowers the court to order offending organisations, at their
expense and in a format and media specified by the court, to publicise the nature of the offence committed, the fact of
conviction, the nature of the punishment imposed, and the steps that will be take to prevent the recurrence of similar
offences. 8A1.1 of the Manual, however, limits its scope to Felony and Class A misdemeanours.
128
Section 732.1 (3.1)(f) Criminal Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46) of the Canadian Criminal Code.
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and regulation. Despite this widespread legislative availability, however, publicity orders are rarely
used in practice. Our examination of prosecution and sentencing summaries for British Columbia,
South Australia and Victoria failed to unearth a single example of the order being used. Whilst this
should not be taken as an indication of their limited value in securing compliance - the order is
newly created in many jurisdictions – their limited use means that there is little research on their
capacity to influence corporate decision-making (Coffee, 1981: 427). Not surprisingly, as such,
there are still major doubts over the exact nature of the mechanism through which publicity orders
are thought to influence corporate decision-making. This – and the fact that their practical effect on
compliance is likely to be highly contextualised – makes their impact extremely difficult to evaluate
or predict. Despite this, it is possible to derive some sense of how effectively publicity orders might
work in practice by exploring the relationship between adverse publicity orders, firm reputation and
firm value, asking, in particular, whether corporate decision-makers actually believe that adverse
publicity will damage their firm’s (or their own) reputation sufficiently to act.

11.2

Adverse Publicity, Public Sentiment and Firm Reputation

To understand the conditions under which publicity orders impact on firm reputation, some sense
of how they touch the public consciousness and shape the way in which offending firms are
perceived, is necessary. One concern – occasionally raised by business associations - is that orders
might cause the public to overreact; creating unanticipated spill-over effects in which the firm’s
reputation is damaged beyond what the seriousness of the offence merits. Given that health and
safety offences are product independent,129 however, serious financial spill-over effects are unlikely
and there is, arguably, greater risk of publicity orders failing to attract sufficient interest among the
general public. This is an important concern (Fisse and Braithwaite, 1983), but it should not be
overplayed. The results of public opinion surveys indicate a basic appetite among the public for
news stories about corporate harm (see NSW Law Reform Commission, 2003: para.’s 11.2411.25), whilst other studies suggest a strong association between intense media exposure and
corporate reputation (Wartick, 1992). Despite this, whether, and how effectively, a specific case
imprints itself on the public imagination will, in practice, depend on a combination of factors – such
as whether publicity resonates with the prevailing political impulses of the public, whether adverse
publicity has to compete with other, more newsworthy or lurid, news stories and, most significantly
of all, how effectively publicity dramatises the offence and the state’s reaction to it. To this latter
effect, some cases are clearly more likely to tap into the emotional circuits of public consciousness
than others. An offending company, for example, may have a poor record of compliance, making it
easier to demonise. Alternatively, the consequences of the offence may have been particularly
serious, or the offending firm might, historically, have placed considerable store in representing
itself as socially responsible. Notwithstanding the specific features of a case, however, ensuring that
publicity is framed to produce the maximum effect (in terms of engaging the public consciousness
and damaging the reputation of the offending company) will work to optimise its regulatory impact.
How publicity orders are drafted and take effect is, therefore, fundamentally important.
The main problem involved in drafting orders concerns whether the courts have the necessary skills
to frame the issues so that the public are alerted to the offence in a way that might effectively
undermine the reputation of the offending company (see, for example, Coffee, 1981). The
Occupational Health and Safety Act of New South Wales aims to get round this problem by giving
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See the discussion in the main text on the financial impact of reputation sensitive events.
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offending companies responsibility for preparing publicity, subject to the court’s approval.130 This,
however, contains a real risk of bringing judicial perceptions of the appropriate measure of
punishment closer to those of offending companies and does not directly address the court’s lack of
experience and skill in publicising a case for maximum deterrent and moral effect. Another
alternative, proposed by the New South Wales Law Commission (2003: para. 11.23), is that courts
order regulatory authorities to implement publicity orders with the offending company bearing the
costs. On first inspection, regulatory authorities, whose press offices will have had some experience
in issuing press notices, appear better placed than the courts to effectively publicise offences.
However, Davis’s (2004) study of the British health and safety regulation raises serious questions
about the ability of regulatory authorities to exploit the inherent newsworthiness of health and
safety offences for maximum effect. Arguably a better solution is for the courts to instruct public
relations agencies – with the costs again borne by the offending company – or to insist on certain
minimum requirements to publicity orders, such as the inclusion of victim impact statements,
which at once tap into the news values of journalists and highlight the serious consequences of
health and safety offences.131 Either way, the creation of court powers that explicitly recognise the
importance of newsworthiness and, just as importantly, that can harness it to emphasise the serious
consequences of health and safety offending, are essential if publicity orders are to effectively
engage the public and effectively damage the reputation of the offending company. The
consequences of failing to do so, however, are not necessarily critical as general orders can always
be complemented by more focused ones which target specific groups (such as consumers,
suppliers, shareholders, the capital markets, workers, and so on) who may be more likely to register
an interest in a prosecution (and whose goodwill the offending company is still likely to value).
This is the broad effect of section 115(1)(b) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2000 of
New South Wales. This provides the courts with the power to specify how an offender should
notify specific persons or a specific class of people of the offence, its consequences, the penalty
imposed and any other related matter and, in doing so, allows offending to be publicised in
company annual reports, trade journal advertisements, to shareholders (through, for instance, direct
mailing) or to people affected by the offence.
11.3

Adverse Publicity, Firm Reputation and Firm Value

The significance that some senior directors attach to morality and ethics in explaining the
motivation behind regulatory compliance suggests that publicity orders that set the tone of the
social reaction to health and safety offending have considerable potential to promote occupational
health. Not all orders, however, will transmit the moral case for compliance and not all directors
will be sensitive to their moral significance. An equally important issue, as such, concerns whether
publicity orders can effectively create the sort of commercial pressures that might directly influence
corporate decision-making.
To this effect, Yeung (2002) points out that corporate decision-makers have to first care about how
they and their firms are regarded (and, as such, be sensitive to adverse publicity), and then believe
that publicity associated with regulation will actually damage their firm’s (and possibly their own)
130

Section 115(1) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2000 of New South Wales. When adverse publicity orders
were first advocated by the Brown Commission in the US it was anticipated that the court would directly determine how
and where an offending company would advertise the fact of its offending (U.S. National Commission on Reform of
Federal Criminal Law, 1970).
131
The New South Wales Law Commission (2003: para. 11.30) also notes the possibility of offending corporations
blunting the effect of publicity orders through positive public relations (see also Coffee, 1981). The magnitude of this risk is
unclear. Fisse and Braithwaite (1983; see also New South Wales Law Commission, 2003: para.11.30) found that
companies were reluctant to resort to counter publicity because of the risk of generating additional negative publicity.
Whatever the risk, however, counter publicity can be relatively easily avoided by giving the courts the power to restrain the
publication of material that may work against the intended effects of a publicity order (2003: para. 11.31 and Cowan,
1992).
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reputation, before acting to promote compliance. A key question, as such, concerns whether
corporate decision-makers should, in strict business terms, care about adverse publicity associated
with regulatory non-compliance.
The range of commercial effects associated with adverse publicity (and, therefore, adverse publicity
orders) is extensive. Adverse publicity might stimulate unwanted scrutiny and attention, it might
reduce a firm’s reputation with its customers (leading to lower sales) or with employees and
suppliers (leading to higher production costs and lower margins). These direct consequences can
lead to capital market losses which can be exacerbated (and occur independently) if publicity also
raises questions about the competence of the firm’s management or causes investors to believe that
similar incidents or greater regulatory exposure is more likely to happen in the future.
Clearly, not all forms of adverse publicity will create these effects. Certainly, where negative
publicity directly affects consumer confidence, an effect on firm profits, and, therefore, firm value,
is almost inevitable (Jarrell and Peltzman, 1985; Muoghalu, et al, 1990; Block, 1991; Hersch, 1991;
Cowan, 1992; Hanka, 1992; Karpoff and Lott, 1993;132 Karpoff and Lott, 1999133). This effect is
likely to be greater still where a firm uses reputation as a means of guaranteeing product quality.
And it is not surprising, therefore, that monetary losses to shareholders have been found to be
significantly greater than the direct and estimated indirect costs of adverse incidents (see, for
example, Peltzman, 1981 and 1985; Rubin, et al, 1988; Dowdell, et al, 1992) and that markets take
account of the commercial costs attendant on a damaged reputation or diminished good will
(Peltzman, 1985; Rubin, et al, 1988; Mitchell and Maloney, 1989).
Where, as in the case of health and safety offending, negative publicity does not directly affect
confidence in the company’s product (and consumer boycotts or product liability suits are rare) the
economic impact on the firm (felt through reduced sales, higher production costs and lower
demand for its shares) is likely to be less significant.134 How much less significant, however, is
unclear. Consumers, employees or suppliers may conceivably still punish firms for engaging in
socially irresponsible practices 135 - something consistent with Davidson, Worrell and Cheng’s
(1994) study of the commercial impact of major news coverage of OSHA penalties between 1979
and 1989. This not only found that the markets reacted negatively in the immediate aftermath of a
penalty announcement (an effect that was sustained in the short term - see also Fry and Lee, 1989),
but, more interestingly, that the effect was unrelated to the relative size of the penalty, the number
of non-record keeping violations or whether the penalties were attributable to employee injury or
death. On the one hand, this might suggest that the market is simply attuned to the fact of an
announcement; making standard adjustments for loss of goodwill and ignoring the direct, but
ultimately negligible, costs of enforcement. Unfortunately, however, Davidson, et al’s study does
not tell us whether the effect is sustained in the longer term136 - a potentially significant omission
given that other, more methodologically sophisticated studies, suggest that the capital market
effects of enforcement are more closely related to the direct effects of enforcement (see also
Hersch, 1991; Muoghalu, et al, 1990).

132

Karpoff and Lott (1993) found that losses in the value of firms’ stock following fraud announcements could not be
wholly attributed to expected legal fees and penalties or the lost value of firms’ profits from committing fraud but rather
represented lost reputation (defined as the present value of lower output prices or higher input prices).
133
Karpoff and Lott (1999) found that specific punitive lawsuits decrease the values of defendant companies by amounts
that exceed settlement or jury verdict amounts, indicating that punitive lawsuits impose reputational costs on defendants.
134
This effect is likely to be greater where the general rate of injury and ill health is high and, therefore, partially
anticipated (see Agrawal, Jaffe and Karpoff, 1999)
135
See Schwartz, 1968; Navarro, 1988; Chauvin and Guthrie, 1994; Rao, 1996; Alexander, 1999; Devine and Halpern,
2001 on the relationship between adverse publicity, reputation, and consumer behaviour.
136
Nor, incidentally, does it tell us whether cases which are not sufficiently newsworthy to be covered in major newspapers
(because they are less serious or for some other reason) produce a similar effect
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Jones and Rubin (2001), for example, found an overall insignificant stock market response to
negative environmental incidents (regulatory and non regulatory) reported in the Wall Street
Journal between 1970 and 1992 involving listed oil firms and electric power companies. This,
significantly, is consistent with the results of other studies, which have found insignificant
reputation effects from regulatory environmental events (see also Hamilton, 1995; Karpoff, Lott
and Rankine, 1998; and Karpoff, Lott, and Wehrly, 2002).137
Despite the possibility that adverse publicity might work in different ways for different types of
corporate offending (see, for example, Viscusi and Hersch, 1990, the available research raises
serious questions about the direct commercial costs of adverse publicity. Significantly, however,
Fisse and Braithwaite’s study of the impact of publicity on corporate offenders suggest that senior
directors are influenced by adverse publicity even where it has no impact on profits or capital value.
“Senior executives”, as Fisse later put it, “experienced anguish or at least concern over their
perception that corporate prestige had been assaulted by adverse publicity even when the publicity
had no adverse impacts on profits or share prices (Fisse, 1986: 26).”138 Whether anguish or concern
are in themselves sufficient to change offending behaviour and whether, as Fisse and Braithwaite
(1983) suggest, firms fear the sting of adverse publicity more than the law itself, is still uncertain.
However, as a sanction that can work to reaffirm the moral importance of meeting the terms of
legal duties under health and safety legislation, publicity orders represent a potentially powerful
means of reinforcing the normative basis of compliance with occupational health and safety
regulation.
11.4

Adverse Publicity and Individual Reputation

Despite the potential value of publicity orders as a means of influencing firm behaviour through
reputation effects, it is important not to lose sight of the possibility that publicity orders which
publicise the role of senior management in health and safety offences are likely to be equally
effective. The high status of corporate executives means that they have a lot to lose in social
standing and respectability by having their reputations denigrated (see Braithwaite, 1989: 125; see
also Skeel, 2001) and they might also be concerned about how negative publicity effects their own
value in the market place (something which is likely to be especially relevant given the increased
turnover of CEOs).
11.5

The Incidental Effects of Publicity Orders

There are less obvious, but equally significant, ways in which publicity orders may promote
compliance. First, in raising public awareness of health and safety offences, they may help to foster
a culture of support for effective health and safety regulation among the public. Second, the
prospect of unwanted media attention, may strengthen the capacity of regulatory authorities to
negotiate a settlement (Yeung, 2002).
In summary, if we accept that behaviour is guided not so much by what we are able to compute, but
what we happen to see at a given moment (Kahneman, 2003),139 the capacity of publicity orders to
137
Karpoff, Lott and Wehrly (2002) examined the market losses imposed on companies that violate environmental
regulations. They found capital market losses to reflect the legal penalties imposed, implying that share value losses are
primarily a function of prospective legal penalties, rather than loss of reputation. They argue that their results indicate that
legal and regulatory penalties, and not reputational losses, are most important in disciplining and deterring environmental
violations.
138
Summarising the evidence, the New South Wales Law Commission (2003: para.’s 11.8 and 11.9) asserts that corporate
prestige may be valued for non-financial as well as financial reasons; reflecting positively upon employees and generally
sustaining an organisation’s collective morale and self-esteem.
139
Kahneman and Tversky (1974) argue more generally that people tend to think that risks are more serious when an
incident is readily called to mind or otherwise “available”.
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alter the thinking of corporate decision-makers generally will depend, in part on their frequency, in
part on their content, and, in part, on the degree to which they are able to disseminate adverse
publicity among sections of the community whose goodwill companies’ value.
12.

COMMUNITY SERVICE ORDERS

The Nova Scotian,140 New South Wales,141 Albertan,142 British Columbian,143 Victorian144 and
US145 courts are all authorised to impose community sentence orders – although we have been
unable to confirm how often the sentence is used. The potential value of the sanction is fivefold.
First, it facilitates the transfer of wealth from the offending corporation to the local community
(usually the beneficiaries of community service orders). Second, provided the community service
orders provide a constructive benefit to the community, the public are allowed to experience at first
hand the social value of strong regulation and, in this respect, community service orders can work
as a counterweight to anti-regulatory discourses. Third, by allowing local communities to
appreciate the value of genuine social enterprise in the community, community service orders can
work to alert the pubic to the value of genuine public control over corporations. Fourth, community
service orders can produce proportionate punishment short of dissolution when used as an
alternative to criminal fines for cash poor corporations. And finally, because community service
acts as a form of atonement, it can, if used correctly, provide an opportunity for genuinely
remorseful senior management to make amends for the crime of the company.
The major disadvantage of community service orders is that they can work to enhance a
corporation’s reputation within the community – if the corporation becomes associated with the
good work that forms the subject of the order, rather than the offence that gave rise to it. This, as
such, is likely to limit the rehabilitative effect of community service orders as senior management
are unlikely to internalise the seriousness of the offence. Adverse publicity orders attached to
community service may, however, work to prevent the offending corporation from exploiting the
order (through the generation of positive publicity) for its own ends.146
13.

ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

13.1

Order to Attend Court

Under the US Federal Sentencing Guidelines, the court may require the chief executive officer of
the court to attend sentencing in order to drive home the seriousness of the offence, publicly signify
that senior management has formally accepted responsibility for the offence and to extract an
informal undertaking of future compliance. More generally, the process works as a form of

140

Section 74(d) of the OHS Act.
Section 116(1) empowers the court to order the offender to carry out a specified project for the general improvement of
occupational health, safety and welfare.
142
Bill 37 seems to have left the law open. Section 41.1(2) of the amended OHS Act provides that the order “may contain
any substance or conditions that the court considers appropriate”.
143
Section 219(1)(a) of the Workers Compensation Act 1996.
144
Section 136 of the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004.
145
8B1.3 of the US Sentencing Guidelines.
146
Community service orders in the US are usually imposed as conditions of organisational probation orders and have
been in use for some time. One of the most commonly discussed cases on the matter, United States v Danilow Pastry
Corporation, involved six bakeries convicted of price fixing. The bakeries were excused from paying a significant part of
their fines in return for providing baked goods to various organisations assisting the poor for one year. The order was
justified on the basis, first, that fines alone would have bankrupted the bakeries (producing widespread unemployment
among the bakeries’ employees and in the economies of the communities in which the plants were located) and, second,
that the orders – which constituted a form of symbolic restitution - brought the offences to the attention of the public
without harming the needs of employees, consumers or communities that would otherwise be affected by a fine.
141
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symbolic subordination – in which companies and the public alike are reminded of the primacy of
the law over commercial freedom (Barnard, 1999).
13.2

Securing Compliance

To limit regulatory costs, companies can be required to pay for a review of court orders
(particularly compliance and organisational reform orders). Organisational reform orders involve a
limited period of judicial monitoring of the activities, policies and procedures of corporations, with
a view to revision and organisational reform. The American Bar Association has proposed that such
oversight is best implemented through the use of recognised reporting, record keeping, and auditing
controls designed to increase internal accountability – for example, audit committees, improved
staff systems for the board of directors, or the use of special counsel – but it should not extend to
judicial review of legitimate ‘business judgment’ decisions of the organisation’s management or its
stockholders or delay such decisions.
13.3

Enforcement Costs

The courts in some jurisdictions (see New South Wales, for example147) have the power to order
offending companies to pay for the regulatory authority’s investigation costs (see Polinsky and
Shavell, 1992). Given that the considerable costs involved in prosecution inevitably limit the
frequency of prosecutions and, significantly, that this works to reduce the general deterrent effect of
court sanctions, this represents an important component of an effective battery of court sanctions.
13.4

Mitigation, Compliance and Ethical Codes

The US Sentencing Guidelines attempt to promote compliance and voluntary reporting of
offending through the provision of a sentence discount for firms that have introduced effective148
ethical compliance programmes (Carrasco and Dupee, 1999)149 – a coherent body of internal
procedures aimed at reducing the likelihood of offending (Nunes, 1995; Atkins and Parker, 1999:
423-424; Drew and Clark, 2005: 287). In doing this, the guidelines aim at one and the same time to
promote compliance and encourage voluntary reporting of offending (Drew and Clark, 2005: 287).
The official commentary150 to the guidelines states that the hallmark of an effective programme is
that the organisation has exercised “due diligence” in seeking to prevent and detect criminal
conduct. At a minimum this requires it to: a) establish compliance standards and procedures that
work to reduce the likelihood of criminal conduct; b) assign senior employees overall responsibility
to oversee compliance; c) take effective steps to communicate its standards and procedures to all
employees and other agents (by, for example, requiring participation in training programs); d) take
reasonable steps to achieve compliance with its standards (by, for example, utilizing monitoring
and auditing systems reasonably designed to detect criminal conduct by having in place and
publicizing a reporting system whereby employees and other agents could report criminal conduct
by others within the organization without fear of retribution); e) have in place an effective system
for enforcing standards through appropriate disciplinary mechanisms; f) and to respond
appropriately to prevent similar offences recurring in future (which will include any necessary
alteration to its compliance programme after an offence comes to light).151
147

Section 114(1) allows the court to impose an order for cost on the offender to cover WorkCover's investigation costs.
Official Commentary USSG Sect. 8A1.2(k) states that an effective programme to prevent and detect violations of the law
is one which has been reasonably designed, implemented and enforced so that it generally be effective in preventing and
detecting criminal conduct.
149
Guidance on effective compliance and ethics programs is contained in USS.G. Manual 8B2.1 (2004).
150
Official Commentary USSG Sect. 8A1.2(k)(1)-(7).
151
Official Commentary USSG Sect 8A1.2(k)(1)-(7).
148
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In practice, the sort of compliance programmes outlined in the US Sentencing Guidelines are
contained in broader ethical compliance programmes (ECPs) which are designed to encourage
firms to behave ethically as well as promote formal compliance with the law (by, for example,
informing employees about the law and encouraging them to observe it, detecting transgressions,
rewarding lawful and ethical behaviour through remuneration and promotion and disciplining
employees who violate the law). ECPs are practically constituted by a range of formal and informal
controls and include a wide variety of organisational mechanisms, (such as governance committees,
ethical codes, ethical training, performance appraisal systems and promotion frameworks that have
legal behaviour as one of their criteria, ethical hotlines, committees and audits) as well as general
managerial commitments to lawful behaviour (McVisk, 1978, Yoder, 1978 and Weaver, et al, 1999
cited in McKendall, DeMarr and Jones-Rikkers, 2002: 369).
On paper, discounting sentences to encourage firms to develop effective compliance programmes
looks like a relatively inexpensive way of channelling and amplifying the general deterrent effect of
court based sanctions. However, much of the empirical research raises serious doubts over the
assumed link between firms with well-developed ethical codes and regulatory compliance (see, for
example, Gautschi and Jones, 1987; Kesner, et al, 1986; Matthews, 1987; McKendall and Wagner,
1997; McKendall, et al, 1999). Significantly, the most relevant study (which looked at the rate of
OSHA violations of 108 US corporations with ECPs) found that the presence of ECPs did not
lessen legal violations, but rather correlated with a greater than average incidence of wilful and
repeat violations (McKendall, DeMarr and Jones-Rikkers’s, 2002). 152 There are several
explanations for these results. Paine (1994) persuasively argues that ECPs may not work because
they fail to address the causes of illegal and unethical behaviour. Ott (1989) and Drake and Drake
(1988) make a similar point, but stress that codes, training and speeches do little to alter the
underlying assumptions which determine behaviour (see also Jose and Thibodeux, 1999). This
latter point is particularly true where ECPs do not explicitly focus on OHS153 or where senior
management, a key driver in shaping organisational ethics (Jose and Thibodeux, 1999 and Weaver,
et al, 1999b), does not visibly concern itself with ethical matters. A more interesting line of analysis
– characteristic of the work of Barker (1993), Izraeli and Schwartz (1998) and Weaver, et al,
(1999a) - argues that firms primarily develop ECPs either to procure some sort of competitive
advantage (as Baker points out ECPs can serve to distinguish a firm from its competitors) or, in the
US at least, to mitigate damages under the Uniform Sentencing Guidelines (Izraeli and Schwartz,
1998; Weaver, et al, 1998a). The possibility that some firms might use ECPs tactically – thereby
giving a misleading impression of their firm’s commitment to OHS - is, arguably, consistent with
McKendall, et al’s (2002) finding of a positive relationship between the adoption of ECPs and
repeat and wilful OSHA violations. This, the authors argue, suggests that, “corporations may

152
The study, which covered the period 1988-1991, used a combination of survey (to obtain a sense of companies’ ethical
practices) and official data (relating to the number of OSHA violations). The initial sample was drawn from the 1988
edition of the Wards Business Directory and reduced to take account of the main business of the company (companies
focusing on manufacturing were selected) and the ease of analysing the data (complex commercial structures were
eliminated from the study as their activities proved difficult to track). This left a surveyed sample of 315 companies. The
survey design focused on identifying ethical compliance programs which reflected the recommendations of the Uniform
Sentencing Guidelines and, therefore, focused on ethics codes, the communication of ethics, ethics training and the
inclusion of ethics in human resource and organizational practices. Because larger firms are more likely to violate OSHA
regulations by virtue of their size, OSHA violations were adjusted for firm size (that is to say, they were stated as the
number of violations per annum per US$100 million of sales. The response rate from the survey was 34 per cent.
(McKendall, et al, 2002: 373-374) and a TOBIT regression model was used to take account of the atypical distribution of
the data.
153
A 1994 review of studies that have looked at the `context of ethical codes concluded that firms tended to focus on selfprotection. That is to say most ethical codes concentrate on behaviour that might have a negative impact on earnings, such
as bribery and kickbacks (Stevens, 1994). McKendall, et al (2002: 379) suggest that if ECPs act as a signal to employees
about the priorities of their employers, the effect of ECPs might be to demote the importance of OHS in the thinking of
people working for a firm.
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indeed be using ethics compliance programs as a distracter from or a cover-up of purposeful illegal
action (McKendall, et al, 2002: 380).”
14.

CONCLUSION

Different sanctions achieve different objectives. An effective framework of sentencing – premised
on the overarching objective of channelling corporate decision-making in ways that promote the
public interest – requires the courts to be able to impose an optimal mix of sanctions, which
effectively deter, condemn and rehabilitate. All of these objectives must be allowed to guide the
sentencing process. But whilst providing a real opportunity to facilitate the full range of sentencing
objectives, there is a real danger that greater diversity in sentencing might be used to forestall
efforts to increase the commercial impact of court sanctions. The seriousness of this risk should not
be underplayed (especially given widespread judicial reluctance to increase actual penalties with
increased statutory maxima).
None of the sentencing regimes we observed were able to meet, as a matter of routine, the full
range of sentencing aims – a finding that applies even where the legislature has recently expanded
the range of available sanctions (presumably in a bid to enhance the effectiveness of organisational
sentencing). In some cases innovative sanctions have been used inappropriately,154but the main
problem resides in the continued failure of the courts to impose sufficiently severe sentences.
Understanding that corporations generally take less risk when the stakes are greater (March and Zur
Shapira, 1987) is absolutely crucial. This suggests that corporate decision-markers can be
influenced by the commercial benefits attached to non-compliance, that they can be influenced by
formal sanctions directed against the firm and that they can be influenced by the potential loss of
prestige to the firm155 - but only when the stakes are high enough.
Large and expressive sanctions are, theoretically, able to influence working practices whatever
model of corporate-decision making characterising the practices of a firm. They alert corporatedecision makers to the importance of ensuring that standard operating procedures are constantly
reviewed for compliance (and hazard), that the review process is given a high priority within the
organisation and, therefore, is robust, and that the findings of the process are taken seriously and
implemented in a time-frame that reflects the gravity of the hazard and the importance of
safeguarding the health of the working public. They also, importantly, work to encourage a general
culture of occupational health in which a failure to act with due care to others is regarded as moral
wrong, rather than a misguided oversight or an example of clear commercial thinking or strong154

Two examples will suffice here. The first – although not strictly a case of organisational sentencing - concerns the
sanction imposed on Brent Weidman, former president of Far West Water & Sewer Inc. in Yuma, Arizona. Weidman convicted of two counts of negligent homicide and two counts of reckless endangerment in connection with the deaths of
two workers - was sentenced to seven years' probation and 840 hours of community service, all of which had to be spent
teaching safety classes. The two dead workers were overcome by fumes whilst working on a sewer tank. Air in the sewer
tank had not been tested and the workers were not properly trained. Far West was also fined US$1.77 million / £967,953,
but the requirement that Weidman perform the training raises a number of questions about the ability of judges to apply
alternative sentences appropriately (Cable, 2006). The second concerns the requirement on Rampart Steel Ltd. – convicted
following a work-related death and serious injuries to two of its other workers who fell whilst erecting steel joints – to
participate in the development of an industry recommended practice concerning steel erection (R v Rampart Steel, 5th May
2004, The Provincial Court of Alberta, No: 030668263P1-01-001-003).
155
Decision-makers, of course, will also have regard to the personal benefits of non-compliance, the threat of formal and
informal sanctions directed against them personally, the sense of shame attached to non-compliance and basic moral
inhibitions against committing offences. In addition to finding that both formal and informal sanctions against individuals
might influence corporate decision-making, Paternoster and Simpson (1996) also found that corporate decision-making is
affected when costs and benefits directly impact on the organisation. This clear implication of their work is that formal
sanctions directed against corporations – in addition to those directed against individuals responsible for decision-making
within corporations - might act as a powerful deterrent for those who make decisions within the organisation even though
punishment might not strengthen corporations’ private enforcement system. See Kreisburg, 1976: 1112-3 for a useful
discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of pursuing individuals for organisational offences.
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mindedness. This requires confidence in enforcement and a commitment to explain the reasoning
behind particular decisions. Censuring health and safety is neither free nor burdensome; rather it
ensures that the true price of shares, consumer goods and services is reflected in their costs.
The continued failure of the courts to impose sufficiently severe sanctions seems to be bound up
with the ingrained practice of understanding ignorance or mistake as a major source of corporate
offending; a habit that suggests firms require rehabilitation over-and-above deterrence and
condemnation. However, it is also because of the way ignorance and mistake are themselves
understood. Absence of knowledge, or the failure to give something - like, for instance, employee
health – the priority it deserves, is not so much a fact, but rather a process or construct; something
that is allowed to come about within a particular set of assumptions or practices, and therefore
something that corporate sanctions can undo. The experience of other jurisdictions suggests that
courts are unlikely to independently reject these assumptions about corporate offending, suggesting
that sentencing law should be drafted to direct courts to use the combination of sanctions that can
effectively deter, secure reparation for victims, produce organisational reform over the long term
and, importantly, moralise responsibility.
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2

1996/1997-2004/2005.
1996/1997-2004/2005.
3
2001/2002-2004/2005.
4
2000/2001-2004/2005.

1

Alberta1
British Columbia
Ontario
New South Wales2
Queensland3
South Australia
Victoria4
USA (Federal)

CAN$ 44,819
CAN$ 18,400
CAN$ 18,683
AUS$ 18,124
AUS$ 13,070
AUS$ 19,532
AUS$ 35,720

Average amount
of criminal fines
(combined)
(inflation
adjusted)

CAN$ 54,755
-

Average amount of
criminal fines in
relation to
prosecutions
involving death
(companies)
(inflation adjusted)
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CAN$ 51,779
CAN$ 14,467
AUS$ 21,315
AUS$ 22,133
-

Average amount
of criminal fines
(companies)
(inflation
adjusted)

£19,443
£8,163
£8,224
£7,111
£4,752
£7,831
£13,692

Average amount of
criminal fines
(combined) (inflation
adjusted) (pounds
sterling)

Table 1: Court imposed monetary penalties (ten year averages)

£20,544
£9,166
£8,280
£8,875
-

Average amount
of criminal fines
(companies)
(inflation
adjusted) (pounds
sterling)

Average amount of
criminal fines in
relation to
prosecutions
involving death
(companies)
(inflation adjusted)
(pounds sterling)
£23,493
-

Chapter 4: United States of America
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Institutional Framework

The Occupational Safety and Health Act (the Act) was enacted in 1970 and imposes a general duty
on employers to provide a working environment free from recognised hazards1 as well as requiring
them to comply with specific OHS regulations introduced by the Secretary of Labor.2 The Act also
created a federal infrastructure for OHS comprising three agencies: the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA or ‘the Administration’),3 which sets and enforces mandatory health
and safety standards; the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) which
conducts research on occupational hazards and their control;4 and the Occupational Safety and
Health Review Commission (OSHRC) which was given responsibility for reviewing contested
enforcement actions.
OSHA, as such, holds primary policymaking and enforcement responsibility for OHS, it sets
standards, conducts workplace inspections, issues citations and proposes penalties for violations. It
also funds education, training and consultation programmes, as well as monitoring states’ OHS
efforts and co-ordinating voluntary compliance initiatives. Although the Act generally applies to all
employers with one or more employees, OSHA’s authority over worksites is subject to several
important restrictions. Federal employees, for example, are subject to an entirely separate OHS
regime and employees whose working conditions are regulated by another federal agency are also
exempted from OSHA oversight.5 In addition to this, the OSH Act allows OSHA to delegate
responsibility for enforcement to states and territorial governments (state-plan states) provided their
own problems are “at least as effective” as the federal programme. Congress has placed further
restrictions on OSHA’s enforcement activities through its appropriation powers, having proscribed6
routine inspections of employers in low hazard activities with fewer than ten employees and
exempted small farming operations from its enforcement operations. The only other major area
1

29 USC. 654(a)(1).
29 USC. 654(a)(2).
3
OSHA’s parent department is the US Department of Labor.
4
NIOSH is bureaucratically situated within the Department of Health and Human Services and is now part of the Center
for Disease Prevention and Control (CDC).
5
29 USC. 653(b)(1). OHS in mines, for example, is the responsibility of The Mine Safety and Health Administration
(MSHA). The Administration’s enabling legislation – the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act 1969 – requires mines
regulated by MSHA to be inspected quarterly (for underground coal mines and biannually for surface coal mines). Mine
safety inspectors’ repertoire of powers – which include the capacity to bring about a work stoppage until a safety violation
is corrected – is greater than that of OSHA inspectors (Kniesner and Leeth, 2003). The pre-emption of OSHA has also
been interpreted to limit enforcement of the Act in large parts of the transport industry. A US General Accounting Office
(GAO) report published in 2000 found that at least a further fourteen federal agencies had some sort of responsibility for
promoting workplace health and safety (US GAO, 2000).
6
29 USC. 667. OSHA continues to assume direct enforcement responsibility for about half of all states. OSHA provides up
to 50 per cent of the funding for the programmes of state plan states. Twenty one of the fifty states administer their own
State-OSHA programmes (Alaska, Arizona, California, Hawaii, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan,
Minnesota, Nevada, New Mexico, North Carolina, Oregon, South Carolina, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, Vermont,
Washington, Wyoming). A further four states are approved for covering public sector employee worksites only (US GAO,
2004a: 4-5). To secure OSHA approval under section 18 of the OSH Act states must designate an agency responsible for
occupational safety and health, assure that state inspectors can enter workplaces, provide adequate staff and cover
employers of the state and its subdivisions [29 USC. 667(c)]. OSHA monitors the performance of approved plans [29 USC.
667(f)] and may withdraw approval if a state fails to establish that its performance complies with the terms of the Act [29
USC 667(g)]. Historically, although state’s enforcement of OHS regulation – as evinced by inspection and citation rates has tended to vary with time, the findings of most of the more recent research suggests that, relative to federal enforcement,
state plan OHS regulation corresponds less to a classic deterrence model. Thompson and Scicchitano (1985) report that,
2

151

falling outside of OSHA’s ambit is workers’ compensation, which continues to be administered by
individual states.7
1.2

Trends in Injury and Ill Health

General relative economic decline, intensified by recurring concerns over the rate of productivity
growth (Cobet and Wilson, 2002) have precipitated a transformation in the US workplace with farreaching implications for OHS (Bernstein and Adler, 1994; but see AFL-CIO, 2006: 37). A
substantial number of US firms have responded to the competitive pressures of global competition
by adopting Japanese work practices (such as total quality management and self-directed work
teams) to lower production costs, increase productivity and improve product quality (Osterman,
1994: 177; Gittleman, Horrigan and Joyce, 1998). A number of studies have linked these new
practices to increases in cumulative trauma disorders (CTDs). Brenner, Fairris and Ruser’s (2002)8
analysis of the link between flexible work practices and CTDs, for example, found that firms which
had adopted innovative practices such as quality work circles and just-in-time production had
significantly higher rates of CTDs than the industry average.9 Likewise, Askenazy’s analysis of a
different US data set found that innovative work practices (specifically, autonomous work teams,
job rotation and TQM) increased the frequency of injuries in the US by 30 per cent. These general
studies are reflected in the findings of Wokutch’s (1992: 192-195) earlier study of a Japanese auto
plant in the US which put its incidence of injury and ill health at 91 per cent higher than the rate for
the industry as a whole and 66 per cent higher then similar plants employing 1,000 or more people.
Much of the increase was attributable to CTDs; the rate of which was five times as high as the rate
for comparable auto plants. Although the precise nature of the link between innovative working
practices and CTDs is still unclear, a number of case studies have pointed to the intensification of
work and reduced control over the production process that these practices necessarily entail (Parker
and Slaughter, 1994; Delbridge, Turnbull and Wilkinson, 1992).10
Although this phenomenon is likely to have been partially offset by greater relative increases in
employment in larger (generally less hazardous) firms (more than 500 employees) (see Table 1),
strong economic growth during the 1990s in particular (Cobet And Wilson, 2002) has placed
7

The Appropriations Act exempts small employers in low-hazard industries (where the lost workday case rate for its
primary SIC work activity is below the all-industry national average) from programmed safety inspections. The Act still
allows OSHA to: a) provide consultation and technical assistance as well as educational and training services; b)
investigate or schedule inspections in response to an employee complaint (citations may be issued for any violation found
during a complaint inspection, however, penalties may only be assessed when the violations are classified as wilful or
failure to abate notifications and relate to the original complaint); c) take any action authorized by the Act with respect to
alleged imminent danger situation; d) take any action authorized by the Act with respect to health hazards (OSHA is still
permitted to schedule health inspections and cite and assess penalties for health hazards); e) take any action with respect
to fatalities or hospitalisation (of two or more employees); and f) take any action authorised by the Act with respect to
alleged discrimination against employees (OSH Directive CPL 02-00-051 Enforcement Exceptions and Limitations under
the Appropriations Act). The Appropriations Act also exempts small farming operations (which employ ten or fewer
employees and has not had an active temporary labour camp during the preceding 12 months) from enforcement of all
rules, regulations, standards or orders under the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSH Directive CPL 02-00-051
Enforcement Exceptions and Limitations under the Appropriations Act).
8
Brenner, et al (2002) used data from two surveys carried out by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) in their analysis of
workplace transformation and CTDs (for a scholarly discussion of the extent of musculoskeletal disorders in the US see
Panel on Musculoskeletal Disorders and the Workplace, 2001).
9
Brenner, et al (2002: 23) describe their impact on CTD rates as “sizeable”, varying from 20 to 65 per cent of the mean
CTD rate (depending on the sample looked at and estimation technique used).
10
Breaking down tasks into their smallest possible components and then carefully studying each task to make its
completion during production more efficient has increased the rate and repetition of work. This has been exacerbated by
attempts to run production with as close to 60 seconds of work every minute as possible (see, for example, Fuchini and
Fuchini, 1990 and Treece, 1990). The reliance of just-in-time inventory control systems on subcontracted labour for parts
is also thought to be implicated in CTDs. Parts made by subcontractors tend to have a larger number of defects which
causes workers to exert greater force and strain on muscles, joints, tendons and nerves when attempting to complete tasks.
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sustained pressure on rates of injury and ill-health which are strongly influenced by general
economic conditions – rising sharply when the economy is growing and declining during economic
recession.
Table 1: Firms of different sizes as a proportion of total employment 1998 and 2003 (USA)

Percentage Total
Percentage Total
Firm Size (by number of employees)
Employment 1988
Employment 2003
Less than 20
20.8
18.4
Between 20 and 499
33.7
32.3
500 and over
45.5
49.3
Source: US Business Administration, Office of Advocacy (2004)
This widely observed effect (see, for example, Robinson, 1988 Gray and Scholz, 199711; Ussif,
2004) is generally attributed to the greater vulnerability of new and untrained employees to hazards
in the workplace12 and the fact that production pressures take resources from routine maintenance
and safety-oriented tasks (Dorman, 1996). The first of these effects is particularly acute in the US
as the labour market, relative to other developed economies, is highly deregulated (OECD, 2004)
and there is little reason to doubt that weak labour protection (OECD, 2004), the rise in precarious
employment (Quinlan, et al, 2001) and low union density (Scruggs and Lange, 2002; Visser,
2006)13 have also exerted a positive effect on injuries and ill health.14 Despite this, there has been a
steady decline in work-related injuries and illness per 100 full-time workers in the 1990s (Azaroff,
et al, 2004: 271; Pollack and Chowdhury, 2001; Ussif, 2004);15 suggesting that the economic effect
on OHS has been masked by even stronger downward pressures on reported rates of injury and ill
health (Krueger, 2000).

11

Gray and Scholz (1997: 711) estimate that for every 1 per cent increase in employment, injuries increased by over half a
per cent .
12
This is consistent with Bartel and Thomas’s finding (1985: 20) that injury rates are generally positively correlated with
the new hire rate.
13
The fact that union concentration has been steadily falling in the US is likely to have had a substantial impact on both
the overall scale and distribution of injury and ill health. This is, in part, because unionised labour influences the form and
effect of formal enforcement (see the discussion of Weil, 1992 below). More significantly, however, it is also due to the
direct role that unions play in promoting health and safety in the workplace through training, education and (in the case of
workplace health and safety committees, for example) direct participation in OHS decision-making. In the context of the
U.K., however, Fenn and Ashby (2004) found that establishments with a higher proportion of unionized employees and
health and safety committees were associated with higher rates of reported injuries and illnesses (a finding consistent with
Bartel and Thomas’s results). They were, however, unable to confirm that this was due to the possibility that increased
workplace risk caused employees to join trade unions or to argue in favour of health and safety committees. Despite this,
the authors proposed that, because unions and health and safety committees provided more effective mechanisms for
employees to air grievances and pursue claims for compensation, it was reasonable to hypothesise that there was less
under-reporting in unionised workplaces with health and safety committees.
14
Robinson (1988) found that once rates of hiring and output per hour were controlled for, injury rates tended to rise with
the rate of unemployment. This, he argued, indicated the effect of economic insecurity on workers’ willingness to pursue
improvements in health and safety.
15
The main source of information on trends in work-related injury and ill health is the Survey of Occupational Injuries and
Illnesses which collects data from employers which is based on records maintained under the Occupational Safety and
Health Act of 1970. The Survey is not comprehensive. The self-employed, employers with ten or fewer employees (Section
1904.1), employers regulated by other federal safety and health laws, federal, state and local government agencies, and a
number of retail, service, finance, insurance and real estate industries specified in section 1904.2 are all generally
exempted. Recordable injuries and illnesses are defined as those involving: death [section 1904.7(b)(2)]; days away from
work [section 1904.7(b)(4)]; restricted work or transfer to another job [section 1904.7(b)(4]); medical treatment beyond
first aid [section 1904.7(b)(5)]; loss of consciousness [section 1904.7(b)(6)]; and a significant injury or illness diagnosed
by a physician or other licensed health care professional [section 1904.7(b)(7)] (OHSA, 2005a).
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Table 2: Numbers and rates of fatal occupational injury and illness for
private industry 1973-200516 per 100,000 full-time employees (USA – all states)

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

Number of
fatalities
14,300
13,500
13,000
12,500
12,900
13,100
13,000
13,200
12,500
11,900
11,700
11,500
11,500
11,100
11,300
10,800
10,400
10,500
9,900
6,217
6,331
6,632
6,275
6,202
6,238
6,055
6,054
5,920
5,915
5,524
5,575
5,764
5,702

Incidence
rate of
fatalities17
17
16
15
14
14
14
13
13
13
12
12
11
11
10
10
10
9
9
8
5.2
5.2
5.3
5.0
4.8
4.7
4.5
4.5
4.3
4.3
4.0
4.0
4.1
4.0

Incidence rate
of lostworkday
cases18
3.4
3.5
3.3
3.5
3.8
4.1
4.3
4.0
3.8
3.5
3.4
3.7
3.6
3.6
3.8
4.0
4.0
4.1
3.9
3.9
3.8
3.8
3.6
3.4
3.3
3.1
3.0
3.0
2.8
2.8
2.6
2.5

Incidence rate
of cases with
days away
from work 19

3.2
3.3
3.6
3.8
4.0
3.7
3.5
3.2
3.2
3.4
3.3
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.4
3.4
3.2
3.0
2.9
2.8
2.5
2.2
2.1
2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.4

Incidence rate
of cases with
Incidence
restricted work rate of all
activity only
cases20
11.0
10.4
0.1
9.1
0.2
9.2
0.2
9.3
0.3
9.4
0.3
9.5
0.3
8.7
0.3
8.3
0.3
7.7
0.3
7.6
0.3
8.0
0.3
7.9
0.3
7.9
0.4
8.3
0.5
8.6
0.6
8.6
0.7
8.8
0.7
8.4
0.8
8.9
0.9
8.5
1.0
8.4
1.1
8.1
1.1
7.4
1.2
7.1
1.2
6.7
1.2
6.3
1.2
6.1
1.1
5.7
1.2
5.3
1.1
5.0
1.1
4.8

Source: BLS, 2002, 2003a, 2003b, 21 2004 and 2005; AFL-CIO, 200622
16

From 1992 onwards data relating to the incidence rates of injury and illness exclude fatalities. Data after 1976 exclude
farms with fewer than 11 employees (BLS, 2002: 15).
17
This represents the number of fatal injuries per 100,000 workers: (N/W) X 100,000, where N = number of fatal injuries,
W = number of workers employed, and 100,000 = base to express the fatality rate per 100,000 workers.
18
Rates in this and other three columns, per 100 full time employees. Lost-workday cases include cases with days away
from work and cases with restricted work activity only (that is cases in which workers report to their jobs for limited duty).
19
These include days-away-from-work with or without restricted work activity.
20
Includes fatalities until 1992 (BLS, 2002).
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There is considerable disagreement over the precise nature of these pressures. Part of the decline in
the rates of occupational health and injury (see Table 2 above) may be due to a shift in employment
towards less hazardous work – specifically from manufacturing to service sector jobs. However, as
Conway and Svenson (1998: 37-38) point out employment in some high hazard industries – like
construction – increased during the mid 1990s (as the economy was growing) as rates of injury and
ill health declined. They also note that some service industry sectors (residential care, for example)
have higher than average rates of injury and ill health; suggesting that it is a mistake to assume that
the service sector is inherently less hazardous than other non-service industries (Conway and
Svenson, 1998: 37). These are important observations. However, in the absence of more detailed
and systematic evidence of the relationship between economic change, trends in employment and
occupational risk, they do not invalidate the argument that changes in the US economy generally
have produced an aggregate decline in forms of employment where the risk of occupational injury
and ill health is greater. This question has been partially addressed by Loomis, et al (2004) who
systematically explored the relationship between deindustrialisation and the long term decline in
fatal occupational injuries between 1980 and 1996 by analysing fatalities from data collated from
the National Traumatic Occupational Fatalities (NTOF) surveillance system.23 They estimated that
occupational fatalities declined by 45 per cent between 1980 and 1996 and that only an estimated
15 per cent of this could be attributed to changes in the structure of the labour force (Loomis, et al,
2004: 618-619).24 This is consistent with industry specific data produced by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS) which indicates that the rate of injury and ill health has fallen in most industries –
high (manufacturing and construction) as well as low (services) hazard; suggesting the presence of
effects other than simply a decline in more hazardous employment (Conway and Svenson, 1998:
39-40; Azaroff, et al, 2004: 272; but see Richardson and Loomis, 199725).
Conway and Svenson (1998: 37) go on to contend that the key lever of change was a sharp increase
in workers’ compensation costs. This, they argue, triggered a series of reforms in workers’
compensation programmes, industry initiatives in implementing workplace safety and health
programmes and a general increased emphasis on risk reduction which cohered to reduce workrelated hazards in the US economy and, ultimately, explain the unexpected reduction in workrelated injury and illness in the early to mid 1990s. More specifically, they point to:
a. the introduction of mandatory health training, hazard identification, safety health
programmes, safety committees, new laws that expedited the detection and
21

http://www.bls.gov/iif/oshcfoi1.htm#2003, accessed 3/04/06. Data on fatalities for 1973-1991 are based on data taken
from the National Safety Council Accident Facts (based on an estimate). Subsequent data is taken from the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, Census of Fatal Occupational Injuries which is based on a census. The Census is part of the BLS
occupational safety and health statistics programme and aims to represent all fatal work injuries occurring in the US in
each calendar year. The programme uses a range of state and federal data sources to profile fatal work injuries.
Information about each workplace fatality (relating to industry, occupation, and other worker characteristics, the
equipment being used and circumstances of the event) is obtained by cross-referencing source documents, such as death
certificates, workers’ compensation records, and reports to federal and state agencies. This method is designed to ensure
that the estimate is as complete and accurate as possible. The massive drop between 1991 and 1992 suggests that the more
systematic method of calculating fatalities characteristic of the Census makes the series useless as a basis for analysing
trends.
22
http://www.aflcio.org/issues/safety/memorial/upload/_05.pdf, accessed 3/04/06.
23
This is a database compiled by NIOSH using death certificates from 50 states, New York City and the District of
Columbia (Loomis, et al, 2004: 616).
24
Loomis, et al (2004) propose that new technology and labour processes may be implicated in lower injury rates in
manufacturing industries.
25
Richardson and Loomis’s (1997) analysis of the relationship between occupational fatalities and industrial restructuring
in North Carolina in the 1980s found that whilst rates fell among service sector, in the manufacturing sector, rates
increased (by 9.6 per cent) a year among those manufacturing industries where employment was actually decreasing;
suggesting that economic stress (or, rather, absence of it) in some manufacturing sectors might be an important factor in
explaining the unusual decline in injury rates in the 1990s (Schell, 2005; but see Loomis, et al, 2004: 619-620).
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prosecution of insurance fraud and return-to-work reforms aimed at promoting injured
workers’ re-entry into the workforce;
b. increased industry interest in risk management, hazard identification and reduction in
the number of work-related accidents; a greater awareness of work related injury and
ill health among employers, influenced, in part, by the increasing use of the internet
(and greater access to expert guidance generally), the emergence of a belief among
employers that taking action to promote safety was the “right thing to do”, and
increasing union effort to raise the profile of OHS both within Washington and the
workplace and, importantly, to become directly involved in initiatives that might
improve OHS;26 and
c. OSHA’s renewed emphasis on outreach, partnering and working co-operatively with
employers to address workplace hazards.
Conway and Svenson’s analysis contains some very interesting ideas. But, whilst it is important to
remain open to the possibility that particular innovations or developments - like, for example,
higher compensation costs (but see Tompa, et al, 2004) – may have motivated employers to
increase investment in OHS (thereby reducing work-related injury and ill health) (see also Smitha,
et al, 2004; Azaroff, et al, 2004: 294), their study (which, based on weakly suggestive and
questionable evidence, fails to disaggregate the relative effect of specific causes) is a poor aid to
understanding the unexpected decline in reported work place injury and illness in the 1990s.
Conway and Svenson’s basic argument rests on the assumption that the levels of under-reporting
and under-recording remained constant during the mid 1990s; rejecting the possibility that the
decline in rates of injury and ill health might be a reporting or recording effect (Azaroff, et al,
2004). They make this robust assertion despite the fact that the major sources of US occupational
health data – the BLS annual survey of occupational injuries and illness, workers’ compensation
records, and physician reporting systems – have been consistently described as “fragmentary,
unreliable and inconsistent” (McCurdy, et al, 1991; Azaroff, et al, 2002: 1421; see also Stout and
Bell, 1991; Halperin and Baker, 1992; Weddle, 1996; Pranksy, et al, 1999; Azaroff, et al, 2004)
and despite the fact that under-reporting of work-related injury and illness is, and has been, a longstanding problem in the US (for a useful review of the literature see Leigh, et al, 2004) as elsewhere
(see, for example, Daniels, et al, 2005).27 Not surprisingly, as such, evidence suggesting that the
(un)reliability of the data has remained constant is weak at best. Conway and Svenson rely on two
BLS data quality audits – the first in 1988 and the second in 1996 – which found similar rates of
26

To this effect, they point specifically to the introduction of health and safety committees through collective bargaining
agreements (see Gray, Myers and Myers, 1998).
27
Successive studies have reported employees’ reluctance to report work-related injuries and ill health; indicating that
concerns over being disciplined, losing their job, being demoted, labelled a complainer or considered careless, being
passed over for promotion, harassed and, in some cases, deported represented real (and, in some cases, imagined)
obstacles to reporting. These concerns are compounded by culturally mediated perceptions of injuries as minor or as an
inevitable part of the job and, in some instances, are reinforced by company policy and practice (managers who record
injuries might experience poor performance evaluations, reduced merit raises or bonus awards and increased paperwork).
Cases may also be missed if employees do not seek medical attention. Other studies report widespread failure to recognise
that an injury or illness is work-related; placing considerable emphasis on an injury or illness being correctly diagnosed
by physicians (see, for example, McCurdy, et al, 1991) who, even in the case of classic occupational diseases, fail to
recognise the occupational origins of health problems (Wharton, 1983). These difficulties are particularly acute for
illnesses that arise from chronic exposures and which are characterized by subtle manifestations or a long period of
latency (such as cancer, neurological disease and reproductive disorders) (McCurdy, et al, 1991). Moreover, medical
practitioners – where appropriate – must be familiar with the reporting requirements of particular conditions. Finally,
procedural requirements make reporting less likely – a problem compounded by the fact that incentives to report an injury
or illness are not obvious or immediate, and disincentives for failing to report are inconsequential (for a more detailed
discussion see Pransky, et al, 1999 and Azaroff, et al, 2002 and 2004).
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underreporting.28 However, although a large number of employees were interviewed as part of the
first of these reviews, 29 the second audit restricted its focus to companies’ injury and illness reports
to the BLS with other company documents. No independent sources of data seem to have been
examined (see Azaroff, et al, 2004),30 making comparisons between the two reviews highly
problematic and, at best, misleading. This is the obvious implication of the fact that the rate of
under-reporting/recording found in the two reviews is significantly less than that found in many of
the other studies which have examined the issue (see, for example, McCurdy, et al, 1991; for useful
summaries of the literature see Azaroff, et al, 2002 and Leigh, et al, 2004). This discrepancy raises
questions about their reliability and, therefore, serious doubts about whether they can be confidently
relied on as evidence that the rate of under-reporting and recording has remained unchanged.
Given the methodological problems involved, conclusive evidence accurately disaggregating the
relative effects of genuine improvements in safety from changes in the quality of the data on
reported rates of injury and illness is unlikely to materialise. Despite this, there are a number of
highly persuasive studies which provide strong grounds for suspecting that the rate of underreporting and recording may have increased. A recent study, funded by NIOSH and carried out by a
team of researchers from the University of Massachusetts, is a case in point (Azaroff, et al, 2004).
The study makes a strong case for the idea that fundamental changes in the US economy during the
1980s and 1990s – including the rise of temporary and informal employment,31 falling wages and
opportunities, a reduction in union density,32 an increase in the use of workplace behaviour
modification programmes (see, for example, Goldberg, 1998) and considerable increases in
immigrant labour (Azaroff, et al, 2003) – have combined to depress the level of reporting and, as
such, increase the gap between real and reported rates of occupational injury and ill health.
Although the study is persuasive, the authors themselves acknowledge that there is still a need for
more research into the relationship between OHS reporting practices and economic change.
Another limitation of Conway and Svenson’s study is that it makes no attempt to track the effects
of specific initiatives, levers or developments and, as such, is of little value in identifying the
relative impact of specific forms of public intervention or specific changes in the regulated
community’s management of occupational risk. This weakness underlies many of the most
important stages in their argument. Thus, although they correctly maintain that higher
compensation costs lead to greater investment in OHS (see below), they neglect to provide the sort
of detailed evidence which establishes the precise form and impact of this process; making it
impossible to disaggregate the relative effect of higher compensation costs from other, potentially
equally significant, changes in regulation, industrial organisation or OHS management. Likewise,
28

The audits found total injury and illness cases were under-reported by 10 per cent in 1986 and 11 per cent in 1996. Lostworkday cases, by contrast, were found to have been underreported by 25 per cent in 1986 and between 22 to 23 per cent
in 1996 (Conway and Svenson, 1998: 41).
29
Eisenberg and McDonald’s (1988: 58) account of the OSHA’s pilot project to test the accuracy of employers’ OSHA
recordkeeping log notes a lack of employee listings, absenteeism and different work shifts created problems in selecting or
contacting employees (1988: 60), but there is little discussion of the scale of these problems.
30
The fact that there is very little information in the public domain on the methods used in the two reviews only serves to
intensify the problems involved in comparing them.
31
Azaroff, et al (2004: 277-278) note that security of labour has an important effect on employees’ confidence to report
health problems. They also draw on Australian research to argue that employers of workers in less secure employment
have fewer incentives to document occupational health problems or to continue employing injured workers (Quinlan and
Mayhew, 1999; Quinlan, et al, 2001). They also report that the informal economy neither provides the administrative
structure nor the incentives for workers to report health problems (or for employers to record them) (Azaroff, et al, 2004:
279). This is compounded by the fact that employees working in the informal economy who might be minded to report
injuries or illness enjoy very little protection against redundancy.
32
Unions, they point out, can help employees recognise health effects and provide support in reporting OHS problems and
navigating workers’ compensation (see Gray, et al, 1998 on the inclusion of OHS provisions in collective bargaining
agreements). Unions can also protect employees from retaliation for reporting work-related injuries or illness (Azaroff, et
al, 2004: 276).
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even though their method of analysis rests on the assumption that the phenomena they identify as
having had a significant impact on injury and ill health coincided in time with the unexpected
reduction in injury and ill health, they fail to specify when particular initiatives were introduced or
when particular developments began to emerge and take effect. Several factors compound the
significance of this omission. First, Conway and Svenson use vague concepts like awareness of
occupational risk that are difficult to measure. As such, their impact on injury and ill health cannot
be accurately quantified. Second, some of the initiatives and developments they identify as
significant predate the unexpected decline in reported injury and ill health. Svenson and Conway
attempt to get round this problem by citing independent evidence of the reductive effects (on injury
and ill health) of these initiatives. In some cases, however, this evidence is questionable,33 not
available in the public domain (and, therefore, difficult to verify) or, importantly, in disagreement
with better designed studies (see the discussion of Baggs, et al, 2003 in the main text). Finally, and
most significantly, they fail to distinguish proximate from ultimate causes. Pointing to increased
union or industry interest in OHS or a sense among employers that introducing safety-related
training was “the right thing to do” does not explain what was driving this transformation in the
culture of occupational health and safety in the 1990s (if the transformation happened at all), rather
they constitute observations demanding further explanation.
1.3

Trends in Regulation

Historically, OSHA has been said to subscribe to a “deterrence philosophy” which places
considerable emphasis on citations and penalties, affords little discretion to compliance officers and
requires formal action to be taken whenever a violation is detected (see, for example, Bardach and
Kagan, 1984; Wilson, 1985; Clark, 1999). Although some members of the US business community
and key parts of the American political establishment continue to subscribe to this characterisation
of OSHA (US GAO, 1995; Committee on Labor and Human Resources, 1998: Olson, 2006), it
now seems desperately outdated. Since the early 1980s Congressional pressure (see, for example,
Committee on Education and the Workforce, 2001: 107), the effect of the executive’s power of
appointment to senior management posts within OSHA and changes in how its performance is
measured have come together within the policymaking process to reshape the Administration
within a distinctive set of ideologies and practices (Noble, 1986; McGarity and Shapiro, 1993;
Weil, 2004) that have favoured voluntary and more co-operative forms of regulation over-andabove the traditional mechanism of inspection and enforcement.
OSHA’s capacity for direct, formal intervention has always been limited (see Tables 4a and 4b for
details of OSHA’s budget since 1975, and Table 3 for numbers of OSHA personnel, both tables
appended to the end of this chapter) - Congressional funding having rarely matched the demands
that the enormous US economy places on its resources (Weil, 2004; table 3).34 This position,
however, has steadily deteriorated. Whereas in 1975 the statistically average establishment
regulated by OSHA could expect an inspection every 48 years, by 2004 the average workplace
could anticipate an inspection once every 213 years (see Table 4, annexed to chapter). This striking
trend is partly a consequence of a sustained fall in OSHA compliance officers relative to regulated
workplaces – a decline which has occurred in line with a significant fall in OSHA’s (inflation33

Conway and Svenson (1998: 51) point, for example, to OSHA data indicating that firms participating in the Voluntary
Protection Program (see below) experience lost-workday rates that are generally 60 to 80 per cent below industry
averages without mentioning that OSHA fails to collect baseline data which might make it possible to assess whether this is
a function of the strong safety culture of firms that decide to participate in the programme or, alternatively, a consequence
of participation in the programme (see US GAO, 2004 and the discussion below in the main text).
34
Shapiro and Rabinowitz (undated: 11), for example, have pointed out that in the early 1990s OSHA had resources to
visit high hazard workplaces only once every 13 years and every workplace once every 87 years. The same authors cite
research which suggests that 75 per cent of the sites where workers suffered serious accidents in 1994 and early 1995 had
not had a federal safety inspection since 1990.
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adjusted) budget (as a proportion of regulated workplaces) (see Chart 3, annexed to chapter). But,
OSHA’s unsuccessful struggle to maintain inspection density (see Chart 1, annexed to chapter, and
Chart 2) has also been shaped by important changes in how its performance is measured.
The Government Performance Results Act (GPRA), passed in 1993, requires federal agencies to
provide Congress with a 5-year strategic plan by which their performance will be measured. The
basic aim of the legislation was to link future funding of Federal Agencies to their performance,
but, by calling on OSHA to shift its performance indicators from procedural to outcome based
measures, and, in effect, requiring the Administration to produce greater improvements in OHS
from diminishing resources, it has at once required and enabled OSHA to experiment with
alternatives to traditional methods of enforcement (OSHA, 2003e). This has sometimes given
OSHA the appearance of an administratively unstable organisation – constantly bent and twisted by
the vagaries of contemporary American politics (see, for example, Clinton, 1995; McGarity and
Shapiro, 1993; Lurie, Long and Wolfe, 1998) – but amidst the confusion of perpetual renewal it is
still possible to pick out a distinct pattern of reform, involving (OSHA undated: m; OSHA, 2003e):
a) a sustained effort to leverage its enforcement resources by i.

changing its methods for targeting inspections (US GAO, 2002),

ii. changing the form and focus of the inspection process (see tables 5 and 6; OSHA
undated: m; OSHA, 2003e);
b) shifting responsibility for enforcement on to State Plan States; and, perhaps most
importantly,
c) attempting to stimulate the commitment of employers to promoting OHS by:
i.

rebalancing its resources away from enforcement towards voluntary compliance;

ii. shifting the responsibility for OHS onto employers and, to a lesser extent,
employees (a “responsibilisation” strategy).
David Weil has urged against assigning too much significance to these changes; pointing out, first,
that OSHA’s budget, adjusted for inflation, has remained relatively stable since the mid 1970s
(Weil, 2004; table 3) and, second, that, despite repeated efforts to radically reform the
Administration, its basic structure remains unaltered35 (Weil, 2003). However, whilst its mix of
operational methods continues to favour inspection, citation and enforcement (US GAO, 2004a:
21-22), OSHA’s approach to securing compliance has changed significantly, with a far greater
proportion of its budget allocated to programmes emphasising co-operation and reduced formal
scrutiny (US GAO, 2004a: 21-22)).36 Employers, in effect, are increasingly offered a choice. Firms
with a coherent and ostensibly effective health and safety programme in place are offered a
partnership with OSHA in which co-operation and assistance are prioritised over-and-above
inspection and enforcement (see below). And whilst the same terms are extended to firms which
35

Despite this, two Department of Labor reviews of OSHA enforcement data have highlighted the uneven development of
OSHA enforcement policy since the 1970s (Siskind, 1993; OSHA, undated(e)).)
36
Baggs, et al (2003), for example, report that Congressional appropriations for state consultation programmes grew by
50 per cent from 1996 to 2001 and now account for more than 11 per cent of OSHA’s budget. The authors go on to note
(2003: 484) that this underestimates total OSHA expenditure devoted to helping compliance assistance strategies. Adding
the budgets of the federal compliance assistance programme and the state consultation grants programmes, they calculate
that proportion of resources attributed to voluntary approaches increased from 14 per cent of OSHA’s total budget in 1994
to 24 per cent in 2001 (Baggs, et al: 2003: 484).
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demonstrate a commitment to developing an effective health and safety programme, all other
employers are subject to OSHA’s standard inspection and enforcement programmes.
2.

INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

2.1

The Inspection and Investigation Process

Although, on first examination, OSHA’s powers of inspection - set out in section 8 of the OSH
Act,37 the Code of Federal Regulation and OSHA’s Field Inspection Reference Manual38 - seem
extensive (see table 5, appended to end of chapter), they are subject to two important limitations.
The first concerns OSHA’s power of entry under section 8(a)(1) of the OSH Act; the courts are
affording employers a limited right to refuse entry in the absence of an inspection warrant.39 The
second relates to the fact that compliance officers have no formal power to halt production and
direct employees to remove themselves from dangerous situations. This applies even though
employees may be at risk of death of serious injury.
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compliance officers
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Compliance Officers 1975-2004
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These constraints on OSHA’s powers probably better reflect the political essence of the relationship
between OSHA and the regulated community, rather than the criticisms of excessive legalism and
abuse of authority to which the Administration is regularly subjected.

37

The powers of compliance officers are primarily contained with section 8 of the OSH Act (29 USC. 657). Among other
things, the sections gives officers a power of entry [s.8(a)(1)], a power of inspection [s.8(a)(2)] which extends to “all
pertinent conditions, structures, machines, apparatus, devices, equipment, and materials” and a power to question
employers, owners, operators, agents and employees [s.8(a)(2)]. Section 8(b) of the OSHA Act also gives OSHA the power
to require the attendance and testimony of witnesses and the production of evidence under oath.
38
OSHA Field Inspection Reference Manual CPL 2.103, http://www.osha.gov/Firm_osha_toc/Firm_toc_by_sect.html,
accessed 8/05/06.
39
Marshall v Barlow’s Inc., 436 US 307 (1978). A warrant is not required in an emergency when there is no time to obtain
a warrant, or when conditions are publicly observable or when inspectors are already lawfully on the premises and the
conditions are already apparent to them.
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OSHA inspections – which are classified as either programmed (scheduled) or unprogrammed
(unscheduled) - continue to represent the primary means for securing compliance with OHS
regulation. Ordinarily conducted without advance notice40 (OSHA, 2002: 2), they are co-ordinated
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Chart 3: Inflation adjusted budget as a proportion of
regulated establishments 1975-2004
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around a strict hierarchy of priority with imminent danger investigations first, fatality or catastrophe
investigations second, complaint and referral investigations third, follow-up investigations fourth
and programmed inspections last (OSHA, undated: d).
Programmed inspections (which now make up more than half of all OSHA inspections – see Table
7b) have historically been targeted by OSHA on the basis of the injury rate of the industry (firms
are selected randomly from high injury rate industries). More recently, however, OSHA has begun
to rely on establishment specific data, which allows inspections to be targeted against firms (and
not simply industrial sectors) with high rates of injury and ill-health (see the discussion below on
targeting).
Unprogrammed inspections include complaint, referral and follow-up inspections as well as fatality
investigations (see Table 6 for fatality data).
a) OSHA undertakes complaint inspections (about a fifth of its inspections – see Table 7a) in
response to written (formal) or oral (informal) complaints (commonly) from employees or
their union representatives concerning alleged violations or hazards. This is the broad
effect of section 8(f)(1) of the OSH Act and gives employees the right to request an
inspection when they believe they are in imminent danger from a hazard or when they
think there is a violation of an OSHA standard that threatens physical harm. Historically,
the relative ease with which these can be made and the fact that complainants are given
40

This practice is subject to several exceptions (such as where an inspection needs to be delayed for more than 5 working
days when there is good cause), but where notice is given, OSHA contends that this will normally be less than 24 hours
(OSHA, 2002: 2; OSHA, undated: d). Where advance notice is given, employers are under an obligation to inform their
employees’ representative or arrange for OSHA to do so (OSHA, 2002: 2). In addition to delaying entry where a
recognised exception applies (where, for instance, the consent of a third party is required) employers have the right to
require inspectors to seek inspection warrants prior to entering and are entitled to refuse entry without a warrant (OSHA,
undated: d).
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anonymity caused some concern that they were being used by unions or disaffected
employees to harass their employers with trivial complaints. A 1979 report by the GAO
seemed to confirm this when it suggested that OSHA was allocating more of its resources
to complaint inspections than the quality of the complaints merited. Although OSHA
responded by erecting procedural barriers to complaint based inspections, a later study
comparing complaint-initiated and programmed inspections for the period between 1977
and 1979 suggested that the criticisms were largely unfounded. More precisely, the study
not only found that complaint inspections were strongly correlated with serious violations
and at least as effective as programmed inspections in uncovering safety violations, but
also that there was “no evidence to link complaints with collective bargaining disputes”,
even though complaints tended to direct more inspection resources toward larger,
unionised plants (Smith, 1986: 47). This and other research (see below in the main text)
suggests very strongly that employees, familiar with their employer’s operations, represent
a valuable source of information about workplace risks and violations of federal standards.
b) Referral inspections (about a tenth of OSHA’s inspections) usually occur where a health
inspector has made a referral to a safety inspector or vice versa (OSHA, undated: d).
c) The primary purpose of follow-up inspections is to determine if previously cited
violations, particularly serious violations, have been corrected (OSHA, undated: d).41
d) Accident investigations are initiated following an injury (OSHA, undated: d).
e) OSHA compliance officers who uncover an imminent danger42 have no immediate power
to require employees to be removed to safety or for the employer to immediately abate the
hazard. If the employer refuses to voluntarily abate the hazard, the only power available to
OSHA to respond is to apply to the US District Court, through the regional solicitor, for an
injunction prohibiting further work as long as unsafe conditions exist (OSHA, undated: d).
2.2

Trends in Inspection, Investigation and Citation

A striking trend is the absolute decline in the number of inspections (see Table 7a, 7b and Chart 4).
From a peak in 1976 of 91,515, inspections have stabilised at just under 40,000 per annum. As a
proportion of regulated establishments, the trend is even more pronounced with less than a half a
per cent of regulated establishments now receiving an inspection (down from 2 per cent in 1975).
Significantly, this downward trend characterises all forms of inspection – programmed as well as
unprogrammed.43 The impact of this effect on the weak general deterrent effect of inspection is
likely to be considerable. Although the underlying cause of this substantial contraction in formal
regulation is the relative decline in OSHA’s budget (see above), OSHA’s abandonment of

41

If an employer has failed to abate a violation, the compliance officer formally informs the employer and alerts them to
the additional penalties that they will incur daily until the violation is corrected (OSHA, 2002: 5 and OSHA, undated: d).
42
Section 13(a) of the Act defines imminent danger as “any conditions or practices in any place of employment which are
such that a danger exists which could reasonably be expected to cause death or serious physical harm immediately or
before the imminence of such danger can be eliminated through the enforcement procedures otherwise provided by this
Act.” OSHA’s Field Inspection Manual reports that, before a hazard becomes an imminent danger, it must be reasonably
likely that a serious accident will occur immediately or, if not immediately, then before abatement would otherwise be
required and that the harm threatened must be death or serious physical harm. For a health hazard, exposure must cause
harm to such a degree as to shorten life or cause substantial reduction in physical or mental efficiency even though the
resulting harm may not manifest itself immediately (OSHA, undated(d)).
43
On first examination, some forms of inspection – like, for instance, complaint inspections – seem to be relatively
unaffected by policy changes. Resource constraints, however, have moved OSHA to introduce reforms which grant OSHA
officials greater discretion in responding to complaint inspections (see OSHA, 1993 and undated: e).
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inspections, citations and penalties as primary measures of performance44 and the conditions
attached to Congressional appropriations, have come together in a distinctly political process45 to
intensify the impact of this effect on regulatory practice (OSHA, undated: e; see also the discussion
below). The proportion of safety inspections to health inspections has declined considerably since
the mid 1970s – as the number of health inspections has remained relatively constant (see chart 6).
Table 6: Federal OSHA Fatality Investigation Data 1975-2005 (USA – Federal)

Number of
Fatality investigations
fatality
Percentage of reported
with wilful violations
Year
Investigations fatalities investigated
Issued
1976
1,538
31
1977
1539
44
1978
1,640
98
1979
1,616
97
1980
1,603
70
1981
1,446
19
1982
1,277
10
1983
1,159
25
1984
1,070
21
1985
1,085
26
1986
1,058
24
1987
1,115
36
1988
1,161
69
1989
1,013
59
1990
1,063
53
1991
1,044
36
1992
974
31
1993
999
33
1994
1,071
37
1995
1,046
34
1996
1,068
39
1997
1,074
34
1998
1,085
28
1999
1,188
17
2000
1,139
26
2001
1,098
27
2002
1,066
26
2003
1,068
23
2004
1,137
36
2005
1,118
36
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Safety & Health Administration, Directorate of
Enforcement Programs, Office of General Industry Enforcement Programs
Reported
fatalities

44

This process was formalised in 1998 when section 8 of the OSH Act was amended to prohibit OSHA from using the
results of enforcement activities to evaluate compliance officers or impose quotas of goals. Pub. L. 105-198, 112 Stat. 640.
45
See Scholz, et al’s (1991) well-conducted study of the relationship between enforcement and politics (the study found that
the political composition of national and local government institutions was strongly associated with changes in
enforcement intensity) (see also Viscusi, 1986b: 135). Thompson (1982: 204) suggests that the decline in inspections in the
1970s partly reflects a shift of inspections away from issues of safety towards the more time-consuming issue of health.
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2.3

Enforcement Notices and Administrative Penalties

Once an inspection has taken place, OSHA’s compliance safety and health officers (OSHA officer
or inspector) submit inspection reports to their Area Directors who are responsible for issuing
citations46 and proposing penalties. Citations – in many respects similar to an enforcement notice inform the employer of the regulations and standards that have been violated and set a timetable in
which the hazards should be corrected.
Although OSHA’s power to impose larger administrative penalties for OHS violations has changed
considerably since the OSH Act first came into effect,47 OSHA is still more limited than other
agencies in its ability to assess large fines. The basic range of assessed penalties is determined by
the gravity of the violation which is determined according to the severity of the injury or illness that
might result from the violation and the probability of the harm occurring (OSHA, undated: d)48.
This is then adjusted to take account of the financial means of the employer and its general
commitment to OHS through the application of a number of “penalty adjustment factors” which
reflect the size of the business,49 the good faith of the employer50 and the employer’s history of
previous violations51 (OSHA, undated: d)52.
Since 1990, the agency has had authority to impose a maximum fine of US$70,000 for a wilful or
repeat violation and US$7,000 for all other violations. Although a considerable increase on the
previous maxima, the penalties are still limited. On the basis of the dollar-pound sterling exchange
rate on 1st May 2006 this equated to €55,525 or £38,281. Despite these limitations OSHA has
secured larger penalties against employers who engage in “egregious conduct”, but this does not
apply in circumstances where there is only one hazard to be abated, even if the violation causes
multiple fatalities (Shapiro and Rabinowitz, 1997).

46

At the same time, the employer is informed of the penalties proposed.
In 1990, Pub. L. 101-508, 104 Stat. 1288 amended section 17 of the OSH Act, increasing the maximum penalties
available in section 17(a) from US$10,000 to US$70,000 and the maxima in sections 17(b)-(d) and (i) from US$1,000 to
US$7,000 (see below in the main text).
48
OSHA officials are required to categorise violations according to whether they are high, medium, low or minimal
severity. High severity violations relate to injuries or illnesses that cause death, permanent disability or chronic,
irreversible illnesses. Injuries or temporary reversible illnesses resulting in hospitalisation or a variable, but limited period
of disability, are considered as being of medium severity. Low severity violations refer to injuries or temporary reversible
illnesses that do not result in hospitalisation, whilst minimal severity violations relate to all other-than-serious violations
(OSHA, undated: d). In addition to this, OSHA officials are also instructed to take account of the number of workers
exposed, the frequency of exposure or duration of exposure, the proximity of employees to the hazard, the use of
appropriate personal protective equipment, the existence of a medical surveillance programme, and the degree of
experience of the employees at risk (OSHA, undated: d).
49
Up to 60 per cent reduction is permitted for the size of a business which is based on the number of employees at the firm.
However, when a small business has one or more serious violations of high gravity or a number of serious violations of
moderate gravity, indicating a lack of concern for employee safety and health, the OSHA may recommend that only a
partial reduction in penalty shall be permitted for size of business.
Employees
Percent reduction
1-25
60
26-100
40
101-250
20
251 or more
None
Source: OSHA, undated (d).
50
Up to 60 per cent reduction is permitted for a firm’s good faith. No adjustment for good faith is permitted for violations
that are classified as being of high severity and greater probability (OSHA, undated: d). The full allowance for “good
faith” is only formally recommended where the employer has a written safety and health programme, which has only
“incidental deficiencies”. A reduction of 15 per cent is recommended for employers who have a written and effective safety
and health programme with more than only “incidental deficiencies” (OSHA, undated: d).
51
Penalty adjustment for a firm’s previous good record can reduce the final assessed penalty by up to 10 per cent.
52
Section 17(j) OSH Act of 1970, 29 USC. 666.
47
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Table 7a: OSHA Inspections by Type 1973-2005 (USA)
Fiscal
Year
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

Total
Inspections
48,370
77,685
81,728
91,515
59,228
57,170
57,602
63,935
56,565
61,686
67,279
71,651
71,725
64,349
61,544
58,549
54,679
45,663
42,367
42,802
39,817
42,568
29,371
24,259
34,382
34,609
34,499
36,613
35,974
37,614
39,817
39,167
38,714

Complaint
6,602
6,479
7,242
9,618
19,160
21,523
19,835
16,100
13,161
6,741
6,361
7,532
8,663
9,085
9,764
12,200
11,869
10,855
10,272
10,923
10,568
9,562
8,590
6,721
7,714
7,949
7,998
8,440
8,374
7,896
7,969
8,062
7,716

Accident
2,451
2,254
1,889
1,962
1,803
2,088
2,249
2,326
2,201
1,874
1,438
1,498
1,458
1,472
1,433
1,515
1,338
1,354
1,207
1,108
1,073
1,202
1,166
1,153
1,179
1,147
1,212
1,198
-
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Other, unprogrammed
Follow-up
7,130
0
12,218
2
15,437
0
16,060
2
13,806
3
13,375
5
11,687
2,328
11,744
3,372
5,198
2,263
1,586
1,328
1,539
1,475
1,575
4,447
1,480
8,338
1,991
9,013
2,986
10,863
3,413
13,330
3,301
14,593
2,585
12,781
2,040
11,692
1,486
10,148
1,445
9,075
1,355
9,713
934
6,019
665
5,727
903
8,961
683
8,712
682
8,950
509
7,962
Source: OSHA, undated: e and 2006

Table 7b: OSHA Inspections by Type 1973-2005 (USA)
Fiscal
Year

Total unprogrammed

Programmed

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

16,183
20,953
24,568
27,642
34,772
36,991
36,099
33,542
22,823
11,529
10,813
15,052
19,939
21,561
25,046
30,458
31,101
27,575
25,211
23,665
22,161
21,832
16,709
14,266
18,757
18,491
18,842
18,109
18,027
17,075
17,381
17,590
17,310

32,187
56,732
57,160
63,873
24,456
20,179
21,503
30,393
33,741
50,157
56,916
56,599
51,786
42,788
36,498
28,091
23,578
18,067
17,110
18,995
17,577
20,716
12,643
9,987
15,620
16,109
15,654
18,434
17,946
20,539
22,436
21,576
21,404
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Ratio of unprogrammed
to programmed
inspections
0.50
0.37
0.43
0.43
1.42
1.83
1.68
1.10
0.68
0.23
0.19
0.27
0.19
0.50
0.69
1.08
1.32
1.53
1.47
1.26
1.26
1.05
1.32
1.43
1.20
1.15
1.20
0.98
1.00
0.83
0.77
0.82
0.81
Source: OSHA, undated: e and 2006
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Table 8: Rate of OSHA Inspections 1973-2005 (USA - Federal)
Fiscal Year

Total Inspections
(OSHA)

Annual average
Establishments

1975
1980
1985
1990
1995
2000
2004

81,728
63,935
71,725
45,663
29,371
36,555
39,167

3,947,740
4,544,800
5,305,400
6,076,400
7,040,677
7,879,116
8,364,795

Ratio of Inspections Percentage of
to establishments
Establishments
Inspected
48
2.07
71
1.41
74
1.35
133
0.75
240
0.42
215
0.46
213
0.47

Source: Siskind, 1993; OSHA, 2003b, 2006 and undated(e); AFL-CIO, 2006.
In practice, the size of federal penalties falls far short of the maximum penalties OHSA is
authorised to impose. Table 12 indicates that the average federal penalty for a “serious violation”
for the fiscal year 2005 was US$890 (13 per cent of the maximum) while for “other than serious”
violations it was US$157 (2 per cent of the maximum). This arises, in part, from inspectors’
reluctance to initially assess high penalties (Knieser and Leeth, 2000: 4) even for serious violations
of health and safety standards. It is also, in part, because OSHA often adjusts assessed penalties
downwards to encourage compliance, further reducing the small economic incentives on firms to
comply with OHS standards. The net effect is that low penalties overlie low rates of inspections.
This, it has been argued, reduces both the incentives for inspected firms to invest in OHS and the
general deterrent effect for all firms (Smith, 1979; Meier, 1985; Knieser and Leeth, 2000: 5; Weil,
2003a; but see the discussion in the main text below).
In addition to the use of administrative penalties, OSHA officials are authorised to use two further
powers - summary enforcement orders and temporary restraining orders.
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An employer's obligation to abate a cited violation arises when there is a final order of the Review
Commission upholding the citation. Summary enforcement orders under section 11(b) of the OSH
Act – which are commonly recommended in Priority Enforcement Cases (see below for a fuller
discussion of PEC cases) – represent a more direct alternative to failure-to-abate notices that are
typically issued when an employer does not abate a violation within the allowed time and can be
used whether the final order results from a Review Commission or Administrative Law Judge
decision, a settlement agreement, or an uncontested citation. The procedure under section 11(b)
authorises OSHA to obtain a court order enforcing a final Review Commission order, which then
exposes errant employers to contempt if they continue to violate the court order. Potential sanctions
for contempt include: a daily failure-to-abate penalty provided in the Act (including prospective
daily penalties) and other fines; recovery of OSHA’s and the Department of Labor’s costs for
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Table 9: Range of administrative penalties per type of violation (USA – Federal)
Violation Type
Wilful
Violations

Serious
Violations
Repeated
Violations

Failure to Abate

Other-ThanSerious
Violations
De Minimis

Description
These relate to violations where the
employer is aware of the hazard, knows
that the hazard violates a standard or
other legal obligation and makes no
reasonable effort to eliminate it.
These refer to violations where there is
a substantial probability that death of
serious physical harm might result.
Repeated violations are breaches of any
standard, regulation, rule or order
where,
upon
re-inspection,
a
substantially similar violation is found
and the original citation has become a
final order.

Penalty Range
Penalties range from US$5,000 to
US$70,000 for each wilful
violation.53

Penalties range from US$1,500 to
US$7,000.54

The maximum fine is US$70,000
for each repeated violation within
the previous 3 years. To calculate
repeated violations, OSHA
adjusts the initial penalty for the
size and then multiplies by a
factor of 2, 5 or 10, depending on
the size of the business.55
Where an employer has not corrected a Failure to correct a prior violation
violation for which OSHA has issued a may bring a civil penalty of up to
citation and the abatement date has US$7,000 per day for each
passed or is covered under a settlement violation.56
agreement. A failure to abate also exists
where an employer has not complied
with interim measures involved in a
long-term abatement within the time.
Violations that have a direct US$0 to £7,00057
relationship to job safety and health, but
are not serious in nature are classified as
“other”.
De minimis violations are violations
that have no direct or immediate
relationship to safety or health and do
not result in citations.

bringing the action; incarceration of an individual company officer who continues to defy the
court's order; and any other sanction necessary to secure compliance (OHSA, 2003d).
Summary enforcement orders can also be recommended in cases where final orders do not meet the
PEC criteria, but where:

53

Section 17(a) OSH Act of 1970, 29 USC. 666. An employer who is convicted in a criminal proceedings of a wilful
violation of a standard that has resulted in the death of an employee may be fined up to US$250,000 (or US$500,000 if the
employer is a corporation) or imprisoned up to 6 months, or both. A second conviction doubles the possible term of
imprisonment.
54
Section 17(b) OSH Act of 1970, 29 USC. 666.
55
Section 17(a) OSH Act of 1970, 29 USC. 666(a). Employers with more than one facility can be cited for repeated
violations if the violation recurs at any facility.
56
Section 17(d) OSH Act of 1970, 29 USC. 666.
57
Section 17(c) of the OSH Act 1970 29 USC. 666.
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a) the employer’s citation history is poor and there are other indications of serious compliance
problems (such as widespread violations at multiple establishments or construction worksites);
b) the employer has indicated a reluctance or refusal to abate significant hazards or behaved in a
way that demonstrates indifference to employee safety; and
c) repeated violations of the Act have occurred (particularly violations of the same standard)
which have continued undeterred by the traditional remedies or administrative money
penalties and Review Commission order to abate;
d) the employer has either –
a. repeatedly refused to pay penalties
b.

filed false or inadequate abatement verification reports; or

c.

disregarded previous settlement agreements (particularly one that includes a
specific or company-wide abatement plan).

Significantly, OSHA inspectors have no direct authority to order the closure of an operation or to
direct employees to leave an area of imminent danger or the workplace (OSHA, undated: d). The
only power to effectively shut down58 a worksite is reserved to the US district court, which the
Secretary of OSHA can petition if a work site is so hazardous that workers are in imminent danger
of death of serious physical harm.59 OSHA does not publish information regarding the extent to
which it petitions the court nor is there any systematic evidence concerning the effectiveness of the
procedure. Despite this, it is difficult to conceive how the power will not, if used appropriately,
reduce injury and ill health. Whether, in practice, it has a significant impact is unclear, but what
evidence there is suggests that OSHA inspectors are generally reluctant to initiate actions to close
down a company (Knieser and Leeth, 2000: 4).
2.4

Appeals

An exhaustive appeals procedure exists to allow employers to contest citations, penalties as well as
the time-frame laid down to rectify violations. Before deciding whether to contest a citation or
penalty formally, employers are entitled to request an informal conference with the OSHA Area
Director to discuss and potentially resolve the matter.60 If this fails, the employer can formally
appeal to an administrative law judge appointed by the Occupational Safety and Health Review
Commission (OSHRC)61 and, after that, to a hearing of the full OSHRC and, finally, to the US
Court of Appeal. Employers, historically, have taken full advantage of this system of appeals62 with
the effect that final decisions can often take years (McQuinston, et al, 1998).

58

Any order issued under section 13 may require employers to take any steps that may be necessary to avoid, correct, or
remove the hazard.
59
Section 13(a) OSH Act 1970, 29 USC. 662. The court has the power to close the work site until the danger has been
removed.
60
Employee representatives are entitled to participate in any informal conference or negotiations between the Regional
Administrator or Area Director and the employer.
61
29 USC. 659. This is an independent quasi-judicial body that resolves challenges to OSHA citations, proposed penalties
and abatement deadlines. The right of appeal is open to both employers and employees, but most cases are initiated by
employers who object to OSHA citations. Both employers and employees have the right to participate in the hearing, which
contains all the elements of a trial.
62
McQuinston, Kakaocs and Loomis (1998) reported in 1998 that 10 per cent of citations were contested.
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2.5

Targeting

To bridge the substantial gap between its operating budget and the large number of establishments
for which it has direct enforcement responsibility, OSHA has developed an elaborate network of
programmes and methods which are designed to target its resources on high hazard sites and
industries (determined by site level and industry wide reported rates of injury and illness).
Each year OSHA publishes a site-specific targeting plan (SST plan), which selects individual
worksites on the basis of an annual self-report survey of occupational injury and illness rates. The
survey, the Data Initiative Survey, is taken from approximately 80,000 establishments nationwide
and forms the basis of the DART and DAFWII Rates. Both are measures of workplace health and
safety.63 The DART Rate is calculated from a) the number of days away from work, restricted
work activity and transfers to another job and b) the aggregate number of hours worked by the
employees at the establishment. The DAFWII Rate, by contrast, focuses on the number of cases
that involve days away from work per 100 full-time equivalent employees. Establishments with
high DART and DAFWII Rates are placed on a primary inspection list and prioritised for
comprehensive programmed inspections. Establishments with lower DART and DAFWII Rates are
either placed on a Secondary Inspection List, and only subjected to programmed inspections if
resources permit, or a Tertiary Inspection List which commands the lowest priority for inspection.
Given the dynamic nature of the construction industry, OSHA draws on different data and uses a
different system of selection to target its inspections,64 but, like SST, it is designed to ensure that
OSHA’s procedures for identifying establishments for inspection are consistent with the ruling in
Marshall v Barlow’s Inc.65 which required OSHA to use an objective basis for selecting targets so
that all establishments within a defined range of employers face a similar probability of inspection.
OSHA’s new Enhanced Enforcement Program (EEP) represents another attempt to focus resources
on high-hazard employers.66 In contrast to Site-Specific Targeting, however, which simply focuses
resources on establishments with above average injury rates, the EEP is designed to direct resources
towards high-hazard employers who, despite OSHA’s outreach efforts, ignore their obligations
under the OSH Act (OSHA, 2003d). The Program works by targeting Priority Enforcement Cases
(PECs) which either:
a) involve a fatality in which a high gravity serious (or wilful or repeated) violation related to
the death is uncovered;
b) result in three or more high gravity serious (wilful or repeat) violations; or
c) result in two failure-to-abate notices where the underlying violations are classified as high
gravity serious.
Cases selected for priority enforcement become subject to a more intensive, systematic form of
regulatory intervention.
63

An establishment is a single physical location where business is conducted or where services or industrial operations are
performed (OSHA, 2005b).
64
The data is collected by F.W. Dodge Inc. (a division of McGraw-Hill Companies) which employs a network of
researchers to collect information from local permitting agencies, public bidding systems, companies and end users
regarding planned construction activity (Weil, 2004). Weil (2004) argues that the differences are largely cosmetic and that
the underlying regulatory model applied to constructions is the same as that applied to manufacturing firms and fixed
establishments.
65
429 USC. 1347, 97 S. Ct. 776.
66
In 2004, 313, less than 1 per cent, of inspections were classified as EEP cases. A majority of these (an estimated 55 per
cent) occurred in the construction industry. Of the remaining 45 per cent, about half emerged out of inspection in the
manufacturing sector (Snare, 2005).
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a) PEC cases, for instance, are ordinarily meant to trigger follow-up inspections. Formally,
these are meant to occur irrespective of whether any previously cited violations have been
abated and verified through the normal procedures. This is so that OSHA officers can
properly ascertain whether abatement has in fact taken place, as well as certify that similar
violations are not being committed (OSHA, 2003d).
b) Moreover, because PEC citations are considered to indicate an employer’s indifference to
its obligations under the OSH Act, PEC citations result in the company’s other
establishments being moved on to OSHA’s SST primary list (OSHA, 2003d).
c) PEC citations can also lead to an employer’s other establishments being inspected to
determine whether a particular site’s compliance problems are characteristic of the
company as a whole (OSHA, 2003d).
d) In addition to this, PEC citations might also lead to OSHA officials taking more direct
steps than usual to bring their concerns to the company’s senior management (OSHA,
2003d)
e) OSHA officers are also encouraged to consider enhanced settlement provisions in addition
to the typical requirement of employers abating their violations and paying a penalty. This
might include the employer being required to: a) hire a consultant to develop and help
implement an effective safety and health programme; b) to allow OSHA to inspect its log
of occupational injuries and illness on a quarterly basis (and consent to OSHA conducting
inspections based on the report); c) to notify the Area Office of any serious injury or illness
requiring medical attention and consenting to an inspection; and d) give its consent to entry
of a court enforcement order under Section 11(b) of the Act (OSHA, 2003d).
f)

OSHA officials are also encouraged to obtain court orders enforcing final Review
Commission orders under section 11(b) of the OSHA Act. These are regarded as a more
direct and potentially effective alternative to failure-to-abate notices primarily because
employers who violate section 11(b) orders can be held in contempt of court.

Finally, OSHA has introduced an additional tier of targeting under its Strategic Management Plan.
The National Emphasis Program (NEP) involves OSHA nationally selecting industries with high
rates of injury and illness67 for increased enforcement, education and outreach work. Regional and
Area offices are expected to develop strategies for targeting workplaces in these areas. The
National Emphasis Program overlaps significantly with Local Emphasis Programs in which area
and regional offices, based on local information, target particular industrial sectors or specific
hazards (OSHA, undated (m)).68
OSHA’s procedures for identifying the most hazardous worksites for inspection have been the
subject of sustained criticism. In particular, a number of studies have raised serious concerns over
OSHA’s procedures for targeting inspections in the construction industry,69 which are widely

67

OSHA has identified seven industries (which include landscaping and horticultural services, oil and gas field services,
fruit and vegetable processing, blast furnace and basic steel products, ship and boat building and repair, public
warehousing and storage, concrete and concrete products) (OSHA undated (m)).
68
NEPs and LEPs are collectively known as Special Emphasis Programs.
69
See Weil (2004) for a useful summary of the specific problems of improving workplace safety in the construction
industry.
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considered to be poor at identifying smaller worksites (US GAO, 2002: 9; Weil, 1999a and 2004).70
This is particularly significant given that construction now receives more inspections than any other
single sector of the US economy (OSHA, undated: e), that smaller worksites, and the smaller, nonunionised contractors that work them, are widely considered to be more hazardous (although the
evidence is not strong) and that successive inspections of larger contractors – which attract most
attention from OSHA (Weil, 1999a and 2004) - seem to have little impact on rates of compliance
(Weil, 2001 and 2004). Weil gives two reasons for the diminishing returns of inspections. Either, he
argues, larger contractors accept a given level of health and safety by settling on a range of
commercially manageable routines and practices that reflect the marginal costs of inspection and
enforcement, or full compliance requires modifications to the construction process (relating to
project management, for example) over which contractors have little control. Whatever the true
position, given the present organisation, form and focus of OSHA inspections, the current emphasis
on larger contractors strongly suggests that OSHA is failing to optimise its limited resources (Weil,
2004).71
In addition to the specific problems relating to construction, the GAO has persistently pointed to a
number of more general weaknesses in the methods that OSHA uses to target its inspections (see,
for example, US GAO, 2002 and 2005). The impact of these failings on the efficacy of the
inspection process is significant; the GAO having estimated that compliance officers are either
unable to perform an inspection or found no serious violations in respect of half of all
establishments selected for inspection (US GAO, 2002: 10). Many of the problems the GAO
identifies relate to simple administrative problems. Employers commonly make mistakes in
calculating their injury and illness rate and information about the target establishment is often outof-date or simply incorrect (US GAO, 2002: 9-10). Other problems, however, raise more
fundamental questions about the relationship between business, regulation and public health. A
useful illustration concerns what seems to be a growing divergence between OSHA standards and
work-related injury and ill health. This has emerged through the action of a number of newly
created procedural barriers to the promulgation of new regulation which have at once created
regulatory space for industry to challenge the introduction of new standards on scientific grounds
outside of the conventional channels of scientific review and elevated cost-benefit considerations
within the rule-making process. As a result, the introduction of new OSHA standards has slowed
and the gap between current scientific thinking on occupational risks to health and safety and
regulation has widened (Viscusi, 1986b; McGarity, 1992; McGarity and Shapiro, 1993; Neff and
Goldman, 2005; Baba, et al, 2005; AFL-CIO, 2006). The precise impact of this sclerosis of the
rulemaking process on enforcement efficacy is difficult to determine, but the GAO reports that
firms are commonly selected for inspection on the basis of injuries and illness that OSHA standards
- and, therefore, inspections - do not directly address.72

70

The F.W. Dodge report database, which OSHA relies on for construction industry targeting, often contains incorrect
information regarding the start and completion date for small construction sites. As result, many area officer directors
would not request information on smaller construction sites (US GAO, 2002: 9). The GAO also found that some local
officers relied on more informal criteria and LEP initiatives to ensure that smaller worksites were inspected (US GAO,
2002: 10; see also Weil, 2004).
71
For a valuable summary of a number of viable, and potentially more effective, alternatives to OSHA’s current targeting
methods in the construction industry see Weil (2004).
72
Although, compliance officers have the power to moderate the incomplete coverage of OSHA standards by citing the
general duty clause in the OSH Act, this contains a number of evidential obstacles that do not apply in the enforcement of
specific OSHA standards. Its application, as such, is resource intensive, more liable to challenge and, in some instances,
actively discouraged by senior OSHA administrators (US GAO, 2002: 12; AFL-CIO, 2006). Among other things, the
Review Commission and courts have ruled that OSHA must establish that the hazard was recognised [see FIRM
C.2.c.(1)(b)], that it was causing or was likely to cause death or serious physical harm [C.2.c.(1)(c)] and that there was a
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A more intractable problem – also identified by the GAO - concerns OSHA’s reliance on selfreport data for targeting inspections. This has at once allowed firms in relatively high hazard
industries in which under-reporting is concentrated (industries, in other words, where employment
is precarious and where employees are particularly vulnerable73) to avoid inspection and created
clear incentives on employers to artificially reduce reported injuries and ill health. To this end, the
GAO has highlighted the distorting effects of behaviour modification programmes (particularly
those in which employees are offered incentives to report fewer injuries), employers judging the
performance of line supervisors on the number of days their workers go without an injury or illness
and the practice of contracting out dangerous work to sectors of the economy which do not receive
the same level of scrutiny from OSHA74 (see, for example, Azaroff, et al, 2004; GAO, 2005;
California State Auditor, 2006).75 The combination of these effects is to pervert the targeting
process (allowing high hazard firms to escape inspection at the expense of firms with marginally
better, or even satisfactory safety records) and generally weaken the effectiveness of
enforcement..In the early 1990s,76OSHA made a serious attempt to correct the long-standing
problem of under-reporting, but a recent GAO (2005) investigation into health and safety in the
meat and poultry industry concluded that the accuracy of employers’ occupational injury and
illness data remains an ongoing problem (US GAO, 2005: 29-30). This, significantly, is despite
OSHA’s best efforts, to monitor and control the problem.77 In particular, the GAO drew attention to
OSHA’s failure to review trends in establishments’ injury and illness rates over time (which
prevented it from detecting sharp decreases in rates that might raise doubts over the reliability of the
data - US GAO, 2005: 41) – an omission compounded by the fact that OSHA does not generally
assign a unique identifier to each plant for which data are collected. It is difficult to asses the
success of its efforts by comparing information about specific plants across its databases (US GAO,
2005: 33 and 41-45).

feasible and useful method to correct the hazard [C.2.c.(1)(d)]. Recognition – which can be established on the basis of
industry recognition, employer recognition or common-sense recognition – can be particularly problematic in some cases
[C2.c.(2)(a)(2)(b)]. According to a former OSHA official, the difficulties in establishing these elements, mean that it is
susceptible to challenge and, as a result, only generally used in response to serious incidents “You have to establish
"recognition", either personal or industry, which is easy for some things, but difficult for others. Then you have to establish
that it caused, or could have caused seriously physical harm. Consequently, the solicitors don't like it and it establishes a
pretty high barrier, plus it's very vulnerable to challenge. Consequently, it's usually only used after a serious incident,
making it not a very good preventive tool. Attacks by business under the Data Quality Act…are making it harder to
establish a real hazard, particularly when it comes to chemical and other less obvious health hazards (Personal
communication, 11th May, 2006).”
73
The GAO’s 2005 report focused on the specific concerns of “undocumented” workers, whose fear of retaliation or loss
of employment if they are injured and cannot perform their work is likely to be greater (US GAO, 2005).
74
The data OSHA uses to prioritise inspection in the poultry and meatpacking industry, for example, do not include
injuries and illnesses incurred by contract cleaning and sanitation workers. Because this work is highly hazardous,
employers that contract out the cleaning process lower their reported injury and illness rates (and, therefore, the likelihood
of inspection). Moreover, because the Bureau of Labour Statistics (BLS) classifies cleaning workers as working in the
service sector (which includes maids, caretakers and other workers employed in cleaning services), which is not
considered high hazard, the injuries and illness these workers develop are not taken into account in the inspection
targeting process (US, GAO, 2005).
75
This, incidentally, highlights the importance of regulating behaviour modification programmes. In summary, there is a
strong argument that incentives to employees and supervisors, if they are to be permitted at all, should be tied to good
health and safety practices rather than outcomes.
76
After a series of investigations by OSHA into underreporting in the late 1980s, Congress reviewed the problem in a
series of hearings between March and September 1987. After a critical review into the methods BLS used to collect
employers’ injury and illness data by the National Academy of Sciences, the Bureau of Labour Statistics (BLS) redesigned
and tested an improved safety and health statistical system for collecting data. This was fully implemented in 1992 (Pollack
and Keimig, 1987; US GAO, 2005: 29).
77
OSHA selects a small number of worksites with low injury and illness rates for inspection in order to ensure that they are
not under-reporting injuries and illness. This is in addition to a random selection of worksites from high-hazard industries
for audits that verify their injury and illness rates (US G.A.O, 2005: 4-5).
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2.6

Trends in Citations and Penalties

The ratio of citations to inspections has declined significantly since the mid 1970s (see table 10b).
This reflects a deliberate shift towards a more selective citation policy (in which compliance
officers have given attention to wilful, serious and repeat violations) - formalised in the mid 1990s
when OSHA’s Assistant Secretary announced that the Administration would no longer use
citations and penalties as a performance measure (OSHA, undated: e) The effect of this policy on
compliance is unclear. Interestingly, however, it seems to have done little to alter the widely held
perception that OSHA practices an inflexible deterrence philosophy (see above).
Tables 11, 12, 13 and charts 7, 8 and 9 indicate that, after adjusting for inflation, the total impact of
administrative monetary penalties imposed on American business is still significantly below its
peak in the early 1990s.78 This partly reflects the falling rate of inspection and the attendant fall in
the number of citations for wilful, repeat and serious violations, but it also reflects a dedicated
policy of allowing employers to reduce penalties by abating hazardous conditions promptly
(OSHA, undated: e; OSHA, 1996). The regulatory value of this policy – particularly given the fact
that penalties imposed under the OSH Act are relatively light – is unclear and warrants further
investigation.
There is considerable variation within the general, inflation adjusted, decline in OSHA penalties.
Arguably the most striking pattern has been the relatively significant increase in the average
monetary value of penalties imposed for wilful violations (see Table 11 and 12). This is consistent
with Scholz’s (1984) model of effective enforcement in which firms that exploit the necessary
element of trust that underlies most forms of business regulation are penalised more severely than
firms that remain within the accepted parameters of trust that frame the regulatory relationship.79
Wilful violations apart, however, the average monetary value of penalties seems, on first
examination at least, to be very low, although we failed to find any studies which systematically
explored the relationship between the penalty severity, firm turnover (that is, firms ability to absorb
a penalty) and compliance. This, we feel, constitutes a significant gap in the literature.
The capacity of OSHA penalties to induce compliance in firms has, arguably, been further
weakened by the introduction of penalties for unclassified violations or “section 17 designations”.
These apply where, having been cited for either wilful or repeat violations, employers agree to
correct all violations and pay all or almost all of the initially assessed penalty and make other
significant concessions (OSHA, undated: e). Their introduction was designed to allow firms to
escape the adverse publicity that attaches to wilful or repeat violations whilst at one and the same
time limiting the administrative costs involved in bringing cases to a close. Their general impact on
compliance is difficult to assess. However, because citations (and penalties) for unclassified
violations necessarily lack the moralising impact of citations (and penalties) for wilful or repeat
violations – a process that is further compounded by the fact that they close down the possibility of
employers being prosecuted under section 17(e) of the OSH Act (see below) – they may weaken
employers sense of the moral importance of compliance – a key element of effective regulation (see
below). As table 12 indicates, however, OSHA has significantly scaled back their use.
It is also important to note here that any reduction in the costs associated with regulation (see below
on the issue of regulatory costs) will impact on OSHA’s $afety Pays initiative.

78

Penalties increased significantly in the early 1990s partly as a result of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990
which increased the maximum penalty for violations seven-fold and imposed a minimum penalty of US$5,000 for wilful
violations (OSHA, undated: e).
79
The fact that there has been little change, after adjusting for inflation, in the monetary value of penalties for repeat or
failure to abate violations, of course, suggests the opposite.
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Table 10a: OSHA violations by type 1973-2005 (USA – Federal)
Fiscal
year
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

Total violations
144,820
293,004
318,016
383,481
179,373
135,395
128,323
133,456
110,764
98,113
109,254
111,824
120,120
128,759
136,247
153,612
183,167
170,559
151,208
144,716
137,051
143,264
89,304
54,271
82,432
75,940
75,807
79,347
77,893
77,633
83,539
86,708
85,307

Serious violations
1,798
3,164
4,077
7,908
20,708
32,800
37,071
44,153
31,352
22,484
25,504
29,621
32,670
35,215
36,476
53,355
83,954
98,014
93,002
86,807
83,223
88,607
52,818
31,319
26,655
23,825
24,033
25,469
52,180
53,845
59,861
61,666
61,018

Wilful
20
107
195
201
217
682
880
1,017
411
77
171
158
230
263
437
1,016
1,666
3,614
2,173
610
768
848
625
445
624
457
419
405
537
331
404
462
747
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Repeat
920
2,328
4,592
1,248
4,235
4,124
3,819
3,447
2,130
1,250
1,466
1,945
2,541
3,194
3,453
4,063
4,542
4,438
3,493
3,130
2,832
2,499
1,668
1,253
1,847
1,636
1,634
1,827
1,872
1,867
2,147
2,360
2,350

Table 10b: Rates of Citations, 1973-2005 (USA – Federal)
Fiscal
year

Serious, wilful and repeat
violations as a fraction of total
violations

Percentage “wilful,
serious and repeat
violations”

Citation rate (total
violations as a
fraction of
inspections)

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

0.02
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.14
0.28
0.33
0.36
0.31
0.24
0.25
0.28
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.38
0.49
0.62
0.65
0.63
0.63
0.64
0.62
0.61
0.35
0.34
0.34
0.35
0.70
0.72
0.75
0.74
0.75

1.9
1.9
2.8
2.4
14.0
27.8
32.6
36.4
30.6
24.3
24.8
28.4
29.5
30.0
29.6
38.0
49.2
62.2
65.3
62.6
63.4
64.2
61.7
60.8
35.3
34.1
34.4
34.9
70.1
72.2
74.7
74.4
75.2

0.33
0.27
0.26
0.24
0.33
0.42
0.45
0.48
0.51
0.63
0.62
0.64
0.60
0.50
0.45
0.38
0.30
0.27
0.28
0.30
0.29
0.30
0.33
0.45
0.42
0.46
0.46
0.46
0.46
0.48
0.48
0.45
0.45
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Wilful, serious
and repeat
citation rate
wilful, repeat and
serious violations
as a fraction of
inspections
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.14
0.28
0.33
0.36
0.31
0.24
0.25
0.28
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.38
0.49
0.62
0.65
0.63
0.63
0.64
0.62
0.61
0.35
0.34
0.34
0.35
0.70
0.72
0.75
0.74
0.75

Table 11: Proposed Penalties (inflation adjusted), by type of violation 1973-2000
(thousands of dollars)80 (USA – Federal)

Fiscal
Year
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

Serious
(inflation
adjusted)
5,121
7,351
7,758
14,265
18,668
26,038
25,647
24,348
12,681
7,922
8,098
9,101
10,617
12,329
14,948
22,249
33,919
38,181
57,681
84,460
75,178
81,282
50,608
33,050
51,815
48,643
52,649
52,296
54,339
52,446
55,479
56,675
54,024

Other than
serious
Wilful
(inflation
(inflation
adjusted)
adjusted)
10,724
522
16,573
1,251
14,558
1,584
15,827
1,878
2,723
1,964
881
5,820
528
7,153
462
6,026
176
1,217
106
257
177
651
109
902
65
1,430
87
2,284
269
7,241
233
12,962
333
16,936
508
21,674
2,352
33,501
4,040
10,277
3,501
12,729
4,154
27,055
2,353
19,131
1,111
10,767
1,846
14,038
2,221
11,318
2,442
11,500
2,847
13,044
2,613
18,611
2,486
11,700
2,928
13,537
3,017
14,140
3,295
32,060

Repeat
(inflation
adjusted)
486
927
1,803
3,233
3,086
4,786
3,993
3,451
1,448
644
866
1,221
1,728
2,251
2,855
4,190
4,561
6,238
6,034
9,505
8,149
6,097
3,844
3,419
5,499
5,410
6,535
6,875
8,833
8,303
9,913
9,887
8,623

Failure to
abate
(inflation
adjusted)
909
1,033
1,974
2,190
2,320
2,372
2,057
1,404
246
217
265
298
335
981
1,802
2,667
4,160
3,868
3,496
2,333
2,187
2,268
1,703
1,026
1,683
1,114
898
1,803
1,011
628
1,178
1,517
1,187

Unclassified
(inflation
adjusted)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,588
1,001
16,296
2,530
8,478
16,721
12,894
9,782
7,739
9,469
6,625
4,172
2,908
3,953
2,326
1,537

Total
(inflation
adjusted)
17,766
27,135
27,677
37,392
28,756
39,896
39,380
35,690
15,767
9,145
10,058
11,631
14,175
17,932
27,116
42,302
62,750
72,055
104,067
126,911
104,274
129,331
94,359
62,268
84,663
76,446
83,494
83,491
89,579
78,469
86,988
87,561
100,726

Source: OSHA, undated: e

80

OSHA penalties are exempted from the Inflation Adjusted Act, allowing inflation to erode the real value of the penalties
capable of being imposed under the OSH Act.
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Table 12: Inflation adjusted average penalty per violation 1973-200581 (USA – Federal)

Fiscal
Year
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

Serious
(adjusted for
inflation)
2,849
2,321
1,903
1,804
901
793
693
552
405
352
318
307
326
349
410
417
404
390
620
973
904
918
958
1,055
980
988
1,076
1,024
1,024
962
933
924
890

Other than
Serious
(adjusted for
Inflation)
77
57
48
42
17
9
6
5
2
2
2
2
0
2
4
2
3
8
46
77
72
82
71
55
69
93
102
111
116
119
142
138
157

Wilful
(adjusted for
Inflation)
26,123
11,692
8,132
9,344
9,042
8,534
8,129
5,924
2,957
3,337
3,807
5,708
6,214
8,683
16,569
12,758
10,166
5,998
15,417
16,847
16,574
31,905
30,609
24,196
22,497
24,767
27,445
32,207
28,370
29,846
34,622
31,702
44,160

Repeat
(adjusted for
inflation)
6,071
1,008
775
706
729
1,160
1,045
1,002
680
515
591
628
681
704
827
1,031
1,005
1,406
1,727
3,037
2,877
2,439
2,304
2,728
2,977
3,306
4,000
3,763
4,506
4,251
4,687
4,245
3,708

Failure to
abate
(adjusted for
inflation)
3,110
1,073
1,206
1,471
1,799
2,390
2,382
1,919
906
1,031
961
897
688
988
1,008
1,308
1,647
1,942
2,630
3,338
2,665
2,804
3,475
3,354
4,649
3,316
4,234
6,461
4,636
2,717
5,356
5,038
3,929

Unclassified
(adjusted for
inflation)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3,710
8,009
43,456
14,211
37,849
33,712
29,642
19,106
19,015
16,214
20,899
13,954
11,058
10,889
10,718
21,956

All (adjusted
for
inflation)
122
93
85
98
162
294
308
269
143
93
92
104
117
140
199
275
343
422
688
878
760
903
1,057
1,147
1,027
1,006
1,102
1,052
1,138
1,002
1,044
1,012
1,184

Source: OSHA, undated: e.

81

OSHA penalties are exempted from the Inflation Adjusted Act, allowing inflation to erode the real value of the penalties
capable of being imposed under the OSH Act.
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Table 13: Penalty type as a Percentage of Total (Inflation adjusted) 1973-2005 (USA –
Federal)
Total
Penalties
Fiscal (adjusted for
Year inflation) US
1973
17,766,000
1974
27,135,000
1975
27,676,600
1976
37,392,030
1977
28,756,200
1978
39,896,280
1979
39,380,000
1980
35,690,160
1981
15,767,400
1982
9,145,260
1983
10,058,040
1984
11,631,360
1985
14,175,060
1986
17,932,460
1987
27,116,320
1988
42,302,390
1989
62,749,750
1990
72,055,350
1991 104,067,180
1992 126,911,080
1993 104,274,180
1994 129,331,350
1995
94,359,300
1996
62,268,100
1997
84,663,480
1998
76,445,730
1999
83,493,600
2000
83,491,000
2001
89,579,193
2002
78,469,413
2003
86,988,137
2004
87,561,289
2005 100,726,252

Serious
Penalties as
a Percentage
of Total
28.82
27.09
28.03
38.15
64.92
65.26
65.13
68.22
80.42
86.62
80.52
78.24
74.90
68.75
55.12
52.59
54.06
52.99
55.43
66.55
72.10
62.85
53.63
53.08
61.20
63.63
63.06
62.64
60.66
66.84
63.78
64.73
53.63

Other than
Serious as a
Percentage
of Total
60.36
61.07
52.60
42.33
9.47
2.21
1.34
1.30
1.12
1.15
1.76
0.94
0.46
0.49
0.99
0.55
0.53
0.70
2.26
3.18
3.36
3.21
2.49
1.78
2.18
2.91
2.92
3.41
2.92
3.17
3.37
3.45
3.27

Wilful as a
Percentage
of Total
2.94
4.61
5.72
5.02
6.83
14.59
18.16
16.88
7.72
2.81
6.47
7.76
10.09
12.74
26.70
30.64
26.99
30.08
32.19
8.10
12.21
20.92
20.27
17.29
16.58
14.81
13.77
15.62
20.78
14.91
15.56
16.15
31.83

Repeat as a
Percentage
of Total
2.74
3.42
6.51
8.65
10.73
12.00
10.14
9.67
9.18
7.04
8.61
10.50
12.19
12.55
10.53
9.90
7.27
8.66
5.80
7.49
7.81
4.71
4.07
5.49
6.50
7.08
7.83
8.23
9.86
10.58
11.40
11.29
8.56

Failure to
Abate as a
Percentage
of Total
5.12
3.81
7.13
5.86
8.07
5.94
5.22
3.93
1.56
2.38
2.64
2.56
2.36
5.47
6.65
6.30
6.63
5.37
3.36
1.84
2.10
1.75
1.80
1.65
1.99
1.46
1.08
2.16
1.13
0.80
1.35
1.73
1.18

Unclassified
as a
Percentage
of Total
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.20
0.96
12.84
2.43
6.56
17.72
20.71
11.55
10.12
11.34
7.93
4.66
3.71
4.54
2.66
1.53

Source: OSHA, undated: e.
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Chart 8: Average (inflation adjusted) Penalty Per
Violation (US$)
Serious (adjusted for
inflation)
Other than Serious
(adjusted for Inflation)
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Total (adjusted for
inflation)

2.7

Overview of Evaluative Evidence

There are considerable difficulties involved in assessing the empirical literature on inspection and
enforcement. Studies have used a range of diverse statistical methods, examined different kinds and
styles of inspection, explored different effects and drawn on different sources of data. These
variations alone create considerable difficulties in comparing and contrasting the available evidence
(Tompa, et al, 2004: 4). Equally significant is the range of methodological problems that
researchers have to contend with. These primarily relate to the reliability of the data and difficulties
in controlling for a large number of confounding variables (for a useful summary of these problems
see Tompa, et al, 2004: 13-17). The way in which different studies have addressed these issues will
not only have a significant bearing on their outcome, but also on the validity of their findings. The
following synthesis of the research published in referred journals (and in books and working papers
by established academics with a record of academically refereed publications in the area)
endeavours to take these issues into account by adapting the quality assessment criteria used in
Tompa, Trevithick and McLeod’s (2004: 39) systematic review of the literature. More specifically,
we considered:
a) whether the study outlined a credible model of the relationship between inspection (and
enforcement) and reported injuries and illness (and compensation claims);
b) whether the summary of the sampling process and statistical method were clearly summarised
(and, therefore, capable of verification); and
c) whether the sample and statistical method were appropriate given the stated aims and
conclusions of the research.
In respect of the last of these points, we considered the range of controlled variables and the
techniques used to control for the methodological problems that arise from OSHA’s practice of
targeting higher hazard firms. As other reviews have reported, we found the findings of the
published research varied according to the nature of the measured effect selected for analysis, the
study design, the type of inspection examined and the time period considered. Despite this
variation, however, the balance of well-conducted studies still suggest that OSHA’s enforcement
programme: a) induces a greater overall compliance effort; b) has a generally depressive effect on
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the overall rate of injuries at inspected establishments; but c) produces little or no measurable
general deterrent effect. To put the point more directly, the OHS benefits of (penalty and
complaint) inspections at inspected establishments are significant and not limited to the hazards or
violations cited in the inspection. Significantly, our assessment of the evidence is broadly consistent
with the Institute of Work and Health’s recent systematic review of the literature (Tompa, et al,
2004) and earlier reviews by Mendeloff (2001) and Kralj (2001).
2.8

Evaluative Evidence: Industry Level Studies

Studies using industry level or aggregate data (studies, in other words, that look at the impact of
OSHA’s enforcement programme on an industry wide basis) suggest that its impact on injury and
illness rates has been limited (see, for example, Viscusi, 1979;82 Mendeloff, 1979; Marlow, 1982;
Bartel and Thomas, 1985;83 Viscusi, 1986a). Because these studies attempt to measure the
cumulative impact of OSHA across the regulated community (or certain parts of the regulated
community), usually on all forms of workplace injuries and illness, their findings have generally
been taken to mean that the general deterrent effect of OSHA inspections is weak (see, for example,
Tompa, et al, 2004).
Explanations for this effect vary. A number of studies have, quite reasonably, pointed to the low
rate of inspection (a low probability of detection) and low level of initial fines (Viscusi, 1979;84
Smith, 1979; Meier, 1985; Knieser and Leeth, 2000; Tompa, et al, 2004), rather than the inherent
form of either inspection or regulation (see below).85 Other studies, however, have pointed to the
nature of OSHA standards and the weak correlation between non-compliance and workplace safety
and ill health. This idea was first developed by Mendeloff (1979: 85-87) who argued that OSHA’s
limited impact on injury and illness was at least partially attributable to the OSH Act’s emphasis on
standards for capital equipment which neglected the fact that most accidents are caused by a
complex interaction between employee, equipment and the workplace environment (see also

82

Viscusi (1979) examined a range of determinants of health and safety investments and industry injury rates between
1972 and 1975. The sample comprised 22 two-digit industries in 1972 and 61 two-digit and three-digit industries in 19731975. Manufacturing industries were over-represented in the sample which covered 84 per cent of the workers in
industries within OSHA’s jurisdiction. Viscusi found no correlation between either the number of inspections per hundred
thousand workers or the total proposed penalties per hundred thousand workers and investment in OHS (calculated by
dividing the actual or planned health and safety investment levels from the McGraw-Hill Annual Survey of Investment in
Employee Safety and Health by the level of employment) (Viscusi, 1979: 128-130) or the reported injuries and illness.
83
Bartel and Thomas studied the determinants of compliance with safety in manufacturing using three-digit SIC industrylevel data for 1974-78. The study focused on safety inspections, violations of safety standards, and occupational injuries,
ignoring health inspections, regulations and illness. They found that increasing enforcement intensity was positively
associated with greater compliance with OSHA standards, but that the relationship between OSHA compliance and the
injury rate was small.
84
Viscusi (1979: 126) calculated that the average number of inspections per enterprise was 0.079 for the five year period
between 1971 and 1975 (reflecting in part the fact that the rate of inspection for 1971 and 1972 was especially low). This
equated to an annual inspection rate of less than 0.02 as many firms were inspected more than once. Since the probability
of inspection was negligible, Viscusi argued that the penalties for firms to comply would have to be high for there to be an
effective financial incentive for enterprises to comply with OSHA regulations. However, he found that the average OSHA
penalty per establishment was US$1.52.
85
Kniesner and Leeth (2003) have argued that the limited impact of the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969
on mine safety raises serious doubts over this hypothesis . Under the Act, the MSHA is required to inspect every surface
coal mine twice annually and every underground coal mine four times a year. The Act also requires monetary penalties for
all violations and established criminal penalties for knowing and wilful violations and, on a per establishment basis,
MSHA’s budget was over 400 times larger than OSHA’s in 2000. Although, however, Kniesner and Leeth argue that the
effectiveness of the regulatory approach to workplace safety is limited even where “the law is potent and inspections
frequent”, the low average level of penalties awarded suggests that the study is just as much affirmation of the view that the
general deterrent effect of inspections is intimately related to the size of the penalties.
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Mendeloff, 1986 and Viscusi, 1986c86). Thus, it is perfectly possible for compliance to be high and
generally sensitive to inspection and enforcement (see, for example, Weil, 1996),87 but for this to
have little effect on reported injuries and illness. Whilst this idea does not derive support from all
studies - Curington (1986), for example, found a strong correlation between the enforcement of
OSHA standards and the frequency of “struck by machine” injuries and “caught in machine”
injuries (see also Mendeloff, 1979) - it is consistent with the findings of a number of well
conducted studies. Bartel and Thomas’s (1985: 20) widely cited study of the effect of OSHA safety
inspections on compliance and injury rates in federally regulated manufacturing firms between
1974 and 1978, for example, found that although the long run effect of doubling the inspection rate
was to raise compliance by 25.8 per cent, the impact on the lost workday rate was only 2.5 per cent
(Bartel and Thomas, 1985: 19-20). The effect of all firms moving into complete compliance, they
argued, would be to reduce injury rates by just 9.8 per cent. Likewise, Mendeloff’s examination of
California accident investigations for 1976 found that violations of OSHA’s safety standards were
only a contributing factor in 13 to 15 per cent of deaths reported to the worker’s compensation
programme for that year and concluded that “the potential gains from stronger enforcement of
current standards are limited but not insignificant” (Mendeloff, 1984: 353,88 see also Baker, et al,
1982).
Despite the suggestion in these studies that the general deterrent effect of OSHA enforcement is
weak, it is equally important to avoid essentialising the suboptimal relationship between inspection,
compliance and workplace health and safety that this general methodological approach reveals.
There are several reasons for this.
a) First, industry level studies are not designed to distinguish between the immediate impact
and threat of inspection – a fact that is highly significant given the remote probability of an
inspection for most firms.
b) Second, a number of more recent well-conducted plant level studies not only indicate a
stronger link between compliance and OHS effects, but also imply that inspections
produce improvements in safety that are not directly covered by OHSA standards (see
below). The suggestion, in other words, is that the inspection process has the capacity to (at
least partially) overcome the limitations inherent in OHSA standards.
c) Third, although, on balance, the research suggests that the general deterrent effect of
OSHA’s enforcement programme is, at best, limited, the evidence is still mixed. Thus,
extrapolating from their plant level data, Gray and Scholz (1990) estimated that a 10 per
cent increase in penalty inspections would reduce injury rates by 1 per cent; indicating that
the form that inspection takes might be significant (see also Mendeloff, 1984: 356-360).

86

OSHA’s initial adoption of voluntary industry guidelines as mandatory standards meant that many early OSHA
regulations were not performance-oriented (requirements to achieve particular levels of safety), but were rather detailed
specifications of workplace design or environment. Viscusi (1986c) argues that this made OSHA standards highly context
specific (effective in one situation, but not necessarily another) and generally limited their impact on work related health
and safety (Viscusi, 1986c: 470). Viscusi (1986c: 145-146) also notes that many accidents are due to poor operating
procedures and to other aspects of the work process which are not covered by OSHA standards.
87
Weil’s (1996) study of compliance with OSHA standards within the custom woodworking sector (a typical
manufacturing industry subjected to an average rate of inspection dominated by small establishments), for example, found
that despite limited incentives to comply with OSHA standards (because of low levels of enforcement), compliance among
regulated firms was high. Weil (1996: 621) points out that the industry had received an average level of attention from
OSHA since 1972 (about 5 per cent of regulated establishments, just above the 3 per cent average among the OSHA
regulated community as a whole, received some kind of inspection in a given year.
88
Moreover, a panel of safety engineers judged that only about 50 per cent of these violations could have been detected if
an inspector had visited the day before the accident.
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d) Fourth, OSHA revised several standards during the 1980s and as part of a more general
shift away from prescriptive standards began generally to take a less prescriptive approach
to drafting. The industry level studies that found a weak correlation between compliance
and OHS effect were conducted before this process took effect. Subsequent changes in
how regulations are drafted might have improved OHSA’s industry level effect (Viscusi,
1986b: 131-133).
e) Fifth, the weaknesses in OSHA’s targeting procedures discussed above substantially
diminish the potential efficacy of its enforcement programme. Historically, this has been
compounded by the fact that OSHA’s targeting strategy has tended to concentrate
inspection resources on larger, unionised firms. This might not be the most efficient way to
organise its resources. A number of studies suggest that, after controlling for the most
obvious covariates, larger firms have fewer cases of injury and disease than medium sized
firms. The status of smaller firms is unclear. BLS statistics have consistently reported that
injury rates in smaller establishments (defined as those with less than 50 employees) are
substantially lower than medium-sized establishments (defined as those with between 100
and 499 employees) (Oleinick, et al, 1995). This is despite the fact that fatality rates and
employee turnover are generally higher in smaller establishments and that OHS services
are ordinarily not as well developed (Oleinick, et al, 1995).89 Moreover, injury severity, as
measured by time away from work, is also greater in smaller establishments.90 Recent
attempts by OSHA to concentrate inspections on smaller establishments and a more
general improvement in how inspections are targeted is likely to greatly enhance the
industry level impact of inspections (see Weil, 2004 for some interesting reforms to
targeting in the construction industry).
f)

2.9

Sixth, given a closer correspondence between OSHA standards and occupational risk of
injury and ill health, it is perfectly logical to expect that an enlargement of OSHA’s
inspection capacity and significant increases in penalties will have a greater effect on the
bounded knowledge (see below) of senior managers. This is certainly consistent with the
research on OSHA’s consultation programme, which suggests that employers who become
aware of the imminence of an inspection are more likely to request an OHS consultation
(see below). In summary, the industry level studies point to the importance of paying
greater attention to the form and focus of OSHA standards and enforcement.
Evaluative Evidence: Plant Level Studies

Research examining the impact of all types of inspections (programmed, unprogrammed, penalty
and non-penalty) on rates of injury and illness at specific establishments (plant-level studies), on the
other hand, suggest that inspections produce short-to-medium term reductions in rates of reported
injuries and (possibility) illnesses. The precise extent and duration of this effect is unclear, in part
89

Leigh’s (1989) analysis of Department of Labor data on firm size and occupational injuries and illnesses suggests that
(after controlling for a number of covariates such as gender and the number of hours worked) small firms (defined as those
with under 20 employees) and large firms (with 1,000 or more employees) have fewer injuries and illness than medium
sized firms (see also Bartel and Thomas, 1985: 20). The reasons for this are not clear. Leigh (1989; 52) suggests that
larger firms may spend more than medium sized firms on interviewing and screening prospective employees (see Garen,
1985) and, as a result, recruit healthier and safer employees. They may also, of course, spend more on OHS or have
superior OHS management systems. The results for small firms, he admitted, were unexpected, but might be due to
reporting effects or the fact that friends and relatives are more likely to make-up the workforce (creating an additional
incentive on owner-managers to maintain a healthy and safe working environment.
90
Oleinick, et al (1995) attempted to explain this paradox by investigating whether the relationship between firm size and
OHS could be explained in terms of workforce characteristics, differing types or employee turnover. Having failed to find a
relationship between these covariates, company size and OHS, they concluded that the rate of under-reporting in smaller
firms was probably greater. Whilst plausible, Oleinick, et al’s (1995) analysis still leaves the question unresolved.
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because studies using different methods have arrived at different conclusions, but also, in part,
because different types of inspection produce different effects in different types of establishments.
One method – used by Smith (197991), McCaffrey (198392) and Ruser and Smith (199193) – has
examined the “inspection effect” by comparing the rate of injury and ill health of firms inspected
earlier (March or April) and later (November or December) in the year. This approach is based on
the assumption that plants inspected earlier in the year would have lower rates of injury than those
inspected later in the year because the inspection has had a longer time to affect that year’s injuries.
The basic finding of these studies is that (after 1973) inspections had little measurable effect.
However, whether the method represents a reliable way of measuring the inspection effect is highly
questionable. Gray and Scholz (1993: 184) point out that there is good reason to think that firms
with higher injury rates are inspected earlier in the year. Moreover, the fact that the effects of
inspections occur over several years following inspections (something not picked up by Smith and
Ruser’s method which focuses on the short-term effects of inspections) also casts doubt on their
findings.94 More significantly, perhaps, the basic finding of the above studies contrasts with the
results of a most well-conducted panel data analyses of plant level inspections and injury rates.

91

Smith (1979) compared the lost-workday injury rate of plants inspected early (between March and April) in 1973 and
1974 with those inspected later in the same year (between November and December). His method rested on two major
assumptions. The first was that the lost-workday rate, rather than the general injury rate, constituted a more reliable
indicator of actual rates of work-related injury and ill health. This was because it applied to more serious injuries which
were more likely to be recorded before inspection than minor injuries. The second was that the fact that both groups of
plants had been selected for inspection implied that their base-line safety records were broadly comparable (Smith, 1979:
152). Smith proposed (partly on the basis of these two assumptions) that the injury rate of plants inspected later in the year
would “predominantly reflect the forces at work prior to inspection” and, therefore, provide an effective, if imperfect,
comparison with the “inspection effect” on the safety record of plants inspected earlier in the year (Smith, 1979: 152).
Controlling for the two-digit standard industrial classification (SIC) of the firm, the injury rate in the year prior to
inspection, the ratio of employment in the year of inspection to the previous year, and four employment-size categories (199, 100-249, 250-499 and 500 or more), he found that, although inspections conducted in 1973 produced a statistically
significant reduction in the injury rate (with the largest reduction occurring in firms with between 1 and 99 employees), the
impact of inspections undertaken in 1974 was not statistically significant. He argued that the analysis pointed to a number
of provisional conclusions, including the possibility that the effectiveness of OSHA inspections had declined. This, he
suggested, might either be due to the recruitment of a large number of new and inexperienced compliance staff or,
alternatively, because the most hazardous firms had already been inspected in 1973. This left less hazardous
establishments available for inspection in 1974, providing fewer opportunities for reducing injuries (Smith, 1979: 169).
92
McCaffrey (1983) used Smith’s method to assess the impact of inspections between 1976 and 1978; allowing him to
indirectly test the effects of changes in the form (a new focus on serious regulatory violations), focus (more sensitive
targeting of inspections on higher hazard establishments) and severity (higher proposed penalties) of OSHA inspections
which had occurred since Smith’s sample period. McCaffrey found no impact of inspections on firms’ injury rates from
1976 and 1978. Among other things, he hypothesized that this may be due to the fact that most safety problems are
transitory and, as such, not solvable by an inspection programme (see Mendeloff, 1979).
93
Ruser and Smith (1991) adapted Smith’s (1979) method to explore changes in OSHA inspection procedures (more
rigorous targeting and a minor, but not inconsequential, shift towards inspecting smaller establishments) which had
occurred since Smith and McCaffrey’s earlier studies using the same method (Ruser and Smith, 1991: 214). They analysed
a longitudinal micro-data set for manufacturing establishments covering the period between 1979 and 1985. Although
larger establishments were over-represented in the data set, Ruser and Smith (1991: 215) attempted to compensate for this
by estimating separate regressions for different employment size classes, where an establishment’s size classification was
based on average employment over the period covering the data set. In general, they found inspections had little impact on
the lost-workday injury rate (although they did find a depressive effect in higher hazard (1991: 221) and medium-sized
establishments (between 100 and 249 employees) in the year that the inspection took place and in smaller-sized
establishments (less than 100 employees) in the following year (1991: 224)).
94
Gray and Scholz (1993: 184) also raise doubts about the reliability of the data used in these studies.
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Although some studies using this method have found that inspections generally increase OHS
compliance (see, for example, Gray and Jones, 1991a;95 Weil, 1999a), most suggest the existence
of a more complex relationship in which reductions in the rate of OSHA violations and injuries
vary according to the type of inspection undertaken, whether a penalty is imposed and the nature of
the establishment inspected.
The most consistent finding is that inspections with penalties96 produce substantial and sustained
reductions in both the frequency and severity of injury rates (Gray and Scholz, 1990 and 1993;
Gray and Mendeloff, 2002 and 2005; Nelson, et al, 1997; and Baggs, et al, 200397). The leading
study - Gray and Scholz’s (1993) examination of the impact of OSHA enforcement on workplace
injuries at 6,842 manufacturing plants from 1979 to 1985 - found that penalty inspections reduced
injuries by 22 per cent over a three-year period, and lost workdays by 20 per cent (Gray and
Scholz, 1993: 197-199).98
In some respects this is an unusual result. Studies which have cast doubt on the capacity of OSHA
penalty inspections to improve OHS have tended to argue that the penalties imposed by OSHA are
too small to have any realistic impact on employer behaviour (Smith, 1976; Meier, 1985). The sort
of qualitative work that might effectively explain why employers generally seem to respond to low
penalty inspections, but not non-penalty inspections, has not yet been undertaken, although a
number of hypotheses have been developed. Gray and Scholz (1997: 713) suggest there might be
three processes at work. First, they argue that low-level enforcement might still exert some
deterrent effect. In an earlier paper, they contended that this applies despite the fact that inspection
is generally a rare event (which would suggest a minimal “specific deterrence” effect) as employers
tend to place greater weight on their recent experiences with OSHA and are rarely in a position to
finely judge the actual (low) risk of enforcement (Gray and Scholz, 1993). This perception might
be reinforced by the fact that violations are associated with closer OSHA monitoring and,
95

Gray and Jones’s (1991a) large study of all 299,295 federal health and safety inspections of manufacturing
establishments between 1972 and 1983 found that inspections of establishments in their sample (confined to establishments
which had received at least two inspections ) reduced citations by 50 per cent. This method, they pointed out, provided a
conservative estimate of the inspection effect because it failed to include the general deterrent effects of OSHA on inspected
plants prior to the first inspection (Gray and Jones, 1991: 648).
96
These effects applied to programmed as well as unprogrammed inspections.
97
Baggs, et al (2003) looked separately at the claims activity of firms with fixed site and non-fixed SIC codes which had
received different forms of regulatory intervention (specifically, no Washington Industrial Safety and Health Act (WISHA)
activity, consultation only, enforcement only and a combination of both). Significantly, consultation visits were positively
associated with claims rates. For fixed site SIC accounts, claims rates increased 4.1 per cent (this compared to a drop of
3.0 per cent for accounts with no WISHA activity). This contrasted with a decline in rates of 27.5 per cent and 24.6 per cent
among accounts with WISHA enforcement activity and both consultation and enforcement activity respectively. A similar,
but not identical, pattern was evident in relation to compensable claims rates for accounts in non-fixed SIC codes. Rates
increased 8.3 per cent for consultation activity (compared to a 4.6 per cent drop for accounts with no WISHA activity) and
decreased 15.7 per cent for enforcement activity. For accounts where there had been both consultation and enforcement
activity, by contrast, a small sample showed a 4.2 per cent increase in compensable claims rates during the measurement
period. When the data were adjusted for size of accounts and the claims rate prior to the measurement period similar
results were found, although only the larger decline in compensable claims rates for fixed site SIC accounts with
enforcement activity was statistically different from accounts with no WISHA activity. In summary, Baggs, et al identified a
strong association between WISHA enforcement visits and decreasing compensable workers’ compensation claims rates
among employers with single business locations and fixed site SICs (after controlling for size and pre-study claims rate). At
worksites that experienced WISHA enforcement activity there was a 25 per cent decline in claims rates at fixed site SICs
relative to worksites with no WISHA enforcement activity. As the authors point out (Baggs, et al, 2004: 490), this is similar
in degree to the reduction over a 3-year period found by Gray and Scholz in their 1993 study (in contrast to Gray and
Scholz’s (1993) study, however, the current study was not restricted to large workplaces in regularly inspected firms).
98
Gray and Scholz (1993: 200) note that although their results referred to penalty inspections (as opposed to inspections
generally), an enforcement policy in which small penalties were imposed during every inspection (in their sample penalties
were imposed in about one in every three inspections) would be unlikely to increase OSHA’s effectiveness threefold as
there was a strong likelihood that it was OSHA’s policy of penalising serious OSHA violations that enhanced safety (as
opposed to an indiscriminate penalisation policy).
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significantly, expose firms to higher future penalties. Moreover, penalty inspections that attract
public attention might impose additional, non-enforcement related costs on the firm’s public
relations or governmental lobbying work (Scholz, 1997). The second process concerns the value
that some employers place on fostering a reasonably co-operative relationship with their
employees. For these employers, responding positively to OSHA enforcement action is an
important way of demonstrating to their employees that their commitment to health and safety is
genuine. Finally, Gray and Scholz (1993: 197) also suggest that penalty inspections generally
focus managerial attention on safety (presumably in a way that does not occur with programmed
non-penalty inspection) “with cumulative effects that permanently reduce the level of injuries” (see
also Baggs, et al, 2003). These hypotheses have not yet been adequately tested. 99
Significantly, the evidence also suggests that where inspections produce improvements in OHS at
plant level, these are not confined to violations uncovered in the inspection. Instead, the effects are
found to apply generally across the inspected firm both to aspects of safety directly covered by
OSHA standards (Gray and Mendeloff, 2005100; also see Weil, 1999101) as well as to those that are
not (Gray and Mendeloff, 2005).102 Gray and Mendeloff (2005) argue that spill-over may occur
because inspections increase the firm’s assessment of the likelihood of future inspection and,
potentially, penalty. Thornton, Gunningham and Kagan (2005), on the other hand, suggest that
spill-over effects occur because inspections remind firms of their legal and moral obligations to
comply with the law. Another possibility, also mentioned in Gray and Mendeloff (2005: 233) is
that employers aim to respond to specific problems outlined by inspections, but that their activities
(training, etc.) “spill over onto other types of hazards, unrelated to OSHA standards.”
Programmed inspections where penalties are not imposed, by contrast, have been found to be
associated with an increase (by 3.4 per cent in the second year) in injury rates (Gray and Scholz,
1997: 712) – a finding consistent with Baggs, et al’s (2003) study of Washington Industrial Safety
and Health Act (WISHA)103 which, significantly, found an association between consultation visits
and increases in compensable claims rates (although the effect was not statistically significant).
Whether this is a real effect or simply a reporting phenomenon is unclear. Gray and Scholz (1997:
99

As Baggs, et al (2004: 494) point out in their study: “the associations between WISHA activity and decreasing claims
rates….do not provide sufficient evidence of a causal relationship”. To establish a causal relationship, the mechanism
through which claims or injury rates decreases needs to be identified. There is a possibility that WISHA activity
encourages claims management (leading to claims being suppressed).
100
Large firms were overrepresented in Gray and Mendeloff’s (2005) sample.
101
David Weil (1999) looked at the effect of inspections generally on relatively well regulated large and medium size
construction firms. This was a large scale study which examined 2060 large and 3900 medium sized firms. The inspection
data was drawn from OSHA’s Integrated Management Information System (IMIS) for the period 1987-1993 whilst data
concerning firm size was compiled from the Engineering News Record’s annual publication of the top US contractors for
various segments of the construction industry and state level trades council data. The study examined changes in the level
of compliance with health and safety standards over time. The impact of other factors on compliance – like inspection
activity – was controlled by modelling the determinants of compliance explicitly and then predicting construction site-level
compliance given different levels of OSHA inspection activity, site- and contractor-level characteristics, inspection
intensity and OSHA administrative policies (Weil, 1999a: 11). His major finding was that first inspections (this applied to
programmed and complaint initiated inspections, as well as those arising from serious injuries) raised the probability of
compliance at site level for both types of firm and produced a “spill-over” effect on the performance of contractors with a
national presence at other firms (that is to say OHS compliance improved on other, non-inspected, sites under the control
of the contractor). Subsequent inspections, however, only had a small impact on site-level compliance (smaller than the
impact found in studies focusing on manufacturing firms – see, for example, Weil, 1996). Weil warns against drawing
excessively pessimistic conclusions from the data from 1987-1993. The reasonably high levels of compliance for both sets
of contractors might, he points out, be a consequence of the cumulative effect of inspection and enforcement since the
1970s. But he concludes that, “once major companies reach a certain level of compliance, it is extremely difficult to
change their behaviour further (Weil, 1999: 18).”
102
Gray and Mendeloff’s (2005) study found that OSHA penalty inspections reduced “exertion” injuries, which are not
directly covered by OSHA standards.
103
The division within the Department of Labor, Washington State, responsible for providing most of the OHS related
services set out in Washington Industrial Safety and Health Act.
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712) contend that injury rates increase in the aftermath of regular non-penalty inspections as
employers become less concerned about the threat of OSHA activity (reducing the incentive to
invest in health and safety). Other studies (see, for example, Ruser and Smith, 1991), however,
suggest that inspections increase the rate at which firms report injuries that occur in the workplace.
As yet, there is simply not enough evidence to adequately explain employers’ weak response to
non-penalty inspections.
Subsequent studies examining the effect of penalty inspections on different types of firms have
produced mixed results. Larger, high hazard firms, were overrepresented in Gray and Scholz’s
(1993) sample; suggesting that their results might overstate the effect of inspections on medium and
small sized firms (Gray and Scholz, 1993: 200). This possibility was consistent with Cooke and
Gautischi’s (1981) smaller study of plants in Maine which found that, although injuries tend to
decline in plants with more citations, the effect was only significant for large plants with over 200
workers. Other, more systematic and better controlled, studies, however, have either suggested that
firm size has little effect on the effectiveness of inspections or, alternatively, that the (penalty)
inspection effect is more significant in smaller firms, particularly those without a substantial union
presence. Thus, Baggs, et al, (2003) study of the effects of WISHA’s enforcement activity on
compensable claim rates between 1999 and 2000 found reductions in claims rates consistent with
Gray and Scholz’s (1993) results among a more balanced sample of firms (see below). This finding
derived some support from Weil’s study of the construction industry which found that first
inspections (all inspection types) produced compliance in both large and medium sized firms (Weil,
1999). However, Gray and Mendeloff’s (2002) study of penalty inspections in manufacturing in
1992-98, failed to find a statistically significant effect on OHS104 in workplaces with more than 250
workers. The effect on smaller workplaces, especially those without a significant union presence
and with fewer than a hundred workers, however, was strong.
There have been few studies on the relationship between the size of penalties and compliance. The
conventional wisdom is that administrative penalties are set too low to produce their optimum
effect. Although it is true that assessed fines are inconsequential relative to the cost of adopting
technologies and practices consistent with OSHA standards, the published research is unclear on
the optimum level of administrative penalties. Gray and Scholz (1990) found that the size of
penalty has little impact on safety improvements. Scholz (1991) found that the relationship between
the level of penalty and the rate of workplace injuries depend on the style of enforcement. More
specifically, deterrence-oriented strategies that impose frequent (but not necessarily severe)
penalties are less effective in reducing workplace injuries than co-operative enforcement strategies
that impose penalties less frequently, but more intensively (Scholz, 1991).
Two additional studies which are inconsistent with the finding above - that only penalty inspections
produce reductions in injury rates - merit further discussion. The first by Gray and Scholz (1997) –
which focused on the impact of complaint inspections in 6,842 manufacturing plants between 1979
and 1985105 - found that inspections initiated by workers reduced injuries regardless of whether a
penalty was imposed (Gray and Scholz, 1997; although see Gray and Mendeloff, 2002).106 The
authors (1997: 705-706) suggest that OSHA complaint inspections without penalties promote OHS
by facilitating co-operation between employees and employers (and regulators). They provide, in
other words, employees “with a voice for signalling concern when the worker’s immediate
supervisor is unresponsive” which then serves as a trigger for a period of increased investment by
104

The study focused on cases that involved days away from work
Large plants (the average size of the plants in their sample was 523 compared with a then national average for
manufacturing of 54) were over-represented in their sample.
106
Gray and Mendeloff’s (2002) study of inspections with penalties in manufacturing in 1992-98 found no preventative
effects at establishments with more than 250 workers even though the majority of inspections in their sample were
complaint based.
105
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the employer to improve OHS (Gray and Scholz, 1997: 693 and 704). The precise nature of this
process, however, is not clear and, as yet, there is little qualitative research that substantiates the
hypothesis. The second, Gray and Jones’s (1991b) examination of the impact of health inspections
on manufacturing plants conducted between 1972 and 1983,107 found that, on average, citations and
overexposures decreased by 50 per cent and 42 per cent respectively between an initial and
subsequent inspection.
Despite the above, there is some evidence to suggest that, even where inspections have a
dampening effect on injury rates at plant level, this effect declines with subsequent inspections
(Gray and Jones, 1991; see also Weil, 1999). Gray and Jones, for example, found that whilst the
initial inspection of an establishment might reduce subsequent violations, subsequent inspections
had little effect on compliance (Gray and Jones, 1991a: 633). Although the authors point out that
their finding might be misleading because OSHA’s decision to re-inspect plants is based largely on
their previous poor record of compliance (Gray and Jones, 1991a: 634-635), the finding is
consistent with at least two other well-controlled studies (Weil, 1999; Gray and Mendeloff, 2002).
Understanding this phenomenon is highly relevant to assessing the level of resources that should be
devoted to OSHA inspections. But, the answer to why the impact of OSHA inspections seems to
decline over time seems to be partly dependant on whether we measure declining effectiveness in
terms of the level of compliance or in terms of rates of injury and ill-health rates. Gray and Jones’s
(1991a) study of OSHA inspections in the 1970s and early 1980s reports that improvements in
OHS compliance declines with subsequent inspections. This may be due to the existence of an
expectation gap among firms in relation to OSHA inspections. More specifically, rather than acting
as a deterrent to some firms, the process of inspection (citation and enforcement) may alert them to
the low monetary costs of administrative penalties or the fact that the low level of publicity that
OSHA citations receive means that the reputational and market costs of inspection are low (Clifford
and Less, 1989; Davidson, Worrell, Cheng, 1994). Regulated firms, as such, quickly learn to
accommodate OSHA inspections with the effect that there is little encouragement to improve
compliance.
Declining levels of compliance could also be a consequence of the form that inspection takes.
Several studies have suggested that investigations into injuries at work are driven more by what
investigators expect to find than by the true underlying causes (see Rasmussen, 1990). Other
studies have indicated that investigators often seem to focus on identifying an individual to blame
rather than on fully investigating the nature of an accident and attempting to situate it within the
broader organisational and technical context in which it has occurred (Perrow, 1986). This
tendency to blame the proximal individual has been described as the “blame trap” (Reason, 1994)
and can quite conceivably be applied to the inspection process. One consequence of this tendency
(which has clear parallels with the fundamental attribution error - the tendency to overestimate the
influence of personal factors and underestimate the influence of situational factors on the behaviour
of others (Miller, et al, 1981)) is that it rarely leads to a clear assessment of an accident’s root cause
or to the identification of effective countermeasures.
Other explanations – such as the possibility that firms learn to conceal hazards in later inspections
(Gray and Jones, 1991) or adopt more subtle forms of “creative compliance”108 (McBarnet, 1991)
or the possibility OSHA inspectors become less vigilant or exacting with subsequent inspections should not be discounted. Likewise, changes in political context, resources devoted and penalties
attached to OSHA enforcement might also account for changes in OSHA effectiveness over time.
107

Gray and Jones’s (1991b) study – which covered 35,426 inspections of 12,592 plants – analysed data on the first five
health inspections of the plants in their sample. Large, high-hazard plants were over-represented in the resulting sample.
108
This, put very simply, is the practice of complying with the letter of the law whilst violating its spirit.
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This is the basic implication of Scholz’s (1991) work, which suggests that OSHA jurisdictions with
more effective strategies, stronger political support and improved enforcement capabilities tend to
produce more effective enforcement (Scholz, 1991).
Before summarising the evidence, it is important to make two further points concerning the
efficacy of the inspection process. First, the only comparative study of traditional enforcement
practices and consultation in the US suggests that only the former produces statistically significant
effects (in fact, the study in question found that consultation is associated with increased
compensable claims, although these were not statistically significant - Baggs, et al, 2003). Second,
the relationship between enforcement activity and compliance costs has been examined in a
number of studies (see, for example, Smith, 1976; Weidenbaum and Defina, 1978). Interestingly,
one study that compared the survival rates of firms which received consultation and enforcement
visits from WISHA with firms which received no regulatory contact or intervention found that the
survival rate of firms over a 4 year period was greater for firms which had been subject to some
WISHA activity (Baggs, et al, 2004) (US Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, 1995).
In summary, the evidence suggests that the “general” (as opposed to “specific”) deterrent effect of
OSHA penalty inspections is weak,109 but the evidence generally indicates that penalty, complaint
and health inspections can, under the right circumstances, produce a powerful specific deterrent
effect.
3.

PROSECUTION AND CRIMINAL PENALTIES

3.1

Federal Prosecutions under the OSH Act

Section 17(e) of the OSH Act restricts criminal penalties110 to employers convicted of having
wilfully violated an OSHA standard, rule or order (the general duty clause excepted) when the
violation results in the death of an employee.111 The limited scope of criminal liability places a
significant constraint on the use of prosecution (see Table 12112) which is only further compounded
by the limited penalties available under section 17(e). This sets the maximum sentence for a first
offence at 6 months imprisonment or a £10,000 fine or both;113 meaning that the offence is
classified as a Class B misdemeanour and, therefore, does not fall within the Federal Sentencing
Guidelines. As a result, by 2002 only eight prosecutions produced prison sentences for company
officials (PBS, 2003a).
However, whether the limited tools available under the criminal law act as the major organisational
disincentive to prosecution is unclear. Organisational defendants can face far stiffer penalties – a
product of the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984, which increased the maximum financial penalty for
organisational defendants to US$500,000.114 Moreover, in a major investigation into the low rate of
109

This seems to be the most obvious implication of the different findings obtained from studies using industry level data
and those using firm level data.
110
Section 17 also provides for an offence of giving unauthorised advance notice of a forthcoming OSHA inspection
(s.17(f)) and knowingly making any false statement, representation, or certification in any application, record, report, plan
or other document filed or required to be maintained pursuant to the 1970 Act (s.17(g)). For a review of OHS related
criminal offences see Kosanovich and Barnes (2005).
111
29 USC. 666(e). Moreover, criminal liability only extends to corporate officers US v Doig, 950 F. 2d 411 (7th Cir 1991).
The effect is that lower level managers who may have been directly responsible for a workplace fatality are exempt.
112
Between 1982 and 2002, OSHA did not proceed with a prosecution in 93 per cent of the 1,242 cases where workers had
been killed due to wilful safety violations (Barstow, 2003).
113
For subsequent offences the maximum sentence is a year imprisonment or a US$20,000 fine or both.
114
18 USC. sec. 3571(e)(4). Pub. L. 98-473, Chapter II, 98 Stat. 1837, 1987, (the Sentencing Reform Act) also instituted a
classification system for criminal offences punishable under the United States Code. Under this system, an offence with
imprisonment terms of six months or less but more than thirty days, as found in 29 USC. 666(e) for a wilful violation of the
OSH Act, is classified as a criminal Class B misdemeanour.
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prosecution for occupational fatalities based on a large number of interviews with OSHA
employees past and present, the New York Times accused senior OSHA officials115 of being
fundamentally opposed to the use of the criminal law for all but the most egregious cases. This
reflects the impact of the decision to introduce the new unclassified category of OHS Act violation
which, when used in practice, closes down the possibility of wilful violations being prosecuted.
Although, the New York Times also reported that this basic opposition to prosecution was at once
reinforced and practically validated by the Office of Solicitor’s116 reluctance to refer cases to the
Justice Department (Barstow, 2003), OSHA’s response to an Office of Inspector General (2003)
investigation into its handling of immigrant fatalities in the workplace strongly suggests the
existence of serious doubts within the Administration over both the value and validity of
prosecution as a response to work-related fatalities. This, of course, contrasts with the central
position that criminal prosecution occupies in securing social discipline in the US as well as its use
against organisations in other contexts such as the environment or corporate and financial
governance. Despite this, OSHA has been working in close co-operation with the Department of
Justice and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to explore ways in which OHS offences
might be progressed in cases of common interest under environmental legislation. Sentencing in
prosecutions for environmental offences suggests that this might be a rich seam to mine. Between
1971 and 1992, only one employer was imprisoned for offences under the OSH Act. This
compared to 228 people imprisoned between 1987 and 1993 for offences under environmental
legislation (McGarity and Shapiro, 1993).117
Table 14: State and Federal Criminal Referrals and Prosecution 1982-2002 (USA)
Number
2,197
1,798
1,242
556
196
81
16

Deaths resulting from a wilful violation
Deaths investigated
Deaths investigated by OSHA
Deaths investigated by state plan states
Cases referred to state or federal prosecutors118
Convictions
Prison sentences

Source: Barstow, 2003.
Prosecuting authorities have also prosecuted employers for false statements under 18 USC. 1001119
as a means of circumventing the sentencing restrictions inherent in section 17(e). This allows the
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This is expressed most powerfully in the absence of administrative incentives for OSHA officials to prepare for timeconsuming and resource intensive prosecutions (performance measures for enforcement have traditionally focused on the
number of inspections and violations, particularly serious violations, cited), but it is also reflected in the absence of
relevant training (in the early 1990s OSHA agreed that inspectors should be trained to work on criminal investigations, the
programme was discontinued after fewer than 100 employees had the training) and exemplified in the fact that in at least
one region of the country, OSHA inspectors had been instructed in writing not to initiate contact with state law
enforcement authorities, whose local laws often offered stronger and more flexible criminal sanctions (Barstow, 2003).
116
The Solicitor of Labor – a presidential appointee – is responsible for making the final decision on whether a case should
be referred to the Justice Department.
117
18 USC. 1001, introduced by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, strengthens federal penalties for lying or misleading government
officials. There has been much discussion of the use of this provision against employers who lie to OSHA officials.
118
Between 1971 and 2003, OSHA referred just 151 cases to the Justice Department for criminal prosecution, two-thirds
of which were declined by Federal prosecutors (PBS, 2003a).
119
This was introduced by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and strengthens federal penalties for lying to or misleading government
officials.
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court to sentence the offender under the US Sentencing Guidelines (see below), which provide for a
far broader range of sanctions (see Office of Inspector General, 2003: 20).120
3.2

Federal Prosecutions under Environmental Statutes

Because of the limited penalties available under the OSH Act, state and federal prosecutors have
turned to environmental law, which carries more severe penalties, to prosecute employers causing
or threatening to cause the death or serious injury of their employees. In November 1990, OSHA
and the Environmental Protection Agency entered into a Memorandum of Understanding which
was designed to co-ordinate their efforts to “ensure the efficient and effective protection of workers,
the public and the environment.” More recently, the Department of Justice, OSHA and EPA
announced an enforcement initiative aimed at providing inter-agency co-ordination and prosecution
of workplace-safety violations through the use of environmental statutes.121 The initiative – which
was first considered when lawyers within the Department of Justice’s Environment and Natural
Resources Division recognised that employers who ignored worker safety often ignored
environmental regulation (and that serious violation of environmental regulation often resulted in
worker injury and death) - has involved inter-agency training and co-ordination. OSHA compliance
officers are taught to recognise violations of environmental regulation and refer them to the
Department of Justice and there are reports that enforcement has increased (Riesel and Chorost,
2005).
3.3

State Prosecutions

With some important exceptions (see California in Table 14 annexed to this chapter), the range of
sanctions available for violations of state OHS legislation are relatively limited (see table 14,
annexed to this chapter). Despite this, there is some variation in prosecution and sentencing
practice. Although, for example, the New York Times failed to find a single prosecution across 17
states, the District of Columbia and three territories, despite 423 work related fatalities (Barstow,
2003) this is not considered to extend to California and Michigan where the rate of prosecution is
regarded as relatively high (Office of Inspector General, 2003).
Typically, cases are progressed through the state’s attorney or Attorney General’s Office. And in
some states, prosecuting authorities have turned to state criminal laws for criminally negligent
homicide, manslaughter or wrongful death or, in non fatal cases, under reckless endangerment,
assault or battery criminal statutes (which need not be linked to wilful violations) to ensure that
sanctions are more commensurate with the gravity of the offence.122
Penalties available under some state laws are also more varied. A case in point is the conviction of
the Michigan-based Lanzo Construction Company in 2005. In addition to a fine the company was
sentenced to 2 years probation for a wilful serious violation felony for knowingly failing to observe
OHS regulation relating to trench work which led to an employee’s death. Under the terms of the
probation order, the Michigan Governor banned the company from receiving state construction
contracts for the next eight years.
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The Office of Inspector General (2003: 20) reports the case of the owner of a construction company prosecution for
false statements made during a 1996 OSHA inspection. Under a plea agreement, the employer was ordered to pay
US$1,000,000 in restitution to the victims of the collapse, US$100,000 to settle OSH violations, in addition to a 3 year
probation order.
121
The announcement was made after the initiative had been piloted in the North Eastern States (Riesel and Chorost,
2005).
122
In Arizona, for example, a water and sewer company was convicted of negligent homicide and aggravated assault for
violating a safety standard causing the death of an employee in a confined space.
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Because of the limited severity of sanctions in some state-plan states the prosecuting authorities are
also beginning to undertake their own prosecutions by using offences under environmental
legislation123 and the conventional criminal code.124 In a recent case against Houston-based Motiva
Enterprises LLC, the fifth largest oil-refining operation in the US, Delaware prosecutors brought a
criminal action against a refinery after a worker was killed in a sulphuric acid tank collapse. OSHA
had reduced the civil citations to unclassified, making a federal prosecution unworkable, so the
state attorney intervened. Motiva pleaded no contest to criminally negligent homicide and assault,
only the second such prosecution in state history. Notwithstanding this, penalties available under
some state law are not only relatively severe, but also more varied. There are also signs of state
legislatures making reforms, which might allow for a greater emphasis to be placed on criminal
prosecution. A case in point is House Bill No. 1144, introduced in Indiana earlier this year.
Penalties range from a year in prison and a maximum fine of US$5,000 for negligence leading to
bodily injury to eight years and a maximum fine of US$10,000 if an employee dies as a result of
knowingly or intentionally violating OHS regulation.125
3.4

Corporate Sentencing Guidelines: An Overview

The process of sentencing organisations convicted of a federal felony or Class A misdemeanour126
is now covered by the organisational sentencing guidelines (Federal Sentencing Guidelines) contained in Chapter Eight of the United States Sentencing Commission’s Sentencing Guidelines
Manual (Sentencing of Organizations). Leaving aside their political function, the Guidelines were
primarily introduced to produce three main effects.
Chief among these was the desire to limit judicial discretion in the sentencing process. This was
considered to be a major problem for companies, which historically had experienced difficulties in
anticipating the scope and severity of liability for offending,127 but there was also a widespread
recognition that the general level of monetary penalties (which often failed to match the compliance
costs offending corporations saved through non-compliance) was too low to produce a sufficient
deterrent effect (Izraeli and Schwartz, 1998). The Commission aimed to impose consistency on the
sentencing process by introducing a framework in which sentences would reflect a number of
explicit sentencing criteria concerning the severity of the crime, the gain to the offending
corporation and the relative culpability of the company.
In addition to producing consistency in sentencing, the Guidelines were also drafted to encourage
good corporate citizenship through the use of incentives (a sentencing discount) for organisations,
which had successfully introduced and maintained internal mechanisms aimed (unsuccessfully) at
preventing, identifying and reporting criminal behaviour.
123

New York has also undertaken its own prosecutions by using offences under environmental law – see, for example,
People v Bronx Auto, NYSupCt No.3671-2004.
124
This reflects the decision in Illinois v Chicago Magnet Wire Corp., 534 N.E. 2nd 962 (III. 1989) where the employer was
charged for injuries suffered by an employee. It was held that the OSH Act did not pre-empt states from prosecuting
employers as, although both worked to deter, the aim of the criminal law was also to punish and exact retribution. The
criminal law, as such, was considered to supplement the OSH Act.
125
The proposed legislation creates: two new Class A misdemeanours where either a reckless or knowing (or intentional)
violation of certain administrative rules causes serious bodily injury to an employee; and two new Class D felonies where
either a reckless or knowing (or intentional) violation of certain administrative rules causes the death of an employee (see
http://www.in.gov.legislative/bills/2006/IN/IN11441.html).
126
Some offences – environmental, food and drug and export control offences – are excluded from the part of the
Guidelines that govern fines (Drew and Clark, 2005: 290).
127
The Department of Justice has gone further in attempting to instil certainty in how the law is applied by directing
prosecutors to consider a range of factors (specifically, the company’s previous history of offending, its response to
regulatory intervention, how the company has responded to offending by its employees, the level within the corporation at
which the crimes were committed or condoned, the pervasiveness of the criminal behaviour within the organisation - Drew
and Clark, 2005: 288) before undertaking a prosecution.
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Finally, it was also anticipated that the Guidelines would provide a framework in which creativity
in organisational sentencing might at one and the same time be encouraged and organised. To this
effect, the Commission not only conceived several general principles - emphasising the importance
of sentences providing remedies and reflecting both the seriousness of the offence and the
culpability of the offending firm – to guide the sentencing process, but also specified a range of
sanctions (including community service, probation, restitution and monetary fines) which might be
imposed to achieve these general sentencing objectives (Geraghty, 2002: 341).128
By providing a sentence discount for firms that introduce internal procedures (ethical compliance
programmes (Carrasco and Dupee, 1999129) aimed at reducing the likelihood of offending the
Guidelines draw a distinction in legal practice between “ethical” and “disreputable” corporate
offenders (Nunes, 1995; Atkins and Parker, 1999: 423-424; Drew and Clark, 2005: 287). The
discount (which also aims to encourage voluntary legal reporting of offending - Drew and Clark,
2005: 287) takes effect within a structured process of penalty assessment which requires a
convicted corporation’s fine to be calculated by taking a “base fine”130 and then multiplying it by a
“culpability score”.131 In calculating the culpability score the court should, among other things, take
into account: the size of the organisation; the involvement of senior management in the offence;
any prior offences; and whether the organisation has attempted to obstruct justice in the course of
being investigated and prosecuted. Against this, the Guidelines also allow the Court to take into
account a number of mitigating circumstances which work to lower the firm’s culpability rating.
These include: a) whether the organisation accepted responsibility for the offence; b) whether the
organisation co-operated in the investigation; c) whether the organisation voluntarily disclosed its
violations and d) whether the organisation subscribed to an effective programme to prevent and
detect violations of the law (Oakes, 1999).
The minimum requirements of an effective programme are outlined in the official commentary132
to the Guidelines. This specifies that firms should exercise “due diligence” in seeking to prevent
and detect criminal conduct. At a minimum this requires the organisation to: a) establish
compliance standards and procedures that work to reduce the likelihood of criminal conduct; b)
assign senior employees overall responsibility to oversee compliance; c) take effective steps to
communicate its standards and procedures to all employees and other agents (by, for example,
requiring participation in training programmes); d) take reasonable steps to achieve compliance
with its standards (by, for example, utilising monitoring and auditing systems reasonably designed
to detect criminal conduct by having in place and publicising a reporting system whereby
employees and other agents could report criminal conduct by others within the organisation without
fear of retribution); e) have in place an effective system for enforcing standards through appropriate
disciplinary mechanisms; and f) to respond appropriately to prevent similar offences recurring in
future (which will include any necessary alteration to its compliance programme after an offence
comes to light).
In practice, ethical compliance programmes (ECPs) represent a range of formal and informal
controls that, in addition to encouraging firms to behave ethically, also commonly include
provisions that are designed to promote formal legal compliance (by, for example, informing
employees about the law and encouraging them to observe it, detecting transgressions, rewarding
lawful and ethical behaviour through remuneration and promotion and disciplining employees who
128

USSG. Manual ch.8, introductory committee (2001).
Guidance on effective compliance and ethics programmes is contained in USSG. Manual 8B2.1 (2004).
130
This is set at the greatest of the following: a) the standard fine imposed for the specific type of violation, b) the financial
gain to the organization or c) the financial loss from the offence caused by the firm (USSG Sect. 8C2.4(a) and 8C2.4(d)).
131
The culpability score can either reduce or increase the base fine. The culpability factor is determined by a culpability
score table and ranges from 0.05 to 4 times the base fine (Oakes, 1999).
132
Official Commentary USSG Sect. 8A1.2(k)(1)-(7).
129
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violate the law). They include a wide variety of organisational mechanisms, ranging from certain
kinds of boards and governance committees, ethical codes, ethical training, performance appraisal
systems and promotion frameworks that have legal behaviour as one of their criteria, ethical
hotlines, committees and audits as well as general managerial commitments to lawful behaviour
(McVisk, 1978, Yoder, 1978 and Weaver, et al, 1999 cited in McKendall, DeMarr and JonesRikkers, 2002: 369).
The assumption that firms with developed ethical codes (which, importantly, formally train their
employees to observe them) will have a better track record of regulatory compliance is at odds with
much of the empirical evidence, which questions the link between ethical compliance programmes
and firm legality (see, for example, Gautschi and Jones, 1987; Kesner, et al, 1986; Matthews, 1987;
McKendall and Wagner, 1997; McKendall, et al, 1999). Significantly, the most relevant study
(which looked at the rate of OSHA violations of 108 US corporations with ECPs) found that the
presence of ECPs did not lessen legal violations, but rather was correlated with a greater than
average incidence of wilful and repeat violations (McKendall, et al, 2002).133
The literature supports several plausible explanations for these results. Paine (1994) persuasively
argues that ECPs may not work because they fail to address the causes of illegal and unethical
behaviour. Ott (1989) and Drake and Drake (1988) make a similar point, but stress that codes,
training and speeches do little to alter the underlying assumptions, which determine behaviour (see
also Jose and Thibodeux, 1999). This latter point is particularly true where ECPs do not explicitly
focus on OHS134 or where senior management, a key driver in shaping organisational ethics (Jose
and Thibodeux, 1999 and Weaver, et al, 1999b), does not visibly concern itself with ethical
matters. A more interesting line of analysis – characteristic of the work of Barker (1993), Izraeli
and Schwartz (1998) and Weaver, et al, (1999a) - argues that firms primarily develop ECPs either
to procure some sort of competitive advantage (as Baker points out ECPs can serve to distinguish a
firm from its competitors) or, in the US at least, to mitigate damages under the Uniform Sentencing
Guidelines (Izraeli and Schwartz, 1998; Weaver, et al, 1998a). The possibility that some firms
might use ECPs tactically to give a misleading impression of their firm’s commitment to OHS is,
arguably, consistent with McKendall, et al’s (2002) finding of a positive relationship between the
adoption of ECPs and repeat and wilful OSHA violations. Summarising their own findings, the
authors propose that, “corporations may indeed be using ethical compliance programmes as a
distracter from or a cover-up of purposeful illegal action (McKendall, et al, 2002: 380).”
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The study, which covered the period 1988-1991, used a combination of survey (to obtain a sense of companies’ ethical
practices) and official data (relating to the number of OSHA violations). The initial sample was drawn from the 1988
edition of the Wards Business Directory and reduced to take account of the main business of the company (companies
focusing on manufacturing were selected) and the ease of analysing the data (complex commercial structures were
eliminated from the study as their activities proved difficult to track). This left a surveyed sample of 315 companies. The
survey design focused on identifying ethical compliance programmes which reflected the recommendations of the Uniform
Sentencing Guidelines and, therefore, focused on ethics codes, the communication of ethics, ethics training and the
inclusion of ethics in human resource and organisational practices. Because larger firms are more likely to violate OSHA
regulations by virtue of their size, OSHA violations were adjusted for firm size (that is to say, they were stated as the
number of violations per annum per US$100 million of sales. The response rate from the survey was 34 per cent.
(McKendall, et al, 2002: 373-374).
134
A 1994 review of studies that have looked at the context of ethical codes concluded that firms tended to focus on selfprotection. That is to say most ethical codes concentrate on behaviour that might have a negative impact on earnings, such
as bribery and kickbacks (Stevens, 1994). McKendall, et al (2002: 379) suggest that if ECPs act as a signal to employees
about the priorities of their employers, the effect of ECPs might be to demote the importance of OHS in the thinking of
people working for a firm.
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4.

COMPENSATION

4.1

Introduction

State law generally imposes no-fault liability on employers for losses to employees arising from
occupational injury and illness and defines the nature and amount of the benefits payable under the
scheme.135 In most cases, employers are then required to insure against their statutory liabilities
(either by purchasing insurance from a private carrier or a state-owned insurance fund, or by
demonstrating sufficient resources to self insure - Thomason, 2001: 633) and, in return, are granted
immunity, in effect, from tort actions.136 Because schemes are state-based they vary considerably
with respect to benefit levels, coverage requirements137 and the methods used to assess insurance
premiums. Ordinarily though, compensation is not full138 and to obtain benefits employees need
only establish that injury or ill health occurred in the scope of employment.
Although workers’ compensation benefits grew significantly during the 1970s and early 1980s,139
they have come under considerable pressure since the late 1980s. Despite this, workers’
compensation programmes are now larger than they were in the early 1990s (Thomason and
Burton, 1993; Sengupta, et al, 2005). This partially reflects an overall increase in employee benefits
which, in combination with declining investment growth in social insurance funds, has generated
greater employer costs.
4.2

Workers’ Compensation and Occupational Health and Safety

Although, the primary purpose of workers’ compensation programmes is to provide injured
employees with medical and income security, they are also thought to impose an important
financial incentive on employers to invest in injury and ill health prevention, improve compliance
with OHSA regulations and standards and generally reduce rates of injury and ill health140 particularly where premium rates are tied to the claims activity of firms, a process known as
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Workers’ compensation is compulsory in all states except Texas and New Jersey. In these states, however, most
employers elect to be covered by the law to limit their potential liability for work-related accidents (Krueger, 1990). A
federally funded programme covers Federal employees.
136
The major exception to this is where injury is caused intentionally. Howard (2002) argues that before the introduction
of workers’ compensation, tort law tended to favour employers and financial settlements and compensation awards were
unpredictable. One effect of worker’s compensation laws has been to make the process of protecting workers from the
financial consequences of injury and ill health far more predictable for both employees and employers.
137
Historically, four main types of benefits have been made available: a) “temporary total” benefits which are paid to
workers who are unable to work for a finite period; b) “permanent total” benefits which apply to workers who remain
completely disabled beyond the date of maximum medical improvement; c) “permanent partial” disability which is paid to
workers who are partially, but indefinitely, disabled; and d) survivors’ benefits which are paid to dependants of workers
who are killed at work (Krueger, 1990).
138
Employees receive a proportion of their wages within statutorily specified maxima and minima. This is partially offset
by the fact that compensation benefits are exempt from tax.
139
According to Thomason and Burton (1993: S2) the expansion of workers’ compensation programmes partly reflects the
recommendations of a report by the National Commission of State Workman’s Compensation Laws. The Commission had
been established by OSHA in response to higher rates of industrial accidents during the 1960s (which had coincided with
an erosion of workers’ compensation benefits during the 1950s and 1960s) and proposed that federal legislation be
introduced to improve coverage and compensation benefits if state legislatures failed to enact their own legislation (see
also Elson and Burton, 1981; Tinsley, 1981).
140
Although this effect is partially offset by the presence of compensating wage differentials for risk (which, put simply,
means that employers are able to pay less to workers who are adequately insured, thereby changing how the incentive to
improve OHS manifests itself, rather than its magnitude), this is not considered to be so widespread or perfect so as to
eliminate the relationship between the level of benefits and the incentive on employers to improve OHS (Dorsey and
Walzer, 1982; Chelius and Kavanaugh, 1988: 316).
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experience-rating (Ruser, 1985;141 Butler and Worrall, 1988; Moore and Viscusi, 1989; Ruser,
1991 and 1993; Bruce and Atkins, 1993).142 Social insurance schemes that are not experience-rated,
by contrast, do not contain the same incentives to comply with the law as premiums are linked to
the number of workers or the type of risk faced irrespective of an individual firm’s health and safety
record.
Interestingly, much of the early research contradicted this characterisation of the relationship
between workers’ compensation and OHS, finding, instead, that changes in compensation benefits
are positively associated with the frequency of most forms of reported non fatal injuries and
compensation claims (Chelius, 1976; Chelius, 1982; 143 Worrall and Appel, 1982; Butler and
Worrall, 1983;144 Ruser, 1985; Chelius and Smith (1987), Worrall and Butler (1985) Chelius and
Kavanaugh, 1988; 145 Moore and Viscusi,1989: 500146). These findings have traditionally been
explained in terms of the impact that compensation (and changes in benefit levels in particular) can
have on reporting behaviour (see, for example, Chelius, 1982)147 – which may mask any depressive
effect that compensation exerts on rates of injury and ill health.
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Ruser’s (1985) study, based on Bureau of Labour Studies (BLS) injury data, focused on manufacturing industries
between 1972 and 1979. The study found that benefits were generally positively related to the frequency of reported
injuries, but that the relationship was less marked in larger firms. Because larger firms tend to be more highly experiencerated than smaller firms, the clear implication of the research was that the greater the degree of experience-rating, the
smaller the effect of higher benefits on injury rates. The study concluded that experience-rated insurance places a greater
incentive on firms to reduce injury rates.
142
Significantly, the empirical evidence indicating a link between experience-rated compensation and OHS implies that, in
practice, firms tend to behave in a way that is consistent with the neo-classical model of the firm. This assumes that firms
are rational, have a neutral attitude to risk and are organised around the maximization of profit (Tompa, 2004: 10).
143
Chelius, basing his work on unpublished injury-rate data collected by OSHA and data (on workers’ compensation) from
the US Chamber of Commerce, was primarily interested in whether variations in employer liability influenced employers’
investment in prevention and used injury rates as a proxy for the amount of resources devoted to prevention. Most studies
use the frequency of compensation claims as a proxy for non fatal injuries.
144
Butler and Worrall (1983) examined wage replacement [see the discussion of Worrall and Appel (1982) below] and
injury claims rate data (supplied by the National Council on Compensation Insurance) across 35 states from 1972 to 1978.
They were able to show that: injury claims increase as wages fall and as benefits increase; that the longer the waiting
period, the lower the injury rate claims (holding benefits constant); and that unionism increased the number of claims filed.
145
Chelius and Kavanaugh (1988) examined the effect of reduced benefits for maintenance staff at New Jersey’s higher
education establishments. Staff had wrongly received compensation benefits of 100 per cent of wages with no waiting
period for temporary total disabilities. The mistake was discovered and benefits at one of the state’s community colleges
were lowered to 70 per cent of wages with a seven day waiting period.
146
The early research on the relationship between benefit levels and claims severity was inconclusive. Chelius (1982)
found a significant negative relationship between benefit levels and lost workdays per case which, as Moore and Viscusi
(1989) point out, is a risk measure that varies with the severity of injury. Worrall and Appel (1982) examined the
relationship between indemnity claims and the rate at which wages are replaced in workers’ compensation programme
(the rate of wage replacement) in Texas. They studied the period between 1958 and 1977; using claims data from the
National Council on Compensation Insurance, BLS data on the average weekly wage for production workers in
manufacturing and the average weekly wage for workers’ compensation claims (from the National Council on
Compensation Insurance). They were able to show that the ratio of indemnity claims to medical claims varied with the rate
of wage replacement; suggesting that the severity of insurance claims was positively associated with the level of insurance
benefits. More generally, Moore and Viscusi (1989) point out, when the measure is derived from reported nonfatal
accident rates, or some composite of reported rates of fatal and nonfatal injuries, or benefit claims for non fatal and fatal
accidents, as is true of most early studies, the result is the same – increased benefits produce higher rates of reported
injuries and claims.
147
As Chelius and Kavanaugh put it: “This [the positive relationship between benefit levels and rates of reported injury]
does not necessarily mean that employers are not encouraged to greater prevention efforts by higher benefits. It merely
indicates that the influence of benefit levels on employee behavior is greater than their influence on employer behavior
(Chelius and Kavanaugh, 1988: 316).” Some studies have suggested that higher benefits decrease the costs of accidents to
employees and that they also cause employees to take less care with their health and safety (see, for example, Butler, 1982;
Chelius and Kavanaugh, 1982). In the absence of any well-conducted studies measuring this effect, we have disregarded its
influence on the relationship between workers’ compensation and OHS.
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Ruser (1993: 595-596) points out that higher benefits create stronger incentives for workers to
report injuries. These may be injuries that did occur, but were not “worth reporting” at lower
benefit levels, or that did not occur and are being falsely reported (see also Thomason and Burton,
1993: S9). Workers may also exaggerate the severity of reported injuries to obtain compensation
benefits, leading to artificial increases in more serious injuries.148
Firms’ role in the reporting process may also be affected by changes in benefit levels, but, in this
case, higher benefit levels strengthen firms’ incentives to ensure that injuries are not reported or
reclassified (by encouraging injured workers to return to work on the days immediately following
their injuries, but with lightened workloads149 - see generally, Ruser, 1993). Put simply, the same
financial incentives on employers to invest in OHS and improve employees working conditions can
also result in claims management as experience-rating adjustments to workers’ compensation
assessments are based on a firm’s claims experience and not on its accident experience. Thomason
and Pozzebon’s (2002) analysis found claims management under experience-rated compensation to
be “aggressive”. Without proper controls, it seems, experience-rating can encourage employers to
externalise the indirect costs of poor OHS performance onto their workforce.
In summary, an increase in compensation benefits may change the reported levels of injuries and
the composition of reported injuries, without a corresponding change in the true level of safety. A
number of studies have attempted to disentangle the reporting effects from the real impact of
workers’ compensation programmes and changes in benefit levels. The main finding of these
studies is that workers’ compensation generally - and higher benefits, in particular - induce
employers to invest in accident prevention, thereby reducing the actual injury rate. This is the
implication of Moore and Viscusi’s (1989150) work which found that the risk of occupational death
(something that is far less likely to be influenced by reporting effects) was negatively related to
benefits (see also Chelius, 1976) and Thomason and Pozzebon’s (2002) work on the relationship
between compensation and investment in OHS.
Changes in levels of benefits: Studies on the operation of workers’ compensation laws in the US
suggest that higher compensation benefits:
a) increase the frequency of most reported non fatal injuries and workers’ compensation
claims (Chelius, 1982; Butler, 1983; Butler and Worrall, 1983; Bartel and Thomas, 1985;
Worrall and Appel, 1982; Krueger, 1990; Ruser, 1991;151 Ruser, 1993), but that increased
experience-rating reduces this effect (Ruser, 1991152);153
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Some studies even suggest that more generous compensation benefits lead to employees taking less care – although, in
addition to exaggerating the control that workers’ exercise over the work environment, the claim seems difficult to credit
given the pain and suffering potentially attendant on work related injury and ill health (Butler and Worrall, 1983 and
1985; and Knieser and Leeth, 1989).
149
These cases may be reported as non lost-workday injuries, though they should be classified as restricted-workday cases.
150
Moore and Viscusi (1989) explored the effects of workers’ compensation on fatality rates using occupational fatality
data published by NIOSH. They estimated that the rate of fatalities would be over 20 per cent higher in the absence
workers’ compensation programmes.
151
Ruser’s (1991) longitudinal study was based on compensation benefits and reported lost-workday injury and illness
rates from the Bureau of Labor Statistics Annual Survey of Injuries and Illnesses for the years 1979-1984. One of the
study’s strengths is that it attempts to control for the fact that its initial matching process tends to yield larger than average
establishments by inclusion of establishment-size dummies. Despite this, the study does not attempt to control for the
effects of claims management. Among other things, the study found a positive association between higher benefits and lostworkday illness and injury.
152
This is the implication of Ruser’s finding that the “benefit effect” (the fact that higher benefits are generally positively
correlated with increased lost-workday cases) is smaller in larger, more highly experience-rated establishments.
153
Decreases in benefits, by contrast, are associated with lower injury rates.
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b) are associated with lower reported severity rates of injury (Chelius, 1982; but see Worrall
and Appel, 1982);
c) reduce the frequency of fatalities (Moore and Viscusi, 1989; Ruser, 1993);
d) increase the probability that a given reported injury involves days away from work (Ruser,
1993);
e) reduce the chance that a given reported injury is a fatality or a minor injury (Ruser, 1993);
f)

increase the frequency of lost-time workdays (Chelius, 1982);

g) increases the duration of temporary disability (Worrall and Butler, 1985; Johnson and
Ondrich, 1990; Meyer, Viscussi and Durbin, 1990; Dionne and St-Michel, 1991).
Short waiting periods: US studies also suggest that reductions in the period between an employee
going off work and receiving benefits under workers’ compensation schemes are associated with:
a) a greater frequency of reported injuries or claims rates (Chelius, 1982; Butler and Worrall,
1983);
b) a larger number of lost workdays (Chelius, 1982).
Notwithstanding the fact that experience-rated compensation can limit the extent to which
employers externalise the costs of poor workplace health and safety, the literature identifies a
number of significant problems with compensation as it operates in the US.
a) A major problem is that workers’ compensation programmes are often structured and
managed in ways that disadvantage the most vulnerable workers. Some studies, for
example, suggest that insurers are more likely to adjust claims of non-English speakers
and those without legal representation – those least able to withstand financial pressure
(Thomason and Burton 1993; Thomason, 1994).154 This effect is partly facilitated by the
basic organisation of workers’ compensation in the US. In contrast to most types of private
insurance, the beneficiary of insurance coverage – the employee - does not directly
purchase insurance coverage (Biddle, 2001). This removes an important mechanism for
regulating insurance firms that adopt an aggressive policy of denying or adjusting claims
as the purchaser of the insurance – the employer – has no direct economic incentive to seek
an alternative provider where legitimate claims are being denied and discouraged. In fact,
employers, particularly where experience-rating is practiced, stand to benefit from an
aggressive policy of claims denial or adjustment as it can lower premium levels.155 To
combat this effect, individual programmes have mechanisms in place, which allow
154

Thomason and Burton’s (1993) study was based on a sample of workers’ compensation claims from New York. Unlike
earlier studies, their comparison of lump sum settlements and adjudicated awards controlled for the severity of the injury.
155
Biddle (2001) notes that a more aggressive claims denial or adjustment policy may lead workers to demand higher
wages as they come to realise real rates of compensation for occupational injury and ill-health have been reduced and
that, in response, employers might approach the firm to negotiate a less aggressive claims policy or even change insurance
providers. This seems unlikely given the range of conditions that must be met for this to occur. First, there must be a high
degree of employee awareness of the problem. Second, employees must be in a position to organise themselves to demand
higher wages. Third, employers must be able to identify a link between higher wage demands and lower actual benefits.
Fourth, wage increases must outweigh reductions in insurance premiums. Fifth, employers must be in a position to
calculate this. Sixth, employers must be unable to resist higher wage demands. Seventh, employers must be able to
successfully lobby for a less aggressive denial or adjustment policy or change insurance providers. More significantly,
perhaps, there is no empirical evidence to support the effect.
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workers who have had their claims denied or adjusted to appeal to an independent
adjudicator, but insurance firms are still left with considerable discretion to deny and adjust
complaints (Biddle, 2001).
b) A more important problem still concerns the incomplete coverage of workers’
compensation schemes in the US. This takes two main forms. First, most schemes exclude
certain categories of workers such as the self-employed, independent contractors,
agricultural, casual and domestic workers and employees of small firms. And whilst
coverage has steadily been extended, it remains incomplete (Biddle, et al, 1998;
McCluskey, 1998; Leigh and Robbins, 2004). Second, the effect of this on employers’
ability to externalise the costs of promoting OHS was the subject of a recent study by
Leigh and Robbins who attempted to estimate the extent to which the costs of occupational
disease are covered by worker’s compensation. The study compared epidemiological data
to estimate the deaths and medical costs associated with occupational disease with
workers’ compensation data for 1999 and found that worker’s compensation missed an
estimated 46,000 to 93,000 deaths and between US$8 billion and US$23 billion in medical
costs. The shortfall was externalised from employers (through the workers’ compensation
system) to individual employees, their families, private medical insurance and taxpayers
(through Medicare and Medicaid) (Leigh and Robbins, 2004). Clearly, the extent to which
workers’ compensation schemes fail to prevent employers from externalising the costs of
occupational injury and illness has a significant bearing on their capacity to improve OHS
and compliance with OHS standards. To limit increases in employers’ premiums a number
of states introduced new legislation making it more difficult for employers to file claims
(see Thomason, 2001: 631-637). Boden and Ruser (2003) report that that the effect of this
was a decline in reported days-away-from-work injuries, whilst increasing the number of
cases with only restricted work activity (although, they concede, that the evidence was
weaker for this association). Assuming that the decline in reported days-away-from-work
injuries is not wholly attributable to a reduction in unjustified claims, the new legislation
seems to have reduced the effectiveness of workers’ compensation as a means of
promoting health and safety and compliance with health and safety regulation by
increasing employers’ ability to externalise occupational injuries and illness.
c) Another problem (discussed earlier) is that employers and insurers respond to higher
benefits with more aggressive claims adjustment designed to reduce compensation costs
(Welland, 1986).156 Significantly, we were unable to find any information on the steps that
are taken to limit this practice.
d) And finally, Spieler (1994) argues that the non-fault component of workers’ compensation
may weaken social norms that morally underpin and optimise compliance with health and
safety regulation as it allows employers to avoid accepting full responsibility for regulatory
violations. This effect, she argues, is compounded by the fact that financial awards to
employees do not cover the entire cost of injury and ill health. The cost of accidents and
disease, as such, is shared between employers and employees, implying that employers are
only partially responsible for poor health and safety (even though employers control most
decisions affecting health and safety). In contrast to other initiatives aimed at encouraging
employers to comply with health and safety regulation, in other words, workers’
compensation may reaffirm sub-optimal and perverse social norms about compliance with
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Welland (1986) looked at the relationship between benefit levels and different types of injury. She found that injuries
where establishing a work-related causal relationship is more difficult (like sprains for instance) are negatively related
benefits, while others where the relationship is clear (fractures, for example) are positively related.
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OHS regulation; diminishing the efficacy of all regulatory strategies (Shapirio and
Rabinowitz, 1997).
5.

CO-OPERATION, PARTNERSHIP AND VOLUNTARY PROGRAMMES

5.1

Introduction

Since the early 1980s, OSHA has placed a progressively greater emphasis on co-operative and
partnership based programmes.157 Although they still reach very few US employers directly, the
GAO (2004: 19) reports that the build-up of new programmes since 1998 has allowed the number
of participating employers to grow significantly whilst existing programmes have experienced
“tremendous growth” in the number of participating employers and organisations.158 This process
began with OSHA’s Consultation Program, which was introduced in the mid 1970s, but has been
gradually extended to include Voluntary Protection Programs (VPP), the Strategic Partnership,
Alliance and Safety and Health Achievement Recognition Programs (US Department of Labor
Office of Audit, 2002; US GAO, 2004a: 2). Collectively, these programmes use a mix of strategies,
targeting both employers with a relatively good record of workplace health and safety as well as
hazardous ones, and have been designed to influence employers directly through the
implementation of OHS programmes and indirectly through collaboration with trade and
professional associations (US GAO, 2004a).
One aim of this policy is to expand OSHA’s reach to a larger number of employers, but it has also
served to progress OSHA’s strategic aim of redeploying resources away from inspection and
enforcement. OSHA has compounded this effect by formally encouraging participation in some
programmes (namely, Voluntary Protection, Safety and Health Achievement Recognition and
Strategic Partnership Programs) with the offer of reduced enforcement (OSHA, 2005). It is difficult
to disentangle how much of this process has been driven by a genuine concern to improve
occupational health and safety in an era of declining resources and how much by politics and
ideology. OSHA continues to symbolise “Big Government” in the US and there has been sustained
Congressional opposition to the use of its enforcement powers. OSHA, on the other hand, has been
careful to stress that the growth in its voluntary compliance programmes is working to complement,
rather than replace, more traditional means of securing compliance as it allows enforcement
resources to be focused on establishments with poor health and safety records (see below) (OSHA,
2003c). Whether this is in fact occurring, however, depends in part on OSHA’s ability to
successfully monitor participation in its voluntary programmes. This is of fundamental importance.
The impact of OSHA’s voluntary programmes is not something that can simply be assumed given
that the eligibility criteria for inclusion into OSHA’s voluntary compliance programmes have been
set at a relatively low level.
5.2

Voluntary Protection Program

The Voluntary Protection Program (VPP) first began in 1982 and has since lead OSHA’s efforts to
shift the basic culture and practice of OHS regulation in the US away from more formal forms of
regulatory scrutiny and supervision (Snare, 2005). The Program applies to single worksites and
formally targets employers in federal OSHA states159 with a strong commitment to OHS (typically
with injury and illness rates below average for their industry sector). It places a major emphasis on
157

Under section 2(b)(1) of the OSH Act.
The GAO report notes that the VPP has increased from 122 worksites in 1993 to 1,024 worksites in 2003 and that the
Strategic Partnership Program grew from 39 partnerships in 1998 to 205 existing partnerships in 2003 (US GAO, 2004a:
19).
159
VPP has also been implemented in some state-plan states, although their requirements may vary from OSHA’s VPP
(US GAO, 2004a).
158
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co-operation160 and employers are required to go through what has been described as a “lengthy
certification process” in which they implement a comprehensive workplace health and safety
programme. This is meant to take establishments beyond OSHA’s minimum regulatory
requirements. In return, participating firms are removed from OSHA’s programmed inspection
scheduling system (although OSHA reserves the right to investigate complaints, fatalities and other
“significant events” at VVP participant sites - OSHA, 2003a: 17; OSHA, 2003c; OSHA, 2005).
Suspension from programmed inspections has been a major source of criticism from unions and
other (non business related) NGOs. Despite this, OSHA officially remains committed to extending
the Program both in the US161 and abroad.162
There are three VPP Programs: Star, Merit and Demonstration. The Star Program recognises
workplaces with an exemplary record of compliance with OSHA regulations, which operate
“outstanding” safety and health management systems for worker protection (OSHA, 2003c). In
practice, eligibility requirements are modest. Although, a safety and health programme must have
been maintained for at least a year and worksites are required to go through a comprehensive
review by OSHA personnel,163 injury and illness rates for participating worksites need only be less
than the sector average for one of the last three years (OSHA, 2003c). The vast majority of VPP
worksites in federal OSHA states have ‘Star’ designation (US GAO, 2004a). To expand the
Program, OSHA has undertaken a number of initiatives to prepare workplaces for VPP and
streamline the application process for certain classes of company that already have facilities in the
programme and are committed to bringing in additional sites (US GAO, 2004a: 13; Snare, 2005).
The extent to which this will dilute what are already quite low eligibility requirements is unclear.
To qualify for VPP status firms must have adopted some form of OHS management system – a
programme that takes a systems approach to preventing and controlling occupational hazards
(OSHA, 2003c). This has meant that larger worksites are over-represented in the Program (US
GAO, 2004a: 11-12). OSHA insists that qualifying OHS management systems have four basic
elements: management leadership and employee involvement; worksite analysis;164 hazard
prevention165 and OHS training (OSHA, 2003c). Employers must pass a weeklong on-site worksite
review, complete yearly self-evaluations and are required to undergo periodic recertification by
OSHA.
Although the Program requires employee involvement – the specifications leave considerable
discretion in how this can be achieved; a worker-management safety committee being just one
suggested option. The lack of detailed instructions may undermine the effectiveness of this strategy.
More specifically, specifying the minimum requirements of a valid committee (such as the
minimum number of non-management representatives) rather than simply encouraging the
160

This is reflected in the general principals of the Program. Participation in VPP is voluntary with firms being expected to
freely provide information to OSHA and open themselves up to agency review. It is also reflected in several criteria of VPP
approval. A recent OSHA instruction, for example, barred VPP applications to firms contesting citations and with open
OSHA investigations or notices of appeal (OSHA, 2003c).
161
To expand the Program, OSHA has undertaken a number of initiatives to prepare workplaces for VPP and streamline
the application process for certain classes of company that already have facilities in the Program and are committed to
bringing in additional sites (US GAO, 2004a: 13; Snare, 2005). The extent to which this promises to dilute what are
already quite low eligibility requirements is, as yet, unclear.
162
OSHA are currently in talks to expand the Program to Canada and Mexico through the North American Free Trade
Agreement. There are also reports that OSHA is planning to initiate talks aimed at extending the Program to the EU. One
of the benefits of VPP to transnational companies is that it allows them to set uniform standards across the group.
163
This includes an on-site review of the facility and interviews with management officials and employees (OSHA, 2003c).
164
Employers are required to have a thorough understanding of the hazards specific to their workplace and the ability to
identify and ameliorate them (OSHA, 2003c).
165
The Safety and Health Management System must have clear procedures for preventing and controlling hazards
identified through worksite analysis, such as a hazard tracking system and a written system for monitoring and
maintaining workplace equipment (OSHA, 2003c).
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establishment and effective running of committees may arguably produce more significant
improvements in OHS as there is no simple correlation between committee effectiveness and
reported injuries and ill health (see Eaton and Nocerino, 2000).166
OSHA requires VPP participants to encourage contractors to develop and operative effective safety
and health management systems and generally ensure that safety and health considerations are
addressed in selecting and dealing with contractors and suppliers. This, the GAO notes, may be a
potentially useful approach for employers participating in VPP (US GAO, 2004a: 37). The GAO
reports the example of one auto-manufacturer which grouped its suppliers into three tiers according
to their safety and health records, and then required each tier of suppliers to pressure the lower tier
to improve OHS. As the GAO points out, however, an employers’ influence over the supply chain
and contractors will vary with size and market power. Moreover, implementing the approach
imposes costs on firms who need to review suppliers and contractors – an obvious disincentive to
thorough audits. In the context of VPP, this seems particularly relevant since OSHA neither
monitors nor verifies the process through employers participating in its voluntary programmes and
there is no requirement on participating employers either to assess contractors’ safety and health
records or to require them to have a health programme (US GAO, 2004a: 37-38).
5.3

Alliance Program

OSHA’s Alliance Program (which began in March 2002) – which it describes as a co-operative
initiative that brings together a range of organisations, particularly trade and professional bodies
(US GAO, 2004a) to prevent injuries, illnesses and fatalities in the workplace167 – has two broad
aims. First, it seeks to produce an immediate impact on workplace injury and ill health by
promoting training and furthering the free exchange of information and expertise both between
OSHA and the regulated community and within the regulated community itself. The second, less
immediate, aim of the Program is to expand the level of co-operation and collaboration within the
network of practices that comprise OHS regulation in the US by simultaneously building a sense of
trust through mutually supportive relationships and generally encouraging networking among
organisations with an interest in OHS.168 Individual alliances are governed by very few formal
requirements. This is reflected in the range of organisations that are able to participate in the
Program,169 and the fact that alliances are not required to collect data or undertake any form of
evaluation. The only expectation is that participating organisations define, implement and meet a
set of short and long-term goals that involve training and education,170 outreach and

166

However, O’Toole’s (1999) study of safety outcomes in manufacturing plans with mandatory and voluntary safety
committees found that the frequency and severity of occupational injury rates were reduced for workplaces with both
mandatory and voluntary committees (and significantly that voluntary committees witness slightly better reductions).
167
“OSHA Alliances are formalized, voluntary, cooperative relationships between associations, labor organizations, trade
and professional associations, universities, local state, and federal government agencies, which may include State-Plan
States, Consultation Projects, and other stakeholders (OSHA, 2004a).” Despite the inclusive tone of the Program, the
AFL-CIO has reported that labour organisations are commonly excluded from participation in alliances (AFL-CIO, 2006).
168
The OSHA Instruction outlining the Alliance Program describes its main purpose as providing “a vehicle for regular
cooperative interaction between OSHA (at all levels of the organization) and trade and professional associations,
companies, labor unions, educational institutions, government agencies and others, and to further discussion and share
information on safety and health issues and improve workers protections (OSHA, 2004a).”
169
Participation is open to professional groups, labour organisations and educational institutions as well as trade
associations and employers (OSHA, 2004a).
170
This can include: a) the development of an issue specific course on a specific hazard or the implications of a new
standard or regulation to ensure that information reaches its target audience; b) the delivery of issue-specific training
courses aimed at bringing together people with expertise and optimising the dissemination of knowledge and practice of
safe and healthy working conditions; and c) the development of workplace safety and health curricula which can be
introduced onto business school or university engineering degree courses (OSHA, 2004a).
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communication171 and promoting “the national dialogue”172 on workplace safety and health (Office
of Outreach Services and Alliances, 2005).173
In this sense, the initiative needs to be understood as part of OSHA’s long-term aim of transforming
the culture and form of OHS regulation (OSHA, 2004a). By developing more varied and flexible
relationships with the regulated community, OSHA is steadily allowing business to assert more
control over the process of defining the priorities of, and promoting, health and safety in the
workplace (OSHA, 2003e). Although this is only weakly revealed in the greater emphasis that
OSHA is placing on co-operation and the open exchange of information and expertise– both key
elements of the Alliance process – it is particularly evident (and embedded) in the way alliances are
being increasingly used to fill the space created by repealed or increasingly redundant OSHA
standards.174
The most obvious example of this is OSHA’s workplace ergonomics standard. Shortly after having
been issued by OSHA, this was rejected by Congress under the Congressional Review Act of 1996
in response to intense lobbying from employers’ organisations.175 Interestingly, given the weight
OSHA attaches to the financial benefits involved in improving workplace health and safety (see
below), employers’ objections to the new standard focused on the excessive compliance costs
involved. This objection proved decisive (see Committee on Education and the Workforce, 2001)
despite strong evidence indicating that work-related musculoskeletal disorders were a major cause
of absence from work (accounting for an estimated 1 million people taking time away from work
annually - Panel on Musculoskeletal Disorders and the Workplace Commission on Behavioral and
Sciences and Education, 2001). The absence of a formal ergonomics standard is reflected in the fact
that, as of 30th June 2005, the largest grouping of national alliances (40 per cent) were ergonomicrelated (OSHA, 2005d).176

171

This can include: a) the development and dissemination of OHS relevant material (at conferences, using the worldwide-web, etc.); b) speaking, exhibiting or appearing at conferences and local meetings; c) the exchange of ideas through
joint training or through seminars (to promote better understanding of each party’s interests and stimulate more
constructive interactions in the future; d) the promotion of OSHA’s other co-operative programmes (VVPs, SHARP, OSPP
and compliance assistance); e) sharing best-practice information; and f) the promotion of relationships between Alliance
Program participants and Regional and Area Offices (OSHA, 2004a).
172
This can include: a) raising awareness of OHS through speeches and appearances and b) publicising case studies.
173
As of September 2005, 72 per cent of Alliances addressed training and education, 100 per cent addressed outreach and
communication and 92 per cent promoted the national dialogue (Office of Outreach Services and Alliances, 2005).
174
McGarity and Shapiro (1993) provide a useful summary of the first procedural barriers (such as the requirement of
regulatory impact analyses subject to review by the White House’s Office of Management and Budget) put in place to slow
the introduction, and weaken the effect, of OSHA standards.
175
The Congressional Review Act of 1996 introduced expedited procedures which allow Congress to disapprove
regulatory rules issued by federal agencies by enacting a joint resolution of disapproval. If a rule is disapproved, it may not
take effect and the agency is prevented from issuing a substantially similar rule without subsequent statutory authorisation
(Beth, 2001). Thus far the procedure has only been used to repeal OSHA’s workplace ergonomics standards (for a useful
summary of the history of the rule see Committee on Education and the Workforce, 2001).
176
OSHA’s ergonomics programme standard required employers to have a plan in place to address musculoskeletal
disorders as a result of repetitive stress injuries that occurred in or out of the workplace. The proposal covered every
industry and business in the United States except those in construction, maritime industries, and agriculture. It took effect
in January 2001, but in March 2001, President Bush signed a joint resolution of Congress disapproving OSHA's
ergonomics standard. Congress acted under authority of the Congressional Review Act of 1996. As a result, the standard is
no longer in effect, and employers and workers are not bound by its requirements. The Office of Advocacy believes that
both the Small Business Regulatory Fairness Act (SBRFA) panel report and subsequent SBA cost analysis played a
significant role in Congress’ decision to prevent the rule’s promulgation. Under the CRA, Congress can overturn a
regulation issued by an administrative agency by passing a joint resolution within a sixty-day period. This process is rarely
used because most of the time the current President is in favour of the regulations and he has the power to veto a
Congressional resolution. However, in this case, President Clinton wanted the standard, but his term ended before the
sixty-day period for Congress to act under the CRA expired. Therefore, once President Bush took office, Congress was
able to pass the joint resolution to void the standard without the threat of a presidential veto.
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Unlike OSHA’s other voluntary initiatives, the growth of the Alliance Program has been slow.
Having become fully operational in March 2002, only 160 organisations had signed up to the
Program by 2004 and, as of September 2005, there were just 316 Regional and Area Office
Alliances and 17 National Alliances (US GAO, 2004a; Office of Outreach Services and Alliances,
2005). The reason for this relatively slow rate of take-up is not clear, but it is consistent with the
fact that, unlike OSHA’s other voluntary initiatives, the Program does not offer incentives to
participating organisations such as focused inspections or a complete suspension of programmed
inspections.
Alliances have created electronic informational tools that have been posted on OSHA’s web-site,
developed industry specific voluntary guidelines and training materials and are considered to have
improved OSHA’s training courses. The key to the Program’s appeal is its flexibility. This holds
out the possibility of new and inventive approaches177 to promoting OHS being developed under
the auspices of specific alliances (see, for example, OSHA, 2004a and b) and, it is probably for this
reason, that OSHA holds the Program in high regard; reporting that it is “invaluable to
implementing OSHA’s 2003-2008 Strategic Management Plan” (Office of Outreach and Alliances,
2005: 2). In many respects, however, our limited review of the evidence suggests that it is this
precise quality – its malleability and the fact that it is capable of being adapted to suit a wide range
of needs and concerns – that works to limit the practical impact of individual alliances.
We examined a small sample of alliance agreements, summaries and annual reports and found
evidence that the absence of any formal requirements over the content of alliance agreements has
allowed individual alliances to be formed even though their “value-added” effect on injury and ill
health seems uncertain. The alliance between Lamar Outdoor Advertising’s Bridgeport,
Connecticut Office and OSHA illustrates this point well. The alliance, which is considered a
success within OSHA, formally aims to bring together OSHA’s and Lamar’s expertise to cultivate
a culture of accident prevention within the firm through sharing best safety practice and technical
knowledge178 with the ultimate aim of publicising the substantive results of these activities to the
outdoor advertising industry as a whole (OSHA, undated: n). Its basic goals are, as such, ambitious,
but the specific methods devised to create a culture of accident prevention within Lamar and the
outdoor advertising industry generally appear insubstantial and, importantly, lack the imagination
that is often cited as a strength of the Program. Thus, OSHA’s summary of the initiatives being
progressed under the alliance reports that Lamar is currently posting safety messages on unused
billboards in the Bridgeport area, that its employees have attended safety training classes on
electrical hazards, ladders and portable hand tools and fall protection and that Lamar and OSHA are
developing an action plan for use in the event of an employee falling from a billboard (OSHA,
undated: o). These activities may have a positive impact on work-related injuries, but, and this
seems the significant point, the second and third activities do not seem to go substantially beyond
the minimum legal requirements imposed on employers under the OSH Act (and its associated
regulations, orders and standards).

177

“OSHA encourages flexibility, creativity and cooperation in the Alliance development process (OSHA, 2004a).”
The agreement establishing the alliance records its formal aim as providing employees of both Lamar and other firms in
the outdoor advertising industry with information, guidance, and access to training resources that will help them promote
OHS in the industry (in particular by reducing and preventing exposure to fall, electrical, struck by and trenching hazards,
as well as hazards related to the operation of aerial lifts. More specifically, the agreement commits Lamar to lending its
expertise to OSHA for the purpose of developing training and education programmes and sharing information with OSHA
concerning best practice in the industry and the most effective ways to publicise best practice to other firms within the
industry. The agreement is also designed to serve as means of developing a more co-operative relationship between OSHA
and Lamar through encouraging Lamar’s participation in OSHA’s co-operative programmes (compliance assistance, the
Voluntary Protective Program, Consultation, and the Safety and Health Achievement Recognition Program) and
encourage other Lamar worksites to build relationships with OSHA through its co-operative programmes (OSHA,
undated: n).
178
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This, we think, raises a more fundamental question concerning whether the funds OSHA sets aside
to administer and maintain alliances are justified by their impact on work-related injury and ill
health. Substantial resources have been allocated to the Alliance Program. Despite this, the scheme
was not piloted and there has been no systematic evaluation of its effectiveness (US GAO, 2004a) –
a gap that is likely to remain whilst participating organisations are not required to collect verifiable
and systematic data about their operation and impact. Although, the Program remains, for now at
least, incapable of independent verification, this does not necessarily mean that its co-ordinating
philosophy is unsound, but there are strong reasons for doubting whether it constitutes good value
for money.
Alliances have been developed and managed in the belief that OHS can be improved by co-opting
the expertise and commitment to improving worker health and safety of the regulated community.
The active involvement of industry in this way gives alliances an appearance of both vitality and
focus - a flexible set of relationships which are capable of adjusting to the constantly shifting risks
that characterise dynamic modern economies whilst at one and the same time providing a basic
infrastructure in which information can be exchanged, workers and management can be trained and
a range of closer working relationships can be developed and built upon. The outcome is at once
revealed within and given shape by the promotion of a “national dialogue” on health and safety –
another key aim of the Alliance Program. The problem with this approach, however, is that more
information, increased (to a lesser extent) training, closer working relationships and greater mutual
trust do not in themselves provide a guarantee of effective regulation (see below in relation to
training).179 Their impact depends on the context within which they take effect, the motivation of
the participants and, most importantly of all in the context of training and knowledge transfer, the
extent to which knowledge can, given the pressures of the work, be applied within the work
environment (Camerer, 1990).180 However, their effectiveness must be considered against the
alternatives that exist and, in this respect, the emerging practice of using alliances as a de facto
substitute for formal regulation seems highly significant. Formal regulation has persistently been
shown to be a major driver (see Gunningham, 1998) of compliance and it is difficult to see how
alliances that encourage participants to develop private standards - given their modest goals and
emphasis on training and exchange of information - will produce more effective compliance.
5.4

Strategic Partnership Program

OSHA’s Strategic Partnership Program (OSPP) is formally designed to encourage employers in
hazardous industries operating in federal OSHA states to develop measures for eliminating serious
hazards. The majority of OSHA’s Strategic Partnerships (OSPs) involve smaller firms in the
construction industry (US GAO, 2004a: 16). Whereas OSHA’s Consultation Program and VPP
ordinarily involve two party relationships between OSHA and specific employers, strategic
partnerships are generally aimed at building co-operative relationships with groups of employers
(particularly those with multiple worksites) and employees.181 OSPs can be developed on an area,
regional or national basis and most involve industries or areas of emphasis specified in OSHA’s
Strategic Management Plan (US GAO, 2004a: 15).
There are two types of Strategic Partnerships (OSPs): comprehensive and limited. Comprehensive
partnerships require each participating employer to implement an effective safety and health
programme. Among other things, this involves the partnership drawing up a written agreement
documenting its aims, the measurement systems it intends to use to assess these aims, the nature of
179

In fact, under certain conditions a closer relationship between regulator and regulated can eat away at the procedures
and practices that underwrite good regulation.
180
For a useful summary of British research see Davis, 2004: 63-70.
181
The programme is also implemented in some state-plan states, although their requirements may vary from OSHA’s
programme (US GAO, 2004a).
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the health and safety programmes it has in place, the form that worker and stakeholder involvement
takes; and procedures used to verify that these elements are being implemented. OSHA conducts
verification inspections for some partnership worksites which, if successful, allow worksites within
a partnership to be removed from OSHA’s programmed inspection lists for 12 months (OSHA,
2005).182
Verification inspections are performed by OSHA to ensure that partnering employers in a
comprehensive OSP are meeting their obligations to provide safe and healthy working
environments, develop and operate effective worksite safety and health programmes and comply
with OSHA regulations. Annual programme evaluations are performed by OSHA to determine if
the partnership needs to be modified or discontinued or has potential for national implementation.
These annual evaluations describe the impact of the partnership in terms of improvements to
baseline measures, number of sites and employees affected and other possible successes.
A report by the Office of Inspector General (2002) into OSPs found that:
a) OSHA had been inconsistent in the application of OSP policies and procedures, data collection,
and enforcement of the programme’s requirements.
b) OSHA had not obtained corroborating information that would help ensure the integrity of
reported Lost Work Day Injury data.
The Office of Inspector General Report pointed to an absence of appropriate training to area and
regional offices to ensure staff know and understand the requirements of the Program as the
proximate reason for non-evaluation and non-verification. However, because it makes systematic
evaluation problematic, it also raises questions over OSHA’s commitment to testing the
effectiveness of the Program. This seems crucial. OSPP takes resources from other parts of
OSHA’s budget where effectiveness, if not value-for-money effectiveness, is well-established.
Moreover, although the programme does not offer exemption from enforcement inspections it does
offer other incentives which might limit the effectiveness of OSHA enforcement. These include
limiting scheduled inspections to only the most serious prevailing hazards, penalty reductions for
any hazards cited during an inspection and priority consideration for the State Consultation
Program (see below).
5.5

Safety and Health Achievement Recognition Program

Employers accepted into OSHA’s Safety and Health Achievement Recognition Program (SHARP)
may receive an exemption from programmed inspections for one year initially, or two years on
renewal.183 The exemption does not extend to complaint or accident investigation inspections.
Ordinarily, participants in SHARP must first:
a) receive a consultation visit that involves a complete hazard identification survey;
b) involve employees in the consultation process;
c) correct all hazards identified in the consultation;
182

Although they remain subject to OSHA inspections in case of employee complaints, workplace injuries or fatalities
(OSHA, 2005b).
183
Renewal of certification is contingent upon the firm a) allowing a full service comprehensive visit to ensure that its
health management system has been effectively maintained; b) continuing to meet all eligibility criteria and programme
requirements and c) conducting an interim-year self-evaluation and to submit a written report to the relevant state
Consultation Program Manager that is based on the 1989 Safety and Health Program Management Guidelines.
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d) implement and maintain a safety and health management system that addresses OSHA’s
1989 Safety and Health Program Management Guidelines;
e) lower the firms Lost-Workday Injury and Illness rate and Total Recordable Case Rate
below the national average;
f) agree to notify the relevant state Consultation Project Office prior to making any changes
in the working conditions or introducing new hazards in the workplace.
If an establishment is in pre-SHARP status (that is, in the process of meeting the SHARP criteria),
inspection under OSHA’s SST Plan may be deferred for up to 18 months while the employer is
working to achieve recognition and exemption status (OSHA, 2005).
5.6

State Consultation Program

This OSHA funded,184 state run programme185 offers free confidential advice and assistance to
small businesses186 in high-hazard industries in return for a one-year exemption from routine
OSHA inspections.187 The formal aim of the programme is to promote OHS by alerting employees
to hazards in the workplace, generally improving employers’ understanding of workplace hazards,
encouraging employers and employees to take up health and safety training and by assessing firms’
current procedures for optimising OHS. To tie employers into this process it makes exemption
from inspection conditional on employers: a) correcting all workplace safety and health hazards; b)
adopting and implementing effective safety and health management systems and c) agreeing to
request further consultative visits if major changes in working conditions or processes occur that
may present new hazards. Notwithstanding considerable variation between programmes at state
level (Gray and Mendeloff, 2002) – particularly in terms of the initiative’s scope188 and the mix of
techniques189 used – in practice, consultation visits are usually arranged at employers’ requests (US
GAO, 2004a: 8) with participating firms then undertaking to commit themselves to correcting any
hazards identified during the consultation.
Consultations are promoted to firms as a useful way of improving productivity and reducing OHS
related costs (see the discussion of Safety Pays below) and OSHA makes considerable efforts to
emphasise that the programme is separate from its inspection function. This position is reflected in
the fact that advice is given on a confidential basis and does not ordinarily lead to citations or
penalties (information relating to unsafe or unhealthy working conditions obtained in the course of
consultations is not routinely reported to OSHA inspection staff). Where, however, employers fail
to eliminate or control serious (or imminent danger) hazards within a time-frame agreed upon
between the firm and official conducting the consultation visit, the case may be reported to OSHA
for enforcement action - although OSHA has stressed that this rarely happens (OSHA, undated (c)).
184

The Program was established in 1975 and expanded rapidly in the mid to late 1990s in the wake of OSHA’s reinvention
initiative (US GAO, 2001: 4). In 2003, OSHA provided state governments with US$53 million to carry out the Program
(US GAO, 2004a: 8). On average states receive 90 per cent of their programme funding from OSHA (US GAO, 2001 and
Mendeloff and Gray, 2002).
185
In practice, individual states designate a department or university to deliver the consultation services (US GAO, 2001:
6).
186
The Program defines a small business as one with fewer than 250 employees at the workplace where the consultation is
conducted and no more than 500 employees in the company as a whole.
187
Section 21(d) of the OSHA (added by Pub. L. 105-97). The sub-section empowers OSHA to establish and support cooperative agreements with states in which states provide on-site consultation at the employer's worksite as well as other
education and training programmes for employers and employees in the State. The strict division between consultation and
enforcement, as well as the exemption from inspection, is built into the amendment to the legislation.
188
Some programmes concentrate on providing services to as large a number of employers as possible, whereas others
work intensively with a smaller number of employers to produce long-term changes in their OHS practices.
189
These include onsite consultations, training programmes and other outreach work.
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By using consultation visits as a way of encouraging employers to participate in its other voluntary
programmes (like SHARP) the provision of consultation also needs to be understood as a
mechanism aimed at progressing OSHA’s long-term policy of expanding directed (or mandated)
self-regulation.
The research on the impact of the programme is mixed. Mendeloff and Gray (2002) found that
consultation activity generally leads to fewer serious violations and lower penalties on subsequent
inspections and that establishments receiving consultations experienced a greater than average
decline in lost-workday injury and illness rates and a greater incidence of declines of at least 10per cent. Seemingly impressive, these findings may give a false sense of the effectiveness of the
programme. OSHA’s collection of data from employers does not allow it to isolate the impact of its
consultation programme (US GAO, 2004: 31),190 which has meant that most evaluative work on
consultation has been speculative or incomplete. Mendeloff and Gray (2002), for example,
acknowledge that there are a number of other factors that might account for the depressive effects
associated with consultation and recommend that further work be commissioned on the medium to
long-term effects of the programme before firm conclusions are drawn. A GAO investigation into
consultation more powerfully underlines the difficulties involved in attributing short term declines
in injury and illness to consultation. This found that a large number of employers requesting a
consultation had been put on notice of an impending inspection191 and gave reducing the regulatory
costs associated with inspection and enforcement as a major reason for participating in the
programme (US GAO, 2001: 9).192 The implication, clearly, is that a credible threat of enforcement
(which provides employers with a major incentive to participate in the programme, as well as
cultivating a meaningful commitment to the process) not only underwrites the depressive effect of
consultation on rates of injury and illness, but may also serve as a necessary condition of effective
consultation – making it difficult to isolate the preventative effect of consultation.
This difficulty has been partially addressed by a well-controlled study of the effectiveness of
Washington State’s consultation programme. Baggs, Silverstein and Foley (2003) examined
changes in lost time workers compensation claim rates for Washington State employers with over
ten employees who had either: not received any form of intervention from WISHA; been subject to
some form of enforcement action; benefited from WISHA’s consultation services; or had been the
subject of some form of enforcement action and benefited from WISHA’s consultation services.
The study found that claims rates for fixed site employers who had been subject to enforcement
action declined 22.5 per cent compared to 7 per cent for employers which had not received any
form of intervention. For employers with non-fixed sites, typical of the construction industry,
claims rates declined 12.8 per cent for employers receiving some form of enforcement action and
7.4 per cent for those receiving no intervention. Significantly, however, WISHA’s consultation
services produced no decline in compensation rates. For fixed sites claims rates actually increased
by 2.3 per cent, whilst the decline for non-fixed sites was 3.5 per cent. Put simply, whilst
enforcement inspections were significantly associated with decreasing claims rates, the study found
no association between consultation and reduced claims rates. Just how much these observations
190

In 2002 the Office of Management and Budget denied OSHA permission to extend its collection of the necessary data to
all employers, including those with less that 40 employees (who represent a significant portion of the employers that
participate in the State Consultation Program) (US GAO, 2004: 31).
191
This is consistent with Mendeloff and Gray’s (2002) finding that employers tend to request consultations when they have
a high likelihood of receiving an OSHA compliance inspection and that high hazard employers take most advantage of the
scheme (manufacturing and construction accounting for 60 per cent of all consultation visits).
192
Several employers interviewed in the course of the GAO’s investigation said that their primary incentive for requesting
a consultation was “to prepare for or pre-empt an inspection and the possibility of substantial fines (US GAO, 2001: 9).”
More significantly, perhaps, these employers had been put on notice of the strong possibility of a future inspection (US
GAO, 2001: 9). Their responses confirmed the views expressed by several industry associations who pointed out that an
imminent inspection represented a strong incentive for their members to participate in a consultation (US GAO, 2001: 9).
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can be extended to OSHA’s other voluntary and co-operative programmes is uncertain. However,
by suggesting that the “consultation effect” identified by Mendeloff and Gray may, in fact, be an
“inspection effect”, Baggs, Silverstein and Foley (2003) emphasise the risks to the effectiveness of
OSHA’s diet of programmes involved in winding down inspection and enforcement.
The risks involved in placing too great an emphasis on the reductive effects of consultation is
further underlined by the findings of a 2001 GAO investigation into employers’ motivations for
requesting a consultation. The study provides a valuable window of analysis onto the strength of
the assumptions underlying OSHA’s consultation programme as well as its other voluntary and
compliance assistance initiatives. The GAO found employers took a highly instrumental approach
to participating in the programme; regarding consultations as a means of reducing OHS related
costs, improving productivity193 and, as has already been noted, reducing the regulatory costs
associated with inspection and enforcement (US GAO, 2001: 9).194 Industry associations also
argued that concerns over the cost of correcting hazards, as well as the perception that programmes
were oriented towards employees, rather than employers, acted as a major disincentive to
employers who might otherwise participate in programmes (US GAO, 2001: 10-11).195 Although it
is important to recognise the cultural and organisational variation within the regulated community,
this instrumentalism raises serious doubts over whether the preconditions of OSHA’s voluntary
programmes - an authentic commitment to co-operation, including workers in the general enterprise
of health and safety, trust and promoting OHS as an end itself – are evident in practice.
5.7

Evaluative Evidence

The GAO’s investigation into OSHA’s voluntary compliance programmes found that, although
“difficult to quantify”, they had extended the Agency’s “influence” (US GAO, 2004a: 21) in terms
of its contact with the regulated community. Whether they have extended OSHA’s impact on
work-related health and safety, however, is unclear.
a) First, the evaluative evidence focusing on the impact of OSHA’s voluntary compliance
programmes is undeveloped. Although, the GAO’s assessment refers to the “enthusiastic
testimony” of participants in voluntary compliance programmes about their ability to
develop improved OHS practices,196 a lack of comprehensive data on the outcome of
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More specifically, they were considered to be an ideal way of reducing lost workdays, retaining experienced workers
and minimising turnover, promoting good labour relations – particularly in union workplaces – and reducing workers’
compensation costs (US GAO, 2001: 9).
194
Several employers interviewed in the course of the GAO’s investigation said that their primary incentive for requesting
a consultation was “to prepare for or pre-empt an inspection and the possibility of substantial fines (US GAO, 2001: 9).”
More significantly, perhaps, these employers had been put on notice of the strong possibility of a future inspection (US
GAO, 2001: 9). Their responses confirmed the views expressed by several industry associations who pointed out that an
imminent inspection represented as a strong incentive for their members to participate in a consultation (US GAO, 2001:
9).
195
The GAO reported that both industry associations and employers not only expressed deep reservations about the
requirement that employers permit an employee representative to participate in all phases of the consultation visit but also
the requirement to post a list of the hazards identified by the consultation and the date by which the hazards are to be
corrected (US GAO, 2001: 11).
196
The GAO reported that the employers they visited claimed that their participation in OSHA’s voluntary compliance
programmes had reduced injury and illness rates and that employers as well as employees credited the programmes with
improving employee-management relationships and their relationships with OSHA (US G.A.O, 2004: 25). The GAO also
note a “limited analysis” carried out by OSHA of its VPP sites’ annual injury and illness data suggested that employers
who had effectively implemented workplace safety and health programmes had “significantly fewer injuries and illness”
than comparable worksites in the same industries that had not implemented such programmes. Neither the scope nor
method of this analysis is summarised in the GAO report, making it difficult to assess the effects or to draw any firm
conclusions about which features of workplace safety and health programmes might be exerting a negative effect on rates
of injury and ill health.
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programmes made it difficult for the Office to assess their effectiveness.197 The GAO states
quite unequivocally in the introduction to its report that OSHA fails “to collect complete,
comparable data that would enable a full evaluation of the effectiveness of its voluntary
compliance programs (US GAO, 2004a: 3).”198
b) Second, the effects of behaviour modification programmes on reporting does not seem to
be monitored.
c) Despite this, there is some evidence to suggest that the constituent elements of OSHA’s
voluntary and partnership programmes – involving the workforce in the process of
promoting occupational safety and health, training and education and the implementation
of OHS management plans – can have a depressive effect on occupational injuries and illhealth (see below). It is important, however, to make six qualifications to this basic point.
i. First, significant variation in the content of OSHA’s voluntary and partnership
programmes199 makes it difficult to assess the effectiveness of programmes in their
entirety.
ii. Second, the fact that individual VPPs contain a number of elements frustrates the
process of isolating the “active elements” of discrete programmes from those that
have no measurable impact on OHS.
iii. Third, although improving employees’ awareness of occupational hazards should
produce real improvements in OHS,200 the training requirements under voluntary
programmes are widely defined which might result in ineffective training and
education (see the discussion of Cohen and Colligan, 1998 below). Moreover,
without more specific requirement for the standard and form of education and
training, employers may opt for minimal efforts that produce marginal results.
iv. Fourth, much of the requirement of employee involvement is paper based.
v. Fifth, initiatives that seek to create management and worker safety and health
programmes, institutions and workplace cultures can be extremely effective,
particularly when tailored to specific problems and conditions. Yet such
programmes must build on situations where effective structures already exist for
employers and workers to address safety and health (often in larger, unionised
workplaces). They will not take root in workplaces with a limited capacity for, or
interest in, dealing with health and safety (see Saari, et al, 1993; Weil, 2003a).
vi. Sixth, a strong safety culture is central to a firm’s management of OHS risk (see,
for example, Haines, 1997; Saari, Bedard, Dufort, Hryniewiecki and Therault,
197

The GAO described OSHA’s own evaluation of its programme activities and impact as “limited” (U.S GAO, 2004a: 3).
The introduction gives OSHA’s failure to collect consistent information about partnerships under the OSP Program,
even though it requires participants to file annual reports, as a prime example of this omission (US GAO, 2004a: 4).
199
The GAO (2004) pointed out that the variety of strategies reach out to different types of industries, employers, and
workers, making it difficult and costly to compare their relative effects.
200
The particularly strong positive influence of the hiring rate on injuries points to the importance of worker training
(Robinson, 1988). Moreover, a number of studies suggest that employees’ have only a limited understanding of some
occupational health hazards. Using national survey data, for example, Robinson estimated that between 33 and 50 per cent
of workers in occupations with high rates of disabling injuries and illnesses reported that they faced no significant safety or
health hazards. Although workers were more likely to recognise cancer risks in industries where such risks were high, only
between 12 and 33 per cent recognized that they were exposed to a significant risk (Robinson, 1991: 21-24).
Notwithstanding this, the form that education takes is central (see below).
198
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1993) and, as such, their commitment to OHS under the scheme. Much of the
OSHA’s means of measuring this culture is paper based. Eligibility criteria do not
include objective measures of a strong safety culture that see OHS as central to its
business such as: the extent to which a firm associates OHS failures with
employee carelessness and forgetfulness – Haines, 1997: 95); the history of the
firm’s relationship with OSHA;201 its relationship with labour unions (see Haines,
1997: 96) and, arguably, the level of economic stress it is under (Haines, 1997: 29)
d) The effect is that OSHA is not yet in a position to make evidence-based decisions
concerning how best to allocate its resources among its various programmes (including its
enforcement programme). Given that many of OSHA’s voluntary compliance programmes
have been running for a number of years this seems a highly significant omission.
Nonetheless, efforts to encourage widespread co-operation as a palliative for most workplaces and
industries (at the expense of OSHA’s traditional enforcement-based activities) has been a recurring
theme within American political discourse (Weil, 2003a). They already consume a large tranche of
OSHA’s budget, which continues to be rebalanced in favour of voluntary compliance
programmes.202 The fundamental point to recognise is that OSHA’s shift toward a greater emphasis
on partnership and voluntary participation is a distinctly political process; limiting OSHA’s
flexibility to choose the mix of enforcement and consultative activities it deems most likely to
achieve its mandate (Baggs, et al, 004: 484); and allowing resources to be devoted to programmes
even where there has been evidence of declining performance (US GAO, 2001: 8-9).
6.

COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMMES: TRAINING AND EDUCATION

6.1

Introduction

OSHA conducts a range of compliance assistance activities including outreach and training,
employee training programmes. Although OSHA remains formally committed to expanding its
outreach, education and compliance assistance programmes (Snare, 2005), the administration has
scaled backed its funding of training programmes specifically aimed at workers.
6.2

The Legal and Institutional Infrastructure of Education and Training

The OSH Act does not specifically address the responsibility of employers to provide OHS
information and instruction to employees. Section 5(a)(2) of the Act does, however, require
employers to comply with OSHA standards, which, in many instances,203 place employers under a
duty to train employees in relation to specific hazards.204 Other standards place employers under a
duty to limit certain work to employees who have received specialised training and, as such, are
certified, competent or qualified to perform the work.
In addition to the specific training requirements imposed on employers by OSHA standards, section
21 of the OSH Act authorises OSHA and the Department of Health and Human Services to deliver,
or fund the delivery,205 of training and education courses.206 The Act is drafted to allow subsidised
201

A recent OSHA instruction barring VPP applications to firms contesting citations and with open OSHA investigations
or notices of appeal suggests that OSHA is moving in this direction (OSHA, 2003c). Significantly, however, the instruction
does not extend to the recent past.
202
By 2003 OSHA devoted 28 per cent of its budget, just over half of what it spends on enforcement, to its voluntary
compliance strategies (US GAO, 2004a: 21).
203
Cohen and Colligan (1998) note that more than 100 OSHA standards for hazard control in the workplace contain
requirements for training aimed at reducing risk factors for injury and disease.
204
OSHA’s training-related requirements are summarised in OSHA, 1998a.
205
29 USC 670(a).
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training and education to a range of OHS stakeholders207 and, in practice, training is made available
through a number of different providers.
OSHA’s Training Institute provides basic and advanced training and education in OHS for
employers, employees (and their representatives) and OSHA officials.208 In addition to this, OSHA
has a number of Training Institute Education Centers across the US. These are mainly located
within universities (US GAO, 2004a: 18) and deliver courses on OSHA standards and occupational
safety and health issues. The regionalisation of OSHA education has allowed it to extend training
provision to non-OSHA officials. In addition to this, the National Institute for Occupational Safety
and Health (NIOSH) supports training of occupational safety and health professionals and
researchers through 16 regional Education and Research Centres (ERCs) and 35 Training Project
Grants (TPGs). ERCs also provide education to practicing professionals through extensive
continuing education programmes. And finally, OSHA awards a range of grants on a competitive
basis to not-for-profit organisations for the purpose of providing OHS training and education to
employers and workers in small businesses. Recipients of grants – which are made available under
the Susan Harwood Grant Program209 - are expected to develop programmes that provide training
on new OSHA standards and address issues relating to hazards specified in OSHA’s Strategic
Management Plan or in special emphasis programmes.210
6.3

Education and Training Forms

Training and education courses in the US have been reported to fall into four categories (Office of
Technology Assessment, 1985; see also the summary in Cohen and Colligan, 1998: 5-6):
fundamental; recognition; problem-solving and empowerment programmes.
a) The Office of Technology Assessment defined fundamental training and education courses
as those aimed at preventing injury and illness through:
i.

proper use and maintenance of tools, equipment materials, and

ii. knowledge of emergency procedures, personal hygiene measures, needs for medical
monitoring and use of personal protective equipment for non-routine operations or as
an interim safety guard until engineering controls can be implemented.
b) Recognition programmes was a term used to encompass education and training (largely
brought on by OSHA’s Hazard Communication Standard – see below) focused on:
206

29 USC 670. A report by the Office of Technology Assessment contends that the distinction between training and
education is often blurred and depends on the role that the worker is expected to assume in the process - the narrower the
role the more the instruction is training, the broader the role the more the instruction is education (Office of Technology
Assessment, 1985: 189). Cohen and Colligan (1998: 5) maintained that much of the information in their review draws on
the narrower training reference.
207
Section 21(a) and (b) [29 USC 670(a) and (b)] authorise the Department of Health and Human Services to conduct
education courses and disseminate information (either directly or indirectly through grants) aimed at ensuring sufficient
qualified personnel to carry out the purposes of the Act, highlighting the importance and proper use of adequate OHS
equipment and providing short-term training to personnel engaged in work related to OHSA’s duties under the Act.
Section 29(c) of the Act [29 USC 670] authorises OSHA to set up and supervise education and OHS related training for
employers and employees and consults with and advises employers and employees, and organizations representing
employers and employees as to effective means of preventing occupational injuries and illnesses.
208
The majority of students on its courses, however, are OSHA officials (US GAO, 2004a: 18).
209
Targeted Topic Grants are made available to non-profit organisation to conduct training for employers and employees
on OHS areas selected by OSHA. OSHA Training Materials Development Grants are made available to non-profit
organisations to develop, evaluate and validate training materials on OHS areas selected by OSHA.
210
There is also a requirement to follow up course participants and find out how they applied the training in their
workplaces.
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i.

raising awareness of workplace hazards,

ii. knowledge of methods of hazard elimination or control;
iii. understanding right-to-know laws and ways for collecting information on workplace
hazards;
iv. recognising symptoms of toxic exposures, and observing and reporting hazards or
potential hazards to appropriate bodies.
c) The third category of instruction - problem-solving - is aimed at furnishing employees with
the necessary information and skills that allow them to recognise hazards and participate in
their control (either through unions or management or by bringing in outside agencies to
investigate workplace hazards or by bringing them into the process of workplace and work
process design).
d) Empowerment education and training shares the basic aim of building workers skills in
hazard recognition and problem-solving but place a greater emphasis on empowering
employees to take the initiative (through educating co-workers and supervisors or through
health and safety committees or contract negotiations) of ensuring that their working
environment is free from hazard.
Whist it seems essential to explore each of these forms of education separately and in context, the
reviews on training and education efficacy do not distinguish between them (Cohen and Colligan,
1998).
6.4

Evaluative Evidence

Although we were neither able to conduct our own review of the substantial literature on training
and education in the US, nor specifically assess OHSA funded training programmes against the
evaluative evidence on training and education, given the emphasis that OSHA’s partnerships and
voluntary compliance programmes place on education and training and given the non-prescriptive
approach of these programmes, it is useful to summarise the conclusions of three recent reviews of
the literature (Cohen and Colligan, 1998211and 2004; Burke, et al, 2006).
Cohen and Colligan (1998: 12-13) outline several elements, which are regarded as critical to
effective training and education.212 These are an initial needs assessment, the establishment of clear
objectives, the specification of a workable and relevant pedagogical method that accounts for
individual differences; the specification of learning conditions, the evaluation of training and a
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Cohen and Colligan reviewed the available literature on OHS training and education (required by specific OSHA
standards) with a view to exploring the impact of training on injury and ill health and identifying the specific elements of
training programmes instrumental in improving OHS. They confined their review to reports that described training plans
and objectives, method of implementation and evaluation and results on effectiveness and specifically examined:
a) reports of studies where training was employed to reduce risk of workplace injury or disease and evaluative data
obtained to indicate the relative significance of training;
b) surveys and investigative reports which provided data on training (or its absence) in addition to other factors
contributing to work related injury and ill health;
c) reports on occupational safety and health practices concerning employers with good OHS performance with a view
to isolating the positive impact of training; and
d) other studies in the education learning field which raised issues that were relevant to effective OHS training (Cohen
and Colligan, 1998: 23).
212
Their summary was based on Goldstein and Buxton’s (1982), Campbell’s (1988) and Tannenbaum and Yuki’s (1992)
reviews of the general training literature.
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needs assessment. We note OSHA’s partnership and voluntary compliance programmes do not
specify that training and education take these forms.
These studies have concluded that most forms of training produce positive effects on safety
knowledge, adoption of safe working practices and positive OHS outcomes (Colligen and Cohen,
1998 and 2004) – although few studies measure these effects over time.
A review of ninety-five quasi-experimental studies by a research group at Tulane University, New
Orleans (Burke, et al, 2006)213 explored the relative efficacy of different styles and forms of
training. They distinguished three types of intervention or training according to the degree of
learners’ participation in the process:
a) least engaging (lecture, pamphlets, videos)
b) moderately engaging (programmed instruction, feedback interventions), and
c) most engaging (training in behavioural modelling, hands-on training).
They found that although all methods of training produced “meaningful behavioural performance
improvements”, as training methods became more engaging (that is to say they involved more
active participation from workers):
a) workers demonstrated greater knowledge acquisition; and
b) greater reductions occurred in accidents, illness and injury.
Burke, et al (2006) concluded that training involving behavioural modelling, substantial amount of
practice, and dialogue is generally more effective than other methods of safety and health training.
The above findings not only challenge the current emphasis on more passive computer-based and
distance training methods (Burke, et al, 2006), but also bring into question OSHA’s practice of not
prescribing education and training requirements in more detail in its voluntary and partnership
programmes.
7.

COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE: MATERIALS AND OUTREACH

OSHA also provides outreach to employers and employees in a number of other ways; making
available a wide variety of materials aimed at promoting OHS. These include eTools214 such as
Expert Advisors and Electronic Compliance Assistance Tools (compact discs), information on
specific health and safety topics, regulations, directives, publications (newsletters and brochures),
and videos. OSHA also works in co-operation with the US Small Business Administration’s Small
Business Development Centers to provide general information and technical assistance to small
businesses. There has been no specific evaluation of the impact of OSHA’s assistance materials.
213

Having identified 709 studies published between 1971 and 2003 from a comprehensive literature search of key
electronic databases and manual searches of 19 journals and the references of identified studies, Burke, et al (2006)
reviewed 95 in detail, which: a) involved a quasi-experimental design; b) explored the effects on workers; c) contained a
clearly identified method of intervention (for example, lecture, programmed instruction, behavioural modelling or
simulation) which involved the development of job-relevant safety knowledge; d) included at least one of the following
types of dependent variables - i) safety knowledge (self-rating test of knowledge); ii) safety performance (self-rating or
supervisor, co-worker or observer ratings of safety-related behaviour); iii) or safety and health outcome (measure of
accidents, illness or injuries); e) involved assessment of the training intervention and data at the individual level of
analysis; and f) produced statistical information necessary to calculate an effect.
214
eTools are stand-alone interactive, web-based training tools on OHS. Some allow users to ask questions and receive
reliable advice on how OSHA regulations apply to their work site.
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More generally, although there is a body of evidence showing that providing information on safety
and health risks can be effective in changing behaviour, there is also very strong evidence of the
limitations of information provision. A number of studies have pointed to the difficulties that
workers face in translating information about low-probability hazardous events into changes in dayto-day activity when they are unable to effectively integrate the information into their decisions.
8.

EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION

8.1

Employee Rights and Federal Law

US employees’ formal rights to participate in the management and control of health and safety in
federally regulated workplaces are weak. Although the OSH Act requires employee representatives
to be given an opportunity to participate in OSHA inspections215 and provides some degree of
protection from discrimination where they exercise their rights under the Act, 216 their right to
refuse dangerous work is limited. More specifically, the Act only extends protection to employees
who have a reasonable belief that they face death or serious injury, who have unsuccessfully
requested the employer to correct the problem and who, because of the urgency of the situation, are
not able to take advantage of regulatory channels.217 Moreover, no private right of action exists to
enforce the OSHA Act, as is the case in other areas of social regulation, like environmental
protection.218
The extent to which these rights are exercised in practice seems to be strongly linked to union
concentration. This is the implication of David Weil’s (1992) work on the role of construction
unions in the enforcement of OSHA which found that unionised constructions workers were more
likely to take full advantage of their rights under federal legislation.219 Weil (1992: 122) suggests
that this is due to a number of overlapping conditions which make union employees were
knowledgeable about OHS and generally put them in a stronger position to exercise their rights.
Among other things, he points out that:
a) union employees enjoy the benefits of better organised union-run training;
b) construction unions provide their members with information on both their rights and
developments in OSHA standards and procedures;
c) union officials help their members to exercise their rights under the OSH Act (by, for
example, helping them to make formal complaints to OSHA and follow-up OSHA
inspections);
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Section 8(e) of the OSH Act and 29 CFR 1903.8. Weil reports that in 1993 workers exercised this right in relation to an
estimated 21 per cent of inspections (Weil, 1999b: 341). Continued resistance or interference by employers to employee
participation in OSHA inspections is construed as a refusal to permit the inspection (OSHA, undated: d).
216
This provision extends to the right to make complaints or request an inspection. The definition of discrimination is
broad and may include: being assigned to undesirable shifts; blacklisting; damaging financial credit; demotion; denial of
overtime or promotion; denial of benefits; disciplinary action; eviction from company housing; failure to hire or rehire;
redundancy; intimidation; transferral or reassignment and reduced pay or hours (see generally
www.oalj.dol.gov.library.cushayward.edu/libwhilst.htm).
217
Whirlpool Corp. v. Marshall, 445 US 1 (1980).
218
This is true even though private enforcement would increase the probability of violations being formally recorded and
the OSH Act being enforced and, therefore, augment the deterrent effect of the legislation.
219
Weil (1992: 122) suggests that this is partly to do with a) the training programmes that unions organise, b) the fact that
construction unions provide their members with information on both their rights and developments in OSHA standards and
procedures, c) the fact that union officials help their members to exercise their rights under OSHA in addition to helping
them formally complain to OSHA and follow-up OSHA inspections, d) the fact that union officials often accompany OSHA
inspectors on site visits and e) the fact that union membership decreases their risk of discrimination if they attempt to
exercise their rights under the OSH Act.
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d) union officials often accompany OSHA inspectors on site visits; and
e) union membership decreases the risk of employees being discriminated against when they
exercise their rights under the Act.
Weil found that, as a result, unionised establishments were more likely to be inspected and,
significantly, when inspected, were more likely to receive a more intensive inspection than nonunionised establishments. Among other things, inspections of unionised establishments took longer,
abatement periods proposed by OSHA, critical in construction, were shorter, physical inspections
were more common220 and inspections produced more violations of OSHA standards even when
the underlying safety conditions of establishments were controlled for (Weil, 1992: 128). Weil’s
suggestion that OHS regulation and standards are more effectively enforced in unionised
establishments is highly significant in the context of the US economy where, relative to other
developed economies, union density is low.
8.2

Employee Right-to-Know

The OSH Act and its attendant regulations impose a number of duties on employers to keep
employees informed about OSHA and OHS generally. These include:
a) the duty to inform employees of the existence, location and availability of their medical
and exposure records;221
b) a duty to establish hazard communication programmes which transmit information on the
hazards of chemicals to their employees by means of labels on containers, material safety
data sheets and training programmes;222
c) a duty to allow employees (or their representatives) to observe the testing of employees
exposure to harmful substances (and to examine the records of the results);223
d) a duty to keep employees informed of their rights and responsibilities under the Act
(including the provision of applicable standards) through the posting of notices (or other
appropriate means);224
e) a duty to keep employees informed of petitions for variances from standards or record
keeping procedures;225
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Weil (1992: 127) found, for instance, that whilst just under 48 per cent of OSHA inspections in unionised medium sized
establishments (100-249 employees) involved walk around inspections, fewer than 5 per cent of inspections in nonunionised establishments of comparable size did.
221
Employers are required to inform employees when they begin employment (and then annually) and they must also
provide access when requested by employees or their representatives. Section 8(c)(3) of the OSH Act and 29 USC
657(c)(3).
222
Hazard Communication Standard – 59: 6126-6184. 29 CFR Parts 1910, 1915, 1917, 1918, 1926 and 1928. The
standard requires chemical manufacturers and importers to assess the hazardousness of the substances they produce or
import. These findings should then be disclosed to employers who must make the information available to their employees.
In practice, this involves manufacturers and importers attaching labels to containers of hazardous chemicals (providing
the identity of the substance, a hazard warning and the company’s address) and providing employers with additional
information about the chemical’s characteristics, the hazards it represents and the precautions and emergency measures
that should be taken in respect of it. The Standards then requires employers to train employees on how to access chemical
information, protect themselves from risk and respond in an emergency.
223
If exposure levels exceed those set out in OSHA standards, the employer must inform employees of the fact and tell them
what will be done to reduce the exposure. 29 USC 657(c)(3) and section 8(c)(3) of the OSH Act.
224
29 USC 657(c)(1) and section 8(c)(1) of the OSH Act.
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f)

a duty to display copies of OSHA citations for violations of standards.226

The purpose of these rights is to inform employees of the risk of certain jobs (and to allow them to
inform doctors of what they have been exposed to) and ultimately allow them to participate in
promoting OHS (although as we have seen elsewhere the limited rights of employees generally
mitigates against this effect). Although, it is unclear how much these rights facilitate compliance,
the weight of research indicates that simply providing workers with information does not
necessarily increase understanding, change behaviour or generally improve OHS.
Fagotto and Fung’s (2002) brief summary of the evidence relating to the efficacy of OSHA’s
Hazard Communication Standard, for example, found that although it had enabled workers to
establish chains of exposure and toxicity – improving their treatment and ability to win
compensation – “disclosure had been disappointing as a preventative tool for workers to avoid
these harms” (2002: 64). The research suggests several reasons for this:
a) First, complex chemical information is frequently conveyed in a confusing way, which
makes it difficult for workers to understand and use.227
b) Second, the ability of employees to act on readily comprehensible information is highly
contextualised; dependant, among other things, on workplace labour relations228 and
organisation (see the discussion of Weil, 1992 above and Fagotto and Fung, 2002: 66).
c) Third, manufacturers and employers enjoy considerable scope in how chemical evaluation,
hazard communication and worker training is implemented which produces considerable
disparities in both compliance and quality of information (Kolp, et al, 1995; Fagotto and
Fung, 2002: 64);
d) Fourth, notwithstanding favourable conditions for employees to act on accessible
information there is an emerging body of work which suggests that human psychology is
not well equipped to absorb information relating to relatively remote risks which do not
have an immediate impact (Mayhew and Quinlan, 1997; Sunstein, 2006).229
e) Finally, although training can help to address the problems summarised above, employers
are given considerable flexibility to determine the method and content of training; meaning
that the quality of training received is highly contextualised (see Weil, 1992 above).230
8.3

Workplace Health and Safety Committees

Workplace safety and health committees exist independently of OSHA’s VPP Program and are
mandatory in several states (see, for example, Occupational Safety and Health State Plan
225

29 USC 665 and section 16 of the OSH Act.
These must remain posted at or near the location of the alleged violations for three days or until the violations are
abated, whichever is longer – section 9(b) of the OSH Act and 29 USC 658(b).
227
The required Material Safety Data Sheets provided by manufacturers and importers to employer are often long and
technical and use inaccessible language (Kolp, et al, 1993).
228
Particularly, the extent to which employees are able to exercise control over the work process.
229
For example, individuals are prone to probability neglect - the tendency to attach more significance to, or overstate, the
importance of remote risks with dramatic and immediate outcomes (as opposed to more probable risks which do not have
an immediate impact). In addition, people experience difficulties in distinguishing between unequally remote possibilities.
Beyond a certain level, the probability of an outcome seems so remote that the risk is discounted and precautionary steps
reduced. Individuals commonly draw on past experience, rather than taught information, to guide their actions (Fagotto
and Fung, 2002: 65).
230
For an outline of suggested improvements to hazard communication and disclosure requirements generally see Sattler,
et al (1997), Fung and Fagatto (2002) and Fung, et al (2004).
226
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Association, 2001: 38). Although, in some cases, state requirements are quite limited, committees
themselves are quite widespread. A study conducted by the National Safety Council in the early
1990s, for example, found that workplace safety and health committees existed in 75 per cent of
establishments with 50 or more employees and 31 per cent of those with fewer than 50 employees.
Not surprisingly, the same study found that Committees were more common in unionised
establishments (89 per cent) than in establishments without unions (56 per cent) (Commission on
the Future of Worker-Management Relations, 1994). Research in the US and other countries is
broadly positive about the effects of committees (Shearn, 2004).231 However, few studies have
measured their impact on OHS outcomes232 and the best evidence suggests there is little correlation
between the simple existence of a committee and reported ill health and injury.233 Instead, the
available studies suggest that committee composition and, importantly, the context in which they
operate largely determine their effectiveness (see Kochan, et al, 1977; Bryce and Manga, 1985;
Advisory Council on Occupational Health and Occupational Safety, 1986 and Eaton and Nocerino,
2000: 266). Although, arguably, there is no firm agreement over the conditions under which
committees produce improvements in OHS, the research indicates the following characteristics are
associated with committee effectiveness:
a) the level of organisation characterising the committee (as evidence by written agendas and
minutes, for example) (Advisory Council on Occupational Health and Occupational
Safety, 1986);
b) the extent to which the committee is embedded in the workplace (as evidenced by the flow
of information between committee and non-committee members) (Advisory Council on
Occupational Health and Occupational Safety, 1986; Shearn, 2004);
c) the level and type of training received by committee members (Byrce and Manga, 1985;
DeClerc, 1989234; but see Advisory Council on Occupational Health and Occupational
Safety, 1986; Shearn, 2004);
d) the involvement and commitment of senior management (Kochan, et al, 1977; but see
Advisory Council on Occupational Health and Occupational Safety, 1986);235
e) the level of union and worker commitment to the process (Kochan, et al, 1977; Advisory
Council on Occupational Health and Occupational Safety, 1986; Shearn, 2004);

231

More specifically, Shearn’s (2004: 9) review of the literature found that mandated safety committees which include
relevant stakeholders can serve to ensure: a) that OHS related information is made more available and shared; b) that
employees and their representatives are more involved in health and safety management; c) that responsibilities and
actions are subject to a greater level of discussion; d) improved monitoring on the progress of OHS initiatives; e) improved
compliance; f) a more consensual approach to producing OHS related outcomes.
232
This is significant. Shearn (2004: 19) notes that although survey data indicates that employers, safety representatives
and employees consider committees to be an effective means for improving safety performance, there is little evidence to
indicate the existence of a significant association between respondents’ perceptions and actual or reported improvements
in safety performance.
233
Eaton and Nocerino (2000) found a positive correlation between the existence of committees and reported injury and ill
health. They explained this association in terms of more open channels for reporting workplace injury and ill health that
exist in workplaces with committees (Eaton and Nocerino, 2000: 281 and 283). However, the research also suggests that
committees probably have little impact on actual rates of injury and ill health where the purpose and outcomes of
committees in some workplaces can be opaque and where workers’ safety representatives become detached from the wider
workforce (Coyle and Leopold, 1981; Eaton and Nocerino, 2000; Shearn, 2004: 9).
234
Cited in Eaton and Nocerino (2000: 268).
235
This is confirmed by research into other types of joint labour-management programmes (which indicate that consensus
and commitment to both process and outcomes is a key element of success – Eaton, 1994) and is consistent with the
conclusions of Shearn’s (2005) review of the literature.
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f)

committees with a greater proportion of non-management representatives (Eaton and
Nocerino, 2000); and

g) the level of external monitoring by government agencies (Kochan, et al, 1977; Bryce and
Manga, 1985; Advisory Council on Occupational Health and Occupational Safety, 1986
and Eaton and Mocerino, 2000).
9.

MARKET AND (NON-INSURANCE) ECONOMIC BASED LEVERS

9.1

Safety Pays

OSHA has increasingly begun to advocate the business case for health and safety as a means of
persuading firms of the financial value of OHS compliance (Henshaw, 2002) and generally allay
business concerns over OSHA compliance costs. The principal instrument of this strategy is its
Safety Pays initiative236 – a versatile programme that comprises a number of different threads.237
These threads are connected through the use of cost arguments238 aimed at encouraging small
business to take advantage of OSHA compliance assistance initiatives, participate in its voluntary
programmes and, ultimately, develop a safety culture in which OHS is integrated into all aspects of
a firm’s operation through a process of reflexive learning and continuous improvement (see, for
example, OSHA, undated (h)).
Much of the information provided – case studies of firms that have saved money through
improvements of OHS or aggregate data about the overall cost of occupational injury and ill health
to the US economy - is either of a general nature (see, for example, OSHA, (undated(f), (i), (j), (k),
(l) and 1996) or not directly adapted to the specific needs of individual firms: a fact that, arguably,
limits its immediate influence over firm-decision making. OSHA’s interactive software,239
however, provides firms with specific information designed to assist employers in assessing the
impact of occupational injuries and illness on their profitability by using profit margin, the average
costs of an injury or illness, and an indirect cost multiplier to project the amount of sales a company
would need to generate in order to cover those costs (OSHA, 1998b).
In addition to this, OSHA is currently developing more industry specific data on the cost-benefits of
OHS compliance through its alliances and other voluntary programmes (US G.A.O, 2004: 35). In
practice, however, the extent to which alliances are generating the sort of firm specific information
that might have a greater impact over firm decision-making is unclear. A case in point is an
Alliance Partnership between Georgetown University and a range of trade, labour and safety

236

OSHA’s Small Business Assistance Program also highlights the significant value that effective management of OHS can
bring to reducing the extent, severity and consequences of work-related injury and illness. Among other things, OSHA
claims that workplaces that establish safety and health management systems reduce their injury and illness costs by 20 to
40 per cent (OSHA, undated(b)).
237
The campaign itself aims to publicise the productivity benefits of good OHS to small businesses and makes extensive use
of its web-site, which in addition to providing general information about the direct and indirect costs of injuries and illness
to business (OSHA, 2005c), hosts a number of interactive internet-based software packages that allow companies to
calculate the financial impact of occupational injury and illness on their profitability (see, for example, OSHA, 1998b).
238
To put the point another way, OSHA uses cost and productivity arguments to highlight the economic benefits of OSHA
compliance and encourage employers to devote more energy to ensuring company compliance with OSHA standards and
regulation (Shapiro and Rabinowitz, 1997).
239
OHSA makes available a wide variety of materials designed to promote OHS. These include eTools such as Expert
Advisors and Electronic Compliance Assistance Tools, information on specific health and safety topics, regulations,
directives, publications, videos and other information for employers and employees.
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associations, academic institutions, government agencies and firms.240 Although the partnership is
generally designed to formalise co-operative efforts to promote OHS by developing and publicising
research, best practice and technical knowledge, it specifically aims to enhance OHS by
encouraging academic research aimed at exploring the relationship between “effective programmes
to promote workplace safety and health and their related costs and consequences” (NIOSH and the
Center for Business and Public Policy (CBPP), McDonough School of Business, Georgetown
University, 2005). Our examination of the materials produced under the partnership suggests that
most of the information generated is still of a general nature, concerning the financial advantages of
compliance.
This business-case-as-bridgehead strategy might still draw employers into OSHA’s out-reach and
compliance assistance programmes, but motivating managerial decision-makers through business
case arguments is complicated by the complex and inconsistent assumptions that lay behind the
initiative. Clearly, non-compliance with OHS regulation can impose costs on business. OHS
spending may also increase a firm’s productivity. Compliance, however, can also create costs,241
despite the fact that gains from new, more efficient equipment and production or changes in
working practices may partially offset abatement costs. Whether the costs of non-compliance
influence commercial decision-making will, therefore, be a highly contextualised process;
depending, in part, on whether investment in OHS is financially optimal for the firm, in part on the
form these costs and benefits take and, in part, on how company officers make sense of the benefits
of compliance both within the broader context of firm decision-making and within the practices of
OSHA’s out-reach and partnership initiatives. Moreover, and this is critical, the relative benefits of
compliance and non-compliance also depends partly on the form and penetration of regulatory
enforcement.
There are, as such, two considerations: whether or not the benefits of compliance outweigh its costs
and how this is understood by employers. Although, there are some interesting case studies, which
illustrate how compliance with OHSA regulatory standards can improve productivity, there is no
systematic evidence indicating how widely such cost reductions occur and, therefore, when
compliance costs exceed the productivity (and regulatory cost) savings attendant on compliance.
The issue is, of course, complicated by the fact that methods of estimating the costs of safety
failures are highly complex and, in part because of this, remain contested (Sun, et al, 2006).
Moreover, given the nature of decision-making within firms, this information in itself is unlikely to
encourage large numbers of employers to invest in OHS. As Hopkins (1999) points out, managerial
decision-making within firms about the financial benefits of investment in OHS is not fully
rational. This is partly because decision-makers within firms do not have access to complete
information concerning the costs and benefits of OHS, but it is also because, given the
organisational constraints in which managerial decisions are made, firm decision-makers could not
process the information even if they did (see Simon, 1957). The problems attendant on making
rational decisions are compounded by the highly fragmented and disjointed nature of the decisionmaking process. Managers are only able to consider a small number of familiar alternatives to
pressing commercial problems as and when they arise. Clear and reflective thinking is rare as
managers are reduced to focusing on the most commercially acute problems, unable to consider the
240

The range and variety of participating organisations is extensive. The full list of signatories includes: the American
Association of Occupational Health Nurses, the American Industrial Hygiene Association, the Center for Business and
Public Policy, Georgetown University, the D.C. Employment Justice Center, Delta Airlines, DuPont Electrical Safety
Foundation International, the Farmworker Justice Fund, Farm Safety 4 Just Kids, The FIGHT Project, Ford Motor
Company, Georgetown University, the Laborers’ Health and Safety Fund of North America, the Laborers’ International
Union of North America, the Network of Employers for Traffic Safety, NIOSH, UAW – Ford National Joint Committee on
Health and Safety and the United Farm Workers.
241
There is considerable disagreement over both the value of the methods used to estimate compliance costs to industry
and the actual level of compliance costs to industry (see, for example, US Congress, Office of Technology, 1995; James,
1998; Heinzerling, 1998; Ruttenberg, 1998; and McGarity and Ruttenberg, 2002).
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full range of factors necessary to produce a financially optimal result (Etzioni, 1988; Cyert and
March, 1992; see also Cutler and James, 1996). The provision of general information relating to
production cost savings through compliance may, arguably, disrupt the basic draw towards semiirrationality, but it seems unlikely to have a widespread impact given that it is not adapted to inform
managerial decision-makers about the specific costs that might be saved in the long-term from
investing in OHS. This effect may, significantly, be more pronounced in small firms242 (Haines,
1997) – the target audience of the Safety Pays campaign – although, the fact that management in
larger firms often has no direct financial incentive to introduce OHS improvements (which are only
likely to enhance firm value in the medium and long-term, long after managers have moved on or
retired), arguably, also reduces the resonance of cost-benefit arguments in large firms. Moreover,
because cost savings are likely to be greater at high-wage firms than low wage firms (see
Thomason and Pozzebon, 2001: 288) - where compensation claims and worker replacement costs
are lower - there is every possibility that the Safety Pays campaign is less likely to strike a cord with
firms whose business plans are dependant on keeping labour costs low through reducing the skills
necessary to perform work tasks, short term contracts of employment and outsourcing.
We could find no well-controlled studies on the effectiveness of OSHA’s Safety Pays campaign,
but research elsewhere (see, for example, Hopkins, 1999 and the summary in O’Dea and Flin,
2003: 8-15) suggests that there are good reasons to be cautious about its impact. This seems
particularly true at the present time. OSHA’s appeal to commercial interests as means of
influencing organisational decision-making and practices takes place within a political and
regulatory context which, in many respects, works against the assumptions that underpin Safety
Pays by working to contain both regulatory costs and costs associated with non-compliance. The
main processes involved are:
a) the ossification of the rule-making process;243
b) lower (long term) compensation costs; 244
c) the growth of behaviour safety modification programmes; and
d) an administrative penalty burden that is still 20 per cent lower than it was in the early
1990s.245
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Particularly those with a relatively poor record of OHS (Saari, et al, 1993; Marcus, 1988).
This process affects most areas of social regulation and generally promotes the interests of business within the rulemaking process. Legislation has also been passed to ensure that the interests of small business are specifically taken into
account during this process. Congress has required OSHA to follow special requirements under the Small Business
Regulatory Fairness Act (SBREFA) when it considers regulations that will have a significant impact on small entities.
More specifically, the small business advocacy review panel process requires OSHA and the Environmental Protection
Agency to convene special panels whenever the agencies cannot certify under the Regulatory Flexibility Act that a
regulatory proposal will not have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities. To date, OSHA
has convened three panels – and none of the proposed rules has been finalised. The most recent example concerns OSHA's
ergonomics programme standard which was issued November 14, 2000, and took effect January 16, 2001. Businesses
continued to express concerns over the estimated costs of complying with the standard (the Office of Advocacy, for
example, commissioned a study suggesting that OSHA had considerably underestimated the cost of the proposal to small
business). After OSHA revised its cost estimates and provided some relief to small businesses in the final rule, the Office of
Small Business Advocacy continued to work with interested businesses, trade associations, and OSHA to ensure that these
and many other concerns of small businesses were heard and taken into consideration. Eventually, Congress passed a joint
resolution of disapproval of OSHA’s ergonomics standard under the Congressional Review Act of 1996. Business
organisations report that this has saved business in excess of an estimated US$3 billion.
244
Compliance costs are, to a large extent, dependant on industry’s capacity to externalise the costs of poor health and
safety. Lower levels compensation costs increase the relative scale of externalisation. See Weil (1999d) for an overview of
different methods in valuing the economic consequences of work injury and illness (which help to give an indication of the
form and extent of cost externalisation).
243
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9.2

Capital Market Levers and Reputational Risk

OSHA has a policy of publicising compliance records and rewarding achievement. Although it is
unclear whether this affects employers’ market costs246, there are several reasons why workers are
unlikely to benefit from these incentives and disincentives. First, national news media have a poor
track record of following OHS stories and, as a result, easily accessible, highly publicised,
information about a firms’ health and safety record is rarely available to the public (Primack, 1992).
This is compounded by the fact that, catastrophic events apart, violations of OHS regulation pose
no obvious threat to the general public or to consumers. Further, even if the public had knowledge
of a firm’s health and safety record, consumers might not be able to adjust their habits because the
goods and services produced by poorly performing firms might not be sold directly to the public.
Finally, it is difficult to conceive of ways that employers might brand their products to gain a
competitive advantage from a good health and safety record (Shapiro and Rabinowitz, 1997).
Davidson, Worrell and Cheng (1994) examined shareholder reactions to the announcement of
OSHA penalties in the press between 1979 and 1989. Their principal finding was that the capital
impact of an announcement of OSHA penalties was temporary; firms’ share prices only declining
in the immediate aftermath of a statement to the market. In addition to this, they found that although
the market’s reaction was more marked where a penalty had been imposed, it was unaffected by
either the size of the penalty or whether the penalised violation was associated with death or serious
injury. It is unlikely, however, that the size of the fine is irrelevant. Davidson, et al’s sample only
included newsworthy cases which had been covered in major newspapers – a criterion which itself
implies either the imposition of a relatively large penalty or that the violation was associated with
serious injury or death or that the case was newsworthy for some other reason. As the authors
themselves point out, a more sophisticated research design, which controlled for the full range of
criteria associated with newsworthiness, might produce different results.
9.3

Injury Tax

A number of academic economists have proposed an injury tax (see, for example Smith, 1974 and
Viscusi, 1983).

245

Interestingly, Baggs, et al (2003) study of WISHA’s regulatory practice found that WISHA enforcement activity did not
have a measurable impact on the survivability of firms over the study period compared to those without WISHA activity.
246
More generally, market costs are closely tied to regulatory costs (although see the discussion of Davidson, et al, 1994
below) and, in practice, the measures a firm takes to comply with the law (and, as such, its compliance costs) will be
influenced by the regulatory and market costs associated with non-compliance.
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Annex
Table 3: OSHA Personnel 1973-2005 (USA - Federal)
Fiscal
Year
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996

Compliance safety
inspectors
492
634
897
967
869
899
884
899
803
638
724
648
643
612
594
692
627
693
646
638
608
565
567
532

Compliance health
inspectors
75
120
205
314
484
523
557
570
484
365
436
392
384
363
405
461
411
514
487
468
447
436
419
400

Compliance safety and
health officers
567
754
1,103
1,281
1,353
1,422
1,441
1,469
1,287
1,003
1,150
1,040
1,027
975
999
1,053
1,038
1,207
1,133
1,106
1,055
1,001
996
932

OSHA state plan
compliance safety
officers

OSHA state plan
compliance health
officers

OSHA state plan
Total Compliance
compliance safety and
Officers
health officers

895
852
852
849
789
780
746
702
706
700
715
587
591
724
771
766
770
758
743
710

245
264
280
326
321
325
335
334
349
354
360
296
322
395
409
409
416
443
429
396

1,140
1,116
1,132
1,175
1,110
1,105
1,081
1,036
1,055
1,054
1,075
883
913
1,119
1,180
1,175
1,186
1,201
1,172
1,106
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2,493
2,538
2,573
2,644
2,397
2,108
2,231
2,076
2,082
2,029
2,074
1,936
1,951
2,326
2,313
2,281
2,241
2,202
2,168
2,038

Fiscal
Year
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

Compliance safety
inspectors
622
603
594
576
600
620
638
622
596

Compliance health
inspectors
434
421
411
395
383
396
400
384
360

Compliance safety and
health officers
1,056
1,024
1,005
971
983
1,016
1,038
1,006
1,056

OSHA state plan
compliance safety
officers
759
774
790
797
845
827
835
787
804

OSHA state plan
compliance health
officers
457
466
456
472
533
500
526
490
486

OSHA state plan
compliance safety and
health officers
1,216
1,240
1,246
1,269
1,378
1,327
1,361
1,277
1,290

Total Compliance
Officers
2,272
2,264
2,251
2,240
2,361
2,343
2,399
2,283
2,346

Source: OSHA, undated (e); Department of Labour (personal communication, 15/05/06)
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Compliance safety
inspectors

Chart 1: Number of Compliance Officers by Year
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Table 4a: OSHA’s resources 1975-1990 (USA – Federal)
Fiscal
Year

Budget
(millions of
US$)

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

102,327,000
139,243,000
130,333,000
138,625,000
173,034,000
186,394,000
210,077,000
195,465,000
206,649,000
212,560,000
219,652,000
208,692,000
225,811,000
235,474,000
247,746,000
267,147,000

Budget adjusted
for inflation
(millions of
US$)1
379,633,170
488,742,930
430,098,900
424,192,500
475,843,500
451,073,480
462,169,400
404,612,550
415,364,490
408,115,200
408,552,720
379,819,440
397,427,360
397,951,060
398,871,060
408,734,910

Staff-Full Time Annual Average Budget (adjusted for
Equivalent
Establishments inflation) expressed a
Employment
ratio of regulated
workplaces (US$)
2,435
3,947,740
96.16
2,494
2,717
2,648
2,886
2,951
4,544,800
99.25
2,655
2,359
2,284
2,285
2,339
5,305,400
77.01
2,166
2,211
2,378
2,441
2,425
6,076,400
67.27

1

Ratio of
establishments to
FTEs

Ratio of establishments to
compliance safety and
health officers

1,621

3,579

1,540

3,094

2,268

5,166

2,506

5,034

These figures were calculated using the Consumer Price Index (CPI) inflation calculator on BLS web-site (http://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/cpicalc.pl). The calculator uses the average CPI
(representing changes in prices of all goods and services purchased for consumption by urban households) for a given calendar year and the latest monthly index value for 2006.
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Table 4b: OSHA’s resources 1991-2005 (USA – Federal)
Fiscal
Year

Budget
(millions of
US$)

1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

285,190,000
296,540,000
288,251,000
296,428,000
311,660,000
303,810,000
324,955,000
336,480,000
354,129,000
381,620,000
425,886,000
443,651,000
453,256,000
457,500,000
464,224,000
472,427,000

Budget adjusted
for inflation
(millions of
US$)2
419,229,300
421,086,800
397,786,380
400,177,800
408,274,600
385,838,700
402,944,200
413,870,400
354,129,000
442,679,200
481,251,180
492,452,610
494,049,040
484,950,000
473,508,480
472,427,000

Staff-Full Time Annual Average Budget (adjusted for
Equivalent
Establishments inflation) expressed a
Employment
ratio of regulated
workplaces (US$)
2,446
2,473
2,368
2,295
2,196
7,040,677
57.99
2,069
2,118
2,171
2,154
2,259
7,879,116
56.18
2,370
2,300
2,313
2,236
8,364,795
57.98
2,208
2,173

Ratio of
establishments to
FTEs

Ratio of establishments to
compliance safety and
health officers

3,206

5,833

3,488

7,911

3,741

8,615

Source: AFL-CIO, 2006, BLS, 2005

2

These figures were calculated using the Consumer Price Index (CPI) inflation calculator on BLS web-site (http://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/cpicalc.pl). The calculator uses the average CPI
(representing changes in prices of all goods and services purchased for consumption by urban households) for a given calendar year and the latest monthly index value for 2006.
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Table 5: Summary of OSHA’s powers of inspection
Power
Power of entry (although, where an employer refuses
entry to a compliance officer, he or she is not permitted to
enter without first obtaining a search warrant) and
inspection (extending to
“all pertinent conditions,
structures, machines, apparatus, devices, equipment, and
materials”) without advance notice.1
Power to review records (extending to all records required
by the OSH Act or by OSHA regulations or other records
directly related to the purpose of the inspection).
Power to subpoena records.

Authority
Section 8(a)(1) and (2) 29 USC.
657(a). 29 USC. 676(f), 29 C.F.R.
1903.6. Field Inspection Manual
A.2.c.

29 Code of Federal Regulations
1903.3(a) and 1904.7.

29 USC. 657(b) and Field
Inspection Reference Manual, Ch.
II, A.2.c(3).
Power to take samples
29 Code of Federal Regulations
1903, Field Inspection Manual Ch.
II, A.4.c(1)
Power to take photographs and use video
Field Inspection Manual Ch. II,
A.4.d
Power to make audiotapes and obtain written statements Field Inspection Manual Ch. II,
from employees
A.4.e(5)
Power to question employees (OSHA may issue 29 USC. 657(a)(2), (b) and (e); 29
administrative subpoenas to compel employee interviews) C.F.R. 1903.3(a), 1903.7(b); Field
Inspection Manual Ch. II A.2.c(3).
Power to require the attendance and testimony of 29 USC. 657(b).
witnesses and the production of evidence under oath.2
Power to petition the district court to restrain any 29 USC 662(a)
conditions or practices which represent a danger which
could reasonably be expected to cause death or serious
physical harm.

1

Section 8(a)(2) limits the power to regular working hours and other reasonable times. See also Field Inspection Manual
Ch.II, A.2.a.
2
Where a person refuses to comply with a request for interview and the production of evidence under oath, OSHA may
apply to the court for an order requiring them to do so.
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Table 14: Summary of Penalties in State-Plan States for Wilful Violations (USA)
Alaska

Arizona

California

Maximum fines
US$10,000 (first offence)
and/or
US$20,000 (subsequent
offence) and/or
US$150,000 (class 6
felony) and/or
US$150,000 (class 5
felony) and/or
US$100,000 (first
offence) and/or
up to US$250,000 and/or
corporate liability:
US$1,500,000
US$250,000 (subsequent
offence within 7 years)
corporate liability:
US$500,000US$2,500,000

Imprisonment
6 months (first offence)

1 year (subsequent offence)
1 year
18 months
12 months (first offence)
or
16 months – 3 years

16 months – 3 years

Statute
AS 18.60.095. Penalties.
(e) violation by employer of provision of AS 18.60.010 – 18.60.105 that is applicable to the
employer or a standard, rule or regulation promulgated under AS 18.60.010 – 18.60.105, and the
violation causes death to an employee
Arizona Revised Statutes, section 23-418
E - knowing violation of the requirements of section 23-403 or any standard or regulation
adopted pursuant to section 23-410 or 23-414 or any provision of this article and violation
causes death to an employee
California Labor Code
6425(a)-(f) wilful violation causing death or permanent or prolonged impairment of the body of
any employee (to an employee) of any occupational safety or health standard, order, or special
order, or section 25910 of the Health and Safety Code (by an employer or any employee having
direction, management, control, or custody of any employment, place of employment, or of any
other employee)
(b) If the conviction is for a violation committed within seven years after a conviction under
subdivision (b), (c), or (d) of Section 6423 or subdivision (c) of Section 6430, punishment shall
be by imprisonment in state prison for a term of 16 months, two, or three years, or by a fine not
exceeding two hundred fifty thousand dollars (US$250,000), or by both that fine and
imprisonment, but if the defendant is a corporation or limited liability company, the fine may not
be less than five hundred thousand dollars (US$500,000) or more than two million five hundred
thousand dollars (US$2,500,000).
(c) If the conviction is for a violation committed within seven years after a first conviction of
the defendant for any crime involving a violation of subdivision (a), punishment shall be by
imprisonment in the state prison for two, three, or four years, or by a fine not exceeding two
hundred fifty thousand dollars (US$250,000), or by both that fine and imprisonment, but if the
defendant is a corporation or a limited liability company, the fine shall not be less than one
million dollars (US$1,000,000) but may not exceed three million five hundred thousand dollars
(US$3,500,000).
(d) In determining the amount of fine to be imposed under this section, the court shall consider
all relevant circumstances, including, but not limited to, the nature, circumstance, extent, and
gravity of the violation, any prior history of violations by the defendant, the ability of the
defendant to pay, and any other matters the court determines the interests of justice require.
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Connecticut

Hawaii

Maximum fines
US$10,000 (first
offence) and/or

Imprisonment
6 months (first offence)

US$20,000 (subsequent
offence) and/or

1 year (subsequent offence)

US$70,000 (first
offence) and/or

6 months (first offence)
1 year (subsequent offence)

US$70,000 (subsequent
offence) and/or
Indiana

Iowa

US$250 to US$5,000
(first offence) and/or
US$500 to US$5,000
(subsequent offence)
and/or

serious misdemeanour up
to 1 year (first offence)
aggravated misdemeanour
up to 2 years (subsequent
offence)

Kentucky

Maryland

US$10,000 (first
offence) and/or

6 months (first offence)

Statute
Chapter 571 – Occupational Health and Safety Act. Sec. 31-382. Penalties.
(e) Any employer who wilfully violates any standard or order promulgated pursuant to section
31-372, or of any regulation adopted pursuant to this chapter, which violation caused death to
any employee shall be fined not more than ten thousand dollars or imprisoned not more than six
months or both; provided, if the conviction is for a violation committed after a first conviction of
such person, punishment shall be by fine of not more than twenty thousand dollars or by
imprisonment of not more than one year or by both.
Hawaii Revised Statutes, Chapter 396, section 10(g) Any employer convicted of wilful or repeat
violation (by an employer) of any standard, rule, citation, or order issued under authority of this
chapter resulting in the death of an employee (failure to correct a violation for which an order or
citation of arrest is formally regarded as evidence of wilful conduct)
Indiana Code 22-8-1.1-27.1
(a)(6) - knowing violation (by an employer) of any standard, rule, order, or this chapter is a civil
offence (and a civil penalty of not less than US$5,000 and up to US$70,000)
Code of Iowa, 88.14 Penalties. 5 - wilful violation of a standard, rule, or order promulgated
pursuant to section 88.5, or of attendant regulations (by an employer) causing death

Kentucky Revised Statutes
section 338.991(1) - wilful or repeat violation (by an employer) of the requirement of any
section of this chapter, including any standard, regulation, or order promulgated pursuant to this
chapter, constitutes a civil offence (the defendant may be assessed a civil penalty of up to US$
70,000 for each violation, but not less than five thousand dollars US$ 5,000 for each wilful
violation)
Annotated Code of Maryland Labor and Employment Article - section 5-806 - wilful violation
(by an employer) of provision, order or regulation causing death (to an employee).

1 year (subsequent offence)
US$20,000 (subsequent
offence) and/or
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Michigan

Minnesota

Maximum fines
US$10,000 (felony first
offence) and/or
US$20,000 (subsequent
offence) and/or

Imprisonment
12 months (first offence)

US$70,000 (first
offence) and/or

6 months (first offence)

US$100,000
(subsequent offence)
and/or

Nevada

US$20,000 (first
offence) and/or
US$40,000 (subsequent
offence) and/or

3 years (subsequent
offence)

12 months (subsequent
offence)

6 months (first offence)
12 months (subsequent
offence)

Statute
Michigan OSH ACT 408.1035
(5) wilful violation (by an employer) of the act, an order issued pursuant to this act, or a rule or
standard promulgated under the act which causes the death of an employee

Minnesota 182.666
Subd. 2a. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, if any (1) serious, wilful, or
repeated violation other than a violation of section 182.653, subdivision 2; or (2) any failure to
correct a violation pursuant to subdivision 4 causes or contributes to the death of an employee,
the minimum total non-negotiable fine which shall be assessed for all citations connected to the
death of an employee is US$50,000 if there is a wilful or repeated violation or US$25,000 if
there is no wilful or repeated violation, except as provided in paragraph (b).
Minnesota 182.667
Subd. 2. Any employer who wilfully or repeatedly violates the requirements of section 182.653,
any safety and health standard promulgated under this chapter, any existing rule promulgated by
the department, may be punished by a fine of not more than US$70,000 or by imprisonment for
not more than six months or by both; except, that if the conviction is for a violation committed
after a first conviction of such person, punishment shall be a fine of not more than US$100,000
or by imprisonment for not more than one year, or by both.
Nevada Revised Statutes
Chapter 618. Occupational Safety and Health
618.685. Violation causing death of employee
Any employer who wilfully violates any requirement of this chapter, or any standard, rule,
regulation or order promulgated or prescribed pursuant to this chapter, where the violation
causes the death of any employee, shall be punished:
1. For a first offence, by a fine of not more than US$ 20,000 or by imprisonment in the county
jail for not more than 6 months, or by both fine and imprisonment.
2. For a second or subsequent offence, by a fine of not more than US$ 40,000 or by
imprisonment in the county jail for not more than 1 year, or by both fine and imprisonment.
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Maximum fines
New Jersey
New
Mexico

US$10,000 (first
offence) and/or
US$20,000 (subsequent
offence) and/or

North
Carolina

1st offence:
Class 2 misdemeanour
up to US$10,000 and/or

Imprisonment
6 months (first offence)
12 months (subsequent
offence)

Possible prosecution for
wilful or culpable homicide

subsequent offence:
Class 1 misdemeanour
up to US$20,000 and/or

New York
Oregon

US$10,000 (first
offence) and/or
US$20,000 (subsequent
offence) and/or

6 months (first offence)
12 months (subsequent
offence)

Statute
No criminal sanctions
New Mexico Occupational Health and Safety Act
Section 50-9-24 Penalties
J. Any employer who wilfully violates any provision of the Occupational Health and Safety Act
or any regulation or order promulgated pursuant to that act causing death to any employee by
that violation shall, upon conviction, be punished by a fine of not more than ten thousand dollars
(US$10,000) or by imprisonment for not more than six months or by both; except that if the
conviction is for a violation committed after a first conviction of such person, punishment shall
be by a fine of not more than twenty thousand dollars (US$20,000) or by imprisonment for not
less than one year or by both.
North Carolina
sections 95-139. Criminal penalties.
Any employer who wilfully violates any standard, rule, regulation or order promulgated
pursuant to the authority of this Article, and said violation causes the death of any employee,
shall be guilty of a Class 2 misdemeanour, which may include a fine of not more than ten
thousand dollars (US$10,000); except that if the conviction is for a violation committed after a
first conviction of such person, the employer shall be guilty of a Class 1 misdemeanour which
may include a fine of not more than twenty thousand dollars (US$20,000). This section shall
not prevent any prosecuting officer of the State of North Carolina from proceeding against such
employer on a prosecution charging any degree of wilful or culpable homicide.
No criminal sanctions
ORS 654.991 Penalties. (1) Subject to ORS 153.022, any employer who wilfully violates any
provision of, or any regulation, rule, standard or order promulgated pursuant to, ORS 654.001 to
654.295 and 654.750 to 654.780, and that violation is found to have caused or materially
contributed to the death of any employee, shall, upon conviction, be punished by a fine of not
more than US$10,000 or by imprisonment for not more than six months, or by both; except that
if the conviction is for a violation committed after the first conviction of such person,
punishment shall be by a fine of not more than US$20,000 or by imprisonment for not more
than one year, or by both. For the purposes of this subsection, a violation is wilful if it is
committed knowingly by an employer or supervisory employee who, having a free will or
choice, intentionally or knowingly disobeys or recklessly disregards the requirements of a
regulation, rule, standard or order. ORS 161.085 shall apply to terms used in this section.
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Puerto Rico

Maximum fines
US$10,000 (first
offence) and/or

Imprisonment
3 years (first offence)
4 ½ years (first offence)

South
Carolina

Tennessee

US$20,000 (subsequent
offence) and/or
US$10,000 (first
offence) and/or

6 months (first offence)

US$20,000 (subsequent
offence) and/or

12 months (subsequent
offence)

US$2,500 and/or

12 months

Statute
Section 25(e) of OSHA Act 281 – wilful violation of any standard, rule or order in force
pursuant to sections 8, 9, 13, 14, and 15 of the Act, or of any attendant regulations that causes
death to any employee

South Carolina, Chap. 15, Sec. 3
41-15-320. Penalties.
(e) Any employer who wilfully violates any occupational safety or health rule or regulation
promulgated pursuant to this article and that violation causes death to any employee shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanour and, upon conviction, be punished by a fine of not more than
ten thousand dollars or by imprisonment for not more than six months, or by both; except that if
the conviction is for a violation committed after a first conviction of such person, punishment
shall be by a fine of not more than twenty thousand dollars or by imprisonment for not more
than one year, or by both.
Tennessee Code
50-3-503 – death of employee caused by wilful violation of standard.
Any employer who wilfully violates any standard adopted by regulation promulgated pursuant
to § 50-3-201, which violation causes the death of any employee, commits a Class A
misdemeanor.
21 Class A misdemeanor, not greater than eleven (11) months twenty-nine (29)
days or a fine not to exceed two thousand five hundred dollars (US$2,500),
or both, unless otherwise provided by statute

Utah

US$2,500 and/or

12 months

Vermont

US$20,000 and/or

12 months

Virgin
Islands

Utah Code, 1953, 34A-6-307 Civil and criminal penalties
(5)(a) wilful violation (by an employer) of any standard, code, rule, or order issued under section
34A-6-202, or any rule causing death constitutes a class A misdemeanour (where there are
multiple deaths, each death is considered to be a separate offence).
21 V.S.A. § 210(a)(5) – wilful violation (by an employer) of any standard, rule or order which
causes death (to an employee)
Virgin Islands Public Employee Only Program is currently developing a new penalty statute
under its developmental schedule.
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Virginia

Maximum fines
US$70,000 (first
offence) and/or
US$140,000
(subsequent offence)
and/or

Washington

Wyoming

Imprisonment
6 months (first offence)
12 months (subsequent
offence)

US$100,000 (first
offence) (gross
misdemeanour) and/or

6 months (first offence)

US$200,000
(subsequent offence)
and/or

12 months (subsequent
offence)

US$10,000 (first
offence) and/or

6 months (first offence)

US$20,000 (subsequent
offence) and/or

Statute
Code of Virginia 40.1-49.4.K. – wilful violation (by an employer) of any safety or health
provisions or standards, rules or regulations which causes death (to an employee)

12 months (subsequent
offence)

RCW 49.17.190
Violations -- Criminal penalties.
(3) Any employer who wilfully and knowingly violates the requirements of RCW 49.17.060,
any safety or health standard promulgated under this chapter, any existing rule or regulation
governing the safety or health conditions of employment and adopted by the director, or any
order issued granting a variance under RCW 49.17.080 or 49.17.090 and that violation caused
death to any employee shall, upon conviction be guilty of a gross misdemeanour and be
punished by a fine of not more than one hundred thousand dollars or by imprisonment for not
more than six months or by both; except, that if the conviction is for a violation committed after
a first conviction of such person, punishment shall be a fine of not more than two hundred
thousand dollars or by imprisonment for not more than one year, or by both.
27-11-107. Penalty.
(a) Any employer wilfully and knowingly violating any of the provisions of this act [§§
27-11-101 through 27-11-114], any health and safety standards, rules or regulations
promulgated under this act or any existing rule or regulation governing the conditions of
employment promulgated by the commission, which causes the death of an employee, upon
conviction, shall be punished by a fine of not more than ten thousand dollars (US$10,000.00) or
by imprisonment of not more than six (6) months or both. If the conviction is for a violation
committed after a first conviction of the same person, punishment shall be by a fine of not more
than twenty thousand dollars (US$20,000.00) or by imprisonment for not more than one (1)
year, or by both.
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Canada
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Institutional Framework

The legislative framework in each of Canada’s fourteen OHS jurisdictions1 is constituted by basic
enabling statutes which outline general obligations and principles and some specific requirements.
These are supplemented by subsidiary legislation (regulations, codes of practice, decrees and
orders) that set out more detailed requirements for compliance with these general principles (see
table 2). Federal legislation covers federal institutions – such as the Federal Civil Service, Federal
Crown Corporations and the Armed Forces – as well as employees of companies or sectors that
operate across provincial or international borders such as airports, banks and railways (CCOHS,
undated)2 - about 10 per cent of Canadian workplaces. Provincial legislation and regulation sets
OHS standards for all other Canadian workers (Human Resources and Skills Development Canada,
undated: a). The vast majority of the working population work within the four largest provinces –
Ontario, Quebec, British Columbia and Alberta. The following discussion focuses on the three
largest English speaking jurisdictions - Ontario, Alberta and British Columbia (see Table 1).
Verma (1996: 477) argues that the regulatory variation between different provinces/territories has
produced wide variations in the quality of OHS programmes with the industrialised provinces of
Ontario and Quebec having the best-developed programme. Our review of the published literature
was unable to locate any well-conducted studies that provide empirical support for this.
Table 1: Population and Labour Force (Canada – all Provinces and Territories)
Population
All Proviinces
Alberta
British Columbia
Manitoba
New Brunswick
Newfoundland/Labrador
Northwest Territories
Nova Scotia
Nunavut
Ontario
Prince Edward Island
Quebec
Saskatchewan
Yukon Territory

32,270, 500
3,256,800
4,254,500
1,177,600
752,000
516,000
73,000
937,900
12,541,400
138,100
7,598,100
994,100
31,000

Gross domestic product
expenditure based 2005($)3
1,368,726,000
215,858,000
168,011,000
41,933,000
23,727,000
21,534,000
4,083,000
31,451,000
1,101,000
537,604,000
4,142,000
274,863,000
42,490,000
1,522,000

Employed labour
force 2005 4
1,784,400
2,130,500
580,300
350,500
214,100
22,700
443,100
7,500 5
6,397,700
68,200
3,717,300
483,500
15,500

Source: Statistics Canada (2002 and 2005); Labour Force Survey, 2006

1

One federal, ten provincial and three territorial.
In full: air transport; banking; bridges and tunnels; broadcasting; communications; federal crown corporations; federal
public services; feed, flour and seed mills; grain elevators; long shoring; energy and mining; pipelines; postal contractors;
rail transport; inter-provincial road transport; water transport.
3
Gross domestic product, expenditure-based (http://www40.statcan.ca/l01/cst01/econ15.htm, accessed 4/10/06).
4
These included people who worked at home and outside Canada and who, therefore, do not come under the jurisdiction
of Canada’s OHS authorities.
5
Ten largest communities.
2
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Table 2: OHS Legislative Framework and Institutions (Alberta, British Columbia, Ontario,
Manitoba and Nova Scotia)
Legislative Framework
Alberta

Occupational Health and Safety Act

British
Columbia
Manitoba

Worker’s Compensation Act (Part 3 –
Occupational Health and Safety Regulations)
Workplace Safety and Health Act

Nova
Scotia

Occupational Health and Safety Act

Ontario

Occupational Health and Safety Act

Main Institutions
Alberta Human Resources and
Employment
Workers' Compensation Board - Alberta
Workers’ Compensation Board of British
Columbia
Workplace Safety & Health Division –
Manitoba Labour and Immigration,
Government of Manitoba
Workers’ Compensation Board of
Manitoba
Occupational Health and Safety Division
– Department of Environment and
Labour, Government of Nova Scotia
Workers’ Compensation Board of Nova
Scotia
Ministry of Labour
WSIB

Canada’s workers’ compensation boards play a central role in occupational health and safety
regulation (in addition to the impact that experienced rated compensation may have on work related
injury and ill health).6 In some jurisdictions, the board assumes either full (British Columbia) or
partial responsibility (Ontario) for prevention and enforcement (see Table 4) and, with the
exception of Quebec, either wholly or partially funds workplace injury and disease prevention and
enforcement efforts (see Table 3).7
Table 3: Funding Source for OHS Prevention
Full WCB funding
British Columbia
NWT/Nunavut
Ontario9
Saskatchewan
Yukon

Partial WCB funding8
Alberta
Manitoba
Newfoundland
Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island

Employer funded
Quebec

Source: Kishchuk, 2002: 3
In a number of jurisdictions (Ontario, Manitoba and Alberta, for example), the work of
compensation boards is complemented by publicly funded, but employee-controlled, Occupational
Health Centres (Yassi, 1988; Varma, 1996: 481).
In most jurisdictions, occupational health and safety management is built into the legal fabric of
health and safety prevention. In Quebec, for instance, all firms in sectors designated as priority
sectors are required to prepare and implement a prevention programme, although only firms with
21 employees or more are required to submit their programmes to Commission de la Sante et de la
Securite du Travail (CSST) for approval (Champoux and Brun, 2003: 302). The worksite safety
6

As in the US, employers receive protection from employee legal action.
Prior to the 1970s most workers’ compensation boards in Canada were responsible for both compensation and
prevention (Kishchuk, 2002: 3).
8
The remaining funding is provided through provincial government funding.
9
But not enforcement.
7
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committee is responsible for implementing the programme, which must meet the approval of the
OSH board. More specifically, it is required to address the training and supervision of workers,
inspections, accident investigations, personal protective equipment as well as the maintenance and
disclosure of records. Significantly, the evaluative research on compulsory prevention programmes
suggests that they are no more effective in influencing the risk of accident than inspection and
enforcement (Lanoie, 1992).
Table 4: Institutional Responsibility for OHS Prevention
WCBs responsible for administering OHS
legislation (in whole or in part)
British Columbia
New Brunswick
Newfoundland
NWT/Nunavut
Ontario
Prince Edward Island
Quebec
Yukon

Provincial governments responsible for
administering OHS legislation
Alberta
Manitoba
Nova Scotia
Saskatchewan
Ontario

Source: Kischuck, 2002: 4
1.2

Trends in Injury and Ill Health

Reported rates of work-related injury and ill health declined across Canada during the 1990s and
the first half of the present decade (see the tables below and also Mustard, et al, 2003; Breslin, et al,
2006).10 However, it is largely unclear from the available evidence (which also, incidentally,
suggests that these declines have not been uniform either by province,11 industry, or demographic
group12 - Breslin, et al, 2006) whether the reduction in reported rates has occurred as a result of
genuine improvements in occupational health and safety or whether they are more a consequence
of business cycle effects, shifts in the distribution of employment in the economy, demographic
changes in the labour force or a result of other changes in the pattern of employment (such as
increases in temporary or self-employment) which are likely to have a depressive effect on the rate
of reporting (but see Smith and Mustard, 2005).
Despite a recent resurgence in some high-hazard industries (like, for example, construction, oil and
gas extraction), there has been a long-term shift away from higher hazard resource and
manufacturing industries to service-producing industries. This, inevitably, is reflected in a decline
in the reported number and rate of work related injury and disease (see Tables 5, 6 and 7).
However, there is also strong evidence to suggest that reported rates declined in both goods (higher
hazard) and service (lower hazard) industries (Breslin, et al, 2006);13 suggesting that the decline
cannot wholly be attributed to shifts in the distribution of employment in the economy. More
significantly perhaps, the findings of self-report surveys of work-related injury and disability seem
10

The above figures are consistent with a further 28.8 per cent decline between 1993 and 1998 in Ontario (during which
time the labour force expanded by 9.1 per cent - Mustard, et al, 2003: 1284) and a general decline in work injury claim
rates in Ontario and British Columbia between 1990 and 2001 (Breslin, et al, 2006). Breslin, et al’s (2006) study used the
Labour Force Survey to estimate the working population. In Ontario, the decline was 4.6 per cent per year (from 5.2 to 2.5
per 100 full-time equivalents) and in British Columbia, 3.0 per cent per year (from 6.1 to 4.1). In both jurisdictions (but
particularly in Ontario) the absolute decline was greater in the early part of the decade.
11
The decline in Ontario during the 1990s, for instance, was much more pronounced (Breslin, et al, 2006).
12
Thus, although women still had lower overall rates in both provinces, rates for men declined more than those for women.
Similarly, although younger workers have experienced a higher absolute decline in claims rates, as a percentage the
decline in claims rates for young workers has been lower than it has for other age groups (Breslin, et al, 2006).
13
Breslin et al’s (2006) study focused on trends in work-related injury and ill health in Ontario and British Columbia.
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to reflect the reduction in lost-time compensation claims during the 1990s (Mustard, et al’s,
200314); seemingly discounting a reporting effect (due, for example, to changes in the pattern of
employment). The data, however, is not conclusive. Significantly, the available evidence indicates
that the rate of decline in self-report studies is less pronounced15 and no studies have been
undertaken into whether compensation systems are as adept at picking up chronic injuries common to service-type work – as they are at recording acute injuries, associated more with
resources and manufacturing (Breslin, et al, 2006).
Table 5: Fatalities, by Province, 1993-200416

1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

Alberta
77
74
93
91
120
105
114
118
118
101
127
124

British
Columbia
124
152
134
153
164
125
147
157
168
158
170
136

Manitoba
25
20
22
27
21
22
23
19
25
19
24
14

Ontario
292
248
245
238
225
243
283
301
328
383
378
365

Nova Scotia Quebec
40
134
22
130
20
148
23
95
20
202
13
208
17
164
16
180
8
180
14
188
18
175
41
176

SK
33
36
26
29
38
28
34
31
35
23
35
30

Total
758
725
748
703
833
798
835
882
919
934
963
928

Source: Association of Workers' Compensation Boards of Canada, undated.17

Other evidence – specifically reports of employers turning to behaviour-based safety programmes
(which focus attention on employee behaviour as the immediate cause of work-related injuries and
illness) in response to increased experienced rating (Workers’ Health and Safety Centre, 2003) – is
also consistent with a rise in the rate of under-reporting. Specifically, the provision of incentives or
penalties aimed at reducing the rate at which employees report injury and ill health are likely to
artificially lower an employer’s accident frequency rate (and, as such, exacerbate the level of underreporting).18 Despite this probable effect, Canadian regulators do not seem to have developed a
specific policy aimed at monitoring the use and impact of these programmes. In fact, the practice of
allowing administrative notices to be used against workers who contravene occupational health and
safety legislation (Ontario and, potentially, Alberta) constitutes a form of official approval .
14

Mustard, et al’s (2003) study compared work-related injury and illness compensation claims in Ontario and the Ontario
samples of the National Population Health Survey and the Survey of Labour and Income Dynamics.
15
Mustard, et al (2003: 1286) report that the proportion of respondents to the Survey of Labour and Income Dynamics
reporting a one week absence for work-related injury or illness who also reported receiving wage-loss compensation from
the Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB) declined from 65.2 per cent in 1993 to 50.0 per cent in 1998.
16
The table omits the smaller territories.
17
The figures in these tables are produced by the Association of Workers' Compensation Boards of Canada (AWCBC) for
the National Work Injuries Statistics Program (NWISP) and are derived from administrative records for accepted time-loss
injuries and fatalities at provincial/territorial workers' compensation boards or commissions (jurisdictions). The
Association reports that although the statistics are consistent over time, reporting requirements vary between jurisdictions
(specific businesses, for example, are excluded in some jurisdictions but not others); making inter-jurisdictional
comparisons misleading. For the purposes of these tables, ‘time-loss injury’ means an injury or disease where an employee
is compensated for loss of wages following a work-related injury, or exposure to a noxious substance, or receives
compensation for a permanent disability with or without any time lost in his or her employment (for example, if an
employee is compensated for a loss of hearing). ‘Fatality’ means a death resulting from a work-related incident that has
been accepted for compensation by a Workers’ Compensation Board or Commission.
18
Moreover, programmes that shift the responsibility for avoiding or minimising workplace hazards from the employer –
who exercises ultimate control over the workplace – to the employee, are likely to undermine the efficacy of the internal
responsibility system.
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Table 6: Number of Accepted Time-Loss Injuries, by Province, 1982-200419

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

Alberta
44,941
37,346
37,665
41,376
42,249
41,236
43,349
44,782
45,869
38,724
32,092
29,602
30,801
30,285
31,835
35,234
36,104
35,393
39,393
38,755
38,426
37,335
35,969

20

British
Columbia21
66,882
62,949
59,319
61,146
61,711
66,200
73,418
79,613
84,464
79,643
78,890
78,495
79,428
74,881
71,602
72,428
71,502
70,090
70,661
66,076
59,530
56,946
52,289

Manitoba

21,369
18,095
16,542
15,327
17,740
17,405
17,255
17,738
18,658
18,979
19,721
18,544
17,919
17,586
17,260

Ontario22
141,917
145,412
167,748
186,648
195,937
205,259
208,499
200,967
184,444
155,473
136,936
125,118
125,638
118,812
103,071
101,806
97,190
100,727
104,154
98,359
95,568
93,234
90,397

Nova
Scotia
12,501
12,156
11,940
12,624
12,620
11,732
11,219
13,897
12,870
12,730
12,181
13,332
13,223
10,463
7,940
8,199
8,159
8,547
9,232
9,082
8,724
8,849
9,173

Quebec
159,288
160,796
176,001
194,377
213,366
216,724
218,057
218,708
204,734
178,689
146,405
135,411
135,482
129,926
119,633
117,407
116,060
116,797
119,135
112,887
110,244
107,160
104,209

SK
15,239
15,507
15,700
16,666
15,916
15,715
14,888
13,886
13,715
12,701
11,987
12,277
13,337
14,206
13,465
14,345
13,872
13,720
14,945
15,065
15,623
15,135
13,880

Total (all
provinces)
479,558
471,929
510,317
555,991
586,718
602,531
617,997
620,979
593,952
520,706
456,326
424,848
430,756
410,464
377,885
379,851
375,360
379,450
392,502
373,216
359,174
348,715
340,502

Source: Association of Workers' Compensation Boards of Canada, undated.

19

The table omits the smaller territories. The Association of Workers’ Compensation Boards does not produce data on
injury and fatality rates by province. These figures only measure the small proportion of occupational diseases that are
registered as such under workers’ compensation schemes.
20
The number of exempt industries is extensive (see, for example, sections 2 and 3 of and Schedule A of the Workers’
Compensation Regulation 325/202 2002 (http://www.wcb.ab.ca/pdfs/exempted_industries.pdf ). The range of recognised
occupational diseases under section 20 and Schedule B http://www.qp.gov.ab.ca/documents/Regs/2002_325.cfm?frm_isbn=0779715365 - of the Regulation is also highly
restrictive, although greater than those recognised under other provincial schemes (like British Columbia, for example).
21
WorkSafeBC insures approximately 90 per cent of BC workers. The remaining 10 per cent include certain government
employees, domestic workers, farmers and some other categories of agriculture worker. Section 5(2) of the Worker’s
Compensation Act defines a lost-time claim as an injury that “disables a worker from earning full wages at the work at
which the worker was employed” and provides that compensation is payable from the first working day following the day
of the injury.
22
Ontario's Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB) covers approximately 65 to 70 per cent of labour force
participants (see Table below in main text). The remaining 30 to 35 per cent are employed by employers who do not have
to register with WSIB and include: a) banks, trusts and insurance companies private health care practices (like doctors
and chiropractors); b) trade unions; c) private day care centres travel agencies; d) clubs (like health clubs); e)
photographers; f) barbers, hair salons and shoe shine stands; g) taxidermists; h) funeral directing and embalming; i) the
self-employed; j) domestic workers; k) federal government workers; and l) workers associated with interprovincial
commerce. The WSIB requires lost-time claims to be submitted for any injury occurring during paid employment that
results in an absence from regular work following the day of the accident, loss of wages/earnings, or a permanent
disability/impairment.
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Table 7: Injury Frequency23 (per 100 workers of assessable employers) 2001-2004
(Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Quebec and Canada)
Alberta
British Columbia
Manitoba
Nova Scotia
Ontario
Quebec
Canada

2001
3.04
3.58
5.29
3.24
2.37
3.48
3.13

2002
2.79
3.24
5.30
3.11
2.26
3.32
2.96

2003
2.61
3.06
5.05
3.04
1.98
3.16
2.72

2004
2.46
3.06
4.83
3.13
1.88
3.04
2.61

Sources: Association of Workers’ Compensation Board of Canada, 2005a, 2005b, 2005c and
2005d.
1.3

Economic and Labour Market Trends
Table 8: Labour Market Trends (1970-2005) (Canada)
Self-employment
(both sexes)

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

1,363,600
1,425,200
1,483,200
1,543,200
1,569,700
1,726,000
1,674,200
1,699,100
1,774,100
1,800,300
1,836,600
1,895,800
1,927,500
2,011,100
2,028,500
2,083,100
2,171,600
2,349,400
2,405,700
2,433,000
2,373,700
2,276,700
2,314,500
2,401,800
2,453,400
2,511,600

Self-Employment
(men)
971,900
1,020,600
1,056,700
1,094,500
1,096,400
1,188,900
1,175,600
1,185,800
1,233,100
1,240,700
1,263,600
1,313,200
1,316,700
1,361,700
1,351,700
1,381,800
1,426,800
1,522,200
1,550,600
1,582,800
1,538,700
1,503,300
1,499,700
1,571,100
1,614,500
1,645,600

Self-Employment
(men)
391,700
404,600
426,500
448,700
473,300
537,200
498,500
513,300
541,000
559,600
573,000
582,600
610,800
649,400
676,700
701,300
744,800
827,200
855,100
850,200
835,100
773,400
814,700
830,700
838,900
866,000

Union
membership
(number)

Union density (per
cent)

3,543,300

34.7

3,897,600

32.9

3,802,800
3,768,000

33.1
32.8

3,517,000
3,553,000
3,595,000
3,740,000
3,831,300
3,923,600
4,036,500

28.8
28.5
27.9
28.1
28.2
28.2
28.4

Sources: Statistics Canada,24 Visser, 2006

23

The injury frequency represents the number of new lost-time claims for assessable employers per 100 workers of
assessable employers and, as such, it represents a highly imperfect measure of the injury or the disease rate. A major
reason for this is that workers’ compensation systems typically fail to cover the entire workforce (see the footnoted
discussion on the previous page regarding the percentage of the workforce covered by workers’ compensation schemes).
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Many of the observations made in relation to emerging work-related health hazards in the US seem
to apply to the Canadian workplace. Thus, not only are specific populations of workers particularly the self-employed and young – less likely to be the subject of prevention programmes
(even though, in many respects, they require more attention in improving their working conditions Gervasi, Massicotte and Champoux, 2006), but there is also evidence to suggest that the
introduction of semi-autonomous work teams have coincided with an increase in levels of stress
(Roy and St-Jaques, 2003).
1.4

Trends in OHS Regulation

Since the 1970s, all Canadian jurisdictions have moved towards a form of mandated partial selfregulation (Rees, 1988: 8-12)25 - where employee participation in firm-level occupational health
and safety management systems is underpinned by direct surveillance and protection by the state.
The particular form of mandated self-regulation in Canada - ordinarily known as the internal
responsibility system - is primarily manifested through health and safety committees (joint firmlevel fora of employers and employees – Verma, 1996) and is generally thought to place a greater
emphasis on employers and employees regulating their own working conditions than is the case in
countries which more closely follow the administrative model of regulation (Lewchuk, 1996;
WSIB, 2003; Tucker, 2003: 398).26 It does not necessarily follow from this that Canadian health
and safety standards are generally lower than they are in US, where health and safety regulation is
still considered to follow a more conventional administrative approach. A study by Block and
Roberts (1998) into labour standards generally concluded that although Canadian labour standards
were generally higher than those in the United States, the differences between the two countries in
standards associated with occupational health and safety were minimal.
The idea of occupational health and safety as a co-operative enterprise is reflected in both the form
and content of OHS legislation and its enforcement. More specifically, health and safety legislation
and regulation tends to focus on holding employers accountable for establishing effective health
and safety management systems which not only ensure that responsibility for occupational health is
shared, but which also promote the development of a safety culture that prioritises best practice and
encourages self-reliance. The workforce is brought further into this process through the existence of
well-developed rights to information and reasonably well developed rights to refuse work.27 As a
result, the imposition of highly prescriptive rules and regulation is generally avoided. The basic
thinking behind this approach is that, by allowing the regulated community to tailor OHS practice
to the needs of individual workplaces and by deputising employees to work as part-time street-level
bureaucrats, a more effective and less expensive form of regulation is possible (Workplace Health
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http://www40.statcan.ca/l01/cst01/labor64.htm, accessed 4/10/06.
Another way of understanding the regulatory infrastructure is to see it as a form of statutory self-regulation.
26
These sort of comparative studies are central to unravelling how political responses to the processes of globalisation are
influencing business social regulation, but they are unusually rare. Moreover, although Block and Robert’s study
represents a valuable contribution to this issue, it is important to avoid placing too great a store in their conclusion. The
authors themselves acknowledge that their method needs to be refined and developed to produce a more sensitive
comparison of labour standards. Moreover, their approach is ultimately concerned with “the law in the books” (labour
standards) rather than “the law in action” (the extent to which labour standards are followed and enforced) which
arguably provide a better indication of the compliance costs associated with business regulation and, therefore, a more
sensitive measure of how governments and government agencies might be responding to increasingly open and competitive
markets.
27
Verma (1996) has argued that the emergence of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has also coincided with a greater
emphasis on occupational health and safety training and increased numbers of OHS professionals. Although there is no
reason to doubt this, we could find no data to confirm these claims.
25
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and Safety Agency, 1994).28 The co-operative approach is also reflected in the work of officials
who focus on advising labour and management and acting as the arbitrator of last resort where
workplace-based regulation breaks down.
There is considerable diversity within the jurisdictions we examined in the strength and balance of
the constituent elements of the internal and external responsibility system (Tucker, 2003) – with the
effectiveness of employee rights to protection and participation and the level of state surveillance
varying quite substantially. Moreover, the effectiveness of internal responsibility centres on
workers’ ability to at once know and exercise their rights and, as such, is based on a particular
model of work and employment - stable employment in unionised workplaces (see Table 8). This,
significantly, is being steadily undermined by a shift towards more temporary, contingent work
with potentially quite significant consequences for health and safety in the work place. More
specifically, the available research suggests that workers in a weaker position in the workplace and
labour markets are less likely to be aware of their rights (and, therefore, presumably exercise
them).29
In addition to the above, it is possible to identify six other trends within Canadian regulation (of
varying significance).
a) First, the health and safety of young workers – who account for a disproportionate number
of injured workers – has become a major focus among Canadian regulators. The means of
addressing these problems vary from media campaigns to the inclusion of health and
safety on the school curriculum (British Columbia, 2002c: 10; Alberta Human Resources
and Employment, 2006).
b) Second, although we were unable to measure this over time, there seems to be an
increasing focus on promoting health and safety in small firms.
c) Third, over the last decade, workers’ compensation boards have developed and expanded
voluntary and partnership programmes aimed at encouraging firms to establish
occupational health and safety management systems and share best practice.
d) The use of commercial and value-for-money arguments in the process of politically
justifying health and safety programmes – including increases in enforcement.
e) The widespread use of commercial and value-for-money arguments for the purpose of
motivating employers to participate in health and safety programmes.
f)

Although, the available data on inspection and enforcement in Canada is highly
fragmentary (making it difficult to accurately summarise trends) and despite a steady rise
in the number of partnership and voluntary programmes, we also found a general increase
in conventional enforcement (inspection, administrative fines, and prosecution) and an
expansion in the range of sanctions available to the courts to at once prevent and deter
organisational offending.

28

Tucker (2003: 396) argues that there are two formal strands to OHS regulation in Canada – protection and
participation. Protection is provided by a series of overlapping statutory and non-statutory formal rules which confer
rights on employees and impose minimum standards of OHS and which are usually referred to as the “external
responsibility system” (ERS). Participation also refers to a series of overlapping formal rights, but in this case they
empower employees to participate in the management of workplace hazards (Tucker, 2003: 397).
29
Unionised workers, men and those with a higher level of education are more likely to have some knowledge of their
rights (Walters and Denton, 1990). On the issue of more vulnerable workers being less likely to exercise their rights see
Messing, et al, 2005.
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g) Trends in funding of work related injury and disease prevention and enforcement are
mixed and seem to reflect the source of funding.30
Table 9: OHS Costs Paid by Workers’ Compensation Boards31 (2001-2004) (Alberta,
British Columbia, Manitoba, Nova Scotia, Ontario and Quebec) in 000s $Can

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
Percentage
difference

Alberta
(inflation
adjusted 32)

British
Columbia
(inflation
adjusted)

Manitoba
(inflation
adjusted)

Nova
Scotia
(inflation
adjusted)

Ontario
(inflation
adjusted)

Quebec
(inflation
adjusted)

11,095
11,536
11,876
12,385
15,944
16,170
18,916
70

52,795
51,267
49,281
43,731
41,098
43,430
42,797
-19

5,875
6,503
7,129
8,328
8,620
9,358
9,405
60

3,841
3,324
5,375
4,648
5,377
7,795
8,336
117

135,548
140,496
148,027
146,401
150,244
163,425
168,993
25

147,299
145,460
149,726
149,724
150,650
148,688
143,694
-2

Sources: http://www.awcbc.org/english/board_data-key.asp, accessed 20/12/06.
2.

INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

2.1

The Inspection and Investigation Process

Powers of inspection generally include the right of entry into work premises, the power to issue
orders and directive and the right to gather information through inquiry and examination records.
2.2

Targeting

Notwithstanding minor variations in targeting procedures for inspections, all provinces examined
rely primarily on reported compensation data to target high-risk employers and industries. Using
reported data undermines the targeting process in a number of important ways (see the discussion
in the conclusion).
2.3

Enforcement Notices and Administrative Penalties

The different powers of inspectors to impose enforcement notices are set out in Table 10, annexed
to this chapter. Administrative fines – as set out in Table 11 below – can also be imposed in Nova
30

This is an interesting issue that merits further investigation.
The figures in the table below are collected by the Association of Workers’ Compensation Board of Canada to measure
funds invested in occupational health and safety activities. The figures include: 1) funds collected by the Board to pay for
the administration of the relevant health and safety act (which are then transferred to the regulatory authority responsible
for enforcing the OHS Act – usually the Ministry of Labour); the cost of developing and implementing programmes
designed by Boards to raise awareness and increase knowledge on prevention practices; the costs of enforcement of safety
rules and inspection of work environments (in those jurisdictions where inspection is a specific mandate of the Board);
research grants paid by the Board (including research institutes devoted to the study of occupational health and safety);
funds paid to associations devoted to the promotion of occupational health and safety; funds paid to associations devoted
to the promotion of occupational health and safety; amounts paid by Boards to public health boards which manage the
health system of the jurisdiction which are involved in occupational health and safety activities; other health and safety
costs; and any costs attributable to self-insured employers and financed by these employers (which are deducted from the
total occupational health and safety costs paid during the year).
32
2005 prices. Calculated using the consumer price index.
31
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Table 11: Administrative Fines (Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, Nova Scotia and
Ontario)
Jurisdiction
Alberta
Nova Scotia

British
Columbia

Manitoba

Ontario

Administrative Fines
Proposed.
By virtue of the Summary Offence Tickets Regulations made under sections 8, 8A and 8B the
Summary Proceedings Act, occupational health and safety officers have the power to issue
tickets to employers who fail to submit a compliance notice under section 56(1)33 or fail to
comply with an order or direction under section 74(1)(b)(i) of the Occupational Health and
Safety Act.
Section 196(1) of the Act allows the Board to impose an administrative penalty34 - paid into the
accident fund35 - where the employer has failed to exercise due diligence in failing to safeguard
his or her employees or comply with occupational health and safety legislation.36 The formal
purpose of administrative penalties is to “motivate the employer receiving the penalty and other
employers to comply with the Act and regulations”37 and the Act sets out a number of criteria to
be taken into account in the decision to impose a penalty. Section 196(1) of the Act imposes a
maximum penalty of $533. The amount of penalty is determined according to a multipart
formula based, in the first instance, on the employer’s assessable payroll (see section on
Enforcement Notices and Administrative Penalties for BC).38
In Manitoba, section 53(1)(2) of the Workplace Safety and Health Act (C.C.S.M. c. W210) and
Administrative Penalty Regulation (APR) empowers the Deputy Minister of the Department of
Labour and Immigration to impose an administrative penalty where an employer has failed to
comply with an improvement order issued under section 26(1). For a first contravention for
failing to comply with an improvement order requiring a control measure39 to be implemented
the maximum penalty is $2,50040 ($5,00041 for a second or subsequent contravention). For a
first contravention for failing to comply with an improvement order not requiring a control
measure to be implemented the maximum penalty is $1,00042 ($3,00043 for a second
contravention and $5,00044 for a further contravention).
Inspectors have the power to issue on-the-spot offence notices – also known as “tickets” –
during inspections and investigations to all key workplace parties - employers, supervisors or
workers. The range of violations which attract these notices are set out in a series of schedules
which are created through orders issued pursuant to the provisions of the Provincial Offences
Act and the rules for the Ontario Court of Justice45 The recipient can then choose to either pay
the fine or appear in a provincial court (Ministry of Labour, 2005c).

33

Where an order is made under the Act, the person against who the order is made is required under section 56(1) to
submit a compliance notice within a specified period of time.
34
Specifically where employers have failed to take sufficient precautions for the prevention of work related injuries or
failed to comply with OHS law or an applicable order or generally failed to maintain a safe workplace [section 196(1)(a)(c)]. Employers have a defence of due diligence under section 196(3) where they have taken all reasonable care (D12-19610).
35
Section 196(5). The accident fund represents the aggregate of the Board’s invested premiums and the net gains or losses
on funds collected to cover the costs related to past injuries (Workers’ Compensation Board of B.C., 2005b: 34).
36
Section 196(4). Section 196(7) provides the employer with a protection from prosecution in respect of the same facts and
circumstances in respect of which an administrative penalty has been imposed.
37
Policies WCA Part 3 Division Item D12-196-1.
38
Policies WCA Part 3 Division Item 12-196-6-1(a).
39
Section 1 of the APR defines a control measure as any measure that, under section 26 of the Act, a person is directed to
take control, eliminate or reduce a hazard or risk to safety or health, including: (a) the use, or prohibition of the use, of any
plant, tool, equipment, machine or device; (b) the modification, replacement or elimination of any plant, tool, equipment,
machine or device; (c) the modification of the workplace; (e) the implementation, modification or prohibition of any
operation or work activity, process, practice or procedure; (f) the implementation or modification of engineering controls;
and (g) the supervision and training of persons respecting work activities, processes, practices or procedures.
40
Section 3(a)(i) of the APR.
41
Section 3(a)(ii) of the APR.
42
Section 3(b)(i) of the APR.
43
Section 3(b)(ii) of the APR.
44
Section 3(b)(iii) of the APR.
45
http://www.ontariocourts.on.ca/ontario_court_justice/recent_changes/index.htm
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Scotia, British Columbia, Manitoba and Ontario, but there are substantial differences in how the
penalties are imposed, whom they can be levied against and their purpose. In British Columbia the
Workers’ Compensation Board (WCB) is authorised to impose large administrative penalties (see
Table 12 below) on employers as a means of motivating them to comply with their duties under
health and safety legislation. The framework is the closest to the US system of administrative fines
– although relatively few orders are imposed and the average penalty is considerably less than the
maximum allowed under the law (see the section on administrative fines for British Columbia). In
Nova Scotia, Manitoba and Ontario, by comparison, small fines or tickets – that can be imposed on
both employers and employees - are used as a means of underpinning officers’ other powers of
enforcement. The different aims of administrative penalties are reflected in the legal maxima of
fines (see Table 12).
Table 12: Maximum Administrative Penalty
Alberta
Canadian dollars
Euros

47

Pounds sterling

2.4

British Columbia

Manitoba

Nova Scotia

Ontario

150

533,195

5,000

800

300

107

379,996

3,563

570

214

74

261,982

2,457

393

147

46

48

Trends in Inspection

These are set out in Chart 1 and Table 13

Chart 1 Inspections 1973-2006
70,000
60,000
50,000

Alberta Inspections

40,000

British Columbia Number
of Inspections
Ontario

30,000
20,000
10,000

46

Proposed amount.
Conversion date 1st May 2006 (http://www.x-rates.com).
48
Conversion date 1st May 2006 (http://www.x-rates.com).
47
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Table 13: Trends in Inspection 1973-2005 (Alberta, British Columbia and Ontario)
Alberta
1973/74 (1973)
1974/75 (1974)
1975/76 (1975)
1976/77 (1976)
1977/78 (1977)
1978/79 (1978)
1979/80 (1979)
1980/81 (1980)
1981/82 (1981)
1982/83 (1982)
1983/84 (1983)
1984/85 (1984)
1985/86 (1985)
1986/87 (1986)
1987/88 (1987)
1988/89 (1988)
1989/90 (1989)
1990/91 (1990)
1991/92 (1991)
1992/93 (1992)
1993/94 (1993)
1994/95 (1994)
1995/96 (1995)
1996/97 (1996)
1997/98 (1997)
1998/99 (1998)
1999/00 (1999)
2000/01 (2000)
2001/02 (2001)
2002/03 (2002)
2003/04 (2003)
2004/05 (2004)
2005/06 (2005)

1,233

5,998
9,715
13,513
15,196
13,687

British Columbia
24,201
25,649
30,144
24,846
25,154
20,116
17,699
22,331
26,380
27,693
29,782
30,479
34,116
39,106
37,736
42,973
39,561
48,366
50,904
46,965
47,629
43,076
47,996
41,548
35,894
32,737
34,264
31,063
28,736
21,736
16,310
15,913
20,267

Ontario
47,912
46,337
57,571
43,909
42,582
41,700
40,421
47,801
48,859
46,480
38,014
40,445
41,628
26,268
23,611
29,119
25,446
23,994
19,089
17,644
34,078
30,302
28,704
43,306
47,009
38,728
41,874
37,878
37,244
35,715
34,078
30,302

Source: Alberta Human Resources and Employment, 2005b: 68; Ashford and Rest, 1997;
Kirkpatrick, 2003; Workers' Compensation Board, BC, 1997: 65; 2000a; 77; 2001a: 68; 2001b: 41;
2002c; 48; 2003a: 68; 2004a: 68; 2004b: 77; Ministry of Labour, Ontario, 2006; Personal
Communication, 13th June 2006.
2.5

Trends in the use of Penalties and Enforcement Notices

Trends in the use of penalties and enforcement notices are uneven – although in all Canadian target
jurisdictions the recent trend is upwards (see Chart 2). This seems to reflect a renewed faith in
traditional forms of regulatory intervention and concerns about increasing injury rates. What seems
particularly significant about this process is how it has been justified – fully developed workers’
compensation schemes allow Canadian regulatory authorities to generally justify increases in
inspection and enforcement in terms of reduced compensation costs.
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Chart 2: Number of Orders Issued 1973-2006
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3.

PROSECUTION AND CRIMINAL PENALTIES

3.1

Introduction

Contraventions of occupational health and safety law have traditionally been prosecuted under
provincial health and safety legislation. There are substantial differences in the focus of
prosecutions between provinces. Although the law in most jurisdictions allows charges to be laid
against all workplace parties (employers, supervisors as well as employees) for violations of health
and safety legislation, in practice some jurisdictions (such as Alberta) use prosecution as a
disciplinary tool against employees and supervisors significantly more than others. There is also a
considerable degree of variation in the general extent to which prosecution is used as a regulatory
tool (see Table 14 and Chart 3 below). Differences in the rate of prosecution seem to depend partly
on the availability of other enforcement instruments – and, in particular, the existence of a well
developed system of administrative fines - and in part on the political philosophy and assumptions
underlying regulatory policy and practice (see the discussion on Alberta).
Table 14: Prosecutions as a Percentage of Workers
Province
Alberta
British Columbia
New Brunswick
Newfoundland
Nova Scotia
Ontario
Prince Edward Island
Saskatchewan

Prosecutions per Million Workers/Year
4.2
3.7
38
20
50
64
16
17

Source: Corbett, 2003: 7.
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Chart 3: Prosecutions per million workers/year

The introduction of Bill C-45 in 2003 significantly extended the scope of criminal liability for
companies49 by eliminating some of the key legal obstacles to convicting companies under the
general Criminal Code for negligently causing harm.50 Bill C-45 does not alter the existing
obligations imposed under provincial health and safety law, but rather creates an additional
instrument for prosecuting companies that have failed to discharge their duties under provincial
health and safety law. The practical effect of the amendments introduced by the Bill to the Criminal
Code is unclear. In the year after the Bill took effect, only one defendant - a supervisor in a small
construction business – had been charged under the amended Code. In the event, the defendant
pleaded guilty to charges under Ontario’s Occupational Health Act (the prosecution citing the age
of the defendant, his plea of guilt to other offences and the fact that section 718.2 of the Criminal
Code requires sentences to be similar in gravity and form to sentences imposed on similar offenders
for similar offences committed in similar circumstances). If the thinking behind this decision
signals how prosecuting attorneys generally will interpret the amendments to the Criminal Code, it
is likely that the Bill’s provision will only be drawn on in the most serious cases (Keith, 2005).
3.2

Sentencing: the Criminal Code

In addition to opening up companies (and employees with a supervisory capacity) to penalties for
offences under the Criminal Code, Bill C-45 made two specific reforms to the sentencing regime
49

The Act is not limited to companies, but rather applies generally to organisations.
Section 221 of the Criminal Code provides for the offence of negligently causing bodily harm to another person and
carries a maximum prison sentence of 10 years. Section 220(b) of the Code provides for the offence of negligently causing
death and carries a maximum prison sentence of life. The scope of this offence is clarified in section 219(1)(b), which
partially defines criminal negligence as an omission to fulfil a legal duty that shows “wanton or reckless disregard for the
lives or safety” of others. Bill C-45’s expansive effect on the scope of criminal liability derives from two key innovations.
The first concerns the extension of the (Criminal Code) duty specified in 219(b) to include anyone responsible for directing
the work of others [section 217.1 Criminal Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46)]. The second is its expansion of the scope of
corporate criminal liability by attributing criminal liability to corporations, and executives, for the acts of its
“representatives” – which is given a broad definition in section 2 of the Bill [sections 22.1-22.3 Criminal Code (R.S., 1985,
c. C-46)]. The Code amendments do not, therefore, mean that individuals will avoid liability. On the contrary, the fact that
the duty created is broad enough to include officers, management and other employees who perform a supervisory role has
meant that they have expanded criminal liability to individuals within companies. Rather, for practical purposes, the Bill
has extended corporate liability to criminal negligence for the first time (before the passage of the Bill, only individuals
were held liable for offences of criminal negligence in practice). Although the Bill also extends corporate liability for
crimes of intent or recklessness, in practical terms these amendments are likely to be less significant.
50
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aimed at providing a more effective deterrent and ensuring that any harm caused is remedied
(Department of Justice, Canada, 2002). First, it increased the maximum fine payable by an
organisation for a summary conviction offence to $100,000.51 More significantly, however, it also
inserted a specific section in the Canadian Criminal Code creating probation orders for
organisations52 which authorise the court to impose a wide range of conditions. The purpose of
the order is to provide the court with sufficient means to more directly influence the future conduct
of companies (Goetz, 2003) and empowers the court to impose:
a) a restitution order providing restitution to victims of the offence;53
b) organisational reform orders;54
c) publicity orders;55 and
d) any other reasonable conditions that the court considers might serve to prevent the
company from committing subsequent offences or to remedy the harm caused by the
offence.56
Bill C-45 also created a more structured approach to the sentencing process by adding a number of
specific criteria to the Canadian Criminal Code for the court to take account of in determining the
appropriate sentence for organisations.57 These include:
a) any advantage realised by the organisation in committing the offence;58
b) the degree of planning involved;59
c) the duration and complexity of the offence;60
d) whether the organisation has attempted to conceal its assets or convert them (in order to
show that it is not able to pay a fine or make restitution);61
51

All ‘$’ signs in this chapter refer to Canadian $. The Criminal Code does not set a maximum limit on financial penalties
for companies convicted on indictment.
52
These can be imposed on companies as alternatives, or in addition to, monetary penalties. Section 732.1(3.1)
Criminal Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46).
53
Section 732.1(3.1)(a) Criminal Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46).
54
More specifically, the court is authorised to order the company to “establish policies, standards and procedures to
reduce the likelihood of the organisation committing a subsequence offence”. Section 732.1(3.1)(b) Criminal Code (R.S.,
1985, c. C-46). Bill C-45 also authorised the courts to attach a number of conditions to probation orders to supervise the
company’s efforts to ensure it does not commit crimes in the future. Thus, section 732.1(3.1)(d) authorises the court to
order the company to provide a report on its progress in respect of requirements made of it under section 7.31(3.1)(b) and
to name a senior officer to oversee their implementation (section 7.31(3.1)(b) Criminal Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46).
55
Section 732.1(3.1)(f) of the Criminal Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46) authorises the court to order the company (“in the
manner specified by the court”) to publicise (i) the offence, (ii) the sentence and (iii) any measures that the organization is
taking to reduce the likelihood of the company committing a subsequent offence. The section does not specify the nature of
these orders.
56
Section 732.1(3.1)(g) Criminal Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46 ).
57
Chapter 21, section 14. These supplement the general principles that the court is required to take into account under
section 718 which, among other things, include the importance of ensuring that the sentence is proportionate to the gravity
of the offence and degree of responsibility of the offender [section 718.1 Criminal Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46 )], that the
sentence should be adjusted to take account of any aggravating or mitigating circumstances [section 718.2(a) Criminal
Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46 )] such as whether the offender has abused a position of trust or authority [section 718.2(iii)
Criminal Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46 )].
58
Section 718.21(a) Criminal Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46).
59
Section 718.21(b) Criminal Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46).
60
Section 718.21(b) Criminal Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46).
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e) the impact the sentence would have on the solvency of the organisation and the continued
employment of its employees;62
f)

the cost of investigation and prosecution;63

g) the size and impact of any regulatory penalty already imposed on the organisation or its
employees;64
h)

how seriously the organisation has responded to an offence by disciplining or dismissing
employees who have participated in the offence;65

i)

previous convictions 66

j)

whether the organisation has attempted to compensate victims (or been ordered to)67

k) any measures the organisation has taken to reduce the likelihood of further offending (to
this effect the court might have regard to new policies , practices or changes in
personnel).68
3.3

Sentencing: Provincial Health and Safety Legislation

The following table summarises the maximum criminal fines that courts can impose under
provincial health and safety legislation. Apart from the relatively low fines for individual offenders
available to courts in Ontario, the maximum levels of criminal fines seems to be steadily
converging. Alternative sentencing provisions are considered in the sections on specific provinces.
Table 15: Maximum Criminal Fines under Provincial Health and Safety Legislation

Alberta
British
Columbia
Nova
Scotia
Ontario

Maximum Fines $
(corporations)
1,000,000 (£491,344)
1,000,000 (£491,344)
1,167,121 (£573,458)

Custody

First offence
Second offence
First offence

Maximum Fines Can $
(individuals)
500,000 (£245,672)
1,000,000 (£491,344)
583,560.4169 (£245,672)

Second offence
First offence
Second offence
First offence
Second offence

1,167,12170 (£573,458)
250,000 (£122,836)
250,000 (£122,836)
25,000 (£12,284)
25,000 (£12,284)

1,167,121 (£573,458)

12 months
24 months
24 months
12 months
12 months

500,000 (£245,672)
500,000(£245,672)

61

6 months
12 months
6 months

Section 718.21(c) Criminal Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46).
Section 718.21(d) Criminal Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46).
63
Section 718.21(e) Criminal Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46).
64
Section 718.21(f) Criminal Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46).
65
Section 718.21(h) Criminal Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46).
66
Section 718.21(g) Criminal Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46).
67
Section 718.21(i) Criminal Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46).
68
Section 718.21(j) Criminal Code (R.S., 1985, c. C-46).
69
And, in the case of a continuing offence, to a further fine of not more than $29 178.04 for each day during which the
offence continues after the first day.
70
And, in the case of a continuing offence, to a further fine of not more than $58 356.04 for each day during which the
offence continues after the first day.
62
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4.

COMPENSATION

The Canadian government organises occupational health and safety related insurance through
provincial public Workers’ Compensation Boards (WCB) – a system which, in one form or
another, predates OHS regulation. Participating firms – which are held liable for workplace
accidents - fund the system through the payment of premiums to Boards, the value of which are
determined according to the firm’s claims experience. All WCBs operate a form of experiencerating aimed at shifting the financial burden of work related ill health and injury onto poorer
performing employers. Moreover others have progressed efforts to encourage firms to establish
occupational health and safety management systems and exchange best practice through reduced
premium rates for participating employers. Workplace Safety Insurance Board (WSIB) in Ontario,
by contrast, employs the opposite approach – large penalties for employers with poor health and
safety records which fail its health and safety audits.
A number of studies suggest the existence of a link between experience-rated workers’
compensation programmes (where workers’ compensation premiums are tied to firm-level injury
rates) and reported injury rates (compensation claims) (see generally Tompa, et al: 2004;
Thomason and Pozzebon, 2002). As indicated in the discussion on the US, the evidence is less clear
on whether this indicates a link between experience-rating based systems of compensation and
Table 16: Compensation Programmes and Compensation Based Incentive Schemes
Programmes
Large business programme
Small business programme
Experience
Programme for specific
Rating
industries
Programme for mutual
groups
Rate groups / safety groups71
Third party audit (COR)72 (incentive)
Audit (disincentive)

BC
1
1

Alberta
1
1

Manitoba
1
1

Ontario
1

Quebe
c
1

1
1
1
1

1

1
1

actual rates or injury and ill health. Confining ourselves to the Canadian research on the effect of
experience-rating on work-related injury and ill-health - Thomason and Pozzebon (2002) report
that experience-rated firms are more likely than non-experience rated firms to implement measures
to prevent workplace injury and disease;73 indicating that experience-rating may actually promote
OHS compliance and reduce injury rates. However, they also find that experience-rated firms are
more likely to manage claims by reducing compensation costs using means other than disease and
injury prevention (such as hastening the injured worker’s rehabilitation and challenging claims).
There is also evidence of a systematic relationship between wages and the compensation cost
reduction strategy undertaken by employers, with high-wage firms more likely than low-wage
firms to emphasize improvement of health and safety over claims management.

71

Workers’ compensation programmes establish a framework and criteria in which groups of employers come together to
reduce work-related injuries and claims rates.
72
OHS audits are conducted by a third party to a standard specified by the worker’s compensation authority.
73
See, for example, Thomason and Pozzebon’s forthcoming study of workplace health and safety practices and workers’
compensation claim management at 450 Quebec firms in 1995.
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Bolduc, et al (2002) found that higher compensation benefits lead to larger increases in difficult-todiagnose injuries, relative to easy-to-diagnose injuries. The authors argue that this finding is
consistent with the idea that higher compensation benefits lead to increases in misreporting,
although the findings could just as easily be explained in terms of workers with genuine difficultto-diagnose injuries being more prepared to endure the difficulties involved in formally registering
a complaint.
5.

CO-OPERATION, PARTNERSHIP AND VOLUNTARY PROGRAMMES

All the jurisdictions we examined have developed an extensive range of voluntary and partnership
programmes. In many cases, take-up in the programmes is optimised through the offer of premium
reductions. In one sense this highlights the strength of a developed (experience-rated) apparatus of
workers’ compensation. The promise of reduced premiums provides a useful alternative incentive
to lower formal surveillance as a means of encouraging participation in voluntary and partnership
programmes. In many cases, however, the offer of premium reductions is combined with reduced
formal surveillance. As we note elsewhere, the necessity of incentives to encourage employers to
participate in voluntary and partnership programmes raises important questions about whether
employers’ motivations for participation are consistent with the high-trust, co-operative philosophy
that underpins the voluntary and partnership approach (see table 20, annexed to chapter).
6.

COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE: TRAINING AND EDUCATION

All target jurisdictions place considerable emphasis on training. One unusual trend is the
provision of education and training in schools (in recognition of the high rates of work related
injury among young workers).
Table 17: Compliance Assistance and Training for the Young (Alberta, British
Columbia and Ontario)

Media Campaigns
School presentations
Sponsorship of youth-oriented
events
School curriculum

Alberta
1
1

British Columbia
1
1

Ontario
1
1

1
1

1

1
1

7.

EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION

7.1

Introduction

The increased involvement of employees in OHS decision-making is arguably the most significant
trend in occupational health and safety regulation in Canada (see, for example, Verma, 1996) and is
central to the “internal responsibility” approach to OHS regulation, pervasive in Canada (Mustard,
2005).
7.2

Employee Rights
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The right to refuse work74 is often represented as an important component of the internal
responsibility system. Provincial health and safety legislations sets out a specific course of action
that employees must follow in order to enjoy the protections offered by the law. Knowledge, in
short, is assumed to enable employees to make choices regarding the hazards they tolerate. The
available research suggests that workers in a weaker position in the workplace and labour markets
are less likely to be aware of their rights (and, therefore, presumably exercise them);75 highlighting
what is arguably the key risk to Canada’s internal responsibility system (although we note the
decline in union density in Canada has been far less marked than in other jurisdictions – see table 9
and the relevant discussion in the conclusion). More generally, Lanoie’s (1992) study of the
performance of the Quebec OSH board (CSST) in reducing the frequency and severity of
workplace accidents between 1983 and 1987 – found that innovative prevention polices adopted by
the CSST such as the right of work refusal were no more effective in influencing the risk of
accident than inspection and enforcement.
The relatively extensive right to refuse work in Canadian jurisdictions contrasts with the highly
limited rights in the US which reflect concerns that they would be used by labour as a lever in work
place disputes (Allen and Linenburger, 1983). This is at odds with Hebdon and Hyatt’s (1998)
examination of the use of the right in Ontario in 1988. Their study found that although the exercise
of these rights was more likely where industrial relations were more adversarial, there was little
evidence to suggest that they were being used for concerted harassment against employers.
Although formally extensive, in practice there is evidence to suggest that the right to refuse work is
narrowly interpreted. This is the implication of Harcourt and Harcourt’s (2000) examination of
Canadian arbitration and labour relations board decisions involving employees who were
disciplined after having refused work on the grounds that it was unsafe. The authors not only
concluded that the right to refuse work was narrowly construed, but, interestingly, that employers
are generally presumed to provide safe workplaces (and consequently not obliged to show that
measures to prevent accidents had been taken). In practice, this meant that employees typically had
to establish a large range of inflexible conditions to qualify for protection from discipline. This,
they argued, reflected the assumption by tribunals that management’s prerogative and obedience to
management authority, essential to efficient production, takes primacy over other considerations
(but see Gereluk, 2001).
7.3

Employee Right-to-Know

Canada has a highly developed right-to-know legal framework (comprising several pieces of
legislation) that applies to hazardous products. The framework comprises several federal and
provincial statutes which are collectively known as the Workplace Hazardous Materials
Information System or WHMIS. Federal legislation – which is primarily concerned with the
importation and sale of WHMIS controlled products76 - establishes which products are controlled
under WHMIS. Provincial legislation covers the use of hazardous materials in the workplace and
identifies employers’ responsibilities. The basic aim of the legislation is to provide a
comprehensive plan for providing information on hazardous materials intended for use in
workplaces.
74

The right is, by and large, extended to all employees, although workers who have a responsibility to protect public safety
(such as firefighters or prison officers) are usually not able to refuse unsafe work if the danger in question is a normal part
of their job or if to refuse would endanger the life, health or safety of another person (see, for example, section 43(2)
Occupational Health and Safety Act in the case of Ontario).
75
Unionised workers, men and those with a higher level of education are more likely to have some knowledge of their
rights (Walters and Denton, 1990).
76
Under WHMIS, manufacturers, sellers, distributors and importers or controlled products are collectively referred to as
suppliers. WHMIS applies in all Canadian workplaces covered by occupational health and safety legislation where
WHMIS controlled products are used.
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7.4

Workplace Health and Safety Committees and Worker OHS Representatives

Joint occupational health and safety committees are responsible for organising regular workplace
inspections in which committee members are expected to listen to concerns of workers and
supervisors, to further their understanding of jobs in the workplace, identify hazards and their
underlying causes, monitor the controls in place to prevent injury and illness and recommend
correct action. See Table 18 annexed to this chapter summarising the situation in different
provinces.
Joint health and safety committees are generally regarded as central to the IRS (see, for example,
Lewchuk, et al, 1996). Historically, the formation of joint health and safety committees (JHSCs)
has been mandatory in some provinces (such as Ontario and Saskatchewan), but voluntary in others
(such as Alberta). In Quebec, JHSCs are required in workplaces with over 20 employees. These
usually obtain and disseminate information on health and safety, identify the sources of hazard to
workers, and make recommendations on the means of eliminating hazards to the employer. The
equal representation of management and workers on a committee is compulsory (Lanoie, 1992:
644).
The literature has identified several problems with joint OHS committees. These include the fact
that they have limited executive authority and that employees lack the authority or resources to
force committees to deal with important issues. It has been further argued that serious problems,
especially those with significant cost implications, are generally ignored and that committees do not
have the power to promote OHS where employers give health and safety a low priority. These
problems are generally thought to be greater in non-unionised and smaller workplaces (Swinton,
1983; Walters and Haine, 1988; DeMatteo, 1991; Tuohy and Simard, 1993; Tucker, 1995). Tucker
(1995) reports that the creation of the Workplace Health and Safety Agency in 1991 was motivated
in part by a desire to underwrite the effectiveness of joint OHS committees by providing both
employers and employees with the sort of technical knowledge and skills necessary to make the
system work. However, Lewchuk, et al (1996: 228) report that during the mid 1990s, Ontario’s
provincial administration sought to reverse many of these changes.
Lewchuk, et al (1996) studied the effect of joint occupational health and safety committees on
health and safety performance in Ontario during the 1980s by comparing changes in injury and
illness rates in sectors where joint OHS committees were mandatory with those, specifically the
retail sector, where OHS committees had not initially been made compulsory.77 Their results
strongly suggest that committees helped reduce the number of lost-time claims made by workers in
Ontario in a number of key industrial sectors by as much as 18 per cent in some cases.78

77

The first piece of legislation making joint OHS committees mandatory – Bill 70 – did not apply to all sectors of the
economy. This allowed Lewchuk, et al (1996) to compare changes in injury and illness rates in industrial sectors covered
by Bill 70 with those where the legislation did not apply.
78
A more recent study of injury and disability in Ontario’s education sector by Cullen, et al (2005) found that institutions
at which senior management ranked the organisation’s commitment to encouraging shared involvement in safety issues
highly were associated with higher injury incidence and disability incidence of outcomes. Although, the self-assessment
component of the study tends to undermine the strength of the finding, the positive association between a perception of
strong co-operation over safety and injury and disability rates raises some very interesting questions around: a) the
validity of management’s perceptions of the degree of co-operation over OHS issues in the workplace; b) the relationship
between a strong safety culture and the perception of injuries and ill health as occupationally related; and c) the value of
co-operation through joint OHS committees as a means of preventing injury and ill health in the workplace..
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Annex
Table 10: Enforcement Notices (Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, Nova Scotia, Ontario and Quebec)
Area (main legislation
and regulation)
Alberta (Occupational
Health and Safety Act
and Joint Work Site
Health).

Enforcement notices
Health and safety officers have a range of powers under the Act. These include the power to order compliance [section 9(2)] and the power to
order workers to stop carrying out specific work (where there is a risk of injury or ill health to workers) or ensure that the work will be carried out
in a healthy and safe manner (within a set time period) [section 9(1)]. A similar power exists under section 10(1) where there is a danger to the
health or safety of a worker (although here the officer is also empowered to order that any worker or other person present leave the work site
without delay). The same provision also empowers officers to order prime contractors, contractors or employers to remove the source of the
danger or to protect any person from it. This basic power of cessation extends to the use of tools, appliances and equipment [section 11(1)] which
are not in a safe operating condition or which do not comply with health and safety regulations. Under sections 11(2) and 12(1) and (2), health
and safety officers can also order suppliers to stop supplying tools, appliances or equipment (where they are not in a safe operating condition or
do not comply with relevant standards or regulations) or alternatively to take specified measures to ensure that relevant standards are complied
with.
These basic enforcement tools complement a range of additional powers that are used to reinforce the effective working of the international
responsibility system. These include:
a) the power to order employers to eliminate an immediate danger which has caused a worker to refuse to work [section 35(8)];
b) the power to order employers to reinstate, reimburse, etc. workers who have been dismissed or disciplined for exercising the functions of a
member of a joint worksite health and safety committee or for acting in accordance with the Act, the regulations or an order [sections 9(3) and
37(2)].
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Area (main legislation
and regulation)
British Columbia
(Workers Compensation
Act and Occupational
Health and Safety
Regulation)

Enforcement notices
Prevention officers have the power to: require a person to take measures to ensure compliance (section 187); require an employer to obtain test or
assessment results respecting any thing or procedure in or about a workplace (and submit the information to the Board) (section 187); require an
employer to install and maintain first aid equipment and service (section 187); require that a thing is not used (if it is not in a safe operation
condition on does not comply with the Act and its attendant regulations) (section 190); require that a supplier stop supplying a thing (if is not in
safe operating condition or does not comply with the Act and its attendant regulations) (section 190); require that first aid equipment and service
is installed (section 160) and close down a workplace until first aid equipment and service is installed (section 160).
Where an immediate danger exists that might result in serious injury or illness, or death to a worker, prevention officers are allowed to order that
work be stopped and, if necessary, that the workplace be cleared (section 191).
Where a person holding a certificate issued under Part 3 of the Act or regulations either breaches a term or condition of the certificate or
contravenes a provision of Part 3 or the regulations, prevention officers may cancel, suspend or place a condition on the use of the certificate
(section 195).
Prevention officers’ powers which are specifically designed to reinforce the international responsibility system include: the power to order an
employer to respond adequately to recommendations made by a joint health and safety committee (once the committee, unsatisfied with an
explanation for a delay in responding, has reported the fact to the Board and the matter has been investigated by a prevention officer) [section
133(5)]; the power to issue a remedial order (requiring the employer to reinstate the worker to his/her former employment under the same terms
and conditions and/or to pay, by a specified date, wages required to be paid under Part 3 of the Act or the regulations) where a worker has been
discriminated against exercising any right or carrying out any duty in accordance with Part 3 of the Act, the regulations or an applicable order, or
for testifying or providing information in relation to occupational health and safety, or that the employer has failed to pay him/her wages as
required by the legislation. [section 150 to 153]
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Area (main
legislation and
regulation)
Ontario
(Occupational Health
and Safety Act)

Enforcement notices
Inspectors have the power to: order compliance [which extends to owners, constructors, licensees, employers, people in charge of workplaces section 57(1)]; to require that any place, equipment, machine, device or thing or any process or material is not used (where a contravention of the
Act or regulations is a danger to worker health or safety); to require that work is stopped (where a contravention of the Act or regulations is a danger
to worker health or safety); to require that the workplace is cleared of health or safety risks (where a contravention of the Act or regulations is a
danger to worker health or safety) [sections 57 (6) and 58]; order that hazardous materials are not used (or that the thing causing a hazardous
physical agent is not to be used or operated) [section 57 (8)]; direct a health and safety representative or a designated member of a health and safety
committee representing workers to inspect all or part of a workplace at specified intervals (section 55); to require an employer (at its own expense)
to have an expert conduct tests and provide a report on any potential hazard in the workplace, to have a professional engineer test any equipment,
machinery or devices; to provide a report from a professional engineer assessing the structural soundness of a workplace; and d) to require the owner
of a mine to provide, at his/her/its own expense, an official report from a professional engineer that the ground stability, mining methods and support
or rock reinforcement are such that a worker is not likely to be endangered [sections. 54(1)(f), (k), (l), (m), (n)].
Where a worker refuses to work (following investigation by a supervisor) because he or she has reasonable grounds to believe that the work
continues to be likely to endanger himself / herself or another worker an inspector is required to investigate the refusal to work and decide whether
the work is likely to endanger the worker or another person [sections 43(7) and (8)]. When two certified members of a health and safety committee
representing workers and employer respectively do not agree whether dangerous circumstances exist, and either certified member requests that an
inspector investigate the matter, the inspector is required to investigate the matter and provide the certified members with a written decision as to
whether dangerous circumstances exist [section 45(6)].

Manitoba (Workplace
Safety and Health
Act)

Under section 26(1) of the Act Manitoba officers have the power to issue improvement orders in relation to health and safety violations (see also
section 33(3)). Where the violation represents a serious risk to health and safety, section 26(2) of the Act allows officers to issue a stop work order.
Stop work orders can also be imposed under section 36 where work involves an imminent risk of serious physical or health injury, or where a
contravention specified in an improvement order has not been remedied. The same section empowers the officer to order that all or part of the
workplace be vacated. Under section 35 employers subject to improvement orders are required to submit a written report to the regulatory authority
on the measures taken to remedy the contravention and on any measures yet to be taken. Officers also have a range of powers to reinforce the
effective working of the international responsibility system. These include: a limited power under section 41.1, to order a decision in a dispute
between a safety and health committee or representative and an employer; the power to issue remedial orders under section 42 and 42.1 which
require employers to reinstate workers who have been the subject of discrimination for attempting to exercise their rights under the Act; the power to
issue an improvement or stop work order under section 43.1
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Area (main legislation
and regulation)
Nova Scotia
(Occupational Health
and Safety Act)

Enforcement notices
Occupational health and safety officers have a general power of direction relating to any matter or thing that is regulated, controlled or required by
the Act or the regulations [section 55 (1)]. Where an order for compliance is made and the officer finds that the matter or thing is a source of
danger or health hazard he or she may also order that: (a) any place, device, equipment, machine, material or thing not be used until the order is
complied with; (b) work at the workplace or any part of it stop until the order to stop work is withdrawn or cancelled; (c) the workplace or part of
it be cleared of persons and isolated by barricades, fencing or any other means suitable to prevent access thereto until the danger is removed
(employees responsible for doing this work may enter the workplace when they are protected from the danger) [sections 55 (4) and (5)].
When an occupational health and safety officer determines that there may be a risk to health or safety; and an employer, owner, contractor or
constructor fails to establish that it would not be reasonably practicable to carry out an order made under section 52, the officer may order the
employer, etc. (at their own expense) to obtain a report or an assessment from an expert or professional in the field for the purpose of determining
whether any biological, chemical or physical agent, material, equipment, machine, device, article, thing or procedure, in or about a workplace,
conforms with the Act or the regulations or good professional practice, and have conducted any tests necessary to the production of the report or
assessment (section 52).
Where an officer determines that any device, equipment, machine, material or thing to be used by an employee or self-employed person is unsafe
(or does not comply with the standards prescribed by the Act or the regulations) he or she may order the supplier or any other person to stop
selling, renting, leasing or otherwise supplying the device, equipment, machine, material or thing to any employer, employee or self-employed
person (section 51).
When an employee has refused to perform work that he or she believes, on reasonable grounds, is likely to endanger his or her health or safety or
that of another person (and the matter has not been resolved after having been reported to the supervisor, the health and safety committee or the
health and safety representative) an officer investigating the matter renders a decision on whether there is a danger (and, where appropriate, can
exercise their powers to remedy the hazard [sections 43 (1) and (2)].
The Act protects employees from discrimination for having acted to further health and safety within the Act by affording them a right of
complaint to the regulatory authority. Where discrimination has taken place health and safety officers can require employers to pay the wages or
other benefits. The officer may also issue other types of redress orders, including reinstatement, when he or she determines that discriminatory
action has been taken or threatened (section 46).
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Area (main legislation
and regulation)
Ontario (Occupational
Health and Safety Act)

Enforcement notices
Inspectors have the power to: order compliance [which extends to owners, constructors, licensees, employers, people in charge of workplaces –
section 57(1)]; to require that any place, equipment, machine, device or thing or any process or material is not used (where a contravention of the
Act or regulations is a danger to worker health or safety); to require that work is stopped (where a contravention of the Act or regulations is a
danger to worker health or safety); to require that the workplace is cleared of health or safety risks (where a contravention of the Act or
regulations is a danger to worker health or safety) [sections 57 (6) and 58]; order that hazardous materials are not used (or that the thing causing a
hazardous physical agent is not be used or operated) [section 57 (8)]; direct a health and safety representative or a designated member of a health
and safety committee representing workers to inspect all or part of a workplace at specified intervals (section 55); to require an employer (at its
own expense) to have an expert conduct tests and provide a report on any potential hazard in the workplace, to have a professional engineer test
any equipment, machinery or devices; to provide a report from a professional engineer assessing the structural soundness of a workplace; and d)
to require the owner of a mine to provide, at his/her/its own expense, an official report from a professional engineer that the ground stability,
mining methods and support or rock reinforcement are such that a worker is not likely to be endangered [sections. 54(1)(f), (k), (l), (m), (n)].
Where a worker refuses to work (following investigation by a supervisor) because he or she has reasonable grounds to believe that the work
continues to be likely to endanger himself / herself or another worker an inspector is required to investigate the refusal to work and decide
whether the work is likely to endanger the worker or another person [sections 43(7) and (8)]. When two certified members of a health and safety
committee representing workers and employer respectively do not agree whether dangerous circumstances exist, and either certified member
requests that an inspector investigate the matter, the inspector is required to investigate the matter and provide the certified members with a
written decision as to whether dangerous circumstances exist [section 45(6)].
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Area (main legislation
and regulation)
Quebec
(An
Act
respecting occupational
health and safety)

Enforcement notices
Officers may issue:
a) an order of compliance with a specified timeframe (section 182);
b) an order for work to be suspended (where workers’ health, safety or physical well-being is endangered - section 186);
c) an order to shut down a workplace (where worker’s health, safety or physical well-being is endangered - section 188);
d) an order to cease making, supplying, selling, leasing, distributing or installing products, processes, equipment, materials, contaminants or
dangerous substances relating to the contravention of the Act or its attendant regulation (section 190);
e) employers, principal contractors or owners with an order to produce an attestation of solidity (relating to a building, structure or civil
engineering work) signed by an engineer or architect, or an attestation of conformity with the regulations [section 180 (5)];
f) an employer with an order to install a measuring device and require them to transmit the data recorded [section 180 (6)];
g) an employer with an order to require corrective measures to be taken following an employee’s continuing refusal to perform work on the basis
of health and safety (sections 18 and 19);
h) a principal contractor with an order to cease using a device or machine which does not comply with the regulations, a prevention programme
(if any) or any other safety standard, if it endangers the health, safety or physical well-being of a construction worker (sections 217 and 218);
g) manufacturers, suppliers or users with an order for the costs involved in obtaining an expert opinion of the health and safety risks inherent in
any product, process, equipment, material, contaminant or dangerous substance (section 65).
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Table 18: Joint Health and Safety Committees (Alberta, British Columbia and Ontario)
Area (main legislation
and regulation)

Summary of Terms of Joint Health and Safety Committees

Alberta (Occupational
Health and Safety Act
and Joint Work Site
Health and Safety
Committee Regulations).

Health and safety committees are not mandatory, but may be required on the order of the Minister responsible for workers’ health and safety
(section 31). Their duties are set out in section 31(1) of the Act. Protection against discrimination similar to that provided by the Canada Labour
Code is given under the Act and a right of appeal exists to the Occupational Health and Safety Council.1 Sections 2 to 10 of the Regulations
define the committee structure, the appointment or election of members, the holding of meetings and the carrying out of inspections.

British Columbia
(Workers Compensation
Act and Occupational
Health and Safety
Regulation)

Health and safety committees are mandatory in workplaces with 20 or more workers who are regularly employed or when required by order. The
provinces Worker’s Compensation Board specifies their duties and functions. The law encourages employers to be responsive to committees by
requiring them to respond in writing to written recommendations of the committees, giving reasons for rejecting any recommendations. By
giving committees what is effectively a right of appeal to the Worker’s Compensation Board, BC law attempts to ensure that employers cannot
take advantage of the relative absence of inspection and enforcement and externalise OHS costs. A right of appeal exists

Manitoba (Workplace
Safety and Health Act
1992)

A workplace safety and health committee is mandatory where 20 or more workers are regularly employed or where required by the Workplace
Safety and Health Division. If a prime contractor is required for a construction project and the project is likely to require more than 90 days to
complete, a committee must be established where 20 or more workers are expected to be involved. Section 40 of the Act lists the main duties of
committees. Each committee member is entitled to attend workplace safety and health training seminars, programmes or courses (of up to two
days) offered by the Workplace Safety and Health Division or approved by the workplace safety and health committee without loss of pay or
other benefits. On construction projects, each employer with five or more workers must institute a safety and health education programme at
which all workers must attend without loss of pay or other benefits for 30 minutes (or two periods of 15 minutes) every two weeks.2 An
employer (including a prime contractor) who receives written recommendations from a committee identifying anything that may pose a danger
to the safety or health of any person, must respond in writing to the committee no later than 30 days after receiving the recommendations, unless
the employer implements all the recommendations within that period. The response must contain a timetable for implementing the
recommendations and give reasons why the employer disagrees with any recommendations. If no agreement can be reached regarding the
response of an employer, the matter can be referred to a safety and health officer.3 Workers are protected against dismissal/discriminatory action
for performing duties or exercising rights as a member of a committee, and there is a right to file a complaint with a safety and health officer .

1

Sections 31(5), 36, 37 of the Occupational Health and Safety Act.
Section 44 of the Workplace Safety and Health Act 1992.
3
Section 41.1 of the Workplace Safety and Health Act 1992.
2
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Area (main legislation
and regulation)

Summary of Terms of Joint Health and Safety Committees

Nova Scotia
(Occupational Health and
Safety Act 1996)

A health and safety committee is mandatory at every workplace or at a construction project if there are 20 or more persons regularly employed.4
A committee in smaller workplaces can be ordered at the discretion of the regulatory authority.5 Sections 30, 21 and 35 of the 1996 Act specifies
the composition, functions and frequency of the meetings of a committee. Committee members are entitled to time off to attend meetings, take
training prescribed by the regulations, and carry out their functions. When a committee makes written recommendations, the employer must
respond in writing within 21 days if requested to do so. Reasons must be given if recommendations are not accepted. When it is not reasonably
possible to submit a response within 21 days, the employer must provide a reasonable explanation for the delay. If there is an unreasonable delay
in providing a response, the chair or co-chairs of the committee is under an obligation to report the matter to an occupational health and safety
officer.6 Sections 45 and 46 of the 1996 Act provide committee members with protection against dismissal/discriminatory action for carrying out
committee work (through grievance arbitration under a collective agreement or by making a complaint to an occupational H&S officer).

Ontario (Occupational
Health and Safety Act)

A health and safety committee is mandatory where: 20 or more workers are regularly employed; where an order has been issued with respect to a
workplace regarding a biological, chemical or physical agent; where a regulation concerning designated substances applies to a workplace (other
than a construction project at which fewer than 20 workers are regularly employed). In addition to this, the Minister of Labour has a residual
discretion to require the establishment of a committee.7 There is also a basic requirement (in respect of workplaces with 20 or more workers and
construction projects with 50 or more workers8) that at least one member of a committee representing the employer or constructor and at least
one member representing workers be certified.9 Certified members have a range of powers including a bilateral right, in dangerous
circumstances, and a unilateral right, in more limited circumstances, to direct the employer or constructor to stop specified work or to stop the use
of any part of a workplace or of any equipment, machine, device, article or thing. An employer or constructor who receives written
recommendations from a committee must respond in writing within 21 days and include a timetable of implementation, giving reasons when
he/she does not accept any of the recommendations.10 Time spent by committee members carrying out their duties or fulfilling the requirements
for becoming certified is deemed to have been spent at work. General provisions protect workers against dismissal or disciplinary action.11

4

Section 29(1) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act 1996.
Section 29(2) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act 1996.
6
Section 34 of the Occupational Health and Safety Act 1996.
7
Section 9 of the 1978 Act.
8
Or also where the project is expected to last at least 3 months.
9
Section 9(12) of the 1978 Act.
10
Section 9(18), (20) and (21) of the 1978 Act.
11
Section 50 of the 1978 Act.
5
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Area (main legislation
and regulation)

Summary of Terms of Joint Health and Safety Committees

Quebec

Whilst committees are not compulsory, firms in priority sectors with more than 20 employees must form a committee where employees make a
request to this effect,12 the CSST may require a committee to be established regardless of the number of workers, and a committee must be
formed on construction sites occupying at least 25 workers at any particular stage of the work.13 There is protection against dismissal,
discriminatory action or reprisals for performing committee functions14 and the worker has the right to use the grievance procedure under a
collective agreement or to submit a complaint to the CSST. The Regulation respecting health and safety committees describes the categories of
establishments in which a committee may be established, and contains rules concerning their composition, the appointment of workers as
members, how committees operate, and an annual report on their activities.

12

A health and safety committee is established upon a written notice sent to the employer by a certified union or, where there is no union, by at least 10 per cent of the workers or at least four of
them if they are fewer than 40. A similar notice may be sent by the employer to the union or, where there is no union, to the workers as a whole. This applies to designated (by regulation)
establishments with more than 20 workers.
13
Construction Safety Code s.2.5.1
14
Sections 68 to 86 of an Act Respecting Occupational Health and Safety.
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Table 19: Right to Refuse Work
Area (main legislation and
regulation)

Outline of the Right to Refuse Dangerous Work

Federal (Canada Labour
Code (Part II))

An employee may refuse to work where a condition in the workplace constitutes a danger15 or they have reasonable cause to believe that this is
the case.16 The Code accords safeguards to employees against dismissal, disciplinary action or any other penalty who act in accordance with
the law as well as providing them with a right to complain to the Canada Industrial Relations Board (with the burden of proof being on the
employer).17

Alberta (Occupational
Health and Safety Act and
Joint Work Site Health).

Section 35(1) provides a similar right to refuse to work where employees have reasonable and probable grounds to believe that there are
conditions of imminent danger.18 Similar protections against dismissal or disciplinary action, including any financial penalty, are accorded to
employees who act in compliance with the Act. To ensure that these protections apply in practice, employees are given a formal right to
complain to an occupational health and safety officer and, thereafter, a right of review to the Occupational Health and Safety Council.19

British Columbia (Workers
Compensation Act and
Occupational Health and
Safety Regulation)

Employees may refuse work where they have reasonable cause to believe that the work would create an undue hazard to the health and safety
of any person. There is a similar protection against dismissal or discrimination with employees given a right of review either through the
Workers’ Compensation Board or, where there is a collective agreement, through a locally agreed grievance procedure.

Manitoba (Workplace
Safety and Health Act)

Section 43 empowers employees to refuse to work where they reasonably believe that the work represents a danger to their (or others) safety or
health. As in other provinces, a right of review against dismissal or discrimination exists with the employee accorded the right to complain to a
safety and health officer (with the burden of proof being on the employer).20

15

Section 122(1) defines danger as any existing or potential hazard or condition or any current or future activity that could reasonably be expected to cause injury or illness to a person exposed to
it before the hazard or condition can be corrected, or the activity altered, whether or not the injury or illness occurs immediately after the exposure to the hazard, condition or activity. It includes
any exposure to a hazardous substance that is likely to result in a chronic illness, in disease or in danger to the reproductive system.
16
Section 128(1).
17
Sections 133, 134 and 137.
18
Section 35(2) defines imminent danger as a danger that is not normal for that occupation, or a danger under which a person engaged in that occupation would not normally be exposed to.
19
Sections 36 and 37.
20
Section 42.
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Area (main legislation and
regulation)

Outline of the Right to Refuse Dangerous Work

Nova Scotia

Section 43(1) empowers employees to refuse to work where they reasonably believe that the work is likely to endanger their health or safety or
that of another person. Section 43(7) requires employers to continue to pay employees who have refused to work at their same rate even where
they have been reassigned to other labour and sections 45 and 46 create a protection against dismissal or discriminatory action through
grievance arbitration under a collective agreement or by making a complaint to an occupational health and safety officer (with the burden of
proof being on the employer).

Ontario (Occupational
Health and Safety Act)

Section 43 of the Occupational Health and Safety Act confers on employees the right to refuse work where there is reason to believe that the
work may endanger them or others.21 The right does not apply where the danger is inherent in the work or a normal condition of employment
or when refusing to work would endanger the life, health or safety of another person. The Act provides employees protection against dismissal
or disciplinary action with final and binding arbitration under a collective agreement or by making a complaint to the Ontario Labour Relations
Board (with the burden of proof being on the employer).22

Quebec (An Act respecting
occupational health and
safety)

Employees may refuse to work where there are reasonable grounds to believe that to do otherwise would endanger the health, safety or
physical well-being of them or others. The right does not apply where refusal to work puts others in immediate danger or if the conditions are
those ordinarily faced in the line of work at issue. There is protection against dismissal, discriminatory action or reprisals with the employee
enjoying the right to use a grievance procedure under a collective agreement or to submit a complaint to the CSST (which is subject to review
by the Commission des lesions professionelles (Occupational Injury Commission).23

21

Section 43(4) requires the employee to inform his or her supervisor or employer that the work is being refused and explain why. The supervisor or employer must investigate the situation
immediately, in the presence of the worker and either a joint committee member who represents workers, a health and safety representative or another worker, who, because of knowledge,
experience and training, has been chosen by the workers (or by the union) to represent them.
22
Section 50.
23
Sections 227 and 228.
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CHAPTER 6: ALBERTA
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Institutional Framework

OHS in Alberta is primarily organised through Alberta Human Resources and Employment
(AHRE), although Alberta’s Workers’ Compensation Board (WCB – Alberta) also plays an
important, if less significant role, in promoting OHS. In addition to this, the Occupational Health
and Safety Council advises the Minister of Alberta Human Resources and Employment (AHRE)
on matters concerning the Occupational Health and Safety Act and the health and safety of Alberta
workers. The Council - made up of representatives of employees, employers and the general public
- is appointed by the Minister responsible for OHS and, among other things, is empowered to hear
appeals of orders issued by Occupational Health and Safety Officers, make recommendations to the
Minister concerning the Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) Code, issue annual awards of
recognition.
The practice of promoting OHS in Alberta draws heavily on the work of safety associations –
associations of employers that are usually funded by WBC–Alberta (hence the term funded safety
associations) (see below). Their work – which is primarily educative – is monitored1 by WCBAlberta, but rather than focusing on outcome based measures, such as reductions in injury and ill
health, WCB-Alberta’s scrutiny focuses on measures such as the number of students attending
courses, conferences co-ordinated and injury reduction initiatives undertaken. Interestingly,
although safety associations receive substantial funding from WCB-Alberta, there has been no
evaluative research undertaken into their impact on outcomes (AHRE, undated).
The main legislation governing OHS regulation in Alberta is the Occupational Health and Safety
Act. This gives the provincial administration authority to make regulations and codes concerning
OHS and sets out both employers’ and employees’ (as well as other workplace parties’) basic
duties and obligations. The regulations address the requirements relating to government policy and
administrative matters, whilst the Code specifies all the mandatory technical standards and safety
rules that employers and workers have to comply with to fulfil their obligations. Duties imposed by
the Act, Regulation and Code are enforced by occupational health and safety officers of the AHRE,
Workplace Health and Safety.
Alberta’s Occupational Health and Safety Act creates an interlocking framework of legal duties on
suppliers,2 contractors3 and workers as well as most employers.4 Although the extent of some of
these duties has not been fully tested in the courts (Myrol, 2004b), spreading responsibility for OHS
1

Funding of safety associations is conditional on WCB-Alberta approval of a detailed business plan which reports on the
progress associations make in relation to the promotion of education in accident prevention.
2
The general responsibilities of suppliers are contained within sections 2(3) (which places a duty on tool, appliance and
equipment suppliers to take reasonably practicable steps to ensure that supplied items are in safe operating condition) and
(4) (which requires suppliers of tools, appliances, equipment, designated substances or hazardous materials to ensure that
they comply with the OSH Act and its attendant regulations and codes).
3
Where there are two or more employers involved in work at a work site at the same time, section 3 of the OHS Act
imposes the duties of the prime contractor on the contractor or employer who enters into an agreement with the owner of
the site (s.3(2)(a)) or, where there is no agreement, the owner of the work site (s.3(2)(b)). These duties are similar to those
of employers in that the prime contractor has to ensure, as far as reasonably practicable, that the OHS Act and its
attendant regulations are complied with in relation to the work on the site (s.3(3)). The Act goes on to state that one of the
ways in which the prime contractor can comply with its obligations under the Act is to establish and maintain a system or
processes that will ensure compliance with this Act and its attendant regulations.
4
Sections 2(1)-(5) of the OHS Act.
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in this way5 has a number of important advantages. More specifically, not only does it formally
extend responsibility for promoting OHS to all stakeholders involved in the work process, but, in
doing so, it also clarifies the exact scope of that responsibility.
Arguably, the most distinctive feature of Alberta’s institutional framework of OHS is that it
formalises a hierarchy of hazard elimination and control. This is the effect of section 9 of the OHS
Act, which embeds a three-stage process of hazard elimination and control into the law. First, the
section requires employers to take all reasonably practical steps to eliminate or control hazards
through engineering controls.6 If this is not possible the employer is required to use administrative
controls that control the hazard to a level as low as is reasonably achievable.7 Only then is the
employer legally entitled to rely on personal protective equipment as means of ensuring that
workers effected by hazards are protected.8
1.2

Trends in Injury and Ill Health

See the introductory section to Canada.
1.3

Trends in OHS Regulation

Alberta was among the first provinces to adopt mandated partial self-regulation, but according to
Tucker the rights granted to employees to participate in managing occupational health and safety
were weak relative to those granted in other Canadian provinces. More specifically, joint health and
safety committees were not generally required and the right to refuse unsafe work only arose under
conditions of imminent danger (Tucker, 2003: 399-400). Significantly, despite reforms to Alberta’s
regulations aimed at encouraging committees to play a more active role in occupational health and
safety within the workplace and making committees more representative of the workforce, efforts
to make health and safety committees mandatory in larger (20 or more employees) workplaces
have been consistently rejected (Tucker, 2003: 400). As a result, the majority of Alberta’s workers
are still without employee OHS representation (Tucker, 2003: 400).9 Developments in employees
rights have followed a similar trend. A Canada-wide agreement to introduce the Workplace
Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS) in 1987, generally strengthened employees
right to know, but, relative to other provinces, Alberta’s interpretation of the agreement is regarded
as restrictive, providing employees with only a limited entitlement to training and involvement.
(Tucker, 2003: 400). Likewise, although Alberta’s right to refuse was marginally strengthened by
two amendments in the 1980s, and by work refusal decisions issued by the Occupational Health
and Safety Council (Gereluk 2001), its scope remains narrow relative to other provinces (Tucker,
2003: 400).
The comparatively weak position of employees has been partially offset by the success Alberta’s
unions have enjoyed in producing changes in the law which have served to extend the general duty
clause in the Occupational Health and Safety Act to suppliers and principal contractors, expand

5

The Act does not apply to domestic workers or farmers (and some other categories of agriculture worker). It does,
however, apply to the self-employed.
6
Sections 9(1) and (2).
7
Section 9(3).
8
Section 9(4).
9
Tucker reports that the establishment of committees under collective bargaining agreements has partially offset weakness
in the law (Tucker, 2003: 400).
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inspectors’ powers, and significantly increase the maximum penalties available for prosecutions
under Alberta’s health and safety law.10
In the 1990s, Alberta announced a shift in OHS policy away from more traditional forms of
regulation towards partnership with industry and other OHS stakeholders.11 Although the effect of
this approach on the politics and practice of OHS regulation has been mixed, there is strong
evidence to suggest that its overall impact has been to emphasise employer and industry selfregulation at the expense of formal state intervention and genuine employee participation in OHS
(Tucker, 2003; 401-402). Alberta’s Partners in Injury Reduction (PIR) illustrates this point well.
Participating employers are offered reductions in their insurance premiums (see below) if they
implement an occupational health and safety management system that passes an audit by a
Certified Independent Auditor (see below). Once the audit has been successfully reviewed by a
Certifying Partner to ensure that it has been carried out correctly (see below), the employer receives
a Certficate of Recognition which exempts them from conventional inspections for the duration of
the certficate (although their programmes continue to be subject to paper review). Significantly, the
certification process does not require increased employee participation12 and there is strong sense in
which employees are generally marginalised within the PIR process. Thus, employees are not made
a formal part of the audit process and they have no right to know the results of the audit or to
review or challenge the assessment. Their role in the entire process, in short, is passive, confined to
their conducting themselves in accordance with company policies and procedures (Tucker, 2003:
401-402).
This further shift towards mandated self-regulation has at once coincided with and reflected a
significant fall in both the rate of prosecution13 and a substantial decline in the province’s
expenditure on OHS). However, despite Alberta’s compliance policy formally emphasising that
compliance is best achieved through the co-operative efforts of all “affected parties” (Alberta
Human Resources and Employment, 1994a),14 more recent initiatives in regulatory policy and
practice indicate a more mixed pattern of development. Bill 37 (see below), for example, increased
the maximum financial penalties for offences under the OHS Act as well the range of sanctions
available to the court. More significant than this, however, has been the partial recovery in
inspection and enforcement (Table 1 and Chart 1 below; Tucker, 2003: 401; see also Provincial
Strategic Working Group on Workplace Safety, 2004). Whether this will continue is unclear, but
given other Canadian provinces’ renewed reliance on more conventional methods of securing
compliance there is at least some reason to think that it may (even taking into account changes in
the provincial administration).

10

In 1988, these were increased tenfold, to a maximum of $150,000 for a first offence and $300,000 for a second or
subsequent one (Tucker, 2003: 401; see below in the main text for the current figures). However, although successful
prosecutions increased, the average fine during the mid 1980s (1985-1988) remained well below the maximum at n $815
(Tucker, 2003: 41).
11
Alberta’s 1995 OHS Business Plan announced the Department of Labour’s intention to move “away from an
interventionist/regulatory role to facilitation and partnerships in areas of service delivery” which emphasised
“consultation, collaboration, and voluntary compliance” (Alberta, Occupational Health and Safety Business Plan 1995 to
1997 (1995): 3).
12
The hazard identification component does not specifically reward employers whose programmes involve workers in
inspections, while the section relating to management, leadership and organisational commitment simply requires an
informal system of communication between employer and workforce (see below).
13
Between 1985 and 1988, there were on average 39 prosecutions a year; 10 between 1989 and 1994 and 2 between 1995
and 1999 (Tucker, 2003: 401).
14
This is reflected in the core objectives of the province’s Department of Human Resources and Employment. These
include encouraging a climate that encourages self-regulation and voluntary compliance, providing opportunities for
direct participation of stakeholders in the development of legislation, the provision of information, education, and advice
and the promotion of effective health and safety management systems (Alberta Human Resources and Employment,
1994a).
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2.

INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

2.1

The Inspection and Investigation Process

The powers granted to occupational health and safety officers from AHRE, Workplace Health and
Safety (WHS) (who are responsible for enforcing the Occupational Health and Safety Act and its
attendant regulations and codes) broadly reflect those enjoyed by inspectors and prevention officers
in other Canadian provinces. They include a power of entry,15 a power to require the production of
documents16 relating to OHS in the workplace, a power of seizure,17 a power to make tests and take
photographs18 and, finally, a power to interview and obtain statements from people at the work site
under inspection.19
Officers undertake two broad types of inspection – risk-based programmed inspections and
accident investigations.20 Although section 19 of the Act grants inspectors the power to investigate,
there is no strict requirement to do so.21 We were unable to gather data on the percentage of reports
under section 18 which lead to an investigation.
2.2

Targeting

In 2003, AHRE employed an additional 13 health and safety officers to facilitate more frequent
visits to targeted employers within a new Targeted Employer Program. Health and safety officers
also call in a “partnership consultant” to advise employers who have persistently high rates of lost
time claims (LTCs) and direct them towards the compliance assistance resources (factsheets,
seminars and courses) made available by AHRE, safety associations and WCB-Alberta (Sheppard
and Jenkins, 2003). In 2004, the LTC rate for employers visited in the Program declined by 26.1
per cent (Work Safe, 2005).
During 2005/2006, the programme focused on 500 employers with high LTC rates, combined the
work of officers with Partnership Advisors who provide education to employers on the importance
of developing, implementing and evaluating their health and safety programmes. Individual injury
statistics are reviewed with employers – with the emphasis placed on ensuring the employer
collects and analyses information, and implements controls concerning injuries occurring at their
work sites. Work sites are inspected for violations. The officers review violations with employers
15

Section 8(1)(a) limits the power to “any reasonable hour”.
Section 8(1)(b) extends this power to making copies and to removing documents temporarily for the purpose of making
copies.
17
Under section 8(1)(c), this applies to taking samples of any material, product, tool, appliance or equipment being
produced, used or found in or on the work site that is being inspected.
18
Section 8(1)(d).
19
Section 8(1)(e).
20
Section 18(1) of the OHS Act requires prime contractors (or employers) to report a range of specified serious injuries
and accidents to the Department – namely: an injury or accident that results in death, an injury or accident that results in a
worker being admitted to a hospital for more than 2 days, an unplanned or uncontrolled explosion, fire or flood that causes
a serious injury or that has the potential of causing a serious injury, the collapse or upset of a crane, derrick or hoist, or the
collapse or failure of any component of a building or structure necessary for the structural integrity of the building or
structure. If an injury or accident referred to in subsection (2) occurs at a work site or if any other serious injury or any
other accident that has the potential of causing serious injury to a person occurs at a work site, the prime contractor or, if
there is no prime contractor, the contractor or employer responsible for that work site shall
carry out an investigation into the circumstances surrounding the serious injury or accident,
prepare a report outlining the circumstances of the serious injury or accident and the corrective action, if any, undertaken
to prevent a recurrence of the serious injury or accident, and
ensure that a copy of the report is readily available for inspection by an officer.
21
The section states that if an accident occurs at a work site, an officer may attend at the scene of the accident and may
make any inquiries that the officer considers necessary to determine the cause of the accident and the circumstances
relating to the accident.
16
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and request them to explore why their health and safety programme failed to address the problems
observed. Of the 83 OHS officers in Alberta - approximately 20 per cent conduct targeted
inspections.22
During 2005/2006, four industries were targeted for pro-active inspections (residential construction,
commercial/industrial construction, asbestos removal projects and upstream oil and gas activities)
on the basis of their high overall lost-time claim rates or inherent high hazard jobs. Inspections are
performed at these targeted industry work sites and employers, contractors and prime contractors
are requested to evaluate their health and safety programmes if problems are uncovered. In
addition to this, information is provided to industry health and safety associations concerning
general inspection observations with a view to focusing the information they provide to the
industries concerned.23
2.3

Enforcement Notices and Administrative Penalties

By instructing OHS officers to first seek voluntary compliance by explaining the nature of the
hazard, outlining control options, identifying the legislation / regulation contravened and securing
agreement from the parties to take corrective action, Alberta’s compliance policy formally
discourages OHS officers from using their statutory powers of compliance. Officers are directed to
record this process and - where the infraction is “complicated” or the employer fails to adequately
address health and safety concerns - use a “contract of voluntary compliance” that formalises the
agreement to comply between the Officer and employer.24 Where an agreement for voluntary
compliance is breached officers are directed to issue an order – the most common of which is an
order for non-compliance. Another, more distinctive option available to inspectors is the power to
recommend that a Director of Inspection25 order the employer to implement a health and safety
plan for their workplace that addresses the following areas:
a) hazard assessment (as required by section 7 of the OHS Code);
b) hazard elimination and control (as required by section 9 of the OHS Code);
c) emergency preparedness and response (as required by Part 7 of the OHS Code);
d) worker training (as required by sections 13 and 15 of the OHS Regulation); and
e) incident investigation (as required by section 18 of the OHS Act includes the policies,
procedures and plans to prevent work site incidents).
The order is not intended to be punitive, but rather is formally represented as a method of
improving communication between the employer and workers and encouraging an awareness of,
and commitment to, health and safety at the work site. This innovative order has parallels with the
Director’s power26 to order prime contractors (contractors and employers) to establish a code of
practice which includes practical guidance on the requirements of relevant regulations and codes as
well as safe working practices.
22

Personal Communication, 13th June 2006.
Personal communication, 13th June 2006.
24
Officers are directed to consider whether there are repeat violations, whether the employer has failed to comply with
orders to correct safety hazards, the number of worker complaints, the employer’s lost-time rate relative to the industry
average and the quality of communication between the employer and workers on health and safety in deciding whether or
not to request a formalised written agreement.
25
A Director of Inspection is a member of the professional staff of Alberta Human Resources and Employment, appointed
by the Minister under section 5 of the OHS Act.
26
Section 33(1) recognises that the requirement may also be required by the regulations or the adopted code.
23
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Officers have a number of other orders at their disposal; ranging from a power to stop work and
order employers to perform regulator workplace inspections27 to an ability to order that particular
substances and materials are appropriately stored.28 Where there is a danger to the health and safety
of employees, officers can order the work be stopped29 or that employees leave the work site
immediately30 or that an employer (contractor or prime contractor) take whatever measures the
officer concludes are necessary for the purpose of removing the source of the danger.31 Where
work is simply being carried out in a manner that is unhealthy or unsafe to employees, the Officer
may issue a written order, directing the person responsible for the work being carried out to stop the
work32 or alter the nature of the work so that it no longer represents a risk to employees’ health or
safety.33Where the concern at issue relates to tools, appliances or equipment that is not in safe
operating condition or does not comply with the “adopted code”. These orders supplement the
Director’s power to revoke licences to perform certain types of work granted in accordance with
the OHS regulations.34
A Provincial Strategic Working Group on Workplace Safety - established in 2002 to consider ways
of reducing Alberta’s lost time claim rate - recommended that a system of administrative fines be
considered. Initially, the review was directed to consider the viability of a system of administrative
fines similar to that practice in British Columbia (AHRE, 2003c), but opposition from employers
(AHRE, 2003c; Alberta Federation of Labour, 2003) led to AHRE recommending a system based
on the Ontario model which is directed primarily (although not exclusively) towards employees
working in specific sectors of the economy (like construction, for example) (AHRE, 2003c).
AHRE have reported that a system of administrative fines applying specifically to employees in the
construction sector might constitute an excellent way of motivating workers to comply with health
and safety rules in workplaces (AHRE, 2003c). This employee centred model of regulatory
deterrence reflects trends elsewhere in OHS regulation in Alberta’s35 and, interestingly, is being
progressed in the absence of well-conducted outcome based studies that confirm the effectiveness
of the Ontario model on rates of injury and ill-health.36The initiative – which, at the time of writing,
had not been formally implemented - also raises important issues of regulatory fairness – the use of
deterrent-based sanctions for workers contrasts markedly with the AHRE’s general compliance
policy (and, as such, the philosophy underlying its regulation of employers).
Auld, et al (2001) examined the impact of work site safety inspections by Alberta Occupational
Health and Safety on the frequency of work-related injury and death in the Alberta construction
sector. They examined pooled cross-section time series data for 27 construction sub-industries for
the period 1987-1992. The study found evidence supporting the view that proactive safety
27

Section 25(1) authorises inspectors to require prime contractors, contractors and employers to perform regular
workplace inspections. Section 25(2), significantly, empowers the inspector to specify how this should be done.
28
Under section 12(1) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act an officer can order that the storage, handling or use of a
substance or material complies with the adopted code. Section 12(2) of the Act authorises the officer to order suppliers to
stop supplying substances or materials that do not apply with the Code..
29
Section 10(1)(a) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act.
30
Section 10(1)(b) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act.
31
Section 10(1)(c) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act.
32
Section 9(1)(a) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act.
33
Section 9(1)(b) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act.
34
Section 13(1) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act.
35
A prosecution in the Provincial Court of a supervisor of a small stucco crew led to him being fined $10,000 (plus a
$1,500 victim fine surcharge) after pleading guilty to section 2(2) of the OHS Act (for failing to take reasonable care of
another worker who was fatally electrocuted) (see Myrol, 2004a). The fine was the largest awarded against an employee.
A full analysis of trends in the Alberta prosecution will appear in the final draft.
36
A short comparative study – involving interviews with regulators in other provinces and a straight comparison of injury
statistics - was undertaken by AHRE. The better safety record of Ontario’s construction industry was central to the
recommendation of the Ontario model although it is significant that the comparison does not seem to have been controlled
for other variables (personal communication 13th June 2006) .
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programmes between government and industry and experience rated compensation “may be
important elements in reducing the risk of accident and injury on the work site (Auld, et al, 2001:
921),”37 but that on-site safety inspections, by contrast, only had a substantial positive effect on the
probability of death occurring in some construction sub-industries.38
A relatively well-developed right of appeal against orders – which allows parties to the workplace
to appeal in the first instance to the Occupational Health and Safety Council39 and then to the High
Court40 - is contained in section 16 of the Act. An appeal does not suspend the execution of the
order, except insofar as the chair or a vice-chair of the Council or a judge of that court so directs.
2.4

Trends in Inspection

After 1988, Alberta Occupational Health and Safety, as it then was, massively scale-backed the
level of safety inspection activity when the Alberta Workers Compensation Board (WCB)
introduced experience rating and other occupational health and safety incentive programmes (Auld,
et al, 2001). Since the mid 1990s, the rate of inspection has risen significantly, increasing by over
1,000 per cent between 1997 and 2005 (or, by 128 per cent if you consider the time period between
2000 and 2005.
Table 1: Inspections in Alberta (1997-2005)
Inspections

1997/98 (1997)
1998/99 (1998)
1999/00 (1999)
2000/01 (2000)
2001/02 (2001)
2002/03 (2002)
2003/04 (2003)
2004/05 (2004)
2005/06 (2005)
Mean / Overall
percentage
change

Percentage
change

Inspections in
target employer
programme

Inspections
per 1000 of
employed
labour force

1,233

5,998
9,715
13,513
15,196
13,687

1,377
3,298
3,558
2,140

39
12
-10

8.2

12841

Sources: Statistics Canada, 2005, Alberta Human Resources and Employment, 2005b

37

We were not able to give this study a close reading and, as such, are only able to report (rather than assess) its design,
method and conclusions.
38
Although the authors note that the effect is not universal across all construction sub-industries and that the probability of
death in sub-industries with the highest fatality rates is unchanged by safety inspections (Auld, et al, 2001: 921). Moreover,
the study found no aggregate level effect on accident and injury rates in the construction industry (and that this finding
extended to sub-industry levels as well).
39
Sections 16(1)-(3) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act.
40
Section 16(4) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act.
41
Between 2000 and 2005.
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Chart 1 Inspections in Alberta (1997-2005)
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3.

PROSECUTION AND CRIMINAL PENALTIES

3.1

Introduction

Prosecution - formally considered as a last resort – is undertaken primarily on the basis of the
seriousness of a violation or incident and the degree of knowledge of the workplace party
responsible (AHRE, 1994b).42 The use of prosecution in Alberta has been increasing. However,
despite a 900 per cent rise since 1998, starting from a very low base it remains an unusual
occurrence (12 prosecutions in 2005) given that, in the absence of a comprehensive system of
administrative fines for employers, it constitutes the only direct means available to AHRE of
enforcing employers’ and contractors’ duties under OHS law (see Table 2 and Chart 2).
Table 2: Prosecutions in Alberta 1997-2005.

1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

Total Prosecutions
4
7
3
2
8
8
10
8
12

Number of
convictions
1
2
7
5
6
9
7
6
10
Source: AHRE, 2005c; Personal Communication, 13th July 2006.

42

Alberta’s prosecution policy also requires the employer or worker’s prior OHS record to be taken into account (AHRE,
1994).
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Chart 2 Number of Prosecutions in Alberta (1985-2005)
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3.2

Sentencing

The Occupational Health and Safety Amendment Act (Amendment Act) greatly increased the
maximum fine for a first offence under the Occupational Health and Safety Act from $150,000 to
$500,000 (and $1,000,000 for a second or subsequent offence).43 More significantly, however, the
Act also introduced a simple, but highly developed, framework of innovative sentencing which has
substantially extended the range and severity of sentences available to Albertan courts.44 The
courts’ powers now extend to orders to: (a) establish or revise written health and safety policies45
and OHS training or educational programmes;46 (b) take specific action to improve health and
safety at work sites;47 or (c) take any other action specified in OHS regulations.48
Significantly, however, the law is left open - section 41.1(2) authorises the courts to issue an order
containing “any substance or conditions that the court considers appropriate”. This has allowed
orders to allocate funds to certain projects such as education or improvement in industry standards
as well as donations to not-for-profit organisations.49 The impact of this approach on OHS
prevention is unclear. However, the fact that the court has used monetary orders under the creative
sentencing provisions as a partial alternative to criminal fines may allow employers (who, albeit
under a court order, are seen to be donating money to worthy causes) to generate positive publicity
from criminal cases that dilutes the moral (and, therefore, instrumental) impact of sentence.

43

All ‘$’ signs in this chapter refer to Canadian $
The same Act gave the Minister of Human Resources and Employment the power to maintain and publish a register
containing the OHS performance of individual companies (in the form of indices and measurements of work site injury
prevention). This is not strictly a court power, although because the amendment contains within it the power to “name and
shame” we have decided to include it in this section.
45
Section 41.1(1)(a)(i) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act.
46
Section 41.1(1)(a)(ii) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act.
47
Section 41.1(1)(b) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act.
48
Section 41.1(1)(c) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act
49
In R v Silver City, Famous Players Films Inc. (Provincial Court of Alberta, no.031324304P1, April, 18, 2005;), the court
ordered the defendant to pay $52,000 to the Firefighters Burn Treatment Society (in addition to small fine and surcharge).
In R v Altapro Cleaning and Disaster Restoration Ltd. (Provincial Court of Alberta, no.021403282P101001-004, April 19th
2005), the court ordered the defendant to pay $25,000 each to the St. John Ambulance Society and STARS Air Ambulance
Society. In R v Rampart Steel (Provincial Court of Alberta, no.030668263P1-01-001, May 5th 2004) the court ordered the
defendant company to contribute $95,000 to develop an Industry-Related Practice for steel work
44
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Table 3: Trends in Court Sanctions in Alberta 1997-2005.

1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
Nine
year
average

Total amount of
criminal fines
(companies)
7,500
17,000
77,000
180,000
168,000
637,650
614,275
533,750
436,600

Total amount of
criminal fines in
relation to
prosecutions
involving death
(companies)
7,500
17,000
77,000
180,000
20,000
239,250
401,400
327,500
130,250

Total amount of
criminal fines
(combined)
7,500
17,000
87,000
180,000
171,000
637,650
621,175
543,750
440,400

Total amount of
criminal fines
(individuals)
0
0
10,000
0
3,000
0
7,800
10,000
4,150

300,608

3,883
296,864
155,544
Source: AHRE, 2005c; Personal Communication, 13th July 2006.

Table 4: Prosecutions in Alberta 1997-2005.

1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
Nine
year
average

Average
amount of
criminal
fines
(combined)
(inflation
adjusted)
8,850
19,890
20,010
50,400
31,065
85,286
64,602
79,232
44,040

Average
amount of
criminal
fines
(companies)
(inflation
adjusted)
8,879
9,961
29,536
50,595
36,584
84,971
80,114
77,775
48,511

44,819

47,436

Average
amount of
criminal
fines in
relation to
prosecutions
involving
death
(companies)
(inflation
adjusted)
8,879
9,961
29,536
50,595
21,776
85,018
139,603
83,513
63,917

Average
amount of
criminal
fines
(combined)
(inflation
adjusted)
(pounds
sterling)
3,757
8,707
8,404
23,040
14,577
37,622
26,316
32,975
19,591

Average
amount of
criminal
fines
(companies
/inflation
adjusted)
(pounds
sterling)
3,769
4,361
12,404
23,129
17,166
37,484
32,634
32,368
21,579

Average
amount of
criminal
fines in
relation to
prosecution
involving
death
(companies
/inflation
adjusted)
(pounds
sterling)
3,769
4,361
12,404
23,129
10,218
37,504
56,867
34,756
28,432

54,755
19,443
20,544
23,493
Source: AHRE, 2005c; Personal Communication, 13th July 2006.
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4.

COMPENSATION

4.1

Introduction

WCB–Alberta’s role in preventing workplace accidents and disease extends beyond the
preventative effects of experience-rated compensation50 to a range of co-operative programmes
which are aimed at encouraging employers to improve their OHS performance (see the discussion
of PIR below) and the provision of grants to safety associations51 for industry specific research,
training and education in safe work practices.
4.2

Experience-Rating

WCB-Alberta’s system of experience-rating is sensitive to firm size. Whereas small employers52
can benefit from a 5 per cent surcharge or discount on their premiums depending on their safety
record (WCB – Alberta, 2005a) under the Experience Rating Plan for Small Employers, premiums
for large53 employers are fully experience-rated with surcharges and discounts of up to 40 per cent
either side of their industry premium rate. The programme also operates a poor performance
surcharge for large employers with very poor accident records54 to provide additional motivation to
improve their performance.55 Other discounts are available through Partners in Injury Reduction
which is discussed below. Auld, et al’s (2001) findings provides some evidence that supports the
positive impact of experience rating in setting compensation premiums on injury rates (although
this effect will be restricted by the large number of occupations that are exempted from coverage).56
5.

CO-OPERATION, PARTNERSHIP AND VOLUNTARY PROGRAMMES

5.1

Introduction

Since 2002, AHRE has coordinated a campaign to reduce workplace injuries (with an initial target
for reduction of 40% by the end of 2004) by bringing together business, OHS professionals and
organised labour. This campaign, which was renamed Work Safe Alberta in March 2003, primarily
aims to build on the focus of Alberta’s current OHS strategy by generally increasing awareness of
OHS, strengthening partnerships between OHS stakeholders and expanding training and education.
The launch of the programme coincided with the introduction of the Occupational Health and
Safety Amendment Act 2002 (Bill 37), which introduces a number of changes to the Occupational
Health and Safety Act. Many of the programmes discussed in the following sections are part of the
Work Safe Alberta initiative.

50

In return for no fault insurance against accident and injury, employees forfeit the right to court based legal redress.
Such as Alberta Construction Safety Association, Alberta Hotel Safety Association and Alberta Trucking Industry Safety
Association.
52
These are defined as those with less than Can $15,000 in premiums over a three year period.
53
These are defined as those with more than Can $200,000 in premiums over 5 years. For firms with premiums
compensation is only partially experience rated.
54
This begins to apply where an employer has had the maximum experience rating surcharge for their size for two or more
years and four or more claims for at least two consecutive experience periods. The surcharge is cumulative – 10 per cent
on top of the maximum surcharge (of 40 per cent) for two years at the maximum experience rating surcharge and up to 40
per cent on top of the maximum surcharge if the employer has had the maximum experience rating surcharge for five or
more years (Workers’ Compensation Board – Alberta, 2005c).
55
Although firms with premiums of between Can $15,000 and Can $200,000 are included in the Experience Rating Plan
for large employers, they are only partially experience-rated.
56
These are listed in Schedule A and section 3 of the Workers’ Compensation Regulation.
51
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5.2

Partnership in Health and Safety Program

Alberta established a Partnership in Health and Safety Program in 1989. The purpose of the
partnership is to bring together stakeholders in OHS to build effective health and safety
management systems which aim to integrate health and safety into the general management of
firms (Alberta Human Resources and Employment, 2005). Alberta awards certificates of
recognition (COR) where a health and safety management system has been evaluated by an auditor
and found to meet the standards of a partnership. Achieving and maintaining a valid COR is
required for earning a financial incentive through the Partners in Injury Reduction (PIR)
programme
5.3

Partners in Injury Reduction (PIR)

Partners in Injury Reduction is a voluntary programme that operates primarily through WCB –
Alberta and AHRE and is part of AHRE’s “Partnerships” initiative. The programme draws on the
support of the regulated community, safety associations and labour groups the programme with a
view to encouraging injury prevention and developing of effective workplace health, safety and
disability management systems (WCB-Alberta, undated: a). and is promoted to the regulated
community as an ideal way of reducing costs and boosting productivity. To some extent this is built
into the programme as employers are offered up to 20 per cent off their “industry rate”, but PIR
promotional literature also refers to the possibility that participating in PIR might also minimise
accidents costs, improve productivity, employee well being and job satisfaction and lower WCB
premiums ((WCB Alberta, undated: a).
Considering the formal financial incentives made available, the requirements for participation in
PIR appear relatively unchallenging. Participation is contingent on the award of a Certificate of
Recognition (COR). This is issued once the employer implements a basic workplace health and
safety management system57, which has been reviewed by a Certifying Partner.58 Discounts on
premiums are also made available to employers who have not received a COR if they are able to
reduce their claims costs. The reduction, however, is only available for a year whilst the employer
is attempting to gain its COR and is formally justified on the basis of motivating employers to
participate in PIR. The size of the discount employers can enjoy once they have gained their COR
is determined by the improvement in the employers’ claims costs over the previous year and WCB
Alberta offers a range of services59 to help employers lower these costs. This is complemented by
the offer of training, consultation, peer audit services, programme building, audit and auditor
training by Certifying Partners (Alberta, undated: a).
The programme has proved highly attractive to Albertan employers; with the number having
gained Certificates of Recognition growing from 1,000 in 1997 to just over 5,541 in 2005 (Table 5,
Chart 3).

57

The basic elements of this are: a) company policy and management commitment; b) worker qualifications, orientation
and training; c) hazard identification; d) hazard control; e) ongoing inspections; f) emergency response; g) incident
investigation; and h) programme administration.
58
A Certifying Partner is simply an organisation that AHRE considers to have the ability to assess health and safety audits
for quality. They include Funded Safety Associations, such as Alberta Construction Safety Association, and other industry
associations, such as the Textile Rental Institute of Alberta.
59
The services are designed to provide the participating employers with information on injury response, reporting and
investigation, case co-ordination, modified work programmes, programme administration, disability management selfevaluation and management of workplace injury liabilities (WCB – Alberta, undated)
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Table 5: Number of Certificates of Recognition
Number of Certificates of Recognition
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

1,000
1,400
2,100
3,300
3,700
4,320
4,670
4,984
5,541

Number of Registrations

2,309
3,400
4,335
5,550
7,183
9,349

Source: WCB-Alberta, 2005b; Personal communication with Department of Human Resources and
Employment, 9th May 2006.

Chart 3 Number of Certificates of Recognition 1997-2005
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5,000
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Auld, et al’s (2001) findings provide some support for the effectiveness of PIR and Alberta’s
Partnerships on rates of injury and ill health.60
5.4

Mentorship Program

Alberta’s Mentorship Program - an industry-led initiative in which funded safety associations bring
together employers61 willing to serve as mentors with companies that request OHS assistance – was
one of 32 recommendations contained in the Work Safe Alberta initiative launched in 2003. The
formal aim of the programme is to establish processes and materials to facilitate improvements in
60

This is consistent with an analysis of the 2004 Partnerships in Health and Safety Program which found a 10.3 per cent
reduction in the Lost Time Claim (LTC) rate for COR holders (although the analysis is not likely to have been controlled)
(Work Safe, 2005)
61
The Program’s promotional material describes mentors as “owners and managers working in companies or
organizations that are industry leaders in producing superior safety results” and who have “the knowledge and desire to
assist others in raising their standards of workplace health and safety (AHRE, undated).”
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companies with poor health and safety records by the transfer of best practice expertise from
employers with relatively strong OHS records. Although the programme aims to facilitate the
transfer of knowledge on a one to one basis between employers and confine the process to best
practices that have a proven record of reducing injuries, there are, as yet, no formal requirements to
ensure that this will take place. AHRE supports the programme by organising cross-industry
meetings, providing technical and statistical information, developing and printing technical
materials and generally promoting the programme (AHRE, 2003b). The value of the programme to
improving OHS has yet to be tested, although the Program has been used by Clint Dunford, the
former AHRE Minister, to exemplify “both the leadership and commitment of Alberta employers
to reducing workplace injuries and fatalities (Clint Dunford quoted in AHRE, 2003b).”
6.

COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE: TRAINING AND EDUCATION

6.1

Training in the Workplace

Section 13 and 14 of the OHS Regulation places a series of duties on employers to ensure that their
employees are trained and competent to perform the work they are required to do safely.62
Employers are under a specific obligation to train employees in the safe operation of equipment and
handling of harmful substances.
6.2

School Education

Alberta Human Resources and Employment and Alberta Education have entered into a Joint
Workplace Health and Safety Education initiative63 aimed at supporting the delivery of workplace
health and safety awareness and knowledge where it already exists in the school curriculum
(AHRE, 2006). Its aim is to prevent work-related injury and illness in young workers by improving
their workplace health and safety knowledge before they enter the workplace. The initiative
includes the development of a:
a) Work Safe Health and Safety Teacher Resource Binder containing information for
teachers to use in classrooms;
b) Work Safe Workplace Health and Safety Teacher Toolkit with additional handouts,
posters, and publications; and
c) Work Safe Passport for students to record health and safety training throughout their
careers which can be shown to employers when they apply for work.
The extent to which these resources are used is unclear. A small-scale evaluation sponsored by the
Joint Workplace Health and Safety Education Steering Committee found limited improvements in

62

Section 13(1) of the OHS Regulation places a duty on employers to ensure that dangerous work is undertaken by
competent employees or those under the direct supervision of a competent employee. Section 13(2) requires employers who
develop or implement a procedure or other measure in the workplace to ensure that all employees affected by the
procedure are familiar with it. Section 13(3) places a duty on employers to ensure that workers who are required to use
safety equipment or protective equipment are competent in its application, care, use, maintenance and limitations. Section
15(1) places a duty on employers to ensure that a worker is trained in the safe operation of the equipment they are required
to operate. Section 15(3) places an obligation on employers to establish procedures that minimise their employee’s
exposure to harmful substances and ensure that workers exposed to harmful substances are trained in those procedures
and informed of the health hazards associated with exposure to the harmful substance.
63
This follows an earlier initiative by WCB-Alberta in which it provided a grant of $120,000 to the Job Safety Skills Society
to fund a school-based safety-training programme designed to reduce young worker injuries and fatalities through
education and training (WCB-Alberta, 2000).
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students’ knowledge of legislation and OHS prevention. The extent to which this knowledge is
retained over time is also unclear (System Improvement Group, 2006).
6.3

Self-Directed E-Learning

Target (all employers and employees); inducement (none); mechanism (improved employee and
employer risk awareness and safe working practices).
Alberta has developed self-directed, interactive e-learning programmes in the areas of shiftwork
and fatigue64 and hazard recognition.65
7.

COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE: MATERIALS AND OUTREACH

7.1

Awards for Innovation in Workplace Health and Safety

The Department of Human Resources and Employment’s annual awards for Innovation in
Workplace Health and Safety recognise the most original health and safety initiatives in Alberta
workplaces for the previous year. Innovations considered in the competition include management
of workplace impairment issues, incorporating safety planning at the design stage, use of
engineering controls to replace personal protective equipment and the development of worker and
management competencies. The effect of these awards on OHS has not been evaluated (Alberta
Human Resources and Employment, 2005b: 3).
The Department also organises an Annual Best Safety Performer Award which is designed to
recognise Alberta employers with exemplary OHS records (Work Safe, Alberta, undated). All
organisations with an account with Alberta-WCB are automatically considered for an award.
Interestingly, the award criteria are not exacting.66 Despite this, recipients of an award receive:
a) a letter of congratulations from the Minister and the Occupational Health and Safety
Council;
b) the right to use the annual “Best Safety Performer” logo;
c) recognition in the Departments news releases and in-house OHS magazine and on its website.
The effect of commending employers for achieving what may potentially be only a satisfactory
record of health and safety is unclear.

64

http://www3.gov.ab.ca/hre/whs/learning/Shiftwork/index.html
http://www3.gov.ab.ca/hre/whs/learning/hazardID/ahre_interface.swf
66
Small employers are required to: hold a Certificate of Recognition under the Partnerships in Health and Safety
programme; achieved at least 120 consecutive person years of employment with no lost-time claim injuries in the most
recent years; had no occupational fatalities in the previous three years; have no outstanding compliance orders under the
OHS Act; and not (at the time of being considered for an award) be facing a prosecution for a violation under the Act. The
requirements for medium size employers is identical save for the fact eligibility for the award is open to employers with a
lost time claim (LTC) rate less than 2.0 lost time claims per 100 person years (and with an LTC rate 40 per cent lower than
the industry average. The requirements for large employers is also identical save in so far as eligibility is restricted to
employers with no more than on additional LTC for each additional 120 person years employed (Work Safe Alberta,
undated).
65
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7.2

The Work Safe Alberta Information Sharing Network

The Department of Human Resources and Employment generally aims to promote training for both
employers and employees by providing health and safety information. To enhance the availability
of material the Department has made it available electronically (www.worksafely.org). The extent
to which this innovation has improved the effective sharing of information within Alberta has not
been evaluated (Alberta Human Resources and Employment, 2005b: 3)
7.3

Online Awareness Programmes

Alberta provides online awareness programmes to help both employers and employees assess
safety on their worksites as well as comply with the OHS Act and the attendant Code. Among other
things these awareness programme cover hazard assessment, incident investigation and OHS
legislation (www.worksafely.org). Although the web-site receives a large number of hits (810,440
in 2004) the extent to which the information is read and understood or allowed to inform behaviour
has not been evaluated (Human Resources and Employment, 2005b: 3).
7.4

Advertising Campaigns

Alberta runs a number of advertising campaigns (see Work Safe, 2005). A large public awareness
campaign – Choose Safe Not Sorry – has been established under the auspices of the Work Safe
initiative. Significantly, and quite unlike other public awareness campaigns examined in the study,
the Alberta campaign puts considerable emphasis on the social and economic costs of occupational
injury and ill health.
Another awareness campaign - “Don’t Be Stupid!” - consisting of radio ads and worksite posters,
was rolled out in 2005/2006. The campaign has been targeted at male workers 18-49 (with most
emphasis on males 18-34) at highest risk of injury and ill health. The extent to which the campaign
might or has impacted on health and safety is untested, but the key target groups has been reported
to have been receptive to the message.67
8.

EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION

8.1

Employee Rights

Section 35(1) provides a right to refuse work where employees have reasonable and probable
grounds to believe that there are conditions of imminent danger.68 Similar protections against
dismissal or disciplinary action, including any financial penalty, are accorded to employees who act
in compliance with the Act. To ensure that these protections apply in practice, employees are given
a formal right to complain to an occupational health and safety officer and, thereafter, a right of
review to the Occupational Health and Safety Council.69

67

Personal communication, 13th June 2006. http://www3.gov.ab.ca/hre/whs/publications/posters.asp and
http://www3.gov.ab.ca/hre/whs/publications/videoclips.asp.
68
Section 35(2) defines imminent danger as a danger that is not normal for that occupation, or a danger under which a
person engaged in that occupation would not normally carry ou their dutiest.
69
Sections 36 and 37.
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In addition to this, sections 7-8 of the amended Alberta’s new health and safety code have
introduced more detailed requirements about hazard assessment; making it a potentially more
powerful instrument for employees to influence OHS in the workplace.

8.2

Employee Right to Know

Employees right to know comprises an overlapping network of employee rights and employer
duties, which are designed to provide employees with the knowledge and information they need to
take an active role in workplace health and safety. The main employer duties are set out in section 8
(which requires employers to inform workers in writing of any health and safety procedures, plan
or report they are required to implement under the Code) and section 9 (which places a duty on
employers to post a copy of any orders70 or notices71 that are made in respect of the workplace) of
the OHS Regulation, but the Act and regulations are littered with provisions which at least open up
the possibility that the workforce are apprised of the information necessary to recognise and avoid
workplace hazards.
8.3

Joint Occupational Health and Safety Committees

Health and safety committees are not mandatory in the way that they are in Ontario, for instance,
but the Minister responsible for workers’ health and safety has the power to require that one be
established in a particular firm. Their duties are set out in section 31(1) of the Act. Protection
against discrimination similar to that provided by the Canada Labour Code is given under the Act
and a right of appeal exists to the Occupational Health and Safety Council.72 Sections 2 to 10 of the
Regulations define committee structure, the appointment or election of members, the holding of
meetings and the carrying out of inspections, but these do not strictly apply to committees which
have been established under a local bargaining agreement or otherwise voluntarily.
9.

MARKET AND NON-INSURANCE BASED ECONOMIC LEVERS

9.1

Safety Pays

As with other provincial jurisdictions, Alberta publicly measures most of its initiatives (which
either coincide with or serve to reduce rates of injury and ill health) in terms of the claims costs
savings to the workers’ compensation board (see, for example, Work Safe, 2005). In addition, an
on-line health and safety incident cost calculator has been created to assist employers with business
planning.73

70

Section 9 of the OHS Act places a duty on employers to ensure that - where work needs to be done in accordance with a
manufacturer’s specifications or specifications certified by a professional engineer - workers are given access to and made
a aware of the specifications.Likewise, section 33(3) of the Act requires prime contractors, contractors or employers who
establish a code of practice pursuant to section 33(1) to ensure that a copy of the code of practice is readily available to
workers and that all workers to whom the code of practice applies receive appropriate education, instruction or training
with respect to the code so that they are able to comply with its requirements.
71
Section 9(1)(b) of the OHS Act.
72
Sections 31(5), 36, 37.
73
http://www3.gov.ab.ca/hre/whs/smallbus/calculator.asp
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CHAPTER 7: ONTARIO
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Institutional Framework

The Occupational Health and Safety Act 1978 and its supporting Regulations are administered and
enforced by the inspectors of the Ministry of Labour and applies to all workplaces, except private
residences1 and farming operations.2 The Ministry’s enforcement function is mainly funded by the
Workplace Safety and Insurance Board3 (WSIB or the Board),4 formerly the Worker’s
Compensation Board which, itself, has a mandate under Part II of the Workplace Safety and
Insurance Act (WSI Act) to prevent work related injury and disease.5 WSIB is directed by a Board
of Directors made up of all OHS stakeholders, which is designed to formally entrench the idea of
OHS regulation as a partnership (Ministry of Labour, 2002a). Its responsibilities are extensive. In
addition to certifying joint committee members,6 education, training7 and funding OHS research,8 it
establishes standards for the governance, function and operation of safety associations and training
centres,9 has authority to designate organisations that meet these standards,10 develops standards for
accreditation of employers who adopt health and safety policies and operate successful health and
safety programmes11 and undertake audits of employers’ health and safety practices. Despite this,
most of its prevention work is assigned to external agencies and associations. Thus, in 2004, the
WSIB directed just $11.7 million12 towards its Prevention Division (to promote public awareness
of, and foster workplace commitment to, occupational health and safety through strategic
programmes, guidance, and oversight of Ontario’s prevention system), compared to $188 million
provided to outside agencies13 (Personal Communication, 5th July 2005).

1

Section 3(1) of the 1978 Act.
Section 3(2) of the 1978 Act.
3
Ontario's Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB) is a single payer workers' compensation insurance authority.
4
In 2004, the WSIB provided $59 million to the Ministry of Labour for enforcement of the Occupational Health and Safety
Act (Wsib, 2005B). In the same year, the Provincial Government provided $18 million to the Ministry of Labour for
enforcement of the OSHA in 2004 (Personal Communication, 5th July 2006). The Ministry of Labour 2006-07 budget to
administer and enforce the Occupational Health and Safety Act and its regulations is approved at $82,295,000. In
addition to administrative and managerial staff, the budget funds 430 inspectors in 19 offices distributed across four
regions (the grant also funds the Occupational Health and Safety Branch that is responsible for programme development
and results tracking) (Personal Communication, 5th July 2006).
5
In 2004, the WSIB directed $11.7 million towards its Prevention Division to promote public awareness of, and foster
workplace commitment to, occupational health and safety through strategic programmes, guidance, and oversight of
Ontario’s prevention system (Personal Communication, 5th July 2006).
6
Section 4(1) paragraphs 4 and 5 of the WSI Act. More specifically, it has responsibility for developing the standards that
must be met in order for a joint committee member to become certified, for approving certification training programmes
and, ultimately, for the certification of people who meet its standards.
7
Under section 4(1) paragraph 3 of the WSI Act, the WSIB has a duty to educate employer, workers and other persons
about OHS.
8
Section 4(1) paragraph 9 of the WSI Act. In 2004, WSIB provided $8 million in research grants, and $5 million to the
Institute for Work and Health (Personal communication, 5th July 2006).
9
In 2004, the WSIB provided $188 million to outside agencies: $84 million to Ontario's fourteen designated Health and
Safety associations. These raised an additional $19.1million through the sale of prevention products and services (WSIB,
2005b).
10
Sections 6 and 7 of the WSI Act. If a designated organisation does not meet these standards, the WSIB can reduce its
funding or assume control of its operations.
11
Section 4(1) paragraphs 6 and 7 of the WSI Act (and can accredit employers who meet these standards).
12
All ‘$’ signs in this chapter refer to Canadian $
13
This figure includes the $59 million provided to the Ministry of Labour and a further $18 million for the Workplace
Safety and Insurance Appeals Tribunal, which does not strictly deal in prevention (Personal Communication, 5th July
2006). It also includes $14 million to the offices of the Worker and Employer Advisers.
2
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1.2

Trends in Injury and Ill Health

For a summary of trends in occupational injury and ill health see the comparable section in the
introduction to Canada.
1.3

Trends in OHS Regulation

The formal institutionalisation of mandated partial self-regulation in 1978 (The Occupational
Health and Safety Act of 1978) crowned the end of a decade long decline in formal regulatiory
intervention (see Table 1 for trends in inspection). Interestingly, pressure on government from
organised labour shortly after the passage of the Act, led to a large increase in the maximum
penalties for offences of occupational health and safety, substantial growth in the rate of inspection
and significant improvements in employees’ rights to participate in firm level management of
health and safety (Tucker, 2003: 409-410). Although, inspection and enforcement efforts were
scaled back in the first half of the 1990s, more recently the Ministry of Labour has placed a greater
emphasis on formal enforcement – demonstrated by a well-publicised increase in the number of
inspectors. The commitment of more funds to formal enforcement reflects trends elsewhere (see,
for example, Queensland and Italy) and comes at a time when the co-operative ethos necessary for
the effective functioning of the internal responsibility system has come under increasing strain.14
The main driver behind the policy, however, has been the fact that injury and ill health have
remained stuburnly high and, as such, continue to impose a substantial burden on Ontario’s public
health service and workers’ compensation scheme. As one Ministry of Labour official put it to us:
“The reason for the increase in the number of inspectors was in large part a financial decision.
As you are aware Canada has a universal health care system that is funded by public funds. In
addition, in Ontario, workers have a workplace insurance system that is funded by the
provincial government. When a worker is injured on the job a portion of her/his salary is paid
as well as any rehabilitation costs. So the province of Ontario pays a considerable amount in
direct compensation or indirect medical costs for each workplace injury.”15
As with other jurisdictions, Ontario has set itself a target of reducing workplace injuries (20 per
cent by 2008) and has designated a mixed approach to achieve this (the Ministry of Labour
describes its approach as “a comprehensive, integrated health and safety strategy” which uses
education, training, legislation, regulation and enforcement - Ministry of Labour, 2005b). Unlike
many other jurisdictions (but see Queensland), however, the Ministry of Labour (and presumably
WSIB) have identified formal enforcement as one of the most effective ways of achieving this.
2.

INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

2.1

The Inspection and Investigation Process

Ontario’s Ministry of Labour uses the term “field visit” to describe targeted (programmed)
inspections, both complaint and incident investigations and consultations. Collectively, field visits

14

Trends in complaints provide a useful indicator of the state of OHS (and labour relations) in Canada’s workplaces.
Year
93/94 94/95 95/96 96/97 97/98 98/99 99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03 03/04
Number of
Complaints

3,986

4,624

4,434

4,459

4,806

5,202

5,809

5,984

4,955

5,397

6,099

04/05
5,669

Source: Ministry of Labour, 2006a
15

Personal Communication, 2nd August 2006.
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are designed to allow inspectors to monitor compliance with and enforce the Occupational Health
and Safety Act and generally promote the internal responsibility system.
a) Inspections are proactive field visits targeted on workplaces and sectors of the economy
that have a history of poor compliance or a comparatively high rate of occupational injury.
As with many other jurisdictions, the Ministry primarily relies on reported compensation
data as the key basis for identifying high hazard and poorly performing employers.
b) Investigations (complaint or incident) are reactive field visits that are undertaken in
response to:
i.

a serious or fatal injury or disease (see footnote below in relation to critical
injuries),
ii. a refusal to work,
iii. complaint,16 or
iv. other events in the workplace.
All fatalities and critical injuries17 under the jurisdiction of the Occupational Health and safety Act
are investigated by the Ministry of Labour.
c) In the course of consultations, inspectors advise workplace parties of their rights, duties
and responsibilities under the Act, and of the policies and procedures of the Ministry
(Ministry of Labour, 2005a).
Both representatives of the employer and employees18 have the right to accompany an inspector
(during inspections and investigations) and all parties are under a positive duty to assist
inspectors.19 We were unable to locate data indicating the proportion of inspections in which
employee representatives were present, where, however, this does not occur the inspector is under a
duty to talk to a reasonable number of workers about their health and safety concerns.20 Again, we
were unable to locate any data which indicates the extent to which this duty is observed in practice.
In addition to inspections by the Ministry of Labour, WSIB performs Workwell audits (Keith and
Rankin, 2005) aimed at ensuring that employers are complying with OHS law and best-practice
compliance. Firms are selected on the basis of their reported injury rates. If a workplace fails the
first audit, a second audit is scheduled. If the employer fails the second audit, a financial penalty is
levied – which is a portion from 10 per cent to 75 per cent of the firms’ annual premium for the
workplace, depending on its performance in the audit, to a maximum of $500,000 (which is
imposed in addition to the annual premium). A review of the audit procedure under section 168 of
the Workplace Safety and Insurance Act found that audit firms show short-term improvements in
injury performance and, interestingly, that the programme was a net revenue generator (KPMG,
2003).

16

When self-regulation breaks down employers, supervisors and employees have recourse to complain about workplace
conditions, contraventions of legislation or regulations to The Ministry of Labour (in the case of Ontario).
17
A critical injury is an injury of a serious nature that: a) places life in jeopardy; produces unconsciousness; results in
substantial loss of blood; involves the facture of a leg or arm (but not a finger or toe); involves the amputation of a leg,
arm, hand or foot (but not a finger or toe); consists of burns to a major portion of the body; or causes the loss of sight in a
eye (Personal Communication, 5th July 2006).
18
Under section 54(3) of the 1978 Act the right extends to a worker member of the joint committee, a health and safety
representative or another knowledgeable and experienced worker.
19
Section 62(1) of the 1978 Act.
20
Section 54(4) of the 1978 Act.
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2.2

Targeting

Inspections are primarily targeted according to the size of the workplace, and whether it falls within
a high hazard sector of the economy and the workplace’s past record of health and safety (Ministry
of Labour, 2002a). More recently, the Ministry of Labour has begun to target inspection on specific
workplace hazards like MSDs (Ministry of Labour, 2006b). In addition to this, WISB provides the
Ministry with the results of its Workwell audits for use in prioritising its inspections (Keith and
Rankin, 2005).
2.3

Enforcement Notices and Administrative Penalties

Inspectors have a range of non-financial orders21 at their disposal to ensure compliance with health
and safety legislation and regulation. These include:
a) stop work orders22 (which apply where a hazard is imminent) to put an immediate stop to a
particular task or process;
b) compliance orders;
c) an order for the clearance of a worksite;23 and
d) orders to stop hazardous machinery, processes and materials being used.24
In addition to this, they have the power to issue on-the-spot offence notices – also known as
“tickets” – during inspections and investigations to all key workplace parties (employers,
supervisors and workers). The range of violations of the OSH Act which attract these notices are set
out in a series of schedules created through orders issued pursuant to the provisions of the
Provincial Offences Act and the rules for the Ontario Court of Justice.25 The violations have
traditionally been confined to the construction, mining and diving sectors, although recently
(January 2005) the power has been expanded to include 81 violations of the Industrial
Establishment Regulations made under the Ontario Occupational Health and Safety Act. Scheduled
violations are formally regarded as those posing an immediate and potentially serious hazard to
workers, which are immediately observable and which do not raise complex legal or factual issues
(Ministry of Labour, 2005c). The tickets, which are considered to raise awareness of health and
safety requirement among all workplace parties, are aimed at high-risk activities or activities with a
high incidence of critical injuries and include:
a) a supervisor failing to ensure a worker uses a machine with adequate guarding (Can
$300);26
b) a supervisor failing to ensure a worker uses protective equipment and procedures while
doing electrical work ($300);27

21

An inspector’s order can require the employer to submit a plan to the ministry, specifying when and how he or she will
comply with the order (Ministry of Labour, 2002a: 64).
22
Section 57(6)(b) of the 1978 Act.
23
Section 57(6)(c) of the 1978 Act gives inspectors the power to order that the workplace is cleared of workers and access
to the workplace be prevented until the hazard is removed.
24
Section 57(6)(a) of the 1978 Act authorises an inspector to order that any place, equipment, machinery, material,
process, etc. is not used until the contravention is corrected. Section 57(8) of the 1978 Act authorises inspectors to order
that any hazaardous chemical, physical or biological agent not be used.
25
http://www.ontariocourts.on.ca/ontario_court_justice/recent_changes/index.htm.
26
Sections 24 or 25 of Regulation 851.
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c) an employer failing to ensure that a lifting device is operated safely ($300);28
d) a worker failing to use a machine with adequate guarding ($300).29
Tickets carry set fines (maximum $300, including court costs) in addition to a victim fine surcharge
(which goes into the provincial Victims’ Justice Fund account) and the recipient is allowed to either
choose to pay the fine or challenge it in court (Ministry of Labour, 2005c).
2.4

Appeal

Section 61(1) provides a general right to appeal to the Ontario Labour Relations Board against all
orders imposed under the Act. The appeal must be made within 30 days of an order or decision and
the Board may authorize a labour relations officer to attempt to bring about a settlement of the
matters raised in the appeal. The Board may suspend the operation of the order or decision pending
the disposition of the appeal. The decision of the Board is final.
2.5

Trends in Inspection

Although the number (and almost certainly) the rate of inspection has declined significantly both in
the long term and, after a partial recovery, in the short term, the Ministry of Labour’s recent
announcement (July 8, 2004) of its intention to hire an additional two hundred health and safety
enforcement staff to boost its inspection presence promises to reverse this trend. The additional
inspectors – funded by WSIB – will be used to target workplaces with the highest lost-time injury
rates and higher than average sector claims costs as part of the Ministry’s aim of reducing
workplace injuries by 20 per cent by 2008. Whether the additional staff will, in fact, arrest the
decline in inspection activity will ultimately depend on how they are used. However, the ongoing
decline in the number of consultations suggests, very strongly, that the additional resources will go
some way to resurrecting the rate of inspection. The Ministry has reported that the expanded
ticketing
system
is
an
important
part
of
its
enforcement
plan.

Chart 1 Field Activity 1970/71-2004/05 (Ontario)
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27

Section 42.1 (2) of Regulation 851.
Section 51 (2) (b) of Regulation 851.
29
Section 25 of Regulation 851.
28
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Investigations (All)

Table 1: Trends in Ontario Inspections (1970-71 to 2004-2005)

1970/71
1971/72
1972/73
1973/74
1974/75
1975/76
1976/77
1977/78
1978/79
1979/80
1980/81
1981/82
1982/83
1983/84
1984/85
1985/86
1986/87
1987/88
1988/89
1989/90
1990/91
1991/92
1992/93
1993/94
1994/95
1995/96
1996/97
1997/98
1998/99
1999/00
2000/01
2001/02
2002/03
2003/04
2004/05
Percentage
change

Inspections
(Industrial)
70,816
65,918
62,330
47,912
46,337
57,571
43,909
42,582
41,700
40,421
47,801
48,859
46,480
38,014
40,445
41,628
26,268
23,611
29,119
25,446
23,994
19,089
17,644
12,368
9,697
8,324
17,156
19,491
16,271
17,042
14,672
13,167
13,719
12,895
13,884

Percentage
change
-7
-5
-23
-3
24
-24
-3
-2
-3
18
2
-5
-18
6
3
-37
-10
23
-13
-6
-20
-8
-30
-22
-14
106
14
-17
5
-14
-10
4
-6
8
-80

Total Field
Activity
(Industrial)
70,816
65,918
62,330
47,912
46,337
57,571
43,909
42,582
41,700
40,421
47,801
48,859
46,480
43,297
47,354
48,945
33,310
30,431
36,823
32,900
30,671
27,614
28,006
22,522
20,582
18,287
27,241
30,082
27,393
28,893
27,778
24,463
24,133
24,609
23,755

Percentage
change

Inspections
(All)

Percentage
change

-7
-5
-23
-3
24
-24
-3
-2
-3
18
2
-5
-7
9
3
-32
-9
21
-11
-7
-10
1
-20
-9
-11
49
10
-9
5
-4
-12
-1
2
-3

34,078
30,302
28,704
43,306
47,009
38,728
41,874
37,878
37,244
35,715
34,078
30,302

-11
-5
51
9
-18
8
-10
-2
-4
-5

-66

-11

Source: Ministry of Labour, 2006a; Tucker, 2003.
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Table 2: Trends in Ontario Inspections 1993-94 to 2004-2005

1993/94
1994/95
1995/96
1996/97
1997/98
1998/99
1999/00
2000/01
2001/02
2002/03
2003/04
2004/05
% change

Total Field
Activity All
50,874
47,403
44,470
59,345
64,007
56,193
60,784
58,656
55,728
52,093
56,102
52,673

Percentage
change
-7
-6
33
8
-12
8
-4
-5
-7
8
-6
4

Consultation
(All)
5,090
4,659
3,379
2,945
2,736
2,467
2,206
2,294
1,894
1,595
1,389

Percentage
change
-8
-27
-13
-7
-10
-11
4
-17
-16
-13

Investigations
(All)
11,706
12,442
12,387
13,094
14,262
14,998
16,704
18,484
16,590
14,783
16,202

-73

Percentage
change
6
0
6
9
5
11
11
-10
-11
10
38

Source: Ministry of Labour, 2006a; Tucker, 2003.
2.6

Trends in the use of Penalties and Enforcement Notices

There has been a significant growth (in excess of 100 per cent) in the use of formal enforcement
since the mid 1990s (see Table 3 and Chart 2).
Table 3: Number of orders issued (1994-2006) (Ontario)

00/01 (00)
69,940
23.2

95/96 (95)
39,725
-8.2
01/02 (01)
70,843
1.3

96/97 (96)
36,232
-8.8
02/03 (02)
75,167
6.1

97/98 (97)
54,840
51.4
03/04 (03)
72,522
-3.5

98/99 (98)
65,893
20.2
04/05 (04)
77,774
7.2

99/00 (99)
56,765
-13.9
05/06 (05)
90,141
15.9

Source: Ministry of Labour , 2006a

Chart 2: Number of Orders Issued 1973-2006
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3.

PROSECUTION AND CRIMINAL PENALTIES

3.1

Introduction

Charges can be laid against all workplace parties – employers, supervisors and employees – for
violations of the Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHS Act) and its regulations. In deciding
whether to undertake a prosecution, the ministry takes account of the seriousness of the offence and
whether there have been repeated contraventions of the act or whether orders under the Act have
been ignored (Ministry of Labour, 2002a: 68).
The existence of a defence of due diligence to charges under the OHS Act makes prosecution an
ideal means of encouraging employers to establish an effective occupational health and safety
management system (OHSMS) which identifies, assesses and either eliminates or controls
workplace hazards. This is the broad effect of the decision of the Supreme Court in R v Sault Ste.
Marie (City)30 which by holding that a defence of due diligence was made out where a defendant
had “exercised all reasonable care by establishing a proper system to prevent commission of the
offence and by taking reasonable steps to ensure the effective operation of the system” effectively
opened up the possibility of employers minimising legal risk by implementing an effective
OHSMS (but see the discussion on this point in the US section).31
3.2

Trends in Prosecution

The use of prosecution has been steadily and progressively increasing since 2000. Although
prosecutions against all workplace parties seem to have increased, Tables 4, 5 and 6 indicate that
much of the increase has been directed against employees in the construction industry.
Table 4: Number of cases referred for prosecution32
2000
Mining Health and Safety Program
22
Industrial Health and Safety Program
136
Construction Health and Safety Program 209
Total
367

2001
2002
2003
2004
27
22
12
19
116
126
150
177
172
364
573
844
315
512
735
1040
Source: Personal Communication, 5th July 2006.

Table 5: Number of cases prosecuted (disposed of by the court)
Convictions
Dismissals
Quashed
Stayed
Total

2000
333
18
6
17
374

2001
287
30
1
2
320

2002
459
14
0
0
473

2003
618
39
5
10
672

2004
386
25
7
4
422

Source: Personal Communication, 5th July 2006.

30

[1978] 2 S.C.R. 1299. The case involved an appeal against a conviction for breach of section 32(1) of the Ontario Water
Resources Commission Act.
31
Employers are, however, able to mask ineffective OHSMS’s by having their system audited by a law firm (ensuring that
the results of the audit are legally privileged).
32
Cases referred for prosecution include prosecutions under Part 1 and III of the Provincial Offences Act (POA) that
require a court appearance as well as tickets issued under Part I of the POA (personal communication 5th July 2006).
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Table 6: Number of fines imposed against employers (which includes corporations and
individuals)

Mining Health and Safety
Program
Industrial Health and
Safety Program
Construction Health and
Safety Program
Total

2000
12

2001
11

2002
17

2003
11

2004
7

80

91

107

99

68

42

53

56

86

61

134

155

180
196
136
Source: Personal Communication, 5th July 2006.

Chart 3: Convictions 1985-2004 (Ontario and Alberta)
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3.3

Sentencing

Sentences under the OHS Act are limited to fines. The maximum fine for an individual33 is $25,000
(£12,28434) and $500,000 (£245,67235) for a corporation.36
3.4

Trends in Sentencing

After adjusting for inflation, the average fine (against employers and employees) imposed by the
courts has remained relatively constant over the last ten years (see table 7). Similarly, over the last
five years the average fine (against employers) imposed by the courts has remained relatively
constant (see table 8). Significantly, the average fines imposed on employers is – relative to many
of the other jurisdictions we investigated – significant.

33

Section 66(1) of the 1978 Act.
http://www.x-rates.com (as of 31st May 2006).
35
http://www.x-rates.com (as of 31st May 2006).
36
Section 66(2) of the 1978 Act.
34
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Chart 4: Total Fines Imposed 1993-2004 (Ontario, Ministry of
Labour)

Chart 5 Average Fine 1993-2004 (Ontario, Ministry of Labour)
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COMPENSATION

Workplace Safety Insurance Board (WSIB) operates a system of experience rating.
5.

CO-OPERATION, PARTNERSHIP AND VOLUNTARY PROGRAMMES

5.1

Introduction

5.2

Safe Communities Incentive Program (SCIP)

WSIB’s Safe Communities Incentive Program offers reduced insurance premiums as an incentive
to increase the uptake of health and safety training among small employers, to tie them into a closer
relationship with WSIB and, ultimately, to encourage them to adopt good OHS practices. Firms
that participate in SCIP are eligible to receive a 5 per cent rebate on their WSIB premiums. The
rebate is dependant on the employer participating in an OHS training programme and having WSIB
approve a range of health and safety related documentation (such as a health and safety policy, an
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outline of health and safety roles and responsibilities of employers, supervisors and employees and
a self-evaluation checklist of the workplace’s health and safety management system) (WSIB
Ontario, undated: a).
Table 7: Fines imposed ($)

1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
Average Ten Years

Fines
imposed
(combined)
4,122,349
1,650,832
2,410,809
3,137,940
3,746,893
4,582,638
6,545,260
5,155,775
7,300,715
9,157,860
7,115,725
6,292,835

Number of
convictions
(combined)
397
352
268
162
313
283
309
333
287
459
618
386

Average fine
(combined)
10,384
4,690
8,996
19,370
11,971
16,193
21,182
15,483
25,438
19,952
11,514
16,303

5,544,645

342

16,640

Average fine
(combined)
(inflation
adjusted)
12,993
5,863
10,965
23,321
14,172
18,976
24,375
17,408
27,697
21,270
12,013
16,629
18,683

Average fine
- sterling
(combined)
(inflation
adjusted)

5,065
10,461
6,016
8,307
10,237
7,958
12,996
9,383
4,894
6,921
8,224

Source: Ministry of Labour, 2006a
Table 8: Fines imposed on employers (inflation adjusted) ($)37

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
Average - Ten
Years

Average
Fine
(employer)
MHSP
(inflation
adjusted)
107,566
104,442
90,037
35,672
162,443

Average
Fine
(employer)
IHSP
(inflation
adjusted)
38,622
55,398
51,895
41,120
55,785

Average
Fine
(employer)
CHSP
(inflation
adjusted)
29,057
30,217
45,672
31,995
20,667

Average
Fine
(employer)
MHSP
(inflation
adjusted)
(pounds
sterling)
49,173
49,007
39,719
14,531
67,605

100,032

48,564

31,522

44,007

Average
Fine
(employer)
IHSP
(inflation
adjusted)
(pounds
sterling)
17,656
25,995
22,893
16,750
23,216

Average
Fine
(employer)
CHSP
(inflation
adjusted)
(pounds
sterling)
13,283
14,179
20,147
13,033
8,601

21,302

13,849

Source: Personal Communication 5th July 2006.
Employers are assisted by a range of SCIP38 stakeholders who carry out workplace evaluations and
provide advice, consultation and health and safety assistance. The basic aim of the programme is to
37

In the table, MHSP stands for Mining Health and Safety Program; IHSP stands for Industrial Health and Safety
Program, and CHSP stands for the Construction Health and Safety Program
38
These include the Safe Communities Foundation, the SCIP coalition, mentors from larger businesses, WSIB and the
Ministry of Labour.
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alter employers’ understanding, knowledge of and general attitude to OHS, to improve
occupational health and safety management and self-reliance and, ultimately, to improve health and
safety for employees (WSIB, 1999). In addition to reducing their insurance contributions
employers are also entitled to share in a 75 per cent refund of any savings realised in the
community group’s claim costs with the WSIB which results from improved workplace health and
safety (WSIB, 1999).
WSIB assessed a pilot of the programme in 1999 and found:
a) greater reductions in injury frequency rates for SCIP employers (with no evidence from
either case studies or workers surveys of under-reporting);
b) that cases studies and surveyed workers identified substantial changes in many SCIP
workplaces, including increases in OHS awareness among employers and workers,
improved documentation / due diligence more OHS communication, and increases in
workplace inspections; and that
c) employers rated the provision of low cost training and the flexibility of delivery highly
(WISB, Ontario, 1999).39
5.3

The High Risk and Last Chance Initiative

The Ministry of Labour has recently announced two new programmes - “The High Risk Initiative”
and the “Last Chance Initiative” - which are aimed at targeting resources on high hazard
workplaces which place the greatest cost on the WSIB (Ontario Service Safety Alliance,
undated).40 Under the High Risk Initiative, the Ministry has recruited an additional 200 inspectors
which it intends to deploy against the 6,000 most hazardous workplaces which it calculates
represents just 10 per cent of all lost-times injuries and 21 per cent of injury costs in Ontario.
Inspectors will visit these sites four times a year, focusing on workplace hazards to help firms
reduce on-the-job injuries. (OHS Law Report, 2004).
In addition to increased inspection the WSIB is planning to offer education, assistance and support
to a further 5,000 high-injury workplaces a year. The initiative draws on the support of several Safe
Workplace Associations41 and is aimed at encouraging them to improve their health and safety
performance. Although the offer of support is voluntary, the Ministry plans to continue regular
oversight, even where workplaces accept the assistance. Significantly, both initiatives have been
justified on the basis of the benefits to business – a practice common in Ontario. The Ministry’s
press release announcing the initiatives reported that a 20 per cent reduction in workplace injuries
by 2008 – the target reduction for the initiatives – will see “a real, tangible benefit to businesses

39

We were unable to perform a closer analysis of the method used to review SCIP nor whether the findings supported the
conclusions.
40
The initiatives are based on the finding that more than 30,000 workplaces, representing only 10 per cent of companies
insured by WSIB, account for approximately 40 per cent of all injuries and costs incurred.
41
Safe Workplace Associations provide a broad range of OHS support services, including the development and delivery of
OHS training and education programmes, audit and consultation services, the provision of information, and the
sponsoring of conferences and organization of seminars. Some SWAs also conduct research programmes. Individual SWAs
are organised along business sector lines and are supported by a large network of volunteers from within their sector. This
method of organisation is meant to reflect the specific OHS issues and priorities within each sector and is considered a
valuable way of underlining the credibility and relevance of SWA programmes and activities to member firms. In the
context of the initiative, the associations are first expected to offer assistance to workplaces to deal with immediate
problems and, eventually, to refocus them toward self-reliance in health and safety through continuous improvement.
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through cost savings” and $300 million in costs savings for the WSIB, providing greater stability to
the system.42
5.4

Sector Specific Safety Associations

Sector specific safety associations, like the Construction Safety Associations of Ontario, provide
assistance, education and sector specific training to their constituencies. Historically, Ontario based
associations have received funding from the Workers’ Compensation Board which redirects some
of the money levied on the employers’ to these associations (Verma, 1996 480).
6.

COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE: TRAINING AND EDUCATION

6.1

Workers Health and Safety Centre

Ontario’s workers health and safety centre - established in 1979 with seed money from the Ontario
Lottery Corporation – is Ontario's main health and safety training and information service provider.
The Centre’s main purpose - now funded by the WSIB – is to provide training and information to
workers across all sectors of Ontario’s economy (including the provinces health and safety
inspectors). Among other things, the Centre provides training materials in a range of different
languages concerning Ontario’s Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS)
Regulation, has led in the development of a comprehensive Musculoskeletal Injuries Prevention
Program (MIPP) which is aimed at helping stakeholders to implement methods of prevention
intervention, and provides training to members of joint health and safety committee members.
6.2

Hazard Specific Campaigns

Following a report by the Ministry of Labour’s (tripartite) Ergonomics Advisory Panel, the
Ministry is progressing a Pains and Strains Campaign to address MSDs. The campaign has a
number of strands including awareness raising (through the production of an information sheet),
education, training, more resource materials, increased expertise and better-tracking of ergonomicrelated inspections (Ministry of Labour, 2006c).
6.3

School Education

The provincial government has made workplace health and safety a part of the curriculum for
secondary school students. As part of this strategy, the Ministries of Labour and Education have
worked with a range of public and private sector partners to develop a teaching resource aimed at
introducing secondary school students to the issue of health and safety.43 The resource – Live Safe!
Work Smart! – which works alongside an accompanying web-site is designed to introduce students
to five health and safety topics (chemical, biological, social, physical and musculoskeletal hazards)
and includes:
a) a suggested lesson plan to follow or to be used as a reference
b) masters from which lively overheads can be produced to enhance the lesson
42

The same press release reported that, “Companies with strong health and safety programmes have higher productivity
and morale” and that, by improving health and safety, reduced their operating costs. These costs, the release reported,
included management time spent on injury/illness related issues, employee replacement costs, injury investigations, staff
communication, overtime for other employees, production delays, equipment repair, compliance with Ministry of Labour
orders, WSIB audits, and possible fines.
43
http://www.osca.ca/worksmart/index.htm.
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c) optional classroom and/or homework exercises to reinforce learning

d) suggested test questions
e) photocopier-ready student handouts which provide students with important safety-related
messages to use in the classroom, at home, at play, and especially as they enter the workforce
in Ontario.
We are still awaiting confirmation of whether the initiative has been evaluated.
7.

COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE: MATERIALS AND OUTREACH

7.1

Hazard Specific Campaigns

See above.
7.2

Campaigns directed at Young Workers

The WSIB runs an annual Young Worker Safety Campaign that alerts young workers to the health
and safety risks of work. The initiative includes advertisements, safety ambassadors and campaigns
in schools across the province (Ministry of Labour, 2002b). The Campaign runs alongside a WSIB
sponsored annual safety video contest in which teams of students produce health and safety videos
which are then used in WISB campaigns (Ministry of Labour, 2002b; see also WorkSmartOntario,
2006). We have been unable to locate any systematic evaluative evidence, which assesses the
impact of these initiatives on OHS.
7.3

Sharing Best Practice

The Ministry of Labour has given support to the Public Forum on Knowledge Transfer – a health
and safety conference that explores ways of spreading research findings and best practices in health
and safety to workplaces and policy makers. In addition to this, WSIB operates a safety groups
programme which aims to provide a framework in which firms can share best practice and
encourage one another to develop and manage effective health and safety programs (WISB,
Ontario: undated: b).
8.

EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION

8.1

Employee Rights

Employees rights are, in keeping with Canadian jurisdiction generally, relatively extensive. They
have well-developed right of refusal (where work is likely to endanger the worker or others44) and a
power of limited arbitration over whether an employer has abated a violation under the Act.45
Under section 43(2) of the 1978 Act the right does not extend to certain occupations, circumstances
where the danger is inherent in the workers’ work or is a normal condition of their employment or
where refusal might directly endanger the life, health or safety of another person. Moreover, in
2001, the government amended the OHS Act to allow inspectors to investigate work refusals
without having to be physically present, provided they consult with the employer, the refusing
44

Section 43(3) of the 1978 Act.
If an inspector orders an employer to abate a contravention of the Act, under section 59(1) of the 1978 Act he or she is
required to send written notification of compliance to the ministry. Under section 59(2)(a) of the 1978 Act the notice must
be accompanied by a signed confirmation from a worker member of the joint committee or a health and safety executive.
45
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worker, and the worker’s representative. Tucker points out the possibility that this approach to work
refusal investigations will undermine workers’ confidence in the degree of support they will enjoy
when confronted with conditions they perceive to be hazardous, and may discourage some workers
from exercising their rights (Tucker, 2003: 412). Further, the capacity of the right to promote health
and safety at the workplace is compromised by the fact that sections 43(11) and (12) of the 1978
Act allow the employer or supervisor to ask another worker to perform the work that is the subject
of the refusal. The second worker must be informed that the work was refused and why in the
presence of an employee committee member, a health and safety representative, or a worker
representative chosen because of knowledge, experience and training.
The right to refuse work is divided into a number of stages. During the first stage, the refusing
workers’ supervisor or employer are required to investigate the circumstances given rise to the
refusal.46 If the worker is not satisfied with the result of the investigation, they can continue to
refuse work if they have reasonable grounds for believing that the work continues to be unsafe.47 At
this point the second stage of the work refusal begins. The worker, the employer or someone acting
on behalf of either the worker or employer must notify a Ministry of Labour inspector. At this
point, the inspector is required to visit the workplace and is under an obligation to consult a worker
representative as part of his or her inspection.48 The inspector must then decide whether the work is
likely to endanger the worker or another person.
The law provides reasonably developed protection to refusing workers. Throughout the period, for
example, the refusing worker is considered to be at work and is entitled to be paid and the Act
prohibits employers from disciplining a worker for refusing to work.49 A worker who finds himself
or herself discriminated against may either ask an inspector to investigate (although, significantly,
inspectors are not authorised to issue orders in an investigation of an alleged reprisal50) or file a
complaint with the Ontario Labour Relations Board.51
8.2

Employee Right to Know

8.3

Workplace Health and Safety Committees and Worker OHS Representatives

A health and safety committee is mandatory where: 20 or more workers are regularly employed;
where an order has been issued with respect to a workplace regarding a biological, chemical or
physical agent; where a regulation concerning designated substances applies to a workplace (other
than a construction project at which fewer than 20 workers are regularly employed). In addition to
this, the Minister of Labour has a residual discretion to require the establishment of a committee.52
There is also a basic requirement (in respect of workplaces with 20 or more workers and
construction projects with 50 or more workers53) that at least one member of a committee
representing the employer or constructor and at least one member representing workers be
certified.54 Certified members have a range of powers including a bilateral right, in dangerous
46

Section 43(5) of the 1978 Act.
Section 43(1) of the 1978 Act.
48
This is the broad effect of section 43(7) of the 1978 Act which requires inspectors to consult a worker committee
member, a worker health and safety representative or a worker selected by the worker’s trade union. If there is no trade
union, then the section places a duty on the inspector to consult other workers. Sections 48(3) and (9) of the 1978 Act.
49
Under section 50(1) of the 1978 Act this prohibition extends to dismissal, discipline, suspension or any other form of
penalty. However, the protection does not apply if the work refusal was made in bad faith, or if the worker continues to
refuse after the inspector has found that the work is not likely to endanger the worker.
50
Section 50(2) of the 1978 Act.
51
Section 50(3) of the 1978 Act.
52
Section 9 of the 1978 Act.
53
Or also where the project is expected to last at least 3 months.
54
Section 9(12) of the 1978 Act.
47
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circumstances, and a unilateral right, in more limited circumstances, to direct the employer or
constructor to stop specified work or to stop the use of any part of a workplace or of any equipment,
machine, device, article or thing. An employer or constructor who receives written
recommendations from a committee must respond in writing within 21 days and include a
timetable of implementation, giving reasons when he/she does not accept any other
recommendations.55 Time spent by committee members carrying out their duties or fulfilling the
requirements for becoming certified is deemed to have been spent at work.56 General provisions
protect workers against dismissal or disciplinary action.57

55

Section 9(18), (20) and (21) of the 1978 Act.
Sections 9(36) and (37) of the 1978 Act.
57
Section 50 of the 1978 Act.
56
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British Columbia
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Institutional Framework

British Columbia’s (BC) organising statute - the Workers’ Compensation Act - creates an
interlocking framework of legal duties on suppliers,1 supervisors2 contractors,3 workplace owners,4
workers,5 company directors6 as well as employers.7 Spreading responsibility for OHS in this way8
has two important advantages; formally extending responsibility for promoting OHS to all
stakeholders involved in the work process – suppliers and contractors as well as employers - whilst
at one and the same time clarifying the exact scope of that responsibility (Myrol, 2004).9 The
powers granted by, and duties imposed in, the Act are further refined and clarified in regulations
established under the authority of the Act, policies (guidance contained in the Worker
1

The general responsibilities of suppliers are contained with sections 2(3) (which places a duty on tool, appliance and
equipment suppliers to take reasonably practicable steps to ensure that supplied items are in safe operating condition) and
(4) (which requires suppliers of tools, appliances, equipment, designated substances or hazardous materials to ensure that
they comply with the OSH Act and its attendant regulations and codes). Section 120 requires that every supplier must (a)
ensure the safety of equipment or materials, (b) provide directions on the safe use of equipment and materials, (c) ensure
that hazardous materials chemicals are appropriately labelled and (e) generally comply with the Act and its attendant
regulations.
2
Section 117(1) places (a) a general duty of care on supervisors in addition to (b) a general requirement on them to be
familiar with the Act and its attendant regulations. Section 117(2) goes on to impose a number of more specific obligations
on supervisors which, among other things, include a duty to ensure that supervised workers are (a)(i) made aware of all
known or reasonably foreseeable health or safety hazards in the area where they work and (a)(ii) comply with the relevant
law and (b) consult and co-operate with the joint committee or worker health and safety representative for the workplace,
and (c) co-operate with official representatives of the Workers’ Compensation Board.
3
Section 118(2) imposes a number of duties on the prime contractor such as a) ensuring the co-ordination of health and
safety at the workplace and (b) establishing and maintaining a system or process that will ensure compliance with the Act
and its attendant regulations. A prime contractor is defined in section 118(1) as the directing contractor, employer or other
person who enters into a written agreement with the owner of the workplace.
4
Section 119 imposes a general duty on the owner of a workplace to (a) provide and maintain the workplace in a manner
that ensures the health and safety of people at or near the workplace, and provide the employer or prime contractor at the
workplace any information that is (b) necessary to control OHS hazards or safety of persons at the workplace and (c)
comply with the Act and its attendant regulations.
5
Section 116(1)(a) of the Act imposes a general duty on workers to take reasonable care to protect their own and others
health and safety , and the health and safety of other persons who may be affected by the worker's acts or omissions at
work. This is supplemented by a number of other more specific duties set out in section 116(2) of the Act which include: (a)
a duty to perform work in accordance with established safe work procedures as required by the Act and its attendant
regulations; (b) a duty to use or wear protective equipment, devices and clothing as required by the regulations; (c) a duty
to ensure that the worker's ability to work without risk to his or her or others’ health or safety is not impaired by alcohol or
drugs; (d) a duty to report to a supervisor or employer; (e) any contravention of the Act or its attendant regulations which
the worker becomes aware of, (f) the absence of or defect in any protective equipment, device or clothing, or the existence
of any other hazard, that the worker considers is likely to endanger the worker or any other person; (g) a duty to cooperate
with the joint committee or worker health and safety representative for the workplace, and (h) a duty to cooperate with
official representatives of the workers’ compensation board.
6
Section 121 of the Workers’ Compensation Act.
7
Section 115(1)(a)(i) and (ii) of the Act places a duty on employers to ensure the health and safety of their employees and
other workers “present at a workplace at which the employer’s work is being carried out. Under s.115(2)(a)-(d) of the Act
this extends to remedying any workplace conditions that are hazardous to the health or safety of the employer’s workers;
ensuring that the employer’s workers are made aware of safety hazards and their rights and duties under the Act and its
attendant regulations; and providing and maintaining protective equipment, devices and clothing.
8
It is important to note that the Act does not apply to domestic workers or farmers (and some other categories of
agriculture workers). But it does apply to the self-employed.
9
We were unable to find out the relative extent to which WorkSafe prevention officers used their powers against each class
of duty holder.
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Compensation Boards’s Prevention Manual), guidelines (suggested methods of compliance) and
other material.
The main institution for promoting occupational health and safety is British Columbia’s (BC)
Workers’ Compensation Board (WorkSafeBC, the WCB or the Board) - an independent statutory
agency which derives its funding from insurance premiums paid by registered employers. The
Board has responsibility for establishing occupational health and safety standards and guidelines,
educating stakeholders, raising awareness of (and generally providing information in relation to)
workplace safety, conducting inspections, investigating serious incidents and imposing sanctions on
firms for safety infractions.10 In addition to this, the Board devotes considerable time and effort to
building partnerships with occupational health and safety stakeholders (Workers’ Compensation
Board, 2005b: 13), as well as administering workers’ compensation in BC. As in the case of other
Canadian jurisdictions, the existence of a relatively well developed system of workers’
compensation shapes the commercial meaning of safety pays arguments by allowing OHS
regulation to be more readily framed as a means of reducing employee related costs through lower
insurance premiums. The Board’s responsibility for both prevention and compensation11 tends to
intensify this effect by setting OHS regulation within an institutional framework of aims and
assumptions in which regulation and the organisational imperative to reduce the costs of workers’
compensation are administratively enmeshed.12 Whether, however, this creates a regulatory milieu
in which regulatory costs are more likely to be understood within the regulatory community as a
necessary expense to off-set the (non-externalised) costs of non-compliance (encouraging a more
balanced reaction to regulatory costs among business) is an empirical question that has yet to be
tested.
Many of the WCB’s initiatives are sector specific – either focusing on hazardous industries such as
logging or acute problems in specific industries (such as Muscular-skeletal disorders (MSDs) in the
healthcare sector13) – and focus on bringing together all stakeholders with a potential interest in
promoting OHS, rather than on encouraging specific practices among the regulated community. As
such, they often defy simple categorisation (see the discussion of the Forest Safety Task Force and
The Prevention and Early Active Return to Work Safely (PEARS) initiative below).
Another distinctive feature of OHS in British Columbia – which at once underpins and is intimately
associated with the IRS - is the requirement that all but the very smallest employers14 establish and
maintain an occupational health and safety programme.15 Minimum programme requirements 10

Section 111 of the Workers Compensation Act imposes a duty on the Board to be concerned with occupational health
and safety generally and to undertake inspections, investigations and inquiries on matters of OHS and occupational
environment. More specifically, the Board has the power to: a) make regulations and establishments standards for the
protection of the health and safety of workers; b) provide services to assist joint committees, worker health and safety
representatives, employers and workers in maintaining reasonable standards for occupational health and safety; c) to
provide information and advice on the administration of the Act and on OHS generally; and d) to generally provide
assistance to anyone concerned with the Act.
11
The Board also assumes the lead role in rehabilitating injured and sick workers.
12
See, for example, the amputations in the wood manufacturing industry.
13
The healthcare sector reports more time-loss injuries and days lost than any other occupational group (OHSAH, 2004).
14
Section 3.1(1) limits the requirement to (a) high-risk workplaces with 20 or more workers and (b) low risk workplaces
with 50 or more workers. The definition of high and low risk workplaces is set out in section 3.16(2)(b). A prevention
officer may also require that a programme be established at a workplace under section 3.1(2). Section 3.2 requires smaller
employers to implement (a) a less formal programme based on regular monthly meetings with workers for discussion of
health and safety matters, (b) ensure that meetings are directed to matters concerning the correction of unsafe conditions
and practices and the maintenance of cooperative interest in the health and safety of the workforce, and (c) maintain a
record of the meetings and the matters discussed. Small businesses are also encouraged to establish safety programmes.
To this effect, the WCB has published a model programme to help small business both eliminate accidents and minimise
OHS risks and meet its due diligence obligations (Workers Compensation Board of British Columbia, undated: e).
15
OHS Regulation Parts 3.1-3.4.
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outlined in section 3.3 of the OHS Regulation – generally focus on ensuring that employers
conduct and act on regular health and safety inspections and keep lines of communication open
with the workforce and joint health and safety committees on the issue of OHS (Workers’
Compensation Board of BC, undated).16
1.2

Trends in Injury and Ill Health

See the relevant introductory section to Canada.
1.3

Trends in OHS Regulation

OHS regulation in BC has undergone a number of quite significant changes since the early 1970s
when the WCB reordered its resources to increase its capacity to enforce OHS legislation (Ashford
and Rest, 1997).17 As with other Canadian provinces, BC moved towards a form of mandated
partial self-regulation in the mid 1970s (Tucker, 2003: 404; Manga, Broyles and Reschenthaler
1981: 173-199). Tucker argues that this coincided with a shift in the style of enforcement – which,
by placing more emphasis on persuasion, became less deterrence focused with enforcement
suspended for all but the most serious cases of non-compliance (see the discussion of Brown, 1994
below). In the 1990s, mandated self-regulation was reviewed by a Royal Commission on workers’
compensation and OHS regulation and some of its recommendations to strengthen both the internal
and extermal responsibility system18 were later included in the present Workers’ Compensation
Act.
The long term effect of these changes remains to be seen as the reform process continues.
WorkSafeBC’s Board of Directors (BOD) has recently concluded a wide-ranging consultation on
OHS – the first stage of a fundamental review of the structure and practice of workplace health and
safety. The initiative picks up and attempts to work through a growing sense of unease about the
strains that new forms of employment and working practices are placing on accepted methods of
16

Section 3.3 specifies the following minimum requirements of the programme:
(a) a statement of the employer's aims and the responsibilities of the employer, supervisors and workers,
(b) provision for the regular inspection of premises, equipment, work methods and work practices, at appropriate intervals,
to ensure that prompt action is undertaken to correct any hazardous conditions found (for WorkSafe’s guidance on safety
inspections see Workers Compensation Board of BC, 2000c),
(c) appropriate written instructions, available for reference by all workers, to supplement this Occupational Health and
Safety Regulation,
(d) provision for holding periodic management meetings for the purpose of reviewing health and safety activities and
incident trends, and for the determination of necessary courses of action,
(e) provision for the prompt investigation of incidents to determine the action necessary to prevent their recurrence,
(f) the maintenance of records and statistics, including reports of inspections and incident investigations, with provision for
making this information available to the joint committee or worker health and safety representative, as applicable and,
upon request, to an officer, the union representing the workers at the workplace or, if there is no union, the workers at the
workplace, and
(g) provision by the employer for the instruction and supervision of workers in the safe performance of their work.
17
These included large increases in the number of its inspectors and the adoption of a system of penalty assessments which
allowed premiums for employers to be increased where inspection uncovered serious failures of OHS compliance.
18
Among other things, the Act: enhanced worker protection rights through the articulation of specific duties for employers,
workers, supervisors, owners, directors and officers, and suppliers; increased the Board’s enforcement powers; protected
the incomes of workers temporarily laid off as a result of a stop work order; increased the scale of administrative penalties
to $500,000; made available court injunctions to stop ongoing contraventions; and raised the maximum fine to $500,000
and/or imprisonment for 6 months following a first conviction and to $1 million and/or a 12-month jail term following a
subsequent conviction, as well as subjecting offenders to a variety of other orders aimed at preventing future violations. In
regard to participation, the law broadened and better institutionalized worker representation (sections 125-140), but did
little to strengthen the right to refuse. The standard of “imminent risk” was replaced by “significant risk” (section 141)
and workers received limited wage protection in the event of lay-offs arising from a work refusal (section 147). Most
importantly, the statute expressly prohibited discriminatory action against workers who exercised their rights and duties
under the Act (sections 151-153) (Tucker, 2003: 20).
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regulation and enforcement, as well as reviewing how the conventions and routines of occupational
health and safety might best be organised to attract and retain business within the province
(WorkSafeBC, 2006a). Although still very much in its early stages, the Board’s Health and Safety
Initiative, as it is called, is sufficiently progressed to provide a sense of future trends in workplace
health and safety regulation and enforcement in BC.
Although the Board is committed to progressing a limited form of standards deregulation by
increasing the use of variance orders,19 it has also, interestingly, expressed a commitment to
enhancing its capacity to enforce the Act and its regulations (WorkSafeBC, 2006). To this latter
effect the Board plans to:
a) budget for additional staff to conduct more inspections and impose more apposite
sanctions;
b) introduce a new general enforcement policy;
c) strengthen its policies on orders, administrative penalties and high-risk violations; and,
finally,
d) make full use of the mechanisms at its disposal to provide incentives and disincentives to
ensure that employers and other duty holders comply with the Act and its regulations.
These plans for more rigorous enforcement are set within BC’s focus firm strategy which aims to
target resources on higher hazard employers and, significantly, reflect the trend in Canada generally
towards more emphasis on inspection and enforcement. Although the increased focus on
enforcement is arguably the most significant recommendation to come out of the initiative it is also
being rolled out in combination with a number of overlapping initiatives, including:
a) the promotion of awareness and understanding among duty-holders20 (WorkSafeBC’s
plans to partially withdraw from the direct provision of education, suggests the Board will
progress this objective by playing a largely co-ordinating and supportive role - drawing
down on the expertise of health and safety associations in developing industry standards
and best practices, educating and training workers and providing consultative services);
b) greater efforts to control MSD risks (WorkSafeBC’s initial response was modest – with
the publication of two educational booklets in 2001 to help employers and workers avoid
soft tissue injuries. Latterly, however, the Prevention Division has begun to target
problematic employers and has developed and begun to roll out a longer-term strategy of
identifying and controlling MSD risks - Workers’ Compensation Board, 2002c: 10);
c) a structured disease prevention programme (aimed at ensuring proper hazard analysis, risk
assessment and appropriate training in the use of personal protective equipment);
d) a focus on small business – through the establishment of a Small Business Centre aimed at
designing tools and materials on workplace safety which are distributed by employer
representative groups; and

19

This occurs where the Board approves limited exceptions to safety measures specified in the Occupational Health and
Safety Regulation.
20
The Board plans to achieve this by distributing hard copies of the Workers’ Compensation Act and regulations to OHS
stakeholders, provide specific industries with their own regulation book and translating regulations and guidelines into
other languages (WorkSafeBC, 2006).
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e) a broader prevention focus aimed at creating a culture of safety where work-related injury
and ill health are not regarded as inevitable or acceptable (Workers’ Compensation Board,
2005b: 6).
2.

INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

2.1

The Inspection and Investigation Process

The Workers’ Compensation Act grants a wide range of powers to the Board’s occupational health
and safety officers (Worker and Employer Services Division (WES) prevention officers) who have
responsibly for enforcing the Act and its attendant regulations and codes. These include: a power of
entry21without notice,22 a power to conduct tests and take samples,23 a power to require that the
workplace is not to be disturbed;24 a power to require a demonstration of equipment or a system or
procedure; 25a power to inspect, make copies and require the production of records;26 a power to
question (and require that answers are given under oath);27 a power to take photographs and
recordings;28 a power to attend training programmes;29 a power of seizure30 and a general residual
power to allow inspectors to act in a way necessary or incidental to the carrying out of the their
basic legal duties.31 Section 186(1) of the Act imposes a general obligation on employers and
employees to assist officers.32
The Workers’ Compensation Act and its attendant regulations provide for a number of different
types of inspections and investigation, namely: no notice programmed inspections; complaint
inspections; employer requested inspections; prior notice inspections; follow-up inspections,
incident investigations and fatal serious injury investigations.
The basic aim of the inspection process reflects the concerns of other inspection regimes: to
determine the causes and underlying factors of occupational incidents, identify associated
compliance issues and help ensure compliance with law, regulation, and policy, provide
recommendations to industry to aid in the prevention of future injury and disease, gather
information and help monitor and analyse industry trends on workplace fatalities, serious injuries,
and diseases and, finally, refer cases for prosecution or administrative penalties, when necessary.
a) No notice programmed inspections are organised on the basis of a “high-hazard priority
system” – the principle that industries which involve a higher risk to workers (as measured by
compensation claims) are inspected more frequently than lower-risk industries. We have not

21

Section 179(1). Section 179(2)(a) limits the power to a reasonable hour of the day or night unless, under section
179(2)(b) the officer has reasonable grounds for believing that a situation exists that is or may be hazardous to workers.
22
Section 182(5) states that "nothing in this section requires the Board or an officer to give advance notice of an
inspection".
23
Section 179(3)(c).
24
Section 179(3)(d)
25
Section 179(3)(e).
26
Section 179(3)(f)-(g).
27
Section 179(3)(h)
28
Section 179(3)(i)
29
Section 1979(3)(j).
30
Section 185(1) grants an officer of the Board a limited power of seizure where (a) the thing has been produced to the
officer or is in plain view, and (b) the officer has reasonable grounds for believing that this Part, the regulations or an
order has been contravened and that the thing would afford evidence of the contravention.
31
Section 179(3)(k).
32
Section 186(2) prohibits employers and employees from interfering with, obstructing and misleading officers in the
course of their inspection.
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examined the basis upon which this process takes effect, but the Guidelines of the Workers
Compensation Act aim to ensure that prior knowledge of inspections is minimised.33
b) Complaint inspections relate to inspections that specifically follow complaints from employees
or their union representatives. Where this occurs and the employee or his or her representative
also indicates a desire to show a prevention officer the subject of the complaint the Board
officer may make an appointment with that person for that purpose without informing anyone
else of the intended inspection (except another regulatory body when coordinated action may
be required).34
c) Employer requested inspections occur when employers arrange an inspection by appointment.
The Guidelines instruct prevention officers to inform the appropriate union official or workers'
representative where this occurs. Although inspections by appointment are commonly arranged
for the purpose of a consultation (employers invite officers to inspect or review all or part of a
work site and consult with the employer on the work site's compliance), the Guidelines instruct
officers to initiate a formal inspection and issue “appropriate orders” where a violation has
occurred.35 This contrasts with the more staggered approach to securing the abatement of
violations characteristic of the consultation process in the US and, arguably, raises questions
whether the model of (enforcement centred) American legalism accurately marks out the
differences between OHS regulation in the US and other jurisdictions in which compliance is
more widely regarded to emphasise co-operation and advice.
d) Prevention officers undertake prior notice inspections (or inspections by appointment) where
the effectiveness of the inspection process is contingent on the presence of someone
representing management or the workforce. The Guidelines recommend against excessive
reliance on appointments by instructing prevention officers to avoid making appointments for
successive inspections.36
e) Prevention officers also undertake follow-up inspections to confirm compliance. Where
employers have failed to comply with orders issued during previous inspections, the Guidelines
direct prevention officers to the option of issuing repeat notices or requiring the employer to
supply the Board with a compliance notice. Despite this, the Guidelines also alert prevention
officers to the importance of issuing orders for new hazards observed during a follow-up
inspection. To ensure that prevention officers can keep an accurate track of the compliance
record of employers (see below in relation to the discussion by Brown, 1994), the Guidelines
instruct officers to explicitly state that new orders or repeat orders are unnecessary in their
inspection.37
f)

The purpose of incident38 investigations39 - an in-depth investigation into workplace fatalities,
serious injuries and incidents which do not necessarily result in injuries but which involve a

33

G-D11-179-1 recommends that successive inspections by appointment should not be arranged at the same place of
work.
34
Guidelines Workers Compensation Act Part 3 Division 11: G-D11-179-1.
35
Guidelines Workers Compensation Act Part 3 Division 11: G-D11-179-1.
36
Guidelines Workers Compensation Act Part 3 Division 11: G-D11-179-1.
37
Guidelines Workers Compensation Act Part 3 Division 11: G-D11-179-3.
38
An incident is defined as “an accident or other occurrence which resulted in or had the potential for causing an injury or
occupational disease.”
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high risk of fatality or serious injury (near misses) - is partly educative and partly deterrence
based.40 Although the exact combination of circumstances and events that trigger an
investigation in practice are unclear, the Guidelines set out a range of criteria, which are
designed to frame the decision to investigate. These include whether the incident is
reportable,41 whether the cause of the incident is unknown or difficult to determine, whether an
investigation may offer up new or significant lessons about injury and ill health prevention;
whether the incident appears to be on the rise in a particular industry or sector and whether an
investigation is otherwise in the public interest.
Although the Guidelines indicate that the Board will “respond” to all fatalities, serious injuries
and near misses, whether an investigation takes place will ultimately depend on the
bureaucratic and professional assumptions that frame the working relationship between officers
from the Worker and Employer Services (WES) Division (prevention officers) and the Fatal
and Serious Injury Investigations (FSII) unit – a group of officials dedicated to fatal and serious
accident investigation.42 Formal investigations are undertaken by FSII officers who make the
decision to investigate on the basis of information provided by WES officers43 (who are
required to perform an initial examination into the nature of the injuries and circumstances of
the incident).44 At the end of the investigation the investigating officer is required to produce a
detailed Investigation Report which should contain a summary of recommended orders and an
explanation where no orders are recommended. At this point administrative penalty
considerations may also be considered.

2.2

Targeting

39

Section 179(1)(b) and Guidelines Workers Compensation Act Part 3 Division 11: G-D11-179-5. Health and safety
investigations are conducted using the integrated safety investigation methodology (ISIM). This is a methodology
developed by the Transportation Safety Board and adopted by WorkSafeBC for investigating workplace incidents. It
involves collecting information from various sources to understand the facts and circumstances of the incident and
analysing that information to identify the causes and underlying factors that led to the incident. The field investigation
typically involves the following method: a) securing and examining the incident site, including any equipment involved; b)
taking notes and photos; c) interviewing workers, managers, and witnesses; c) collecting pertinent documents such as
equipment operating manuals, written procedures, and training records; and d) conducting tests on materials or
equipment. The data is then analysed, which in practice involves investigators: a) documenting a sequence of events; b)
examining each event for unsafe acts and unsafe conditions; c) exploring the underlying factors that made the unsafe act or
condition possible; d) assessing the adequacy of defences that normally protect workers from hazards; and e) identifying
health and safety deficiencies.
40
The Guidelines state that their purpose is to establish the cause of the incident to identify how similar accidents can be
prevented from occurring in the future and ensure that appropriate enforcement action occurs in the case of noncompliance.
41
Section 172(1) of the OHS Regulation requires employers to notify the Board immediately of the occurrence any
accident that resulted in (a) serious injury to or the death of a worker, (b) a major structural failure or collapse of a
building, bridge, tower crane, hoist, temporary construction support system or excavation, (c) involved the major release of
a hazardous substance or (d) was an incident required by regulation to be reported.
42
As yet we have been unable to confirm the proportion of incidents that trigger an inspection or locate any additional
material on the nature of circumstances that trigger an inspection in practice.
43
The prevention officer is required to issue an Inspection Report to the “incident employer”, which documents his or her
initial response and may contain orders that address immediate safety concerns or compliance issues .
The prevention officer will complete and submit a Notice of Incident, generally within 48 hours of the officer's response.
Prevention officers will follow up on orders that have been issued accordingly.
44
Where FSII officers decide not to investigate, WES prevention officers are required to inquire into the incident in
accordance with established inspection guidelines.
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Most of BC’s education and inspection efforts are focused on high-risk industry sectors (Workers’
Compensation Board, 2005b: 23). Board prevention officers conduct inspections on the basis of a
high-hazard priority system; that is those industries which involve a higher risk to workers are
inspected more frequently than lower-risk industries.45
As with other provinces, the WCB is attempting to target these increased efforts by assigning
prevention officers to specialised teams focusing on specific industry sectors or, in some instances,
a single large employer. In addition, the aim is to allow prevention officers to develop specialised
knowledge and expertise; leading to more effective education, consultation and enforcement
(Workers’ Compensation Board, 2005b: 23).
2.3

Trends in Inspection

Table 1 below suggests that, although the number of inspections is only marginally lower than it
was in 1973, as the number of registered employers with the WCB has increased, the rate of
inspections (inspections expressed as a percentage of registered employers) has decreased
substantially (from 46 per cent in 1973 to 9 per cent in 2005). Although, it is important to interpret
WCB’s renewed emphasis on inspection and enforcement in this context, it is also important to
recognise the rate of inspections in British Columbia is still significantly greater than some other
jurisdictions (such as the US).
Table 2 indicates that although personnel hours devoted to inspection, education and consultation is
declining, this has been partially offset by an increase in prevention officers’ time devoted to
investigation. Table 3 suggests46 that despite a recent decline in the number of inspections and
investigations, the proportion of field officers time devoted to these tasks has increased quite
significantly, at the expense of consultation among other things.

45

Guidelines Workers Compensation Act Part 3 Division 11. G-D11-179-1.
It is important to exercise a degree of caution in interpreting trends from the data in the table due to changes in how the
data is presented in the WCB’s annual reports.
46
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Table 1: Inspections (British Columbia) 1973-2005

1973/74 (1973)
1974/75 (1974)
1975/76 (1975)
1976/77 (1976)
1977/78 (1977)
1978/79 (1978)
1979/80 (1979)
1980/81 (1980)
1981/82 (1981)
1982/83 (1982)
1983/84 (1983)
1984/85 (1984)
1985/86 (1985)
1986/87 (1986)
1987/88 (1987)
1988/89 (1988)
1989/90 (1989)
1990/91 (1990)
1991/92 (1991)
1992/93 (1992)
1993/94 (1993)
1994/95 (1994)
1995/96 (1995)
1996/97 (1996)
1997/98 (1997)
1998/99 (1998)
1999/00 (1999)
2000/01 (2000)
2001/02 (2001)
2002/03 (2002)
2003/04 (2003)
2004/05 (2004)
2005/06 (2005)
Source: Ashford

Number of
Registered
inspections
employers
24,201
52,910
25,649
55,180
30,144
57,400
24,846
61,340
25,154
64,360
20,116
67,850
17,699
71,040
22,331
76,460
26,380
81,220
27,693
82,720
29,782
85,160
30,479
86,940
34,116
89,810
39,106
94,070
37,736
98,520
42,973
103,520
39,561
106,090
48,366
109,110
50,904
112,530
46,965
115,530
47,629
115,280
43,076
139,600
47,996
143,599
41,548
149,582
35,894
153,499
32,737
159,036
34,264
164,963
31,063
166,501
28,736
169,650
21,736
171,583
16,310
173,008
15,913
179,257
20,267
and Rest, 1997; Kirkpatrick, 2003; Workers'
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Ratio of inspections
to registered
employers
2
2
2
2
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
2
3
2
2
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
5
6
8
11
11

Inspections
expressed as a
percentage of
registered
employers.
46
46
53
41
39
30
25
29
32
33
35
35
38
42
38
42
37
44
45
41
41
31
33
28
23
21
21
19
17
13
9
9

Compensation Board, BC, 1997: 65; 2

Table 2: Inspection Hours (British Columbia) 1990-2005
Total

1990/91(1990)
1991/92 (1991)
1992/93 (1992)
1993/94 (1993)
1994/95 (1994)
1995/96 (1995)
1996/97 (1996)
1997/98 (1997)
1998/99 (1998)
1999/00 (1999)
2000/01 (2000)
2001/02 (2001)
2002/03 (2002)
2003/04 (2003)
2004/05 (2004)
2005/06 (2005)

195,175
221,785
225,889
212,121
276,268
251,633
270,098
277,319
273,149
223,321
202,125
205,765

Inspection
hours

Education hours

Consultation
hours

169,894
163,151
152,713

18,956
18,126
18,050

134,572
133,109
122,305
108,517
88,843
90,354
108,143

15,352
15,474
15,641
15,049
7,287
8,204
8,470

32,935
44,612
41,358
Data unclear
43,607
5,060
51,026
10,555
61,310
17,488
55,220
28,347
48,499
38,432
41,440
28,362
32,656
29,049
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Investigation

Certification

Other
Industry /
Worker
Services

20,083
26,276
23,374

32,960
35,511
37,202
66,016
40,261
33,765
27,538

2.4

Enforcement Notices and Administrative Penalties

In addition to these powers, the Act grants prevention officers the authority to issue a wide range of
compliance orders.1 These are summarised in Table 4 (annexed to this chapter). The number of
orders issued is set out in Table 7 below.
Section 196(1) of the Act allows the Board to impose an administrative penalty2 - paid into the
accident fund3 - where the employer has failed to exercise due diligence in failing to safeguard his
or her employees or comply with occupational health and safety legislation.4 The Board formally
employs administrative penalties to produce both a specific and general deterrent effect to ensure
that employers comply with the Act and its regulations5 and, as an enforcement tool as such, they
reflect the system of administrative fines in the US.
The Act sets out a number of criteria to be taken into account in the decision to impose a penalty.
Many of these are outlined in the Prevention Manual which, among other things, directs prevention
officers to have regard to:
a) whether the violation resulted in a high risk of serious injury, serious illness or death;
b) whether the employer has committed similar violations;6
c) whether the employer’s failure to discharge his or her responsibilities indicates a general
lack of commitment to compliance;
d) whether the employer has failed to comply with a previous order within a reasonable time;
e) whether the employer has knowingly or recklessly failed to discharge his or her legal
responsibilities;
f) whether the employer has an effective, overall programme for complying with the Act and
the regulations;
g) whether the employer has otherwise exercised due diligence to prevent the failure, noncompliance or conditions to which the penalty relates;
h) whether the violations or other circumstances have resulted from the independent action of
workers who have been properly instructed, trained and supervised;

1

G-D12-187-2 outlines the Board’s policy on when an order can be imposed when there has been no violation of the
Workers Compensation Act or the regulations. All orders made by the Board are issued under the authority of section 187,
which allows orders for past violations as well as orders to prevent future violations. Although there is no explicit
restriction or condition limiting that orders only be imposed where a violation is occurring or has occurred, the Board’s
guidelines direct prevention officers to confine the practice to circumstances where there is evidence that the person
subject to the order does not intend to comply in the future. Prevention officers are empowered to issue a worker order to
workers or supervisors (either during an inspection, complaint investigation, or following an accident investigation).
Prosecution against a worker may also be considered where the worker's violation exposed other workers to a serious risk
of injury or disease (Guidelines Workers Compensation Act Part 3 Division 12: G-D12-187-1).
2
Specifically where employers have failed to take sufficient precautions for the prevention of work related injuries or failed
to comply with OHS law or an applicable order or generally failed to maintain a safe workplace (section 196(1)(a)-(c)).
Employers have defence of due diligence under section 196(3) where they have taken all reasonable care (D12-196-10).
3
Section 196(5). The accident fund represents the aggregate of the Board’s invested premiums and the net gains or losses
on funds collected to cover the costs related to past injuries (Workers’ Compensation Board of B.C., 2005b: 34).
4
Section 196(4). Section 196(7) provides the employer with a protection from prosecution in respect of the same facts and
circumstances in respect of which an administrative penalty has been imposed.
5
Policies WCA Part 3 Division Item D12-196-1.
6
WorkSafe’s Prevention Manual (Policies WCA Part 3 Division Item D12-196-1) states that violations at one of several
locations of a firm will normally be considered as though that location were the firm’s only location and that violations at
more than once location may be considered together if they result from a failure of the firm’s overall programme of
compliance with the Act and its attendant regulations. This, the manual states, includes a failure to: a) effectively
communicate with all locations regarding health and safety concerns; b) provide adequate training to managers and
others who implement site health and safety programmes; c) make local management accountable for health and safety
performance; and d) provide local management with sufficient resources for health and safety issues.
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i)

the potential seriousness of the injury or illness that might have occurred, the number of
people who might have been at risk and the likelihood of the injury or illness occurring. 7

Section 196(2) of the Act sets the maximum penalty at $533,195.03.8
The amount of penalty is determined according to a multipart formula based, in the first instance,
on the employer’s assessable payroll (see Table 5s and 6 below).9
Table 5: Category A penalties (serious injury or illness or death, high risk of serious
injury or illness or death; wilful or reckless non-compliance)
Assessable Payroll
Up to 500,000
500,001-1,000,000
1,000,001-1,500,000
1,500,001-2,000,000
2,000,001-2,500,000
2,500,001-3,000,000
3,000,001-3,500,000
3,500,001-4,000,000
4,000,001-4,500,000
4,500,001-5,000,000
Over 5,000,000

Penalty Amount (Can $)
2.5% of payroll or 2,500, whichever is greater
12,500 + 2.25% of payroll over 500,000
23,750 +2.0% of payroll over 1,000,000
33,750 + 1.75% of payroll over 1,500,000
42,500 + 1.5% of payroll over 2,000,000
50,000 + 1.25% of payroll over 2,500,000
56,250 + 1.0% of payroll over 3,000,000
61,250 + 0.75% of payroll over 3,500,000
65,000 + 0.5% of payroll over 4,000,000
67,500 + 0.25% of payroll over 4,500,000
68,750 + 0.125% of payroll over 5,000,000, or
75,000, whichever

Table 6: Category B Penalties (any other violations)
Assessable Payroll
Up to 500,000
500,001-1,000,000
1,000,001-1,500,000
1,500,001-2,000,000
2,000,001-2,500,000
2,500,001-3,000,000
3,000,001-3,500,000
3,500,001-4,000,000
4,000,001-4,500,000
4,500,001-5,000,000
Over 5,000,000

Penalty Amount (Can $)
1% of payroll or 2,500, whichever is greater
5,000 + 0.36% of payroll over 500,000
6,800 + 0.32% of payroll over 1,000,000
8,400 + 0.28% of payroll over 1,500,000
9,800 + 0.24% of payroll over 2,000,000
11,000 + 0.2% of payroll over 2,500,000
12,000 + 0.16% of payroll over 3,000,000
12,800 + 0.12% of payroll over 3,500,000
13,400 + 0.08% of payroll over 4,000,000
13,800 + 0.04% of payroll over 4,500,000
14,000 + 0.02% of payroll over 5,000,000, or 15,000,
whichever is less

The formal reason for setting a basic penalty and then applying the above formulae according to the
size of the employer is to promote consistency. Despite this, the Prevention Manual recognises that
the circumstances may merit deviation from the basic amount and, as such, allows it to be adjusted
7

Policies WCA Part 3 Division Items D12-196-1 and D12-196-10)
All ‘$’ signs in this chapter refer to Canadian $. Section 25.2 of the Act requires the Board to inflation link all dollar
amounts listed in the legislation.
9
Policies WCA Part 3 Division Item 12-196-6-1(a).
8
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by up to 30 per cent according to a range of other contextual factors. These include: a) the nature
of the violation; b) the nature of the hazard created by the violation; c) whether the employer knew
about the situation giving rise to the violation; d) the extent of the measures undertaken by the
employer to comply; e) the extent to which the behaviour of other workplace parties has
contributed to the violation; f) the employer’s history and g) whether the financial impact of the
penalty would be unduly harsh in view of the employer’s size.10
Moreover, where a penalty is imposed within three years of a decision imposing an additional
assessment or a prior administrative penalty for the same violation, the penalty is regarded as a
“repeat penalty” which can increase the “basic amount” by up to 24 times.11 The Prevention
Manual also allows the Board to add the costs saved from regulatory violations to the
administrative penalty.12 Accompanying regulations set an initial limit of $250,000 which may be
imposed where a) an employer has committed a high-risk violation wilfully or with reckless
disregard and b) a worker has died or suffered serious permanent impairment as a result.13 The
statutory maximum of $533,195 14 may be imposed where: a) the employer has committed a high
risk violation wilfully or with reckless disregard, b) multiple fatalities have occurred or a number of
workers have suffered serious permanent impairment as a result of a violation, c) and there is
evidence of a systematic disregard by the employer for worker safety (such as a history of serious
repeated non-compliance).15
Brown (1994) reported that many firms violating industrial health and safety regulations in British
Columbia during the mid 1980s went on to commit the same infraction unpunished. Among other
things, Brown found that penalties were assessed against less than one-fifth of employers who had
received an average of five or more repeat orders per inspection. He concluded that this limited use
of penalties suggested that tolerance of violations of OHS regulation among inspectors was
“institutionalised” and could not be explained in terms of the “efficacy of persuasion” (Brown,
1994: 83). In attempting to explain this institutionalised tolerance, Brown pointed to the close
relationships formed between inspectors and the management of firms, the fact that the input from
employees during inspections, particularly in non-unionised firms, is weak, and the fact that a
failure to recommend a penalty was not subject to review. Although, Brown’s data related to
enforcement in the mid 1980s,16 the study is significant for the narrow interpretation of repeat

10
11

Policies WCA Part 3 Division Item 12-196-6-1(c).
Policies WCA Part 3 Division Item 12-196-6-4(b).
Number of additional assessments or prior penalties
imposed during three years preceding penalty notice
1
2
3
4
5

Increase to “basic amount”
x2
x3
x6
x12
x24

12

Policies WCA Part 3 Division Item 12-196-6.
Policies WCA Part 3 Division Item 12-196-6.
14
Section 196(2) of the WCA.
15
Section 196(7) of the WCA prevents employers from being prosecuted where they have already been ordered to pay an
administrative penalty.
16
Brown’s study was based on inspection records of inspections between 1984 and 1986 held on file by the Worker’s
Compensation Board. This was supplemented with direct observation of OHS inspections and a mail survey of
occupational safety officers.
13
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violation he used17 and the fact that there do not appear to be any more recent studies suggesting
that the culture of enforcement has significantly changed.
Table 7: Number of Orders Issued (British Columbia)
Year
1973/74
1974/75
1975/76
1976/77
1977/78
1978/79
1979/80
1980/81
1981/82
1982/83
1983/84
1984/85
1985/86
1986/87
1987/88
1988/89
1989/90
1990/91
1991/92
1992/93
1993/94
1994/95
1995/96
1996/97
1997/98
1998/99
1999/00
2000/01
2001/02
2002/03
2003/04
2004/05
2005/06

Number of Orders
44,496
44,417
56,008
45,316
33,950
28,474
25,021
31,848
40,649
42,251
34,373
34,962
41,170
48,352
52,893
61,921
60,561
82,430
81,059
66,010
61,487
60,029
79,072
64,225
54,137
48,078
54,001
51,150
42,885
34,168
24,176
23,092
34,128

Number of inspections
24,201
25,649
30,144
24,846
25,154
20,116
17,699
22,331
26,380
27,693
29,782
30,479
34,116
39,106
37,736
42,973
39,561
48,366
50,904
46,965
47,629
43,076
47,996
41,548
35,894
32,737
34,264
31,063
28,736
21,736
16,310
15,913
20,267

17

Number of Orders per
inspection
1.84
1.73
1.86
1.82
1.35
1.42
1.41
1.43
1.54
1.53
1.15
1.15
1.21
1.24
1.40
1.44
1.53
1.70
1.59
1.41
1.29
1.39
1.65
1.55
1.51
1.47
1.58
1.65
1.49
1.57
1.48
1.45
1.68

Brown treated violations as repeat only if a firm violated the same subsection of the Industrial Health and Safety
Regulations at the same site (and not if they occurred at different workplaces operated by the same employer) (Brown,
1994; 77).
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2.5

Appeals

Although recently reformed, the system of appeal under the Act remains – relative to a number of
jurisdictions - limited. Bill 63, Workers’ Compensation Amendment Act (No.2) 2002, changed the
WCB appeal structure by creating a new review process (conducted by the Review Division of the
WCB) and an independent18 appeal body – the Workers’ Compensation Appeal Tribunal (WCAT).
This came into existence in 2003 and constitutes the final level of appeal. Although employers (and
other stakeholders19) have the right to request reviews of monetary penalties [section 96.2(1)(b)],
orders, the refusal to make an order, a variation of an order or a cancellation of an order [section
96.2(1)(c)], appeal to the WCAT20 is limited to orders relied upon to impose an administrative
penalty and the actual order to impose an administrative penalty.21
3.

PROSECUTION AND CRIMINAL PENALTIES

3.1

Prosecution

Although section 213 of the Act sets the scope of criminal liability widely – creating a general
offence for contraventions of Part 3 of the Workers’ Compensation Act and its attendant
regulations and orders22 - prosecution is formally reserved for the most serious cases and subject to
a number of procedural obstacles.23 Prosecution, as such, is a rarity (see Table 8).24

18

Although the WCAT is an external agency that is independent of the WCB’s administration and governing structure, it
reports to the Ministry of Skills Development and Labour.
19
Workers, employers, owners, suppliers, unions and relatives of a deceased worker who are directly affected by a WBC
prevention decision or order are entitled to request a review of the decision or order.
20
Workers, employers, owners, suppliers, unions and relatives of a deceased worker who are directly affected by a penalty
decision are entitled to appeal a review decision to the WCAT..
21
Section 239(2)(e) of the Act.
22
Section 213(2) provides that where a corporation is found to have committed an offence - an officer director or agent of
the corporation who authorizes, permits or acquiesces in the commission of the offence also commits an offence.
23
See, for example, Guidelines Workers’ Compensation Act G-D15-214 and section 214(2) which requires Board
approval before a prosecution can be commenced.
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Table 8: Prosecution and Convictions, 1996 to 2005

1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
Ten year
average

Number of
prosecutions
(total)
1
0
9
8
5
3
1
0
1
0

Number of
prosecutions
(involving
companies)
1
0
9
8
5
3
1
0
1
0

Number of
convictions (total)
1
0
8
8
5
4
1
0
1
0

Number of
convictions
(companies)
1
0
5
7
4
3
1
0
1
0

Number of
convictions
(individuals)
0
0
3
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

3

2.8

2.8

2.2

0.6

Personal communication: 10th July 2006
3.2

Sentencing

The Act provides for two general categories of court based sentences. General sentences –
that is to say fines (see Table 9a and 9b, annexed to this chapter)25 and custodial sentences26 are set out in section 217 of the Act. Sections 218 and 219 then go on to set out a number of
supplementary sentences that can be imposed (on individuals and companies) in addition to a
fine or custodial sentence. These include: an unjust enrichment order;27 a community service
order;28 a monetary penalty for the purpose of research or public education related to
occupational health and safety; 29 a monetary penalty for the purpose of ensuring compliance
with any prohibition, direction or requirement under this section;30 a publicity order;31 a
24

All prosecutions are conducted by Crown Counsel, pursuant to the provincial Crown Counsel Act. The Board acts as a
referring agency only. All occupational health and safety enforcement proceedings such as administrative penalties,
prosecutions and claims cost levies are initiated through the Investigations Division with the assistance of the Division's
legal personnel. Where the circumstances of a violation suggest a prosecution may be warranted, the file is referred to the
Director of Investigations for consideration. The Director of Investigations determines whether the case warrants referral
to the Crown. Guidelines Workers’ Compensation Act Part 3 Division 15 214. Section 214(2) of the Workers’
Compensation Act
25
Section 217(a) and (b) set a maximum fine of $583,560.41 for a first offence (and, in the case of a continuing offence, to
a further fine of not more than $29,178.04 for each day during which the offence continues after the first day) and
$1,167,120.80 for a subsequent conviction (and, in the case of a continuing offence, to a further fine of not more than
$58,356.04 for each day during which the offence continues after the first day). Section 220 requires fines to be paid in the
accident fund.
26
Section 217(a) and (b) set the maximum sentence of custody at 6 months for a first offence and 12 months for a
subsequent conviction. Sections 217(a)(iii) and (b)(iii) allow the court to impose both a fine and custodial sentence up to
the maxima contained in sections 217(a) and (b).
27
This is the broad effect of section 218 which allows the court to order that the offender pay, in addition to a fine levied
under section 217, a fine in an amount equal to the estimation by the court of the amount of any monetary benefits accrued
as a result of commission of the offence.
28
Section 219(1)(a).
29
Section 219(1)(b).
30
Section 219(1)(c).
31
Section 219(1)(e) – in which the court directs that the facts relating to the commission of the offence be published by the
Board at the expense of the person convicted, subject to any maximum amount or other restrictions established by the
court.
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disqualification order;32 and a general order requiring the person to comply with any other
conditions that the court considers appropriate for securing the person's good conduct and for
preventing the person from repeating the offence or committing other offences under this Part.33
The Act also contains a general administrative provision to allow the Board to exploit the power of
the court to supervise ongoing compliance; section 219(1)(d) directing the person to submit to the
Board, on application by the Board within 3 years after the date of the conviction, any information
respecting the activities of the person that the court considers appropriate in the circumstances.
Table 9a: Trends in Sanctioning in British Columbia, 1996 - 2005

1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
Ten year
average

Total amount of criminal
fines (combined)
15,000
0
174,000
172,000
60,000
94,000
12,000
0
5,000
0

Total amount of criminal
fines (individuals)
0
0
18,000
1,500
5,000
15,000
0
0
0
0

Total amount of criminal
fines (companies)
15,000
0
156,000
170,500
55,000
79,000
12,000
0
5,000
0

53,200

3,950

49,250

Personal communication: 10th July 2006

Table 9b: Trends in Sanctioning in British Columbia, 1996 – 2005

1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
Ten
year
average

Average amount
of criminal fines
(companies)
(inflation
adjusted)
(pounds sterling)
8,101

Average amount of
criminal fines
(combined)
(inflation adjusted)
18,000

Average amount of
criminal fines
(companies)
(inflation adjusted)
18,060

Average amount of
criminal fines
(combined)
(inflation adjusted)
(pounds sterling)
8,074

29,083
24,725
13,440
25,615
12,840

36,563
28,028
15,460
28,672
12,793

12,732
10,384
6,144
12,019
5,664

16,006
11,771
7,067
13,454
5,643

5,100

5,100

2,123

2,123

18,400

14,467

8,163

9,166

Personal communication: 10th July 2006
32

Section 219(1)(f) – in which the court prohibits the person from working in a supervisory capacity at any workplace for
a period of not more than 6 months from the date of conviction.
33
Section 219(1)(g).
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4.

COMPENSATION

WCB’s experience rating system recognises firms with good safety records and penalises those
with poor safety records by applying surcharges and discounts on assessment rates. In some
industries, incentive programmes exist which provide additional discounts for firms that adopt
safety programmes (and in the case of the Certificate of Recognition programme have coincided
with lower claims rates).
5.

CO-OPERATION, PARTNERSHIP AND VOLUNTARY PROGRAMMES

The Board specifies the development of partnerships to promote prevention and a “durable return
to work” as one of its main priorities (Workers’ Compensation Board, 2005b: 9).
The Workers’ Compensation Board have begun to pilot a Partners in Injury and Disability
Prevention Program pilot in collaboration with a number of industry safety associations in 2004
(Doucet, 2004). The programme is based upon Alberta’s Partners in Injury Reduction and uses the
incentive of premium reductions to encourage firms to participate. More specifically, participation
in the programme is contingent on employers: a) implementing a thorough occupational health and
safety management system; b) to undergo an audit to ensure their occupational health and safety
programme is functioning effectively; c) to complete a series of training sessions that can help
move the firm beyond regulatory safety compliance. The major differences between BC’s piloted
programme and Alberta’s PIR is that the ultimate aim of the programme is to bring about the
evolution of a “culture of safety” in participating workplaces (Doucet, 2004).
While these associations are distinct, their goals are the same: reduce human suffering by reducing
injuries, help members lower their costs, and help them increase their competitive advantage by
implementing a health and safety management system. Once employers meet certain audit
standards — set jointly by WorkSafeBC and their industry associations — they receive a
Certificate of Recognition (COR) and are eligible to receive up to a five percent rebate on their base
assessments.
According to WorkSafeBC Industry Services manager Stephen Symon, who is overseeing the
programme, employers are embracing the new initiative. “One of the key benefits is that the
Partners Program is industry driven,” he says. “Safety associations train their members, administer
the programme, and act as certifying partners with WorkSafeBC. Our role is to provide support, set
standards, and administer the programme with our various partners.” Current partners include the
Petroleum Industry Training Service (PITS — now merged with the Canadian Petroleum Safety
Council to become Enform), the BC Road Construction and Maintenance Safety Network, and the
Construction Safety Association of BC, all of which are actively promoting the Partners Program
among their members. Other industry groups in areas such as forestry, agriculture, manufacturing,
and health care have also expressed an interest in the programme.
While it’s still too early to tell whether the Partners Program is helping to improve safety in these
high-risk industries, as of September 2005, 66 of the 362 construction firms enrolled in the
programme have received Certificates of Recognition, representing over $800,000 in rebates. In the
petroleum industry, PITS awarded COR certificates to approximately 175 firms in 2004, and
approximately $170,000 in rebates were granted to 95 companies. Eighty firms outside the oil and
gas industry obtained COR certification through PITS in order to meet industry prequalification
requirements to work in the industry. The firms outside the pilot industry subsectors are not eligible
for the COR rebates.
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5.1

Partnership to Reduce Amputations in Forest Products ManufacturingReport

A recent report into amputations in the forest products manufacturing industry has produced a cooperative initiative involving employers, workers, equipment manufacturers, industry
representatives and the WCB which is designed to reduce the problem (Workers’ Compensation
Board of British Columbia, 2000b). The initiative includes identifying, publicising best practice,
developing a worker orientation programme for young workers and those new to a job, developing
and piloting a supervisory training programme to ensure employees receive adequate supervision
and reach a high level of competency and identifying guarding and other engineering solutions.
5.2

Focus Firm Strategy

In 1998 to support the WorkSafe plan, the WCB developed the Focus Firm Strategy to concentrate
its prevention resources where, it considered they might work most effectively. The strategy
initially targeted some 270 firms with very high injury rates or a high volume of claims above the
industry average (many of which operate in high-risk industries).34 Employers were approached
and offered consultation to develop an occupational health and safety plan that would be endorsed,
in writing, by the firm’s senior management. WCB officers helped to implement the plan and
offered ongoing consultation. More specifically, WCB works with focus firms in a structured fourstep programme, providing advice on: a) health and safety planning and measurement; b) health
and safety systems and practices; c) compliance; d) developing solutions to manage injury factors;
e) programme evaluation; and f) facilitating injury prevention workshops and training (Workers’
Compensation Board, 2002c: 9). More generally, the strategy formally aims to encourage
employers to develop a comprehensive health and safety programme that creates a context in which
health and safety can be continually improved. WorkSafeBC reports that focus firms have enjoyed
sustained and significant decreases in injuries. In 1999 – the first full year of strategy operation –
the number of injuries within the participating firms dropped by 13 percent. In 2000, there was a
further drop in injuries of 7 percent, despite the addition of many new firms. Time-loss claims as of
May 2001 show an average drop of 9.4 percent (Workers’ Compensation Board, 2002c).
5.3

Industry Partnerships

The Industry Services Department has forged formal partnerships with specific industries (which
had approached the Board in 2001). These partnerships focus on injury-rate reduction as well as
disability prevention. The Prevention Division has formal policy of increasing the number of
partnerships between WorkSafeBC and industry health and safety associations (which are funded
through small premium increases levied on the industrial sector they represent). The Associations
provide education, training, health and safety audits and advise on OHS systems (Workers
Compensation Board, 2002c: 9).
The Forest Products Manufacturing Advisory Group (FPMAG) is a collaborative forum for
workplace health and safety issues. FPMAG's purpose is to encourage industry and workers to
develop strategies that reduce workplace injury and disease in forest products manufacturing.
FPMAG periodically publishes the Health and Safety News and the Health and Safety Bulletin to
publicize its activities, increase awareness of issues, and provide information to help comply with
regulatory requirements.

34

As of June 30, 2001, there are 368 focus firms in B.C. See
http://www.worksafebc.com/news_room/campaigns/focus_firms/new_30_10_40_10.asp for a summary of focus firm case
studies.
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6.

COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE: TRAINING AND EDUCATION

6.1

Introduction

Section 115(2)(e) of the Workers’ Compensation Act imposes a general obligation on employers to
ensure that their employees are adequately trained and supervised to perform their work in a safe
and healthy manner.
The Board organises seminars – delivered by WorkSafeBC Occupational Safety Officers – which
draw heavily on the basic safety programmes and work principles that are used by firms with the
best OHS records (Worker’s Compensation Board, 2006c).
6.2

Exchange of Good Practice

Under the Prevention and Early Active Return to Work Safely initiative (PEARS), a community
discussion forum has been set up which not only allows interested individuals to share information
and best practice, but which also provides a site for injury and disability prevention professionals
from the Occupational Health and Safety Agency for Healthcare in British Columbia to answer
questions and provide advice.
7.

EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION

7.1

Employee Rights

The formal rights of employees in British Columbia to participate in the management and control
of health and safety in federally regulated workplaces are relatively well developed.
Section 182(1)(b) of the Workers’ Compensation Act gives employees and their representatives the
right to be present for an inspection, investigation or inquiry. If an officer makes a written report to
an employer relating to an inspection, whether or not the report includes an order, the employer is
required to post the report at the workplace35 and provide a copy of the report to the joint committee
or worker health and safety representative.36
The Regulations issued pursuant to the Act also grant workers the power to refuse unsafe work 37
and provides workers who exercise this and other rights under the Act with a protection against
discrimination. Sections 150-152 create a range of safeguards that are designed to protect
employees who act in accordance with the law38 from discrimination39 in response to exercising
their rights under the Act.

35

Section 183(a) of the Workers’ Compensation Act.
Section 183(b) of the Workers’ Compensation Act.
37
Guidelines Workers Compensation Act Part 3 Division 1: G.3.12. The guidelines place a general prohibition on duty
holders from performing work if it might reasonably create an undue hazard to the health and safety of any person. Any
worker refusing to perform work under these circumstances is required to report the circumstances of the unsafe condition
to his or her employer (or supervisor) who must then immediately investigate the matter and either correct the problem or
inform the complainant that their concerns are unmerited. If the matter is unresolved the employer (or supervisor) must
investigate the matter in the presence of the complainant and either a worker member of the joint committee, a trade union
representative or, failing that, another worker. If the matter is still unresolved the parties concerned are under an
obligation to notify a prevention officer for the purpose of an investigation.
38
Under section 151 this includes: (a) exercising any right or carrying out any duty in accordance with the Act or its
attendant regulations, (b) providing evidence in any matter, inquiry or proceeding under the Act (or the Coroners Act), and
(c) providing information relating to OHS to the employer, other workers or union representatives and OHS officials. To
ensure that the relevant safeguards against discrimination operate, section 152 gives workers the opportunity to complain
to the Board.
36
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7.2

Employee Right-to-Know

Section 115(2)(e) of the Workers’ Compensation Act places employers under a specific obligation
to provide employees with the information necessary to ensure their health and safety. This general
duty to inform is complemented by the Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System
(WHMIS) under which workers have the right to receive information relating to the identity, risks
associated with and safety precautions pertaining to each controlled product they use (Workers
Compensation Board of British Columbia, 2005d).
Table 10: Summary of responsibilities of stakeholders under WHMIS legislation
Stakeholder
Suppliers

Employers

Workers

WorkSafeBC officials

Responsibilities
Provide material safety data sheets (not more than 3 years old) for all
controlled products
Provide supplier labels on all containers of controlled products they
sell or produce.
Ensure that employees understand information on material safety
data sheets, supplier labels and workplace labels by providing
effective worker education.
Provide training in specific safe work procedures to workers who
work with or near controlled products.
Ensure that all containers of controlled products have material safety
data sheets and WHMIS labels
Ensure that material safety data sheets are accessible to the
workforce.
Know and understand information on labels and material safety data
sheets.
Use the information they receive through education and training to
handle controlled products safely.
Inform employers if labels are illegible or missing.
Administer WHMIS legislation.
Provide general information about WHMIS to employers and
workers
Ensure compliance with both federal and provincial WHMIS
legislation.
Source: Workers’ Compensation Board of British Columbia (2005d: 12)

This information is relayed in three main ways:
a) WHMIS labels (which alert workers to the identity of the product, hazards and
precautionary measures);
b) Material safety data sheets (essentially technical bulletins providing detailed hazard and
precautionary information); and

39

Discrimination is defined in section 150(1) as something that adversely affects a worker with respect to any term or
condition of employment, or of membership in a union. By virtue of section 150(2), this extends to
(a) suspension, lay-off or dismissal, (b) demotion or loss of opportunity for promotion, (c) transfer of duties, change of
location of workplace, reduction in wages or change in working hours, (d) coercion or intimidation,
(e) imposition of any discipline, reprimand or other penalty, and (f) the discontinuation or elimination of the job of the
worker.
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c) WHMIS education and training programmes (which are provided by employers and cover
how WHMIS works, the risks associated with particularly controlled products and the safe
work procedures associated with particular products).
We have been unable to locate any well-controlled studies that systematically evaluate the impact
of WHMIS on injury and ill health.
7.3

Workplace Health and Safety Committees

Joint health and safety committees are mandatory in BC workplaces with 20 or more workers.40 In
addition, the Board has a residual power to order that a committee be established.41 To ensure that
committees are representative of the work force minimum membership is set at 442 at least half of
whom are required to be worker representatives43 selected from workers without managerial
functions.44 The main functions of the committee are set out in section 13045 and range from
identifying health hazards to making recommendations to management about how best to improve
health and safety in the workplace. To give committees genuine influence in the workplace, the Act
places a general duty on employers to consult and co-operate with them,46 supplemented by a
number of other, more specific, duties – ranging from the provision of equipment to information47 which are aimed at ensuring that committees perform a central role in promoting OHS in the
workplace.
Worker representatives are required in smaller workplaces employing between 9 and 19
employees.48 The law relating to them is similar in almost all material respects to that governing the
organisation and practice of joint committees.49

40

Section 125(a).
Section 125(b).
42
Section 127(a).
43
Section 127(c).
44
Section 128(1). Where the workplace is unionised they must be selected in accordance with procedures agreed by the
union [section 128(1)(a) ]. Where the workplace is non-unionised they must be elected by secret ballot (section 1281(b)).
45
These are (a) to identify situations that may be unhealthy or unsafe for workers and advise on effective systems for
responding to those situations; (b) to consider and expeditiously deal with complaints relating to the health and safety of
workers; (c) to consult with workers and the employer on issues related to occupational health and safety and occupational
environment; (d) to make recommendations to the employer and the workers for the improvement of the occupational
health and safety and occupational environment of workers; (e) to make recommendations to the employer on educational
programmes promoting the health and safety of workers and compliance with this Part and the regulations and to monitor
their effectiveness; (f) to advise the employer on programmes and policies required under the regulations for the workplace
and to monitor their effectiveness; (g) to advise the employer on proposed changes to the workplace or the work processes
that may affect the health or safety of workers; (h) to ensure that accident investigations and regular inspections are
carried out as required by this Part and the regulations; (i) to participate in inspections, investigations and inquiries as
provided in this Part and the regulations; (j) to carry out any other duties and functions prescribed by regulation.
46
Section 115(2)(g) of the Workers’ Compensation Act. This is supplemented by additional duties contained in section 133.
Sections 133(3)-(5) provide the committee with the right to report an employer’s failure to accept committee
recommendations to the Board.
47
These are set out in sections 133-136 of the Workers’ Compensation Act. Sections 137-138 contain a range of provisions
that are designed to ensure that the work of the committee is communicated to workers.
48
Section 139(1)(a) of the Workers’ Compensation Act. Under section 139(1)(b) the Board retains a residual power to
appoint a representative where section 139(1)(a) does not apply.
49
See sections 115(g) and 139.
41
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8.

INTEGRATED METHODS

8.1

Forest Safety Task Force

The Forest Safety Task Force was set up in July 2003 in a bid to contain mounting insurance
costs50 by exploring how best to reduce the comparatively high rate of death and serious injury in
British Columbia’s forest industry. Health and safety in the industry had deteriorated as industry
consolidation (driven by competitive pressure and enabled by technological change) had
increasingly shifted some of the most dangerous work onto smaller contractors and sub-contractors
which were less able (than larger concerns) to provide in-service training and quality employee
supervision (Forest Safety Task Force, 2004).51
The Task Force identified a number of interlocking factors behind the industry’s poor health and
safety and, after a wide ranging examination of best practice, concluded that, although new safety
initiatives and procedures were necessary, major improvements in occupational health and safety
were dependant on fundamental changes in the industry’s safety culture. To change the culture, the
Task Force recommended developing a sector-wide health and safety accord, an infrastructure to
sustain the implementation of its recommendations and the introduction of a system of cascading
responsibility for safety (Forest Safety Task Force, 2004).
The accord – essentially a document outlining basic health and safety principles – was, in the first
instance, designed to represent “a significant gesture to signal [the industry’s] commitment to
cultural change” and, ultimately, encourage a shift in “attitudes about safety”. This, it proposed,
could be expedited by efforts to heighten public awareness whenever a fatality occurred in the
industry by the timely supply of relevant and constructive information to the media (Forest Safety
Task Force, 2004).52 The Task Force envisaged that the accord would eventually form the basis of
an industry Safety Constitution which would shape the criteria for pre-qualification and
certification of forest companies, contractors and independent operators. By contrast, the principle
of cascading responsibility constitutes a far more ambitious attempt to produce a layered and fully
integrated response to the risks of new forms of work organisation in the forest industry.
Specifically, the Task Force recommended that it be translated into practice: first, through the
implementation of a compliance model that recognises the responsibilities of all parties to the work
process; second, and arguably most significantly, through the inclusion of worker health and safety
as an underlying consideration of the general regulatory-making process; and, third, through the
formulation of a rate incentive programme that explicitly recognised genuine support within the
industry for the Task Force’s action plan (Forest Safety Task Force, 2004).53
On the issue of revising WCB’s compliance strategy, the Task Force stressed the importance of
preventing tenure holders and prime contractors delegating responsibility for safety and
recommended that the Board not only adopt specific standards for each party to the work process,
but also develop clear guidelines determining when the focus of investigation and enforcement
50

The Task Force expressed concern that the costs to the industry of death and injury would not be sustainable if they were
allowed to continue unaddressed; noting that the workers’ compensation pool for the Forestry Rate Group was being
depleted and that, if no change occurred, would require “significant increases in employer assessment rates (Forest Safety
Task Force, 2002: iv)” and impact on the competitiveness of the industry (Forestry Rate Task Force, 2002: 55).
51
Smaller operations (employing twenty or fewer workers), accounting for 50 per cent of forestry workers, had much
higher rates of fatality and serious injury (67 per cent of serious injuries and 70 per cent of the deaths for the forest sector
as a whole).
52
The Task Force recommended that industry and government agencies collaborate to ensure more timely distribution of
information on investigations, deaths and serious injuries in the forest sector.
53
The Task Force recommended that the Board consider adopting a comprehensive rate incentive funding model for firms
endorsing the Health and Safety Accord, obtaining pre-qualification certification, investing in safety programmes and
generally observing the sector-wide safety model.
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should be moved beyond ground operations towards prime contractors and tenure holders. On the
issue of ensuring that worker health and safety be included as an underlying consideration of
regulation generally, the Task Force made three basic recommendations. First, it proposed that the
forest sector, the Board and other regulatory agencies come together to identify and address overlap
and gaps in safety regulations and enforcement and maintain cooperative and complementary
regulatory approaches in which intelligence of potential risks and concerns could be pooled.54
Second, it proposed that the provincial government recognise the impact on worker health and
safety as part of its regulatory criteria checklist (used in the development or modification of
regulations) to prevent worker safety being inadvertently jeopardised in the development of
legislation. And third, it recommended that the provincial government use its influence as a
licencee in the timber bidding process to co-ordinate work throughout the sector to avoid congested
logging roads and overcrowded cutting areas (Forest Safety Task Force, 2004).
To underwrite its high level efforts to shift the culture of the industry and guard against larger
companies outsourcing health and safety risk, the Task Force also recommended a range of more
specific and concrete measures which, it anticipated, could be effectively fashioned to promote
competition and economic efficiency (underwritten by focused experience rating). By promoting
these measures through existing services and programmes owned, operated and funded by the
forest industry55 (and brought together within a dedicated safety infrastructure), the Task Force
hoped to ensure that its main recommendations were implemented. More specifically, it
recommended the development of mandatory sector-wide training,56 professional development,
pre-qualification standards and certification57 programmes which would be integrated into the
timber bidding process. This, it hoped, would work to optimise the universal observance of
certification and training (Forest Safety Task Force, 2004).
The Task Force proposed that pre-qualification conditions comprise specific requirements –
finalised by the Board in consultation with the co-industry - that would be mandatory for
employers, contractors, sub-contractors and independent operators planning on bidding for
contracts or timber permits. The Task Force anticipated that the standards58 would take account of
the risks associated with new and emerging technologies and ensure that contractors carrying out
work for tenure holders, large employers, or prime contractors meet a minimum level of safety. On
the issue of worker certification, the Task Force proposed that new workers be trained to meet
certification standards prior to beginning work, that existing workers who did not meet standards be
grandfathered (see below) and that a worker certification database be maintained (Forest Safety
Task Force, 2004).

54

On a related matter the Task Force also recommended that on-going health and wellness and support programmes
addressing physical and mental conditioning issues (such as fatigue and dehydration) that adversely affect health and
safety be more broadly available and recognised within the sector.
55
The Task Force proposed that funding come from a reallocation of funds currently in place to support safety initiatives,
direct funding through, for example, contributions and tuition from individuals, companies and organisations and funding
from the entire Forest Sector Insurance Pool.
56
Built on existing expertise and sensitive to the risks of new equipment, practices, the different challenges faced by large
and small operations as well as new workers in the industry.
57
The Task Force envisaged that the certification process would require workers to show they meet standards for key
elements of the job, focusing on knowledge of health and safety requirements and safety procedures, knowledge of the right
to refuse unsafe work, skill and ability in conducting risk assessments, and knowledge of the risks associated with new and
emerging technologies.
58
The Task Force proposed that the certification process would be implemented by industry.
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8.2

PEARS

The Prevention and Early Active Return to Work Safely (PEARS) initiative59 – which is formally
characterised as an integrated musculoskeletal injury prevention, early intervention and return to
work process – brings together a wide range of parties in the health care sector60 for the purpose of
reducing the incidence, duration, time loss and related costs of workplace MSDs through early
intervention and the implementation of preventative strategies such as ergonomic assessments and
workplace accommodation. Significantly, an early pilot of the initiative – based on a combination
of primary prevention, secondary prevention (involving the prompt follow-up of injured workers
with comprehensive measures for workplace modification and clinical treatment) and extensive
data gathering (to track the efficiency and effectiveness of various initiatives) – was found to
produce significant reductions in time loss injuries (Davis, et al, 2004).61 More specifically, time
loss for registered nurses was 40 per cent lower than for any of the three years prior to the start of
the programme, for health science professionals the corresponding figure was 67 per cent. These
reductions occurred despite relatively low rates of participation in the programme. Despite this,
however, the authors of the evaluation note that PEARS was unlikely to have been primarily
responsible for these reductions, as MSDs were declining before the PEARS initiative began
(although it may have had some effect on accelerating return to work).
8.3

Faller Supervisor Programme

Between March 2002 and March 2003, the Board ran a pilot programme for faller supervisors
(“Stop, Check and Correct”) based on an agreement between COFI, United Steelworkers-Canada,
WorkSafeBC and a number of forest companies. The pilot encouraged frequent worksite
inspections with onsite instruction and correction by supervisors to reinforce the use of safe falling
practices among fallers. The companies participating in the pilot were provided with an
introductory information package (which included baseline occupational health and safety
programme measurements such as the company's injury rate, the need for onsite safety meetings,
the number of field visits each week and a weighted inspection list for the use of supervisors
outlining standards and guidelines). Significantly, baseline data was collected to evaluate the
programme and recommendations from participating companies were integrated into the full
programme before it was rolled out to the rest of the industry (Workers’ Compensation Board,
2006c).
8.4

Certification and Grandfathering

The Workers’ Compensation Board administers a certification process and grandfathering scheme
for fallers in the forestry industry which is now part of the Forest Safety Task Force’s action plan
for the industry. The training programme for the certification process includes a student and
instructor guide, a faller's logbook, and materials to perform a programme evaluation. A video
demonstrating the principles and practices of safe falling also form part of the curriculum. To
59

Which has now been rolled out across five health authorities, servicing over 70 sites and facilities.
These include the health authority, unions, the Occupational Health and Safety Agency for Healthcare in British
Columbia, a PEARS Program Leader, staff, an early intervention and rehabilitation team (which typically includes an
occupational health nurse, physiotherapist, occupational therapist, ergonomist and occupational health physician),
nursing management and human resources. PEARS had strong union involvement in its design, implementation and
evaluation. The goodwill created was considered essential to the success of the programme (Davis, et al, 2004).
61
The evaluation involved the researchers comparing injury rates and time to return to regular duties for musculoskeletal
time loss injuries at Vancouver General Hospital within the first year of the programme with the injury data for each of the
three years immediately prior to the start of PEARS. Injury rates were also compared with those from a control hospital at
which there was no PEARS programme (Davis, et al, 2004).
60
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ensure consistent, high quality training, instructor criteria and standards and supervisory quality
checks have been developed. Experienced fallers seeking certification are required to provide proof
of a minimum of two years work experience as a faller prior to initial testing; pass a worksite
competency test62 (evaluated by a qualified supervisor) and pass an offsite exam. Funding for the
process is generated through charging a certification fee. Experienced fallers (with at least two
years experience) are encouraged to apply for "grandfathered" certification (Workers’
Compensation Board, 2003b).63
9.

MARKET AND NON-INSURANCE BASED ECONOMIC LEVERS

The British Columbia WCB website has a cost calculator that allows employers to calculate the
hidden
costs
of
workplace
injury
and
ill
health
(see
http://www.healthandsafetycentre.org/sc/calculator/default.htm). The Forest Safety Task Force has
also recommended that industry employers are encouraged to understand the development of safety
as an investment in viability of specific businesses and industry as a whole through linking training
and other efforts to promote occupational health and safety through experience rating.

62

Field evaluation is designed to assess the faller’s technical competency, professionalism and application of falling safe
work practices. To complete the assessment the faller is required to safely fell a number of trees in the presence of a
qualified supervisor .
63
Guidelines Part 26.22. The WCB and industry stakeholders have worked together to develop a process to certify
existing experienced fallers. Initially, authorized and specially trained WCB evaluators, now called Qualified Faller
Supervisor Trainers, carried out this function. The WCB has now partnered with industry and trained key experienced
fallers to become Qualified Supervisor / Trainers (QS/T). The QS/T’s from industry are now certifying fallers using the
same process.
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Annex
Table 3: Percentage Breakdown of Field Officers’ Time (British Columbia) 1995-2005

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

Inspections
46
43
41
39
54
48
45
40
40
44
53

Education
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
3
4
4

Consultation
9
12
11
10
17
19
22
20
22
21
16

Administration Training
7
6
6
3
5
3
10

Special Project
8
10
15
22

Leaves
19
21
20

Investigation

2
4
6
10
17
14
14

4

Certification

Other

5
8
10
8

8
13
13
13
24
18
17
13

Sources: Workers' Compensation Board, BC, 1998:66; 2000a: 76, 2001: 67, 2202a: 67, 2003a: 67; 2004a: 68, 2005a: 68, 2006b: 63; Workplace Safety and Insurance Board, 2006
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Table 4: Summary of Administrative Notices (British Columbia)
Order

Description and legal basis

General authority to
make orders

Section 187(1) grants prevention officers a general power to make orders “for the
carrying out of any matter or thing regulated, controlled or required” by the Act
and its attendant regulations.1
by this Part or the regulations, and may require that the order be carried out
immediately or within the time specified in the order.

Order of compliance

Section 187(2)(b) Workers Compensation Act affords the Board the authority to
require a person to take measures to ensure compliance with the Act and its
regulations and to specify the measures that the person needs to take in order to
ensure compliance.

Order to establish and
maintain a medical
monitoring programme

Section 187(2)(c) authorises the Board to require employers to provide a medical
monitoring programme under s.161(1).

Order to require
employers to obtain test
or assessment results

Section 187(2)(d) Workers' Compensation Act

Order to do anything
that is considered
necessary for the
prevention of
occupational injury and
ill health

Section 187(1)(i) Workers' Compensation Act.

Orders to stop using
unsafe equipment, etc.

Section 190 (1) grants prevention officers the power to order that a thing is not
used if it is considered (a) unsafe or (b) not to comply with OHS legislation.2

1

Section 187(2) provides that this includes the power to: (a) require that measures are taken to ensure compliance with the
Act and its attendant regulations; (b) require an employer to provide a medical monitoring programme; (c) require an
employer, at the employer's expense, to obtain test or assessment results respecting any thing or procedure in or about a
workplace, in accordance with any requirements specified by the Board, and to provide that information to the Board;
(d) requiring a person to post or attach a copy of the order, or other information, as directed by the order or by an officer;
(e) establishing requirements respecting the form and use of reports, certificates, declarations and other records that may
be authorized or required under this Part;
(f) doing any other thing that the Board considers necessary for the prevention of work related accidents, injuries and
illnesses.
2
The Guidelines indicate that an order under section 190 will normally be issued if use of the unsafe or non-compliant
thing, without correction, would present an immediate danger to workers [Guidelines Workers Compensation Act Part 3
Division 12: G-D12-190]. If the effect of an order under either 190 or 191 is to cause workers to be temporarily laid off, or
assigned to alternative work. Section 192 of the Act requires employers to continue to pay the worker at the rate they would
have been on if they had not been laid off or reassigned [section 192(1)].
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Order

Description and legal basis

Order to stop supplying
unsafe equipment, etc.

Section 190 (1) grants prevention officers the power to order that a suppler stop
supplying something if it is considered (a) unsafe or (b) not to comply completely
with OHS legislation.

Order to stop work

Section 191 (1)(a) grants prevention officers the power to issue a stop work
order.

Order to clear the
workplace

Section 191 (1)(b) grants prevention officers the power to clear the workplace.

Compliance reports

Section 194 (1) grants prevention offers the power to require a compliance report
which (a) specifies what has been done to comply with the order, and (b) if
compliance has not been achieved at the time of the report, a plan of what will be
done to comply and when compliance will be achieved. Section 194(4) makes
the employer responsible for publicising the contents of the report to the
workforce, recognised union, joint committee and worker health and safety
representative.

Court injunction
(summary)

Section 198 provides the Board with the power to seek a Supreme Court
injunction restraining a person from continuing or committing a contravention, or
requiring a person to comply with Part 3, the regulations or an order.

Monetary penalty

Section 196(1).
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Chapter 9: Australia
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Institutional Framework

Australia is a federation of six states (New South Wales, Queensland, South Australia
Victoria and Western Australia) and two territories (Northern Territories and the Australian
Capital Territories). We have focused on New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland by far
the largest jurisdictions in terms of population, employment and GDP (see Table 1).
Table 1: Population by State and Territory
State

Population in 2004
(000)

Labour Force 2003-2004
(000)

New South Wales
Victoria
Queensland
South Australia
Western Australia
Tasmania
Northern Territories
Australian Capital
Territories
Australia

6,731
4,973
3,882
1,534
1,982
482
200

3,356
2,514
1,968
766
1,032
226
101

Employed
2003-2004
(000)
3,169
2,373
1,845
717
973
210
96
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183

176

20,108

10,146

9,559

Source: Social Trends, 2005
Australia is a two-party democracy with power alternating between the Labour Party and a
centre-right coalition of the Liberal and National Parties (currently led by John Howard).
Although the Liberal and National Parties have governed since 1996, the Labour Party has
maintained a strong presence at state level – taking control of all six states and territories in
elections held in 2002 and 2003. Unquestionably, this will have had some effect on the
balance of health and safety regulation.
Australia’s Commonwealth Constitution1 does not give the Commonwealth a general power
to legislate for Occupational Health and Safety (OHS). The effect is nine general OHS
statutes (six state Acts, two territory Acts and a Commonwealth Act covering Commonwealth
employees 2), a corresponding number of OHS regulatory authorities and considerable
variation in OHS standards, regulatory styles and enforcement outcomes. In addition to this,
the Australian Safety and Compensation Council3 (ASCC), a tripartite body comprising
Federal, State and Territory representatives, the Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU)
and the Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (ACCI), coordinates national efforts
to prevent workplace death, injury and disease,4 as well as having responsibility for
1

This sets out the legislative powers of the Federal Government.
These apply alongside a considerable number of other OHS statutes, which apply to specific industries (like
mining and maritime).
3
The ASCC replaced the National Occupational Health and Safety Commission (NOHSC) in 2005.
4
The Council has statutory powers to create national standards and codes of practice, which need to be adopted
by state and territorial governments before they take formal legal effect. Before the establishment of the ASCC, the
drive towards producing uniformity in regulations and codes of practice was co-ordinated by the NOHSC. The
results of NOHSC’s efforts were mixed as states and territories took different approaches to integrating standards
2
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improving national workers’ compensation arrangements, the rehabilitation and return to
work of injured employees and providing advice to the Workplace Relations Ministers’
Council (WRMC) on OHS and worker’s compensation arrangement to deliver nationally
consistent frameworks.
1.2

Trends in Injury and Ill Health

A compendium of worker’s compensation statistics published by the Office of the Australia
Safety Compensation Council indicate that the number of compensation injuries and diseases
has declined substantially since the mid 1990s. Specifically, the data indicate that the total
number of compensated claims made in Australia, resulting in one week or more absence
from work, decreased by 18 per cent between 1996/97 and 2002/03 (from 164,545 to
134,480);5 reflecting an even larger 47 per cent reduction in the number of compensated
fatalities (from 398 in 1996/97 to 211 in 2002/03).6 These declines parallel substantial
reductions in the claim rate (from 23 claims per 1000 employees in 1996/97 to 16 in 2002/03
- Department of Employment and Workplace Relations, 2006) and frequency rate, measured
in claims per million of hours worked by employees, from 13 to 9.5 over the same period
(Department of Employment and Workplace Relations, 2006). Although all industries
experienced a decline during this period, the greatest decrease in the number of claims was 59
per cent among employees in the electricity, gas and water supply industry; with claims made
by employees in the manufacturing industry, the group with the most claims overall,
decreasing by 33 per cent (Department of Employment and Workplace Relations, 2006).
A reduction in work related fatalities is also apparent from similar, but more recent, data
collected through the National Data Set for Compensation-based Statistics (NDS) (and
compiled annually from claims made under the State, Territory and Australian Government
workers’ compensation Acts) and published in the Workplace Relations Ministers’ Council
(2006) most recent comparative monitoring report (see Table 2a, annexed to this chapter, and
Table 2b, below).7 Interestingly, there is some evidence to suggest that the rate of decline has
been greater in Australia than in other European jurisdictions. A recent study commissioned
(continuted from previous page)_into their regulations and codes of practice. The National Research Centre has
reported that the election of a new government in 1996 has – first through the reduction in size of NOHSC and
then its abolition - significantly slowed Australia’s attempts to harmonise its OHS regulation.
5
Only claims involving one or more weeks of compensation are generally used for comparative analysis in
Australia to enable greater comparability in the jurisdictional data. This takes account of the different employer
excesses that exist in various schemes. Under the Victorian workers’ compensation scheme, however, the employer
is generally liable for the first 10 days of lost wages by the injured worker plus the first $506 (2004/05) of medical
services. In order to compare Victorian claims data with other jurisdictions, the data published in the comparative
monitoring reports is adjusted to reflect estimates of the number of claims in Victoria with 5 to 10 days off work.
Other issues affecting the comparability of data across the schemes include: differences in benefits and coverage
for certain types of injuries; differences in claims management arrangements; different levels of self-insurance;
and different industry mixes. Because of these differences we purposely decided to omit reproducing comparative
data for work related injury and disease.
6
Two-thirds of this decrease was due to a reduction in injury-related fatalities, rather than disease-related
fatalities, although both decreased over the period (Department of Employment and Workplace Relations, 2006).
7
Although data for the most recent year is expected to rise as more claims lodged in that year are accepted.
Fatalities are recorded in the NDS against the date of lodgement of the claim, not the year the worker died. Data
revisions from previous years can occur where a claim is lodged in one year but not accepted until after the data
are collected for that year or for an injury or disease in one year where the employee dies from that injury or
disease in a subsequent year. This is particularly the case with disease fatalities, where considerable time could
elapse between diagnosis resulting in a claim being lodged, and death. The Workplace Relations Ministers’
Council (2006) reports that these data are known to understate the true number of fatalities from work-related
causes, particularly deaths from diseases, deaths in the agricultural sector and potentially deaths from road traffic
accidents for which compensation may alternatively be sought through the Compulsory Third Party insurance
scheme.
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by NOHSC (2004) to compare occupational fatality rates8 in Australia with other
industrialised nations found that before adjustments to the data, allowing accurate and
instructive comparisons, Australia had the seventh lowest fatality (injury) rate of a sample of
twenty established market economies for the year 2000/01 (after the UK, Sweden, Norway,
Denmark, Switzerland and Finland) (NOHSC, 2004).9 Using a smaller sample (Australia,
Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Germany, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland and the
United Kingdom) the same study found that even once the data had been standardised by
industry,10 the standardised rates only marginally differed from the non-standardised rates,
leaving Australia with the seventh lowest (injury) fatality rate (but substantially higher than
Sweden and the United Kingdom which had the lowest rates of work related fatalities).11 The
significant point, however, is that, using this same methodology and continuing the data
series, the Workplace Relations Ministers’ Council’s (2006) latest comparative monitoring
report found that since 1999 Australia’s work-related fatality rate had generally decreased at a
greater rate than the best performing countries in the world.
The value of these comparisons is unclear – not least because the statistical resources used as
comparisons fail to represent the rate of fatalities caused by occupational disease. This is
likely to be highly significant. The Industry Commission (1995), for example, estimated that
whereas 500 workers died in Australia after a traumatic injury (for which compensation is
generally paid), an estimated 2,200 (which itself is likely to be an underestimate) die of workrelated cancers, almost none of which are compensated. These observations, significantly,
belie more general misgivings about whether data drawn from workers’ compensation
schemes either represent actual rates of work related fatalities, injuries and disease or reflect
real trends in workplace health and safety.
Although the Workplace Relations Ministers’ Council (2006) report that workers’
compensation data currently represent the most comprehensive source of information on work
related health and safety in Australia, the data do not cover all cases of occupational injury
and disease.12 Generally, only employees covered by workers’ compensation are included –
with the effect that many contractors and self-employed workers who are not covered are
excluded. Under-counting, as such, is likely to be substantial in industries where selfemployment is common (such as agriculture, forestry and fishing, construction, transport and
storage and the retail trade). However, the fact that workers’ compensation reporting systems
are basically poor at picking up occupational disease (which, in many cases, does not qualify
for compensation) suggests that under-counting across all industries is likely to be relatively
high.13
8

Injury fatality data were drawn from information published on the International Labor Office (ILO) website
(Workplace Relations Ministers’ Council, 2006).
9
Countries were included in this analysis if they had a lower incidence of fatality than Australia as reported to the
ILO (Workplace Relations Ministers’ Council, 2006).
10
A three-year average was calculated to remove some of the volatility that results from working with small
numbers (Workplace Relations Ministers’ Council, 2006).
11
We were unable to closely assess the method used in the report. The United Kingdom had a lower fatality rate
than Australia for all industries except construction.
12
Other data sources can be used to supplement workers’ compensation data and provide a more complete picture
of work-related fatalities, injuries and diseases. One alternative data source is the Notified Fatalities dataset.
These data are drawn from work-related traumatic fatalities that are notifiable under the various OHS
jurisdictional legislation. As such, they are able to address some of the limitations of the compensated data by
capturing fatalities occurring in categories of workers not covered for workers’ compensation, such as self
employed (Workplace Relations Ministers’ Council, 2006).
13
In addition, the Ministers’ Council’s report excludes temporary disability occupational injuries resulting in
absences from work of less than one working week, injuries and diseases to military personnel and claims for
compensation to the Dust Diseases Board of New South Wales (Workplace Relations Ministers’ Council, 2006).
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Moreover, drawn primarily from reported compensation claims, the Australian data suffers
from the same weaknesses as reported data elsewhere (see the discussion in the US section).
Data on work-related disease is particularly poor (see, for example, Boroorah and Mangan,
1998: 226) and there is a strong suspicion that changing patterns of employment 14 have had a
dampening effect on the rate at which incidents of occupational injury and disease are
formally reported. Survey evidence undertaken by Quinlan and Mayhew (2001) strongly
indicates that compensation coverage among the precariously employed – where continuity of
employment and income is uncertain – is relatively low and their knowledge of workers’
compensation entitlements is poor. Specifically, they found workers in precarious
employment were often ignorant or confused about their eligibility for compensation benefits
and generally less knowledgeable of their entitlements than non-precariously employed
workers undertaking similar tasks in the same sectors of industry (Quinlan and Mayhew,
2001: 6). This compounded a basic reluctance to make compensation insurance claims which
was reinforced by the constant financial pressure to continue working and a background
anxiety that a claim might damage their employment prospects or contracts (Quinlan and
Mayhew, 2001: 6). In summary, the form that the substantial rates of under-reporting and
under-counting take make reported trends more vulnerable to variations in reporting effects
(see below).
Concerns over the reliability of the data seem especially pertinent given the considerable
challenges to workplace health and safety posed by labour market changes, new forms of
work and employment patterns. The rate of change in work organisation and employment has
been gradual, but significant (Moorehead, et al, 1997). According to the Australian Bureau of
Statistics casual employment has increased over the last two decades, but although casual
employment as a proportion of employment generally increased from 22 per cent in 1993 to
26 per cent in 2003 (reflecting an increase in the number of people employed in casual jobs
from 1.3 million in 1993 to 1.9 million in 2003), since 1998 the proportion has remained
relatively stable (ABS, 2005). Much of the increase has occurred in the male working
population (15 per cent in 1993 to 21 per cent in 2003) and reflects the growth in the number
of casual male employees working in lower skilled occupations.15 Whilst the rate of casual
employment among women is generally much higher it has remained relatively stable (30 per
cent in 1993 to 31 per cent in 2003) (ABS, 2005). Significantly, the fact that young people are
disproportionately represented in the ranks of the casual employed16 and the fact that
industries and occupations that casual employees are employed in tend to offer part-time
work, that require lower levels of skill, compounds the greater vulnerability of these groups of
workers to work related injury and ill health. Despite the gradual nature of these changes,
there is a significant measure of agreement among Australian academics and policymakers
that they have been sufficient enough to impact adversely on occupational health and safety.
More specifically, there is a growing and persuasive body of knowledge that casual,17
irregular, temporary and part-time employment (Pocock, et al, 2004) (which is generally
characterised by
14

Specifically, a significant growth in self-employment, very small businesses, casual, part-time, subcontracting
and home working (Mayhew and Quinlan, 2001). Mayhew and Quinlan (2001: 1) argue that the proportion of
precarious employment is particularly high in Australia relative to other OECD countries.
15
The growth in casual employment for male employees can be partly attributed to the growth in the number of
casual male employees working in lower skilled occupations (ABS, 2005).
16
In 2003, young people aged between 15 and 24 made up 21 per cent of all employees, but comprised 40 per cent
of casual employees (ABS, 2005).
17
Casual employees are formally defined as employees who are not entitled to either paid holiday leave or paid
sick leave in their main job (ABS, 2005). Although it is accepted that this approach does not fully capture
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Table 2b: Compensated Fatalities in all Australia18

1998/99
1999/00
2000/01
2001/02
2002/03
2003/04
2004/05

Injury (number)
230
220
210
201
187
162
162

Disease (number)
128
122
107
107
96
94
52

Total (number)
358
342
317
308
283
256
214

low levels of training, reduced trade union density (see Moorehead, et al, 1997) and requires
lower levels of skill than more secure forms of full-time work)19 is strongly correlated with
adverse occupational health and safety outcomes (Quinlan, Mayhew and Bohle, 2001;
Watson, et al, 2004). The reasons for this are extraordinarily mixed. New forms of work, for
example, increases the risk of ignorance or misunderstanding of legislative requirements20 and
there is evidence to suggest that the short-term nature of temporary employment affects
employer attitudes about providing adequate induction and training (or to ensure contingent
workers are represented by health and safety representatives or on workplace committees Quinlan, 2003). Moreover, although organisational restructuring often involves quite
significant changes to work processes (requiring reassessment of OHS management systems),
even large employers seem ill-equipped to make the connection between down-sizing and
their OHS responsibilities (Quinlan, 2003).
Finally, there is also good reason to believe that the same competitive pressures that motivate
business to outsource also encourage subcontractors to underbid on contracts; creating a
commercial environment in which older, inadequately maintained equipment, is more likely
to be used, staffing levels are more likely be lower, production is speeded up, and working
hours are longer. In addition, increased subcontracting is thought to lead to fragmented and
disorganised work processes, weaker chains of responsibility and ‘risk-passing’ and a lack of
specific job knowledge (including knowledge about health and safety) (Bell, 2001; 5). See
Table 3, annexed to this chapter, for details of labour market trends.
1.3

Trends in Regulation

Until recently, developments in OHS regulation in Australia have reflected developments in
British OHS regulation. Beginning with South Australia in 1972, then Tasmania (1977),
(continued from previouspage) attributes typically associated with a casual contract, such as precariousness of
tenure and variability of hours and earnings, the Australian Bureau of Statistics reports that the results of the
November 2001 Forms of Employment Survey indicates these variables represent a good proxy for casual
employment (ABS, 2005). Casual employment is typically thought to be short-term or irregular. By contrast, the
Australian Bureau of Statistics data suggests that many people in casual employment have long-term and regular
jobs. In August 2003, 57 per cent of casual employees in Australia had been with their employer for 12 months or
more, compared with 83 per cent of ongoing employees (ABS, 2005).
18
Australian Government employees working in each jurisdiction, including Australia Post and Telstra employees,
are included in Australian Government figures rather than State or Territory results (Workplace Relations
Ministers’ Council, 2006).
19
The Australia Bureau of statistics reports that in 2003 over half of the employees in the accommodation, cafes
and restaurants industry (59 per cent) and the agriculture, forestry and fishing industry (51 per cent) were casual
employees. Retail trade (44 per cent) and cultural and recreational services (43 per cent) also had high
proportions of casual employees. In addition to this, over half of elementary clerical, sales and service workers
(56 per cent) and 47 per cent of labourers and related workers were casual (ABS, 2005).
20
There is some evidence to suggest that employers often wrongly presume that outsourcing an activity or leasing
a worker diminished their responsibility (Quinlan, 2003).
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Victoria (1981) and New South Wales (1983), each of the Australian jurisdictions enacted
new OHS statutes based on the recommendations of the Robens Report.21 Their basic effect
has been to consolidate OHS legislation and systems of regulation22 in addition to providing a
formal framework within which employees could play a more active role in promoting OHS
in the workplace.23 Despite substantial subsequent revision24 to OHS legislation, all
Australian OHS statutes still adopt a three tiered approach to standard setting - broad,
overarching general duties, and more detailed provisions in regulations, and codes of practice
– which, on balance, tend to rely on performance standards,25 process requirements26 and
documentation requirements.27
The 1995 report of the Australian Industry Commission has, to some extent, set the pattern for
contemporary regulatory reform in Australia. Among other things the Commission
recommended that:
a) government take a more active role in regulating workplace risk;
b) that states take steps to bring about greater uniformity of OHS legislation and
enforcement;
c) that regulation be streamlined with fewer and less detailed rules establishing
minimum levels of protection;
d) that employers and employees be given greater flexibility in promoting workplace
safety;
e) that greater emphasis be placed on enforcement and deterrence and less on
persuasion; and
f) that regulatory authorities be subject to improved performance measurement
(Australia Industry Commission, 1995).
During the last decade – under the direction of NOHSC and now the ASCC – there has been a
movement towards standards harmonisation (Emmett, 1997). The National Research Centre
for OHS Regulation (undated) reports that the effects have been mixed – in part because the
integration of national standards into state and territorial law has been inconsistent and in part

21

The National Research Centre for OHS Regulation (undated) reports that some go beyond the Robens model,
particularly in respect of the extent of workers’ participation.
22
This process involved consolidating the disparate body of OHS legislation into one statute, containing broad
“general duties” elaborated in regulations and codes of practice.
23
Before the process of legislative reform in the 1970s and 1980s, Australian states modelled their regulatory
regimes on the pre-1972 British health and safety legislation which was characterised by specification standards
and enforced by independent inspectorates.
24
The statutes currently in force in each jurisdiction were enacted in 2004 (Victoria), 1986 (South Australia and
Northern Territory), 1984-1987 (Western Australia), 1989 (Australian Capital Territory), 1991 (Commonwealth
Employees), 1993 (Maritime industry), 1995 (Queensland and Tasmania) and 2000 (New South Wales).
25
Performance standards define the duty holder’s legal responsibilities in terms of basic objectives, leaving the
duty holder to determine how best to achieve the specified standard.
26
Process requirements prescribe a process that must be followed by a duty holder in managing specific hazards,
or OHS generally. According to the ASCC most regulations now require the duty holder to identify hazards and
assess and control identified risks.
27
The ASCC reports that process-based standards have led to a greater reliance on documentation requirements
in which duty holders are obliged to document measures they have taken to comply with process-based standards,
performance standards and general duty standards. The National Research Centre for OHS Regulation cites the
example of the requirement in the Queensland Workplace Health and Safety Regulations for principal contractors,
demolishers, contractors and subcontractors to prepare workplace health and safety work plans prior to
performing certain construction tasks. Principal contractors, subcontractors and contractors are required to
exchange copies of their own work plans before starting work, and are required to discuss with each other the
relevant OHS issues, based on their work plans. This process is designed to work as a risk assessment tool.
Unfortunately, we have been unable to find any material, which provides a systematic account of how the
requirement works in practice.
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because the national government, through funding cuts, has stifled the ability of NOHSC (and
now the ASCC) to progress its core objectives.
Three significant changes in the organisation, form and style of OHS inspection have
occurred over the last two decades. First, most regulatory authorities have moved towards a
more unified system of organisation, with multi-skilled generalist OHS inspectors working
out of regional offices in industry-based teams (although some have retained specialists in
some areas and others have introduced specialist investigation units). Second, most
jurisdictions now have a balance of programmed and reactive inspections – with programmed
inspections being increasingly targeted. And third, some inspectorates have begun to focus
more attention on systems of work (although the National Research Centre for OHS
Regulation reports that a sea-change in the form of inspection has yet to occur (National
Research Centre for OHS Regulation, undated).
Since 2002, the work of state and territorial regulatory bodies has been organised within a 10
year strategic framework – the National OSH Strategy (2002-2012) – to which all Australian
regulatory authorities, the Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry the Australian
Council of Trade Unions have committed themselves with a view to improving Australia’s
performance in work-related health and safety. The Strategy includes national targets to
reduce occupational death and injury, including a 20 per cent reduction in fatalities and a 40
per cent reduction in workplace injury by 2012.28 To this effect, the Strategy aims to
encourage states and territories to promote comprehensive and systematic approaches to OHS
risk management, to focus on eliminating or controlling occupational risk at source,29 to work
towards bringing together all workplace parties in preventing injury and disease and to
promote the sharing of best practice.
Shortly after the endorsement of the Strategy, NOHSC agreed a set of National Priority
Action Plans (NPAPs) for the period 2002-2005 for the five national priorities identified in
the Strategy – the reduction of high incidence, high severity risks,30 developing the capacity
of employers and workers to manage OHS more effectively,31 the more effective prevention
of occupational disease,32 the elimination of hazards at the design stage33 and strengthening
the capacity of government to influence OHS outcomes.34 These NPAPs are the first in a
series of three-year national action plans to be developed to cover the 10-year period of the
Strategy and are meant to organise the work of regulatory authorities.
Under the first NPAP regulatory authorities have been encouraged to make more effective use
of OHS data, research and learning to improve their capacity to target high-risk sectors. These
are currently construction, transport, manufacturing, health and community services and
agriculture – all of which have been subjected to national compliance campaigns. These
constitute an innovative approach to industry targeting - involving a mix of education,
assistance and enforcement – which are designed to produce a uniform regulatory response to
high hazard employers. First, business organisations and unions are alerted to forthcoming
regulatory action, and seminars are organised to make employers aware of OHS risks, their
obligations and the planned action of regulatory authorities. Audit tools are developed to
ensure consistent action is taken under the auspices of each campaign – that inspectors, in
28

As measured by workers’ compensation claims.
Either with designers, manufacturers, suppliers or in the workplace.
30
Priority One.
31
Priority Two.
32
Priority Three.
33
Priority Four.
34
Priority Five.
29
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other words, focus on the same issues and take relatively consistent action. An initial wave of
inspections focuses on education, advice and assistance – unless immediate hazards are
identified enforcement action is generally limited to the issuing of improvement notices. A
second wave of follow-up inspections is then undertaken with prosecution reserved for
persistent and serious cases of non-compliance. The campaigns are then evaluated with a
report published into the impact of the campaign. We have been unable to closely assess these
reports and, as such, are unable to comment on the impact of these campaigns on OHS
outcomes.
Under the second NPAP, a National Skills Action Plan has been developed which aims to
ensure that OHS is taught to children at school and included as a major part of further
education courses as well as professional courses for managers, engineers, architects and
others. The third NPAP has involved efforts to ban the use of hazardous substances and
materials (such as chrysotile asbestos), whilst the fourth NPAP has sought to build awareness
of the responsibility of designers of plant and work practices to eliminate hazards or control
risks at their source. Under the Strategy there is a National Design Action Plan which has
involved regulatory authorities undertaking a range of activities to help raise awareness and
educate people about the importance of design in workplace health and safety. Under the fifth
priority, state and territorial administrations are expected to improve their own OHS
performance and ensure that government in all its roles in providing and buying services and
administering legislation used this to promote OHS (Patterson, 2005). We have been unable
to locate any material evaluating the impact of these initiatives on OHS outcomes.
The process of producing consistency in occupational health and safety law has produced
uneven results. Considerable variation in how national model standards and codes are adopted
has meant that OHS legislation continues to retain many state and territory determined
features as local concerns consistently predominate in OHS standards setting (Johnstone,
2003e). Significant variation persists in enforcement policy and practice as well. Not all
statutes, for instance, empower inspectors to issue penalty notices (see below). Similarly, the
circumstances in which penalty notices can be imposed vary substantially and there are still
considerable differences in the severity and the type of sanctions that can be imposed between
different regulatory jurisdictions (Johnstone, 2003e).35 Legal requirements on employers to
draw upon the services of OHS experts are also mixed – reasonably well developed in some
jurisdictions (such as Queensland which requires all but the smallest employers (thirty
workers of less) to appoint a workplace health and safety officer) but completely absent in
others.
New forms of work and employment have posed huge challenges for OHS regulation. This
occurs despite the fact that general duty provisions in Australian occupational health and
safety legislation (which establish a network of shared responsibilities) are, in principle, well
adapted to flexible work arrangements (Johnstone, 1999).36 This is partly because the
35

At present there are limitations on state and territorial regulatory authorities to share information obtained
under OHS legislation. Regulatory authorities are currently undertaking efforts to remove these restrictions (see,
for example, WorkCover, NSW, undated, g). The proposed change in NSW will allow WorkCover, NSW to, for
example, inform other jurisdictions that a demolition licence has been suspended or that unsafe machinery has
been moved to another jurisdiction (WorkCover, NSW, undated, g).
36
Quinlan argues that although existing legislative frameworks provide an opportunity for regulatory authorities
to address overlapping webs of contractual obligations and franchising (Johnstone, 1999), these have not yet been
fully exploited (Quinlan, 2003). Notwithstanding this, it is also important to recognize that the law in all
jurisdictions does not support such a wide interpretation. In NSW (and Tasmania), for instance, general duty
provisions do not extend to all subcontracting arrangements (such as work undertaken by sub-contractors outside
the employers place of work and complex sub-contracting chains) (Quinlan, 2003).
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introduction of third parties through sub-contracting, labour leasing and home-based work
(involving self-employment or sub-contracting) has created more complicated and fragmented
networks of legal responsibility which place impossible logistical demands on regulatory
authorities which add to the already considerable problems that regulatory authorities’ have in
identifying, locating and monitoring workplaces (Quinlan, 2003: 10).37 The number and
transient nature of home workplaces and other small work-sites is simply beyond the
resources of most regulatory authorities (even in terms of a selective sampling of home-based
workplaces - (Quinlan, 2003a: 10) – a problem compounded by the effect that new forms of
work and employment have had on reported data (particularly workers’ compensation claim
data) which have served to weaken the effectiveness of targeted inspections. Although, some
regulatory authorities are now making more use of compliance audits to detect problems and
Quinlan (2003) reports that several are using hospital-based data to supplement information
on categories of work where workers' compensation claims are especially unreliable, the
problems of accurately targeting inspection remain.
Monitoring of integrated OHS management systems is also more problematic on multiemployer sites or where extensive use is made of sub-contractors or home-based workers
where, according to Quinlan (2003) there is a higher risk of ‘paper compliance’ going
undetected. There is also a strong possibility that the rise in contingent and insecure
employment might generally work against regulatory authorities’ attempts to encourage
effective systematic OHS management (systematic OHSM). Quinlan and Mayhew (2000)
have outlined a number of reasons why this might be the case. Some of these - such as the
increased number of workers in isolated and inadequately planned work settings – point to
increased, but not fundamental difficulties, in establishing systematic OHSM, whereas others
- such as the concomitant encouragement of intense competition amongst workers and
employers (that may make systems less attractive) - point to trends which seem to undermine
the validity of the idea itself.38 Although there is some evidence of systematic approaches
being implemented in small business or in industries with extensive subcontracting (Saksvik
and Quinlan, 2003) this seems to be rare (Quinlan, 2003).
Finally, where a breach is detected or serious incident occurs the inspectorate can face greater
difficulty in identifying the parties to prosecute (such as the principal contractor) and their
legal status (especially where the ‘corporate veil’ of shelf companies is used) or the precise
employment status of the worker (and the relevant provision to be used in legal proceedings).
Further, the existence of third parties make determining the share of responsibility and who to
pursue in legal proceedings (more than one party can be prosecuted) more time-consuming.
These problems have meant that the changing labour market has been a consistent theme of
recent jurisdictional reviews of OHS regulation (see, for example, Bell, 2001; Maxwell, 2004;
ACT Occupational Health and Safety Council, 2005).39 The response of regulatory systems in

37

According to Quinlan, this has been made worse in Australia by the gradual elimination of workplace
registration requirements in most jurisdictions (Quinlan, 2003: 10).
38
They also suggest that the rise in precarious employment might: reduce the number of workers in large
organisations where this approach is most applicable; make it more difficulty to address insidious health risks
such as hazardous substances; create enclaves of workers in organisations whose incorporation into OHSM is
problematic; and weaken the level and quality of worker input into systems, especially vetting and feedback
(Quinlan and Mayhew, 2000).
39
This is reflected in a range of associated developments such as the establishment of a national labour market
change network to evaluate the problem and develop a coordinated response; the introduction of a network of
strategies in New South Wales to better address the challenges posed by flexible work arrangements and specific
legislative reforms in Western Australia, South Australia and Victoria (Quinlan, 2003).
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Australia has taken four main forms.40 A number of jurisdictions have extended the general
duty to promote occupational health and safety to a greater range of workplace parties.
Queensland’s Workplace Health and Safety and Other Acts Amendment Act 2003, for
example, has extended workplace duties to the self-employed and designers of plant and
structures,41 whilst Victoria’s Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004 has imposed a
general duty on workplace designers as well as owners, managers and controllers of buildings
used as workplaces. According to Quinlan, this is a necessary, but, in itself, an insufficient
response to the changing labour market. Some states have gone further and expanded the
responsibilities of duty holders so that all parties in the contractual chain have legal
responsibilities to those lower in the chain (see Johnstone, 1999 for a discussion of this).
Section 28(1) of Queensland’s Workplace and Health and Safety Act 1995 – which sets up an
obligation on people conducting business to ensure the heath and safety of “any other
persons” and not simply their workers – provides a good, but rare, example of this innovation.
Existing literature (made available in a number of formats 42) has been redrafted to take
account of subcontracting, labour leasing, temporary and home based work and targeted at
both small business and young workers. These efforts, however, remain undeveloped.
Quinlan, for example, found significant gaps in the coverage of guidance materials for
precarious and other similar forms of work (Quinlan, 2003). Only Victoria has produced
generic information to advise employers of their responsibilities in relation to temporary
workers and there is little material covering responsibilities for home-based workers.43
Quinlan (2003) also argues that although guidance material has given greater recognition to
psychosocial and work organisation issues, it is still mainly informed by a limited
understanding of the key risk factors associated with new forms of work and some areas, like
downsizing, job insecurity and multiple jobholding, have not yet been meaningfully
addressed.
Some jurisdictions have combined the introduction of new laws with a range of strategic
interventions crossing regulatory boundaries. New South Wales’s Behind the Label strategy –
an attempt to monitor and improve the conditions of home-based clothing workers - is a case
in point. Home based workers constituted an important link in a long chain of supply
characterised by a complex system of subcontracting in which intermediaries (who
commercially mediated the relationship between retailers and outworkers) had a long history
of failing to pay wages and ignoring their occupational health and safety and workers’
compensation responsibilities. The New South Wales government used the Industrial
Relations (Ethical Clothing Trades) Act, 2001 to develop a regulatory framework which,
according to Quinlan (2003), effectively integrated industrial relations, occupational health
and safety and workers' compensation laws. More specifically, in addition to granting union
access to regulatory sensitive data and a role in enforcement, it brought together a number of
regulatory agencies to track contracts and ensure both workplace and worker registration with
a view to ensuring that retailers and fashion houses at the end of the supply chain observed
their legislative responsibilities. Moreover, in other industries (like, for instance, construction
40

Quinlan reports a number of initiatives by workers' compensation agencies that have a preventative effect. These
include the establishment of a separate system of premiums for the labour hire industry (which serves to minimise
cost shifting) and use of advanced data mining and workplace auditing techniques to identify and combat evasion
or underpayment of compensation premiums. Other examples include greater provision of information to
vulnerable workers and the establishment of legal chains of responsibility to frustrate the use of subcontracting to
avoid workers' compensation premium liability (Quinlan, 2003).
41
See section 23(1) of the 1995 Act.
42
Documentary, electronic and campaign-based (Quinlan, 2003).
43
Although Quinlan contends that attempts to adapt information relating to subcontracting, labour hire and call
centre work have been better developed.
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and road transport) minimum standards of risk assessment and work planning for
subcontractors and small operators (see, for example, the small building safe work plan
initiative in Queensland and the MOU/Subbiepak initiative in New South Wales) have been
set to improve occupational health and safety management. These have been developed in
collaboration with industry and unions and underwritten by targeted enforcement whilst other
initiates – such as measures to improve OHS among seasonal agricultural workers - draw on
the expertise of a range of agencies (covering OHS, industrial relations and workers’
compensation) across jurisdictional boundaries. Despite these important efforts to adapt
compliance strategies to the changing Australian labour market, the available evidence
suggests that regulatory reform and innovation aimed at taking account of new forms of work
and employment remain undeveloped.
2.

INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

Inspectors in most states and territories are empowered to issue improvement and prohibition
notices (see table 4, annexed to this chapter). The power to issue infringement notices
(resulting in on-the-spot fines) is also now available to inspectors in most jurisdictions (New
South Wales, Queensland, Tasmania, the Australian Capital Territories, Northern Territory,
Victoria and Western Territories).
The major appeal of infringement notices is that they provide a bridge between advice and
other enforcement notices and criminal prosecution whilst at one and the same time providing
a deterrent which is both immediate and inexpensive. Interviews with employers and
regulators into the use of infringement notices in NSW and the Northern Territories (the
Gunningham study) found that they enjoyed widespread support among both groups as an
effective means of preventing injury and disease (Gunningham, Sinclair and Burritt, 1998;
Bluff, 2003) – although some respondents doubted whether they were sufficiently severe to
change organisational culture and there was a perception that the impact of on-the-spot fines
on firm behaviour was likely to be short-term.44
Whether infringement notices do in fact have a positive impact on OHS outcomes, however,
is ultimately unclear as there are, as yet, no outcome based studies on their effectiveness in
Australia. Despite this, the same survey raises strong doubts about their efficacy particularly
in the context of health and safety offending for larger companies. Although larger employers
considered them an ideal performance indicator of site and line managers, the small sums
involved mean that they are unlikely to have a direct deterrent effect - a fact reflected in the
views of respondents from larger firms who doubted their direct deterrent effect on larger
employers. By contrast, respondents felt that they might act as a significant financial deterrent
for small firms and individuals, but even here there is evidence to doubt their effectiveness
relative to other forms of intervention like prosecution. The important point is that unlike
prosecution, infringement notices do not moralise responsibility – something reflected in the
fact that smaller employers are more likely to displace responsibility for infringement notice
violations by complaining of a lack of advice, assistance and back-up support provided by the
inspectorate (Gunningham, Sinclair and Burritt, 1998).45 This, potentially, represents a
significant disadvantage of on-the-spot fines – particularly if they become a substitute for
44

Scepticism of the preventative effect of on-the-spot fines was particularly pronounced among respondents from
the construction industry, in part because the violations that formed the subject of notices were considered to have
little direct impact on OHS and, in part, because respondents felt that inspectors were able to accurately
distinguish responsibility between subcontractors and principal contractors.
45
This, it should be noted, is inconsistent with the finding that administrative fines were regarded by respondents
as a useful way of alerting duty holders to their obligations under OHS legislation.
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more serious enforcement action in serious or repeat cases where their effect will be to
trivialise OHS offences. In practice, the available evidence – which is still highly
undeveloped – suggests that infringement notices are liable to work better where inspector
discretion is curtailed or, at the very least, subject to close scrutiny. Unfortunately, however,
there is insufficient information in the public domain to confirm that they are being used to
optimise their preventative effect
The Gunningham study points to several possible reforms to the system of infringement
notices in Australia (which interestingly reflect many of the main features of the framework
of administrative fines used by OHSA in the US):
a) a tiered system of on-the-spot fines which is sensitive to offence seriousness;
b) higher penalties for repeat offences;
c) the use of publicity in conjunction with on-the-spot fines;
d) the use of fines in conjunction with targeted publicity, education and "blitzes";
e) authorities continue to make good OHS performance a requisite for tendering for
public contracts;
f) the importance of creating a comprehensive database to record the use of fines; and
g) the importance of relating the size of fines to firm’s ability to pay.
Major legal reform to enforcement has at once produced and coincided with the formalisation
of enforcement policy – with most regulatory authorities now making written enforcement
policies publicly available. While there are important differences in enforcement policy and
practice there are some common approaches between some jurisdictions and, in recent years,
all states and territories have participated in some nationally coordinated enforcement
initiatives (National Research Centre for OHS Regulation, undated).
The National Research Centre for OHS Regulation reports that while the general duties owed
by employers, other persons conducting an undertaking, and self-employed persons to persons
other than employees has the potential to cover work relationships outside the employment
relationship, the Australian OHS inspectorates have been slow to enforce obligations outside
the area of the traditional employment relationship. The focus of enforcement may be
changing as inspectors begin to investigate and prosecute offences involving subcontracting
and labour hire relationships – although there is no systematic evidence to back this up. The
Centre reports that the challenge for OHS regulators is to develop regulation covering nonemployment working relationships and direct inspection and enforcement efforts to hazards
arising from these relationships (National Research Centre for OHS Regulation, undated).
3.

PROSECUTION

Most prosecutions focus on injuries and fatalities involving physical aspects of work and are
undertaken against companies. Our review of published prosecution data is consistent with
the National Research Centre’s observation that enforcement action against manufacturers,
designers and suppliers of plant, equipment and substances is rare. Increasingly, Australian
public prosecutors are considering bringing manslaughter prosecutions under the general
criminal law where gross negligence causes workplace deaths. In Victoria, Queensland and
Western Australia there are plans to ensure that the legal rules attributing liability to
corporations for manslaughter are reformed to expedite manslaughter prosecutions against
companies (National Research Centre for OHS Regulation, undated).
Regulatory authorities are increasingly targeting and publicising prosecutions to both clarify
legal obligations and produce a deterrent effect. Quinlan (2003) points to a growing number
of cases where both leasing firms and host employers have been fined substantial sums with
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the effect of raising awareness in relation to health and safety responsibilities concerning
subcontracting and leased workers 46 (although he also points to the possibility that rapid
turnover among small leasing firms and contractors may weaken the ‘learning’ effect of
prosecution). This has been particularly useful where regulatory authorities are attempting to
implement new codes or highlight legislative responsibilities in the context of altered work
arrangements where symbolic prosecutions can complement targeted enforcement campaigns.
4.

PENALTIES AND SANCTIONS

There is considerable variation in the range of maxima for health and safety offences which
broadly (but not precisely) correspond to the size of the local (state or territorial) economy.
Significantly, many of the maxima have been recently increased (see tables 5a-d, annexed to
the end of chapter).
5.

EMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENT

5.1

Introduction

Mechanisms promoting worker involvement perform an important role in providing a vital
element in post-Robens OHS legislation, providing opportunities for inclusive problem
solving, feedback and vetting of OHS management systems. Although, all the main
occupational health and safety statutes in Australia make provision for worker representation
- typically through health and safety representatives47 (estimated to be over 50,000) and
occupational health and safety committees - the provisions vary markedly between the
jurisdictions (National Research Centre for OHS Regulation, undated).
5.2

Health and Safety Representatives

In Victoria, South Australia, the Commonwealth and the ACT, representatives have a wide
range of rights and powers concerning rights to training, inspection, consultation and access
to information. Significantly, they also include the power to issue a provisional improvement
notice (a default notice in South Australia), and the right to order that work cease. By
contrast, the consultative powers of representatives in Western Australia, Queensland and
Tasmania are much weaker (National Research Centre for OHS Regulation, undated).
5.3

Health and Safety Committees

Each of the statutes provides for health and safety committees, comprised of employer and
employee representatives. In the Northern Territory, all consultation takes place through
health and safety committees. By contrast, in New South Wales worker consultation can take
place through health and safety representatives or committees, or through any other
arrangement agreed to by employers and employees.

46

Although he also notes that no prosecutions have yet arisen out of changes to work processes associated with
downsizing and restructuring (Quinlan, 2003).
47
Provision for elected health and safety representatives is made in all jurisdictions other than the Northern
Territory
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5.4

Worker Participation and New Forms of Work Organisation and
Employment

Although the extent to which the shift towards new patterns of employment is dampening the
establishment of a workplace OHS committee is unclear, there is some evidence to suggest
that its effects are probably negative. Thus, the Australian Workplace Industrial Relations
Survey (AWIRS) data for 1995 revealed that 47 percent of workplaces with between zero and
25 percent part-timers had joint consultative committees (including OHS committees)
compared to just 30 percent of workplaces where more than 25 percent of the workforce was
part-time (Markey et al, 2001 cited in Quinlan, 2003).
Quinlan (2003) argues that worker participation in occupational health and safety in Australia
takes little or no account of the presence of subcontractors, leased or temporary workers.48 He
also states, more importantly, that practices such as downsizing and outsourcing which reduce
the number of workers in particular workplaces can have a dramatic impact on the
concentration of worker involvement given thresholds on workplace size for establishing
committees and appointing health and safety representatives. Moreover, given the important
logistical support that unions provide to representatives, the effectiveness of work
participation is also likely to be reduced by the decline in union density. These effects are
compounded by the absence of systematic monitoring or enforcement of compliance with
regulatory requirements in relation to worker involvement (Quinlan, 2003) and, by removing
a crucial skeptical voice in the workplace, potentially weaken systematic OHS management
(Saksvik and Quinlan, 2003).
6.

INFORMATION, ADVICE AND EDUCATION

The dissemination of information, much of which is available electronically, is highly
developed in the Australian jurisdictions we reviewed – although the extent of its coverage, at
least until recently, has been patchy. A survey of materials provided by regulatory authorities
undertaken in 2001/02 revealed major gaps in the information provided to the regulated
community in relation to some new forms of work organisation and more vulnerable workers
(Quinlan, 2003). More specifically, Quinlan (2003) reports that no Australian regulatory
authority had produced guidance material on downsizing and restructuring by 2001/0249 and
only Victoria had produced general information advising employers of their responsibilities to
temporary workers.

48

Provisions relating to health and safety representation are still primarily limited to employees (excluding
subcontractors and other parties that are not formally regarded as employees) in most jurisdictions.
There are, however, some important exceptions to this (see the discussion on Victoria and New South Wales’s
Occupational Health and Safety Regulation 2001).
49
This was despite widespread formal acknowledgement that downsizing and restructuring often involved
significant changes to work processes that would fall within the scope of the general duty provisions (Quinlan,
2003).
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Annex
Table 2a: Numbers of Compensated Fatalities by Jurisdiction: New South Wales, Queensland, South Australia and Victoria

New South Wales
Disease Total
Injury

Injury

Queensland
Disease Total

Injury

1998/99
1999/00
2000/01
2001/02
2002/03
2003/04

72
81
64
69
55
51

24
23
23
25
15
15

96
104
87
94
70
66

19
29
51
45
48
40

24
29
33
36
40
39

43
58
84
81
88
79

16
11
14
11
13
10

7
4
4
4
2
3

2004/05

51

8

59

41

31

72

11

0

1

South Australia
Disease
Total

Injury

Victoria
Disease

Total

23
15
18
15
15
13

71
60
39
44
34
36

66
58
33
19
25
18

137
118
72
63
59
54

11

34

5

39

Source: WorkCover, NSW, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004b and 2005b; Workplace Relations Ministers’ Council, 2004 and 2006).

1

Occupational injuries are defined as all employment-related injuries which are the result of a single traumatic event, occurring while a person is on duty or during a recess period,
and where there was a short or non-existent latency period. This includes injuries which are the result of a single exposure to an agent(s) causing an acute toxic effect. Occupational
diseases are defined as all employment-related diseases which result from repeated or long-term exposure to an agent(s) or event(s), or which are the result of a single traumatic event
where there was a long latency period (for example, the development of hepatitis following a single exposure to the infection)(Workplace Relations Ministers Council, 2006) .
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Table 3: Labour Market Trends

1984
1986
1988
1990
1992
1994
1996
1998
2000
2002
2004

Union Density (%)
(trade union
members as % of
all employees)
n.a.
45.6
41.6
40.5
39.6
35.0
31.1
28.1
24.7
23.1
22.7

Unemployment
Rate (%)

9.6
7.9
7.8
6.2
10.4
r10.2
r8.1
r8.0
r6.6
r6.7
5.8

Working days lost
due to industrial
disputes (per 1,000
employees)
248
242
269
217
158
r82.3
r114.1
r82.1
r105.3
r41.9
66.9

Employed in
service industries
of total employed
(%)
n.a
r66.6
r67.7
r68.7
r70.9
71.1
72.3
72.9
r73.2
r74.1
74.9

Employed in
manufacturing
industry of total
employed (%)
17.8
16.7
16.2
15.5
14.4
14.1
13.4
r13.2
r12.4
r11.8
11.2

Persons
employed parttime of total
employed (%)
17.3
18.3
19.8
20.9
22.9
r24.0
r24.7
r25.7
r26.3
r28.1
28.4

Employers and
own account
workers - of total
employed (%)
n.a.
n.a.
14.9
14.2
15.0
15.2
14.6
14.3
13.5
r13.4
12.9

Source: Social Trends, 1994-20051

1

http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/4102.0?OpenDocument, accessed 3/03/06.
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Table 4: Infringement and Penalty Notices
ACT
Currency of jurisdiction
Conversion Rate4 (Euros)
Conversion Rate5 (Pound
Sterling)
Euros
Pounds Sterling

NSW

Queensland 2

Northern
Territory1

1000
0.603394
0.416001

1,500
0.603394
0.416001

250
0.603394
0.416001

1,500
0.603394
0.416001

South
Australia
315
0.603394
0.416001

603
416

905
624

151
104

905
624

190
131

1

Aus$50 for an individual (€30 and £21).
Aus$600 for an individual (€362 and £250).
3
The OHS Act 2004 allows for the provision of Infringement Notices regulations but regulations have yet to be made.
4
1st May 2006. http://www.x-rates.com
5
1st May 2006. http://www.x-rates.com
2
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Tasmania
pending

Victoria 3
1,048.10
0.603394
0.416001
632
436

Table 5a: Maximum Financial Penalties for Health and Safety Offences: New South Wales, and Victoria,
Jurisdiction

Offence

Maximum financial
penalty (individual)
(Aus$)

Maximum
prison sentence
(individual)

Maximum
financial
(corporation)
(Aus$)

Maximum
financial penalty
(corporation) (£)

NSW (Occupational
Health and Safety Act
2000)

Section 12 of the 2000 Act and section 17 of the
Crimes (Sentencing Procedure) Act 1999 (breach
of general duties provisions of employers, the
self-employed, controllers of premises, substances
and plant, designers, manufacturers and suppliers
of plant and substances

82,5001

5 years2

825,0003

343,201

Section 32A (reckless conduct causing death in
breach of a duty breach under Part 2 (sections 8 to
32 of the Act).

165,000

5 years

1,650,000

686,402

Section 21(1) (breach of general duty of employer
to employees);

188,6584

5 years5

943,2906

392,410

Victoria (Occupational
Health and Safety Act
2004)

1

Section 12 of the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2000 sets the maximum financial penalty at AUS$ 55,000 for a first offender.
This applies where a death has occurred. The maximum for repeat offenders, but not specifically for serious offenders, where no death has occurred is 2 years. Imprisonment is not
otherwise available.
3
Section 12 of the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2000 sets the maximum financial penalty at AUS$555,000 for a first offender.
4
1800 penalty units. In Victoria the value of a penalty is determined by the Monetary Units Act and referred to in the Sentencing Act (section 110). If altered the value of a penalty unit
is published in the Victorian Government Gazette. The latest increase at the time of going to print came into effect on 1st July 2005. The maximum also attaches to breaches of
sections 23(1) (breach of duty of employer to third parties), 24(1) (breach of duty of self-employed employer to third parties), 25(1) (breach of duty of employee to himself, herself and
others), 25(2) (breach of duty of employee not to interfere with anything provided at the workplace for health and safety), 26(1) (breach of duty of person who manages or controls the
workplace to ensure that it is safe and without risk), 27(1) (breach of duty of designers of plant to ensure that it safe and adequately tested and that sufficient information is provided
to those who use the designs or the plant itself for safety to be maintained), 29(1) (duty of manufacturer of plant or substances to ensure that it is safe and adequately tested and that
sufficient information is provided to those who use the plant or substances for safety to be maintained), 30(1) (breach of duty of supplier of plant or substances to ensure that it is safe
and adequately tested and that sufficient information is provided to those who use the plant or substances for safety to be maintained, 31(1) (breach of duty of person installing,
erecting or commissioning plant) and 32(1) (breach of duty not to recklessly endanger others at the workplace).
5
The maximum sentence of imprisonment also attaches to section 32(1) (breach of duty not to recklessly endanger others at the workplace).
6
9000 penalty units. The maximum also attaches to other breaches of Act e.g. sections 23(1) (breach of duty of employer to third parties) and ,26(1) (breach of duty of person who
manages or controls the workplace to ensure that it is safe and without risk),.
2
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Table 5b: Maximum Financial Penalties for Health and Safety Offences: Commonwealth, Australian Capital Territories
and Western Australia
Jurisdiction

Offence

Maximum financial
penalty (individual)
(Aus$)

Maximum
prison sentence
(individual)

Maximum
financial
(corporation)
(Aus$)

Maximum
financial
penalty
(corporation)
(£)

Commonwealth
(Occupational Health and
Safety (Commonwealth
Employment) Act 1991)

Schedule 2, Clauses 18 and 21 [employer
recklessly or negligently causing death or serious
bodily harm as a result of a breach of duty to
employees under section 16(1)].

495,0001

6 months

495,0002

205,920

Australian Capital
Territories (Occupational
Health and Safety Act
1989)

200,000

7 years

1,000,000

416,001

Western Australia
(Occupational Health Act
1984)

312,5003

2 years

625,0004

260,001

1

This maximum is also applies under Schedule 2, Clause 21 where an employer breaches their duty to third parties under section17(1). The maximum fine for an employee of
Commonwealth or Government Business Enterprise is Aus$19,800.
2
This maximum is also applied under Schedule 2, Clause 21 where an employer breaches their duty to third parties under section17(1), where a manufacturer breaches their duty in
relation to plant and substances under section 18(1), manufacturer breaches of duty in relation to plant and substances under section 18(2), where a supplier breaches its duty in
relation to plant and substances under section 19(1) and a breach of duty in relation to the erection or installation of plant in a workplace under section 20(1).
3
This applies to subsequent offences involving gross negligence - lower levels of penalty apply for lesser offences. The maximum fine for an employee is Aus$31,250.
4
Occupational Safety and Health Legislation Amendment and Repeal Bill 2004.
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Table 5c: Maximum Financial Penalties for Health and Safety Offences: Queensland and Southern Australia

Jurisdiction

Offence

Maximum financial
penalty (individual)
(Aus$)

Maximum
prison sentence
(individual)

Maximum
financial
(corporation)
(Aus$)

Maximum
financial
penalty
(corporation)
(£)

Queensland (Workplace
Health and Safety Act
1995)

Section 24(1)(a) of the WHSA 1995 (breach
causing multiple deaths)

150,000

3 years

750,000

312,001

Section 24(1)(b) (breach causing death or
grievous bodily harm)

75,000

2 years

375,000

156,000

Section 24(1)(d) of the WHSA 1995 (breach
involving exposure to a substance likely to cause
death or grievous bodily harm)

56,250

1 year

281,250

117,000

Section 19(1) (breach of employer’s general duty
to maintain a safe working environment)

200,0001

200,0002

83,200

Section 58(1) and 59(1) (contravention of a
provision of the Act contained in Part 3 either
knowing that the contravention was likely to
endanger seriously the health or safety of another
or being recklessly indifferent as to whether the
health or safety of another was so endangered).

Double the monetary
penalty
(Aus$400,000)

double the
monetary penalty
(Aus$400,000)

166,400

South Australia
(Occupational Health and
Safety Act 1986)

1

5 years

Section 19(2)(a). Section 19(2)(b) sets the maximum fine for a first offender at Aus$100,000. This maximum also attaches to section 22(2) (breach of employers’ and self-employed
persons’ duty to ensure that third parties are safe from injury and risks to health). The maximum fine for an employee is Aus$10,000.
2
Section 19(2)(a). Section 19(2)(b) sets the maximum fine for a first offender at Aus$100,000. This maximum also attaches to sections 22(2) (breach of employers' and self-employed
persons’ duty to ensure that third parties are safe from injury and risks to health), 59 and 60 (successive failure to comply with the same provision of the Act).
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Table 5d: Maximum Financial Penalties for Health and Safety Offences: Tasmania and Northern Territory

Tasmania (Workplace
Health and Safety Act
1995)

150,000

none

150,000

62,400

Northern Territory (Work
Health Act 2002)

25,000

none

125,000

52,000
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Chapter 10: New South Wales
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Institutional Framework

WorkCover, New South Wales (WorkCover) - a statutory corporation constituted under
section 14 of the Workplace Injury Management and Workers Compensation Act 1998 (the
1998 Act) – has primary legal responsibility for ensuring compliance with occupational health
and safety legislation.1 The authority is predominantly funded through a levy on workers
compensation premiums (with the effect that business bears the direct costs of the practice of
OHS regulation - General Purpose Standing Committee, No.1: 2004: 25) and its power and
responsibilities are primarily set out in the 1998 Act, the Occupational Health and Safety Act
2000 (OSH Act 2000 or the 2000 Act) and the 2000 Act’s attendant codes and regulation.2
Section 22 of the 1998 Act outlines WorkCover’s general responsibilities which range from
ensuring compliance with workers compensation and occupational health and safety
legislation to maintaining the administration of any schemes established within the main
organising body of legislation in New South Wales. Consultation and co-operation between
employers and employees is built into this legislative framework (through occupational health
and safety committees; health and safety representatives and other agreed arrangements).
WorkCover’s specific functions are set out in section 23. This gives it a large number of
responsibilities, including: responsibility for ensuring the availability of high quality
education and training in the prevention and management of occupational injury and disease;
the provision of funds for measures and education relating to the prevention or minimisation
of occupational injuries or disease;3 fostering a co-operative relationship between
management and labour; promoting the establishment and operation of OHS committees and
OHS representatives; and the investigation and prosecution of workplace incidents.
The OSH Act 2000 – which applies to all NSW workplaces - replaced the OHS Act 1983
which had been the first piece of legislation in Australia to fully adopt the Robens philosophy
on health and safety regulation (McCallum, et al, 2004: 5).4 Coming into effect in September
2001, the 2000 Act broadened the range of general duties and strengthened workplace
1

The Department of Primary Industries, Mineral Resources administers occupational health and safety at mining
operations.
2
Occupational Health and Safety Regulation 2001 and Occupational Health and Safety (Clothing Factory
Registration) Regulation 2001. In addition to the OSH Act 2000 a number of other acts (and their attendant
regulation, instruments and guidelines) also deal with occupational health and safety issues. These include The
Dangerous Goods Act 1975, the Workers Compensation Act 1987, the Workplace Injury Management and
Workers Compensation Act 1998, the Workers’ Compensation (Dust and Diseases) Act 1942, the Workers
Compensation (Bush Fire, Emergency and Rescue Services) Act 1987, the Sporting Injuries Insurance Act 1978,
the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act 2002, the Rural Workers Accommodation Amendment Act 2005 and the Mine
Health and Safety Act 2004 (WorkCover, NSW, 2004a).
3
To this effect, WorkCover has helped to establish a research centre (NSW Research Centre of Excellence) based
at the University of Newcastle to act as a hub for research into the prevention of work-related injury and ill health.
The initiative is part of WorkCover’s mandate to fund measures that prevent or minimise workplace injury and
disease, and to ensure the availability of high quality education and training in injury prevention, management
and rehabilitation. The Centre has been established with funding of approximately $1.5 million over five years.
4
The 1983 Act placed broad performance based duties upon employers, employees, designers and manufacturers
of equipment, and persons in control of non-domestic premises; requiring them to ensure the health and safety of
all persons at places of work. Mandated safety committees formalised employer and employee consultation and
inspectors were also given powers to issue improvement notices (rather than simply offer advice) and prohibition
notices (where there was a serious risk to the health and safety of workplace parties).
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consultation with the addition of safety and health representatives as well as safety
committees. More specifically, the 2000 Act imposed general duties on employers,5 the selfemployed,6 controllers of work premises, machinery and substances,7 designers,
manufacturers, suppliers of plant 8 and substances and employees.9 By placing obligations on
designers, manufacturers and suppliers to ensure workplace plant and substances do not carry
risks to health; many of the duties under the 2000 Act reflect the focus of safe design on
machinery, equipment and substances (WorkCover, 2005c: 33-34). Notwithstanding this,
compensation statistics indicate that manual handling, occupational overuse, slips, trips and
falls account for a significant proportion of workplace injury and illness, many of which can
be attributed to design problems from workstations and chairs. Likewise, many of a building’s
structural hazards encountered during construction, use, maintenance and, ultimately,
demolition could also be minimised through design. Despite this, although employers have
obligations under the 2000 Act to address these hazards, the legislation does not explicitly
confer obligations on designers and design decision markers (WorkCover, 2005c: 34).10
Significantly, the duty of employers under section 8 extends their responsibilities beyond
simply ensuring that premises, plant and substances are safe to ensuring that systems of work
are safe and to providing information, instruction, training and supervision for the promotion
of OHS. Whilst establishing overarching health and safety obligations, more detailed
guidance - performance standards,11 process requirements,12 prescriptions,13 and
recommended methods of compliance – have been consolidated into a new Occupational
Health and Safety Regulation 2001 (OHS Regulation 2001)14 and Codes of Practice (such as
the Code of Practice: OHS Consultation (2001) and the Code of Practice: Risk Assessment).15
WorkCover’s Compliance Policy explicitly emphasises the importance of partnership and co-operation with the New South Wales community in promoting safe workplaces (WorkCover,
NSW, 2004a: 4 and 9), which is reflected in the number of different approaches (education,
information, incentives and enforcement) that WorkCover takes to promoting compliance
(WorkCover, NSW, 2004a: 4). This composite of approaches is itself reflected in the

5

Section 8(1) of the 2000 Act requires employers to ensure the health, safety and welfare of employees whereas
section 8(2) requires employers to ensure that people other than employees are not exposed to risks to their health
and safety.
6
Section 9 of the 2000 Act creates an obligation on the self-employed to ensure that people generally are not
exposed to risks to their health or safety.
7
Section 10 of the 2000 Act imposes a duty of care on a person who has any degree of control over workplaces,
plant or substances (used by people at work).
8
Section 11 of the 2000 Act imposes a duty on designers, manufacturers and suppliers of plant and substances to
ensure that the thing is safe and to provide adequate information to ensure the thing’s safe use.
9
Section 20 of the 2000 Act requires employees to take reasonable care for the health and safety of people.
10
The recent review of the 2000 Act, however, notes that whilst other instruments, such as the Building Code of
Australia, incorporate some safe design requirements, they do not encompass all hazards that may be eliminated
at the design stage (WorkCover, 2005c: 34).
11
These set out a particular OHS outcome but leave the method of achieving the outcome to the duty holder (Bluff
and Gunningham 2003).
12
These specify a particular process, but do not mandate a particular outcome (Bluff and Gunningham, 2003).
13
These specify the process and outcome (Bluff and Gunningham, 2003).
14
The OHS Regulation 2001 sets out the requirements for workplaces to put in place systems to identify, assess,
control and/or eliminate health or safety risks. It also details how the duty to consult with employees should be
met. In addition to this, the Regulation provides specified control measures for particular hazards and industry
activities including: a) controls in relation to fall prevention, asbestos, working spaces, noise management,
atmosphere, working at heights, electricity in the workplace, working in confined spaces and manual handling; b)
controls in relation to the design, manufacture, importation and sale of certain plant; controls in relation to
hazardous processes and substances and control in relation to construction work (General Purpose Standing
Committee No.1, 2004: 21-22).
15
Failure to observe a relevant approved code of practice can be used as evidence that a person or company has
failed to comply with OHS legislation.
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provision of a considerable range of services aimed at promoting compliance (with
compliance monitoring and enforcement functions). These include:
a) the provision of information, advice and assistance (through its web-site and the
WorkCover Assistance Service);
b) the issuing of permits and licences (relating to, for example, the storage of dangerous
goods, the importation, manufacture, use and sale of explosives and the use of certain
plant);
c) the provision of technical advice (which is given directly to employers by inspectors,
through trade shows, seminars and workshops and via WorkCover’s web-site, printed
publications, WorkCover news, corporate advertising, direct mail campaigns, media
releases and articles in the general and industry press) relating, for example, to
handling hazardous chemicals and the development of safety management systems;
d) the administration of the discount and rebate schemes which are designed to give
financial incentives to employers to achieve safer workplaces; and
e) the direct provision of information and education programmes (WorkCover, 2004a: 6;
General Purpose Standing Committee, No.1, 2004: 72).
WorkCover formally encourages a “systematic approach” to managing workplace risks in
which “hazards are identified, associated risks are assessed and action is then taken to
eliminate risk”. Under WorkCover’s Compliance Policy, steps should only be taken to control
hazards and risk where they cannot be eliminated. This hierarchy of hazard elimination and
control is reflected in the contents of WorkCover’s information products, training packages
and major programmes and it has close parallels with section 9 of Alberta’s OHS Act.
Although, unlike Alberta – which embeds its three-stage process of hazard elimination and
control into the law16 - WorkCover’s “systematic approach” is not yet embedded into its
organising legislation,17 risk management principals are an integral part of WorkCover’s
information production, training packages and major programmes (WorkCover, 2004a).
WorkCover’s Safety Inspectorate is located with the OHS Division of WorkCover. Its 301
inspectors (as of 2004) constitute the largest inspectorate in Australia (General Purpose
Standing Committee, No.1, 2004: 65) and it has responsibility for approximately 400,000
workplaces. The inspectorate is organised into ten teams – two country teams, seven industry
teams and a compliance co-ordination team. These primarily divide their time between
investigating workplace incidents and regulatory violations, responding to OHS related
complaints (from workers, union, OHS Committees and the public), giving advice and
information (on the development and improvement of OSH systems), undertaking compliance
inspections and, finally, targeting hazards in industry sectors as part of specific injury and
prevention projects and campaigns (General Purpose Standing Committee, No.1, 2004: 66).
Industry Reference Groups (IRGs) – a forum for stakeholders in particular industrial sectors
comprising employer and worker representatives, industry specialists (with expertise in
occupational health and safety, injury management and workers compensation), WorkCover
officers and representatives from the insurance industry - were established in 1999 through
16

Section 9 requires employers to first take all reasonably practical steps to eliminate or control hazards through
engineering controls. If this is not possible the employer is required to use administrative controls that control the
hazard to a level as low as is reasonably achievable. Only then is the employer legally entitled to rely on personal
protective equipment as means of ensuring that workers affected by hazards are protected.
17
Although, the current draft of the Occupational Health and Safety Amendment Bill 2006 (see below in the main
text) includes an amendment explaining duty holders’ obligations (modelled on the Victoria equivalent) – namely a
requirement to eliminate risk, or where this is not reasonably practicable, to reduce the risk to the lowest level that
is reasonably practicable.
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WorkCover. The underlying philosophy behind the idea was that employers and workers were
well positioned to identify emerging issues and develop effective strategies relevant to their
particular industry. Their overarching aim is to develop strategies for improving workplace
health and safety, injury management and workers compensation performance. Among other
things, they identify priority industry-specific issues, trends and concerns, provide a
consultation forum for WorkCover, promote existing industry-specific solutions, research and
develop industry-specific resources and practical solutions, promote the integration of
solutions into industry practice, disseminate information to the whole industry sector and
collaborate with WorkCover industry teams and other relevant sections of WorkCover to
improve OHS and injury management performance. There are currently thirteen IRGs in
NSW.
WorkCover’s approach to securing compliance makes extensive use of integrated approaches
– a good illustration of which concerns its asbestos and demolition strategy. Among other
things, this has included compliance visits, reviews of publications and incidents, and the
involvement of the public sector in improving management of asbestos removal and
demolition.
1.2

Trends in Injury and Ill Health

Although comparison over time is partially misleading, given minor changes in the method of
calculation and basic data, there has been a gradual decline in the incidence rate for fatalities
since 1987/1988. The decline has not, however, been linear – with a significant increase
between 2000/01 and 2001/02 (see Table 1).
1.3

Trends in Regulation

Occupational health and safety in New South Wales has arguably experienced the greatest
rate of legal reform (measured in terms of the number of regulatory changes rather than their
impact) of all the jurisdictions we have examined. The OSH Act 2000 – which applies to all
NSW workplaces – brought together several existing OHS-related Acts and replaced the
original OHS Act 1983 - the first piece of legislation in Australia to fully adopt the Robens
philosophy on health and safety regulation (McCallum, et al, 2004: 5).18 It came into effect in
September 2001; broadening the range of general duties; strengthening workplace
consultation; increasing the level of fines for OHS contraventions and introducing new courtbased sanctions. Whilst establishing overarching health and safety obligations, more detailed
guidance - performance standards, process requirements, prescriptions,19 and recommended
methods of compliance - were consolidated into a new Occupational Health and Safety
Regulation 2001 (OHS Regulation 2001) and Codes of Practice (such as the Code of Practice:
OHS Consultation (2001) and the Code of Practice: Risk Assessment). Significantly, the 2001
regulation specifies a range of mandatory requirements for workplaces to put in place systems
identifying, assessing, controlling and/or eliminating health or safety risks. 20
18

The 1983 Act placed broad performance based duties upon employers, employees, designers and manufacturers
of equipment, and persons in control of non-domestic premises; requiring them to ensure the health and safety of
all persons at places of work. Mandated safety committees formalised employer and employee consultation and
inspectors were also given powers to issue improvement notices (rather than simply offer advice) and prohibition
notices (where there was a serious risk to the health and safety of workplace parties).
19
Performance standards set out a particular OHS outcome but leave the method of achieving the outcome to the
duty holder. This contrasts with process standards which specify a particular process, but do not mandate a
particular outcome and prescriptions which specify both the process and outcome (Bluff and Gunningham 2003).
20
It also details how the duty to consult with employees should be met and provides specified control measures for
particular hazards and industry activities including: a) controls in relation to fall prevention, asbestos, working
spaces, noise management, atmosphere, working at heights, electricity in the workplace, working in confined
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Table 1: Trends in Workplace Fatalities (NSW)

1987/1988
1988/1989
1989/1990
1990/1991
1991/1992
1992/1993
1993/1994
1994/1995
1995/1996
1996/1997
1997/1998
1998/1999
1999/2000
2000/2001
2001/2002
2002/2003
2003/2004
2004/2005

Number21
209
244
210
233
177
156
185
177
181
173
181
163
181
139
177
136
132
125

Incidence Rate22
Frequency Rate23
10.9
12.2
9.9
11.2
8.7
0.05
7.6
0.04
8.9
0.05
8.0
0.05
7.9
0.05
7.5
0.04
7.8
0.05
6.8
0.04
7.2
0.04
5.2
0.03
6.6
0.04
4.9
0.03
4.8
0.03
4.6
0.03
Sources: WorkCover, NSW, 2001, 2002, 2003a, 2004b and 2005b

An increase in the rate of fatalities (see table 1 above) led to the setting up of a Legislative
Committee on Serious Injury and Death in the Workplace, which reported in 2004 (General
Purpose Standing Committee No.1, 2004: 18). The NSW Occupational Health and Safety Act
2000 has been the subject of a recent review that has lead to the introduction of new
legislation. As well as aiming to clarify the scope and nature of duties under occupational
health and safety legislation the new Occupational Health and Safety Amendment Bill
proposes to allow WorkCover to resolve disputes about consultation arrangements, provide
advice to duty holders, enter into enforceable undertakings with prospective defendants as an
alternative to prosecution and allow the chairs of OHS Committees and OHS Representatives
to issue safety recommendation notices modelled on the provision improvement notice used
in other States and the Commonwealth (WorkCover, NSW, undated, a).24
spaces and manual handling; b) controls in relation to the design, manufacture, importation and sale of certain
plant; controls in relation to hazardous processes and substances and control in relation to construction work
(General Purpose Standing Committee No.1, 2004: 21-22).
21
WorkCover’s Statistical Bulletins define a workplace fatality as a compensated fatality under the workers
compensation scheme. Significantly, not all work-related fatalities result in a claim for compensation. Among
others, NSW’s figures exclude: a) fatalities to the self-employed; fatalities where the funeral expenses were not
claimed; fatalities where there are no dependants to pay death benefits to; fatalities relating to Commonwealth
employees and fatalities occurring due to dust induced diseases (WorkCover, 2001 and 2005b). Historically,
different jurisdictions have used different definitions of workplace fatalities, making accurate comparisons
impossible (General Purpose Standing Committee, 2004: 14).
22
The Incident Rate is the number of fatalities per 100,000 workers.
23
The Frequency Rate is the number of fatalities per million hours worked.
24
In addition to this, the 2006 Bill also proposes to a) impose liability on directors and mangers of corporations
(as is the case in Victoria); b) allow WorkCover to issue guidelines on what a provision of the OHS Act or OHS
Regulation means or how a particular discretion will be exercised; c) provide healthy and safety protection for
clothing outworkers; d) allow WorkCover to resolve disputes about consultation arrangements; e) provide for the
reinstatement of employees who are unlawfully dismissed because of an OHS issue; f) require that copies of any
compliance advice, prohibition or improvement notices issued by WorkCover are to be provided to an OHS
representative who represents the employees affected by the advice; extend the powers of authorised employee
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2.

INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

2.1

The Inspection and Investigation Process

WorkCover’s inspections – which are ordinarily conducted without advance notice - continue
to represent the primary means for securing compliance with OHS regulation. WorkCover
commonly integrates the inspection process with other interventions and measures such as the
review of its published materials and the involvement of other groups – a good illustration of
this concerns its recent focus on asbestos removal and demolition. This has complemented
compliance visits with reviews of publications and incidents, and the involvement of the
public sector in improving management of asbestos removal and demolition.
a) Targeted or programmed inspections. WorkCover targets its inspections using a range of
different methods, including planned audit programmes or targeted intervention programmes
(see below).
b) Complaint inspections. Employees are protected from unlawful dismissal or victimisation
under section 23 of the 2000 Act for making complaints about workplace safety (or exercising
any other function under the Act).
c) Random inspections.
d) In addition to inspections, WorkCover also investigates incidents reported by employers,
employees, OHS representatives and unions. Employers are required to inform WorkCover
immediately of serious incidents25 on a dedicated phone number (General Standing
Committee, No.1, 2004: 70).26 Once a report of a serious incident is made, an inspector is
invariably allocated to investigate the matter (Blackwell, 2004). On first examination, NSW’s
policy of ensuring that a wide range of serious incidents are investigated seems likely to
optimise the rate of prosecution. However, details of serious cases of non-reporting27 have
representatives to include the authority to enter a place of work to discuss health and safety matters; and allow
Victim Impact Statements to be given in proceedings under section 32A (reckless conduct causing death)
(WorkCover, NSW, undated, a)
25
Section 86(1)(a) of the 2000 Act. Section 87(1) defines as a serious incident an incident that has resulted in a
person being killed or any other incident prescribed in the 2001 Regulation as a serious incident. Clause 344 of
the 2001 Regulations defines the following as serious incidents; (a) an injury to a person that results in the
amputation of a limb, (b) the placing of a person on a life support system, (c) any incident listed below that
presents an immediate threat to life: (i) the loss of consciousness of a person caused by impact of physical force,
exposure to hazardous substances, electric shock or lack of oxygen, (ii) major damage to any plant, equipment,
building or structure, (iii) an uncontrolled explosion or fire, (iv) an uncontrolled escape of gas, dangerous goods
or steam, (v) imminent risk of explosion or fire, (vi) imminent risk of an escape of gas, dangerous goods or steam,
(vii) a spill or incident resulting in exposure or potential exposure of a person to a notifiable or prohibited
carcinogenic substance (as defined in Part 6.3), (viii) entrapment of a person in a confined space, (ix) collapse of
an excavation, (x) entrapment of a person in machinery, (xi) serious burns to a person.
26
For less serious incidents involving a worker, where workers compensation is or may be payable, the employer
is required to inform their workers’ compensation insurer within forty-eight hours and it is then the responsibility
of the insurer to inform WorkCover (General Standing Committee, No.1, 2004: 70). The same applies (although
the notification period is 7 days rather than 48 hours) to incidents involving non-workers where the injury or
illness results in the person being unable to perform their normal activities for seven or more days and other
incidents (outlined in clause 341 of the OHS Regulation 2001) which although not immediately life threatening
and not immediately resulting in injury or illness may still put workers or non-workers at risk (such as exposure to
specific substances). Employers and occupiers must keep records of incidents and notifications (see clauses 343
and 32 of the OHS Regulation 2001 and Workers Compensation Regulation 2003 respectively).
27
Non-reporting is likely to occur for many of the same reasons as apply in other jurisdictions (see, in particular,
the US section; General Purpose Standing Committee, No.1, 2004: Chapters 9 and 10).
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been given to the Parliament of New South Wales’s General Purpose Standing Committee
and concern has also been expressed that investigations are commonly undertaken some time
after the incident has occurred; reducing the likelihood of an investigation culminating in a
prosecution (General Purpose Standing Committee, No.1, 2004: 95-96).
Table 2: Summary of WorkCover’s Powers of Inspection
Power
Power of entry and inspection without notice28
Power to use force on entry29
Power to obtain a search warrant
Power to make examinations and carry out tests30
Power to take photographs and make video recordings
Powers to make audio recordings
Power to take samples for analysis
Power to carry out medical examinations (with the consent
of the examined person)
Power to answer questions or furnish other information
Power to require assistance from the occupier as is
reasonably necessary for the inspection to exercise his or her
functions
Power to require the production of and inspect any
documents in or about the premises
Power to take copies of or extracts from documents
Power to exercise all other functions that are conferred by,
or are reasonably necessary for the purposes of this act or
the regulations
The power to dismantle (any plant or other thing on the
premises) for the purposes of examination
The power to remove (any plant, substance of other thing
from the premises)
The power to keep (any plant, substance, sample or other
thing) 31

Authority
Sections 50, 51 and 59(a) of the OSH
Act 2000
Section 54 of the OSH Act 2000
Section 58 of the OSH Act 2000
Section 59(a) and (d) of the OSH Act
2000
Section 59(a) of the OSH Act 2000
Section 59(a) of the OSH Act 2000
Section 59(b) of the OSH Act 2000
Section 59(c) of the OSH 2000
Section 59(d) of the OSH Act 2000
Section 59(f) of the OSH Act 2000

Section 59(g) of the OSH Act 2000
Section 59(h) of the OSH Act 2000
Section 59(i) of the OSH Act 2000

Section 60(a) of the OSH Act 2000
Section 60(b) of the OSH Act 2000
Section 60(c) of the OSH Act 2000

A 2004 Protocol for the Investigation and Provision of Advice in relation to Workplace
Deaths and Serious Injury and Prosecutions32 aims to encourage joint investigations between
the Police and WorkCover and prioritise a police investigation where there is evidence of a
serious offence.33 In practice, where there is no evidence of a breach of the Crimes Act 1900,
the onus falls on WorkCover inspections to investigate potential violations of the 2000 Act.
This does not necessarily blunt the edge of the investigation. WorkCover inspectors’ powers

28

By virtue of section 53(1) the power can only be exercised at a reasonable time in the daytime or when work is
carried on or is usually carried on at the premises.
29
Sections 54(1) and (2) provide that force may only be used with the written authority of WorkCover.
30
Section 58(d) specifically empowers inspectors to carry out biological tests.
31
But only in so far as it may reasonably be required as evidence in proceedings for an offence against this Act or
the regulations or if it might be used to continue or repeat the offence [section 60(c)]
32
Signed by the NSW Minister for Police, its Attorney-General, the NSW Minister for Industrial Relations and the
Director of Public Prosecutions (NSW).
33
The Protocol indicates that a WorkCover investigation into OHS issues should run in parallel to a police
investigation (Blackwell, 2004).
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are similar to those conferred on Royal Commissions (General Purpose Standing Committee,
No.1, 2004: 95) which in some important respects go beyond those of the police.34
The current draft Bill contains recommendations, formalising WorkCover inspectors’ practice
of giving advice and supplying assistance, which are designed to legally underwrite the
practice of WorkCover’s inspectors giving advice to duty holders (WorkCover, NSW,
undated, c and e).
2.2

Targeting

WorkCover targets its inspections using a range of different methods, including planned audit
programmes or targeted intervention programmes focusing on identified hazards, high-risk
industries,35 poor-performing or non-compliant employers (WorkCover, NSW, 2004a: 7, 12;
2004c). Typically inspections are targeted in the context of “blitzes” – concentrated bursts of
inspections focusing on specific hazards or industries.36 Priority areas (relating to both
industries and specific workplaces) for targeted inspections are identified using worker’s
compensation data (WorkCover, NSW, 2004a: 12). Industry targeting in NSW sometimes
draws on licensing schemes to focus inspections. When, for instance, WorkCover issues
demolition permits, inspectors conduct site inspections to verify that the safety measures
detailed in the application are implemented (WorkCover, 2004c). 37
2.3

Trends in Inspection

No data available.
2.4

Enforcement Notices and Administrative Penalties

Where a breach of the 2000 Act or 2001 Regulation has been identified or there is an
immediate risk to health and safety, an inspector has a range of options available – including:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

a request for voluntary compliance,
an improvement notice;38
a prohibition notice;39
a penalty notice; 40

34

So, for example, under the OHS Act 2000 WorkCover inspectors have the power to compel answers to questions,
even where the answers are incriminating (although the person questioned has the right to object to answering
questions in which case they cannot be used in legal proceedings). By contrast, the police are forced to rely on the
accused consenting to make a statement (General Purpose Standing Committee, No.1, 2004: 96).
35
The ForestSafe project, for instance, is monitoring compliance with the Code of Practice for Safety in Forest
Harvesting Operations as well as developing a framework for effective collection of data on workplace injuries
(WorkCover, 2004c). A Cash in Transit code of practice was developed, gazetted and commenced in 2003/04. In
partnership with four major companies from the sector, a targeted compliance and enforcement program was
planned to assist the industry in addressing long standing safety concerns through the implementation of risk
management and consultation obligations.
36
Recent blitzes have targeted new self-erecting tower cranes (to determine compliance with requirements for
design, use and certification of operators), specific hazards in the concrete industry (including safe erection of
formwork), the construction industry (specifically, asbestos and demolition site compliance, commercial
development, industrial warehouse constructions and two to five storey unit developments, unsafe working at
heights and scaffolding) and rural safety (targeting nurseries, tree felling, vineyards and tractor roll-over
protection systems (General Purpose Standing Committee, No.1, 2004: 69-70)
37
Similar site inspections are being conducted in relation to a sample of asbestos removal permits issued by
WorkCover (with poor performing sites being selected for inspection).
38
Sections 91-92 of the OHS Act 2000.
39
Sections 93-94 of the OHS Act 2000.
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(e) the power to give directions;41
(f) a review of a provisional improvement notice; 42 and
(g) a review of a direction to cease work.
An improvement notice will generally be issued where a breach of the 2000 Act or 2001
Regulation has occurred, but there is no immediate risk to health and safety. WorkCover
officers have the power to issue improvement notices that require a particular hazard or
potential risk to health and safety to be rectified within a specified time frame. Improvement
notices state the reason for the notice and the specific nature of the hazard or the risk to health
and safety (WorkCover, 2004a). The notice details the measures to be taken on how to rectify
the situation and may provide guidance or reference to relevant Australian Standards
approved codes of practice and relevant publications. The maximum penalties for noncompliance with improvement notices are outlined in Table 3.
Prohibition notices may be issued where there is an immediate risk to health or safety. The
notice requires the cessation of work until the situation is made safe (WorkSafe, NSW, 2004a:
13). The maximum penalties for non-compliance with a prohibition notice are outlined in the
table below.
Table 3: Maximum Penalties for Failing to Abide With an Enforcement Notice
Notice
Corporation (second
offence)
Corporation (first offence)
Non-employee (second
offence)
Non-employee (first
offence)
Employee (second
offence)
Employee (first offence)

Improvement
Notice (Aus$)
82,50045

Improvement
Notice (£) 43
34,320

Prohibition
Notice (Aus$)
165,00046

Prohibition
Notice (£) 44
68,640

55,00047
41,25049

22880
17,160

110,00048
82,50050

45,760
34,320

27,50051

11,440

55,00052

22,880

2,47553

1,030

4,95054

2,059

1,65055

686

3,30056

1,373

40

Section 108 of the OHS Act 2000 and section 353 and Schedule 2 of the OHS Regulation 2001.
Section 120 of the OHS Act 2004 authorises inspectors to give directions where there is an immediate risk to the
health or safety of any person.
42
The subject of a provisional improvement notice (PIN) can request that the notice is reviewed by an inspector
under section 63 of the OHS Act 2004. Similarly, suspected non-compliance of a PIN can also form the basis of a
request for review (from the issuing health and safety representative). Similar provisions exist in other OHS
legislation: Provisional Directions may be issued by Authorised Delegates under s 17A of the Dangerous Goods
Act 1985.
43
1st May 2006. http://www.x-rates.com.
44
1st May 2006. http://www.x-rates.com.
45
Section 92(a) of the OHS Act 2000.
46
Section 94(a) of the OHS Act 2000.
47
Section 92(b) of the OHS Act 2000.
48
Section 94(b) of the OHS Act 2000.
49
Section 92(c) of the OHS Act 2000.
50
Section 94(c) of the OHS Act 2000.
51
Section 92(d) of the OHS Act 2000.
52
Section 94(d) of the OHS Act 2000.
53
Section 92(e) of the OHS Act 2000.
54
Section 94(e) of the OHS Act 2000.
55
Section 92(f) of the OHS Act 2000.
56
Section 94(f) of the OHS Act 2000.
41
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Revocation cancellation and suspension of licences, permits, certification, registrations and
notifications are also powers held by WorkCover
Penalty/Infringement Notices or on-the-spot fines are regarded as an alternative to
prosecution57 – timely payment precluding prosecution for the same offence. The
circumstances (offences) in respect of which a penalty notice can be imposed are listed in
Schedule 2 (penalty notices) of the 2001 Regulation. Their value ranges from Aus$200 to
Aus$1,500 and they can be issued along with improvement notices to ensure that problems
are addressed (see Table 4).
Table 4: Value of Penalty Notices
Section of OHS Act 2000
Sections 8 and 9
Sections 13, 22, 86 and 87
Sections 20, 21 and 102

2.5

Sum (Aus$)
1000
600
200

Sum (pounds sterling)
416
250
83

Trends in Penalties

The available data only extends back seven years making it difficult to map trends.
Notwithstanding this, there is weak evidence to suggest that the level of enforcement has been
increasing with the total number of notices issued increasing. Despite this, much of the
increase has been in improvement notices with prohibition and infringement notices – which,
in principle at least, represent a greater source of regulatory cost – declining since the late
1990s (see Table 5).
Table 5: Trends in Enforcement Notices 1998-2005 (NSW)
Total
1998/99
1999/00
2000/01
2001/02
2002/03
2003/04
2004/05

17,442
14,698
15,448
12,774
14,714
19,981
21,286

Improvement
notices
12,845
11,227
12,480
10,517
12,646
17,927
18,213

Prohibition notices
1,604
1,292
1,332
786
779
1,139
1,421

Infringement
notices
2,993
2,179
1,636
1,471
1,289
915
1,652

Sources: Labour Ministers Council, 1999: 38; Workplace Relations Ministers' Council, 2002:
88; 2004: 53.
3.

PROSECUTION

3.1

Introduction

The Criminal Law Practice branch, which is located with WorkCover’s Corporate
Governance Division, is responsible for conducting prosecutions – although some of its work
is contracted out to private legal firms.58 In response to mounting pressure for an offence of
57

Section 108(2) and (4) of the OHS Act 2000.
Of the 680 “defendant matters” processed during 2001/02, WorkCover contracted out 75 per cent. In the
following financial year 64 per cent were contracted out. The reduced percentage is largely a consequence of
fewer “defendant matters” being processed during 2002/03 (the actual number of “defendant matters” processed
in house in 2002/03 was in fact 10 per cent lower than the previous year) (General Purpose Standing Committee
58
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industrial manslaughter (following an upsurge in workplace deaths between 2000 and 2003),
the Minister for Industrial Relations in NSW ordered the establishment of a fatalities unit (the
Workplace Fatalities Investigation Unit), with the aim of ensuring that any workplace deaths
were prosecuted in the appropriate court so that sentencing relevant to the crime would apply
(Haines, John and Park, 2004).59 Among other things, the unit - which was established in
September 2002, along with a number of changes to the methods used to investigate
workplace incidents60 - is designed to foster closer co-operation between its solicitors and
inspectors involved in particular investigations (Blackwell, 2004).
WorkCover’s prosecution guidelines list punishment and deterrence as the formal aims of
prosecution. The guidelines also declare a commitment to prosecuting “whenever significant
breaches of OH&S legislation take place” and, to this effect, WorkCover has an explicit
policy of pursuing both corporations and management for breaches of OHS legislation
(WorkCover, NSW, 2004: 19 and 22). The decision to prosecute is made in the first instance
by the investigating inspector, which is itself subject to two further tiers of review.61 The fact
that prosecution typically follows from reports of serious incidents means that, as with the
other Australian jurisdictions we examined, the majority of prosecutions are reactive; arising
out of actual serious injuries or fatalities, rather than unsafe systems of work (Whitehead,
2004).62
As with Queensland, priority is given to target (poorly performing) industries and hazards,
workplace fatalities and failures to comply with prosecution notices (WorkCover, 2004a: 21).
More generally, WorkCover’s prosecution guidelines note that the following factors should
be considered in determining whether it is in the public interest63 to proceed with a
prosecution:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

the seriousness or triviality of the offence;
any mitigating or aggravating circumstances;
the length of time since the alleged offence;
the degree of culpability of the alleged offender;
whether the prosecution would be perceived as counter-productive;
the prevalence of the alleged offence and the need for both specific and general
deterrence;
g) the defendant’s previous record of compliance and criminal record;
h) the level of public concern (including community expectation that proceedings will
be instituted);
i) any precedent which may be set by not instituting proceedings;
j) the age, physical or mental health or special infirmity of the alleged offenders or
witnesses;
k) the length and expense of a Court hearing;

No.1, 2004: 92). In addition, trade unions have been able to prosecute breaches of workplace safety legislation
since the mid 1940s (WorkCover, 2005c: 44-45).
59
The idea of an offence for industrial manslaughter was initially rejected.
60
WorkCover, for example, introduced a policy of conducting all fatality prosecutions in-house (Blackwell, 2004).
61
Once an inspector has completed an investigation and made a recommendation to the senior management in the
OHS Division that a prosecution take place, the recommendation is reviewed and a brief submitted to the Legal
Group for a final decision (save in the case of fatality prosecutions which fall to WorkCover’s CEO) (Whitehead,
2004).
62
By contrast, the prosecution guidelines state that WorkCover “tends to prosecute when a death has occurred,
when there has been a serious injury, or when there has been a risk of fatal or serious injury” (WorkCover, NSW,
2004a: 20).
63
These public interest factors reflect those contained in both Victoria’s and Queensland’s guidelines.
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l)

whether proceedings might be instituted against others arising out of the same
incident; and
m) the availability and efficacy of any alternatives to prosecution.
The Amendment Bill currently being considered is designed to make a number of changes to
the prosecution process, including removing WorkCover’s right to appeal against an acquittal
and allowing Victim Impact Statements (which are currently allowed in other OSH
prosecutions) to be given in proceedings under section 32A (reckless conduct causing
death).64
In addition to this, section 26 of the 2000 Act makes company directors and managers
personally liable for breaches of OHS regulation by the company. The scope of liability is
narrowed by the ability of directors and managers to avoid liability if they can prove they
were not in a position to influence the conduct of the corporation in relation to the relevant
breach and they used all due diligence to prevent the relevant contravention by the
corporation. To this latter effect, WorkCover uses the defence of due diligence as a method of
encouraging employers to introduce a form of systematic health and safety management
(which, if effectively implemented, will minimise liability) (WorkCover, 1997). More
specifically, WorkCover publishes an extended outline of the basic components of due
diligence with a series of standard checklists designed to enable firms to introduce their own
health and safety management systems. This specifies that the standard (of due diligence) can
be demonstrated when employers: establish a well-documented and well-financed system for
identifying, reporting and responding to all actual and potential hazards; establish safety
practices, procedures and controls; provide ongoing instruction and training to all employees;
communicate regularly with employees about workplace hazards; and monitor and audit the
programme on a regular basis (WorkCover, 1997; see also Hopkins, 2004). Significantly,
there has been substantial opposition from business organisations to current trends in the use
of prosecution for occupational health and safety offences (Hopkins, 2004).
3.2

Enforceable Undertakings

One of the proposed amendments in the draft Occupational Health and Safety Amendment
Bill 2006 is the introduction of enforceable undertaking as an alternative to prosecution
WorkCover, undated, b). This is a binding commitment between WorkCover and the duty
holder in which the duty holder commits to taking preventative or pro-active steps to correct
or prevent breaches of occupational health and safety legislation to the benefit of the
workplace, industry and/or the community. While the undertaking is in force there is a
moratorium on proceedings relating to the offence, which is lifted if the undertaking is
contravened (in which case the prosecuting authority may apply to the court for enforcement
of the undertaking). Failure to comply with the order is a criminal offence.
Enforceable undertakings are popular with both regulatory authorities and the regulated
community as they are thought to allow for immediate improvements in workplace safety
whilst avoiding protracted litigation (see General Purpose Standing Committee, No.1, 2004:
76). Clearly enforceable undertakings are less drawn-out than prosecution, however, they are
sometimes characterised as a form of restorative justice even though as victims have no
formal say in whether an enforceable undertaking is accepted and the undertaking is not
64

This is in addition to the creation of a number of new offences such as falsely representing authorisation to
carry out an activity (for which authorisation is required) and obtaining any financial advantage by deception in
connection with the Act.
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indefinite, means that they lack the basic components of restorative justice. Elsewhere, it has
been argued that one of the benefits of enforceable undertakings is their capacity to encourage
employers to recognise deficiencies in their health and safety systems and to work to
proactively achieve significant improvements in health and safety. Resources and efforts that
would have been devoted to the defence or a prosecution can then be used to implement
substantial improvements in health and safety (WorkCover, NSW 2005). This can arguably
be more effectively achieved through the conventional means of encouraging defendants to
accept early pleas (through the use of very heavy sentences for convictions following
contested trials and sentence discounts). This, at least, will help to maintain the general
deterrent effect of regulatory intervention. Arguably, the most efficient use of enforceable
undertakings will be in cases where conviction is less certain.
3.3

Trends

The data in Table 6 suggests that the number of prosecutions (and, therefore, the rate of
prosecution expressed as a proportion of regulated firms or establishments) has been falling
since the late 1990s and now reflects the number of prosecutions in the mid 1990s.
Table 6: Trends in Conviction 1996-2005 (NSW)
Number of convictions (total)
1996/97
404
1997/98
640
1998/99
638
1999/00
496
2000/01
404
2001/02
455
2002/03
443
2003/04
399
2004/05
384
Average
474
Sources: WorkCover, NSW, 1998 and 1999; Workplace Relations Ministers' Council, 2002: 88; 2004:
53; 2006: 18.

4.

PENALTIES AND SANCTIONS

4.1

Introduction

NSW currently has the highest maximum financial penalties for those found guilty of
breaching of health and safety legislation (see Table 7). In addition to criminal fines, the OHS
Act 2000 provides for a range of alternative non-monetary penalties including orders for
restoration, publicity orders and an order to undertake a health and safety project.65
4.2

Order for Restoration

Section 113(1)(a) gives the court the power to impose an order, which remedies any matter
caused by the commission of the offence.

65

Section 114(1) also allows the court to impose an order for cost on the offender to cover WorkCover's
investigation costs.
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Table 7: Maximum Penalties for Breach of General Duty Requirements
Occupational Health and
Safety Act 2000
Section 32A (reckless
conduct causing death in
breach of a duty under
Part 2 (sections 8 to 32 of
the Act).
Section 12 (breaches of
sections 8-11) (first
offence)
Section 12 (breaches of
sections 8-11) (second
offence)

4.3

Individual
(Aus$)
165,000

Imprisonment Individual 66
(£)
5 years
68,640

Corporation Corporation 67
(Aus$)
(£)
1,650,000 686,402

55,000

NA 68

22,880

550,000

228,807

82,500

2 years

34,320

825,000

343,201

Publicity Orders

Section 115(1)(a) authorises the court to specify the action an offender should take to
publicise the offence, its consequences, the penalty imposed and any other related matter.
Section 115(1)(b) provides the court with a similar power to specify how an offender should
notify specific persons or a specific class of people of the offence, its consequences, the
penalty imposed and any other related matter. This allows the court to order the offender to
publicise its offending in an annual report, or to its shareholders or to people affected by the
offence.
4.4

Order to Undertake a Health and Safety Project

Section 116(1) empowers the court to order the offender to carry out a specified project for
the general improvement of occupational health, safety and welfare.
4.5

Financial Penalties for Non Compliance with Court Orders

The 2000 Act explicitly specifies the penalties that arise where offending companies and
individuals fail to comply with court sanctions. Under section 117(1) the maximum penalties
for failing to comply are: Aus$ 165,000 (£68,640) (corporate previous offender);
Aus$110,000 (£45,760) (corporate first time offender); Aus$41,250 (£17,160) (individual
previous offender); and Aus$27,500 (£11,440) (individual first time offender).
4.6

Trends

Statistics generated by the New South Wales Judicial Commission on the fines imposed in
prosecutions involving fatalities under the New South Wales OSHA Act 1983 are consistent
with what we have found elsewhere. Specifically, the Judicial Commission found that:
a) in 23 per cent of cases, defendants were fined 5 per cent or less of the maximum
penalty;
66

Conversion rate as of 1st May 2006 (http://www.x-rates.com).
Conversion rate as of 1st May 2006 (http://www.x-rates.com).
68
A recent high level report to WorkCover argued that the restrictions on the use of imprisonment fails to provide
a sufficient deterrent to provide and maintain safe workplaces. The report recommended the introduction of
separate offences attracting harsher penalties, including the option of imprisonment (McCallum, et al, 2004).
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a) in 48 per cent of cases, defendants were fined 10 per cent or less of the maximum
penalty;
b) in 75 per cent of cases, defendants were fined 20 per cent of the maximum penalty;
c) only 9 per cent of cases attracted 50 per cent or more of the maximum penalty; and
that
d) no cases attracted 80 per cent or more of the maximum penalty (General Purpose
Standing Committee No.1, 2004: 109-110).
Since the late 1990s, the courts have been opposing larger fines (see Table 8 below), which,
to some extent, has been enabled by the increase in statutory maxima which took effect in
2001. Despite this, the data reproduced in Table 8 is consistent with the findings of the
Judicial Commission. In addition to this, the General Purpose Standing Committee, No.1
(2004: 110) reported that by 2004 no one had been imprisoned for a breach of either the 1983
or 2000 Act. The problem has been compounded by the appeal courts’ reluctance to radically
increase sentences on appeal (see the examples cited in the General Purpose Standing
Committee, No.1, 2004: 111) and, to some extent, is reflected in WorkCover’s lack of
urgency in offering victims and their families the opportunity to make victim impact
statements (General Purpose Standing Committee, No.1, 2004: 113-114).69 Moreover,
systematic under-sentencing continues despite the fact that offences can be tried before the
Industrial Relations Commission in Court Session.70
Table 8: Trends in Sentencing 1996-2005 (NSW)
Total amount of
criminal fines
(combined) (Aus$)

Average amount of
criminal fines
(combined) (Aus$)

Average amount of
criminal fines
(combined)
(inflation adjusted)
(Aus$)

Average amount of
criminal fines
(combined)
(inflation adjusted)
(pounds sterling)
(£)
1996/97 2,180,000
5,396
6,691
3,246
1997/98 3,200,000
5,000
6,150
2,545
1998/99 2,970,000
4,655
5,633
2,154
1999/00 5,200,000
10,484
12,161
4,798
2000/01 5,400,000
13,366
14,837
5,494
2001/02 9,500,000
20,879
22,549
8,184
2002/03 13,000,000
29,345
30,813
11,355
2003/04 13,300,000
33,333
34,333
14,083
2004/05 11,500,000
29,948
29,948
12,142
Average 7,361,111
16,934
18,124
7,111
Sources: WorkCover, NSW, 1998 and 1999; Workplace Relations Ministers' Council, 2002: 88; 2004:
53; 2006: 18.

Concern over excessive leniency in sentencing has been widespread (see the summary of
submissions to the General Purpose Standing Committee, No.1, 2004: 111; McCallum, et al,
2004) and, in 2003, led to the Minister for Commerce appointing a panel of legal practitioners
69

Under Part 2 of the Crimes (Sentencing Procedure) 1999 the Industrial Relations Court can receive victim
impact statements. The Crimes (Sentencing Procedure) Amendment (Victim Impact Statement) Act 2004 extends
the victim impact statement scheme to all courts (General Purpose Standing Committee, No.1, 2004: 113; see
WorkCover, NSW, 2004a: 26-28 for a useful overview of victim impact statements).
70
Section 105 provides for offences under the 2000 Act and its associated regulations to be dealt with summarily
before a local court constituted by a magistrate, or before the Industrial Relations Commission in Court Session.
The only exception to this is for offences contrary to section 32A of the 2000 Act where proceedings can only be
commenced in the Industrial Relations Commission in Court Session.
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to advise him on the OHS legal framework. The panel concluded that, on the basis of the
available evidence, penalties imposed under health and safety legislation were failing to
produce a general deterrent effect (McCallum, et al, 2004: 9). Significantly, they found that
actual penalties imposed had not increased in line with the statutory increases in maximum
penalties (actual penalties as a proportion of maximum penalties had tended to decrease over
the relevant period). Following the publication of the report, legislation was introduced
providing for an increase in existing penalties for workplace deaths (Aus$165,000 or five
years imprisonment for individual offenders, and Aus$1 650 000 for offending corporations).
In addition to this, additional sentencing guidelines have now been introduced (which require
the courts to be supplied with a list of aggravating factors against which the penalty is set)
with a view to ensuring that court sanctions keep pace with statutory maxima.71
5.

USE OF GOVERNMENT PURCHASING POWER

Meeting certain occupational health and safety criteria is a condition for tendering on
government contracts (Seljack, 1999). WorkCover continues to work with government
departments to develop this process – its recent advice to the Department of Commerce to
help it strengthen occupational health and safety management systems in tenders for
Government cleaning contracts is a case in point (WorkCover, 2004c).
6.

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

The administration of worker’s compensation in NSW is guided by the Workers
Compensation Act 1987, the Workplace Injury Management and Workers Compensation Act
1998 and the regulations made under these Acts. Workers’ compensation itself is funded from
premiums paid by employers, which are determined by the claims history of employers in the
industry and experience rated to take account of individual employer’s claims history
(General Purpose Standing Committee, No.1, 2004). Historically, a mandatory management
systems audit has been a pre-condition for self-insurance (Seljack, 1999). Moreover,
compensation rebates have also been made to fund the replacement of out-dated equipment
with lower risk alternatives. Under the ShearSafe programme,72 for example, rebates have
been given to help woolgrowers and shearers replace dangerous pin drives in shearing
devices. This is in addition to WorkCover matching investment (on a dollar-for-dollar basis
up to Aus$20,000) of shed owners (identified by competitive selection) to develop safer
working environments. The funds are used to introduce guarding grinders, replace electrical
wiring, and provide better ventilation, lighting and floors.
7.

CO-OPERATION, PARTNERSHIP AND VOLUNTARY PROGRAMS

7.1

Safer Towns and Cities

The Safer Towns and Cities programme is a State Government initiative undertaken in
partnership with the Central West district, which brings together government agencies,
unions, community and business groups, to increase awareness and understanding of
71

It is envisaged that the courts would be given a list of aggravating factors against which an appropriate penalty
has to be set.
72
The scale of the process has been quite significant. By 30 June 2004, $280,260 in rebates had been provided to
replace 4,671 pin drives with worm drives since 1 July 2002. ShearSafe – which has included efforts to improve
the provision of information and run health and safety seminars - is another example (albeit one on small scale) of
an integrated initiative. The programme is a response to the significant number of workers compensation claims
among shearers whose annual claims are almost six times more than any other industry (150 claims per 1,000
workers, compared with 26 per 1,000 in all other industries) (WorkCover, 2004c).
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workplace and community safety. Under the initiative a NSW Government free
demonstration programme has been held staging a broad range of free activities (including
workshops, demonstrations and displays highlighting safety issues and good safety practices).
More generally, the programme aims to encourage community participation and partnerships
aimed at improving rural and regional safety.
8.

COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE: TRAINING AND EDUCATION

8.1

Introduction

WorkCover uses a variety of strategies to promote compliance in addition to conventional
inspection and enforcement. Considerable attention is given to the provision of information
and advice. This is provided through a range of media, including, direct advice to employers
by inspectors, trade shows, seminars and workshops and via WorkCover’s web-site, printed
publications, WorkCover news, corporate advertising, direct mail campaigns, media releases
and articles in the general and industry press (General Purpose Standing Committee, No.1,
2004: 72-73). Despite WorkCover’s role in the provision of training and education,
information and education relating to occupational health and safety is mainly delivered at the
workplace by employers and supervisors verbally (through on-the-job instruction) (Alcorso,
2002). The major exceptions to this are occupations with structured education requirements
and industries with developed occupational health and safety systems and union presence
(Alcorso, 2002). This informal, employer-dependent practice tends to result in uneven access
to information by workers (contingent on employers’ attitudes, supervisor knowledge,
worker-management relations and insurance history).
8.2

Training in the Workplace

The WorkCover Assist programme has historically provided registered employers and their
worker organisations with financial support to enable them to help their members understand
their responsibilities under OHS regulation. Information is conveyed through workshops,
training presentation and guides, web based information and video packages (General
Purpose Standing Committee, No.1, 2004). The programme is extensive. During 2002 and
2003, over Aus$10 million was provided through the programme to over fifty organisations.
This reached more than 4,250 different workplaces through industry specific strategies,
including workshops, training presentations and guides, web based information and video
packages (General Purpose Standing Committee, No.1, 2004).
8.3

Education in Schools

The NSW Government has indicated plans to integrate information on safety and risk
management into education curriculum, together with specific training for students and
trainees in vocational education (General Purpose Standing Committee, No.1, 2004).
9.

COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE: MATERIALS AND OUTREACH

9.1

Small Business Assistance Strategy

This comprises free information seminars held across NSW to assist small businesses to
assess risks and hazards (General Purpose Standing Committee, No.1, 2004).
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9.2

WorkCover Assistance Service

The WorkCover Assistance Service provides a telephone help line on which employers and
employees can get practical information and vice on workplace safety.
9.3

Industry Reference Groups

Industry Reference Groups perform an important role in promoting existing industry-specific
solutions, developing industry-specific resources and practical solutions, promoting the
integration of solutions into industry practice and disseminating information to specific
industry sectors.
9.4

General Advertising

WorkCover conducts advertising campaigns on television and radio, and through direct mail
and the print media to raise community awareness about workplace safety.
9.5

Web Tools: Small Business Website

WorkCover launched a new website for small business –"Safe Business is Good Business" in
2005.73 The site is designed to assist small and medium sized businesses understand and meet
their workplace safety and workers compensation responsibilities through the provision of
basic factual material.
The web-site hosts a number of online tools to give small and medium sized businesses an
indication of how well they are handling their workplace health, safety and injury
management and provide further guidance for improvement. The tools vary in form and
scope. The Small Business Safety Checklist is designed to help small employers evaluate
how well they are managing safety (with comparison with other businesses) as well identify
workplace risks. The tool also provides guidance on how best to improve occupational health
and safety management. The checklist complements the Small Business Safety Starter Kit
which provides advice to employers on how to incorporate safety management into business
operations. Other tools – like the small business bandsaw checklist – are designed to alert
users to unsafe practices relating to particular hazards.
9.6

Web Tools: Safety Zone

WorkCover also provides Safety Zone on its web-site - an interactive online multimedia
tutorial program for young people entering workforce for the first time. (Located under
Occupational Health & Safety/Safety Zone).
9.7

SafeAwards

Since 2004, WorkCover NSW has run an annual State awards scheme, Safe Work Awards,
which formally aims to: raise awareness of occupational health and safety; promote high
standards of health and safety in NSW workplaces; encourage innovation in OHS; provide a
forum for sharing ideas and solutions to workplace health and safety issues; and publicly
recognise and reward good workplace health and safety innovation and achievement. The
awards are divided into a number of different categories, including: best workplace health and
safety management system; best solution to an identified workplace health and safety issue;
73

www.workcover.nsw.gov.au/safebusiness
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best workplace health and safety practices in a small business; public sector leadership award
for injury prevention and management; and best individual contribution to workplace health
and safety. Significantly, WorkCover reserves the right to decline entry where the entrant or a
related person or organisation is under investigation for possible breaches of occupational
health and safety or workers compensation law (whether or not a prosecution is pending), or
where the acceptance of the entry may be detrimental to the objectives of the Awards scheme.
9.8

TargetSafe

WorkCover operates a number of programmes targeting high risk. TargetSafe aims to
promote health and safety among employers in high risk industries and those with vulnerable
workers. The programme involves research to establish whether there is a link between
Workers Compensation Scheme performance and the presence, absence and/or quality of
employer’s systems for managing occupational health and safety, workplace injuries and
return-to-work, and to evaluate the value of targeting employers that need assistance
(WorkCover, NSW, 2004c: 15).
9.9

National Falls Prevention Campaign

As part of the National Falls Prevention Campaign targeting residential construction,
WorkCover developed systems of work, and provided training and education for vulnerable
workers (such as the young or inexperienced) (WorkCover, 2004c: 15).
10.

EMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENT

10.1

Introduction

Employee involvement in OHS is built into the law. Sections 13-19 of the 2000 Act states
employers are required to consult with employees over health and safety either through OHS
committees, representatives or through any other arrangements agreed between employer and
employees.74 The subject matter of consultation extends to providing workers with an
opportunity to contribute to health and safety related issues and ensuring that their views are
taken into account in the process of developing new occupational health and safety related
policies or procedures. To ensure that employee involvement is effective, the OSH Act 2000
gives employee representatives a range of rights and powers to allow them to promote health
and safety in the workplace. Sections 14(a)-(c), for example, require employers to share
relevant information concerning OHS, to give employees an opportunity to contribute to the
resolution of OHS related issues and to value and take those views into account.75 In addition
to this, section 77 of the 2000 Act gives authorised representatives of industrial organisations
of employees a right of entry for the purposes of investigating suspected breaches of
occupational health and safety legislation.76

74

Sections 15(a)-(g) specify the wide range of circumstances in which consultation is required.
More specifically, the 2000 Act requires employers to consult: when risks are assessed or risk assessments are
reviewed; when decisions are made about risk control measures; when procedures for monitoring risks are
introduced or altered; when decisions are made about the adequacy of facilities for welfare of employees; when
changes are proposed that may affect health, safety and welfare; and when decisions are made about consultation
procedures.
76
The right is restricted to work premises where the representative has reason to believe that members (or eligible
members) of the organisation work.
75
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There is some evidence to suggest that these powers and rights are not fully exercised in
practice. Authorised representatives, for example, have been reported to experience
difficulties in obtaining access to documents (under section 81 of the 2000 Act) that directly
affect the health and safety of employees (WorkCover, 2005c). Furthermore, despite the fact
that the 2000 Act and its associated legislation offered workers greater scope to participate in
managing health and safety at the workplace, there is relatively persuasive evidence that
immigrant workers with limited English (which covers 10 per cent of the NSW workforce)
are poorly positioned to take up these new rights even though they are at high risk of work
injury and disease. This is the basic finding of a study published in 200277 (Alcorso, 2002)
examining how NSW immigrant workers with limited English received information about
occupational health and safety at work. The study found that despite the existence of a solid
framework of information provision for immigrant workers within government agencies and
community organisations, little use was made of appropriate communication strategies in
NSW workplaces (where communication on information and education relating to
occupational health and safety is mainly delivered at the workplace by employers and
supervisors through on-the-job instruction - Alcorso, 2002). More importantly, the study
found few employers applied, or even accepted the need for information and education
strategies tailored to the specific needs of immigrant workers. There was almost no evidence
of organised language assistance to immigrant workers. Instead, in workplaces employing a
high number of immigrants, employers typically relied on informal ‘language buddying’ to
communicate, resulting in one-way (manager to worker) communication of varying quality.
The study noted that this style of communication was not sufficient to cope with the language
demands of proficient occupational health and safety management, such as OHS training,
OHS committee work and regular inspection and auditing (Alcorso, 2002).
Significantly, the study also found that this poor level of communication compounded already
inadequate provision of information on occupational health and safety in workplaces with a
high number of immigrant workers. Many employers did not comply with their legal
responsibility to inform and consult with workers about occupational health and safety (over
half of the eighty two workers interviewed had not received OHS information in the
workplace). Moreover, where information was provided, it focused on accident avoidance
rather than enlisting employees in a comprehensive OHS management system. The study
recommended that WorkCover improve the occupational health and safety literacy of workers
from non-English speaking backgrounds by drawing on existing multicultural expertise. This,
it concluded might significantly improve the safety, health and welfare of all immigrant
workers given an appropriate level of enforcement of employers’ responsibilities under the
Act (Alcorso, 2002).
10.2

Health and Safety Representatives and Authorised Representatives

Employers are required to appoint a health and safety representative where at least one
employee requests it (or, alternatively, at the direction of the WorkCover). The role of
representatives (as well as committees – see below) includes reviewing the health and safety
measures in place at the workplace, investigating risks, resolving safety matters (or referring
them to the employer), requesting an external investigation by an inspector, observing
workplace inspections, supporting employees in health and safety related discussion with the
employer, developing and monitoring recording procedures for safety incidents and
recommending training structures for employees and other committee members or
representatives.
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Funded under the WorkCover New South Wales Injury Prevention, Education and Research Grants Scheme.
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Under the OHS Act an authorised representative may enter certain workplaces to investigate a
breach of OHS legislation. It is an offence to obstruct, hinder or intimidate an authorised
representative in the exercise of their functions under the Act. The Act also allows an
inspector to assist an authorised representative where the representative believes they may be
obstructed in the exercise of their functions. The current draft of the 2006 Bill proposes that
the Industrial Relations Commission resolve disputes about right of entry powers. The Bill
also proposes to extend the powers available to authorised representatives to allow them to
enter a place of work to discuss matters relating to occupational health and safety during a
work break.
10.3

OHS Committees

Employers employing twenty workers or more are required to establish a committee to
provide a forum for consultation (if a majority requests it).
10.4

Safety Recommendation Notices

The current draft of the 2006 Bill also proposes the introduction of safety recommendation
notices - similar in form to Victoria’s (and South Australia’s) provisional improvement
notices. The proposal aims to grant formally trained and accredited OHS committee chairs or
OHS representatives with the power to issue the notices subject to a right of appeal or review.
As the draft legislation currently stands, where a review is requested, the notice will cease to
have effect until an inspector has completed the review (WorkCover, NSW, undated, h). The
Bill creates a range of offences to discourage “excessive” or “unreasonable” use of the power
(WorkCover, undated, h).
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Chapter 11: Victoria
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Institutional Framework

WorkSafe Victoria (WorkSafe), part of the Victorian WorkCover Authority (the Authority),78
has primary responsibility for preventing work-related injury and ill health and enforcing
Victoria’s occupational health and safety laws and associated regulations. Although, OHS law
in Victoria is constituted by a number of specific laws - including the Dangerous Goods Act
1985, the Equipment (Public Safety) Act 1994, the Road Transport (Dangerous Goods) Act
1995 and its Commonwealth equivalent (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b) - the principal OHS act
is the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004. This formally aims to bring together all
workplace parties to eliminate risks to health and safety79 and provides WorkCover with a
wide range of responsibilities. These are contained in section 7(1) of the 2004 Act and, among
other things, grant the Authority the power to: advise government on the operation and
administration of the Act;80 monitor and enforce compliance;81 administer registration or
licensing schemes;82 disseminate information about the OHS duties, obligations and rights
and formulate standards, specifications or other forms of guidance; 83 promote education and
training (by devising and approving courses, by facilitating access to them and by initiating or
promoting events such as conferences and forums, and the publication of information);84
foster co-operative and consultative relationships between employers and their employees;85
promote and co ordinate the sharing of information;86 promote public awareness and
discussion of occupational health, safety and welfare issues and an understanding and
acceptance of the basic principles of health and safety protection;87 develop and implement
programmes to provide incentives for employers; 88 implement measures to eliminate or
reduce risks to health or safety;89 monitor health and safety strategies;90 and promote research
to identify efficient and effective strategies for improving occupational health, safety and
welfare.91

78

WorkCover, established by section 18 of the Accident Compensation Act 1985, is a statutory authority that
reports to government responsible for administering Victoria’s workplace injury insurance scheme as well as
prevention and enforcement. Although, its primary source of funding is employers’ premiums, it has traditionally
drawn on a number of revenue streams to fund its operations; including public funds and licensing revenue
(Maxwell, 2004: 55). WorkCover’s inspectorate is organised along the following industry lines: Public Sector and
Community Services Industry Program (which covers local and state government, health, education, emergency
services and welfare/community organisations); Construction and Utilities Industry Program (which covers all
construction/building related workplaces, mining and utilities); Manufacturing and Logistics (which covers
workplaces in manufacturing, retail and wholesale trade, transport, finance and business services, recreational
and personal services and property services; and Agriculture (farming, services to farming, fishing and logging)
(Personal communication, 2nd November, 2006).
79
Section 2 of the OHS Act 2004.
80
Section 7(1)(b) of the OHS Act 2004.
81
Section 7(1)(b) of the OHS Act 2004.
82
Section 7(1)(b) of the OHS Act 2004.
83
Section 7(1)(b) of the OHS Act 2004.
84
Section 7(1)(b) of the OHS Act 2004.
85
Section 7(1)(b) of the OHS Act 2004.
86
Section 7(1)(b) of the OHS Act 2004.
87
Section 7(1)(b) of the OHS Act 2004.
88
Section 7(1)(b) of the OHS Act 2004.
89
Section 7(1)(b) of the OHS Act 2004.
90
Section 7(1)(b) of the OHS Act 2004.
91
Section 7(1)(b) of the OHS Act 2004.
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The 2004 Act imposes duties on a number of OHS stakeholders - employers (including
contractors and labour hire companies),92 workers,93 officers,94 people who manage or control
a workplace,95 designers of plant, buildings and structures,96 manufacturers of plant or
substances,97 suppliers of plant or substances98 and people who install, erect or commission
plant.99 Significantly, sections 21(3) and 23 of the Act also extend employers’ duties under
the act to independent contractors and their employees 100 and anyone else who may be
exposed to risks arising “from the conduct of the undertaking of the employer”.101 This,
arguably, sets up a duty of care on employers that extends to all parties in the chain of
production and supply; reviving responsibilities temporarily discarded through downsizing,
outsourcing and subcontracting.
The twelve sets of regulations currently in operation will be replaced by a new consolidated,
single regulation in 2007. This is anticipated to complement the new compliance codes and
WorkCover’s guidance material to form a “compliance framework” aimed at: specifying
mandatory risk controls or prohibitions; letting employers know what they must do to
comply; and building the knowledge and capacity of duty holders to fulfil their legal
obligations (Victoria WorkCover Authority, undated: 9). WorkSafe uses a range of tools to
foster improvements in workplace safety, including guidance material, information and
education as well as workplace visits and inspections. The precise mix of strategies is based
on the characteristics of each industry, the industry’s view of OHS and its ability to address
occupational risks (Victorian WorkCover Authority, undated: 12). Among other things,
section 4 of the OHS Act 2004 requires WorkSafe to have regard to: the importance of
placing the emphasis of eliminating and reducing OHS risks on those work place parties who
control or manage the workplace; encouraging employers and self-employed persons to be
proactive in promoting OHS; the value of encouraging employers and employees to exchange
OHS related information; and the importance of encouraging employee representation in
respect of OHS issues.
According to Johnstone, the standards and duties provided under Victorian OHS legislation
have, historically, been capable of broad interpretation; requiring duty holders to implement
effective OHS management where OHS management is integrated into general managerial
and work processes through a systems approach in which worker participation is “valued” and
senior management demonstrate a clear commitment to OHS (Johnstone, 2004c: 39). The
same applies to the present overlapping network of duties under the 2004 Act. We have,
however, been unable to explore whether this is something that is systematically explored and
promoted in the inspection process. Notwithstanding this, Victoria has developed SafetyMAP
(Safety Management Achievement Program), a voluntary occupational health and safety
management system and audit tool (which is supported by information and publications made
available by WorkCover) to assist organisations to develop, implement and maintain
management systems that integrated occupational health and safety into all their operations.
The programme offers a set of benchmarks and performance indicators that can be used to
evaluate progress towards OHS best practice and is represented as being consistent with the
92

Sections 5 and 21 of the OHS Act 2004.
Sections 23-25 of the OHS Act 2004.
94
Sections 144-145 of the OHS Act 2004.
95
Section 26 of the OHS Act 2004.
96
Sections 27-28 of the OHS Act 2004.
97
Section 29 of the OHS Act 2004.
98
Section 30 of the OHS Act 2004.
99
Section 31 of the OHS Act 2004.
100
Section 23(1)(a) of the OHS Act 2004.
101
Section 23(1) of the OHS Act 2004.
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thrust of performance based legislation and quality management trends. More specifically, the
programme involves three stages: an initial assessment of OHS management, an in-house
audit of the organisation’s OHS management system and an audit by WorkCover in which the
organisation is required to satisfy specific SafetyMAP criteria. Once this is achieved the
organisation is formally considered a leader in health and safety (Bottomley, 1994).
Another distinctive feature of Victoria’s institutional framework is that it attempts to order the
measures that duty holders should take to ensure health and safety in the workplace. This is
the effect of section 20, which specifies that duties imposed under the Act require duty
holders, in the first instance, to consider eliminating risks102 and only then, if this is not
reasonably practicable, to reduce the risks (in so far as it is reasonably practicable to do so).103
This clarification of the meaning of ensuring health and safety is similar, but not identical, to
section 9 of Alberta’s Occupational Health and Safety Act, which, arguably, places the use of
personal protective equipment lower down the hierarchy of measures used to protect workers
in the workplace.
1.2

Trends in Injury and Ill Health

See the relevant section in the Australian overview.
1.3

Trends in Regulation

In 2002, the Victorian Government, in a combined drive with unions and business
organisations, committed itself to a national 10-year workplace safety strategy. The strategy –
which aims to provide a framework for all states and territories to bring about a 20 per cent
reduction in work-related fatalities and a 40 per cent reduction in work-related injuries - is
organised around a highly distinctive initiative aimed at altering the meaning of occupational
health and the value of OHS regulation in the public imagination. More specifically, the
initiative - a “focused brand strategy” - aims to establish “an emotional connection with the
community to the value of workplace safety and the importance of [WorkCover’s] role”
which will at one and the same time provide a framework to develop consistent campaigns
around the duty to consult and the role of inspection with a view to shifting behaviour and
workplace culture (Victorian WorkCover Authority, undated: 8). Raising the profile of OHS
and generally increasing expectations within the community concerning the need for healthy
working conditions bears some similarities with the media campaign of Alberta AHRE.
However, Victorian WorkCover’s attempt to tap into the emotional networks that frame the
public imagination is far more characteristic of conventional crime control policy and seems
unique in seeking to create a moral basis for sustained public pressure over occupational
health and safety. The effect of the strategy, as such, should be assessed in terms of the way in
which it taps into and exploits the maps meaning that frame public discourse and policy
relating to other areas of public safety, particularly conventional crime control.
Another distinctive component of WorkSafe’s current work is its focus on work-related stress
– which is partly a consequence of the fact that work-related stress is claimable under Victoria
social insurance. Interestingly, and quite unlike the other jurisdictions we reviewed,
WorkCover’s latest business plan specifically provides a target for a reduction in stress
claims. The importance of responding meaningfully to work-related stress was a major theme
of a thorough review of occupational health and safety in Victoria by Chris Maxwell
(Maxwell, 2004). Maxwell’s eventual proposals on work-related stress reflected wider
102
103

Section 20(1)(a) of the OHS Act 2004.
Section 20(1)(b) of the OHS Act 2004.
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concerns about the pressures that changing labour markets, work organisation and methods
were placing on worker health and safety and occupational health and safety regulation.
Among other things, he recommended establishing the right to healthy physical and
psychosocial work environment, imposing a general duty on workplace designers as well as
owners, managers and controllers of buildings used as workplaces and using the concept of
work in relation to general duties and participation to established consistent rights and
obligations regardless of employment status (see above).104
WorkSafe describes its current regulatory strategy as “constructive compliance” – a term used
to refer to the combination of encouragement, support and deterrence that underpins its work
(WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b). The basic philosophy behind this approach is the idea that
workplace health and safety is best promoted through the active involvement of employers
and employees in hazard identification, management and elimination (WorkSafe, Victoria,
2005b: 4) and, to this effect, WorkSafe:
a) provides advice and information concerning the rights, duties and responsibilities of
workplace parties;
b) fosters co-operative, consultative relationships between workplace parties;
c) supports stakeholders in the provision and promotion of education and training;
d) and provides financial incentives to workplace parties and their representatives for
improved OHS performance (see WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b: 4).
WorkSafe at once underwrites and complements its efforts to encourage co-operative
compliance with an explicit strategy of “deterring poor workplace performance and
addressing compliance” through a mix of regular inspections, the imposition of alternative
penalties, prosecution and a policy of encouraging the courts to use the full range of sentences
at their disposal (WorkSafe, 2005b: 6). More interestingly perhaps, WorkSafe’s enforcement
policy explicitly acknowledges the importance of publishing enforcement data and
information to “leverage the outcome of inspection and enforcement”. This policy has a
number of strands and, in addition to publishing enforcement data in relation to the nature and
outcome of prosecutions, includes informing duty holders in the same sector of the economy
of the nature and outcome of prosecutions along with the provision of advice about how best
to prevent similar breaches.
Despite Victoria’s formal commitment to meeting the challenges of new forms of work, work
organisation and employment patterns the number of inspectors (and investigators) as a
proportion of enterprises in Victoria has remained relatively constant

104

This is more consistent with the definition of a worker under Queensland’s Workplace Health and Safety Act
1995 which extends to people who work (other than under a contract for services) for or at the direction of an
employer. Both definitions contrast with the meaning of an employee under New South Wales’s Occupational
Health and Safety Act 2000 which only extends to individuals who work under a contract of employment of an
apprenticeship.
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2.

INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

2.1

The Inspection and Investigation Process

Prior to the implementation of its current Compliance and Enforcement Policy (2001)
WorkSafe inspectors acted as consultants to workplace parties. This approach has now been
discontinued (General Purpose Standing Committee, No.1, 2004). WorkSafe regards the main
purpose of inspection, which all duty holders are formally subject to, as a method of deterring
non-compliance105 – and, in this respect, Victorian inspection is quite distinctive (WorkSafe,
Victoria, 2005b).106
WorkSafe’s compliance and enforcement policy (WorkSafe, 2005b) defines inspection as a
key lever for deterring poor workplace performance along with: the enforcement of remedial
measures in which duty holders are required to abate violations; the imposition of alternative
penalties (such as infringement notices, enforceable undertakings, letters of caution) for
relatively minor breaches, prosecution of more serious breaches, and publishing and utilising
enforcement data and information to leverage the outcome of inspection and enforcement
activity (see below).
Inspectors have extensive powers of investigation, including:
(a) the power to enter a workplace at any time during working hours;107
(b) general powers of inspection and seizure; 108
(c) the power to compel the production of documents and answering of questions;109
(d) the power to take samples of substances for analysis; 110
(e) the power to apply to a magistrate, in certain circumstances, for a search warrant;111
and
(f) the power to give directions to a person at a workplace where the inspector
reasonably believes that it is necessary to do so because of an immediate risk to the
health and safety of any person.112
WorkSafe’s Compliance and Enforcement Policy recognises a number of types of
inspections.
(a) Accident inspections. Under section 38 of the OHS 2004 an employer or selfemployed person has a duty to notify the Authority that a notifiable incident has
occurred. The enforcement policy requires an inspector to attend a workplace where a
workplace death occurs, however, where another form of notifiable incident occurs
(that is to say a serious injury or an exposure of a person to an immediate risk 113) an
inspector may attend the workplace, depending on the nature and circumstances of
the incident.

105

Despite this, WorkSafe’s enforcement policy stresses that inspectors apply an “integrated strategy” to
compliance that combines the use of one or more enforcement measures with the provision of advice and guidance
material (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b).
106
Its enforcement policy notes the promotion of good OHS values and practices and, where relevant,
organisational rehabilitation as “related aims” (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b).
107
Section 98 of the OHS Act 2004.
108
Section 99 of the OHS Act 2004.
109
Section 100 of the OHS Act 2004.
110
Section 101 of the OHS Act 2004.
111
Section 104 of the OHS Act 2004.
112
Section 120 of the OHS Act 2004.
113
See section 37 of the OHS Act 2004.
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(b) Programmed (planned or proactive) inspections. The majority of inspections occur as
part of WorkSafe’s on-going programmes of inspection, particularly programmes that
target focus areas for prevention (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b). Proactive inspections
may be planned according to a strategic programme, a specific poor performing
employer or industry, a specific high hazard industry, a type of injury or location
(Personal communication, 2nd November 2006).114
(c) Inspector-initiated inspections (referral inspections). In addition to conducting
planned inspections under WorkSafe’s programmes of inspection, from time-to-time
WorkSafe inspectors initiate inspections in response to observations made or
information received by the inspector (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b)
(d) Complaint inspections. The 2004 Act requires WorkSafe inspectors to attend a
workplace in response to:
i. a request from a person issued with a Provisional Improvement Notice (PIN),
or their employer, that a WorkSafe inspector enquire into the PIN and either
affirm (with or without modification) or cancel the PIN;115
ii. a request from a party to an unresolved OHS issue or Direction to Cease
Work that a WorkSafe inspector enquire into the issue and perform any
function and/or exercise any power under the Act that the inspector considers
to be reasonably necessary in all the circumstances, including the issuing of a
prohibition notice;116
iii. a request from a party to an unresolved issue between an Authorised
Representative of a Registered Employee Organisation who enters a
workplace to enquire into a suspected contravention of the Act and the
employer at the premises that a WorkSafe inspector attend to resolve the
issue;117
iv. a request from a party to unresolved negotiations relating to a Designated
Work Group that a WorkSafe inspector attend to resolve the matter.
The above statutory complaint inspections are in addition to reactive inspections
which may be in response to general calls or requests from workplace parties for an
inspector to visit. A member of the public or employee (or employee representative)
can also request that WorkSafe send an inspector to the workplace to enquire into
alleged non-compliance with Victoria’s OHS laws. Where such a request is received,
WorkSafe is empowered (but not obliged) to send an inspector.
(e) Follow up inspections.
WorkSafe also conducts comprehensive investigations to determine whether a violation has
occurred that may merit prosecution (or some other punitive action).118 WorkSafe receives
referrals for consideration of whether to conduct a comprehensive investigation from a range
of sources, including: inspectors; the fire service, the Environment Protection Authority, the
police, coroners and members of the public (including unions, employees, and health and
safety representatives). WorkSafe prioritises “comprehensive investigations” in relation to the
following areas (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b):

114

In addition, WorkCover conducts what are described as regulatory inspections which are required under
regulations relating to particular hazards (noise), hazardous substances (asbestos and lead for example), and
industries (specifically, mines).
115
Section 63 of the OHS Act 2004.
116
Section 75 of the OHS Act 2004.
117
Section 89 of the OHS Act 2004.
118
Although comprehensive investigations may also allow for the collation for information which may help assist
in preventing future OHS breaches by, for example, improving systems of hazard identification, risk assessment
and control (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b).
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a)
b)
c)
d)

e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)

occupational fatalities;
notifiable incidents;119
focus areas of prevention which are outlined in WorkSafe’s business plans;120
failure to comply with a notice or direction issued by a WorkSafe inspector or health
and safety representative (particularly where the risk persists, is passed on without
adequate warning or improvement or is only remedied substantially after the date
specified in the notice or direction);
offences against inspectors (including obstruction of, assaulting or impersonating an
inspector);
offences against a health and safety representative or committee;
offences against or by an authorised representative;
discrimination;
coercion;
incident notification and site preservation;
dangerous goods offences..

The number of inspections has varied considerably over the last fifteen years. Although
recently the rate of inspection has been declining in Victoria (particularly in the case of
reactive inspections – on which point see above), over the last fifteen years the number and
(almost certainly) rate of inspection has increased considerably (see Table 2, annexed to this
chapter).
2.2

Targeting

WorkSafe’s enforcement policy formally requires it to target inspection and enforcement
(WorkSafe, 2005b: 8) towards high-hazard industries and employers and specific types of
violations that are related to particularly common forms of injury, disease and ill health. More
specifically, WorkSafe targets its resources towards incident and emergency response
notifications (including workplace fatalities) and focus areas of prevention (WorkSafe,
Victoria, 2005b). WorkSafe’s most recent business plan cites fourteen key industry sectors
that have high risk, high injury rates and high volumes of injury (in that they have a higher
than average claims rate, at least 600 injuries resulting in claims and a disproportionately high
number of more serious injuries).
Where WorkSafe targets a new focus area of prevention or hazard an initial three-phase
period of systems development and education will usually precede the increase in inspection
and enforcement activity. Depending on the level to which safe systems of work have already
been developed for the targeted focus area or hazard, the initial three-phased period will
involve WorkSafe working with duty holders to:

119

In addition to occupational fatalities these include: serious injury or an immediate risk to health or safety (see
section 37 of OHS Act 2004); conduct that recklessly endangers or may recklessly endanger people at work (see
section 32 of the OHS Act 2004); failure to control risk despite previous notices, directions, warnings, incidents,
advice or information (whether from the Authority or from other sources such as employees or health and safety
representatives); repeat offences or breaches by duty holders or prior findings of guilt and or convictions under
OHS laws or other relevant legislation; failure to identify or control hazards over a sustained period of time;
significant departure from widely-known/accepted safe systems of work resulting in an increase in risk or a failure
to control risks arising from know hazards.
120
These routinely relate to high hazard sectors or violations that are related to common injuries.
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a) raise awareness (via public fora, the media and publications) in which WorkSafe
consults with stakeholders to explore key issues and to build-up and consolidate
knowledge in relation to what system of work will constitute compliance for a
targeted hazard or focus area of prevention (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b);
b) build up knowledge, through the trialling of techniques and approaches to managing
and controlling risk, as to what systems of work will constitute compliance (e.g.
WorkSafe and duty holders jointly conduct and evaluate workplace-based trial
approaches to risk control) (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b);
c) consolidate knowledge and understanding as to what systems of work will constitute
compliance and be considered “reasonably practicable” risk management and control
for the targeted hazard or focus area of prevention (for example, increase duty
holders; understanding of systemic compliance requirements via public fora,
consultations, publications, web information, media and provide training to
WorkSafe inspectorate prior to increased inspection and enforcement activity
(WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b).
Following completion of the initial three-phased period, an increase in inspection and
enforcement activity will usually occur (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b).
In addition to this WorkSafe has developed programmes to address risks that persist across
industrial sectors relating to, for example, musculoskeletal disorders and plant safety (Victoria
WorkCover Authority, undated: 12) and utilises enforcement data and information resulting
from inspection activity (comprehensive investigations, the imposition of alternative penalties
and prosecutions) to inform future inspection activity (WorkSafe, 2005b).
2.3

Trends in Inspection

Over the last five years the number of inspectors has increased by 7 per cent (see Tables 1
and 2). Significantly, this has not been reflected in volume of field activity. During the same
period, workplace interventions have declined by 30 per cent over the same period. This
reflects a relatively significant decline in the inspection (or field activity) rate (the number of
inspections or workplace interventions expressed as a percentage of regulated firms) from 32
per cent to 21 per cent over the same period. This is not, however, necessarily symptomatic of
a long term decline in field activity. The volume of field activity in Victoria has varied
significantly over time. Although 40 per cent below its peak in the mid 1990s, it is twice as
great as it was in the late 1980s (see Tables 1, 2 and 3).
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Table 1: Trends in the Number of WorkCover Inspectors 1997/98-2004/05 (Victoria)

1997/98
1998/99
1999/00
2000/01
2001/02
2002/03
2003/04
2004/05
Mean / Overall
percentage change

Inspectors
(number)
236121
236122
236123
237124
243125
253126
253127
253128
246

Percentage
change

3
4
0
0
7

Employees per
inspection
(number)
Not available
8,878
9,189
9,479
Not available
Not available
Not available
Not available
-

Percentage
change

4
3

-

Sources: Workplace Relations Ministers' Council, 2002: 88; 2004: 53; 2006: 18. Personal
communication, 5th October 2006.
Data relating to the relative distribution of proactive and reactive workplace interventions
over time is too limited to allow us to make conclusive observations about changes in
regulatory policy or practice. Despite this, the data in Table 4 does indicate a significant
decline in the number of reactive workplace interventions (investigations, etc.).
Table 2: Trends in the Number of WorkCover Inspectors 1997/98-2004/05 (Victoria)

1997/98
1998/99
1999/00
2000/01
2001/02
2002/03
2003/04
2004/05
Mean / Overall
percentage change

Inspectors as a
proportion of
enterprises
covered
Not available
751
788
785
761
741
755
773
764

5
0
-3
-3
2
2
5

Inspectors as a
proportion of
workplaces
covered
Not available
906
944
953
Not available
Not available
Not available
Not available

3

-

Percentage
change

Percentage
change

4
1

-

Sources: Workplace Relations Ministers' Council, 2002: 88; 2004: 53; 2006: 18. Personal
communication, 5th October 2006.
121

This includes 214 field-active staff, plus 22 field-active investigators in the Investigation Unit.
This includes 214 field-active staff, plus 22 field-active investigators in the Investigation Unit.
123
This includes 214 field-active staff, plus 22 field-active investigators in the Investigation Unit.
124
This includes 220 field active staff plus 17 investigators.
125
We have added an additional 17 investigators to the figure contained in the Workplace Relations Ministers'
Council 2004 Report which only includes field inspectors.
126
We have added an additional 17 investigators to the figure contained in the Workplace Relations Ministers'
Council 2004 Report which only includes field inspectors.
127
We have added an additional 17 investigators to the figure contained in the Workplace Relations Ministers'
Council 2004 Report which only includes field inspectors.
128
We have added an additional 17 investigators to the figure contained in the Workplace Relations Ministers'
Council 2004 Report which only includes field inspectors.
122
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Table 3: Trends in the Number of WorkCover Inspections (Workplace Interventions)
1987/88-2004/05 (Victoria)

1987-1988 (1988)
1988-1989 (1989)
1989-1990 (1990)
1990-1991 (1991)
1991-1992 (1992)
1992-1993 (1993)
1993-1994 (1994)
1994-1995 (1995)
1995-1996 (1996)
1996-1997 (1997)
1997-1998 (1998)
1998-1999 (1999)
1999-2000 (2000)
2000-2001 (2001)
2001-2002 (2002)
2002-2003 (2003)
2003-2004 (2004)
2004-2005 (2005)
Mean / Overall
percentage change

Number of inspections129
20,307
11,597
16,331
36,868
45,363
58,746
70,208
48,374
44,661
44,703
50,314
48,859
63,066
59,763
50,343
48,425
43,719
41,842

Percentage change

Inspection rate
(number of
inspections
expressed as a
percentage of
enterprises)

-43
41
126
23
30
20
-31
-8
0
13
-3
29
19
-16
-4
-10
-4

28
34
32
27
26
23
21

43,223

106

27

Table 4: Trends in Proactive and Reactive Inspections (Workplace Interventions)
2000/01-2004/05 (Victoria)

2000-2001 (2001)
2001-2002 (2002)
2002-2003 (2003)
2003-2004 (2004)
2004-2005 (2005)
Total percentage change

Proactive
Workplace
Intervention130
34,426
38,550
37,878
33,606
33,601

Percentage
change

12
-2
-11
0
-2

Reactive
Workplace
Intervention131
25,327
11,793
10,547
10,113
8,241

Percentage
change

-53
-11
-4
-19
-67

Sources: Workplace Relations Ministers' Council, 2002: 88; 2004: 53; 2006: 18.
Personal communication, 5th October 2006.
129

The figures for 2001-2005 relate to workplace interventions (all proactive and interactive interventions).
This relates to all workplace visits that have not resulted from a complaint or workplace incident. They include
all planned interventions, routine workplace visits, inspections / audits and industry forums and presentations
(where an inspector delivers educational advice or information) (Workplace Relations Ministers' Council, 2006:
15).
131
This relates to attendances at work sites following notifiable work injuries, dangerous occurrences or issuing of
notices where comprehensive investigation summaries (briefs or evidence) are completed.
130
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2.4

Enforcement Notices and Administrative Penalties

Where a breach has been detected or there is an immediate risk to health and safety an
inspector has a range of options available – including:
(a) a request for voluntarily compliance,132
(b) an improvement notice;133
(c) a prohibition notice;134
(d) an infringement notice;
(e) the power to give directions;135
(f) a review of a provisional improvement notice; 136 and
(g) a review of a direction to cease work.
In determining which option to take WorkSafe’s enforcement policy specifically instructs
inspectors to have regard to:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

the seriousness of the breach;
the extent of the risk;
the actual or potential consequence of the alleged breach;
the prevalence of the alleged offence;
the characteristics of the duty holder (including its compliance history and the extent
to which the duty holder has followed advice given by the WorkSafe inspectors);
(f) the deterrent effect (both general and specific) of the action; and
(g) the Authorities strategic enforcement priorities (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b).
An improvement notice will generally be issued where there is no immediate risk to health
and safety, but the breach cannot or has not been corrected immediately. The notice will set a
date for abatement and may include directions on what remedial measures must be taken
(WorkSafe, 2005b). Section 113 of the 2004 Act allows an inspector to include a direction or
condition that refers to a compliance code and offers a choice of ways to remedy the
violation. Because improvement notices do not require the breach activity to cease whilst the
breach is being remedied, the notice may also contain directions or conditions on how the
activity should be carried on in the interim. An improvement notice can also require that the
activity that is the subject of the breach be stopped altogether if the violation is not abated by
a specified date (WorkSafe, 2005b).
Where a number of hazards are identified that do not involve an immediate risk, WorkSafe’s
enforcement policy allows inspectors to reserve individual improvement notices for the
highest priority hazards whilst requiring the duty holder to develop a risk control plan in
respect to the systemic management of workplace hazards. A risk control plan is a staged plan

132

Voluntary compliance is recommended if the breach is addressed by the duty holder at the time of its detection
by the inspector (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b).
133
Section 111 of the OHS Act 2004.
134
Section 112 of the OHS Act 2004.
135
Section 120 of the OHS Act 2004 authorises inspectors to give directions where there is an immediate risk to
the health or safety of any person.
136
The subject of a provisional improvement notice (PIN) can request that the notice is reviewed by an inspector
under section 63 of the OHS Act 2004. Similarly, suspected non-compliance of a PIN can also form the basis of a
request for review (from the issuing health and safety representative). Similar provisions exist in other OHS
legislation: Provisional Directions may be issued by Authorised Delegates under s 17A of the Dangerous Goods
Act 1985.
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which is meant to ensure that hazards in the workplace are addressed in a planned manner in
order of priority.137
If the duty holder fails to comply with the improvement notice, a comprehensive investigation
may be commenced which may lead to prosecution. Alternatively, section 118 authorises the
Authority to apply to the Supreme Court for an order compelling a person to comply with an
improvement notice.138
Prohibition notices may be issued where there is an immediate risk to the health or safety of a
person from an activity that is occurring or may occur in the workplace. This requires the
particular hazardous or potentially hazardous activity to cease (or cease to occur in the
specified way) until the risk has been remedied. It can include directions on what measures
must be taken to remedy the risk. As with improvement notices, section 113 allows an
inspector to include in the notice a direction or condition that refers to a compliance code and
offers a choice of ways to remedy the risk. WorkSafe’s enforcement policy states that a
comprehensive investigation undertaken for the purpose of prosecution will usually follow
where a prohibition notice is not compiled with (WorkSafe, 2005b), although, as with
improvement notices, the Authority also has the power to apply to the Supreme Court for an
order compelling a person to comply with a prohibition notice.139
Revocation cancellation and suspension of licences, permits, certification, registrations and
notifications held by a duty holder can be ordered by WorkSafe even where a remedial
measure has been complied with by the duty holder.140
Infringement notices (also known as on-the-spot-fines) may be issued by WorkSafe as an
alternative to prosecution141 for non-indictable offences. The Act imposes a financial limit on
infringement notices of 10 units or one fifth of the maximum penalty that could be imposed
by a court for the offence.142 The subject of an infringement notice is entitled to reject the
notice and opt for prosecution (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b).
2.5

Trends in Enforcement (Penalties)

Johnstone (2002: 6; 2003a: 29) notes that only a small proportion of visits produce
improvement or prohibition notices; indicating that the Victorian OHS inspectorate has
continued the British tradition of enforcement through persuasion, advice and education.
Despite this, the number of all notices issued – improvement as well as prohibition notices has risen nearly eightfold since the late 1980s (see Table 5). This is partly because field
activity has risen over the same period (table 3), but it is primarily due to a distinctive shift in
137

When a satisfactory risk control plan has been developed by the duty holder its implementation may be
monitored by WorkSafe. If the duty holder fails to implement the risk control plan, further enforcement action may
be taken by WorkSafe against the duty holder (WorkSafe, 2005b).
138
Similar provisions exist in other OHS legislation: section 22 of the Equipment (Public Safety) Act 1994;
sections 17-17B of the Dangerous Goods Act 1985; sections 28-29 of the Road Transport Reform (Dangerous
Goods) Act 1996.
139
Section 118 of the OHS Act 2004. Similar provisions exist in other OHS legislation (section 23 of the Equipment
(Public Safety) Act 1994, sections 17-17B of the Dangerous Goods Act 1985 and sections 28-29 of the Road
Transport Reform (Dangerous Goods) Act 1996).
140
Section 40-42 of the OHS Act 2004.
141
Section 139 of the OHS Act 2004, section 45B of the Dangerous Goods Act 1985, section 38 of the
Commonwealth Road Transport Reform (Dangerous Goods) Act 1996 and section 27 of the Equipment (Public
Safety) Act 1994.
142
Section 139 of the OHS Act 2004. WorkSafe enforcement policy states that as at July 2005, this equates to
$1,048 (£436 as of 1st May 2006) – http://www.x-rates.com.
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the extent to which enforcement notices are issued. Assuming relatively constant rates of noncompliance and occupational health and safety risk, this may be due to better targeting, but it
may also be due to a change in inspection style.
More recently, the rate at which prohibition notices are imposed has declined quite
considerably. This may indicate a potentially very significant change in the style of inspection
or inspectors’ assumptions about workplace risk which more closely reflect the concerns and
interests of the regulated community. Alternatively, it may simply be a consequence of
inspectors coming across fewer incidents warranting the imposition of prohibition notices.
These trends warrant further examination.
Table 5: Trends in Notices by Type 1989/90-2004/05 (Victoria)

1987/88
1988/89
1989/90
1990/91
1991/92
1992/93
1993/94
1994/95
1995/96
1996/97
1997/98
1998/99
1999/00
2000/01
2001/02
2002/03
2003/04
2004/05
Mean
percentage
change

All notices
(number)
1,708
1,758
3,409
4,990
4,667
3,855
2,668
2,303
2,976
4,259
4,652
2,794
5,231
9,619
15,024
17,868
14,795
14,425

%
change
3
94
46
-6
-17
-31
-14
29
43
9
-40
87
84
56
19
-17
-3

Improvement
notices
(number)
1,358
1,421
2,375
3,343
3,012
2,851
1,798
1,481
2,001
3,219
3,410
1,735
2,763
6,867
11,922
14,964
12,492
12,117

6,500

745

4,952

5
67
41
-10
-5
-37
-18
35
61
6
-49
59
149
74
26
-17
-3

Prohibition
notices
(number)
350
337
1,034
1,647
1,655
1,004
870
822
975
1,040
1,242
1,059
2,468
2,752
3,102
2,904
2,303
2,308

792

1,548

%
change

%
change
-4
207
59
0
-39
-13
-6
19
7
19
-15
133
12
13
-6
-21
0
559

Source: Johnstone, 2002; Workplace Relations Ministers' Council, 2002: 88; 2004: 53; 2006:
18. Personal communication, 5th October 2006.
Over the last five years there has been a marginal shift away from the use of enforcement
notices, particularly prohibition notices (see Tables 6 and 7).
2.6

Appeals

An Internal Review Unit was established in 2005 as a mechanism for inspectors’ decisions to
be reviewed. The Unit operates independently from WorkSafe and reports to WorkCover’s
chief executive.143 A further tier of review exists to the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal for external review of the Authority’s decision (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b).144 In
addition to this, WorkSafe regularly audits inspector reports and notices/directions issued in
143
144

Sections 127-128 of the OHS Act 2004.
Section 129 of the OHS Act 2004.
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relation to workplace or other site interventions to assess whether appropriate enforcement
action is being taken by inspectors. This includes the auditing of matters that have not been
referred for comprehensive investigation (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b).
Table 6: Notices expressed as a proportion of inspections 1989/90-2004/05(Victoria)

1987/88
1988/89
1989/90
1990/91
1991/92
1992/93
1993/94
1994/95
1995/96
1996/97
1997/98
1998/99
1999/00
2000/01
2001/02
2002/03
2003/04
2004/05

Notices as a proportion of
workplace interventions /
inspection (expressed as a
percentage)

Improvement notices as a
proportion of workplace
interventions / inspection
(expressed as a percentage)

8
15
21
14
10
7
4
5
7
10
9
6
11
16
30
37
34
34

7
12
15
9
7
5
3
3
4
7
7
4
6
11
24
31
29
29

Prohibition notices as a
proportion of workplace
interventions /
inspection (expressed as
a percentage)
2
3
6
4
4
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
4
5
6
6
5
6

Source: Johnstone, 2002; Workplace Relations Ministers' Council, 2002: 88; 2004: 53; 2006:
18. Personal communication, 5th October 2006.
Table 7: Notices as a Proportion of Enterprises 1998/99-2004/05 (Victoria)

1998/99
1999/00
2000/01
2001/02
2002/03
2003/04
2004/05

Notices as a proportion of
enterprises (expressed as a
percentage)

Improvement notices as a
proportion of enterprises
(expressed as a percentage)

1.6
2.8
5.2
8.1
9.5
7.8
7.4

1
1.5
3.7
6.4
8
6.6
6.2

Prohibition notices as
a proportion of
enterprises (expressed
as a percentage)
0.6
1.3
1.5
1.7
1.6
1.2
1.1

Source: Johnstone, 2002; Workplace Relations Ministers' Council, 2002: 88; 2004: 53; 2006:
18. Personal communication, 5th October 2006.
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3.

PROSECUTION

3.1

Introduction

Most occupational health and safety prosecution-related activities145 are conducted by
WorkSafe,146 in accordance with the WorkCover’s General Prosecution Guidelines, which set
out the Authority’s criteria for, and approach to, prosecution (WorkSafe Victoria, 2005a).147
All duty-holders may be subject to prosecution which is formally employed as a deterrent to
non-compliance (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005a). Historically, prosecution has been formally
regarded as a last resort and reserved mainly for corporations rather than individuals or
company officers (Johnstone: 2002: 7-8; 2004c: 39). As with the other Australian
jurisdictions we examined, the majority of prosecutions are reactive; arising out of actual
serious injuries or fatalities, rather than unsafe systems of work.
Where a comprehensive investigation reveals sufficient evidence of a breach of Victoria’s
OHS laws, the Guidelines instruct WorkSafe officials to apply a range of public interest
criteria to determine whether a prosecution (as opposed to an enforceable undertaking, letter
of caution, or no further action) should proceed (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005b). These include:
a) the seriousness of the offence;

i. the extent of the risk;
ii. the actual or potential consequence of the alleged offence;
iii. the prevalence of the offence;
iv. the nature of mitigating or aggravating circumstances;
b) the degree of culpability of the alleged offender in connection with the offence
i. the degree to which the duty holder acted in accordance with any advice
given by the Authority;
ii. the relevant compliance history of the alleged offender (including the
alleged offender’s response to WorkSafe’s previous enforcement and
prevention activities);
iii. the attitude of the alleged offender (including any relevant proactive
measures taken to comply with Victoria’s OHS laws)
iv. relevant history and other relevant characteristics of the alleged offender
(e.g. age, intelligence, physical health, mental health, special infirmity,
etc.);
v. whether the alleged offender is willing to co-operate in the investigation
or prosecution of the matter, including the investigation and prosecution
of others, or the extent to which the alleged offender has done so.
c) the level of public concern
d) the impact of offence
i the attitude to prosecution proceedings which is held by the person who
was injured or exposed to an immediate risk or the family of a person who
died as a result of the offence;
ii. the impact of the alleged offence on such persons;
145

Prosecutions relate to breaches of Victoria’s OHS laws, including breaches of Occupational Health and Safety
Act 2004, Dangerous Goods Act 1985, Equipment (Public Safety) Act 1994, Road Transport (Dangerous Goods)
Act 1995 and its Commonwealth equivalent and their associated regulations.
146
For summary offences and triable-either-way offences tried in the magistrates’ courts, WorkSafe itself
prosecutes, whereas for offences tried in the County of Supreme Court it refers the case on to the Office of Public
Prosecutions (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005).
147
They do not have the force of statute and, as such, the validity of a prosecution is not undermined when the
Authority fails to act in accordance with them.
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iii. the impact of the alleged offence on any other relevant persons
e) the deterrent effect of a prosecution;
f) the general effect of prosecution
i. given the range of sentences available
ii. the availability and efficacy of any alternatives to prosecution;
iii. whether the consequences of any resulting conviction would be unduly
harsh and oppressive;
iv. any entitlement of the State, the victim or other person or body to
criminal compensation, reparation or forfeiture if prosecution action is
taken.
g) administrative considerations
i. the necessity to maintain public confidence in the administration of the
law;
ii. the likely length and expense of prosecution proceedings and/or a trial;
iii. whether the prosecution would be perceived as counter-productive, for
example, by bringing the law into disrepute; and
iv. the staleness of the alleged offence.
The Guidelines state that related aims of prosecution include the promotion of good OHS
values and practices and organisational rehabilitation (Victorian Workcover Authority, 2005a:
5) – although the long-standing prioritisation of prosecution for breaches resulting in fatalities
and serious accidents has embedded the event-focused nature of prosecution in Victoria
(Johnstone, 2004c: 39). As with Queensland, the results of prosecutions are published to
promote the general and specific deterrent effect of prosecution and to provide readily
accessible information that may educate the public and regulated community about various
forms of non-compliance and how the state responds to them. To this latter effect, duty
holders in the same and similar industries are not only informed of the nature and outcome of
prosecutions (and, where appropriate, the imposition of alternative penalties) but are also
provided with advice on how to prevent similar breaches.
3.2

Trends in Prosecution

Johnstone’s work on enforcement in Victoria (see Johnstone, 2000; 2003a, 2003c and 2004c)
in the 1980s and 1990s suggests, historically, that most prosecutions have been event focused
(with 87 per cent of health and safety prosecutions between 1983 and 1999 focusing on
injuries or fatalities), characterised by relatively uncomplicated cause and effect relationships
(Johnstone estimated that 90 per cent of prosecutions during the 1980s involved injuries or
fatalities which took place on machines). Although by the 1990s, an estimated 90 per cent of
prosecutions were taken under the employers’ general duty provisions, 40 per cent of these
still involved machinery guarding. More recently, WorkCover’s has been reported to be
transforming the focus of investigation and prosecution, moving away slightly from event
based prosecutions towards promoting the importance of risk management as means of
avoiding serious injury (Victorian WorkCover Authority, 2005b: 30). The scale and impact of
this process merits further investigation.
Although the most prosecutions are taken against companies (with the remaining
prosecutions against individual proprietors, partners, workers and corporate officers), the fact
that the vast majority have historically been and continue to be undertaken in the magistrates’
courts (even thought general duty prosecutions could conceivably be proceeded with in the
County Court) continually reaffirms the ideology of triviality. The fact that most prosecutions
culminate in pleas of guilt, although efficient, limits the likelihood of
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Table 8: Trends in Prosecution 1987/88-2005/06 (Victoria)

1987-1988 (1988)
1988-1989 (1989)
1989-1990 (1990)
1989-1991 (1991)
1991-1992 (1992)
1992-1993 (1993)
1993-1994 (1994)
1994-1995 (1995)
1995-1996 (1996)
1996-1997 (1997)
1997-1998 (1998)
1998-1999 (1999)
1999-2000 (2000)
2000-2001 (2001)
2001-2002 (2002)
2002-2003 (2003)
2003-2004 (2004)
2004-2005 (2005)
2005-2006 (2006)
Overall % change

Number of
prosecutions (total)
45
42
45
76
119
68
64
64
64
76
57
86
89
111
115
105
206
188
136

Percentage
change
-7
7
69
57
-43
-6
0
0
19
-25
51
3
25
4
-9
96
-9
-28
202

Prosecutions per
1000 establishments

Percentage
change

0.49
0.48
0.60
0.62
0.56
1.08
0.96

-1
25
4
-10
93
-11
98

Sources: Johnstone, 2002: 10; Victorian WorkCover Authority, 2005b and 2006; Workplace
Relations Ministers' Council, 2002: 88; 2004: 53; 2006: 18.
Table 9: Trends in Conviction 1987/88-2005/06 (Victoria)

1987-1988 (1988)
1988-1989 (1989)
1989-1990 (1990)
1989-1991 (1991)
1991-1992 (1992)
1992-1993 (1993)
1993-1994 (1994)
1994-1995 (1995)
1995-1996 (1996)
1996-1997 (1997)
1997-1998 (1998)
1998-1999 (1999)
1999-2000 (2000)
2000-2001 (2001)
2001-2002 (2002)
2002-2003 (2003)
2003-2004 (2004)
2004-2005 (2005)
2005-2006 (2006)
Overall %change

Number of
convictions (total)
44
53
96
147
109
68
75
84
89
88
73
85
73
107
115
105
110
93
70

Percentage
change
-21
20
81
53
-26
-38
10
12
6
-1
-17
16
-14
47
7
-9
5
-15
-25
13

Prosecutions per
1000 establishments

Percentage
change

0.48
0.39
0.58
0.62
0.56
0.58
0.48

-18
47
8
-10
3
-17
0

Sources: Johnstone, 2002: 10; Victorian WorkCover Authority, 2005b and 2006; Workplace
Relations Ministers' Council, 2002: 88; 2004: 53; 2006: 18.
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magistrates’ perceptions of triviality (see below) being transformed through the more
forensic examination of the facts that occur during contested trials. The available data
suggests that the use of prosecution has increased in both the short and medium term;
increasing by just over 20 per cent in the last six years (from 111 in 2000/01 to 136 in
2005/06) and over 200 per cent since the late 1980s (from 45 in 1987/99 to 136 in 2005/06).
The increase in prosecution per 1000 establishments is still significant in the short term,
suggesting that the use of prosecution continues to increase even after adjusting for economic
growth (see Tables 8 and 9).
4.

Alternatives to Prosecution

4.1

Introduction

Victorian OHS law provides for two alternatives to prosecution – enforceable undertakings
and letters of caution – which WorkSafe uses for relatively minor violations.
4.2

Enforceable Undertakings

As an alternative to prosecution,148 WorkSafe may, in some cases, accept 149 an enforceable
undertaking given by a person in connection with a matter relating to a contravention or
alleged contravention of OHS legislation (or regulations made under the OHS legislation).150
These are written undertakings given to the Authority that are enforceable in a Court.151
Although they are generally regarded as a versatile alternative to prosecution – which can at
once produce a deterrent effect, call for compensation or directly require health and safety
reform - they can also be accepted either in addition to, or as an alternative to, other
administrative enforcement action (WorkSafe, 2005d).152 Among other things, WorkSafe’s
enforcement policy indicates that enforceable undertakings might be accepted which requires
a person to:
(a) publish an apology;
(b) set up and implement an internal compliance plan and report periodically to the
Authority;
(c) remedy deficiencies in an organisation’s structure, systems or processes by taking
certain specified action;
(d) perform a community service, by, for example,
i. conducting or funding research into a safety issue; or
ii. providing education and training in relation to the health and safety risks
arising from the contravention or alleged contravention;
(e) compensate victims of the contravention or alleged contravention, and/or their
families; and

148

Proceedings for an offence against the Act or the regulations constituted by the contravention or alleged
contravention to which an undertaking relates may not be brought - section 16(3).
149
The Authority does not have the power to require a person to enter into an enforceable undertaking (WorkSafe,
2005d).
150
The Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004, the Dangerous Goods Act 1985 and the Equipment (Public
Safety) Act 1994 enable the Authority to accept written undertakings.
151
Section 17(1) authorises the Authority to apply to the Magistrates’ Court for the enforcement of the undertaking
where it considers the undertaking has been contravened and section 17(2) grants the magistrates’ court the
power to order compliance or any other order that it considers appropriate. Sections 60A - 60B of the Dangerous
Goods Act 1985 and sections 34A – 34B of the Equipment (Public Safety) Act 1994 make similar provision for
enforceable undertakings for contravention of those Acts.
152
Section 16 of the OHS Act.
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(f) engage a consultant to audit an organisation’s OHS management systems (Victoria,
2005d).
Once the undertaking has been accepted from a person, the Authority cannot prosecute that
person for the contravention or alleged contravention, which is the subject of the undertaking
(WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005d.). However, an enforceable undertaking may be taken into
account by WorkSafe in deciding whether to prosecute any subsequent offence for a similar
contravention.153 Finally, WorkSafe’s enforcement policy (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005d) states
that the Authority’s commitment to fostering a culture of compliance means that it will not
accept enforceable undertakings in confidence (WorkSafe, 2005d).
4.3

Letters of Caution

A letter of caution – formally regarded as a “punitive measure of least severity” (WorkSafe,
2006: 4) - is sometimes used as an alternative to prosecution in cases of relatively minor
breaches 154 where punitive action is still warranted but the Authority takes the view that the
level of culpability is low, it is not in the public interest to prosecute and the circumstances do
not warrant acceptance of an enforceable undertaking (WorkSafe, 2006: 1). The formal
purpose of a letter of caution is to provide an indication that some form of regulatory action
has been taken (and, as such, that the violation has not gone unnoticed) and that the Authority
may not be as lenient in relation to a subsequent offence (WorkSafe, 2006: 2). To this latter
effect, a letter of caution may be taken into account by WorkSafe in deciding whether to
prosecute in relation to a subsequent offence (for a similar contravention), but, interestingly,
can not be referred to in the context of a subsequent prosecution or, even, during the
sentencing process (save in rebuttal of inaccurate assertions). Once issued, cautions are
entered onto a WorkSafe Register of Letters of Caution (which is not open for public
viewing) where they are removed after three years (WorkSafe, 2006: 2-3).
Where the offer of a caution is declined, WorkSafe must then determine whether to undertake
a prosecution or whether simply to determine that no further action is taken.
5.

PENALTIES AND SANCTIONS

5.1

Introduction

The 2004 Act authorises the court to impose a range of sentences – from fines (which can be
imposed in the absence of a conviction) and imprisonment 155 to adverse publicity orders,156
orders to undertake improvement projects,157 and health and safety undertakings (which can
be imposed in the absence of a conviction) which may ensure that the risk is remedied,
promote the introduction and maintenance of a safe working environment (including safe
systems of work and/or safety management systems 158).159
153

WorkSafe’s enforcement policy states that it will not be used during prosecution or sentencing for the
subsequent offence except in rebuttal of inaccurate submissions (WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005d).
154
Summary offences or either-way offences, but not offences involving fatalities, notifiable incidents (with a high
degree of culpability) and indictable offences (WorkSafe, Victoria 2006: 4).
155
And other related orders such as home detention and intensive correction orders. Other dispositions under the
Sentencing Act 1991 – such as community-based orders and bonds may also be imposed. The Sentencing
Submissions supplement to WorkSafe’s Enforcement and Prosecution Policy states that WorkSafe will generally
only make submissions recommending imprisonment in circumstances involving the highest degree of culpability
(WorkSafe, Victoria: 2005c).
156
Section 135 of the OHS Act.
157
Section 136 of the OHS Act.
158
Section 137 of the OHS Act.
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5.2

Adverse Publicity Orders

Adverse publicity orders require the offender to publicise, in the manner specified by the
court, the offence, its consequences, the penalty imposed, and any other related matters
required by the court and can require the offender to notify anyone specified by the court
about the circumstances of the offence. The court is prevented from making an order if the
costs of complying with the order exceed the maximum fine the court can impose for the
offence.160
5.3

Orders to Undertake Improvement Projects

The overall purpose of an improvement project must be to improve occupational health,
safety, or welfare. The power, under section 136 of the 2004 Act, can be exercised to ensure
that the risk is remedied, promote the introduction and maintenance of safe working
environment (including safe systems of work and/or safe management systems), provide OHS
training, and otherwise encourage on-going compliance with Victoria’s OHS laws
(WorkSafe, Victoria, 2005c). The court must ensure that the cost of complying with the order
neither exceeds the maximum penalty that the court could impose on the offender, nor the
court’s jurisdictional limits.161
5.4

Health and Safety Undertakings

The court may release the offender (with or without conviction) for a period of up to two
years, subject to the offender giving the court a health and safety undertaking with specified
conditions attached such as the offender undertake a health and safety training course or
developing and implementing an approved health and safety system at the workplace. Section
137(3) notes that where the offender is an employer then special conditions may also be
attached that require the offender to engage an OHS consultant, develop and implement a
systemic approach to OHS risk management, provide education and training and be
independently audited on the performance of this undertaking.162
5.5

Victim Impact Statements

Under section 95F of the Sentencing Act 1991, the prosecution is authorised to read victim
impact statements aloud to the court during the sentencing hearing.

159

WorkSafe’s Sentencing Submissions policy – a supplement to its enforcement and prosecution policy - sets out a
range of the principles aimed at guiding the submission of the prosecution to a court on sentencing (WorkSafe,
Victoria, 2005c: 1). In addition to defining imprisonment as a penalty of last resort, section 5 of the Sentencing Act
1991 sets out the descending level of severity of punishment as imprisonment, intensive correction order,
community-based order, fine, dismissal/ discharge/ adjournment.
160
The court can make an adverse publicity order in addition to, or instead of, imposing a penalty on the offender
or making any other order in relation to sentence.
An adverse publicity order may also be made in addition to an order under s 136 (OHS improvement project) or s
137 (health and safety undertaking).
161
The court may make an order under section 136 in addition to, or instead of, imposing a penalty on the offender
or making any other order in relation to sentence.
162
The court can make an order under section 137 in addition to, or instead of, imposing a penalty on the offender
or making any other order in relation to sentence.
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5.6

Trends

Johnstone found that the average fine imposed by the courts during the 1980s and 1990s was
just over 21 per cent of the maximum available fine. He also found a significant minority of
cases (10 per cent) resulting in good behaviour bonds – an unusually high number given the
focus of prosecutions on the most serious offences which, arguably, reflects Victorian
magistrates’ doubts over the true seriousness of occupational health and safety offences
(Johnstone, 2004c: 40; see also Johnstone, 2003a and 2003c).
Unfortunately, Table 10 below does not encompass a long enough period for us to confidently
comment on trends in the use of penalties. Notwithstanding this, although the data presented
below indicates that penalties are increasing, the figures are still consistent with many of
Johnstone’s observations of Victorian prosecutions in the 1980s and 1990s.
The broad discretion the courts have historically been granted to determine the appropriate
penalty has produced fines which fall far below the statutory maxima, which, as Johnstone
points out, on first inspection at least, surprising given that prosecution has typically been
reserved for the most serious offences (see, for example, Johnstone, 2002). Johnstone’s study
of OHS prosecutions in Victoria explains this in terms of the general form that prosecutions
take and, in particular, the use of “isolation techniques” by defendants which, when accepted
by the courts either during the trial process or in mitigation, serve at once to decontextualise
the event from the general work process within which it takes place and mitigate the
blameworthiness of the defendant.
Table 10: Trends in Penalties 2000/01-2004/05 (Victoria)

2000/01
2001/02
2002/03
2003/04
2004/05
Five year
Mean

Total amount of
criminal fines
(combined)

Total amount
of criminal
fines
(combined)
(inflation
adjusted)

Average
amount of
criminal
fines
(combined)

Average
amount of
criminal fines
(combined)
(inflation
adjusted)

1,665,000
6,069,000
2,997,000
4,159,000
3,294,000
3,636,800

1,848,150
6,554,520
3,146,850
4,283,770
3,294,000
3,825,458

15,561
52,774
28,543
37,809
35,419
34,021

17,273
56,996
29,970
38,943
35,419
35,720

Average
amount of
criminal fines
(combined)
(inflation
adjusted)
(pounds
sterling)
6,396
20,685
11,044
15,974
14,360
13,692

The first of these techniques – splintering – involves the event being divided up into unrelated
parts in a process which works to subordinate the context within which the event occurs to
questions of immediate detail. The process is institutionalised within the form of event-based
prosecutions which invariably focus on a particular incident giving rise to an injury or fatality.
Johnstone notes that in all the prosecutions in the 1980s in his sample involving machinery
guarding “the court focused in minute detail on the technical aspects of whether or not there
was a guard, how it worked and what the worker did (Johnstone, 2002: 12).” This, Johnstone
argues, served to facilitate scrutiny of factors which were ultimately irrelevant to the offence,
such as the worker’s behaviour, a particular malfunction or the problems faced by the
employer at a particular time (Johnstone, 2002: 12).
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Splintering sets the legal context in which culpability is analysed in terms of individualistic
notions of causation and the allocation of blame – allowing defendants to shift blame.
Johnstone contends that the most important blame-shifting technique focuses on the role of
the worker and is often used in mitigation by defence counsel even though the carelessness of
the worker may have little to do with the offence of failing to provide a safe workplace
(Johnstone, 2002: 13). Other blame-shifting techniques used in mitigation concern
transferring blame onto regulators (who are commonly accused in mitigation of having
previously inspected the plant without raising the hazard under scrutiny as a problem) and
attempting to displace culpability onto suppliers of plant and equipment.
Another major technique used in mitigation is the claim that the offender has an excellent
safety record and, as such, is a good or responsible corporate citizen. The effect of this
technique (Johnstone, 2002: 13) is to deflect attention from the defendant’s culpability and,
further, away from the organisation of the work process towards the reputation and general
attitude of the employer. The widespread use of this technique emphasises the importance of
accurate information about the employers safety record – something which, given the fact that
OHS data relies heavily on reported injuries and typically provides an inaccurate measure of
occupational disease, is particularly problematic.
Defendants also attempt to individualise the event in mitigation – making the event appear
unique - uncharacteristic of the past and, as such, unexpected and inconsistent with the
present circumstances of the event. This technique – if accepted by the court – closes down
the possibility of generalisations being drawn about the event which might cast light on the
culture of OHS at the offending firm and, as such, on the culpability of the offender
(Johnstone, 2002: 13-14). Moreover, Johnstone also notes that offenders often engage in quite
extensive damage minimisation after the event – re-employing the victim, assisting with his
or her rehabilitation, abating the breach and employing an OHS consultant – which, in
addition to underlining the good character and responsibility of the offender, readily gives rise
to the suggestion that the old work method is outdated, part of a now defunct past, and, as
such, generally irrelevant to the company’s work process (Johnstone, 2002: 15).
In other cases, employers’ legal representatives attempt to anthropomorphise the defendant
by either fusing the characteristics of the personnel running the corporation with the
corporation itself or by giving “the corporation human characteristics and qualities, to ensure
that the fictional corporate entity received the benefits of a sentencing system which had
developed around an assessment of the character of the human defendant” (Johnstone, 2002:
15). Thus, Johnstone notes how defence counsel are careful to ensure that the court is aware
of the defendant corporation’s role in the community, whilst, on other occasions, they
emphasise awards received by employees in the hope that the good character of its officers
will rub off on the corporation (Johnstone, 2002: 15).
6.

COMPENSATION

WorkCover regards workplace injury insurance as a means of providing a strong financial
incentive to improve OHS. To this effect, the Authority is continuing to increase the extent to
which insurance is experience rated (Victorian WorkCover Authority, undated: 25).
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7.

COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE: TRAINING AND EDUCATION

7.1

Integrating OHS Training and Education into General Professional
Training and Education

OHS relating training courses for managers and supervising (a key target group of Victoria’s
training and education initiatives given their influence on OHS in the workplace) have long
been formally accredited in Victoria; facilitating their integration into more general
managerial (and supervisor) training (Bottomley, 1994). This complements efforts at national
level to promote the integration of OHS into the professional education of engineers
(Bottomley, 1994).
7.2

School Education

A number of efforts have been made to developed OHS related materials for secondary
school students with a view to raising community understanding of OHS (Bottomley, 1994).
8.

COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE: MATERIALS AND OUTREACH

Victorian officials have long claimed to have invested heavily in promoting OHS as a
community issue. Among other things, the Authority has published materials on OHS
legislation and on specific hazards, produced a quarterly newsletter and publicised its
prosecutions. The Authority also has a relatively long tradition of specifically attempting to
reach out to Victoria’s non-English speaking community and has, in the past, targeted some
publications on senior management (Bottomley, 1994)
9.

EMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENT

9.1

Introduction

The 2004 Act provides for two workplace consultative structures: elected health and safety
representatives, who act on behalf of a group of employees (designated work groups or
DWGs who are involved in similar types of work and exposed to similar hazards) who deal
with day-to-day issues with a management-nominated representative; and Health and safety
committees (made up of at least 50 per cent employees163) which assume responsibility for
overall policy, planning and monitoring of occupational health and safety in the workplace.
Section 35 of the 2004 Act places a basic duty on employers to consult with employees who
are likely to be directly affected by a wide range of OHS related issues.164 Although the duty
is not absolute (only arising where consultation is reasonably practicable), heavy penalties
163

Section 71(2) of the OHS Act 2004.
Namely, when employers undertake to identify and assess workplace hazards and risks [section 35(1)(a)]; make
decisions about measures designed to control risks to health and safety [section 35(1(b)], make decisions about
the adequacy of facilities for the welfare of employees[section 35(1(c)], make decisions about the procedures for
resolving health and safety issues at the workplace[section 35(1(d)(i)], employee consultation [section
35(1)(d)(ii)], determining the membership of health and safety committees [section 35(1)(d)(iii)] and providing
information and training to employees [section 35(1)(d)(iv)]; determining membership of health and safety
committees [section 35(1)(e)]; and proposing changes that may affect the health or safety of employees to a
workplace under the employer's management and control [section 35(1)(f)(i)], the plant, substances or other
things used at such a workplace [section 35(1)(f)(ii)] and the conduct of the work performed at such a workplace
[section 35(1)(f)(iii)]; and anything else referred to in the regulations in respect of which this section is specified
as relevant. Importantly, section 36(1) outlines the minimal requirements of consultation with section 36(2)
stipulating that the consultation process must involve health and safety representatives.
164
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attach to breach of the duty.165 Following concerns expressed by Chris Maxwell (see above)
about the importance of OHS law reflecting contemporary working patterns and organisation,
section 35(2) now extends the definition of an employee to independent contractors (engaged
by the employer) and the employees of independent contractors 166 and expands the duty to
matters over which the employer has control or would ordinarily have control were it not for a
contractual agreement aimed at limiting or removing that control.167
9.2

Designated Work Groups and Health and Safety Representatives

Employee participation is organised through DWGs whose composition is determined
through negotiation between the employers and relevant employees. Elected 168 health and
safety representatives act on behalf of the Group and although, section 59 effectively limits
their powers to matters affecting their Group, they are, nonetheless, considerable, including a
power to: inspect the workplace; 169 accompany an inspector during an inspection;170 require
the establishment of a health and safety committee;171 direct employees within their
designated work group to stop work;172and, importantly, issue a provisional improvement
notice (PIN).173
This distinctive power includes the authority to issue directions on measures to be taken to
remedy suspected breaches.174 In an attempt to optimise the effectiveness of health and safety
representatives, the 2004 Act places a duty on employers to comply with requests from health
and safety representatives for training175 and grants them with extensive rights of access to
information,176 the right to take paid time off work in order to fulfil their duties177 as well as
providing them with such other facilities and assistance necessary to enable them to exercise
their powers under the Act and its attendant regulations.178 As well as setting up a series of
obligations on employers to assist health and safety representatives to gain access to the

165

Section 35(3) of the OHS Act 2004.
Section 35(2)(a) of the OHS Act 2004.
167
Section 35(2)(b) of the OHS Act 2004.
168
Under section 43 of the OHS Act 2004, employers are required to respond to requests from employees to
establish designated work groups, the exact particulars of which are determined in negotiations between the
employer and its employees. Failure to ensure that negotiations begin within two weeks of the initial request is an
offence under section 43(3). Sections 44-52 provide a detailed outline of the issues that might legitimately form
part of these negotiations. Section 54(1) provides that a health and safety representative for a designated work
group is to be elected by the members of the designated work group and sections 54(2)-(6) circumscribes the
minimum requirements and basic terms of the election.
169
Section 58(1)(a) of the OHS Act 2004.
170
Section 58(1)(b) of the OHS Act 2004.
171
Section 58(1)(c) of the OHS Act 2004.
172
Section 74(1) of the OHS Act 2004. Section 74(1)(c) requires consultation first.
173
Section 60 of the OHS Act 2004.
174
Section 61(1) of the OHS Act 2004. The authority only applies once the representative has consulted with the
employer about the subject of the notice [section 60(2)]. Further to this, section 63 provides the employer (strictly
the person served with the provisional notice) with the right to request the attendance of an inspector to review the
notice. The power is underpinned by section 62 which creates an offence for failing to comply with a provisional
improvement notice (in respect of which significant penalties attach). These powers are offset by the right of
employers under section 56 to apply to the Magistrates’ Court to have a health and safety representative
disqualified where he or she has clearly abused his or her powers.
175
Section 67 of the OHS Act 2004. Sections 67(4)(a) and (b) stipulate that the employer must allow the
representative paid time off work and to pay the costs associated with each health and safety representative’s
attendance at courses.
176
Section 69(1)(a) of the OHS Act 2004.
177
Section 69(1)(d) of the OHS Act 2004.
178
Section 69(1)(e) of the OHS Act 2004
166
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workplace,179 the Act makes it an offence for employers to fail to discharge their obligations
under section 69.
The OHS Act 2004 further attempts to embed employee participation into the general process
of promoting OHS by placing an obligation on both employers and employees (and their
representatives) to at least attempt to resolve health and safety issues informally before
referring the matter on to the Authority for an inspector to attend the workplace to enquire
into the issue.180
9.3

OHS Committees

Section 72 creates an obligation on employers to establish a health and safety committee if
requested to do181 so or if otherwise required to do so by the regulations issued pursuant to the
2004 Act.182 Health and safety committees have a wide range of formal responsibilities. More
specifically, as well as being formally responsible for facilitating co-operation between the
employer and employees in instigating, developing and carrying out measures designed to
ensure the health and safety at work of the employees,183 they are also responsible for
formulating, reviewing and disseminating (in other languages if appropriate) to the employees
the standards, rules and procedures relating to health and safety that are to be carried out or
complied with at the workplace.184
9.4

Appointed Representatives

The 2004 Act allows trained 185 authorised representatives of registered employee
organisations186 who hold a relevant entry permit187 to enter premises where a suspected
breach of the 2004 Act or its attendant regulations188 has occurred with a view to investigating
the circumstances of the claimed breach.189. Despite, a number of provisions aimed at
circumscribing the behaviour and influence of authorised representatives (including the power
of employers to apply for a representative’s entry permit to be revoked or that the
representative be disqualified190) authorised representatives have a number of quite significant
powers on entry which bear many important similarities to the powers of WorkCover
inspectors. They include: inspecting any plant, substance or other thing at the place;191
179

Section 70(1) of the OHS Act 2004.
Sections 73 and 75 of the OHS Act 2004.
181
Section 71(1)(a) of the OHS Act 2004.
182
Section 71(1)(b) of the OHS Act 2004.
183
Section 71(3)(a) of the OHS Act 2004.
184
Section 71(3)(b) of the OHS Act 2004. They are also responsible for such other functions as are prescribed by
the regulations or agreed between the employer and the committee by virtue of section 71(3)(c) of the OHS Act
2004.
185
Section 81(b) of the OHS Act 2004.
186
This is simply an organisation, of which some or all of the members are employees, that is registered under
Schedule 1B to the Workplace Relations Act 1996 of the Commonwealth [section 79 of the OHS Act 2004].
187
These are issued by Magistrates who are required to observed a range of conditions under section 83 of the
OHS Act 2004.
188
Section 87(1) of the OHS Act 2004. Among other things, section 87 stipulates that the suspected breach must
relate to or affect work that is being carried out by members of the representative’s registered employee
organisation [section 87(1)(a)], or, significantly, to workers who are eligible to be members of the registered
employee organisation [section 87(1)(c)(i)], or by workers whose employment is subject to a certified agreement
to which the registered employee organisation is bound [section 87(1)(b)].
189
Section 87(2) of the OHS Act 2004.
190
The circumstances warranting an application are contained in section 85 and, among other things, relate to
representatives who have intentionally hindered or obstructed an employer or employee, or who have simply acted
unreasonably.
191
Section 89(1)(a) of the OHS Act 2004.
180
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observe work carried on at the place;192 consult with one or more employees (with their
consent) at the place who are members or are eligible to be members of the registered
employee organisation;193consult with any employer at the place about anything relevant to
the matter into which the representative is enquiring.194 Although section 93 of the 2004 Act
makes it an offence for anyone to refuse entry to an authorised representative195 or
intentionally obstruct or threaten them,196 authorised representatives are not entitled to
exercise their powers if the effect would be to stop the work process.197
10.

MARKET AND (NON-INSURANCE) ECONOMIC BASED LEVERS

The Authority has made a number of efforts to link health and safety problems to poor
management and organisational failure with a view to emphasising the costs of poor health
and safety and establishing the importance of incorporating health and safety into overall
management strategies. A booklet published in 1991 (Occupational Health and Safety
Authority, Victoria, 1991) seeks to emphasise the key elements of an effective (and, therefore,
cost effective) approach to OHS including: a commitment from top management; systematic
review and evaluation; accountability of line managers and supervisors; employee
consultation; the development of policies and procedures; and effective training. Advice is
provided on how to assess current health and safety risks and develop a strategy based on the
key elements. Examples of successful safety policies taken from real organisations are
discussed and a series of checklists designed to test the effectiveness of health and safety
management is provided. In this respect, safety pays arguments are used in much the same
way as they are used elsewhere – to encourage employers to adopt best OHS practice.
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Section 89(1)(b) of the OHS Act 2004.
Section 89(1)(c) of the OHS Act 2004.
194
Section 89(1)(d) of the OHS Act 2004.
195
Section 93(a) of the OHS Act 2004.
196
Section 93(b) of the OHS Act 2004.
197
Section 90(2) of the OHS Act 2004 – although, by virtue of section 90(3), this restriction does not extend to
warning employees of an immediate and significant risk of serious injury or death.
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Chapter 12: Queensland
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Institutional Framework

Workplace Health and Safety Queensland (WHSQ) - a division of the Department of
Industrial Relations, Queensland (the Department) - has primary responsibility for OHS
regulation in Queensland and is responsible for developing and implementing legislation,
compliance and enforcement policies relating to OHS in Queensland. WSHQ promotes
compliance through a combination of enforcement (including inspection, investigation and
audits) and a relatively comprehensive system of registration, approval and accreditation198
(Department of Industrial Relations, undated: a: 5). The operation of the Workers’
Compensation Board of Queensland complements the work of WHSQ. In contrast to other
Australian states (see NSW, for example), the Board is the sole insurer in Queensland and all
employers are required to hold workers compensation.
The Workplace Health and Safety Act 1995 sets out general duties and responsibilities for
workplace health and safety and in combination with the Workplace Health and Safety
Regulation 1997 and the Code of Practice (Code) creates a legal framework for controlling
health and safety risks. The Act applies to most workplaces 199 and work activities and
imposes duties on a wide range of workplace parties including, employers, people in control
of a workplace; principal contractors; supervisors; people in control of fixtures, fittings or
plant included in relevant workplace areas; designers, manufactures, hirers, importers and
suppliers of plant; owners of plant; erectors and installers of certain plant; workers;
manufacturers, suppliers and importers of substances used at workplaces; designers of
structures; workplace visitors including customers and visiting salespeople and volunteers.200
Whereas the 1997 Regulation201 creates a range of mandatory obligations either prohibiting or
aimed at minimising risk exposure, the Code contains guidance on how to comply with OHS
regulation.202 Where the Regulation or Code of Practice does not apply, duty holders are
subject to a general duty to take reasonable precautions and exercise due care.
WHSQ uses a range of enforcement strategies such as audits203 and compliance campaigns to
encourage greater workplace health and safety compliance with legislative requirements and
198

These relate to registration of plant and plant design, prescribed occupations (licences for riggers, for
example), prescribed activities (certificates for demolition or asbestos removal for instance), registered training
organisations, workplace health and safety officer certification and induction for construction work. Insert into
conclusion
199
It does not apply to mines and quarries or land used for obtaining petroleum or used for geothermal
exploration (see also the Coal Mining Safety and Health Act 1999, the Explosives Act 1999, the Public safety
Preservation Act 1986, the Radiation Safety Act 1999, the Transport Operations (Road Use Management) Act
1995 and the Transport Operations (Marine Safety) Act 1994 and the Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health
Act 1999. See generally section 3 of the 1995 Act.
200
Section 23(1) of the 1995 Act. The obligations of these parties are partially amplified in sections 26-36 of the
1995 Act. A separate system of regulation exists in relation to electrical safety under the Electrical safety Act 2002
and its attendant regulation. Section 3A of the 1995 Act provides that where the 1995 and 2002 Act both apply, the
Electrical Safety Act takes precedence.
201
Among other things, the Regulation outlines the requirements for certification as well as training requirements
for health and safety officers.
202
Where duty holders do not strictly follow the Code, duty holders can still achieve compliance if they attain the
same level of protection against the risk and exercise proper diligence.
203
In an industry audit programme, a random selection of employers in a high hazard industry are inspected /
audited. During the audits, inspectors issue notices when OHS violations are identified – but inspectors are also
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enhanced prevention of workplace injury, illness and disease. Through industrial sector
standing committees,204 workplace health and safety committees205 and workplace health and
safety representatives,206 Queensland’s OHS regulatory apparatus comprises a range of
instruments which are designed to both secure business participation in the regulatory process
and promote worker participation in the actual practice of OHS regulation.
Another distinctive feature of Queensland OHS is the requirement on employers and principal
contractors with thirty or more workers to appoint a workplace health and safety officer –
specially trained OHS professionals who can provide OHS related advice, inspect the
workplace for hazards and unsafe or unsatisfactory work practices or conditions, educate
workers about workplace health and safety, investigate workplace incidents and provide
support to inspectors (Department of Industrial Relations, undated: a: 5). The 1995 Act
requires that workplace health and safety officers conduct an annual hazard based assessment
of the workplace using criteria determined by the WHSQ or agreed by the workplace health
and safety committee at the workplace (Department of Industrial Relations, undated: c).
1.2

Trends in Injury and Ill Health

As with other jurisdictions the data on work-related disease is poor (Borooah and Mangan,
1998: 226); making it very difficult to determine trends in occupational health. Despite this,
the available data indicates that the ratio of workplace injuries in Queensland against which
compensation is paid, to the size of the workforce fell substantially in Queensland during the
1990s (Borooah and Mangan, 1998: 226) and continues to fall (see the introductory section on
Australia).
Borooah and Mangan (1998) contend that the fact that this decline occurred across industrial
sectors (and after controlling for other explanatory variables such as trade union density, and
the unemployment rate207) is consistent with the proposition that the declines were due to
improvements in industrial safety, rather than a shift in employment away from “unsafe”
industries (although the authors note that whether the decline reflects genuine improvements
in safety, rather than a reporting effect is ultimately unclear). The authors offer three possible
explanations for this decline: a) that management become more safety-conscious; b) that
government policy (new legislation, significant investment in raising safety awareness) may
have promoted OHS in the minds of all workplace parties; and c) that workers became more
reluctant to report injuries. The fact that the decline was still marked after adjusting for
changes in unemployment made it unlikely that it was a result of a reporting effect alone
(although as the authors themselves point out, unemployment is an imperfect proxy for the
inspected to work with employers on developing solutions to workplace health and safety issues. At the end of the
audit a report is prepared which advises all employers in the audited industry of the audit’s findings and the
solutions identified.
204
Industry sector standing committees (of which there are six – construction, manufacturing, rural, health and
community services, retail and wholesale, transport and storage) provide the Workplace Health and Safety Board
with industry-specific advice on workplace health and safety issues. Members of industry sector standing
committees represent both employers and workers and typically have practical experience in the management of
workplace health and safety. Insert into section on infrastructure.
205
Workplace health and safety committees are designed to bring employers and workers together to promote
OHS. Their role includes: considering training and education needs to address workplace health and safety issues,
keeping workers abreast of new standards, rules and procedures, reviewing incidents and providing employers
with advice on how to address workplace health and safety issues.
206
Workplace health and safety representatives are elected by the workforce to represent them on workplace
health and safety issues. Among other things, they conduct and review workplace incidents and can participate in
the workplace health and safety committee. Although there is no specific qualification requirement, they are
entitled to paid training.
207
Borooah and Mangan’s (1998) study does not seem to control for changes in temporary or precarious labour.
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rate at which injuries and ill health are reported). Borooah and Mangan argue that this makes
it “tempting to give credit to more safety-conscious management and to more safety-friendly
technology” which emerged as management began to realise the cost effectiveness of safety
(Borooah and Mangan, 1998: 232-233). Significantly, their findings also (perhaps more
persuasively) suggest that state regulation had an important bearing on reported injury rates.
Specifically, the introduction of new legislation, significant increases in prosecution (which
arguably reflect a generally more rigorous approach to enforcement)
1.3

Trends in Regulation

OHS strategy is developed by the tripartite Workplace Health and Safety Board, which also
acts as the principal source of advice to the Department of Industrial Relations on workplace
health and safety.208 Queensland’s Workplace Health and Safety Strategy 2004-12 (which
adopts the principles of the National Occupational Health and Safety Commission’s National
Occupational Health and Safety Strategy 2002-12) is the principal document that guides the
intervention activities of Workplace Health and Safety Queensland.
In the late 1990s the Department of Industrial Relations announced its intention to place a
greater emphasis on formal enforcement, reflecting concerns expressed within the political
establishment that persuasion, education and advice were ill-suited to producing significant
reductions in workplace incidents (and the costs associated with occupational injury and
disease) in the context of increased outsourcing and a growth in precarious employment
(Department of Industrial Relations, 2000a). This coincided with a massive upsurge in the
number of health and safety officers from just 142 in 1990 to 8000 by June 1995 (Borooah
and Mangan, 1998: 227). More specifically, WHSQ reported its intention to adopt “a more
robust enforcement policy”, which included: “safety blitzes” – statewide, targeted audits of
high hazard industries (such as construction) or common hazards (involving, for instance,
mobile cranes, electrical safety and abrasive blasting); greater use of notices; extra resources
for its investigation arm, the appointment of more field inspectors and more resources to
prosecutors209 (including the establishment of an in-house Prosecution Unit as well as a panel
of legal and technical experts) (Department of Industrial Relations, 2000a: 1; 2000b: 1-2).
It was originally hoped that business would welcome the initiative in part because of its
promise of a greater deterrence to employers who were using non-compliance as a means of
gaining a competitive advantage and, in part, because of the expectation of lower workers’
compensation claims (and, therefore, lower premiums for employers) (Department of
Industrial Relations, 2000b: 2). Despite this, the Australian Chamber of Commerce and
Industry later produced a paper criticising what it described as “a growing and disturbing
trend in Australia towards the increased use of enforcement of Occupational Health and
Safety regulations based on the ill founded premise that increased fines and penalties levied
by the jurisdictions will in themselves result in improved OHS performance (Australian
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, 2001)” – a response which brings into sharp relief the
tensions that underlie the regulatory process (even where systems of regulation are based on
the premise of tripartisan co-operation) and, arguably, the limits of safety pays arguments
(even in regulatory systems that operate side-by-side with a relatively comprehensive
framework of worker’s compensation). Despite the criticism, Queensland has continued to put
208

Specifically, the Board develops WSHQ’s strategic plan, provides OHS related advice to the Department,
reviews OHS law, takes the leading role in divining whether OHS regulation is delivering value for money,
ensures industry has been adequately consulted on proposed advisory standards and industry codes of practice
and generally promotes workplace health and safety.
209
This included the establishment of an in-house Prosecution Unit as well as a panel of legal and technical
experts.
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a significant emphasis on formal enforcement,210 which is, in part, reflected in a significant
recent increase in its complement of field active inspectors.211 In addition to passing
legislation in 2003 which significantly increased the maximum penalties under the 1995
Act 212, WHSQ has recently announced the appointment of an additional twenty two specialist
construction inspectors in line with the ten year strategy’s emphasis on promoting OHS in the
construction industry.
The continuing emphasis on formal enforcement sits along side a raft of initiatives aimed at
improving the level of co-operation, awareness and education among OHS stakeholders.
Among other things, for example, a Construction Strategy Group has been established to
provide a coordinated approach to enhancing workplace health and safety within the
construction industry and to build strong relationships between WHSQ, industry associations
and unions. This is consistent with the recent appointment of eleven small business advisors
(aimed at building the capability of small business to manage workplace health and safety),
the continued development of industry-specific workplace health and safety guidance material
in consultation with industry associations and free seminars and individual consultations
addressing specific workplace health and safety risks for small business. Similarly, WHSQ
continues to host seminars and information sessions through out the state (on topics such as
manual handling in the care sector, diving and health risks and rural plant) and its Infoline
service delivers workplace health and safety and electrical safety information to workplace
parties.213
As with WorkSafe, Victoria, WHSQ has begun to address workplace related pyschological
illness and stress, having appointed four specialist psychosocial advisers to assist employers
in developing strategies to prevent psychological injury. These initiatives have been
developed against the backdrop of the first phase of Queensland’s five priority action plans
(and priority of mechanism injury action plans) outlined in its ten year strategy. These action
plans address a range of initiatives which are designed to provide a comprehensive approach
to the prevention and control of work - related injury, death and disease. Major audit
campaigns proposed for 2005–06 include a National Compliance Campaign for Hazardous
Substances, a statewide campaign on the safe use of plant, further regional audits for
dangerous goods storage in North Queensland and a national audit of agricultural plant
manufacturers, suppliers and importers.

210

In 2001, the Queensland Government recommended a review of the 1995 Act to ensure that it reflected changes
in the labour market and contemporary regulatory needs and, importantly, “to consider the adequacy of current
enforcement mechanisms and penalties” (cited in Bell, 2001: 1).
211
The Workplace Relations Minister’s Council reports that this is primarily a consequence of increasing
economic activity. Its most recent Comparative Monitoring Report suggests that the construction industry in
particular has been growing and that the majority of new inspectors have been appointed there (Workplace
Relations Ministers’ Council, 2006: 16).
212
See, in particular, the amendments to section 24 of the 1995 Act contained in the Workplace Health and Safety
and Other Acts Amendment Act 2003.
213
An Indigenous Information Service, staffed by Indigenous officers, has also been established.
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2.

INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

2.1

The Inspection and Investigation Process

Historically, Queensland split its inspectorate between consultants and inspectors. This has
since been discontinued; the WHSQ is moving towards an integrated model along the same
lines as WorkCover inspectors in NSW (General Purpose Standing Committee No.1, 2004:
780). WHSQ continues to formally place a strong emphasis on programmed inspections and
serious incidents and complaint investigations; a policy reflected in the recruitment of an
additional 30 inspectors to boost construction inspections and WHSQ’s efforts to reduce
work-related psycho-social hazards.
The range of powers of inspectors is broadly comparable with those of other jurisdictions.
They have an extensive power of entry, search and inspection. They are also empowered to
carry out tests, take photographs and film any part of the workplace, take samples, copy
documents, generally make enquiries, conduct surveys to assess the degree of risk at the
workplace or the standards of health and safety existing at a workplace, inquire into the
circumstances and probable causes of workplace incidents, require the production of
documents. In addition to this, inspectors can seize things – such as plant, equipment or
substances - to prevent serious bodily harm or illness, seize workplaces or part of the
workplace if it is believed to be defective or hazardous and, even, require owners of
workplaces to destroy the workplace, workplace area, plant or substance or make it harmless.
WHSQ also continues to formally place a strong emphasis on serious incidents and complaint
investigations. As a matter of policy, the extent of the investigation undertaken is meant to
reflect the seriousness of the incident or complaint. WHSQ’s Enforcement Framework states
that all Type 1 events – which involve death or serious harm or exposure to substances which
are likely to kill or cause serious harm – should result in a comprehensive investigation214
unless there is a valid reason not to undertake the investigation.215 The investigation is
typically undertaken by WHSQ unless another agency, such as the police, is leading the
investigation or the incident is not covered by the Act. The investigation into Type 2 events which involve a dangerous event or incident causing bodily harm – primarily focuses on
ensuring that control measures are put in place at the workplace to prevent reoccurrence.
Investigations into Type 3 events – which involve complaints of significant risks to health and
safety – concentrate on determining the validity of the complaint and resolving the matter,
including taking appropriate enforcement action. WHSQ simply contacts the workplace and
complainant to determine if further intervention is merited for Type 4 events (which involve
simple complaints). Comprehensive investigations can be undertaken alongside a Board of
Inquiry - a public process216 which may be established by the Minister to look into the
probable causes of a workplace incident and make recommendations to minimise future work
related risks.217

214

A comprehensive investigation is one that may potentially lead to prosecution (Department of Industrial
Relations, undated: b: 8)
215
The Enforcement Framework reports that an investigation may not take place where the duty holder has little
control over the incident, or where the incident may not fall under the 1995 Act or where another agency is
already investigating the incident.
216
Section 136(1) of the 1995 Act [but see section 136(2)].
217
Section 129 of the 1995 Act (although section 129(3)(a) allows a Board of Inquiry to be established whether or
not the incident has been investigated by an inspector).
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2.2

Targeting

WHSQ operates a number of evidenced-based state-wide218 and regional compliance219
campaigns which target a range of high-risk industries, work practices and tasks (Department
of Industrial Relations, undated: b: 2). Although, WHSQ primarily relies on a combination of
incident notifications and workers’ compensation data to identify high-risk groups for
targeted investigations and compliance inspections, it also attempts to incorporate regional
intelligence into the process (Department of Industrial Relations, 2004b: 15). The Department
of Industrial Relations’ latest annual report notes that the compliance campaign in the
construction industry produced a large reduction in the level of non-compliance between
audits – although there is insufficient material in the public domain to determine whether the
reduction was a function of the audit.
2.3

Trends in Inspection

Queensland has significantly increased its constituency of inspectors over the last five year
(see Table 1). Although the available data is patchy (and insubstantial) it suggests that the
number and rate of inspection has risen substantially in recent years (see Tables 2 and 3)
The Workplace Relations Minister’s Council reports a recent and significant shift from
reactive to proactive inspections in Queensland (reactive workplace interventions having
halved over the last financial year). The Council argues that this is due to a shift towards a
more structured evidence based approach to targeting inspections on higher hazard employers
(Workplace Relations Ministers’ Council, 2006: 15).
Table 1: Inspectors by Type 1998-2005 (Queensland)

1997-1998 (1998)
1998-1999 (1999)
1999-2000 (2000)
2000-2001 (2001)
2001-2002 (2002)
2002-2003 (2003)
2003-2004 (2004)
2004-2005 (2005)
Mean / Overall
percentage change

Inspectors (number)
165

Percentage change

136
127
148
155
189

-18
-7
17
5
22

153

15

Source: Workplace Relations Ministers' Council, 2002: 88; 2004: 53; 2006: 18.

218

In the financial year 2004/05 WHSQ targeted manual handling risks in the health and community services
sector, mobile cranes and housekeeping issues in the construction sector, amusement rides at agricultural shows,
electrical safety in caravan parks (a joint audit initiative with the Electrical Safety Office) and falls from heights in
road transport (Department of Industrial Relations, 2005b).
219
Among other things, trolley collection services, sign writing, hospital and aged care facilities
wood products and timber sawmills, retail butcher shops and small goods manufacturing for machine guarding
and timber floor finishers were the subject of regional campaigns in the financial year 2004/05 (Department of
Industrial Relations, 2005b).
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Table 2: Inspections by Type 1999-2005 (Queensland)
Total
Inspections
(number)
1998-1999 (1999)
1999-2000 (2000)
2000-2001 (2001)
2001-2002 (2002)
2002-2003 (2003)
2003-2004 (2004)
2004-2005 (2005)
Mean / Overall
percentage change

%
change

11,188
13,251
17,023

18
28

13,821

52

Complaint
investigations
(number)
2,314
3,068
3,558
2,643

%
Incident
change investigations
(number)
1,151
33
1,370
16
1,494
-26
1,429

%
Change

2,896

14

24

1,361

19
9
-4

Source: Department of Industry Relations, 2000a, 2002c, 2004b and 2005b.
Table 3: Field Activity by Form 1998-2005 (Queensland)
Workplace
%
interventions
change
220
(number)
7,106
8,701
18
11,300
23
16,044
30
13,835
-16
17,375
20
21,615
20
21,068
-3

1997-1998 (1998)
1998-1999 (1999)
1999-2000 (2000)
2000-2001 (2001)
2001-2002 (2002)
2002-2003 (2003)
2003-2004 (2004)
2004-2005 (2005)
Mean / Overall
14,631
percentage change

Proactive
interventions
(number)

13,251
17,023

196

Reactive
%
interventions
change
(number)

28
28

8,364
4,045

%
Change

-52
-52

Source: Workplace Relations Ministers' Council, 2002: 88; 2004: 53; 2006: 18.
2.4

Enforcement Notices and Administrative Penalties

WHSQ uses a mix of improvement notices, prohibition notices, court orders to secure
compliance with a notice, seizure, infringement notices and prosecution (Department of
Industrial Relations, undated: a: 6).221
Improvement notices222 are formally reserved for regulatory violations that do not pose an
immediate risk to workplace health and safety. The notice essentially constitutes an order for
the violation to be abated and a failure to comply with the notice can lead to the issue of a
further improvement notice, an infringement notice (see below) or a court order to secure
compliance. The measures taken in practice to ensure that improvement notices are complied
with is not clear from the available information in the public domain – WHSQ’s enforcement
220

This relates to all workplace visits that have not resulted from a complaint or workplace incident. They include
all planned interventions, routine workplace visits, inspections / audits and industry forums and presentations
(where an inspector delivers educational advice or information) (Workplace Relations Ministers' Council, 2006:
15).
221
These are outlined in WHSQ’s enforcement framework.
222
Section 117 of the 1995 Act.
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framework simply reports the possibility of an inspector returning to a workplace to ensure
that the notice has been complied with.
Prohibition notices are issued in response to immediate risks (to serious harm or a dangerous
event) and require immediate action to abate the risk. The measures taken in practice to
ensure that prohibition notices are complied with is not clear from the available information
in the public domain – WHSQ’s enforcement framework simply reports the possibility of an
inspector instigating legal proceedings in the Industrial Magistrates Court after having
returned to a workplace to ensure that the notice has been complied with.
Infringement notices. Queensland inspectors have the power to issue on-the-spot fines (or
infringement notices) as an alternative to prosecution (but in conjunction with other notices).
The range of offences is in respect of which an infringement notice may be imposed is quite
extensive and outlined in Schedule 5 of the State Penalties Enforcement Regulation 2000.223
The subject of the notice is entitled to contest it in the Magistrates’ Court.224 The maximum
fine for an individual is Aus$600 225 and for a corporation Aus$1500.226 Infringement notices
can be imposed in relation to 132 offences under the Workplace Health and Safety Act 1995
and the Workplace Health and Safety Regulation 1997. Most notices relate to falls from
heights, plant and machinery and hazardous substances.
Revocation, cancellation or suspension of certificates and licences for prescribed occupations
and prescribed activities WHSQ also has the power to revoke or suspend certificates and
licences for prescribed occupations and prescribed activities. Revocation is typically used for
repeat offenders, serious offences or where other enforcement methods have proved
ineffective, whereas suspension is used for minor violations. WHSQ may issue a written
notice to “show cause,” stating that it is considering suspending or cancelling a
certificate/licence with an opportunity to respond, giving reasons why the certificate/licence
should not be suspended or cancelled.
2.5

Trends in Enforcement (Penalties)

Historically, Queensland’s inspectors have adopted a co-operative approach to inspection –
providing advice and warning employers where breaches are detected, rather than issuing
formal notices. In 1997/98, the Division of Workplace Health and Safety inspectors assessed
29,412 issues, but issued just 5,363 notices.227 Of these, only 13.1 per cent were prohibition
notices (Seljack, et al, 1999). Notwithstanding this, there has been an uneven, although
significant increase, in the number of notices issued annually since the late 1990s. This,
increase, importantly has occurred across all notice types, although the increase in the number
of improvement notices has been particularly pronounced (see Tables 4 and 5). The available
evidence suggests that this is largely a consequence of an increase in the volume of field
activity, rather than the result of a change in inspection style. The number of notices issued
relative to workplace interventions has remained remarkably constant during this period,
223

The offences include a failure to appoint a workplace health and safety officer, a failure to comply with an
improvement notice and a failure to record a work-related illness.
224
Failure to pay can lead to further enforcement action, including the seizure and sale of property, redirection of
wages or other monies from a bank account, disqualification from driving for the duration of the debt and arrest
and imprisonment.
225
State Penalties and Enforcement Regulation 2000 (commencement of work without obtaining and reviewing
information from appropriate sources about underground services at a workplace – R172(1) and section 24 of the
1995 Act.
226
State Penalties and Enforcement Regulation 2000 (failure to comply with an improvement notice contrary to
section 117(4) of the 1995 Act.
227
Note that the figure in the Department of Industrial Relations annual report is marginally higher.
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suggesting that the increase in the number of notices issued does not signify a shift towards
more enforcement-focused inspections. Notwithstanding this, there is a possibility - if field
activity is now better targeted (so that the rate at which breaches are detected has increased) –
that field activity has, in fact, become less enforcement-focused.
Table 4: Notices 1997-2005 (Queensland)
Total notices
(number)
3,287
5,363
7,641
11,976
8,893
7,686
13,586
19,245
16,226
10,434

1996-1997 (1997)
1997-1998 (1998)
1998-1999 (1999)
1999-2000 (2000)
2000-2001 (2001)
2001-2002 (2002)
2002-2003 (2003)
2003-2004 (2004)
2004-2005 (2005)
Mean % change

Percentage
change

% of notices to
workplace visits

Warnings
(number)

Percentage
change

63
42
57
-26
-14
77
42
-16
394

75
88
106
55
56
78
89
77
71

116
169
127
99
289
488
462
250

46
-25
-22
192
69
-5
298

Sources: Department of Industry Relations, 2000a, 2002c, 2004b and 2005b.
2.6

Appeals

A relatively well developed system of appeals exists. Appeal in the first instance is by way of
internal review to the Manager of the regional WHSQ office.228 A further level of internal
review exists to the Industrial Commission.229 The final tier of appeal is to the Industrial
Court.
Table 5: Trends in notices by Type 1997-2005 (Queensland)

1996-1997 (1997)
1997-1998 (1998)
1998-1999 (1999)
1999-2000 (2000)
2000-2001 (2001)
2001-2002 (2002)
2002-2003 (2003)
2003-2004 (2004)
2004-2005 (2005)
Mean % change

Improvement notices
(number)
2,815
4,423
6,720
9,491
7,290
6,060
11,136
16,200
13,348
8,615

Percentage
change
57
52
41
-25
-13
78
45
-18
374

Prohibition
notices
(number)
472
675
619
1,918
1,416
1,135
1,256
1,696
1,788
1,225

Percentage
change

Infringement notices Percentag
(number)
e change

43
-8
210
-26
-16
6
35
5
279

142
118
127
99
289
488
462
246

-17
8
-22
192
69
-5
225

Sources: Department of Industry Relations, 2000a, 2002c, 2004b and 2005b.

228

Section 148 of the 1995 Act.
Section 151A(1) of the 1995 Act affords a right of appeal to any person whose interests are affected by a WHSQ
decision. In addition to having the power to confirm [section 151E(1)(a)], vary [section 151E(1)(b)] and substitute
[section 151E(1)(c)] a decision, the Commission has the power to return the issue, with directions, to the original
decision maker [section 151E(1)(d)].
229
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3.

PROSECUTION

3.1

Introduction

Prosecution – which is formally regarded as a powerful general deterrent - generally follows
where there has been a serious breach of the 1995 Act resulting in death or serious bodily
injury (Department of Industrial Relations, 2000a) and priority is given to hazardous
industries and poor performing firms (Department of Industrial Relations, undated: b).230
More generally, the Enforcement Framework notes that the following factors should be
considered in determining whether it is in the public interest to proceed with a prosecution:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

the seriousness of the offence;
the demands of punishment and deterrence
the circumstances of the offence;
the impact on workplace health and safety strategies;
maintenance of public confidence in the rule of law;
public safety;
the defendant’s previous history;
whether the defendant has been advised of the requirement of the legislation but still
failed to comply;
i) whether the defendant has failed to comply with an improvement or prohibition
notice;
j) the relationship of the victim to the offender;
k) the defendant’s co-operation in the prosecution;
l) whether the defendant has committed offences relating to inspectors’ powers,
obstruction and false or misleading documents or information; and
m) the penalty imposed on the offender.
Prosecutions under the WSHA take place by way of summary proceedings before an
industrial magistrate231 with appeal to the industrial court.232 WHSQ attempts to actively draw
public attention to its prosecutions by publishing them in a newsletter. The ultimate aim of the
exercise is to encourage companies, company directors and workers to take a more active
interest in workplace health and safety issues, inform on the necessity of complying with
industrial relations requirements and increase awareness of the penalties that apply for a
breach of the law (Department of Industrial Relations, 2000b: 1).
3.2

Trends in Prosecution

The requirement (under section 167 of the 1995 Act) on senior directors to ensure that their
company complies with OHS legislation facilitates the prosecution of senior directors and
mangers. Despite this, the vast majority of prosecutions are taken against corporations. The
data suggest a massive increase in the number of convictions over the last decade; the number
of convictions increasing by 346 per cent between 1996 and 2005 (see Table 6).

230

The Enforcement Framework also notes that prosecution action may be considered in respect of repeated
offences, where the defendant’s non-compliance has been previously brought to their attention and where the
defendant has failed to comply with an improvement notice (Department of Industrial Relations, undated: b).
231
Section 164(1) WSHA 1995.
232
Section 164(3) WSHA 1995.
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Table 6: Trends in Conviction 2001-2005 (Queensland)

1995-1996 (1996)
1996-1997 (1997)
1997-1998 (1998)
1998-1999 (1999)
1999-2000 (2000)
2000-2001 (2001)
2001-2002 (2002)
2002-2003 (2003)
2003-2004 (2004)
2004-2005 (2005)

Number of
convictions (total)
37
35
43
53
129
121
114
106
121
156

Four year average 124.3

Number of
convictions
Percentage change (companies)

Number of
convictions
(individuals)

-5
23
23
143
-6
-6
-11
19
30

92
93
98
136

22
13
22
20

346

104.8

19.3

Sources: Stockhill, 2002; DIR, 2002c; 2003b; 2004b and 2005b
4.

ALTERNATIVES TO PROSECUTION

4.1

Enforceable Undertakings

Enforceable undertakings, introduced in Queensland in July 2003 (Department of Industrial
Relations, 2004b), are available under both the Electrical Safety Act 2002 (2002 Act) and the
Workplace Health and Safety Act of 1995. In essence, they are legal agreements in which a
person or organisation undertakes to carry out specific projects or activities (such as publicity
or education programmes) to improve worker health and safety, to cease certain behaviour
and implement specific actions or programmes to prevent future breaches and, in some cases,
produce benefits to industry and the wider community. In this respect the Queensland’s
undertakings are relatively broad. After the department alleges an organisation has breached
either the 1995 or 2002 Act (normally via complaint and summons) the organisation is free to
apply for an enforceable undertaking. When an application for an enforceable undertaking is
received, legal proceedings connected with the alleged breach are put on hold. If the
application for an enforceable undertaking is not accepted, prosecution will proceed.233 In
practice, as such, they are used as an alternative to prosecution for less serious offences; their
value residing in their ability to ensure that employers go beyond simple compliance.
During 2004-05, ten enforceable undertakings were accepted, producing an estimated $1.6
million benefit to workplaces, industry and the Queensland community although we were
unable to verify or assess this claim (Department of Industrial Relations, 2005). WHSQ
claims that all enforceable undertakings are rigorously monitored by the department. If an
organisation breaches an enforceable undertaking, the department can apply for a court order
which can include an order directing compliance with the undertaking or directing the
payment of a fine or security bond. The maximum penalty for failing to comply with an
enforceable undertaking is $375,000 for a corporation and $75,000 for an individual
(Department of Industrial Relations, undated: a: 9-10).

233

Formally enforceable undertakings are only accepted when they provide significant and real benefits to
workers, industry and the community and involve the maintenance of an occupational health and safety
management system at the workplace which is subject to third party audit at regular intervals.
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5.

PENALTIES AND SANCTIONS

5.1

Introduction

Criminal penalties for violations of the 1995 Act are set out in section 24 and contained in
Table 7.
Table 7: Maximum Penalties (Queensland)
Workplace Health Terms of the
and Safety Act
breach
1995
Section 24(1)(a)
Breach causing
multiple deaths.
Section 24(1)(b)
Breach causing
death or
grievous bodily
harm
Section 24(1)(d)
Breach
involving
exposure to a
substance
likely to cause
death or
grievous bodily
harm
Section 24(1)(c)
Breaches
causing bodily
harm.
Section 24(1)(e)
Other breaches

5.2

Individual
(Aus$)

Individual
(£)234

ImCorp.
prisonment (Aus$)

Corp.
(£)235

150,000236

62,400

3 years

750,000237

312,001

75,000

31,200

2 years

375,000

156,000

56,250

23,400

1 year

281,250

117,000

56,250

23,400

1 year

281,250

117,000

37,500

15,600

6 months

187,500

78,000

Trends

There was a sharp increase in the average fine imposed by the courts between the financial
years 2000/01 and 2001/02 which seems to have anticipated the increase in statutory maxima,
which took effect in 2003 (see Table 8). Average fines have increased significantly – albeit
from a low base238 – and fine levels are now beginning to move beyond those in other
Australian jurisdictions (compare, for example, with South Australia). As with other
Australian jurisdictions the average level of fine continues to be relatively low – we were,
however, unable to confirm whether this was a result of different types of offences, the size of
companies convicted or because of genuine differences in how courts penalise offenders for
health and safety offences.

234

Conversion rate as of 1st May 2006 (http://www.x-rates.com).
Conversion rate as of 1st May 2006 (http://www.x-rates.com).
236
Section 24(1)(a) WHSA 1995. The maximum was increased from Aus$ 60,000 on 1st June 2003 (Haines, John,
and Park, 2004: 11).
237
The maximum was increased from Aus $300,000 on 1st June 2003 (Haines, John and Park, 2004: 11).
238
Historically, Queensland’s courts have imposed penalties far below the statutory maxima. In 1999, when the
highest statutory maximum was Aus$300,000, the highest actual fine imposed was a tenth of that (even though the
highest maximum could have been imposed) at Aus$30,000 (Seljack, et al, 1999).
235
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Table 8: Trends in Monetary Penalties 1996-2005 (Queensland)

1996-1997
1997-1998
1998-1999
1999-2000
2000-2001
2001-2002
2002-2003
2003-2004
2004-2005

Average
amount of
criminal fines
(combined)
(inflation
adjusted)
7,643
9,154
8,321
9,692
7,721
15,096
19,749
17,310
22,939

Average
amount of
criminal fines
(combined)
(inflation
adjusted)
(pounds
sterling)
2,990
3,080
2,630
3,296
2,576
5,073
6,931
6,893
9,300

Nine year
average

13,070

4,752

Average
amount of
criminal fines
(companies)
(inflation
adjusted)
(pounds
sterling)

17,403
21,776
20,600
25,482

Average
amount of
criminal fines
(combined)
(inflation
adjusted)
(pounds
sterling)
2,990
3,080
2,630
3,296
2,576
5,073
6,931
6,893
9,300

21,315

4,752

8,280

Average
amount of
criminal fines
(companies)
(inflation
adjusted)

6,316
8,025
8,450
10,331

Sources: DIR, 2002c; 2003b; 2004b and 2005b
6.

USE OF GOVERNMENT PURCHASING POWER

Meeting certain occupational health and safety criteria is a condition for tendering on
government contracts.
7.

COMPENSATION

A mandatory management systems audit is a pre-condition for self-insurance (Seljack, 1999).
8.

CO-OPERATION, PARTNERSHIP AND VOLUNTARY PROGRAMS

The WHSQ Relationship Management Program aims to generate closer co-operation between
the regulated community and WHSQ. The programme involves setting up partnerships with
Queensland workplaces to improve OHS (with each participating partner having a single
point of contact).
9.

EMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENT

9.1

Health and Safety Representatives

The 1995 Act 239 imposes a range of duties on employers to bring employees – through
elective health and safety representatives – into the process of promoting occupational health
and safety. Among other things, the Act requires employers to consult with elected health and
safety representatives about proposed changes in the workplace, allow representatives to
inspect the workplace and attend OHS training during work hours, inform them about work
239

The 2003 amendment to the 1995 Act greatly strengthened the consultative arrangements between employers
and employees.
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injuries, changes to safety procedures or policies, formal inspections and enforcement action
and specifically inform new employees about the identity of representatives.240
9.2

OHS Committees

Employers are required to establish a health and safety committee when requested by a
representative or if the work undertaken at the site is especially hazardous.

240

The obligation extends to occupational health and safety committees.
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Chapter 13: Netherlands
1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Institutional Framework

The Labour Inspectorate1, (the Inspectorate) is the main state body in the Netherlands
responsible for monitoring and enforcing compliance with occupational health and safety law
- although it does not have responsibility for safety issues involving certain industries like
mines, nuclear installations and the railways (Labour Inspectorate, 2005a; European
Commission, 2005).2 As is the case with some other European jurisdictions, the Inspectorate
combines the role of monitoring health and safety with a range of other responsibilities
relating to labour regulation such as the unlawful employment of migrant workers, the
minimum wage and working hours legislation.
The Inspectorate primarily aims to secure compliance with health and safety law through a
combination of inspection, investigation and enforcement.3 Like Sweden, but unlike any of
the other jurisdictions considered in this report, the Inspectorate has a very limited advisory
function – though this may change as a result of government proposals which are discussed
below in section 1.3. The Inspectorate also carries out surveys of employers to compile
information about health and safety issues – some of which are undertaken in the course of
inspections. This information is intended to assist in policy developments and the
identification of new risks as well as providing an understanding of the level of compliance
with existing legal obligations (Labour Inspectorate, 1999, section 5.3).4
The key pieces of health and safety law are the Working Conditions Act 1998 (the 1998 Act),
the Working Conditions Decree (the Decree) and the Working Conditions Regulations. The
1998 Act, which came into force in November 1999, provides the basic framework of
occupational health and safety (OHS), setting out the key obligations upon employers,5 the
modalities of employer-worker co-operation and the enforcement powers held by the
Inspectorate. The Decree contains more specific and detailed regulations broken down into

1

It forms part of the ‘Inspectorate General’ – which also includes the Work and Income Inspectorate - within the
Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment. It employs 310 full-time equivalent health and safety inspectors and
has responsibility for 563,000 private and public sector organisations (450,000 of which employ between two to
nine people) employing a total of 6,900,000 people. Ministry of Social Affairs Website (2005).
2
Mines (involving the extraction of petroleum, natural gas and salt.) are regulated by the Mines Inspectorate
which is part of the Ministry of Economic Affairs; Nuclear installations are regulated by three inspectorates Nuclear Safety Department and the Pressure Vessel Inspectorates, which are both part of the Ministry of Social
Affairs and Employment, and the Inspectorate for Environmental Control which is part of the Ministry of Housing,
Physical Planning and Environment. Supervision of other transport activities (road haulage, maritime, air-traffic)
is shared with the Transport Inspectorate. Local fire brigades are primarily responsible for supervising
compliance with general fire safety measures in the Netherlands and the Labour Inspectorate is responsible for
overseeing compliance with fire safety regulations governing specific production and work processes.
3
As of October 2004, the Inspectorate handed over most of its non-supervisory work to a new department. It now
has no role in registering collective labour agreements, advising the minister on whether these agreements should
be binding, registering of mass-redundancy announcements or advising ministers on pension issues.
4
In the event that a monitoring survey relates to an issue also subject to an inspection – enforcement should
always take precedence.
5
Article 3(1) of the 1998 Act states that, “unless this cannot reasonably be required, the employer shall organise
the work in such a way that it does not have any adverse effect on the safety and health of the employee.” The
Working Conditions Act does not apply to self-employed persons unless the work in question is explicitly
mentioned in the Occupational Safety and Health Decree, such as the removal of Asbestos.
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particular hazard categories.6 These are supplemented by Working Conditions Regulations
which contain more specific provisions, and Policy Rules which are non-statutory guidance
which outline how the required level of protection in relation to a particular duty might be
achieved. Collective labour agreements between employer organisations and trade unions also
create legal obligations upon employers in relation to employee working conditions – which
are however only enforceable by the parties in civil courts.
The 1998 Act introduced a number of new systems, methods and strategies aimed at
promoting workplace health and safety. One of its most important innovations was the
requirement that all employers draft a risk inventory and evaluation (RI&E) of occupational
risks at the workplace (which should include a description of general dangers, the risks
specific to particular employees and the preventative measures in place to limit these risks).7
As part of the process of developing the inventory and performing a risk analysis,
organisations employing more than 25 people have to use the services of a certified
occupational health and safety service to help in drawing up and approving the RI&E and
provide onsite medical advice and assistance to the employer.8 The other major innovation of
the Act was the establishment of a new system of administrative penalties, along with, what it
calls a ‘tit-for-tat’ enforcement policy, in which most violations result in an ‘immediate’
administrative fine without recourse to the courts. Criminal prosecutions – which prior to
1998 had been the only form of accountability available - were restricted by the 1998 Act to
more serious offences.
1.2

Trends in Injury and Ill Health

An employer must report “immediately” all injuries to workers that result in “serious physical
or mental injury or death” to the Inspectorate. This requires there to be damage to the health,
which leads to hospital admission for observation or treatment within 24 hours of the time of
the occurrence, or which can reasonably be judged to be permanent.9 It appears that the
general trend in the Netherlands has been a decrease in the number of deaths and injuries –
though in 1999 and 2002 there have been changes in the way data has been collected that
makes year on year comparisons very difficult10 (see Table 1).
Table 1 Fatality and ‘Over-three day’ Injury Levels, 1996 – 2003

Fatalities
Injuries

1996
110

1997
109

1998
109
169,101

1999
99
191,080

6

2000
2001
2002
2003
103
83
91
104
194,478
174,554
80,189
69,240
Source: Eurostat11 (undated), Table 28

The categories include workplace arrangement, hazardous substances and biological agents, and physical stress.
Article 5 of the 1998 Act.
8
Until 2005, it was mandatory for all companies to use an occupational health service (Arbodienst). Small
companies now only need to use one if they do not have a collective agreement. By 2003, the Inspectorate reported
that 98 per cent of employers had formally entered into a contract with a certified occupational health service.
Large employers, and small companies without a collective agreement, are also required to use a certified service
to assist in the company’s sick leave policy; provide periodic occupational health medical examinations if these
are provided by the employer; hold a working conditions ‘consulting-hour’ for staff, and provide the medical
examinations prior to a medical appointment. See article 14 and 15 of the 1998 Act.
9
Article 9 of the 1998 Act. An injury, which at the time it takes place does not appear to be ‘permanent’, can
become reportable if within two years, it becomes clear that the injury is ‘permanent’ (section 3.4 of Accident
Investigation policy).
10
The Inspectorate was not willing to provide us with any detailed data involving death and injury rates.
11
http://forum.europa.eu.int/Public/irc/dsis/hasaw/library?l=/statisticalstables&vm=detailed&sb=Title
7
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1.3

Trends in Regulation

In recent years the government has looked at ways to deregulate health and safety in line with
a more general commitment to reducing administrative costs across government by 25 per
cent (Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, 2005). The government’s rationale for cuts
is that “a heavy regulatory burden generates opposition and resistance from businesses which
in turn stands in the way of an active policy on safety, health, welfare and sickness leave.”
Much of the emphasis of this process has focused on standards deregulation - which between
1995 and 2002 is estimated by the Government to have resulted in a 12 per cent reduction in
administrative costs – and encouraging a much greater level of self-regulation (see Table 2).
This process of deregulation is set to continue with the Government committed to a further 19
per cent reduction in administrative costs – an estimated saving of €206 million - over and
above the 12 per cent already achieved.12
Table 2: Alleged Savings to Business from Reducing Administrative Costs
Amended legislation
Savings (in millions of Euros)
Integration of the Mining Act into the Mining Decree
0.1
Removal of compulsory work consultation from the 89.2
Working Conditions Act
Change to ARIE (AVR/BRZO)
1.9
Change to pressure equipment decree
2,1
Other in preparation
1.0
Improved efficiency
Knowledge infrastructure and communication
33.5.
Improved RI&E efficiency (including web site)
52.8
TOTAL
182.6
Source: Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment (2003a, appendix)

The Dutch government’s thinking on self-regulation – the form that it should take and the
continuing role that the Inspectorate might perform – was set out in a ‘Request for Advice’
made towards the end of 2004 by the Deputy Minister for Social Affairs and Employment to
the Social and Economic Council (SEC).13 The request advocated that the framework of OHS
regulation should be set by sector-wide agreements between employers and employees
covering the most serious risks facing employees - with the major emphasis of securing
compliance placed on the parties to the agreement. It was proposed that the Inspectorate’s
main role would be to audit the adequacy of the agreements; it would not have responsibility
for ensuring that employers complied with it. Inspectors would only be able to enter premises
and undertake enforcement responsibilities where arbitration or other forms of mediation had
failed or where there was evidence of ‘abuse’.14 Pro-active inspections would only take place
where there was evidence that employees were being exposed to unacceptable risk or there
was no ‘sector-wide’ agreement. The Government proposed that where violations involving
serious risks were identified, there should be tougher sanctions - including a doubling of the

12

The Government accepts that it would be difficult to make any further reductions due to international
obligations (Social and Economic Council, 2005).
13
The Social and Economic Council is a tripartite body founded in 1950. Its main task is to advise government on
social and economic policy matters. This advice is not binding but usually very influential, especially in the case of
unanimous advice.
14
This is defined later in the text but relates to serious risks.
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standard levels of fines for serious offences,15 and ‘naming and shaming’. It proposed that the
Inspectorate should in principle be able to publish its inspection results, disclosing the full
names of the organisations and companies in question.16
Significantly, the Government has also advocated that existing legislation regulating “low
risks” (those that do not lead to lasting injury or death and do not give rise to substantial
social costs or social unrest) should be abolished.17
Although it is possible to argue that this proposal simply formalises a similar process taking
place in many other jurisdictions – in which lower risk duty-holders are subjected to less
intrusive forms of enforcement or no enforcement at all - our understanding is that the
proposal to radically reduce the level of enforcement was not based on an assessment of its
impact but upon the perception that health and safety covenants (see section 5.1) had proved
successful. Without knowing exactly which standards will be removed and which will remain
in place, or, for that matter, the exact extent to which enforcement will be rolled back, it is
difficult to assess the impact of the proposal. In 2005 the SEC published its formal response
to the proposals. Although supporting the idea of individual sector wide agreements –
“enforced” through mediation and the civil law, rather than the Inspectorate18 - it expressed
serious misgivings about the proposal to abolish legislation relating to “low risks”, arguing
that any distinction between high and low workplace risks was “largely unworkable” and
“extremely arbitrary,19 and recommended that the Inspectorate continue to “maintain a clearly
defined and visible role.”20 This reflected a more general satisfaction with the existing
infrastructure and practice of enforcement, with the SEC doubting whether it was necessary to
change enforcement policy or the law in relation to the access rights of an inspector.21
It did however suggest that the Inspectorate should inform sectors in advance that they would
be subject to inspection projects. Significantly, it proposed that the Inspectorate should be

15

Though this would still only make the maximum fines following any particular incident no more than €11,000.
It stated that, if employers “are notified beforehand that their performance with regard to working conditions
will or may be made public, this could result in improved compliance with the regulations. An additional
advantage is that the public would be able to see more clearly that the Labour Inspectorate is acting decisively
against offenders (Social and Economic Council, 2005).”
17
The Government stated that, “The proposals for deregulation and simplification in particular will help reduce
the irritation and burden (both perceived and real) of the number of regulations.” It calculates that “the proposals
contained in the request for advice will lead, according to preliminary estimates, to savings on administrative cost
of between €60 to €70 million (i.e. around 5 to 6 per cent of the total working conditions related to administrative
costs)” (Social and Economic Council, 2005: Appendix 1).
18
The SEC suggested that the Inspectorate should have a role in assessing the extent to which the catalogue of
voluntary agreements “provides the company with an adequate reference to enable it to meet the prescribed
targets.”
19
It proposed that there should be “two domains – the public and the private”. Only the 1998 Act, the decree, and
the Working Conditions Regulations would remain in the public domain – which the government should continue
to maintain and enforce. The private domain in contrast would consist of agreements between employers and
employees about the “best methods or means by which they can achieve the public prescribed targets”. The
agreements would together form a “working conditions catalogue”. In effect this would mean that the policy rules
would become part of the private domain (Social and Economic council, 2005: 33, para. 4).
20
Much of the SEC’s view set out in this document reflected earlier comments relating to a 1996 proposal by the
then Government along the same lines. The government had at that time proposed that it “should only be
responsible for working conditions that pose serious risks (defined in the policy document as any circumstances in
the working environment that are likely to lead to death, serious injury or permanent damage to health) (Social
and Economic Council, 2005: para 4.3).”
21
In relation to the latter it stated, “The SEC considers it almost self-evident that, when the question of accessing
or calling in the Labour Inspectorate arises, any complaint is first addressed internally within the company before
appeal is made to the Labour Inspectorate.”
16
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given a more defined advisory role22 and that companies with a good record should be
provided with a ‘certificate.’23 The SEC argued that such a “nuanced sanctioning policy could
also help to give the Labour Inspectorate a more positive image” among employers.
Moreover, in relation to sanctions, the SEC supported the idea of doubling maximum fines;
contending that that the size of any fine should be sufficient to offset any economic benefit
gained by the violation, whilst not being so large as to endanger a company’s existence. To
this effect, it proposed that inspectors should themselves be given much more individual
discretion about the level of fine and whether a fine should be imposed at all.24 Despite this,
the SEC expressed caution over introducing ‘naming and shaming’; attaching considerable
importance to the unpredictable spill over effect to the company (specifically the SEC raised
the possibility of naming and shaming leading to firm closure). More specifically, it argued
that publication should only be entertained as an option “in the case of companies that show
total incompetence in arranging their working conditions situation, consciously let economic
interests take preference over the health of their employees, or are responsible for repeated
serious violations of regulations.”
A bill is currently going through the Netherlands Parliament that incorporates some of the
SEC’s recommendations. The bill is likely to be the subject of significant amendments, and at
the time of writing this report the likely outcome it is not yet clear (Peeters, 2006).
2

INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

2.1

The Inspection and Investigation Process

If a violation is identified in the course of an inspection or investigation. inspectors have a
number of powers available to them – the use of which are tightly circumscribed by a written
enforcement policy. An inspector can simply “prescribe measures” – a written warning that
the employer has to take certain steps to ensure compliance with the legislation – or,
alternatively, impose a formal notice requiring specified changes to take place to ensure
compliance with the 1998 Act.25
It is not necessary for the employer to take exactly the measures stated by the inspector – as
long as the level of protection is the same or better than that required by the inspector. In
relation to determining what improvements can be demanded, the inspector can demand
compliance not only with the 1998 Act, Decree, and Regulations but also ‘specific objectives’
which are elaborated in the form of concrete policy rules or for which there are clear legal
22

It said that enforcement should not be limited to “fines or other types of punitive enforcement in the case of
violation. The inspectors should also encourage employers and employees to comply with working conditions
legislation by offering practical suggestions for improvement as they tour the premises. (footnote continues)
Although the Labour Inspectorate does not officially have an advisory task, it should nonetheless be able to
explain clearly why a given situation is considered to be dangerous.”
23
The SEC stated that “Companies that turn out to be performing well in the field of working conditions could
also be encouraged by being complimented (i.e., being awarded a certificate to the effect that the premises have
been inspected and no violations found).”
24
The SEC stated that “Inspectors should, taking into account the nature of the incident, the surrounding
circumstances and the degree of culpability, have the discretion to not impose a fine or to impose a fine smaller
than that specified”. It stated that the fining policy should be restructured in a similar way to that used by traffic
violations.
25
Article 27 of the 1998 Act provides that an inspector may “impose a requirement on an employer regarding the
way in which one or more stipulations of or pursuant to this Act must be complied with”. These requirements can
be imposed where there are breaches of certain obligations relating to the working conditions policy, the risk
inventory and evaluation, dangerous substances, information and instruction, the responsibilities of employees,
work consultations, need for expert assistance, occupational health examinations and where there are various
employers.
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precedents that apply to the situation in question or which are widely accepted and about
which there are officially announced agreements with the sectoral organisations. Inspectors
also have the power to stop work taking place if the work would represent a “serious
danger.”26
Over and above those immediate regulatory remedies, the 1998 Act creates two kinds of
offences 27 - a ‘fineable’ and a ’punishable’ (or criminal) offence. ‘Fineable’ offences – which
are administrative in nature and when identified will typically result in a specified fine - are
simple breaches of the 1998 Act, Decree or Regulations. Punishable offences, by contrast, are
more serious in nature and, when uncovered, are referred directly to the public prosecutor.
Both of these are explained in section 2.3 below.
The Inspectorate undertakes programmed ‘active’ inspections and ‘follow-up’ inspections.
Active inspections are organised (in projects) around particular areas of risk28 relating to
particular sectors of the economy – in 2004, there were 54 inspection projects involving the
inspection of 20,000 companies (Labour Inspectorate, 2005: para 1.3).29 The focus on ‘sector’
projects is considered to provide the Inspectorate with a greater understanding of each sector
and, by better allowing inspectors to raise concerns with employer and employee
organisations, it holds out the potential for the sector itself to assume greater responsibility for
health and safety problems (Labour Inspectorate, 2005a: para 1.40).
Each inspection is divided into two parts - the actual workplace inspection and an
enforcement interview.30 At the inspection, inspectors are expected to monitor compliance
with a list of points for inspection, speak to employees about organisational obligations,
detect cases of non-compliance and report the findings to the employer and member of works
council (see Labour Inspectorate, 1999: section 4.3.2). Inspectors should give particular
attention to occupational safety and health management systems, the behaviour of staff and
their supervision, and the design of workstations, processes, purchasing of materials,
machinery, and equipment (Labour Inspectorate, 1999:1). At the enforcement interview, the
inspector will inform the employer of the results of the inspection, and make sure that the
employer has a clear understanding of any failings, is aware of the importance of complying
with the law, knows about the enforcement procedures that will be adopted, and any time
frame needed for improvements. There is also an expectation that they will suspend the
business if a serious fineable or punishable offence has occurred (Labour Inspectorate, 1999:
section 4.3.2).
Follow-up inspections take place whenever there are doubts over whether a violation has been
remedied. The enforcement policy warns inspectors of the limitations of standard
enforcement (involving orders to make improvements and administrative fines) which can
quite easily fail in preventing the initial cause of non-compliance. This does not arise where
inspectors order that a business be closed down (as they must where either a serious fineable
or punishable offence has occurred), but, in other circumstances, the enforcement policy
26

Article 28 of the 1998 Act allows an inspector to “issue an order either verbally or in a dated letter to the effect
that persons may not continue working in places he designates, or that work he designates must be halted or must
not be commenced, if in his reasonable judgment that place or that work represent a serious danger to persons”.
27
These can also by committed by legal persons (i.e. companies).
28
In 2003, for example, it was pressure of work, physical demands, carcinogenic and other hazardous substances
and noise (Labour Inspectorate, 2004).
29
Increasingly the Inspectorate is co-ordinating inspections with other inspectorates such as the Inspectorate of
Education, the Transport and Water Management Inspectorate and the Food and Goods Authority.
30
If any violations have been identified during the inspection, the inspector will, prior to the Enforcement
interview examine the RI&E and the plan of approach in relation to these violations.
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directs inspectors to “monitor a company until such time as the employer has implemented
the prescribed measures, thereby eliminating any incidence of non-compliance”. In practice,
this is achieved through follow-up inspections which are undertaken after either ‘directly
fineable’ or ‘other fineable’ offences. Formally, follow-up inspections should be made once
14 weeks have elapsed and continue “until there is no further incidence of non-compliance”.
In 2004, the inspectorate reported that 95 per cent of follow-up inspections found the initial
violation remedied (Labour Inspectorate, 2005a).
There are two kinds of investigations – those resulting from reported injuries and those
resulting from complaints.31 The Inspectorate has a target of finishing 70 per cent of all
‘accident’ investigations in under three months – but in 2003 this only proved possible in 38
per cent of cases.32 The accident report is presented to the victims (or their next of kin), the
employer and the works-council of the company concerned (European Commission, 2005).
The Inspectorate does not carry out any investigations into diseases.33 The Inspectorate is also
legally required to carry out inspections “as soon as possible” at the request of the workscouncil, or other employees association,34 although these are reported to be rare (Social and
Economic Council, 2005: 51).
2.2

Targeting

The basic principles of the Inspectorate’s targeting procedures are set out in its enforcement
policy. This aims to direct inspection projects at (a) those companies and sectors where there
are considerable risks or where compliance is known to be poor and (b) those “companies that
operate in ‘the twilight zone’, companies that operate illegally and those companies working
off the beaten track.” Sectors and companies with a good record of compliance are only
subjected to random inspections.
The enforcement policy states that in choosing particular inspection projects, the inspectorate
should draw up a risk profile for each industry sector on the basis of the possible incidence of
‘abuse’, serious risks and problems known to exist within the sector in question.35 In drawing
up the risk profile the extent to which the sector devotes ‘systematic attention’ to promoting
compliance with the legislation is also taken into account. Once the risk profile has been
finalised a ‘tactical/strategic long-range plan’ is drawn up for each of the industrial sectors
which provides the basis for making an annual plan concerning the sectors to be prioritised
and workplaces inspected (Labour Inspectorate, 1999: para 4.1).36 In 2003, this resulted in
high-risk sectors being visited on average three and a half times as often as low risk sectors.
Overall 1 in 20 high-risk businesses received an inspection ranging from 46 per cent of high
31

In 2002, pro-active inspection and investigation into complaints and accidents’ each took up 32 per cent of the
Inspectorate’s time. See European Commission (2005).
32
The Inspectorate reported that this was due to the complexity of many investigations.
33
Occupational disease or evidence that such a situation exists must be reported by the occupational safety and
health services to the Netherlands Centre for Occupational Sickness, which conducts epidemiological research on
the development of occupational illness. Any investigation that is undertaken is carried out by the occupational
safety and health services and the medical practitioners working for the insurance companies.
34
Article 24(6) of the 1998 Act.
35
The European Commission summarises the process in this way: “Risks are compared and then ranked in
quantitative terms. Risks are measured as the 'result of the risk of exposure or of an accident occurring multiplied
by the effect of exposure or of the accident in terms of the length of the employee drop-out'. This means that both
the number of people exposed and the average length of the drop-out are key elements in this model (European
Commission, 2005)”
36
Each year an annual plan is drawn up for the Labour Inspectorate based on the multi-year plan. This plan is
screened by the relevant policy directorates at the Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment and the social
partners before the Minister presents it to parliament (European Commission, 2005).
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risk large construction companies to 0.4 per cent of high-risk small public services (see Table
3, annexed to chapter).
The Inspectorate’s Accident Investigation Policy requires all injuries reported within six
months of the incident to be investigated unless this proves to be impracticable37 or they take
place on the road (when they are usually investigated by the police – Peeters, 2006). “Nonreportable’ injuries can also be investigated if the incident raises a suspicion of a serious
offence, if it was one of a number of injuries at the same company, if it involved a priority
sector, or it is ‘publicly, politically or socially sensitive. In deciding when enforcement action
should be taken, the Inspectorate should prioritise ‘possible cases of abuse’. These are defined
as: “situations in which failure to comply with the statutory prescriptions can involve serious
risks for the persons concerned where the basic prerequisites for suitable working conditions
are not met and/or where failure to comply with the law actually involves an unfair
competitive advantage based on working conditions (Labour Inspectorate, 1999).”
2.3

Enforcement Notices and Administrative Penalties

The purpose of enforcement is defined as “countering violation of the law, tackling the
underlying factors that lead to violation and eliminating any inadequacies in the way in which
the working conditions policy is implemented.”38 The enforcement policy states that the
Inspectorate should “adopt a strict approach to enforcement in dealing with punishable
offences and serious finable offences”. In addition, the following principles should be
followed (Labour Inspectorate (1999):
•
•
•

when violations are identified the means applied to bring about compliance with
the law are only as stringent as is necessary;
enforcement powers should be applied in a uniform manner - with similar cases
being treated in the same way; and
the results of an enforcement procedure should always be confirmed in writing.

The Inspectorate has a target of completing 70 per cent of all cases involving enforcement in
less than one year – and in 2003, achieved this in 84 per cent of cases (Labour Inspectorate,
2004).
The enforcement policy sets out how inspectors should use their powers with some precision;
drawing a clear distinction between ‘fineable’ and ‘penal’ offences. There are three different
categories of fineable offences.39 ‘Seriously fineable’ offences involve conduct which “could
cause serious danger to people”40 and are listed in Appendix Two to Policy Rule 33.41 Where
37

This is formally defined to have occurred when: a) the work situation has changed in such a way that it is not
possible to conduct an inquiry (because, for example, the company is using different labour tools or substances or the
location has been dismantled); b) or when there are no available witnesses to the incident. Reports after six months
from the incident will only be investigated if the person who makes the report can show that the location of the
incident is such that an investigation is possible and there are witnesses. See Labour Inspectorate (2005)
38
The Enforcement Policy sets out how inspectors should use both “repressive” and “preventative” instruments in
order to ensure that, “the statutory standards are complied with.” The policy defines all the statutory inspectors’
powers set out above as ‘instruments involving repressive elements’. The issuing of information at company and
sectoral level are given as examples of ‘preventative’ instruments.
39
Article 34 of the 1998 Act creates two categories of fines, which are set out in an Order in Council. In the first
category, no fine for a single offence can be higher than €4,538, and in the second Category no fine can be higher
than €11,345. As we shall see all the actual fines are set out in policy rules and are much lower than the
maximum permitted fine.
40
It should be noted that the criteria for determining whether or not particular conduct falls into the seriously
fineable offence category – whether or not it ‘could cause serious danger’ - is the same criteria used by an
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such conduct is detected, the enforcement policy requires inspectors to: a) issue an order to
shut down the business; b) require that particular steps are taken to ensure compliance with
the legislation (‘prescribed measures’); and c) draw up a report in connection with the
administrative fine.42 ‘Directly fineable’ offences, by contrast, involve either: a lack of
personnel skills; failure to take preventative actions involving hazardous situations; failure to
have sent reports to the Inspectorate; or a lack of certain essential basic facilities.43 The
Enforcement policy states that where such conduct is identified, the inspector will draw up a
report in connection with the imposition of a fine, and will, if necessary, require particular
steps to be taken (‘prescribed measures’). A follow up visit will take place to ensure that the
situation has been remedied. If a fineable offence has been committed which is neither a
‘seriously fineable’ nor ‘directly fineable’ offence, the enforcement policy requires inspectors
to first issue a warning or an order for improvement. A report in connection with the
imposition of a fine should only be imposed if following another inspection, there continues
to be a lack of compliance.44
Where an investigation into a death or injury takes place and there is found to be a causal
connection between it and a fineable offence, the inspector should draw up a fine report in the
normal way. In addition to this, if necessary, certain measures should be prescribed with a
view to eliminating the lack of compliance.45
Inspectors46 do not themselves calculate administrative fines – they identify the offence and
the surrounding circumstances47 and send a report to a special division within the

inspector to determine whether or not a ‘prohibition order’ under section 28 of the 1998 Act should be imposed.
41
This list is often amended – but in June 2006, there were 88 such offences. Examples includes: Working in a
building, in which the wall, floors, ceiling or installations are in such a state, that there is direct danger of
collapse, displacement, falling over or toppling (Article 3.3, clause 1, Working Conditions Decree); Working in
places where there is a direct danger of collapse, displacement, falling over or toppling of stored object and
substances (article 3.3, clause 2, Working Conditions Decree).
42
In order for a fine to be imposed the inspector must either witness the work that ‘could cause serious danger’
actually taking place or be able to locate a witness.
43
These are listed in appendix three to the policy rule. Examples include the lack of a written risk inventory and
evaluation (Article 5, clause 1, Working Conditions Act) and insufficient supervision of the compliance with
instructions and regulations concerning activities involving risks for employees (Article 8, clause 4, Working
Conditions Act). The Appendix makes clear that the list is determined by social, political and policy factors and is
subject to change. These are all considered to, “increase the lack of safety of employees and also seriously
obstruct the activities of the Health and Safety Inspectorate”. They are supposed to constitute conduct which the
inspectorate feels cannot simply be dealt with through section 27 powers to order changes.
44
The Enforcement Policy states that the “fact that an employer may show verbal lack of willingness during a first
inspection … is not sufficient reason to skip the first phase of the enforcement procedure. The fact that an
employer does not immediately show cooperative behaviour is not necessarily to be interpreted as an expression of
a lack of willingness.”
45
Where there has been a death, the inspector should consult with the police at the scene of the incident, and in
consultation with the public prosecutor, decide how to proceed with the investigation. The Inspectorate’s Accident
policy states that: “If, following the inspector’s inquiry, the Public Prosecutor, for the time being, believes that
article 32 of the Working Conditions Act is feasible [a penal offence], then the inspector will continue with the
criminal inquiry, possibly in collaboration with the police. The inspector obviously remains in close contact with
the Public Prosecutor concerning the next steps. If the evidence for a crime is weak and if it looks as if further
investigation will not produce additional/significant evidence, then, again in collaboration with the Public
Prosecutor, the criminal investigation will be stopped and the inspector will seek to pursue the case according to
the administrative law”.
46
As soon as an inspector ‘takes action towards an interested party in such a way that could reasonably be
expected to result in an administrative fine’, the inspector should inform the interested party that he is no longer
obliged to provide information (article 35A of the 1998 Act).
47
When any fineable offence has been identified, the inspector must, “as soon as possible”, draw up a report
setting out: (a) the nature of the fineable offence, making reference to the legal regulation that has been violated;
(b) the place where the fineable offence was committed; (c) the person or persons involved in the fineable offence.
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Inspectorate48 who check that the offence can be proved, and decide within eight weeks,
whether or not to impose a fine. If the official agrees with the inspector’s report, he should
write an order stating the amount of the fine, the offence for which the fine has been imposed,
the persons involved in the offence, the natural or legal person responsible for compliance
with the 1998 Act and the period within which the fine must be paid.49 Prior to any fine being
imposed, the “interested party should be given an opportunity of putting forward his point of
view either verbally or in writing (Peeters, 2006).” A person can appeal either an enforcement
order or an administrative fine to the ‘juridical section’ of the Inspectorate, and subsequently
to an administrative court. The law does not allow the Inspectorate to publish whether a
company has received an administrative fine.50 Fines are recycled back into the budget of the
Inspectorate.
The process of determining the level of fine is set out in Policy Rule 33. This provides highly
detailed guidelines for all but the most exceptional cases.51 It involves the selection of a base
fine which is then adjusted according to a range of extenuating circumstances.
A base fine level (applicable to organisations employing over 250 employees) ranging from
€45 to €4,500 is outlined for specific ‘fineable’ offences contained in appendix one of the
Policy Rule (see Table 4).52 This fine is reduced by one third, where the organisation
employs between 50 and 249 employees, and by two thirds for organisations employing
between 10 and 49 employees. For organisations employing fewer than 10 employees, it is
cut by four fifths.53 The base fine is then adjusted according to a range of aggravating and
mitigating circumstances. Where the offence is ‘seriously fineable’, the base fine is doubled.
Where more than ten people are exposed to the offence in question, the base fine is increased
by one and a half times and doubled where more than 50 people are exposed.54 Where the
offence takes place in a number of different locations of the same company, the fine can be
multiplied for each separate offence upto a maximum of three times55. And finally, where a
‘directly fineable’ or ‘other fineable’ offence has been committed within a two year period,
the fine for the second offence can be increased by half.
When a fineable offence results directly in a death or injury, the level of fine is determined
according to a strictly demarcated set of criteria set out in the policy rule (see Table 5). Where
two people have been injured or killed as a result of an offence, the level of fine is increased
by one-and-a-half times; where three of more people have been affected the fine is doubled.

48

This is called the “afdeling bestuurlijke boete”.
Article 37(A) and (B) of the 1998 Act. A fine must be paid within six weeks.
50
A survey of Chief Inspectors found that most would like administrative fines to be made public. See Health and
Safety Inspectorate (2002) which is discussed below.
51
Para. 9 provides for an exception to the policy rule where “a finable offence has occurred under special
circumstances. In that case the importance of applying the policy rule will be weighted against the consequences
of a full application of the policy rule for the interested party. It is possible that the decision will be made not to
impose a fine or to impose a reduced fine for a certain offence or payment in instalments can be offered. Special
circumstances can include force majeure situations, new offences and/or clear mistakes”.
52
This is as of February 2006. There are many examples of fineable offences involving €45, but only one for
€4500 which relates to a failure to report a death or injury (see table 4 in the relevant Netherlands section for
examples).
53
This division into large, medium and small companies does not apply to building projects where obligations are
imposed upon legal entities who are not necessarily employers – such as clients and designers. Here the level of
fine appropriate to large companies is used for all organisations irrespective of their size. This is because
compliance in this context is considered to be of such importance for the safeguarding of safe and healthy working
conditions.
54
Para 4b, Policy Rule 33
55
Para 4c, Policy Rule 33
49
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However, the level of fine cannot exceed €11,250 for a death and €6,700 for an injury.56
Moreover, the fine levels following a death or injury can be reduced by three-quarters if only
one fineable offence is mentioned on the fine report, no previous industrial injury or death has
taken place in the previous two years and the fineable offence which directly caused the
injury or death “can be partly blamed on the victim.” This is said to occur when the victim
has failed to respect the obligations imposed by the 1998 Working Conditions Act against the
instructions of his employer.57 Where a number of different offences have been committed
following a single inspection or investigation, an aggregate fine is calculated by adding
together the fines appropriate to each separate offence58 - though no total fine can be higher
than €45,000 (or indeed lower than €113).59 Individual employees can also only be fined to a
maximum of €225.
Table 4: Examples of Baseline Fines for Offences
Section

Duty

1

The employer shall ensure that the employees are properly informed
about the work to be carried out and the related risks, and about the
measures aimed at preventing or limiting those risks.
The employer shall also ensure that the employees are properly 270
informed about the way in which the expert assistance as referred to in
article 14 is organised in his company or institution.
The employer shall ensure that the employees are given proper 225
instruction adapted to their separate tasks in relation to the working
conditions.
If personal protection equipment is made available to the employees, 270
and if safety devices are fitted to work resources or are otherwise
installed, the employer shall ensure that the employees are aware of
their objective and operation and the way in which they should be used.
The employer shall supervise compliance with the instructions and 900
regulations aimed at preventing or limiting the risks referred to in the
first paragraph and the correct use of the personal protection equipment.
If young employees work within the company, the employer shall in the 270
implementation of obligations imposed by the above paragraphs take
special account of the limited work experience and incomplete physical
and mental development of these employees inherent to their age.
The employer shall also advance the learning and development process 40
of young employees as far as can reasonably be required.
Source: Policy Rule 33, Appendix 1

2

3

4

5

Fine
(euros)
270

Table 5 Levels of Fine (in €) for Offences Involving Death and Injury

< 10 employees
10-49 employees
50-249 employees
> 249 employees

Fine category I
Injury
1,350
2,025
2,700
3,375

Death
1,800
2,700
4,050
4,500

56

Fine Category II
Injury
2,700
4.050
5,400
6,750

Death
4,500
5,400
8,100
11,250

This is a policy choice.
No fine will be imposed if the investigation shows that “the employer has done everything possible to make the
working conditions as safe as possible” (Peeters, 2006)
58
Para 5 of the policy rule 33
59
Para 6 of the policy rule 33.
57
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Source: Policy Rule 33

2.4

Trends in Inspection and Investigation

Between 2000 to 2004 there was a 17 per cent decline in the number of inspections and an 18
per cent decline in the number of injuries investigated (see Table 6).60
Table 6: Numbers of Inspections and Investigations by the Labour Inspectorate
2000
Inspections
Complaint Investigations
Accidents Investigations
Total

2.5

2001

2002

2003

% Change

17,177
14,934
15,271
14,276
- 17%
2,395
2,178
2,167
2,052
- 14%
2,696
2,559
2,481
2,211
- 18%
22,268
19,671
19,919
18,539
- 17%
Source: Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment (2004), Table 3.13.

Trends in Notices and Administrative Fines

In 2004, inspections and investigations resulted in a total of 10,400 ‘improvement’ notices,
1819 ‘prohibition’ notices, and 3,080 administrative fines.61 All 2,600 reported injuries were
investigated, 63 per cent of which resulted in the imposition of a ‘prohibition’ notice, an
administrative fine or a report to the prosecutor (Labour Inspectorate, 2005a). Total fines
imposed amounted to €7,359,325 - an average of €2,389.62 In practice, fines imposed on
employers rarely rise above €10,000 following any one investigation or inspection and the
maximum possible fine – which is over four times this figure – is never reached (Peeters,
2006). We have no information in relation to trends in either the use of notices or
administrative fines.
2.6

Evaluation

A 2002 study of the system of administrative fines (which had by then been in operation for
three years) involving interviews with senior inspectors and a telephone survey of 1131
employers in three different sectors 63 found that, although only 53 per cent of the employers
interviewed knew about the new system of administrative fines,64 “many of the companies
that did not comply with all the obligations said that knowledge of the administrative fine did
lead to better compliance with the obligations of the Working Conditions Act.” Forty six per
cent of companies that had received an administrative fine reported that they had since
complied more closely with the obligations in the 1998 Act. Although the report also found a
60

The Inspectorate has not made available any more detailed statistics.
In 1999, 57 per cent of inspections resulted in an enforcement notice of some kind, and 43 per cent of injury
investigations resulted in the imposition of a notice (SLIC, 2000).
62
In 2003, a total of €6.3 million fines were imposed – an average of €2150.
63
The formal aim of the study, which also involved a review of the published literature on administrative fines,
was to “identify areas for improving the effectiveness of the instrument of the administrative fine” (Health and
Safety Inspectorate, 2002: 14).
64
A positive response was more common the larger the company, or if there had been a prior visit by an inspector
or if there was a works-council in the company.
61
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“a significant correlation between awareness of the administrative fine and compliance with
the obligations to produce a risk inventory (RI&E)”, it found that the “best indicator of
compliance with the obligation to have a RI&E is the company’s opinion of the usefulness of
the obligations together with the fact that a company has been visited by the Health and
Safety Inspectorate” (Health and Safety Inspectorate, 2002: 15). The main reasons given by
companies (previously found to be in non-compliance) concerning their newly found
motivation for compliance were: the importance of complying with law; the threat or fact of a
fine; the fact that they had since acquired additional knowledge; and the fact of an injury at
the company. Explaining non-compliance, companies pointed to lack of time, ignorance of
their obligations, difficulties in carrying them out, the belief that compliance was unimportant
and that the costs of compliance were too high (Health and Safety Inspectorate, 2002: 16).
The same evaluation found senior inspectors to hold the new system in high regard. More
specifically, they considered that the availability of administrative fines had combined with
the new enforcement policy to ‘strengthen the authority’ of the Inspectorate. Notwithstanding
this, they felt strongly that the influence of the fine might be increased if more companies
were made aware of it, if the speed at which fines were imposed were increased, and if the
names of offenders were publicised. This last suggestion found some support in the answers
of employers who considered that greater publicity might “affect the reputation and image of
the company.”
A more recent review of the Working Conditions Act (Institute for Applied Social Sciences,
2004) found that, although there was a need for fines to be imposed more expeditiously, “the
threat of punitive fines against management works reasonably well.” It stated that the
government’s working conditions policy should focus primarily on “serious work-related
risks; the policy should be enforced by means of norms and/or assessment frameworks (if
necessary, based on agreements between social partners).”65
3

PROSECUTION AND CRIMINAL PENALTIES

3.1

Prosecution

In addition to administrative fines, employers and employees can also be prosecuted either for
an offence under the 1998 Act or the Penal Code. A criminal offence under the 1998 Act can
be committed in one of six ways:
a) failure by the employer to comply with obligations in preventing and limiting ‘serious
accidents’ involving dangerous substances; 66
b) failure by the employer to prevent dangers to those other than employees;67
c) violation of a provision in the Decree which creates a ‘punishable’ offence;68
d) there is evidence that a person who has violated the act “could reasonably have been
expected to be aware”, that the breach would “lead, or could be expected to lead, to a
threat to life or serious harm to the health of one or more employees;”69
65

We have only been able to see a translation of the summary conclusion of this report
Article 6 of the 1998 Act.
67
Article 10 of the 1998 Act.
68
Artilce 16 (10) of the, 1998 Act.
69
Article 32 of the 1998 Act. Para 5.1 of the Accident Injury Policy states that in assessing whether or not such an
offence has been committed, inspectors are advised to consider the following points: “were the actions contrary to
the Working Conditions Act or provisions based on it; is it reasonable to state that the actions caused danger of
life or serious health damage to employees; did the employer know that breaching the established working
conditions provisions caused serious health risks for his employees (for example included in the risk inventory
66
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e) there has been a failure to comply with an order halting work;70
f) if a fineable offence is detected for the third time within a period of 4 years, and an
administrative fine has been imposed on the two previous occasions;71
If an inspector identifies one of these situations, the enforcement policy directs the inspector
to: “shut down the business”72 in order “to eliminate the danger inherent in failing to comply
with the law’; inform the duty holder what needs to be done to comply with the law;73 and
draft an official report describing the nature of the offence to the public prosecutor.74 In 2004,
642 cases were referred to the prosecutor – almost double the 2003 figure of 389. In addition,
the prosecutor can decide, following a death 75 or serious injury76 resulting from negligence or
carelessness, to prosecute a person for an offence under the penal code. Since 1999, it became
possible to prosecute a legal person77 (which can include state bodies).78
3.2

Sentencing

The system of sentencing following criminal prosecutions for violations of the Working
Conditions Act and related legislation is typified by an organised system of ‘plea bargaining’
(for the less serious offences) and no discretion concerning levels of fines. 79 In relation to
less serious offences, prosecutors are allowed to settle a case before a company is summoned
to court – with the result that the defendant will avoid formal prosecution and have a reduced
level of fine (see Table 7 annexed to this chapter). A prosecution can settle where the
company’s safety standards have “incontestably” improved, a repetition of the offence is not
considered likely, and the company will pay damages to the bereaved or injured. Prosecutors
are, however, advised that given the publicity generated by prosecution and the importance of
and evaluation) or is it reasonable to say that we could or should have known it; can the actions be blamed on the
employer, i.e. is he responsible for the breach(es)”
70
Article 28(7)
71
Article 33(3)
72
This actually means either shutting down activities, having persons evacuate a danger zone, or preventing the
recommencement of activities.
73
The term used in the enforcement policy is to use ‘prescribed measures’.
74
The inspector has nothing more to do with the prosecution of the penal offence.
75
Article 307 of the Penal Code
76
The injury must be “serious bodily harm of another or such bodily harm as causes temporary illness or
temporary inability to perform the duties of office or practice a profession” to allow for a prosecution. See Article
308 of the Penal Code.
77
Article 51 states that: “Where a criminal offence is committed by a juristic person, criminal proceedings may be
instituted, and such penalties and measures (as prescribed by law, where applicable) may be imposed: (1) against
the juristic person; or (2) against those who have ordered the commission of the criminal offence, and against
those in control of such unlawful behaviour; or (3) against the persons mentioned under (1) and (2) jointly.” An
OECD report explains the principle of liability in the following way: “Dutch authorities explain that the execution
of a criminal offence by a natural person that can be imputed to the legal person is usually required. The
jurisprudence requires that the legal person (through the manager or principal) accepts the prohibited acts or
omissions of the natural person, accepts the chance that the forbidden conduct will occur, or that it accepted
similar conduct in the past. Precise identification of the natural person(s) who actually [committed the offence] is
not required where it is clear that the conduct was perpetrated for the benefit of the legal entity and the legal
entity tolerated or accepted such conduct. The Dutch authorities confirm that the person who actually [commits
the offence] does not have to be someone with managerial responsibility, and cites a case pertaining to a death by
negligence in a hospital in support thereof [Supreme Court (NJ 1988, 981)] (OECD, 2001: 12).”
78
Although Article 51(3) does not mention ‘state bodies’ the concept of a legal person in Dutch law is primarily
understood by its meaning in the Civil Code. This means that a juristic person will include “the State; provinces;
municipalities; water control corporations; all bodies which pursuant to the Constitution are empowered to issue
regulations; and other bodies ‘charged with part of the duties of government’ pursuant to the law.” OECD (2001)
p.13
79
This section is based on guidance produced for prosecutors (High Council of Prosecutors, 2005) and a
discussion with an official working at the prosecutor’s office (Eijkelenboom, 2006).
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preventing the perception that offences are not serious, “it can still be preferable to prosecute”
even when an employer has a good record. Moreover, settlements are prohibited where a
violation has caused death or relates to a breach of article 32 of the Working Conditions Act
1998.
The level of fines imposed either by the prosecutor as part of a settlement or by the court
following a conviction is decided through a points system (see Table 7 annexed to this
chapter). Offences are allocated a specific number of points – each worth €22 – determined
according to their seriousness (specifically whether the offence has caused death, serious
injury or, simply, a minor injury); the size of the organisation (large, medium or small) and
whether the violation constitutes a repeat offence. Where a case goes to trial, the organisation
is required to pay an additional 20 per cent and, where a death has occurred, the number of
penalty points is increased by a third.
Provision is made for fines to be increased where the financial gains from non-compliance are
“higher than the maximum imposable fines”. Imprisonment is available only in relation to a
breach of article 32 and whether or not it is imposed “strongly depends on the facts and
circumstances in which the offence was committed.” Moreover, prosecutions do not take
place in the public domain, and publication of the verdict of the court is considered an
additional sentence that can be imposed by the court.
In relation to offences against the Penal Code, the courts’ sentencing powers for individual
offenders include80 imprisonment, community service, a fine, deprivation of holding certain
kinds of offices (including ones related to ‘specific professions’)81 forfeiture and publication
of the judgment. An offence involving a death or injury can result in imprisonment – up to
nine and six months respectively – or a fine of €11,344.82 Specifically, where either of these
two offences are committed in a ‘professional capacity”, the Penal Code allows the court to
increase the term of imprisonment by one third, and to disqualify the person from practising.83
Since these offences allow for a sentence of imprisonment, an individual defendant cannot
avoid prosecution (as is possible for other less serious offences) by agreeing to pay the
maximum fine84 and abiding by conditions imposed upon them by the public prosecutor.85
The only sentence available to a legal person is a fine, which is calculated to be the same
amount as can be imposed against a natural person for the particular offence committed –
though “where the category [of fine] defined for the offence does not allow appropriate
punishment” this can be increased to the level of the next most serious offence.86 Conviction
of a legal person for causing death or injury can, therefore, result in a fine of up to €45,378.
The presumption is that the higher category of fine applies (OECD, 2001: 15).
Following a conviction of a legal person, individuals “who have ordered the commission of
the criminal offence and those in control of such unlawful behaviour” can also be sentenced.87

80

See Article 9 of the Penal Code.
Article 28 of the Penal Code.
82
This is the current value of a ‘Category Four’ fine.
83
Article 309 of the penal code states that “Where the serious offences defined in this title are committed in any
official or professional capacity, the judge may increase the term of imprisonment by one third, he may order
disqualification from practicing the profession in which the serious offence was committed, and he may order
publication of the judgment”.
84
Article 74a of the Penal Code.
85
Article 74 of the Penal Code.
86
Article 23.7 of the Penal Code.
87
Article 51.3 of the Penal Code
81
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4.

COMPENSATION

In addition to the ability of workers to obtain compensation through the civil courts (or by the
family becoming a party to criminal proceedings88 - see also the comments above concerning
the ability of companies to obtain a settlement to a criminal prosecution where it is prepared
to pay compensation) the Netherlands also operates a system of social insurance (see below).
In addition to this, a series of major changes to Dutch social security since the 1990s, aimed
at reducing the cost of disability benefits to the state, is also reported to have encouraged
employers to improve their working practices (reference? Is there more discussion of this
below?).
Sickness Benefit (TZ and WULBZ): Prior to 1994, employers were only required to pay for
the first two days of sickness benefit with the rest paid by the government from a fund into
which employers and employees paid a contribution. The level of premium payable into the
scheme was not experience-rated; being determined solely by differences in risk levels
between branches of industry.89 The 1994 TZ Act (Sickness Absence Reduction Act 90) made
employers responsible for paying sick employees at least 70 per cent of their wage for the
first six weeks of their absence.91 Employers were given the choice of either paying the wages
for sick employees directly or to reinsure the risk with private insurance companies – most
have since sought reinsurance.92 With a view to reducing costs, the Act required every firm to
develop and implement a sickness absence prevention and control policy. Two years later,
WULBZ was enacted. This required employers paying 70 per cent of an employee’s wages
during their first 52 weeks of sickness. Small companies were no longer given any
exemption.93 This resulted in employers taking out further insurance for this risk. In 2004, the
law was changed again; requiring employers to pay an employee’s wages for two years.94
The TZ Act had an immediate and significant effect on the number of people receiving
sickness benefit; reducing the number of people receiving sickness benefit by 50 per cent
(from 345,000 in 1993 to 175,000 in 1994).95 The WULBZ, by contrast, had no effect on
benefit levels. The extent to which the reduction in sickness benefit reflects actual reductions
in work related injury and disease is unclear. There is strong evidence to suggest that the
changes in the law have motivated employers to carry out more stringent tests of the health of
new employees (making it more difficult for chronically ill and disabled people to obtain jobs
(Oorschott, 2003: 7). Other evidence indicates that the Act has also encouraged employers to
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By using the Terwee Act
In 1992, the Disability Volume reduction Act (Wet Terugdringing Arbeidsongeschiktheidsvolume – TAV) was
enacted. This tried to make the rate of contribution of individual companies relate more to the level of sickness;
companies with a sickness rate that departed significantly from the sector average had to pay either a higher or
lower premia. However it was found that the impact of this Act was quite limited. (See Kneght, 1997).
90
Wet Terugdringing Ziekteverzuim.
91
For companies with less than 15 employees, the obligation was only to pay two weeks. This whole change is
referred to by some as the ‘privatisation of sickness benefits”, See Muddle (1997)
92
Battle against numbers
93
There were some exemptions: pregnant women, partly disabled workers, people on temporary contracts,
apprentices, which constitutes about 15 per cent of population.
94
Act on Lengthening Payment of Wages in case of Sickness. See Brenninkmeijer, V, Raes A, Houtman, I
(Undated).
95
1997 Research paper produced by the Social Security Supervisory Board (College van Toezicht Sociale
Verzeringen Zoetermeer) called, “Augustusrapportate arbeidsongesshikthelidsverzekeringen” as quoted in
Oorschott (2003) p.7. The overall percentage of reported absenteeism also dropped from 7 per cent in 1993 to 4.5
per cent in 1994 of total labour time and has stayed at that level since then (Ctsv 1995, p, 65).
89
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rely more heavily on temporary labour contracts (to reduce their insurance liability) as well as
intensifying their control over employees who take time off work for health related matters.96
PEMBA: Until 1998, employers paid a standard percentage of each individual employee’s
wages as their contributions to the occupational disability insurance scheme (Disability
Insurance Act, known as the WAO97). In 1998, however, the PEMBA law on Premium
Differential and Market Regulation, required premiums to reflect the level of risk in each
industrial sector and firm. Firms and sectors generating more disability claims, as such, were
charged more. Although the Government initially hoped that PEMBA would decrease the
number of new WAO benefits by between 10 and 15 per cent (Oorschott, 2003: 6), a study by
the Social Security Insurance Board suggested that 60 per cent of employers thought the
effect of the new legislation would be greater scrutiny of personnel selection rather than
improved working conditions.98 Anticipating this possibility, the Government had passed
legislation preventing medical examination of new personnel unless the job required special
levels of medical fitness.99 However, the same study indicated that employers would carry out
some kind of medical examination and that 44 per cent of companies asked questions about
the health of any possible new employee. The study concluded that “the negative effects of
risk selection will overshadow the possibly positive reintegration effects of PEMBA”.
Different industrial sectors result in different numbers of claims under the Disability
Insurance Act and to make this transparent, a new law on ‘inflow figures’ was passed. The
purpose of the 1998 Act was to make employers aware of how many employees from their
sector make claims under the WAO and to encourage them to take appropriate measures to
reduce those numbers. The Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Legal Studies has noted that
this legislation will only have an impact if employers are sensitive to public opinion
(Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Labour Studies, 2004).
5

CO-OPERATION, PARTNERSHIP AND VOLUNTARY PROGRAMS

5.1

Covenants

In 1999, the Dutch Government introduced “occupational health and safety covenants’ with
the formal aim of decreas[ing] sickness absence and the number of people claiming disability
benefits.100 Covenants are tripartite agreements made at sector level between the central
government, relevant employer organisations and trade unions. Each covenant sets out a
detailed five year plan aimed at improving working conditions relating to one or more
specified health and safety issues – involving lifting, work pressure, repetitive strain injury
(RSI), harmful noise and exposure to a number of hazardous substances (including solvents,
quartz, and allergenic substances).101
96

1998 Research paper produced by the Social Security Supervisory Board (College van Toezicht Sociale
Verzeringen Zoetermeer) called, “Een Overzic ht van de ontwikkelingen tot begin 1997” as quoted in Oorschott
(2003) p. 7
97
Occupational Disability Insurance Act (Wet arbeidsongeschiktheid) WAO. On 1 January 2006, the WAO was
replaced by the . the Work and Income According to Labour Capacity Act (Wet Werk en Inkomen naar
Arbeidsvermogen: WIA) which contains incentives on employers and employees to return to work.
98
1998 Research paper produced by the Social Security Supervisory Board (College van Toezicht Sociale
Verzeringen Zoetermeer) called, “Een Overzicht van de ontwikkelingen tot begin 1997” as quoted in Oorschott
(2003) p.6
99
Act on Medical Examinations 1998 (wet op de Medische Keuringen).
100
Schrama (2004)
101
These hazards were chosen by the Government as they were considered to affect a “relatively large proportion
of the work force” and often resulted in “health problems, absenteeism due to illness and the frequent use of
medical facilities (Balance 2000).”
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The Government initially intended to focus on 29 business sectors where it judged these
health and safety issues created the greatest problems. A sector was included if 40 per cent of
the employees within it were exposed to the particular hazard in question or if at least 50,000
employees were exposed to it (Ministry of Social Affairs and Employments, 2001). Sectors
that did not fit these criteria were, however, also entitled to conclude an agreement with the
Government – and now over 40 sectors are involved. These sectors cover the full range of the
Dutch economy, from the “meat industry to banking, from internationally operating insurance
companies to small scale bakeries.”102 By the end of 2005, 69 covenants had been signed
covering 52 per cent of the entire employed labour force in the Netherlands (3.5 million
employees) (Ministry of Social Affairs, 2006a).
Each of the parties has invested significant sums of money in the process. The Government
has committed €90 million and employers and unions have invested a further €200 million
(Schrama, 2004). The Government hopes that the health benefits from the covenants will
result in savings to the employers of about €900 million (Ministry of Social Affairs, 2006a).
By 2004, the Government reported that, from the nine covenants ending in 2004, employers
had made €265 million in savings in sick leave and other medical expenses. However,
whether these savings are solely attributable to the various measures established by specific
convenants has yet to be subjected to systematic (and well-controlled) analysis.
The basic idea behind covenants is that they are sector specific, containing clear aims and
detailed measures outlining how those aims should be achieved. The requirement for practical
measures (or “task-based result commitments” - Ministry of Social Affairs, 2005) is
considered crucial, preventing companies from being “non-committal” and ensuring that
“action is actually taken within sectors” and both employers and employees are encouraged to
be “self-motivated when it comes to compiling safety, health, welfare and sickness leave
policies at sector level” (Ministry of Social Affairs, 2005).
To encourage employers to participate in the covenant process the Inspectorate typically gives
a broad commitment to reducing the level and intensity of inspection and enforcement, but
reserves the right to inspect covenant participants in response to complaints and reported
incidents.103 In contrast to the US VPPs, the precise nature of the relationship between the
Inspectorate and the signatories to covenants is not documented. Thus, the plan
accompanying the covenant for the hairdressing trade simply states that: “In view of the
agreements in the covenant and on condition of the implementation of the agreements in the
covenant and this plan of approach, the Working Conditions Inspectorate shall show restraint
when instigating active inspection projects” (Ministry of Social Affairs, 2001: para 11.1).
The clear intention is for the covenant process to be used as a medium to facilitate a more cooperative approach between the Inspectorate and participating firms in which the Inspectorate
plays more of a supportive, rather than a monitoring role.104 This is underlined by the
expectation that the covenant participants themselves set up their own system for monitoring
102

Schrama, 2004.
For instance, the plan accompanying the Covenant for the hairdressing trade states that the Inspectorate “shall
maintain its statutory task to maintain the existing legislation and standards and will respond to reports of
complaints and accidents and shall continue to address abuses (Ministry of Social Affairs (2001) Para 11.5).”
104
The plan of approach accompanying the covenant for the hairdressing trade states that, “The Working
Conditions Inspectorate shall ensure, both internally as in its external communication, attention to and an
unequivocal stance towards the agreements in the working conditions covenant for hairdressers. … [It] shall
support the implementation of the working conditions covenant by providing information on the necessary
requirements and the deadline for the implementation of requirements in its contacts with the trade (employers
and employees) (Ministry of Social Affairs, 2001: paras 11.2 and 11.3)
103
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“whether sufficient progress is being made with the covenant agreements, by measuring the
implementation of the agreed measures and their effect in practice (Ministry of Social Affairs,
2001: 10.1).”
Although on the face of it the obligations contained in covenants are voluntary, the practice of
linking them to legally enforceable collective labour agreements between employers and
unions has meant, in effect, that they combine both legal and voluntary obligations.105 A study
of collective labour agreements existing in 2003 found that half (22 out of the then 44)
incorporated elements of the covenants. Two covenants (in the print and painting inks and
hairdressing sectors) have been annexed entirely into collective labour agreements;
transforming the entire agreement into a network of legal obligations. Interestingly, the Dutch
government has encouraged this process precisely because collective labour agreements have
“a firmer legal basis and can ensure that social partners pay continual attention to working
conditions in their own sector and at the workplace,” after the end of the covenant period.
This commitment has been underlined by the decision of the Ministry for Social Affairs and
Employment to use its power to declare the provisions of a ‘sectoral level’ collective labour
agreement applicable to the entire industry,106 with the effect that all employers in a sector are
required to abide by the terms of the sectoral agreement (and, therefore, the covenant
provision it contains).107
The basic process of extending legal obligations through voluntary agreements has been
further progressed and reinforced by two other important practices. First, policies and routines
which are regarded as having been repeatedly and successfully applied within the covenant
process are now adopted as policy rules and are enforceable by the Inspectorate (see, for
example, the new policy rules which emerged out of the Covenant on the Child Care Sector
relating to lifting and ‘physical stress’).108 And second, some covenants actually specify that
new regulations or ‘policy rules’ should be drawn up.109 This raises a quite fascinating
paradox – a voluntary initiative aimed at reducing (or limiting) the volume of regulatory
standards used as vehicle for new regulation. Whether, however, this process can continue in

105

Collective agreements are controlled by the 1927 Collective Agreement Act and involve agreements between
one of more employers or association of employers, and one or more associations of employees. The terms of a
collective agreement become part of the individual terms of contract between employees and employers whose
representative associations are part of the agreement. Article 14 of the 1998 Act requires that employers abide by
the obligations in relation to those un-unionised employees, unless the agreement specifically stipulated otherwise.
In practice most collective agreements do apply to non-unionised workers and as a result, although only 26 per
cent of workers are members of a union, 85 per cent of workers benefit from collective agreement terms (Van
Hoek, 2002)
106
Known as Algemeen-Verbindend Verklaring – Extension of Collective Agreements. This is set out in the 1937
Collective Agreements (Deceleration of Generally Binding and Non-binding Status) Act. The Parties are then
bound to the agreement for at least two years.
107
This can only happen if the agreement in question already binds a significant majority of those people working
in that industry.
108
The Hairdressing Covenant Plan of Approach for example states that: “following the end of the covenant
period, adherence to the covenant agreements can be part of the Working Conditions Inspectorate inspection of
individual employers in the event of inspections, complaints and accidents. An important condition is that the
monitoring has already shown that the covenant agreements have been implemented on a “voluntary basis” to an
important degree. Where necessary, this may result in a trade-specific policy measure after the end of the
covenant, which the Working Conditions Inspectorate shall maintain in its regular inspections (Ministry of Social
Affairs and Employment, 2001).
109
So for example, the plan of action involving the hairdressing covenant, states: “Within 2 years there will be
regulations for creating a separated Chemicals Section in every hairdressing salon”. And eight of the 14 detailed
measures concerned with reducing the ‘allergenic burden’ require new ‘policy rules’ to be established (Ministry
of Social Affairs, 2001).
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the context of the current moratorium on new policy rules is unclear.110 Our view is that the
clear tensions and contradictions that characterise formal rule-making in the Netherlands
merit further examination.
5.2

Evaluation of Covenants

The emphasis that the Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment has placed on evaluating
the impact of covenants has meant that prior to the start of each covenant, a baseline survey is
undertaken with further independent research commissioned to assess their benefits once they
have come to an end.
The result of this process has been used by the Ministry to demonstrate their success. Its
2005/2006 annual report111 points to:

a) a 17 per cent reduction (from 23 to 19 per cent) in reported work-related stress
in the social housing sector;
b) a 23 per cent reduction (from 62 to 48 per cent) in RSI complaints in
architectural firms (see below for further information);
c) an 11 per cent reduction in reported work-related stress in primary education;
and
d) a 14 per cent reduction in reported work-related stress in secondary
education..
The Government also points to a reduction in the rate of sickness absence from 7.1 per cent
in 1999 to 5.5 per cent in 2004 in those sectors with covenants compared to a decline in noncovenant sectors from 5.5 per cent in 1999 to 5.1 per cent in 2004 (see Table 8).
Table 8: Percentage of Workers in Covenant and Non-Covenant Sectors on Sick
Leave

Covenant Sector
Non-Covenant Sector

1999
7.2%
5.5%

2000
7.5%
5.7%

2001
2002
2003
2004
7.3%
6.7%
5.7%
5.5%
5.6%
5.5%
4.9%
5.1%
Source: Schrama (2004) and Huikeshoven (2006)

By the end of June 2006 a total of 26 covenants will have ended and the evaluation reports for
some have been published. We have been able to see the conclusions of four reports which
are summarised below.112
Architectural Firm Covenant 113 The covenant was directed towards reducing repetitive strain
injury, work-related stress and to increase early re-integration into work following injury of
110

One official we spoke to referred to the “ban on new policy rules” under “the current drive to deregulate
(Peeters, 2006).”
111
Huikeshoven (2006)
112
They were the only four reports that the CCA could download as of 10 June 2006. Many of these evaluations
are long reports, and we were only able to have the ‘conclusion’ or ‘summary’ translated. A thorough evaluation
of covenants would require a more complete assessment of the method of evaluation.
113
The covenant was initiated by the Ministry. Whilst trade unions gave immediate support, the Royal Institute of
Dutch Architects “needed more time to convince themselves of the necessity of the covenant”. In July 2000, the
parties signed a declaration of intent. A baseline survey was undertaken which clearly indicated that “RSI formed
a potential risk for absenteeism”. An action plan was then formulated and agreements on financing were entered
into. The final covenant text was signed in April 2002 for a term of three years. A daily management team was set
up to supervise the implementation of activities, with an employer and trade union advisory committee working in
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employees. Part of the evaluation took the form of questionnaires to employers and
employees as well as face-to-face interviews. It found that 90 per cent of employers and 56
per cent of employees were aware of the covenant; however far fewer employees were found
to be familiar with the training that formed part of the covenant. A baseline survey had been
undertaken prior to the covenant commencing to assess the level of repetitive strain injury
(RSI) complaints. The Covenant had set itself a target of reducing the number of RSI
complaints from 62 per cent of employees to 40 per cent; in fact the reduction was only to 48
per cent ‘leaving half of all employees still suffering from RSI symptoms’. The evaluation
concluded that although the target was not met, “the achieved decrease is a big step forward
in countering RSI complaints” (Meijer and van Rij, 2006).
Hotel and Restaurant Sector In 2000, a covenant was agreed between the government,
employers and trade unions in the hotel and restaurant sector to try and decrease the levels of
work-related stress. The tripartite grouping undertook a detailed analysis of the problems of
stress in the sector and then prepared various means of disseminating knowledge on stress and
intervention methods. These included: developing a short checklist of indicators; developing a
number of measures to reduce work-related stress at a personal and organisational level; the
launch of a website; the introduction of a seminar on coping with aggression; and rolling out a
pilot project in eight companies aimed at creating a ‘toolbox’ for stress reduction. Because of
the large numbers of organisations and employees in the sector, it was eventually decided to
develop self-help manuals to assist organisations and employees in solving stress-related
problems on their own. These manuals were published and disseminated during 2003.
Considerable promotional exposure was gained by launching a newspaper and presenting
good practice awards. After the end of the covenant the Ministry withdrew its immediate
involvement, and the trade unions and employer groups have continued to work together
using the covenant as a basis (Hesselink, 2006).
In 2000, the Organisation for Applied Scientific Research conducted a base-line survey
among a random sample of 8,000 employees 114 in the hotel and restaurant sector by means of
a questionnaire (8,000 respondents?). The study was repeated after four years with a new
sample of employees, consisting of 13,000 potential respondents. Of these employees, 18 per
cent responded and fully completed the questionnaire. As was done for the first sample, this
second group also closely represented the population characteristics of the sector.
In three of the four occupational groups, the percentage of employees indicating a high level
of work-related stress declined. The reduction was 10.1 per cent among kitchen staff, 16.9 per
cent among waiting staff, and 12.5 per cent among the other groups. However there was a rise
of 11 per cent among receptionists reporting a high level of work stress. The overall reduction
in the number of employees reporting work-related stress for the entire hotel and restaurant
sector during the covenant period was 13.2 per cent. In addition, the survey found that there
was a 26 per cent reduction in industry costs resulting from work-related stress – a decrease
from €27 million to €20 million. The total cost of the covenant was estimated to be €1.8
million.
Child Care Sector The covenant relating to creches ended in January 2004. The original terms
of the covenant had required all child-care organisations to meet a number of standards
governing physical stress by the time the covenant came to an end. These included reducing
the background. In the start up phase, a lot of attention was paid to development of tools and communication
materials. At the end of 2004, the covenant was extended by one year until April 2006 (Meijer and van Rij, 2006).
114
Including receptionists, waiting staff, kitchen staff and ‘other groups’ (managers, chamber maids,
maintenance staff).
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the need to lift children, minimising the need to squat and kneel, introduction of furniture to
assist work at adult height. The evaluation found that 80 per cent of all child care
organisations had largely satisfied these ergonomic norms. The design and organisation of
workplaces had improved significantly. Sickness absence also fell from 8.2 per cent in 2000
to 4.8 per cent in 2003. The share of long term sickness leave as a proportion of total sickness
leave also fell (Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, 2005: 49).115
Building Industry Covenant This involved the provision of advice and training to building
workers and, in 2005, a final report on its effectiveness was published (Economic Institute for
the Building Industry, 2005). Eighty Four per cent of employees and 85 per cent of
employers said that the advice had been very useful and 88 per cent and 95 per cent
respectively had said that the advice had been relevant. Eighty per cent of employees and 88
per cent of employers said that following the advice of the training company, some aspects of
their working conditions had changed. The outcome most mentioned by both parties was an
increase in attention to working conditions in general and a focus on use of personal
protective equipment. According to 8 per cent of employees interviewed their own behaviour
had changed following the advice; having become more cautious, more ready to follow
regulations, more ready to make use of PPE and warn their colleagues if a situation was
unsafe. Sixty seven per cent of employers thought their employees had changed their
behaviour following the advice session – mentioning the same behavioural change as the
employees. Eighty two per cent of employees and 78 per cent of employers said that they
would appreciate regular working conditions advice in the future. Despite these positive
results, no evaluation of the impact of the covenant on actual levels of injury or ill health was
undertaken. It is, therefore, uncertain whether the strategy promoted by the covenant –
namely, the provision of advice and training to employers and employees – brought about an
improvement in employee health and safety.
5.3

Promoting Good Practice

In order to reduce the level of work accidents by 10 to 15 per cent in 20 sectors, the
Government is promoting good practice by developing “safety improvement procedures”. In
2003, three safety improvement procedures were launched in the gas storage and distribution
centres, the horticulture centre and the corrugated board industry (Ministry of Social Affairs
and Employment, 2005: 54).
5.4

Development of a Risk Model

A new model is being developed by the Ministry to assist businesses in determining the most
cost effective risk reduction strategy in relation to particular identifiable risks. The risk model
will deliver a total of 20 quantified risk scenarios – including falls from a height, release of
hazardous substances, danger of being trapped or squashed by machinery and falling objects
during internal transportations (Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, 2005: 55).
6

COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE: TRAINING AND EDUCATION

The Inspectorate has a very limited role in providing training and education. Apart from its
website, it produces a limited number of information folders on legal texts and common
problems and takes part in fairs and conferences on an ad hoc basis. Whilst in the course of
an inspection, inspectors will inform employers or others on violations and how they need to
115

It should be noted that sickness leave in the health and welfare sector as a whole fell from 7.8 per cent to 7.0
per cent between 1999 and 2002(Ministry of Social Affairs and Employments, 2005: 49).
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be remedied. The Inspectorate will refer companies for further advice to the certified or inhouse occupational safety and health services (European Commission, 2005).
7

COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE: MATERIALS AND OUTREACH

In 2003, the Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment set up the ‘Dutch OHS Platform” to
make reliable information on OHS issues more easily accessible to employers,116 employees
and OHS professionals as well to facilitate cooperation between these groups. A key part of
the initiative is the establishment of a website117, which acts as a single point of contact for all
health and safety information and also assisst employers in carrying out risk assessments.118
It has been set up for a period of four years with a consultative policy making body
comprising employer organisations and trade unions, and safety professional organisations.
8

EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION

8.1

Employee Rights

The 1998 Act grants works councils, their representatives or, in their absence, relevant
employees a range of rights relating to access to information and consultation (concerning
health and safety policies and strategies). Every company employing more than 100 people or
employing at least 35 people for more than one third of normal working hours must have a
works council.119 The employer is required to send them a copy of the RI&E report and to
hold “prior consultations” about the annual report that the employer must draft in response to
the risks identified in its RI&E120 and “the implementation of the working conditions
policy”.121 In addition, the works council or their representatives should be given an
opportunity to have a confidential meeting with inspectors during the course of their visit, and
accompany them during their visit to the company.122 A representative can also be present
during the enforcement interview. The Act also gives all employees the right to stop work if
in his or her ‘reasonable judgment’ there is a ‘serious danger to person” and it is not possible
to wait for an inspector.123 Workers and their representatives can also ask for a mandatory
inspection.
9

MARKET AND NON-INSURANCE-BASED ECONOMIC LEVERS

9.1

Tax Deductions for Investment in Health and Safety Products

Between 1998 and 2005, private companies were entitled to tax rebates when purchasing one
116

Research by TNO Work and Employment and BMVS in 2003 had shown that small businesses were often
unaware of important information on health and safety issues and how to access it.
117
www.arbo.nl
118
At the launch the Minister stated that this should lead to cost savings as companies would no loner need to
outsource this task (Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, 2003).
119
Works Council Act 1979. In 2005 it was reported that 90 per cent of companies with 100 or more employees,
and 60 per cent of those with 35-99 people are reported to have sent up a works council
(http://www.eurofound.eu.int/emire/NETHERLANDS/WORKSCOUNCIL-NL.html
120
Article 5(2) of the 1998 Act, These consultations must include “the question of whether the risk inventory and
evaluation is up-to-date”.
121
Article 12a of the 1998 Act.
122
Article 143 of the 1998 Act also states that “If a company or an institution consists of departments that can be
regarded as a work unit, regular consultations shall be held in each of those departments, as far as required by
the working conditions, between those in charge of those departments and the people working in them. These
consultations may also be held with persons elected from the midst of the employees involved”.
123
Article 29 of the 1998 Act.
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of a specified list of safety products.124 The purpose of the ‘Discretionary Deprecation on
Health and Safety Investments Scheme’ (or FARBO scheme) was to ‘stimulate businesses to
invest in health and safety equipment. Run jointly by the Ministry of Social Affairs and
Employment and the Ministry of Finance, the scheme was based on a similar one relating to
environmental products which had been established some years earlier. To qualify for a
rebate, organisations were required to invest in an approved product that either prevented or
reduced exposure to toxic substances, noise or physical strain, or helped employees return to
work. In deciding whether to approve a product the Ministries had regard to whether it
significantly improved working conditions, its reliability, whether it was fully developed,
whether it could be widely put to use (in SMEs as well as larger firms) and whether it worked
to prevent damage to health at the source.125 Between 1998 and 2003, the number of
applications from private sector employers rose from 2,206126 to 10,895. However, in 2003
the government received only 4,102 applications (see Table 9).127 Much of the decline, the
government later argued, was due to “the merging of subsidiary requests for capital goods
into a single request per capital good.”128 The total investment for which businesses applied
for tax deductions under the FARBO scheme in 2003 was €114 million. Most requests came
from the agricultural sector129 (37 per cent), followed by the transport/communications sectors
(23 per cent) and the industrial/utility sectors (12 per cent).
Table 9: Number of FARBO Notifications In the Profit Sector
Year
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

No of notifications
2,206
3,823
6,346
8,655
10,985
4,104
Source: Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, 2004: Table 3.9.

Table 10: Use of Investments in 2003
Use
To prevent physical stress
To prevent hazardous substances
To prevent harmful substances

Number
3,496
569
35
Source: Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, 2004.

124

This policy also involved not-for-profit organisations since 1999.
This meant that making a noisy machine quieter was preferable to the issuing of ear-plugs. The Health & Safety
List therefore did not include personal protection equipment.
126
This number reflects only a very small proportion of all those companies that could have applied. In 1998, it
was estimated that almost 29 per cent of all companies invested in improvements in at least one of the areas
covered by the Farbo Scheme (Ministry of Social Affairs and Employments, 2000: 21).
127
In 2003, the Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment received 699 applications for tax deductions under the
same scheme in the non-profit sector. This was 138 more than in 2002. The total investment sum for which
applications were made amounted to €27 million in the non-profit sector. The capital goods to which most of the
applications related were passive lifting winches / shower chairs with a lifting facility and electrically adjustable
beds.
128
Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment (2005). According to surveys, only 15 per cent of all Dutch
businesses and institutions are familiar with the scheme; the larger the business, the greater the likelihood of
familiarity.
129
Most applications related to new driving seats and agricultural trailers.
125
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Table 11: Description of How FARBO Notifications Were Used In 1999
Reports
Driver’s seat for company vehicles (correct posture whilst driving vehicles)
Cabin with ergonomic ingress (easy (un)boarding of goods vehicles)
Mobile telescopic conveyor (transport of goods)
Electrically-propelled trolley (transport of goods; where relevant, on pallets)
Palletizer/depalletizer (automatic (un)loading of pallets)

Number
476
319
215
201
176

Bricklayer’s labourer and paving machine (movement of paving stone, etc.)
150
Nozzle cleaner (disinfection of dental nozzles)
146
Electrical compressor with acoustic damping (low-noise level compression of air)
124
kuubskist (‘cubic-metre crate’) filler (filling of crates with little physical effort)
102
Lifting platform (raising products to the correct level / correct posture)
95
Source: Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, 2000.

A system of subsidies replaced the tax rebates in 2005 which allowed organisations to apply
to the Ministry of Social Affairs for a 10 per cent subsidy on the cost of approved products
(up to a maximum of €2,500). A total of €4.5 million was made available by the
Government to fund the scheme. In the same year, there were 750 successful applications
from a total of 2,300 with almost all products relating to the reduction of the physical strain of
work.130
There has been no evaluation concerning whether the use of the products have themselves
resulted in health and safety benefits. It is assumed that there will be benefits through the use
of the products. A report published in April 2006 stated that 80 per cent of employers said
that they would have purchased the product regardless of the subsidy. As a result of this
response, it is possible that the Ministry may end this scheme in a few years time (Staphorst,
2006).
9.2

Grant Scheme

Designers, manufacturers, research centres and interest groups proposing to develop and
market a health and safety product can apply for a Ministry grant. To quality, the proposal
must involve the development of an innovative project assisted by technology, generate a
social and economic benefit; and involve a clear advantage for employers and employees. In
2003, the Ministry set aside €1.1 million to fund the scheme and received 43 applications (17
of which were accepted - Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, 2005: 9).

130

The most popular products were lifts for patients and advanced milking machines.
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Annex
Extract From The Hairdressing Covenant
In November 1999 the secretary of state for Social Affairs and Employment signed a
declaration of intent with the employer organisation, ANKO Royal Dutch General
Hairdressing
Organisation,
and
the
unions
the
Kappersbond
FNV/FNV
Schoonheidsverzorging union and the CNV BedrijvenBond union to develop a working
conditions covenant in the hairdressing trade on the issues of allergenic burden, physical
burden and early reintegration. A Trade Supervising Committee131 was set up to supervise the
creation of the covenant with “effective and workable agreements” on the issues
mentioned132. The Trade Supervising Committee first commissioned research including
• a baseline survey and study into the current state of science in terms of the physical
burden;
• research into breaks and task rotation as measures for reducing the burden;
• a baseline measurement and research into the state of technology in terms of the
allergenic burden;
• a report into the numbers of people in the hairdressing trade seeking sick leave and
disability benefits, and the measures to be taken in terms of early reintegration.
In addition, the Committee obtained advice from “the Netherlands Cosmetics Association
(NCV), Commit Arbo working conditions services and Erik Woldring, designer of
hairdressing furniture”.
It was agreed that the Covenant should last from December 2001 to December 2005 and the
Government agreed to contribute € 2,268,901 during this period. In addition, the employer
organisations and unions agreed to contribute € 8,440,012 in the period 2002 to 2007. The
covenant states that the “Parties to the covenant shall do all they can to ensure the obligations
stemming from the covenant shall apply to all workers in the trade: employees, students and
trainees, employers and, as far as possible, the self-employed”.
For each of the hazards, the Covenant’s ‘Plan of Approach’ sets out the nature of the problem,
the targets to be achieved, the measures and actions that need to be taken to achieve these
targets, and the ‘ approach’ to be taken to ensure these measures and actions take place. So in
relation to the ‘allergenic burden, below are some excerpts to indicate the level of detail that
these covenants contain. It states that “Hairdressers’ eczema is a typical occupational disease
in the hairdressing trade, resulting in many workers leaving the trade or taking sick leave”. It
goes onto say that according to research commissioned for the covenant:
“The most important causes of hairdressers’ eczema are:
• long-term exposure to water and irritating substances in professional hair cosmetics
products;
• exposure to allergenic substances in perming chemicals, dyes and blonding agents;
• personal history of eczema in the folds of knees and elbows and existing hand
eczema.
“The most important consequences of instances of hairdressers’ eczema are:
131

BrancheBegeleidingsCommissie
The information on this covenant is obtained from the “Plan of approach accompanying the Working
Conditions Covenant for the Hairdressing Trade” Dec. 2001
132
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•
•
•

15 to 20 per cent of hairdressers and hairdressing students suffer hand complaints;
30 to 50 per cent of students and hairdressers suffer skin complaints at some time in
their career;
between 6 and 16 per cent of students quit their studies because of skin complaints.”

It then sets out 14 measures that should be undertaken. These include for example:
“2.3.3 Within 1 year new rules on breaks and rotation of tasks will be introduced to
prevent long spells of working with wet hands.
2.3.4 Within 2 years the prescribed work sequence will be ‘dying after cutting’. If it is
necessary to cut after dying (for instance, because the manufacturer instructions
indicating dying first or because the customer’s scalp is sensitive to hair dyes),
other measures need to be taken to prevent exposing the hands of hairdressers to
hair dyes, for instance by cutting wearing gloves. Further talks will be held with
manufacturers to better be able to implement the ‘dying after cutting’ work
sequence in practice.
Accompanying actions:
• talk to manufacturers;
• talk to experts;
• set it down in Collective labour Labour Agreement.
2.3.5 Within 2 years, hairdressers’ cosmetics products (in particular perming fluids) that
contain glycerylthioglycolate (GTG) will no longer be used.
Accompanying actions:
• talk to manufacturers;
• discuss it at European level
• set it down in working conditions policy rule and Collective labour Labour
Agreement;
• set up a central database;
• information provision …
2.3.11 Within 2 years there will be regulations for creating a separated Chemicals
Section in every hairdressing salon. The Collective labour Labour Agreement
(annex VII, section 10.10) already prescribed the creation of a separated
Chemicals Section in every hairdressing salon, but it is necessary to come to
further specifications on how to give shape to the current statutory obligations
by way of practical guidelines for hairdressers. A separated area, proper
ventilation and easy to clean work surfaces are all points of attention in this.
For the first 7 years, the new specification will only apply to new Chemicals
Sections. After 7 years all hairdressing salons will have to comply with the new
Chemicals Section specifications.
Accompanying actions:
• define specifications;
• set down in working conditions policy rule and Collective labour Labour
Agreement;
• information provision.
By the end of the Covenant, these measures are intended to reduce by 40 per
cent the instances of hand eczema among hairdressers”.
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Table 3: Frequency of Inspections (Insp) and Legal Infringements (Infring) By Sector (Industrial, Construction, Commercial services and
Public Services), Risk Category (Low or High), and Business Size (Small, Medium, Large) in 2003
Risk
Industry

low
High

Bus No’s
(1000s)
33
20

Construction

low
High

6
46

2.2%
3.0%

74%
73%

low
High
low
High
low
High

350
4
77
27
466
97

0.5%
0%
1.1%
0.4%
0.7%
2.2%

49%

Total

563

0.9%

58%

Commercial
Services
Public Services
TOTAL

Small-sized Businesses
Insp
Infring
1.9%
51%
5%
45%

61%
73%
53%
65%

Medium-sized Businesses
Insp
Infring
9.1%
54%
13.1
52%
%
6.7%
78%
15.5
75%
%
2.7%
59%

Large-sized Businesses
Insp
Infring
20.2%
53%
20.2%
59%

Total
Insp
4.5%
4.5%

Infring
53%
51%

46.8%

77%

3.5%
7.1%

75%
74%

8.3%

53%

54%

4.6%
3.6%
3.8%
12.0
%
5.7%

21.1%
17.4%
14.0%
24.0%

65%
58%
59%
65%

1.0%
0.3%
2.7%
2.2%
1.5%
5.6%

62%
48%
59%
66%
62%

17.0%
62%
2.2%
61%
Source: Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment (2004), Table 3.12.

This is the number of infringements of legislation identified by inspectors following an inspection.
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62%
58%
57%
66%

Table 7: Sentencing for Criminal Offences

Settlement
Small company
Medium company
Large Company
Employee

Trial sentence
- employer
- small
- medium
- large
- employee

Violation involving (a)
serious accidents involving
dangerous goods (Art 6,
WCA); (b) forbidden activity
in the serious accidents
Decree 1999 and the
working conditions decree
(c) danger for third parties
(sec 10, WCA) (d)
Violations involving no or
light injuries

Violations, which
involved serious
injuries

Violations, which
involved deadly
injuries

Violations involving
(a) non-compliance
with order to close
down (art. 28 (7),
WCA; (b) possible
creation of risk of life
or serious damage to
the health of one or
more employees,
constituting offence
(art. 32, WCA)

Violation of
Article 32,
WCA

Third Offence
(Article 32(3),
WCA)

50 points
100 points
150 points
15 points

120 points
180 points
240 points

Not applicable

At least 100 points.
(Also strongly
depending on facts
and circumstances in
which the offence
was committed.)

Not applicable

1st imposed
administrat
ive
fine +
100%

+ 20%

+ 20%

+ 20%

Fine (or
imprisonment,
or both,
depending on
circumstances
in which the
offence was
committed).
Should be at
least double the
administrative
fine.

+ 20% +
50%
(employer)

15 points

- 180 points
- 240 points
- 360 points
+ 20%
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Table 7 (continued): Sentencing for Criminal Offences

Violation involving (a)
serious accidents involving
dangerous goods (Art 6,
WCA); (b) forbidden activity
in the serious accidents
Decree 1999 and the
working conditions decree
(c) danger for third parties
(sec 10, WCA) (d)
Violations involving no or
light injuries

Violations, which
involved serious
injuries

Violations, which
involved deadly
injuries

Violations involving
(a) non-compliance
with order to close
down (art. 28 (7),
WCA; (b) possible
creation of risk of life
or serious damage to
the health of one or
more employees,
constituting offence
(art. 32, WCA)

Violation of
Article 32,
WCA

Third
Offence
(Article
32(3),
WCA)

1st repetition
- Employer
- employee

+ 50%
+ 10%

+ 50%

+ 50%
+ 10%

+ 50%

+ 50%

+ 100%
+ 10%

multiple
repetitions
- employer
- employee

+ 100%
+ 20%

+ 100%

+ 100%
+ 20%

+ 100%

+ 100%

+100%
+ 20%
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Chapter 14: Germany
1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Institutional Framework

Germany’s health and safety law-making and enforcement powers are distributed between the
country’s federal government, 16 regional governments (Bundesländer) and 62 sector-based
accident insurance associations. In 1996, the Federal parliament passed the Industrial Safety
(Arbeitsschutzgesetz) Law 1996 (the 1996 Law or Act) which, in providing a framework for
health and safety regulation, sets out the general health and safety responsibilities of
employers,1 ‘responsible persons’2 and employees and empowers the government 3 to publish
ordinances which impose more detailed duties.
Although regions are free to define the organisational structure of their occupational health
authorities, enforcement of federal health and safety law is typically undertaken by regional
Inspectorates (Gewerbeaufsichtsamter or Staatliche Ämter für Arbeitsschutz4). In some
regions, like North Rhine–Westsphalia and Bavaria, independent agencies have been
established to undertake inspections, whereas in other states, like Hessen and Baden
Wurtenberg, the state administration itself assumes direct responsibility for the role (Federal
Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, 2004: 2-3; Duve, 2006). Some inspectorates also have
responsibility for the enforcement of environmental, consumer and product safety laws 5 and,
in addition to inspection, also provide advice6 and training7. They can differ greatly from each
other in terms of size, specialisation and differentiation, in part reflecting the different
industrial structures in each region (Duve, 2006). Although each regional Inspectorate is
autonomous from the Federal Government, the Federal Ministry of Labour and Social
Affairs 8 encourages common priorities and enforcement consistency between the
inspectorates.9 Separate bodies exist for the protection of health and safety of federal
employees and for mines.10
1

The Act applies to all groups of workers including the military, police and civil servants – the only exception
being domestic servants in private households. The key duty is set out in section 3(1) which places a general
obligation on employers to “take all occupational protection measures in consideration of the conditions that
influence safety and health of employees at work.” There is no duty upon employers towards the self-employed.
2
Responsible persons extend to company directors and the most senior managers of an enterprise (section 13 of
the 1996 Act and Centre for Corporate Accountability, 2006).
3
Ordinances must be agreed by the Bundesrat – which represents the regional governments.
4
Literally Labour protection offices.
5
Some regions have institutionally separated responsibility for labour and environmental protection (European
Commission 2005).
6
This is set out in section 21(1) of the 1996 Act which states that applicable authorities must supervise adherence
with the law and attendant ordinances and advise employers in the fulfilment of their duties.
7
This is set out in of the Social Code, chapter 7, section 23(4) which requires inspectorates to ‘participate in the
training of health and safety officers and other specialist health and safety at work personnel.”
8
The Federal Ministry of Labour and Social affairs is the main body responsible for law-making and
occupational safety and health related programmes like INQA (see section 5 below). In addition to this, it also has
responsibility for promoting a nationwide OSH-strategy by co-ordinating the work of regional inspectorates,
accident insurance funds, and their social partners (Duve,2006).
9
So, for example, an advisory Committee on Occupational Safety, Health and Technology (LASI) has been
established to advise the Conference of the Ministers of Labour and Social Affairs (ASMK). Länder are
represented on both bodies.
10
Each region has a separate Mines Inspectorate for installations regulated by the Federal Mining Act
(Bundesberggesetz) which applies to open-cast sites and also plant and equipment for the extraction of crude oil
and natural gas. In addition a Labour Protection Office (Zentralstelle fur Arbeitsschultz) has been set up in the
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In addition to conventional state-based legislation and enforcement, accident insurance
associations (insurance associations) publish and enforce specialised accident prevention
regulations.11 These can relate to a wide range of health and safety issues including the
“facilities, arrangements and action, which employers need to make or take in order to
prevent industrial accidents, occupational illnesses and work-related health risks, together
with the method of transferring such tasks to other people” and “the behaviour of insured
parties towards the prevention of industrial accidents, occupational illnesses and work-related
health risks.” Every employer must be a member of one of the 63 insurance associations
(Berugsgenossenschaften) most of which specialise in a particular industrial sector or subsector (i.e. construction, chemical or florists), though some also have a geographical focus. 12
Although the principal function of insurance associations is to provide compensation to
injured employees and bereaved families,13 the Social Code14 requires them to “use all
appropriate resources to ensure the prevention of accidents at work, occupational illnesses
and work-related health risks and the provision of effective first aid.” They carry out this
obligation by enacting, and monitoring15 compliance with, the accident prevention
regulations.16 They also provide advice,17 give free training to company personnel18 and
undertake research into the causes of injury and ill health.19 The Social Code states that, to
carry out these activities, the insurance associations must “undertake to employ the required

Federal Interior Ministry responsible for enforcement of the laws as they apply to Federal state employees,
including the army (European Commission, 2005).
11
Social Code, chapter 7, section 15, para.’s (1) 1 and 2. The Accident prevention regulations are first agreed by
the governing bodies (employer and employee representatives) of the individual accident insurance bodies and
approved by the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Labour after consulting the Länder. An Insurance
association can publish regulations that it has written as well as regulations prepared by other Insurance
associations that it considers its member companies should comply with.
12
There are 26 ‘industrial’ associations (Berufsgenossenschaften) which are represented by the HVBG
(Hauptervband der gewerblichen Berugsgenossenschaften); 10 Agricultural associations; and 30 public sector
associations which are responsible for employees, children, pupils and students attending educational
establishments, voluntary workers and other groups. Like the Länder inspectorate, these vary in terms of size,
significance and the way they operate (see Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, 2004, 6).
13
The employer contributions to the Insurance associations ensure that employees receive compensation for
injuries and diseases resulting from the performance of their working activities or whilst traveling to or from
work. It also provides medical and occupational rehabilitation for people injured at work or suffering from
occupational illnesses. They provide their own medical treatment and medical care facilities, including accident
clinics and hospitals, for industrial injuries and occupational diseases.
14
See http://bundesrecht.juris.de/sgb_7/index.html. All quotes from the social code are from an unofficial
translation.
15
Social Code, Chapter VII Section 17(1) states, “Accident insurers must monitor the implementation of measures
designed to prevent industrial accidents, occupational illnesses and work-related health risks in companies and
their effective provision of first aid.”
16
Since 2004, insurance associations can enforce federal legislation. Interestingly, the Insurance associations can
also require changes to be made to work-practices that are not set out in the regulations; they are required to “use
all appropriate resources to ensure the prevention of accidents at work, occupational illnesses and work-related
health risks and the provision of effective first aid”.
17
Social Code, Chapter VII , section 17(1) states that “They shall also advise both companies and insured
parties.”
18
Social Code, Chapter VII, Section 23(1) and (2) states that accident insurers have the responsibility for
“ensuring that company personnel, who are given the task of implementing measures deigned to prevent industrial
accidents, occupational illnesses, and work–related health and risk and to ensure first aid provision, receive the
necessary training and further training. … Accident insurers shall encourage employers and injured persons to
take part in training and further training courses.” They are responsible for all the training costs including travel,
food and accommodation.
19
Social Code, Chapter VII, Section 14 (1) states that they “should also investigate the sources of work-related
risks in respect of life and health.” Individual Insurance associations are assisted by the Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health – BGIA – established under the control of the HVBG.
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number of supervisors.”20 They are funded solely by employer contributions and managed
jointly by worker and employer representatives. In economic terms their contribution to the
prevention of work related injury and disease is highly significant. In 2004, the insurance
associations spent €734 million on prevention activities (see Table 1).
Table 1: Funds Devoted to Prevention by Industrial Insurance Associations 20002004 (in Euro)
Total

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

653,204,000
666,546,000
697,540,000
728,146,000
734,254,000

Accident
Advice for
Services for
Training
prevention
businesses
occupational
regulations
and
health and
and
inspections
safety, first aid
publications
5,545,000
371,460,000
78,989,000
97,238,000
4,864,000
373,446,000
76,849,000
103.210,000
4,290,000
384,392,000
80,242,000
114,545,000
3,675,000
399,446,000
82,897,000
120,858,000
3,714,000
403,585,000
81,913,000
122,251,000
Source: Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs (2005b).

Both regional inspectorates and insurance associations operate within an overlapping network
of firm based health and safety institutions including works-councils,21 health and safety
committees,22 health and safety experts,23 company doctors and health and safety officers. 24
Works councils have extensive rights to information and consultation on health and safety
issues,25 safety experts are appointed by employers to provide advice, monitor the
implementation of legislation within the company and to educate the workforce.26 Both are
required to work closely together. Health and Safety Committees are simply a forum for
advice with no clear statutory functions - on which, an employer representative, the safety
expert, the company doctor, and a representative of the works council should sit.27 Companies
are also required to appoint a ‘health and safety officer’ from amongst the workforce who
receive special training. Their function is to support the employer in the implementation of
safety measures and to satisfy himself or herself that appropriate measures are being
implemented.28

20

Social Code, Chapter VII, section 18(1). The Associations employ technical inspectors (Technische
Aufsichtsbeamte). Within their sectoral structure, the insurance associations operate from regional offices,
their number and location depending on the size and geographical concentration of the sector represented.
Each insurance association has a Chief Prevention Officer responsible for prevention, to whom the entire
technical inspectorate staff report (European Commission 2005).
21
Where there are over 5 employees.
22
This applies to employers with over 20 employees.
23
Usually in companies with more than 50 employees. Accident insurance regulations sometimes stipulate a
particular number of experts for employees involved in certain types of hazardous work. The accident regulations
of the South German Metal Working insurance association, for example, stipulate that for every employee
working in a hazardous occupation in firms of between 31 and 500 people, there should be 3 hours of a safety
expert’s time per year and for every office worker there should be 0.2 hours of an expert’s time (Harper, 2002).
24
Where there are over 20 employees.
25
The Works Constitution Act 1972 section 5.
26
Social Code, chapter 7, section 22.
27
They will generally analyse accidents, discuss preventative measures, and draw up health and safety
programmes.
28
This is also required by the Social Code, chapter seven, section 22 which requires small companies (less than 20
employees) with particular risks to appoint a health and safety officer.
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1.2

Trends in Injury and Ill Health

Employers are required to report every occupational injury or disease (including those that
result from car journeys to and from work) to their insurance association, that results in an
employee being off work for more than three days or which results in death.29 A copy of this
report is usually passed to the relevant regional inspectorate (Duve, 2006). The association
should also receive a separate report from an association approved doctor. There has been a
clear downward trend in terms of number of reported deaths and injuries between 1992 and
200430 – a 45 per cent decrease in number of deaths and 40 per cent decrease in numbers of
injuries which is also reflected in a decrease in deaths and injury rates per 1000 workers (see
Table 2). This, significantly, has occurred even though the reporting infrastructure seems to
be partially structured in favour of optimising the rate of reporting (at least for non contingent
or precarious forms of employment). This is because insurance associations not only receive
information about injuries from employers, but also doctors treating workers who are only
paid once a report of an injury or disease is submitted to the association. Creating a direct
incentive to report in this way is highly unusual and, in principle at least, is likely to increase
the rate at which problems are reported to the recording authority (in this case, insurance
associations).
Table 2: Levels of Deaths and Injuries amongst Industries (1992-2004)31
Year

Reportable injuries
at work

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

1,621,422
1,509,331
1,488110
1,414,185
1,265,338
1,220,526
1,197,660
1,184,385
1,143,437
1,059,814
972,726
870,410
840,802

1.3

Deaths at work

Rates of deaths per
1000 workers

Rates of deaths
and injuries per
1000 workers
1,310
0.044
46.68
1,414
0.048
46.68
1,250
0.042
46.68
1,196
0.039
46.68
1,120
0.036
40.49
1,004
0.033
39.57
948
0.031
39.38
977
0.032
38.72
825
0.027
37.10
811
0.026
34.51
773
0.026
32.45
735
0.025
29.37
645
0.021
27.85
Source: HVBG website32 and HVBG (2005), Tables 5, 16 and 17

Trends in Regulation

There has been a trend in Germany towards reducing the number of detailed legal regulations
and replacing them with laws that are goal-setting and which give employers a freer hand in
making their own health and safety arrangements.33 Since 2000, this process has gone hand in
hand with a dedicated programme of deregulation. Among other things, this has resulted in
the partial lifting of health and safety requirements (such as those relating to occupational
29

Social Code, chapter 7, section 193.
The insurance companies took over responsibility for the Eastern German states in 1991.
31
This does not include deaths and injuries reported to agricultural and public sector employers.
32
http://www.hvbg.de/e/pages/statist/unfall/au/haeuf.html.
33
One effect of the 1996 Law (and subsequently the Establishment Safety Order or Betriebssicherheitsverordnung)
was to accelerate the process of substituting detailed legislation and regulations with performance standards
(SLIC, 2002: 2-4).
30
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health care) for small and medium sized companies and, more significantly, a general
reduction in the number of insurance association regulations. Between 2004 and August 2006,
the number of insurance association regulations fell from 130 to 58. The intention is to reduce
the number even further (Timms, 2006). As part of the same process, it has been reported that
a review into the role of insurance associations has begun to consider the possibility of
privatising them and removing their preventative functions (Schroeder, 2004).
These changes reflect a more general shift in the type of strategies used by both the regional
inspectorates and insurance associations to secure compliance (Federal Institute of
Occupational Safety and Health (2005b) – a process that has been taking place within and
been shaped by a reduction in inspectorates’ budgets, a corresponding decrease in the number
of inspectors34 and a growing perception that changes in work patterns require a
“corresponding shift in supervisory strategies.”35 This was formally announced in 1999 when
the Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs reported that “in many respects”
unannounced inspections “no longer [met] the modern requirement of occupational health and
safety and the preventative approach to monitoring adopted by the health and safety
authorities (Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, 2000).” Subsequently a number of
regions (see, for example, Hessen and Bavaria) have combined an increased focus on
voluntary agreements with procedures allowing employers to opt out of scheduled inspections
(see sections 2.1 and 5 below).
The Federal Government is also looking at ways to promote consistency within enforcement
practice – which is resulting in increasing centralisation of health and safety strategy. A new
committee called the National Conference on Occupational Safety and Health, comprising
members of the federal government, the Länder governments and the insurance associations,
will be set up by the end of 2006 to develop a more strategic approach for planning and
setting occupational safety and health targets throughout Germany (Duve, 2006).
2

INSPECTION, INVESTIGATION AND ENFORCEMENT

2.1

The Inspection and Investigation Process

Inspection activities are undertaken by both regional inspectorates and insurance associations
– though insurance associations undertake about three times the number.36 They are both
under an obligation to “cooperate closely” and inform each other about both the incidence and
findings of inspections.37 This exchange of information and experience is carried out mainly
by the joint regional centres established by the accident insurance bodies in each region.38

34

As a report covering Hessen points out, “budget cuts in the Hessian OSA make it more urgent than ever to use
the available resources efficiently which means that effectiveness should be assessed also in the interests of
efficiency (Hessen Region, 2005).
35
The region of Hessen points to the following factors “globalisation, shorter product life-cycles, the growth of the
information and knowledge sector, the expansion of holding companies and networks, the increase in teleworking, the development of temporary work, the increased flexibility of companies and individuals to work
independently and on their own initiative, and new forms of work-related stress …” (Hessen Region, 2005).
36
For example, in 2004, regional inspectors inspected 177,633 firms whilst insurance inspectors inspected
490,645 firms. Both regional and insurance inspectors spend two to three days each week visiting companies
(European Commission, 2005).
37
Section 21(3) of the 1996 Law and section 20 of chapter 7 of the Social Code states that, “Accident insurers and
the regional authorities responsible for health and safety standards shall work closely together on the monitoring
of companies and shall encourage the exchange of information and experiences. They shall inform each other of
any visits made and their key outcomes.”
38
This is on the basis of section 20, chapter 7 of the Social code (European Commission 2005).
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Increasingly there are attempts to co-ordinate inspection campaigns - and the methods used in
undertaking inspections – both between regions and insurance associations. In 2004, for
example, the building sector insurance associations and the 16 Länder Inspectorates together
inspected over 3,500 sites under the Construction Site Network Initiative – with inspectors
agreeing to use similar inspection methods and criteria (Ministry of Labour and Social
Affairs, 2004: 6-9). Both kinds of inspectors are also required to work in close cooperation
with works councils - involving council members in their inspections and sending them
reports of their recommendations. Inspectors are also expected to work closely with safety
experts and occupational doctors.
In some regions, inspectors have responsibility for all workplaces in a particular geographical
area; in others, inspectors specialise in particular sectors of industry such as construction or
steel. In some regions individual inspectors or groups of inspectors are assigned responsibility
for particular types of risk. In the last few years, there has been a particular emphasis on
trying to inspect small businesses more effectively.39
Apart from undertaking planned inspections, regional inspectors are also required to
undertake an inspection if they receive a complaint by a worker. These complaints, however,
can only be made if the workers have good reason to believe that the measures taken by the
employer are not sufficient and the employer has failed to take appropriate action after being
informed about the problem.40
Although inspectors from both regional inspectorates and insurance associations have
substantial powers of enforcement (see section 2.3) – the philosophical attachment of both
inspectorates and insurance associations to co-operation and persuasion means that they are
rarely used before dutyholders have been given the opportunity to comply voluntarily.41 After
a routine inspection, in which a number of deficiencies have been identified, state inspectors
send an inspection report to the company itemising breaches and specifying a timetable for
their rectification. Only if non compliance persists does formal enforcement take place
(Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, 2005a: 19), Insurance associations in
particular have a philosophy of trying to persuade employers to make changes. As one senior
official put it, “In our experience it is better to persuade”.42
Some regions have developed new kinds of inspection techniques based around assessing the
quality of the company’s occupational safety management. This approach has its origins in
Hesse’s Plant safety and Health Check (Arbeitsschutz und sicherheitstechnischer Check in
Anlagen or ASCA). Introduced in 1993, the ASCA-inspection system is meant to ensure that
inspectors trace the causes of infringements of safety regulations to deficiencies in
occupational safety management systems (Wode, 2006). ASCA inspections do not produce a
long list of individual observations but consider the interaction of processes within the
39

The Länder Inspectorate of North Rhineland Westphalia – where 89 per cent of the establishments employ less
than 20 employees - have drafted guidance on how inspectors should approach inspections in small companies to
make them more effective. The guidance is based on the assumption that SMEs often do not know the law, how it
should be implemented, and who can advise them. It directs inspectors to inform employers about the advantages
that safety and health can bring to an establishment (smooth running of organisation, keeping costs to a minimum,
motivating workers), and recommends that they only focus on the absolute requirements that should be undertaken
by employers. Inspectors are also advised that any proposals should be considered with reference to the particular
establishment being inspected; the guidance stressing the importance of avoiding excessive demands, ensuring
that measures are jointly with the employer, and taking into account the company’s time and financial resources in
setting a time period for implementation (European Commission 2005:15-20).
40
Section 17(2) of the 1996 Law.
41
Krueger, 2006.
42
Timms, 2006.
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company (Hessen Ministry, 1996). The inspections - carried out by two or more labour
inspectors specialised in different fields - usually take place over a 48 hour period and have
now become the standard form of inspection in Hessen.
Hessen also has a scheme which allows companies with adequate occupational safety
management and audit systems to avoid state inspections.43 Companies must first apply to the
Inspectorate for their occupational health and safety systems to be examined which, if
positive,44 entitles the company to a five year exemption from regular inspections. During this
period the company is required to send regular reports to the inspectorate to keep it informed
about its audit activities. Provided no obvious problems arise (as indicated in scheduled
reports, the level of reportable injuries or by employee complaints) the inspectorate carries
out a re-audit after five years. Only a small number of enterprises have sought exemption.
According to the Inspectorate, this is because “many companies seem to prefer inspections by
state labour inspectors. These inspections are regarded as a very efficient way of securing
compliance with OSH-regulations.” (Timms, 2006)
A similar scheme operates in Bavaria which also encourages companies to introduce an
occupational health and safety management system - OHRIS.45 Any company hoping to
introduce the system receives free advice and, if successfully implemented, receives a special
certificate, a sum of €5000 (if employing between 10 and 150 people) and an exemption
from detailed inspections for three years.46 By May 2005, 150 companies of varying sizes had
integrated the system into the work process. The use of reduced formal scrutiny as an
incentive for companies to introduce occupational health and safety management systems are
not, interestingly, used by insurance associations (Timms, 2006).47
Both regional inspectorates and insurance associations are involved in the investigation of
deaths, injuries and diseases, though insurance inspectors investigate five to six times more
injuries and diseases than the regional inspectors.48 Of the 83,000 incidents investigated in
2004, for example, 70,500 were undertaken by the insurance associations. Regional
inspectors tend only to investigate deaths and the most serious injuries. Insurance
associations, by comparison, also investigate other injuries depending on how much the injury
is likely to cost the association and whether they consider a subsequent injury may take place
unless corrective action is taken. The more expensive an injury, the more likely an
investigation will take place (Krueger, 2006). Between 6-7 per cent of all reported deaths and
injuries are investigated by the insurance associations (see Table 5).
2.2

Targeting

Although the criteria used by regional inspectors to determine the frequency and focus of
inspection varies across regions, generally speaking most inspectorates target inspections
according to establishment size, a firm’s health and safety performance and the nature of the
43

This is known as ŒBehördliche Systemkontrolle.
The Hessen Ministry of Social Welfare provides guidance on how to set up a safety management system http://www.sozialnetz.de/ca/ud/sgg/ (for large companies) and http://www.sozialnetz.de/ca/ud/zaj f(or small and
medium-sized companies)
45
This has been rolled out under the dictum “Corporate responsibility comes before State activity.” Hamburg also
encourages a management system, but does not provide a formal incentive as such.
46
Bavarian Regional Website at: http://www.lgl.bayern.de/arbeitsschutz/managementsysteme/index.htm
47
The Ministry for Work in Rhineland-Palatinate, organise an annual safety prize for those enterprises with
particularly distinguished health and safety records. The winner receives a “public celebration hour.”
48
Some of these investigations are undertaken jointly. All deaths are also reported to the Federal Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health where they are evaluated and consideration given to the need for any legal
change.
44
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risks linked to particular business and industrial sectors (Federal Ministry, 2004: 12).49 In
Hamburg, for example, the Office for Industrial Safety,50 divide enterprises into three risk
categories, depending upon the size of the organisation and the existing risks. Those in the
highest risk categories are visited at given time intervals and are either subject to a company
site or topic inspection. Those in the middle-risk category are usually inspected in the context
of particular projects. Those in the low risk category are only inspected when there have been
complaints or accidents. Those that are inspected are then divided into three further categories
– from “exemplary” companies which will then not receive another inspection for three years,
to poor companies who will get an inspection the following year. Those in the ‘exemplary’
category– which until February 2006 numbered only 160 out of 2600 inspected - receive an
“Industrial Safety Acknowledgement”, and are given public recognition. This process of
inspection is intended to create an incentive for companies to improve their health and safety
performance.
Each insurance association has its own criteria for deciding which premises to inspect. The
Meat Processing Industry Association (Fleischerei-Berufsgenossenschaft), for example,
which has 25 inspectors responsible for 20,000 businesses, assesses each company on the
basis of their size, the kind of work that they undertake and the level of risks this involves,
and the adequacy of safety organisation and controls operating at firm level. Large
companies, undertaking dangerous work with poor safety organisation are inspected once
every 3 months, whilst small companies not involved in dangerous activities with good health
and safety systems are only inspected after 3 to 4 years (Krueger, 2006).
2.3

Enforcement Notices and Administrative Penalties

The powers available to regional inspectors are set out in the 1996 Law. Inspectors are able to
direct which measures must be taken either to fulfil their obligations under the law and its
attendant ordinances or “to deter a particular hazard to life and health of the employees.”51
These are known as ‘enforceable orders’ – a written copy of which is sent to the person
responsible for ensuring compliance, and to the works council. Unless the danger is
imminent, inspectors are directed to set “a reasonable time” for the order to be implemented.
If the order is not complied with the inspector can prohibit work continuing.52
Enforceable orders are only imposed if the organisation’s ‘responsible person’ has not
complied with requests to make changes. If the responsible person does not agree with the
order, a request can be made to another inspector to review the matter (Duve, 2006). The
employer also has the right to appeal against a notice, which is then suspended unless the
order had immediate effect.

49

The report to the Senior Labour Inspectors states that “As a general rule, large premises will be visited on an
annual basis or more frequently, if this was suggested by risk assessment. Smaller premises receive less frequent
visits.” An inspector may also take into account his own knowledge of individual workplaces.
50
See http://fhh.hamburg.de/stadt/Aktuell/behoerden/bsg/verbraucherschutz/arbeitsschutz/arbeitsschutzkonzepte/
aufsichtskonzept/start.html. The Hamburg Inspectorate is responsible for about 120,000 enterprises.
51
Section 22(3) 1 of the 1996 Law.
52
Section 22(3) 2 of the 1996 Law. This may mean ordering work to be stopped, the shutdown of a plant or
process, or a ban on the
further use of substances; in such cases, employers may apply to the administrative courts to restore the
suspensive effect of an appeal.
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At the time of imposing an order, the Inspectorate can also threaten the ‘responsible person’53
with a “pressure payment” – a sum of money which must be paid on non compliance.54 The
size of pressure payments is determined locally. In Hessen, they range from €10,000 to
€50,000 whilst in Hamburg the payment may not exceed €25,000. The level of payment is
entirely at the discretion of the Inspectorate – though the decision should take account of the
importance of the duty, how easy it is to perform and the financial resources of the
organisation.55 In addition, if the notice is not complied with, the Inspectorate can also impose
an administrative fine on a ‘responsible person’ up to a maximum of €25,000.56
As well as imposing an administrative fine for breach of a notice, the Inspectorate can also
directly impose a fine of up to €5,000 when a person acts "intentionally or negligently …
contrary to an ordinance.”57 These maxima, interestingly are provisional and can be exceeded
whenever the offender has gained a greater economic advantage.58 The courts have
interpreted “economic advantage” in a wide sense, and can even include an improvement in
market position (OECD 2000).
Prior to the imposition of an administrative fine, the subject of the fine must be given an
opportunity to be heard either orally or in writing.59 Any appeal (over the size or imposition of
the fine) must be made to the inspectorate within two weeks. The inspectorate can order that
further inquiries be undertaken and provide the person upon whom the fine is imposed with
an opportunity to present reasons for their appeal. If the appeal is rejected, the inspectorate
will automatically refer the case to the District Court which, on receiving the papers, can
either dismiss the case for lack of evidence or, if is clear that the case has been inadequately
investigated, send it back to the Inspectorate with an instruction to make further inquiries.60 If
neither of these courses are taken, the District Court proceedings become, in effect, a hearing
on whether or not an offence has been committed and what fine should be imposed.61
Most fines are imposed against natural persons – though the Administrative Offences Act
(Gesetz über Ordnungswidrigkeiten) allows a fine to be imposed upon a legal person where
any “responsible person”, acting for the management of the company, has committed an
53

A ‘responsible person’ is defined in §13. For a discussion of who is a responsible person see relevant chapter in
Centre for Corporate Accountability, 2006
54
Known as a ‘Zwangsgeld’. See section 13 Federal Administrative Enforcement law - VerwaltungsVollstreckungsgesetz (VwVG). This is similar to the system in Sweden.
55
Pfeil, 2006
56
If the enforceable order has been imposed upon an employee, the maximum fine for non compliance is €5,000.
57
They cannot impose a fine simply on the basis of a breach of the 1996 Law itself.
58
We could not confirm whether this provision is used in the context of health and safety offences. Section 17(4) of
Administrative Offences Act states that: “The fine shall exceed the financial advantage obtained by the offender as
a result of the administrative offence. The statutory maximum amount may be exceeded if it does not cover this.”
This allows the ‘proceeds of the offence’ to be siphoned off. Although section 56 of the Administrative Offences Act
allows ‘on the spot’ fines between €5 to €35 to be imposed in relation to certain ‘minor’ administrative offences,
these do not extend to health and safety offences.
59
Section 66(1) of the Administrative Offences Act. The administrative order imposing a fine must contain the
details of the person concerned, description of the offence including the time and place it was committed, the
evidence, and the level of fine. Section 18 states that any particular conduct – even if it violates several laws cannot result in more than one fine. In relation to those offences with a maximum fine of €5000, the prosecution
must take place within 2 years. Section 31 (2) states that for those offences involving fines with a maximum of
€25,000, the prosecution must take place within three years. Section 60 states that the administrative authority
must provide a defence counsel if required.
60
Section 69(5) of the Administrative Offences Act.
61
See sections 71 and 72 of the Administrative Offences Act. However, the court can order that a hearing be
dispensed with if it deems it ‘unnecessary’– though this would require the consent of both the public prosecutor
(who will have taken over from the inspectorate in representing the state) and the person on whom the fine has
been imposed.
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administrative offence62 and this offence either represents a breach of the duties imposed
upon the company or was a means by which the company gained or was supposed to gain a
profit.63 In addition, a fine can also be imposed upon a company if it (or one of its senior
managers) “wilfully or negligently” failed to take “supervisory measures required to prevent”
an offence being committed by one of its junior level employees.64 It is possible that a fine
can be imposed against the company even if no action is taken against the individual: the only
requirement being that it can be proved that the ‘responsible person” committed the offence
or violated the supervisory duty .65 The maximum fine that can be imposed upon a company is
the same as that which can be imposed on a natural person66 – although, of course, this is
subject to the basic principle that offenders should not be allowed to profit from their
offending.
Insurance association inspectors have similar powers to regional inspectors.67 Like regional
inspectors, they do not have the power themselves to impose fines, but rather have a power of
recommendation to a ‘fine committee’ of the insurance association comprising employer and
trade union representatives of the industry (Krueger, 2006). The maximum level of fine that
can be imposed is offence specific; ranging from €10,000 to €25,000. In practice, actual
fines are determined by the amount of money that the company has saved by failing to
comply with the rules and regulations (Mentges, 2006). Pressure payments seem to be rarely
used by insurance association inspectors. To take but one example, the Butcher insurance
association has only used one in the last five years.
2.4

Trends in Inspection and Investigation

Nationally employers have about a one in twenty chance of being inspected by a regional
inspector (European Commission, 2005:18) and a one in six chance of being inspected by an
insurance inspector. Among regional inspectorates, there has been a general decline in the
number of inspectors, inspections and investigations. Between 1999-2004, a 4 per cent

62

Section 30 of the Administrative Offences Act. An administrative offence can include a breach of a person’s
supervisory duties under section 9 of the Administrative Offences Act. If a natural person commits a criminal
offence, a legal person can also be liable for an administrative fine.
63
The German government told the OECD that the term profit “covers any more favourable structuring of the
assets (i.e. any increase in the economic value of the assets of the legal person or association of people resulting
from the offence in question), including an indirect advantage such as an improved competitive situation”.
64
This could for example include where there has been a failure to put in place a monitoring system or in-house
regulations for employees. (OECD 2004, para 118). This is through the operation of §130 and §9 of the
Administrative Offences Act. §130 states that “Whoever, as the owner of a firm or an enterprise, wilfully or
negligently fails to take the supervisory measures required to prevent contravention of duties in the firm or the
enterprise which concern the owner in this capacity, and the violation of which is punishable by a penalty or a
fine, shall be deemed to have committed an administrative offence if such a contravention is committed which
could have been prevented or made much more difficult by proper supervision. The required supervisory measures
shall also comprise appointment, careful selection and surveillance of supervisory personnel.”
65
Section 30(4) of the Administrative Offences Act. “If criminal proceedings or administrative fine proceedings in
respect of the criminal or administrative offence are not initiated, or if they are discontinued, or if no punishment
is deemed appropriate, the fine may be assessed separately.” This would only not be possible if legal reasons
prevented it – i.e. the prosecution of the individual had become time-barred (OECD, 2004: para 120).
66
Section 30(2) of the Administrative Offences Act.
67
Social Code, chapter 7, section 17(1) states that “in individual cases, [inspectors can] prescribe the action that
the respective employer or insured party should take” in order “to fulfil their obligations in accordance with the
accident prevention regulations”. In addition, enforceable orders can be imposed “in order to prevent specific
accident and health risks” which means action beyond the obligations required by the legal regulations. Section
19(2) states that in the ‘event of danger’, inspectors can “immediately take enforceable action”. Social Code,
chapter 7, section 209 (1) (and (3) states that inspectors can also issue administrative fines against any person
who “deliberately or negligently” contravenes an accident regulation that has been issued by them or an
enforceable order than has been imposed.
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decrease in the number of regional inspectors has resulted in a 16 per cent decrease in the
total number of inspections and a 24 per cent decrease in the number of inspected firms (see
Table 3).
Table 3: Number of Regional Inspectors and Inspections 1999-2004 (all Länder)
Number of inspectors

Number of inspections

Number of inspected
firms
1999
4,320
530,002
233,091
2000
4,268
521,523
173,261
2001
4,238
507,224
214,370
2002
4,103
479,565
197,982
2003
4,116
464,523
190,314
2004
4,183
449,307
176,633
% Change
-4%
- 16%
- 24%
Source: Tables TG1 and TG2 from Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare (2002 and 2005)

Although there has been a slight increase of 1 per cent in the number of insurance association
inspectors, there has in the same period been a 4 per cent increase in the number of employer
members (see Table 4).68 The rate of inspections has however declined quite significantly
between 1999 and 2004; the absolute number of inspections having decreased by 17 per cent,
with the number of firms receiving an inspection decreasing by 14 per cent.
Table 4: Numbers of Insurance Association Inspectors and Inspections 1999-2004
Year

Number
of
inspectors

Number
firms

of

Number of
inspections

Number of
firms
inspected

Ratio of
inspections
to registered
employers

Inspections
expressed as
a percentage
of registered
employers.
33.8
31.5
29.4
29.5
28.5
27.2

1999
3101
3,013,066
1,017,196
564,574
3.0
2000
3123
3,048,532
960,984
530,951
3.2
2001
3157
3,035,884
892,502
484,207
3.4
2002
3133
3,028,799
892,581
495,321
3.4
2003
3132
3,039,358
866,181
484,736
3.5
2004
3127
3,118,693
848,647
490,645
3.7
%
+ 1%
+ 4%
- 17%
-14%
Change
Source: Tables, TH1, TH2 and TH3, from Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare (2002 and
2005)

On average just over 6 per cent of all deaths and injuries at work have been investigated by
insurance associations – and this has remained stable between 1999-2004 (see Table 6). We
do not have any information on the level of deaths and injuries investigated by regional
inspectors.

68

The increase in numbers of member employees reflects an increase in the number of companies with under 50
employees; in fact, there has been a decrease in the number of companies with over 50 employees.
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Table 5: Numbers of Inspectors and Rate of Inspections (Regional Inspectorates and
Insurance Associations Combined) 1999-2004
Year

Number of
inspectors (total)

Numbers of
inspections (total)

Ratio of inspections
to registered firms

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
%
Change

7,421
7,391
7,395
7,236
7,248
7,310
-3%

1,547,198
1,482,507
1,399,726
1,372,146
1,330,704
1,297,954
-17%

1.9
2.1
2.2
2.2
2.3
2.4

Inspections
expressed as a
percentage of
registered firms
51.3
48.6
46.1
45.3
43.8
41.6

Source: Tables, TH1, TH2 and TH3, from Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare (2002 and
2005)

Table 6: Levels of Investigations into Deaths and all Injuries by all
Insurance Associations
Year
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

2.5

Deaths and injuries at work

Investigations

Percentage
investigated
1,560,063
105,911
6.79%
1,513,723
86,427
5.71%
1,395,592
79,703
5.71%
1,306,772
74,596
5.71%
1,142,775
72,323
6.34%
1,088,672
70,486
6.47%
Source: Table TB1 from Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare (2002 and 2005) 69

Trends in Notices and Administrative Fines

The use of formal enforcement action by inspectors varies widely between Länder. Figures
for 2004 indicate that between 5-6 per cent of all identified deficiencies in Saxony and
Bremen resulted in some kind of enforcement action (orders, fines or penal offences), but
only 0.5 per cent of those in North Rhine Westphalia, and only 0.1 per cent (1in 1000) in
Scleswig-Holstein resulted in similar enforcement action (see Table 7).
Table 8 shows a decrease in the number of formal enforcement actions following recorded
deficiencies identified by all regional inspectors between 1999 and 2004. In 1999, a recorded
deficiency had a 2.4 per cent likelihood of resulting in some kind of formal enforcement; in
2004 that had decreased by almost 1 per cent to 1.6 per cent. Although there had been a 20
per cent reduction in the number of recorded deficiencies in this period, the number of orders
imposed had declined by 52 per cent, the number of warnings by 55 per cent and the number
of fines by 47 per cent. However, this could be the result of reasons other than simply a
reduced emphasis on formal enforcement. There is no information available on the levels of
fines imposed.

69

Also some data at: http://www.hvbg.de/e/pages/statist/unfall/au/index.html
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Table 7: Number of Inspectors, Recorded H&S Defects and Use of Powers in 2004
State

Inspector
Numbers

Recorded
H&S
Deficiencies

Order70

On
the
spot
fines71

Admin
fines72

Penal
Offences
Complaint
73

Bavaria
575
238,103
5,371
169
142
33
North Rhine720
184,659
200
160
287
80
Westphalia
Hessen
169
53,300
88
35
85
17
Saxony
218
40,061
2117
90
55
1
Saxony Anhalt
244
39,467
229
47
30
1
Lower Saxony
449
46,952
334
77
140
12
Baden Wurtenberg
713
33,902
100
6
Rheinland-Palatinate
199
31,506
254
26
143
Brandenberg
166
34,053
603
83
22
1
Meclenberg Western 149
24,701
501
63
65
3
Pomerania
Berlin
131
20,282
321
12
42
36
Thuringen
144
24,027
163
18
48
1
Schleswig-Holstein
55
15,461
13
10
Saarland
32
23,341
HambuRg
96
5,061
175
3
12
Bremen
43
3,678
140
35
21
2
TOTAL
4103
814,554
10,610
819
1,114
193
Source: Tables TG2, TG3, and TG4, from Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare (2005b)

Table 8: Enforcement by Regional Inspectors, 1999-2004
Year

Inspectors

Recorded
Order
Warning
Fines
Penal
Deficiencies
Offences
1999
4,320
1,006,924
20,581
1,859
1742
115
2000
4,268
992,759
18,401
1,747
2301
145
2001
4,238
946,641
17,848
1,562
1832
87
2002
4,103
818,554
15,756
1,402
1,537
104
2003
4,116
850,202
12,943
1,354
1,292
106
2004
4,183
814,554
10,610
819
1,114
193
% change
- 20%
- 52%
- 55%
- 47%
+ 60%
Source TG3 and TG4, from Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare (2005b), (2002)

In 2004, the total level of fines imposed by all industry insurance associations was only
€1,212,589 which works out as an average of €55,117 imposed by each individual insurance
association for all fines imposed throughout the year (see Table 10)74. Over the medium term
insurance associations’ reliance on formal enforcement has declined. Although this might

70

‘Anordnungen’, §20(3) of the Occupational Safety law.
‘Verwarnungen’, Administrative Offences Act §56, ‘Caution by the administrative authority’.
72
Bubgeldbescheide, §25 of the Occupational Safety Law.
73
Strafanzeigen.
74
The average relates only to those industrial associations that did impose a fine that year. The average would be
significantly lower if it included all industrial associations.
71
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Table 9: Use of Powers by Industry Insurance Association Inspectors
Year

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
% change

Safety
Deficiencies

Employer
fines

Employee
Fines

Enforcement
Orders (sec 17)75

Immediate
Enforcement Orders
(sec 19)
825,348
1,429
603
46.616
6,887
791,715
1,386
628
44,045
6,937
797,853
1,560
621
42,494
5,845
754,435
1,308
759
39,483
5,558
678,211
1248
594
32,111
5,514
637,355
1222
647
28,885
4,452
- 23%
- 15%
+ 7%
- 39%
- 35%
Source: Table TH5, Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare (2005), (2002)

Table 10: Level of Fines Imposed by Those Industrial Insurance Associations Which
Have Imposed a Fine in 2003 or 2004
Industrial Association
Quarrying
Engineering & metals
Metals, regional insurance for north Germany
Metals, regional for south Germany
Precision engeneering & electrical engeering
Chemical industry
Wood
Leather
Foodstuffs & restaurants
Butchers
Construction, Hanover
Construction Rhineland & Westphalia
Construction, Frankfurt Main
Construction, South west Germany
Construction, Wurttemberg
Construction, Bavaria & Saxonia
Underground engineering
Wholesale and storage
Retailing
Administration
Shipping
Inland water transport
Medical service & welfare work

75

Total Fines (euro)
2003
2004
8356
9,450
253
1,317
1271
108
13750
5,000
3300
13,993
670
550
5869
3,311
3472
1,686
1728
532
7870
9,726
33,490
20,244
89,615
68,251
503,357
486,308
274,083
291,064
32,803
21,821
83,490
77,049
113,070
100,336
42,375
37,567
29,894
25,113
49
1,872
6299
15,685
15,652
21,607
49
1,272,766
1,212,589
Source: HVBG (2004), (2005), Table 6.3, column 10

See Footnote 66 above for relevant text of sections 17 and 19 of the Social Code Chapter VII
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partially reflect a reduction in the number of recorded deficiencies, there is also clear
evidence of a shift away from enforcement. Whilst in 1999, 1 in every 15 recorded
deficiencies resulted in either a fine or an enforcement order, in 2004 only 1 in 18 were
followed with enforcement action; and whilst recorded deficiencies decreased by 23 per cent,
the number of enforcement orders reduced by 39 per cent (see Table 9). There is significant
variation in the use of fines across associations, with 11 of the 35 industrial insurance
associations failing to impose any fines in 2003 and 2004.76

2.6

Evaluation

Although we failed to find any well controlled, systematic evaluations of the effectiveness of
inspections and enforcement in Germany, we were able to locate a number of highly
summarised reports based on the results of follow-up inspections by Länder inspectorates
which indicate a decline in the number of violations following inspections.
One example involved the Länder Inspectorate in Saxony-Anhalt and its initiative on safety
and health at non-stationary workplaces (Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare,
2004).77 The initial inspections were carried out after a circular was sent to all the relevant
establishments, giving information on the content and aims of the special initiative (including
separate circulars catering for the specific needs of each branch of occupations). A second
letter followed announcing that inspections were to take place and asked for documentation to
be made available.78 Follow-up inspections indicated that companies tended to become more
aware of safety and health measures as a result of the safety and health administration’s
focused advisory and inspection activities. The Inspectorate concluded that, “the monitoring
and advisory strategy enables safety and health to be improved permanently in
establishments. By looking closely at issues arising in specific groups of occupations –
sometimes in more depth than would be the case in a routine inspection - the safety and health
situation can be assessed accurately and improved (Federal Ministry of Labour and Social
Welfare, 2004).”
Another example involved the Bremerhaven Länder Inspectorate. Between 1996 and 2000,
care at home enterprises were heavily targeted for inspection. This was followed up in 2003
with routine inspections which found that the lack of safety and health organisation,
infringements of working time and complaints that had existed earlier now no longer existed.
Companies were found to be much more knowledgeable about safety issues. There were more
experts appointed by the care homes and risk assessments, though of varying quality, now
existed. The Länder Inspectorate says that following the inspections, “the presence and
willingness of the inspectorate to make itself available to provide information and advice over
the past few years has done much to overcome companies reluctance to contact the
supervisory authorities and has enabled a partnership to evolve (Federal Ministry of Labour
and Social Welfare, 2003: 6-7).”
76

These are: Ceramics & glass manufacturing; Gas, long-distance heating and water supply & distribution;
Mettalurgical & rolling mill (steel); Precious metals & ordinary metals; Paper, print & paper converting IA;
Textiles & garments IA; Sugar manufacturing IA; Construction (Hamburg); Underground & trains IA;
Automobiles; Mining.
77
Also see: http://www.verbraucherschutz.sachsen-anhalt.de/arbeitsschutz/sana/sanaliste.htm. This involves
establishments with outpatient care, services in houses, yards and gardens, pest control, fumigation, wood
protection and cleaning of buildings.
78
Between 2002 and 2004, 237 establishments and 373 non-stationary workplaces were inspected in SaxonyAnhalt, and 353 employees were interviewed about their experience of stress. Common violations were that nonstationery employment was not factored into all decision making processes, employees did not have access to an
occupational physician or a health and safety specialist. Moreover, 90 per cent of companies did not offer their
employee traffic safety training although their work involved many journeys (European Commission, 2005:11).
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In relation to the use of management systems as part of the inspection process, there has been
an evaluation of their use in the leather manufacturing sector. After improvements in the
1990s, the safety record of leather manufacturers had come to a stand still. The relevant
insurance association, with the assistance of work psychology specialists, therefore, started an
initiative to sensitise and motivate employers to health and safety issues – which culminated
in the introduction of an industrial safety management system. As a result, the number of
injuries is reported to have decreased significantly over the last ten years. Whilst in 1992, 483
injuries were reported, by 2003 this had declined to 150.79 Although impressive on the face of
it, we were, unfortunately, only able to look over a summary of this evaluation.
3

PROSECUTION AND SENTENCING

3.1

Prosecution

Legal Persons can not be prosecuted for any criminal offences in German law,80 however,
public prosecutors can prosecute individuals for criminal offences under both the 1996 Law
and the penal code.81 Under the 1996 Act, a criminal offence will have been committed if the
employer or responsible person “continually” does an act which is in breach of an ordinance”
or if he “risks life and health of an employee” by intentionally acting contrary to an
ordinance. There is little discretion in the process. Regional inspectors are obliged to report
any evidence that substantiates a criminal offence to the public prosecutor, and the prosecutor
is obliged to prosecute if there is sufficient evidence.
There are a number of relevant penal code offences – in particular the offences of negligent
homicide (maximum five years imprisonment)82 and negligent bodily injury (maximum three
years imprisonment).83 The latter can only be prosecuted following a petition of the injured
party or when there is sufficient public interest.84
3.2

Sentencing

The maximum sentence for an offence under the 1996 Law is an unlimited fine or one year
imprisonment.85 The maximum sentence for negligent homicide is five years imprisonment
and for negligent injury it is three years. The Penal Code does allow a prison sentence to be
reduced where the offender has gone through a process of mediation with the victim. Section
46(a) of the Criminal Code, however, formally limits this procedure to where the offender has
either: completely or substantially made restitution; “earnestly strived” to make restitution; or
where restitution requires “substantive personal accomplishments or personal sacrifice”, and

79

http://www.hvbg.de/d/pages/praev/strateg/praev_lohnt/bahnenware.html.
In March 1999, the Commission on the Reform of the Criminal Law Sanction System set up by the Federal
Minister of Justice concluded the Government should not introduce corporate criminal liability. It held that there
was no international obligation requiring Germany to introduce the new form of liability, that there would be
significant problems in its introduction and that the existing sanctions under the Administrative Offences Act were
sufficient (OECD (2003) para 101).
81
There are no criminal offences in the Accident Regulations.
82
Section 222 of the Penal Code. “Whoever through negligence causes the death of a human being, shall be
punished with imprisonment for not more than five years or a fine.”
83
Section 229 of the Penal Code.“Whoever negligently causes bodily injury to another person shall be
punished with imprisonment for not more than three years or a fine”.
84
Section 230 of Penal Code.
85
Section 26 of the Penal Code.
80
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this has been completely or substantially completed.86 In addition, forfeiture of any profits
derived from an offence can be confiscated by the courts.87
Although legal persons can not be prosecuted – they can in certain circumstances face an
administrative fine if a criminal offence has been committed by a representative of the legal
entity.88 Unlike criminal offences committed by individuals, the prosecutor has discretion
whether or not to take action against the company. The fines imposed can be as high as
€250,000 if the offence committed by the natural person is one of ‘negligence’, and
€500,000 if it involved ‘intention.’ However, as with all administrative fines, the fines can
rise beyond the formal maxima where the financial benefit from the offence is higher.
We have no information on whether or not a company has faced an administrative fine
following the prosecution of an individual for either a health and safety or safety-related penal
law offence – but it seems, if it does take place, it is rare. It is unclear why prosecutors do not
use these penalties more often – though an OECD report looking at the use of administrative
fines indicates that this may relate to the high caseload of prosecutors, and a perception that
the level of fines that would be imposed would not be high.89
Other administrative sanctions do exist for particular offences. These include, restriction on
activities,90 exclusion from public contracts,91 the dissolution of organisations92 - however
these are not known to have been used in a health and safety context.

86

Section 46(a) Penal Code.
Sections 73–75 of the Penal Code.
88
Administrative offences Act, §30. This is where the criminal offence breached the duties of the legal entity or
was a means by which the legal entity gained or was supposed to gain. This is the same principle by which legal
persons can be fined when a natural person has committed an administrative offence.
89
An OECD team interviewed a number of prosecutors about administrative fines, and in its report stated: “One
prosecutor in Frankfurt stated that the negligible use of administrative fines for legal persons is partly due to their
non-criminal nature. According to the prosecutor, given the lack of sufficient resources to deal with large
caseloads, it is necessary to prioritise tasks, and the prosecution of legal persons has been considered an
additional and secondary task, since administrative fines have an insufficient deterrent effect to warrant the large
burden on resources, including the high degree of expertise needed for assessing the illegal gains. The prosecutor
further elaborated that, in his view, administrative fines have not had a sufficient impact because they do not
adequately reflect the high social and economic responsibility of companies. For instance, the amount of fine is
limited and insufficient. According to [Transparency International] Germany, action under the Administrative
offences Act are seen as representing only a warning of non-compliance with a legal obligation without social or
ethical disapproval, while a criminal conviction in Germany entails a serious ethical value judgment. The same
prosecutor recognises that the statutory maximum of €500,000 … has been insufficient for large companies, and
believes that €1 million would still be insufficient. He stated that the amount of fine should be unlimited and there
should be a mechanism to calculate the amount of fine taking into account the economic size of the company, etc.
The representative from the justice department in Berlin admits that a fine of €1 million may not be sufficient for
large companies, although it would be sufficiently high for many companies in Berlin given their economic size
OECD (2003) para 109,
90
§20 of the Federal Emission Control Act (see Fieberg, undated, para 4),
91
Under German public procurement law, a company can be excluded from public contracts for bribing domestic
or foreign public officials on the ground of “unreliability”(OECD, 2004),
92
In the context of corruption offences, one prosecutor told the OECD that sanctions for legal persons would be
more effective if it was possible to exclude companies from stock exchange and or public tenders were established
as additional sanctions to a monetary penalty (OECD, 2004, para 136)
87
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4

COMPENSATION

4.1

Insurance Association Premiums

The provision of compensation by insurance associations93, as well as their preventative
services, are funded by employer premiums. The Social Code allows insurance companies to
either increase or reduce the level of premium of a particular company on the basis of the
number and seriousness of reported injuries and of the level of costs incurred by the insurance
company.94 In addition, they can also take into account the “effectiveness of the measures
taken by the company to prevent employment accidents and professional illnesses and for the
prevention of work-based health risks” and the adequacy of the employers’ arrangements to
reintegrate injured workers.95 As a result, each company’s financial contribution can reflect its
particular health and safety performance or record and the prospect of achieving premium
reductions – and/or avoid premium additions – can, in principle, create incentives for
companies to improve their safety record. The level of supplements and rebates should not
differ by more than 25 per cent from the base premium (HVBG, 1999: 78).
Some associations have expressed concerns that providing premium discounts to small
companies which have a relatively low actual numbers of injuries (but high rate) can instil a
false perception of competence in the management of health and safety within small
companies. As a result some insurance associations (like, for example, the wholesale trade
and warehousing insurance association) provide no incentives for ostensibly good
occupational health and safety performance, but instead operate a system of penalty
premiums for firms with above average accident records (who also receive a visit from an
advisor). This (supplement) method has itself been criticised for penalising small firms which
have a relatively low incidence of injury and ill health (HVBG, 1999: 76-77).
Incentive mechanisms vary quite considerably between insurance associations. Employermembers of the Meat Processing Insurance Association (Fleischerei-BG), for example, can
receive a total premium increase or reduction of up to 20 per cent. The overall percentage
reduction or addition depends on three factors: the extent to which the level of serious injuries
reported by the company is higher or lower than the average rate of all companies (up to a 10
per cent reduction or addition); the injury rate over the previous five years (up to a further 5
per cent reduction or addition); and whether in the previous year they agreed to carry out very
particular safety measures (up to a further 5 per cent reduction or addition). 96
93

The German Berufsgenossenschaften are legally obliged to provide injured people with financial support by
granting them injury benefits or temporary allowances during their medical and/or occupational rehabilitation.
They are also required to ensure the permanent occupational rehabilitation of the insured persons, taking their
fitness, suitability, inclination and former activity into consideration. The following services are in particular
available to them: the provision of services helping to keep or find a job, occupational preparation schemes,
initiation courses, further training, initial training and retraining schemes, suitable educational support, and
services provided to employers. Employers are obliged to report an occupational accident or an accident which
has occurred on the way to or from work, if the accident entails an incapacity for work of more than three days.
94
Section 162 (1), Chapter 6 of the Social Code. The basic premium will be determined by the risk category within
which that particular company falls and the total staff wages and salaries (HVBG, 2003: 37). It should be noted
that taking into account the cost of an injury to the Insurance association is considered to lead to ‘unfair results’
(see HVBG, 1999: 66).
95
Section 162 (2), Chapter 6 of the, Social Code. The arrangements concerning rehabilitation of injured workers
should be contained in “integration agreements” (section 83).
96
The Meat Processing Insurance association is the only association to have a scheme dependent on companies
agreeing to comply with particular stated measures. In 2005, 8353 companies - 44 per cent of the total (and 88 per
cent of all large companies) – participated in the final scheme. A two-page questionnaire is sent to all the member
companies. It asks a list of questions relating to safety issues within the business. The company participates in the
scheme by answering the questions and sends the completed questionnaire back. Each employer is then given a
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Taking experience-rating for all insurance associations in 2004: 97,500 companies with below
average safety performances paid a total of €138 million (an average additional payment of
€1415) over and above what they would otherwise have paid; and 1 million companies
received reductions in their premiums worth €373 million (an average reduction of €367).
This average does hide some larger surcharges/discounts given by some insurance
associations; so the average additional payment made to the chemical industry insurance
associations was €12,337, compared to an average reduction of €7,311 (see Table 11).
Table 11: Levels of Supplementary and Reduced Premiums According to Safety
Record
Insurance
association

Mining
Chemical
Steel
Total of all
Industrial
Insurance
Companies

Additional contribution
No’s of
cases
604
2070
48
97,522

Amount in
Euro
19,908,321
25,537,725
698,528
138,227,544

Reductions in contributions
Average

No’s of cases

32,960
12,337
14,552

405
9,558
130
1,017,319

Amount in
Euro
19,908,321
69,879,020
1,637,674
373,367,802

Average
49,156
7,311
12,597

Source: Information taken from Table TH4, HVBG (2005b),

4.2

Evaluation

We were unable to find any well controlled studies on the effectiveness of premium increases
and reductions – though the above figures strongly indicate that, on average, ‘surcharges’ and
‘discounts’ involve relatively small sums of money. The organisation representing industrial
insurance associations acknowledges that “it is difficult to judge the extent to which the
precise grading of contributions in Germany’s statutory accident insurance scheme gives
companies incentives to take preventative measures (HVBG, 1999: 80).” However, some
research has been done on the impact of the Meat Processing Insurance Association’s scheme
where an employer can receive a 5 per cent premium reduction if it takes certain measures.
Summary information provided by the Association itself shows that those companies which
took part in the scheme in the last four years had an improved safety record compared to
those that did not. They reduced their injury level from 95 injuries per 1000 full time
employees in 2001 to 67 per 1000 in 2005. This compares to other companies that had not
taken part whose safety record only declined from 89 per 1000 to 78 per 1000.97 What the
data does not tell us, however, is whether the incentive scheme constitutes the cause of
improved safety practices – or whether the companies concerned already had good practices
or would have made these changes anyway. Furthermore, as we have noted elsewhere, there
is always a possibility that changed in reported injuries may reflect changes in reporting or
recording practices among firms that stand to receive reduced premiums.
score depending on their responses. A score of 100 per cent means that the company is entitled to receive the full 5
per cent reduction. Examples of questions are: “Do you use only knives with a rounded peak to cut sausages in a
butcher's shop? Do you use specific cut preventing gloves when you change knives in a cutter machine? How
many of your machines have been neutrally tested by a third party and got the GS mark? Do you offer your
employees specific cold isolating carpets when they work more than 2 hours per day in rooms with less than 15
degree Celsius?” (Krueger, 2006).
97
Incentive Programme of the Institution for statutory accident insurance and prevention in the meat-processing
industry, Results 2005 - Henning Krüger, undated power point
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5

CO-OPERATION, PARTNERSHIP AND VOLUNTARY PROGRAMS

The regional inspectorates and the insurance associations are both involved in a number of
initiatives that can be described as ‘partnership’ activities or ‘voluntary’ programs.
5.1

Signed partnership contracts

A two year agreement signed in April 200598 between the Hamburg inspection authorities,
employers and trade unions, that aims to shift the emphasis of occupational health and safety
regulation away from formal inspection and enforcement towards a form of mandated selfregulation in which voluntary agreements between workplace parties at establishment level
encourage greater self-regulation. The initiative is based on the assumption that the
conventional forms of inspection and enforcement are outdated;99 the agreement itself stating
that “conventional methods are no longer sufficient to deal with the new challenges of an
ever-changing working sphere”.100 The Länder Inspectorate and respective insurance
associations have agreed to provide “non-bureaucratic service orientated inspection methods”
which will involve checking “the occupational health and safety systems without a detailed
examination for the observance of legislation.” There will be a new emphasis on “supporting
employers and employees in their efforts to successfully implement safety and health” who
are to be “persuaded by competent advice” and “motivated by successful and transferable
practical methods (European Commission, 2005:15).”
One programme, initiated by the agreement, involves the development by the Office for
Industrial Safety and the Hamburg Chamber of Trade of an industrial safety manual for the
35,000 small firms (employing less than 8 people) employing a total of about 100,000 people.
Each of these businesses will receive the manual.101
5.2

Industry and hazard based partnerships

Both regional inspectorates and insurance associations carry out projects with particular
employer organisations. One example is the support provided by the Hamburg Inspectorate
and the Chemical Industry Insurance Association to small and medium sized chemical
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The organisations that form the partnership are: City of Hamburg, Hamburg Chambers of Trade and Craft
Hamburg, Hamburg and Schleswig-Holstein Enterprise Association, Hamburg Industry Association,, Hamburg
Trade Union Federation.
http://fhh.hamburg.de/stadt/Aktuell/behoerden/bsg/verbraucherschutz/arbeitsschutz/arbeitsschutzkonzepte/arbeitss
chutzpartnerschaft/start.html. Also see European commission, 2005 and Thiele, 2005
99
The reason given for this is the “new challenges of globalised working life which is constantly changing under
the growing pressure to innovate. … the focus is increasingly turning to problems of work organisation and the
growing complexity and flexibility of types of work” (European Commission, 2005:14).
100
The Agreement text states that, “Occupational health and safety is to be obtained more efficiently by modern,
deregulated and service-oriented supervision methods, problem and branch-referred co-operation and an
intensified self-responsibility by employers and employees. … Labour inspection as a traditional instrument for the
enforcement of the operational occupational health and safety is to be supplemented by new cooperative
occupational health and safety strategies. No longer in the foreground will there be the control of the adherence to
prescribed legal standards. Effective occupational health and safety must support entrepreneurs and employees to
implement occupational health and safety successfully in self-responsibility in the enterprise.”
101
The manual is intended to be simple and clear and make compliance with health and safety law easier. It has at
the beginning a section, which asks 28 questions and if any of them are answered ‘no’ provides sections
explaining what needs to be done. It also has a section that allows the manager to monitor activities.
http://fhh.hamburg.de/stadt/Aktuell/behoerden/bsg/verbraucherschutz/arbeitsschutz/arbeitsschutzkonzepte/arbeitss
chutzpartnerschaft/handbuch.html
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plants.102 This project emerged from a series of inspections which found that many of the
companies in the sector did not have adequate risk assessment documents. As a result, both
bodies have undertaken to visit all plants to check the adequacy of their documentation and
provide them with any necessary support and assistance. By the end of 2005, 90 per cent of
companies are reported to have the proper documentation.
Some partnership agreements are not purely voluntary – but, rather, are tied to legislation,
inspection and enforcement. So for example, the Butcher Insurance Association worked
together with meat-slicing machine manufacturers to design a new safety guard - the use of
which then became a legal requirement (see below). In recent years, a number of these
partnership agreements have been organised under the New Quality of Work Initiative
(INQA).103 The formal purpose of the initiative is to “bring together people interested in
positive, healthy and personality enhancing working conditions and the need for competitive
jobs”. A major focus of the initiative, which constitutes a direct response to the European
Commission 2002 strategy (European Commission 2002), is to strengthen ‘personal
responsibility and self-determination”. Whilst health and safety is only one element of this
initiative, it is an important component.104
5.3

Evaluation

A number of focused partnership activities undertaken by insurance associations are currently
being evaluated by the HVBG - the body that represents the insurance associations.105 Most
evaluations are uncontrolled, relying on changes in the number of reported injuries occurring
over the duration of the initiative. Although all evaluations so far have produced positive
results, it is important to take into account the following considerations in assessing their
effectiveness. First, seven out of the ten evaluations below relate to partnerships in which
manufacturers have been persuaded to introduce newly designed products or to change
practices beyond what is strictly required by law. The use of partnership activities cannot
therefore be seen as an alternative to other intervention techniques like inspection and
enforcement which only have an impact within the current law. Second, in relation to two out
of the other three, the partnership agreements took place within the context of on-going
inspections. Third, we have not seen any detailed report of the evaluations, only short
summaries. And finally, the partnerships all appear to have involved considerable ongoing
work and maintenance on the part of insurance associations.
Butchers: In 1990, there were 5000 reported injuries resulting from meat slicing machines,
representing 12.5 per cent of all injuries in that sector, 14 per cent of which occurred whilst
the machines were being cleaned. As a result, the Meat Processing Association, working with
manufacturers and machine operators, developed a new safety device to limit cut-injuries
from the machines. At first the innovation was simply a voluntary requirement. Eventually,
102

There are 104 companies with less than 50 employees.
http://fhh.hamburg.de/stadt/Aktuell/behoerden/bsg/verbraucherschutz/arbeitsschutz/branchen/chemie/projekt2005/
start.html
103
Initiative Neue Qualitat der Arbeit. This is a joint project of the Federal Government, the regions, and the
Insurance associations along with employer organizations and trade unions. See www.inqa.de, and Federal
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (2003)
104
One initiative organised under INQA in Hamburg has involved the Länder Inspectorate combining forces with
the Insurance Associations for health services and welfare (Berufsgenossenschaft fur Gesundheitsdienst und
Wohlfahrtspflege) to provide assistance to care homes for the elderly so that they can comply with their legal
obligation to produce risk assessments (as well as other elements of the 1996 Law). The idea is to create models
that make it easier for these organisations to comply and to motivate employers by linking health and safety
improvements to improved economic conditions of the business (SLIC, 2003: 3-5).
105
To see a full list of these: http://www.hvbg.de/d/pages/praev/strateg/praev_lohnt/index.html
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however, the insurance association enacted an Accident Prevention Regulation106 which
mandated the safety devices for all machines used by butchers. The cost of converting
existing machines was minimal (€500) and new slicers with the safety device already fitted
were no more expensive, the number of cut-injuries declined by 50 per cent over ten years to
2,250.107
Butchers: In 1991, injuries from knives during the cutting of meat numbered around 14,000.
As a result the insurance association, along with the manufacturers of personal protective
equipment, worked together to develop safety equipment suitable for butchers. This included
light-weight titanium aprons and special gloves for lower arms. In addition special knives and
new knife handles were developed. These innovations coincided with a 50 per cent reduction
in the level of injuries between 1991 and 2002.108
Weavers: There are approximately 10,000 weavers in Germany – and between 1995 and
2001, 30 per cent of the reported injuries in the sector were due to fingers getting caught in
looms. The insurance association, along with loom and safety device manufacturers,
developed changes which were aimed at limiting the likelihood of fingers becoming trapped
in the looms’ moving parts. Although it is not clear from the information in the public domain
how the insurance association was able to persuade weavers to change to using the newly
designed looms, the change has completely transformed the nature of injuries caused by
weaving and there are now no reported trapped finger injuries in the weaving industry.109
Cleaning of Printing Machines: Until the 1990s, printing machines were cleaned using
easily volatile organic solvents. Since these chemicals evaporated almost immediately, they
affected the respiratory organs of workers and caused uncomfortable and long term
dermatological problems – as well as being a fire risk. As a result, the insurance associations
brought together employers, employees, the manufacturers of printing machines, inks and
cleaners, as well as technicians and toxicologists. An industry initiative agreed that no volatile
substances with a flash point below a certain level should be used. The insurance association
now publishes a list of permitted cleaning materials. Since the introduction of this initiative,
the use of volatile cleaning materials has been reduced by 80 per cent.110
Building Industry: In 1998, 429 workers received skin diseases from using cement. This was
due to high levels of chromates in the cement. After discussions between the insurance
association, the building industry trade associations, and cement manufacturers, there was an
agreement to produce cement and adhesives with a low level of chromate. In addition, the
building industry agreed to promote the use of nitrile-soaked cotton gloves. This resulted in a
decrease in the number of reports of skin diseases from 429 in 1998 to 243 in 2003.111
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VBG19, “Butcher Machines’ and subsequently in 2004 in BGR 229, “Working in Butchers”. The change to the
slicing machines cost about €500
107
http://www.hvbg.de/d/pages/praev/strateg/praev_lohnt/aufschnitt.html
108
http://www.hvbg.de/d/pages/praev/strateg/praev_lohnt/messer.html. There was a particular reduction in the
number of serious injuries involving, for example, the cutting of nerves. According to the Insurance association
that organised this initiative, “People who work in a specific sector open to dangers which they are in touch with
every day, like knives, or cutting machines etc. will participate if you suggest sensible prevention measures which
also help reduce time loss.” From personal communication with Mr. Henning Krueger, FBG, Deputy Director of
Prevention
109
http://www.hvbg.de/d/pages/praev/strateg/praev_lohnt/webmaschinen.html.
110
http://www.hvbg.de/d/pages/praev/strateg/praev_lohnt/loesemittel.html
111
http://www.hvbg.de/d/pages/praev/strateg/praev_lohnt/bauwirtschaft.html
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Printing Industry: In 1994, there were 735 injuries involving the use of offset-print
machines. Many of these were linked to the way these machines were designed with
inappropriate safety devices. As a result, the insurance associations and the manufacturers got
together and designed machines in which safety measures were an integral part of the
machine. This ensured, for example, that the machine controller could not start the machine if
any person was in a hazardous area. In addition a new set of standard procedures were
introduced for machine cleaning. Although the number of workers involved in using these
machines did not change, this intervention resulted in a decrease in accidents to 267 in 2003 –
a decrease of 64 per cent.112
Hairdressers: Between 1986 and 1991, the number of reports of respiratory problems
amongst hairdressers rose from 98 to 503. A similar dramatic increase in skin problems also
took place – the number of reports of eczema doubling to 4,516. In 1994 alone, the cost to the
insurance association was €32.4 million. The hairdressers insurance association reacted with
a number of strategies in which hairdressers were encouraged to apply effective skin
protections measures; new procedures to prevent skin problems were developed; the cosmetic
industry were encouraged to develop and market products with less harmful chemicals; and
seminars for hairdressers facing skin problems were organised. As a result of these entirely
voluntary strategies, by 2003 the numbers of reported skin diseases reduced by 75 per cent to
1182, and reports of respiratory problems reduced by over one third to 307. The
compensation cost to the insurance association in 2003 was also €21 million less than ten
years earlier.113
Chemical Industry: There was a concern in the chemical industry that the injuries and
illnesses in the sector were not simply about technical issues, but also deficits in the
management and leadership of companies. As a result, the insurance association, with the
cooperation of the chemical industry employers association, developed guidance documents
which provided practical suggestions in this area. The intention was to ensure that enterprises
might find out how to make improvements in health and safety in a relatively short space of
time. The guidance was implemented by the insurance associations in the context of their
inspections. As of 2006, 1500 companies had introduced the ‘pathfinder’ principles. Research
has shown that in those companies which went through this process, there was a decrease of
20 per cent in the number of injuries in the subsequent two years.
Slip and Trip Injuries: In April 2003, insurance associations jointly launched a campaign to
“instigate broad based preventative action that will effectively seize public imagination and
sharply reduce the high number of trip and slip accidents and falls.”114 The target of the
campaign was to reduce the number of injuries by 15 per cent in two years. This was the first
time that all the insurance companies had come together on a single issue. The campaign
involved the public promotions through media, television adverts and posters;115 the provision
of training material for each of the 350,000 people who annually attend insurance association
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http://www.hvbg.de/d/pages/praev/strateg/praev_lohnt/offsetdruck.html
http://www.hvbg.de/d/pages/praev/strateg/praev_lohnt/friseurhandwerk.html
114
The campaign material states that in Germany every day around 1000 workers suffer falls that result in “overthree day” injuries. Every year, 5000 people suffer injuries from falling that makes it impossible for them to go
back to work. The cost to the insurance companies is estimated at €300 million a year and to the German
economy, €8 billion.
115
There was a great deal of interest in the printed media, and a television promotional spot was shown on
television free over 30 times – often at peak viewing hours. Many companies also took the opportunity to focus
their efforts on ‘trip accidents’.
113
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training courses; and a focus on the issue whenever an inspection was undertaken.116 After
one year, there were some significant results: in the vehicle trade, there was a reduction of 10
per cent of slip and trip injuries, and in the chemical industry, the reduction was 35 per
cent.117
6

COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE: TRAINING AND EDUCATION

6.1

Introduction

The insurance associations are legally obliged to provide training to companies – and this is a
major part of its activity, with around 337,000 people receiving training each year (see Table
11). Regional Inspectorates also provide some training.
Table 12: Numbers of Training Courses Given by Industrial Insurance Companies to
Different Kinds of Company Personnel in 2004

Safety Officers,
Industrial Safety officers
Employers and Managers
Other company staff
Total

6.2

Number of Courses
2806
1462
3512
10343
18123

Numbers of participants
56930
29322
67918
182945
337115
Source: HVBG 2005, Table 42

Evaluation

As part of its ongoing evaluation exercise, the HVBG has evaluated a number of programmes
which have included a training component. Strictly speaking, however, because many of
these initiatives include the provision of information, advice and inspection as well as
training, it is probably more accurate to describe them as integrated methods (and, therefore,
to understand their evaluation as such).
In the mid-1990s, the Chemical Insurance Association introduced an “entrepreneur model”
for companies with less than 50 employees which involved the provision of health and safety
material to small business owners and managers and a concerted campaign to get them
thinking about the importance of making health and safety improvements. One of the
purposes of the project was to ensure that specialised technical support would only need to be
called upon when necessary. Small business owners and managers took part in a half-week
basic seminar and, during the following three years, further one-day seminars appropriate to
the person’s needs took place. Attendance at further advanced seminars was also required. In
addition, inspectors visited participating businesses. Up until the end of 2000, about 2000
business people had taken part in the programme. The cost per year to the insurance
association had been €133,000. One study found that companies represented at seminars had
30 per cent fewer accidents than those companies that had not taken part in the programme
(25 accidents per 1000 full-time employees compared to 37 per 1000). Whilst the insurance
association could not find any other factor that could have influenced this reduction,118
116

“Insurance inspectors were tasked with actively introducing the subject into the workplace and raising the
topic as part of every advisory discussion”.
117
“Campaign: Sure Footing”, undated power point display produced by the HVBG
118
Personal communication with BG Chemie. See:
http://www.hvbg.de/d/pages/praev/strateg/praev_lohnt/unternehmer.html
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attendance at seminars, of course, is likely to reveal at least some recognition of the
importance of health and safety.
In the mid-1990s continuous conveyors in the quarry industry were responsible for a large
number of amputations and deaths. In 1995, 37 people were forced to leave their job because
of injuries from these conveyor belts. The reason behind these incidents was found to be
faulty planning, missing safety devices and a lack of understanding of the dangers on the part
of senior managers and workers. As a result the Quarry Insurance Association:
a) sent round inspectors to quarries and advised and trained people in the correct use of
safety devices;
b) launched a campaign (Safety at the Running Belt) in which companies were provided
with information about previous deaths and injuries and an information pack (including
a film setting out the risks and dangers from conveyors, the need for the use of safety
devices and how they worked, as well as a check list of preventative measures and
copies of the accident prevention regulations relating to the conveyors);
c) development of training courses with demonstrations about the safe use of the
conveyors.
When companies were inspected, particular attention was given to ensuring that the conveyor
was being properly used, where this did not occur enforcement action was taken. As a result
of these activities, the level of injuries resulting in a worker having to leave his job from
conveyor belts reduced by more than 75 per cent - from 38 in 1995 to 9 in 2003.119
7

COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE: MATERIALS AND OUTREACH

7.1

Provision of Advice and Guidance

Regional inspectorates and insurance associations both produce advisory and guidance
material - working together to avoid duplication of work – but whilst this has always been
particularly important for insurance associations, regional inspectorates are only now giving
priority to this. One example is the region of North Rhine Westphalia which has produced a
brochure which sets out a model for companies on how to organise work to reduce employee
stress levels, and have also produced practical guidelines. It provides common examples of
stress and how companies can deal with it (Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, 2004: 5-7).
The provision of targeted advice by insurance associations to small and medium sized
businesses is seen as one of their key functions.120
7.2

Evaluation

The florist insurance association initiated a large campaign to try and eradicate skin problems
from the florist industry. The campaign involved demonstration meetings, courses and
lectures at training schools. In addition, 12,000 florists were visited and advice was provided
about good practice to protect the skin. Skin protection packs were also given out free of
charge. This campaign is said to have noticeably decreased the number of serious skin
problems – including the numbers of those who had to leave their job. No enforceable orders
or fines were used – according to the insurance association the work was done entirely
through persuasion. The association said it “was essential to have a voluntary campaign so

119
120

http://www.hvbg.de/d/pages/praev/strateg/praev_lohnt/stetigfoerderer.html
HVBG , 2003:9
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employers and employers would accept it.” The decrease in ill health has resulted in a 15 per
cent decrease in insurance premiums (Elger, 2006).121
8

EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION

8.1

Employee Rights

In Germany, employees have an important role in workplace safety through the institution of
works councils which must be set up in every workplace employing five or more people.122
Works councils have what are known as ‘co-determination rights’ which means that on a
number of issues including the appointment and dismissal of safety experts and works
doctors, the employer cannot take any action without the works’ council’s agreement.123 In
addition, the employer is required to send works council a copy of the risk inventory and
evaluation and hold “prior consultations” about the report that the employer must draft in
response to the risks identified in it124 and “the implementation of the working conditions
policy.125 If there is no works council the ‘relevant employee’ has these rights.
In addition, the 1996 Law provides workers the right to leave the work place in case of “direct
or severe danger”126 and also gives employees the authority to submit suggestions to the
employer regarding all safety and health protection at work issues – though there is no
obligation upon the employer to respond.127 However, before an employee can contact a
regional inspector about the inadequacy of any safety issues, s/he must give the employer an
opportunity to remedy the issue.128
The works council should be given an opportunity to have a confidential meeting with
inspectors during the course of their visit, and accompany them during their visit to the
company.129 A representative of the works council can also be present during the enforcement
interview and inspector reports, along with details of the corrective action that should be
taken should be sent to the Council.130 Workers and their representatives can also ask for a
mandatory inspection.

121

Also see: http://www.hvbg.de/d/pages/praev/strateg/praev_lohnt/floristik.html
Works Constitution Act 1972 (Betriebsverfassungsgesetz). However, research in 1999 showed that only 11 per
cent of these establishments have set up a works council – though this represents 48 per cent of all employees.
Only 4.2 per cent of establishments employing between 5-20 employees have a works council (Schulten, 2000).
123
Works Constitution Act 1972, section 88.
124
Article 5(2) of the Works Constitution Act 1972. These consultations must include the “question of whether the
risk inventory and evaluation is up-to-date.
125
Article 12a of the Works Constitution Act 1972.
126
Section 9(3) “The employer has to take measures that allow employees to seek safety by immediately leaving
the work place in case of direct severe danger. The employees shall not suffer any disadvantages from this …”
127
Section 17 (1).
128
Section17(2).
129
Article 12b of the Act. The Enforcement Policy says that the inspector, before commencing the inspection will
always ask whether one of the staff representatives would like to be present during the inspection. Labour
Inspection (1999), para 4.4 Article 143 of the Act also states that “If a company or an institution consists of
departments that can be regarded as a work unit, regular consultations shall be held in each of those departments,
as far as required by the working conditions, between those in charge of those departments and the people
working in them. These consultations may also be held with persons elected from the midst of the employees
involved Article 13
130
Section 89, paragraph 2 of the Work Constitution Act 1972.
122
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Chapter 15: Italy
1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Institutional Framework

Health and safety law-making and enforcement are split between Italy’s federal and regional
governments. The country’s organising health and safety legislation - the most important
being Legislative Decree 626/94 1 - is enacted at federal level. This transposed eight European
directives2 and sets out the general duties of employers and other duty holders (including an
obligation on employers to organise a firm level ‘protective and preventive service’ to
identify, reduce and eliminate health and safety risk factors).
Until the Health System Act of 1978, the Labour Inspectorate (within the Federal Ministry of
Labour and Social Policy) had sole responsibility for enforcing health and safety legislation.
This transferred most of the Inspectorate’s responsibilities to Local Health Units (LHUs or
Aziende Unita Sanitarie Local), under regional government control. These LHUs also have
responsibility for providing a full range of health services, including the provision of hospitals
and clinics. Within each of the 197 LHUs,3 there is a Department for Prevention and Safety in
the Workplace.4 Most of the personnel in these departments are inspectors who are given the
power of judicial police officers 5 with significant investigative and enforcement powers –
although they also have an obligation to provide advice and assistance.
Although regional governments are autonomous and publish their own regional plans for their
LHU Safety Departments, the federal government co-ordinates efforts nationally. Legislative
Decree 626/94 requires the government to publish guidelines to assist in the co-ordination of
activities, and more recently, the Decree on Rationalisation of Inspection Function in the
Field of Social Security and Employment has resulted in the establishment of the Directorate
General for Inspection Activities which brings together the Labour Inspectorate and regional
officials. There are however significant differences, concerning resourcing and effectiveness,
between regions, with some LHUs in Southern Italy having no safety departments.6
The Labour Inspectorate continues to have a residual role in health and safety enforcement.
Its 124 field offices have responsibility for ensuring compliance with health and safety
matters relating to employment contracts (concerning, for example, pregnant woman, child
labour and working-time - Masi, 2006 and Tozzi, 2006) and, for a number of high risk
activities,7 including the railways, construction sites and underground works.8 Despite this,
health and safety is a relatively marginal concern in the broader context of its role in
1

Other key laws are Legislative Decrees DLg 277/91 (noise and asbestos), DLg 494/96 (construction) and DPR
303/56 (occupational hygiene).
2
Directives 89/391, 89/654, 89/655, 89/656, 90/269, 90/270, 90/394 and 90/679).
3
The number of LHUs is directly correlated to population density: there must be a Local Health Unit for every
district with between 100,000 and 700,000 people.
4
This is known as the SPreSAL or UposAL. Each LHU is divided into three sections – concerned with medical
care, prevention and rehabilitation services. The section dealing with prevention is itself divided into four units
one of which is the safety department or SPreSal/UposAL. The other three are public health, veterinary, and food
hygiene.
5
Inspectors are known as ‘preventative technicians’.
6
A survey by SNOP in 2004 found that no LHUs in Sicily had a Safety Department. SNOP (2005).
7
See Article 23(2) of DLG 626/94.
8
See D.P.C.M. 14.October 1997, n.412. European Commission (2005), p.3.
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monitoring compliance with other aspects of labour law (European Commission, 2005: 5). As
with the Netherlands, Labour inspectors are also judicial police officers.9
A number of different agencies are responsible for ensuring compliance with health and
safety law in mines10 and quarries,11 ships,12 land transport (including lifts and a escalators 13)
airplanes, and the army.14 In addition, inspectors from the Regional Agency for
Environmental Monitoring (ARPA) are responsible for the inspection and monitoring of
machines and other technical equipment – although responsibility for this is also sometimes
assumed by the Local Health Units.15 Other important state bodies involved in safety
regulation are the National Institute against Injuries at Work (INAIL16) and the National
Institute for Occupational Safety and prevention (ISPESL). INAIL’s main responsibility is to
provide compensation to workers. However, it also provides advice, assistance and
consultancy services to small employers 17 and is required to produce materials to ensure that
employees are informed about health and safety issues.18 ISPESL is a specialised safety
research institute based in the Ministry of Health which undertakes training for worker
representatives and safety managers, and supports the work of LHUs.
1.2

Trends in Injury and Ill Health

Employers must report any injury to INAIL which results in a worker being off for more than
three days.19 There has been a 33 per cent reduction in the level of death and temporary injury
and a 16 per cent reduction in the level of serious injury, between 1980 and 2000 (see Table
1). These figures should, however, be interpreted with caution since it is estimated that
reported injuries represent only about 70 per cent of actual injuries (Baldasseroni, 2005).
1.3

Trends in OHS Regulation

Italian health and safety has undergone a major transformation after the publication of the
Safety at Work Charter in 2000. The Charter was published by the federal Labour and the
Health ministries and the Conference of Regional Governors and Autonomous Provinces
against the background of rising work related injuries and followed two parliamentary
commissions of inquiry which heavily criticised the failure of state safety regulation.20 Two
major trends are now apparent – an increase in the level of inspection and enforcement by
both the Inspectorate and LHUs and a more defined role for LHUs in promoting health and
9

There seems to be considerable confusion and overlap in relation to the roles of the Labour Inspectorate and the
LHUs. Although it is clear from our research that the LHUs are by far the most important health and safety
regulatory bodies in Italy, reports by the Ministry of Labour to the Senior Labour Inspectors Committee give a
different impression (Italian Ministry of Labour, undated). This chapter focuses on the work of the LHUs.
10
This is dealt with by the Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Craft Trades.
11
Ministry of Productive Activities.
12
“Harbour Offices” (Ministry of Infrastructures and Transports)
13
These are the responsibility of the Ministry of Infrastructure and Transports.
14
There is no regulatory body monitoring the post and telecommunications industry.
15
They can also act as advisors to LHUs. These inspectors do not have the same powers as either the LHU or the
Labour inspectors.
16
l'Istituto nazionale per l'assicurazione contro gli infortuni sul lavoro.
17
Unlike the Labour Inspectorate and the LHUs they can also provide consultancy services. Article 24(2)
precludes “those who conduct control and vigilance activities” from providing consultancy services.
18
See art. 23, D.lgs. 23 February 2000, n. 38 and article 21 and 22 D.lgs. n.626/1994.
19
Article 53 of DPR 30/1965
20
The first commission in 1988 stated that, “…in many areas of the country and in many productive sectors
workers run a very high risk of suffering disabling injuries and diseases or actually dying whilst at work; at the
same time, our system does not feature suitable tools to provide a reliable appraisal of the phenomenon, nor of the
efficiency of the solutions adopted to curb it (cited in Rossi, 2005)”.
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safety at work. LHUs are now responsible for creating a ‘new culture of prevention’ by
providing employers with more information, training, and assistance and giving them greater
incentives to comply with safety legislation.21 In addition there has been significant emphasis
on improving co-ordination of all the agencies involved in inspections.
One example of a recent initiative involving both ‘partnership’ and ‘enforcement’
components has been to obtain agreement from the employer organisation, trade unions and
the monitoring bodies that construction sites that fail to meet “the ethical minimum of safety”
should be shut down.22
Table 1: Level of Injury and Death between 1980 to 2000
Year
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

Temporary
847,412
778,731
728,487
643,446
600,363
530,737
474,696
592,015
621,806
635,854
653,924
666,803
663,766
588,885
559,702
536,264
522,316
505,584
524,936
554,646
582,576

Permanent
Death
24,819
1,270
23,619
1,110
20,258
1,098
19,561
939
25,650
1,050
23,486
920
20,392
792
19,031
706
23,947
947
21,981
941
23,853
967
27,552
967
29,074
999
27,116
897
24,463
825
23,181
815
22,577
774
22,231
834
23,667
907
24,592
883
20,923
851
Source: http://www.inail.it/statistiche/statistiche.htm

21

The Charter states that there should be “increased supervision, partly as a result of adopting new and more
effective supervision methods, coordination of the work of the various authorities to ensure integrated planning of
operations and the development of preventive action by providing suitable information and assistance to those
involved in implementing occupational health and safety rules.” Annual report 1999. P.3 Also see TUTB
newsletter, March 2000. In 2005, the Tuscany Health Minister said that: “apart from stopping hazardous
situations, it is worthwhile setting up rewarding mechanisms for enterprises that invest in security, looking for new
methods with INAIL …..”
22
In relation to this, the Tuscany Health Minister, in a speech to the Senate stated: “It’s a sort of social pact to
exclude from the market the sites that don’t respect this minimum threshold, namely, the ones where there is no
attention whatsoever to serious accident risks, particularly falling from height. These yards entail serious risks for
workers and upset the market, penalising the companies that comply with prevention norms. The figures collected
by LHU and the Head Labour Office prevention services show that about 20 per cent of sites feature such a
situation.”
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2

INSPECTION, INVESTIGATION, AND ENFORCEMENT

2.1

The Inspection and Investigation Process

Inspections and investigations are principally undertaken by LHUs – though, Labour
Inspectors and specialised equipment inspectors are also involved.23 In 2004, there were
nationally a total of 2,025 LHU ‘inspectors’ (Rossi, 2005),24 who undertook a total of 98,689
inspections of 65,234 different enterprises. This meant that 2 per cent of all companies were
inspected. In 42,348 of the inspections – nearly half of the total - a violation was identified
which resulted in a formal intervention. 26,211 injuries were investigated; and out of the
25,364 diseases reported, 9968 were investigated. Inspection and investigation policies are
determined locally – so there is a great deal of inconsistency between the regions.
2.2

Targeting

In most, if not all regions, risk assessment techniques are used by LHUs to target particular
sectors and to determine particular inspection topics. This has been encouraged by an
initiative called “New Information Flow” which allows regions to have access to the
information in their area that will allow them to “define risk and intervention priorities (Rossi,
2005).”
In Tuscany, the 2005 regional plans25 state that there will be an increased number of
inspections in the construction and the extractive industries because of the high level of injury
in these sectors. In some regions, however, an area’s population density will inform the
number and location of inspections. Piedmont’s 2004 plan26 states that there should be 2,150
inspections27 - one for every ‘2000 residents in the region.’28 The plan sets out the exact
number of construction site inspections that each LHU should carry out. This is calculated by
considering a number of factors - the number of fatal and serious injuries resulting in
permanent disability, the resident population, the number of inspectors, and number of
construction sites29 - and giving each a particular ‘weight’. There is however some flexibility
to the Piedmont plan; it specifically states that the level of monitoring must be kept up for
large public contracts, and that the levels of projected inspections may need to be reduced to
take this in account.

23

In 2004, there were 313 inspectors working on system and equipment inspections - hoisting machinery, cranes,
steam containers, lifts and hoists.
24
In addition, there are 781 doctors, 184 engineers, 15 biologists, 5 physicists, 52 chemists, 380 nurses, 510
administrators and 124 others.
25
Some regional plans relate to both the LHUs and the Labour Inspectorate offices in the region.
26
In 2002, the construction division of the Piedmont region was made of 58,194 firms, i.e. 9 per cent of the total of
national firms, in which 128,972 employees work, corresponding to 8 per cent of the Italian workers in this sector.
In the Region, the construction sector represented not much more than 19 per cent of the total number of firms
(300,000) and almost 9 per cent of the total amount of workers in Piedmont (about 1,450,000).
27
Undertaken by the LHU and Labour Inspection Services.
28
This detailed programming has gone on for a number of years and appears to be followed. In 2001, 2000 sites
had been planned to be inspected, and in fact 2068 were inspected. This, the plan says, should “guarantee the
fulfillment of monitoring activities throughout the entire region, and ensures sufficient consistency in all local
areas throughout the year”.
29
These factors are then weighted. The level of deaths and injuries is given the highest ‘weight’ at 40 per cent; the
resident population is weighted at 15 per cent, the number of inspectors at 20 per cent and the average number of
site notifications at 25 per cent. This results in a clear plan of expected levels of inspections in each LHU. A
similar process of weighting takes place to determine spread of inspections by the labour Inspectorate (a total of
300) and also by ARPA (a total of 1000).
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In both Tuscany and Piedmont, inspectors will focus on the kinds of injuries and of violations
that dominated in previous years.30 This process of focusing on particular issues is seen by
LHUs as allowing inspectors to spend more time on the most critical areas. It is neither
efficient nor effective, the Piedmont policy states, to undertake ‘systematic control of all
safety issues’ on the site (Piedmont, 2005).31
Apart from planned preventative inspections, some regions carry out “blitzes” on a particular
industry. So for example, for one whole month in 2000, the Tuscany region focused on
construction, which resulted in a doubling of inspections. The ‘blitz’ focused on the public
works with a poor safety record, sites relating to private residential construction works, and
sites that, visually, showed serious lack of provisional works.32
The Labour Inspectorate decides which enterprises to inspect on the basis of the number of
employees within the organisation, when the previous inspection had taken place and the risks
connected with the company’s activity (European Commission, 2005: 12).
Until 1997, Magistrates used to be in charge of the investigation of work-place deaths and
injuries but, since then, employers must report to the Labour Inspectorate every death and
those injuries likely to result in a person being off work for more than 30 days.33 Although
Labour Inspectors can 34 and do occasionally investigate, it is the LHUs 35 which in almost all
cases undertake the investigation after having received details from the police, the emergency
services or the hospital (Tozzi, 2006).36
Each region will have its own particular policy for working out which injuries to investigate however the policy adopted by the Region of Piedmont seems to reflect a common approach
(Regione Piedmont, 2003). LHUs first divide reported injuries into those that that require a
‘criminal justice’ investigation and those that require a ‘preventative investigation’ – both of
which the inspectors carry out. A ‘criminal justice’ investigation – which takes place on
behalf, and with the involvement, of the prosecutor – primarily concerns whether or not the
offence of negligent homicide37 or that of negligent personal injury38 have been committed.
An investigation of this kind will result in a report to the public prosecutor. ‘Preventative
investigations’ concern whether or not there has been a breach of safety legislation which
30

In 2005, in Piedmont, the priorities were risk of falling from height, risk of materials falling from above,
electricity risks and the risk of being buried. In Tuscany it was “working on roofs” as this was found to be the
highest cause of deaths. Massi (2006)
31
Para. 4.2.1.2
32
“Extraordinary programme of operations aimed at safety in the construction sector”
33
D.P.C.M n. 412/97. In addition article 53 of DPR 30/1965, the employer must report to INAIL any injury which
results in a worker being off work for more than 3 days. Deaths, and other potentially fatal injuries must be
reported within 24 hours and other injuries within two days. The employer also has a duty to keep a record of
every injury in which a worker takes one or more days off in a register at the workplace (art. 4.5(o), DLgs
626/94). In addition, Article 365 of the Criminal Code states that every medical doctor must inform a judicial
police officer or prosecutor about injuries or occupational diseases suffered by their patients. Prosecutors are
now under an obligation to pass to LHUs any information on deaths and injuries they happen to receive (Article
334 of the CPP).
34
Legislative Decree 51/98.
35
The Ministry of Labour’s report to SLIC indicates that Labour Inspectors are the prime investigators of reported
injuries. This however is not the case. The same report indicates that 90 per cent of all reported injuries are
investigated. This does not appear to reflect the reality.
36
Regional Inspectorates tend to investigate deaths and injuries in Southern Italy where the LHUs are very
undeveloped and sometimes non-existent. There is usually some kind of arrangement made to ensure that the
LHUs are notified by one of these routes. Hospitals will send medical records of the injury by post after a few
days.
37
Article 589 Criminal Code.
38
Article 590 (read along with 583) of the Criminal Code. Articles 437 and 451 might also apply.
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requires the employer or others to make safety improvements and the ‘prescrizione’ process
to be initiated (see section 2.3 of this Chapter).39
Only those injuries that meet two conditions will be subject to a criminal justice investigation.
The first condition is that the injury must be sufficiently serious to allow for a prosecution for
a penal code offence – that is to say it must be an illness which endangers the life of the
victim; an illness or incapacity that prevents the person from attending his or her ordinary
activities for more than 40 days; a permanent impairment of either an organ or a sense; an
illness that is probably/certainly incurable; the loss of a sense; the loss of a limb or its
function; the loss of the use of an organ; the lose of an ability to procreate, a permanent and
serious speech impairment; or a deformity or permanent disfigurement of the face.40
The second condition is that the reported injury must not have taken place on the road,
occurred in school (unless it arises from the use of machinery or hazardous substances),
resulted from pure chance or took place during the course of conventional criminal behaviour
such as a riot, robbery, aggression or a prank. An inspector may need to undertake some
inquiries before determining whether the injury took place in any of these circumstances.
Those reported injuries which satisfy both these conditions will be subject to a criminal
justice investigation by the LHU. In addition, an injured worker can insist that such an
investigation takes place by writing to the LHU or prosecutor within 90 days of the incident.41
The injuries that are going to be investigated will be prioritised according to the nature of the
incident, the industrial sector involved and the seriousness of the injury. All other reported
cases that do not fit these conditions will be deemed to be “closed” as far as criminal justice
proceedings are concerned. However, details of those “closed” injury cases, which passed the
first but not the second condition, must be sent to the prosecutor’s office with an explanation
about why no criminal justice investigation was necessary and whether there were any
“additional indications that confirm that the injury was the result of a chance occurrence.”42
Having filtered out the injuries for criminal justice investigations, the LHUs then decide
which other injuries will be subject to a ‘preventative’ investigation. In Piedmont these are
those involving an injury to more than one person; an injury to either a minor, trainee staff or
non-EU national, and result in a prognosis of more than 15 days off work; an injury resulting
in an electric shock; or an injury from the use of hand-held or farm machinery, portable
ladders or scaffolding and results in a prognosis of more than 25 days off work.43 In Verona
(Verona Region, undated), there is a different set of criteria: those that match a particular list
of injuries very similar to those contained in the definition to section 583 of the Criminal
Code; and those that are unlikely to result in more than 40 days off work but either involve
machinery/equipment and may have been caused by a failure in prevention measures, or take
place in a workplace where similar incidents have occurred before.
39

Although these investigations are called ‘preventative’ if any violations of criminal breaches of safety law are
identified, they are reported to the prosecutor (see below).
40
These are set out in section 583 of the Criminal Code. On receiving the initial information, it can often be
difficult for the LHU to know whether the reported injury will result in over 40 days off-work or a permanent
injury – as this is not an issue often referred to in the medical reports that they receive from the hospitals. In such
a situation it is up to the inspector to make the best assessment.
41
Article 124 of the Criminal Code. The ASU inspector must inform the worker of this right to ask for an
investigation.
42
Regione Piedmont (2003) para 1.3
43
It appears that not all of these injuries will necessarily be investigated. The Piedmont policy says, for example:
“Accidents fulfilling positive criteria and thus warranting more in-depth assessments will be subject to [Safety
Department] initiatives according to priority and in keeping with other scheduled initiatives”.
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2.3

Enforcement Notices and Administrative Fines

When, in the course of an inspection or investigation an inspector identifies a violation of a
legislative decree44 (that could result in either a fine or a sentence of imprisonment 45), he or
she should issue the violating party a ‘prescrizione’ (an injunction), which sets out “specific
measures aimed at redressing worker health and safety hazards in the workplace,”46 and a
deadline for compliance, which should not exceed the strict minimum time requirements for
redress.”47 The deadline which “can be deferred at the violating party's request, on the
grounds of the complex nature or burden of redress”, should not exceed six months. However,
the six month deadline can be deferred for a further six months where the failure to comply
“is not ascribable to the violating party.”48 It is possible for the ‘injunction’ - which can deal
with multiple violations of duties - to require work to be suspended.49
When an ‘injunction’ is issued, the inspector must also inform the prosecutor's office that a
criminal offence has been committed50 and the prosecutor must then automatically initiate
proceedings. These proceedings will, however, be suspended until the prosecutor hears from
the inspector whether the defendant has complied with the requirements of the injunction.
Within sixty days of the ‘injunction’ deadline expiring the inspector must “carry out a
compliance review to assess whether redress has been enacted in accordance with the terms
and deadlines designated under the injunction order.”51 If the ‘injunction’ is complied with,
the inspector should “grant the violating party thirty days for payment of an administrative
fine amounting to a quarter of the maximum statutory fine set in accordance with the
violation.” The inspector should then notify the prosecutor if there has been both compliance
with the ‘injunction’ order and payment of the fine within one hundred and twenty days from
the date when the ‘injunction’ expired. In such a situation, the prosecutor will drop all charges
and “file for closure of the proceedings.”52 If the ‘injunction’ has not been complied with, or
the fine has not been paid, the inspector should, within ninety days of the date that the
injunction expired, inform the prosecutor who will then continue with the proceedings.
In effect, therefore, the violating party has an incentive to make the changes required by the
inspector; if the party complies, there will be no criminal prosecution, and only an
‘administrative’ fine – namely, one quarter of the total. It also means that, however serious
the violation, a prosecution cannot take place as long as the violating party complies with the
injunction. The procedure therefore emphasises prevention and administrative fines over
criminal accountability. There is no formal process of appealing against an injunction.53
A similar scenario takes place where a person, other than an inspector, informs a public
prosecutor of a violation. On hearing about this, the prosecutor will initiate proceedings and
“immediately notify” the LHU of the incident so that it may “pursue its mandate in issuing
44

As opposed to a criminal code offence.
There are a few administrative offences contained in these decrees to which this process does not apply, see
below.
46
Article 20(3).
47
Article 20(1).
48
Article 20(1). If this happens the prosecutor must be informed.
49
sospensione lavori
50
Article 20(3). This is a requirement of every justice police officer – which an ASU and a Labour Inspector are.
Article 347 of the Criminal Procedure Code.
51
Article 21
52
Article 24
53
However, very occasionally a person does appeal to the Regional Administrative Tribunal if s/he considers that
the alleged violation is not covered by the law.
45
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injunction orders.”54 The inspector must then inform the public prosecutor “of any actions
taken” within sixty days.55 If the inspector informs the prosecutor of his intention to serve an
injunction, the prosecutor will then suspend the proceedings, and the same process as above
takes place.56
90 per cent of all injunctions result in the case being closed and a fine of a quarter of the
maximum being paid (Tozzi, 2006). In some cases the injunction is complied with, but the
fine is not paid. This may happen for example when there has been a death or injury and the
offending party is worried that paying the fine will be recognised as an admission of liability.
It should be noted that, although the law requires all violations to be reported to the
prosecutor, in practice an inspector is unlikely to report relatively minor violations (Tozzi,
2006). The levels of fines are not high. The maximum fine that can be imposed is €4,131.57
Although most ‘health and safety offences’ in Italian law are criminal in nature, there are
some that are purely administrative.58 These include, for example, some offences relating to
the classification and labelling of dangerous chemicals.59 The way in which these offences are
dealt with depends on whether it is the labour inspector or an LHU inspector involved. The
labour inspector can use the process of ‘diffida’ (warning), in which the inspector issues a
formal notice of violation which means that if the employer complies with what the inspector
requires, only a fine of a quarter of the maximum is required to be paid.60 The fine range for
most of these offences is €516 to €309.61 This is in effect a similar process to imposing an
injunction except there is no involvement of the prosecutor and therefore no threat of a
criminal prosecution.62 If an LHU identifies an administrative offence, the employer should
pay one third of the fine as long as he makes the required changes (Tozzi, 2006).
Apart from suspending work as part of an ‘injunction’, inspectors can use their powers of
‘sequestration’ to achieve the same purpose. This power is supposed to help keep a possible
crime scene untouched, but it has the same effect as stopping the work. Inspectors however
cannot use this power unless they have the authority of the prosecutor63 - so the inspector will
therefore call the prosecutor to get the authority. The Piedmont 2005 construction plan
suggests that inspectors use these powers in relation to those sites that it defines as ‘below the
minimum ethical level”64 – which requires, the plan states, “a radical implementation of
repressive tools, that might lead to the suspension of works.”
54

Article 22
Article 22, paragraph 2
56
Article 3 paragraph 2
57
This category of offence can also result in between three to six months imprisonment. Examples of these offences
are failing to draw up a report on the assessment of risk and any prevention measures to be taken, and a failure to
appoint a protection and prevention services manager.
58
Art.89.3 of Legislative decree 626/94 states that: "The employer and the manager will be punished with an
administrative sanction (fine) of between one and six million lire” for violating particular sections of the decree.
59
Art.18.5 (DLgs 65/2003: "Violations of the provisions of articles 13 and 15 concerning the information report
and information are punished with an administrative sanction (fine) of between 2.582 and 15.493 euro.”
60
Article 13, Decree, 124/04.
61
This is the fine range in Dlg 626/94.
62
The imposition of the ‘diffida’ can be appealed to the Major of the city/region, depending on the actual offence.
63
See Article 253, 354 and 355 of the Criminal Procedure Code. Section 354 states: “The judicial police officials
and agents make sure that traces and objects related to the offence remain preserved and that the state of the
locations and objects does not change before the public prosecutor’s intervention.”.
64
These are defined as sites, “where there is hardly any or no compliance at all with precaution measures against
the risk of serious accidents, and where the two following situations co-exist: (a) confirmed serious and imminent
risk of accidents, especially with regard to falling from above; (b) a situation which cannot be amended with
simple and immediate measures. However, in some regions, like Liguria, sequestrations are used very rarely for
this purpose (Tozzi, 2006).
55
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There is an additional power that only the Head of the Department of Safety within the LHU
can use – even when there has been no actual violation of a particular law.65 This person has
the power to impose a ‘disposizione’ (additional regulatory powers), requiring employers to
take action on certain matters relating to health and safety.66 A situation where this might
operate relates, for example, to the law on carcinogens, which requires the employer to have a
register recording exposed workers (Tozzi, 2006). The law requires that the form that the
register should take has to be approved by Ministerial decree – however, such a decree has
not been enacted. Therefore, where an inspector identifies the need for such a register, the
Head of the Department of Safety will ‘dispone’ how this should take place.
‘Disposizione’ works in the following manner. The inspector drafts a note requiring what
needs to be done within a particular deadline. The party who receives it may appeal within 30
days before the regional Governor who adjudicates the matter after consulting with employer
and worker representatives. The Governor can choose to suspend the enactment.67 If,
however, there is no appeal, the inspector will come back to the premises after the deadline to
determine whether or not the ‘disposizione’ was complied with. If it was, the matter is then
closed. If not, a notice is sent to the prosecutor. A failure to comply with legitimate additional
regulations is punishable by as much as one month in jail or a fine of up to €413.68 In some
regions, like Liguria, these are not frequently used; however, in others like Veneto they are
quite common.
2.4

Trends in Inspection

There appears to have been a general increase in the number of LHU inspectors – though this
varies across regions. In Piedmont for example, between 1998 and 2004, the number of
inspectors rose from 152 to 169 (see Table 2) – an 11 per cent increase - though this was still
57 below what is considered to be an appropriate number of inspectors to carry out the
responsibilities.69 In Tuscany, however, the number of inspectors has reduced from 361 to 354
between 2003 to 2004 (Tuscany, 2005:5) In 2003, the Labour Inspectorate has recruited 870
inspectors – though not all of them will have safety responsibilities (Report to SLIC 2004,
p.6).
In 2004, the 169 Piedmont inspectors were involved in 5,146 inspections, and 2,595 injury
and disease investigations.70 6386 firms had at least one inspection or investigation, which
constituted 2.32 per cent of the total. Between 2001 and 2004 there has been an 18 per cent
increase in the number of enterprises subject to a visit from an inspector (see Table 3).
However, in Tuscany, the reduced number of inspectors resulted in a reduction in the number
of inspections from 50,791 to 47,051 between 2003 – 2004.

65

Set out in Article 10 and 11 of the decree 520/5 and article 6 of 303/56
Article 1, of law 520/55 and Article 66 of Law 303/56
67
Article 21 83/78
68
Article 10 of 520/55 as amended by Article 11 of Parliament Act 758/94
69
Not all of these inspectors are judicial police officers. In 2004, only 154 of them had that responsibility.
70
There are no published figures for the numbers of reported injuries and deaths in 2004. The most recent for
Piedmont relate to 2002. There were then 8389 injuries resulting in more than 40 days off work, 1824 permanent
injuries and 132 deaths. See Table 1, Chapter 5, Piedmont (2004)
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Table 2 Inspector Numbers in Piedmont Region

Inspector

1998
152

1999
159

2000
164

2001
164

2002
164

2003
171

2004
169

Source: Piedmont (2004) Chapter 2, Table 2.3
Table 3 Number of Firms Involved in at Least One Inspection or Investigation in
Piedmont

No of total Inspections/ Investigations

2001
5.404

2002
2003
2004
5.976
5.869
6.386
Source: Piedmont (2004) Chapter 8, Table 8.1.1

In recent years, there has been a rise in inspections in the construction sector. This has
resulted in the doubling of construction sector inspections nationally between 2003 and 2004
(see Table 4). This table also shows, however, that the proportion of inspected sites compliant
with health and safety law has decreased between 2000 and 2003 from 47 per cent to 38 per
cent.
Table 4 Inspections in the Construction Sector

Sites
Inspected sites
Legally
compliant
sites

2000
164,650
19,114
(11.6%)
9,016 (47%)

2001
179,820
20,679
(12%)
8,753 (42%)

2002
212,591
27,446
(13%)
11,559 (43%)

2003
223,111
28,794
(13%)
10,959 (38%)

2004
41.618

Source: Rossi (2005)

2.5

Trends in the Use of Enforcement Notices and Administrative Fines

The use of injunctions seems to reflect the increase or decrease in the level of inspections. In
Piedmont, the number of prescriptions increased from 8239 in 2001 to 8313 in 2004 – and
about 94 per cent of the requirements were complied with (see Table 5). The total amount of
fines collected has increased since 1999 by 29 per cent. The average fine per injunction in
2001 was €709; in 2004 it was €729.
Table 5 Use of Injunctions in Piedmont
Year
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

Nos of Injunctions

Nos Complied

8.239
7.346
7.809
8.313

7.232
6.053
6.083
7.832

Total Fines Collected
4.800.002
4.701.099
5.849.679
5.210.604
5.161.334
6.066.666
Source: Piedmont Region (2005)

However, the decrease in the level of inspectors in Tuscany is reflected in a decrease in the
number of injunctions (Table 6).
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Table 6 Use of Injunctions in Tuscany Between 2002-2004
Year
2002
2003
2004

Injunctions
4216
4314
3597
Source: Tuscany Region (2005)

3

PROSECUTION AND CRIMINAL PENALTIES

3.1

Criminal Prosecution

Although most offences contained in legislative decrees are criminal in nature, as explained in
section 2.3 above they rarely result in a completed prosecution - but are settled by the
payment of an administrative fine. However, when there has been a death or injury, it is likely
that, in parallel to the ‘injunction’ process, the prosecutor will consider charges under the
penal code against an individual for offences of negligent homicide or, if the victim agrees,
negligent personal injury.71 A duty holder can therefore both be subject of an injunction
relating to a violation of a legislative decree, and a criminal prosecution for a penal code
offence.
The Italian Constitution prevents companies being prosecuted for criminal offences – so
prosecutions for these offences will only ever be against individuals.72 However in order to
comply with the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in
International Business Transactions 1997, a law has been enacted that allows companies to be
held liable for certain criminal offences in criminal courts following criminal law procedures
– though the liability is named as being ‘administrative’ in nature.73
3.2

Sentencing

Individuals convicted of an offence of negligent homicide, involving a violation of rules
relating to the ‘prevention of industrial accidents’, will receive a sentence from between six
months to five years.74 Where the incident involves more than one death the maximum
sentence for each death can be increased by one third though the sentence cannot exceed
twelve years.
Individuals convicted of the offence of ‘negligence causing personal injury’, will receive a
sentence of imprisonment of up to three months or a fine of up to €309. If the injury caused
is ‘serious’ and involves a violation of rules relating to the ‘prevention of industrial
accidents’, the individual can be sentenced from two to six months or receive a fine of
between €206 and €619; where the injury is “very serious” the sentence will be
imprisonment for between six months and two years or a fine between €619 and €1,239.

71

See below in section 3.2. on sentencing
Article 27 of the Italian Constitution states that, “Criminal responsibility is personal”.
73
Legislative decree, 2001/231, ‘Regulations of administrative responsibility of legal persons, corporation and
associations (including those without legal personality)”. This allows for companies to be held liable for offences
committed by a ‘head’ of the organisation or for offences by subordinate staff where the company has failed to put
in place systems to prevent the offence. See Gobert and Mugnai (2002)
74
Article 589. If it does not involve a violation of safety rules, the minimum sentence reduces to six months.
72
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Where more than one person has suffered injury, the maximum sentence can be increased by
up to one third.75
Individuals can also receive the following sentences - ‘ban from taking public offices’, ‘ban
from taking a profession’, ‘ban from leading offices of enterprises’, and ‘ban from contracting
with the public administration’.
Since companies cannot be prosecuted for these offences, they cannot be sentenced.
However, the 2001 legislative decree, which allows companies to be held liable for corruption
offences, does contain a series of financial and other sanctions (see OECD, 2004). A
convicted company can receive a fine of between 50 million and 3 billion lire (€25,000 –
€1.5 million) – though the total fine must not exceed the “social capital or the total assets” of
an organisation.76 In determining the level of the fine, the court should take into account the
seriousness of the offence, the level of responsibility of the organisation and the extent to
which it has eliminated or minimised the consequences of the offence and has ensured that it
does not happen again.77 The fine should be reduced by one half if the organisation gained
minimal or no advantage and the financial damage was small;78 and reduced by one-third to
one-half where the body has provided appropriate compensation and eliminated any harmful
consequences of the offence and has made organisational changes that would prevent similar
crimes from taking place again.79 If both these conditions apply the fine should be reduced by
between half and two thirds.80 The fine cannot however be lower than 20 million lire.
In addition to the monetary fine, and where either (a) the organisation has gained significant
profits from the offence and the offence was committed by people in a managerial position or
was the result of a serious organisational short-coming or (b) it was a repeat offence, the court
can impose one or more ‘debarring sanctions.’81 These include:82
•
suspension or revocation of authorisations, licences or permits that were used as part
of the commission of the offence;
•
temporary or permanent disqualification from carrying out the company’s activities
and, in order to avoid damage to third parties, possible appointment of another
organisation to carry out these suspended activities;83
•
temporary or permanent prohibition from business dealings with government bodies;
•
temporary exclusion from obtaining any allowances, funding, contributions or aid,
and possible revocation of those already granted;
•
temporary or permanent prohibition from advertising goods and services; 84
•
publication of the sentence in one or more newspapers ordered by the judge.
No such sanctions can however be imposed if adequate compensation has been paid, the
organisation has eliminated the harmful consequences of the offence, has taken organisational
75

Article 590. There is in addition Article 451 - ‘Negligent omission of precautions or safeguards against
industrial accident or disasters’. This states that: “Whoever, through negligence, fails to install, or removes or
renders unserviceable the apparatus or other devices designed for extinguishing fires, or for rescue or relief in
cases of industrial accident or disaster” commits an offence.
76
Article 11 (1)(h)
77
Article 11(1)
78
Article 12(1)
79
Article 12 (2)
80
Article 12(3)
81
Article 13
82
Article 9
83
A ‘debarring’ sanction will be permanent if the company has made significant profits and has been convicted
three times in the previous seven years Article 15
84
Article 16
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measures to prevent the offence happening again, and has made the profits available for
confiscation.
Where a body violates any of these ‘alternative’ sanctions, the natural person who commits
the offence is liable to imprisonment for between 6 months and 3 years, and the body is liable
to a fine, confiscation or in the most serious cases, the application of one or more of the nonpecuniary sanctions that have not already been ordered.
4

COMPENSATION

There is a state insurance scheme organised by INAIL. Employers pay a premium to INAIL
who will pay a part of an injured person’s wages for a period of time and also compensation.
INAIL can recoup from the employer some of the money they have paid out if the employer
was convicted of an offence.
5

CO-OPERATION, PARTNERSHIP, AND VOLUNTARY PROGRAMS

Regions accept that it is necessary to undertake not only inspection activities, but also other
forms of intervention. As one regional plan states, “In addition to oversight operations and
redressing the most common causes of serious occupational hazards, further objectives
include communication … [and] garnering the approval and active participation of social
actors. The end goal is to promote and support the establishment of proactive, independent
workplace prevention networks whose prospective actors include business associations,
unions, workers’ safety and prevention services manager, workers’ safety representatives, the
education sector, and the health service.” (Veneto, 2005)
•

In Tuscany, in a number of sectors there are ‘partnership agreements’ in which
organisations and trade unions agree to abide by ‘good practice’ which is over and above
the law (Masi, 2006). So for example, prior to the start of any large public construction
project, the trade union and employer organisations sign a ‘protocol of understanding’ in
which they agree to abide by a set of good practices. Similar sorts of agreements exist in
the extractive industry and in gold jewellery processing. This is common in other regions.

•

In Piedmont, in the agricultural sector, the 2002 prevention plan sets out to promote
“project sharing” and “targeted training courses”. In order to achieve these two objects,
meetings are organised with the Agricultural Machinery Construction Association and the
Agricultural Labourers Organisations to “agree on objectives and implementation
procedures.” As a result a protocol was signed by the trade unions, and the employers’
organisation in which it was agreed that the employers’ organisation would send a notice
about the projects to its members and provide logistical and technical support.

In addition, in some regions there is an attempt to promote health and safety management
systems as well as social accountability certification. One example is in Veneto, which in its
2005 plan states that it intends to organise a number of promotional schemes including prize
draws and provision of training. The objective is to obtain the agreement of 80 per cent of
those companies with more than 50 employees to adopt these management systems (Veneto,
2005).
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6

COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE: TRAINING AND EDUCATION

Legislative Decree 626/94 requires ‘the regions’, the labour inspectorate and INAIL to
provide “information, consultancy and assistance services concerning health and safety at
work”, to employers and “in particular to SMEs and their respective employers’
organisations.”85 The obligation on the regions is carried out by the LHUs - 93 per cent which
provide “advice and assistance” as part of their inspection programs (Rossi, 2005). An
example of the linkages between inspections and the provision of advice is found in the 2005
Tuscany Construction plan which states that “considering the existing synergy between
monitoring and information/assistance activities”, the LHU Safety Departments should
clearly define, in their inspection projects, how they will provide assistance at a local level,
linking them where possible with the monitoring programme. No details are given in the
Tuscany plan about how advice should be provided. It states: “As was done in the past years,
the project for safety in construction yards for 2005 does not envisage specific methods for
the execution of information/assistance functions, since the different situations in the territory
justify – and sometimes require – different approaches, depending on the experience gathered
over the previous years.”
Outside the inspection process, advice and assistance is also provided by the Labour
Inspectorate, and LHUs in some regions – with days being set aside by inspectors, so that
employers can come to their offices and seek advice and information.86
There is a significant emphasis amongst the regions to ensure that those working in
companies are properly trained. It is therefore common for regions to fund a significant
amount of training. Tuscany, for example, has made available in 2005-7 between €10-12
million. There is an open competition for funds, so companies wishing to access these funds
must apply. The money is used to bring in professional trainers to train workers and managers
at their company. There has been no evaluation as to the effectiveness of the use of this
money, though the provision of proper training is seen by many in Italy to be crucial to
raising safety standards (Masi, 2006). In 2004, the Tuscany region organized 428 training
initiatives, which involved the training of 8988 people – a reduction from the 12,823 they had
been able to provide training for, the previous year (Tuscany, 2005: 9).
In addition, since 2003, IPSEL has also been given an important role in providing training
courses to safety representatives and company managers.87
7

COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE: MATERIALS AND OUTREACH

The provision of materials and the organisation of outreach projects also form a part of the
work of LHUs. One example is provided by the agricultural sector in Tuscany. The 2002-4
regional health report emphasises the need to develop and entrench the "prevention culture"
by providing information and organising initiatives that will inform workers, students, and the
general public. One of the programmes organised was called “cultivate safety”, and was
specifically targeted at smaller family farms that are difficult to monitor. These are farms that
are mainly run directly by the independent farmer, on his own or with the help of his family,
sometimes employing part time workers. The project involved LHU personnel attending large
85

Article 24. In addition article 4 of decree 628/61 states that the Labour Inspector should give all requested
information to employer, employees and other interested persons.
86
This happens in Liguria. See www.bur.liguria.it/archiviofile/B_BIR000034604092ss0.pdf. In relation to the
Labour Inspectorate see European Commission p.15
87
Legislative Decree, 23 June 2003, no.195
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social events, mainly fairs and markets. At these events they undertake demonstrations about
the safe use of machines and provide safety information useful to farmers.88
Another kind of project was set up in 2002 in Tuscany in the context of the Charter 2000 (see
section 1 of this chapter), which stated amongst other things: "laws on their own are not
enough. … the culture of safety must be planted in peoples' basic values”. Tuscany region,
therefore, set up the “safe-school project - the protection of the health of workers in
agriculture”. The project provides further teacher training in the secondary schools on
agricultural and technical subjects and set up a model farm publicising safety in agriculture.
In addition, information initiatives (including seminars, debates, and shows etc.) were
organised to bring the world of the farm to the world of the school.89
Tuscany has also introduced a free information service principally for workers and safety
representatives but also for accident prevention experts and technicians within companies to
obtain information on safety issues. It is accessed free through the telephone. One of the
objects is to reach isolated workers, in difficult contractual situations, who are difficult to
reach through the normal information channels and who tend to be more exposed to hazards.90
8

EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION91

The appointment (or election) of safety representatives is required in every enterprise or
production unit. In the case of very small enterprises (with fewer than 16 employees) a single
representative may be chosen by external union organisations for a number of enterprises in a
given geographical area or product sector.92 There is also a legally specified minimum
number of safety representatives according to the size of the enterprise. These representatives
are entitled to be consulted in advance and in good time on any decisions regarding the
prevention of risks to employees' health and physical well-being in the workplace and also to
receive all information relevant to risk assessment and preventive measures, dangerous
substances and preparations, machinery, equipment, the organization of work and the physical
work environment, accidents and occupational illnesses. They may also put forward
comments and proposals on these matters. They may also be able to participate in the annual
health and safety meeting93 and give comments during’ inspections. They also have a right to
ask the authorities for an inspection and they should receive information about the findings.
The Decree also imposes an obligation on employers to provide safety representatives with
specific training over and above that which all employees are entitled94 on health and safety
standards and the particular risks inherent in the work environment in which they fulfil their
functions, as well as the main technical means of monitoring and preventing those risks.
Finally, the Decree stipulates that safety representatives must be allowed adequate time off
work,95 without loss of pay, to enable them to perform their functions, and that they must not
suffer any prejudice as a result of fulfilling those functions.96
88

“Cultivate safety. Information plan for the protection of the health of workers in agriculture”
http://www.regione.toscana.it/ius/ns-lavoroesalute/?MIval=indice&rowid=287746&anno=2003
89
‘The protection of the health of workers in agriculture - Safe school project’
http://www.regione.toscana.it/ius/ns-lavoroesalute/?MIval=indice&rowid=254978&anno=2002
90
“A free-phone number for safety at work”
http://www.regione.toscana.it/ius/nslavoroesalute/?MIval=indice&rowid=222722&anno=2001
91
http://www.eurofound.eu.int/emire/ITALY/SAFETYREPRESENTATIVE-IT.html
92
Art.18.2 DLgs 626/94
93
Art.11, DLgs 626/94
94
Art.22.4 DLgs 626/94, DM 19.1.1997.
95
Art.19.2 DLGs 626/94.
96
Art.19.4 DLGs 626/94.
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9

MARKET AND NON-INSURANCE BASED ECONOMIC LEVERS

9.1

Conditions to Public Contracts

The Italian General Agreement Law on Public contracts does not require the federal or
regional governments to consider issues of safety when evaluating tenders. However, a
number of regions have introduced local law to allow this to happen.
Tuscany was the first region to do this. It passed a law in January 2000, called “Monitoring
and measures for the health and safety of workers on building sites.” This requires any
company winning a tender for a publicly funded construction project to agree, as part of the
terms of the contract, to abide by legislative decree 494/96 and monitor compliance with the
legislation. Article 4 of the bill states that, in the event of any death or any reportable injury,
the local health authority should be asked to undertake an investigation. If the investigation
shows that contractors have not been abiding by their legal obligation, the Department of
Health will inform the regional council which can then terminate the finance on the project.97
This remedy has been used twice since the introduction of the law (Masi, 2006). In 2005, the
Piedmont regional council has proposed a similar law (Piedmont, 2005).98
9.2

Grants

In 2000, INAIL was given the authority to provide interest free loans to companies to assist in
compliance with legislative decree 1994/62699. In early 2006 (INAIL, 2006) it published a call
for applications for loans of between €10,329 and €154,937. Safety related investments that
it states it is willing to fund include the elimination of machines without CE marks, purchase
of safety equipment and tools, installation of work environment monitoring devices,
restructuring and structural changes to the work environment 100 and for the implementation of
company management safety systems.101 The total amount of money involved in 2006 will be
€60 million.102
INAIL also has a scheme to provide scholarships over three years worth €3 million to
university and technical college students involved in different kinds of safety courses.103

97

“A regional law to create a bond between the financing and the prevention of accidents in construction”
http://www.regione.toscana.it/ius/nslavoroesalute/?MIval=indice&rowid=230401&anno=2001
98
Paragraph 4.2.1.3. The law is called “Bollettino Ufficiale n. 14 del 7/04/2005”
99
As set out in article 23 of Legislative Decree n. 38/2000.
100
e.g. replacing asbestos panels, floor, lighting, ladders that need to be repaired, electrical installations, heating
and air conditioning installations, restructuring of toilets etc.
101
Certification OHSAS 18001
102
http://www.inail.it/prevenzionerischio/incentivi/bando2006/tabellarisorse.htm
103
http://www.inail.it/INAILcomunica/campagnepubblicitarie/borsestudio/lineeessenzialiprev.htm
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Chapter 16: Sweden
1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Institutional Framework

The Work Environment Authority 1 (WEA) – the co-ordinating authority for occupational
health and safety regulation in Sweden – was established in 2001 when the National Board of
Occupational Safety and Health merged with the Labour Inspectorate (NBOSH and LI)2.
Within the WEA, the Work Environment Inspectorate is responsible for enforcing the Work
Environment Act 1977 (the 1977 Act) – a basic enabling statute which sets out general
principles and some specific requirements which are supplemented by subsidiary legislation
(the Work Environment Ordinance, and the ‘Provisions’).3 With a few exceptions,4 the 1977
Act applies to all work- under private or public auspices5 – including school pupils,
institution inmates who work, and those performing the equivalent of national service.6 The
size of the regulated community – in 2004 this was 290,000 companies of which the vast
majority are small to medium size enterprises (SLIC, 2004) - is relatively small when
compared with other European states.
Although the 1977 Act places the most onerous and extensive duties on employers,7 these are
part of an interlocking framework of legal duties, which cover many other parties.8 This broad
approach to defining duty holders under occupational health and safety (OHS) legislation is
reflected in the distinctive philosophy of OHS in Sweden in which the focus of the law and
government institutions is on the general well-being of the workforce, rather than simply on
physical hazards. OHS legislation covers all areas of working life – working hours, work
organisation, employee participation in decision making, equal opportunities and the
psychosocial aspects of the workplace – and extends in quite a fundamental way to the very
organisation of the work process (Gunningham and Johnstone, 1999:345). This is conveyed in
the 1977 Act which states that the employer shall systematically plan, direct and control
activities in a manner which leads to the working environment meeting the requirements for a
good work environment.9
It is also reflected in the WEA’s guidance on Systemic Work Environment Management –
which notes that the Authority’s overarching purpose is to “reduce the risks of ill-health and
1

Arbetsmiljöverket (AV)
The formal aim of the merger was to standardise OHS surveillance and to create efficiencies in the use of
resources (SLIC, 2002).
3
Note that ‘provisions’ here means something akin to ‘regulations’ in Britain – they are created by the Work
Environment Authority (WEA).
4
Exceptions include some situations on board ships.
5
This section of the annotated Act can be found at
http://www.av.se/inenglish/lawandjustice/workact/chapter01.aspx
6
Chapter 1 of the Act.
7
Section 2 of the 1977 Act, for example, requires the employer to take all the precautions necessary to prevent the
employee from being exposed to health hazards or accident risks. One basic principle in this connection shall be
for everything capable of leading to ill-health or accidents to be altered or replaced in such a way that the risk of
ill-health or accidents is eliminated.
8
This includes, suppliers, contractors, workers, developers, and people in charge of a worksite. See also chapter 3
section 7 of the Act: “The person commissioning construction or heavy engineering work is responsible for the coordination of measures for the prevention of ill-health and accidents at a common worksite for the activity. If a
permanent site is a worksite common to several enterprises, similar responsibility devolves on the person
controlling the worksite”. For information on positive duties on directors and senior managers, see CCA (2006).
9
section 2a.
2
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accidents at work and to improve the working environment in a holistic perspective, e.g.
physically and psychologically as well as socially and organisationally, (SWEA, 2003).”10
The guidance relates to the amendment to the Work Environment Act in 2001 which
introduced a new form of mandated self-regulation requiring employers to have in place a
system for monitoring and managing occupational health and safety (WEA, 2001). The
amendment requires the employer to investigate, carry out and follow up activities so that illhealth and injuries at work are prevented and a satisfactory working environment achieved. 11
The same amendment requires the employer to review the system on an annual basis, a
process that is subject to review by the WEA through inspection. Despite an increasing
number of employers are reported to have put a system in place, the impact of systematic
OHS management on injury/ill-health rates is unclear (De Baets, 2003: 40).12
The 1977 Act also creates a specific duty on employers and employees to co-operate in
establishing a good working environment.13 This basic philosophy of co-operation is also
reflected in the considerable emphasis that Swedish law places on the importance of
employee involvement in OHS (see section 8) services for employees. These are independent
expert resources that will “work for the prevention and elimination of health risks at
workplaces, and shall have the competence to identify and describe connections between the
working environment, organisation, productivity and health.”14 These experts tend to be
consulted in an advisory capacity on issues already identified by the company – rather than
for example reviewing the company’s whole OHS system and ensuring it is as effective as
possible. This relies on the company’s own ability to recognise problems and seek help.
The scope of Swedish health and safety legislation is very broad, including concern for the
general well-being of the workforce as well as concern regarding physical hazards.
Enforcement has moved over the last decade from a ‘softer’ educative role to a ‘harder’
supervisory one, which has been reflected in recent resource increases of which supervisory
activity is the primary recipient. Despite this, resolution of health and safety matters is
considered to be a communal exercise, with many different types of stakeholders contributing
to workplace health and safety management. One particularly interesting feature of the state’s
legal infrastructure for seeking improved health and safety standards is the strong protected
role given to employees, and specifically the different types of safety representatives. The
powers safety reps have, including stopping a job if they consider an employee is in
immediate danger and being active participants in work environment inspections and work
environment planning, seem to have a positive impact on compliance. The unique system of
‘roving safety representatives’ has been shown to have a positive effect on compliance,
particularly in small- to medium sized enterprises that are traditionally harder to reach.

10

Emphasis added. It has been noted that in this sense Sweden’s standards are very close to those in the EC
Directive (Kaj Frick, 2006).
11
AFS 2001:1 amended AFS 2003:4, section 2
12
For further information on internal control in Norway and comments on the lack of evaluation of the Swedish
system, see Gaupset, S., The Norwegian Internal Control Reform – an Unrealised Potential? in Frick et al, 2000
Systematic Occupational Health and Safety Management; Perspectives on an International Development. Oxford:
Pergamon. A similar system has been adopted in Norway, which has been subject to more systematic evaluation
than the Swedish system.
13
Chapter 3, section 1a
14
Section 2b of chapter 3 of Act. These have been described as “professional bodies, agents and participants in
the power-game of implementing occupational safety and health policies and related strategies and practices. This
applies regardless of the fundamental principle of employers having primary responsibility [for] workplace safety
and health which applies generally in European and most other countries in the world. ” See Westerholm, P.,
Hasle, P., and Fortuin, R., 2000
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1.2

Trends in injury and ill health

An employer is required to report “an accident or other harmful influence at work that has
caused death or severe injury or affected several employees simultaneously.”15 On average,
there is one work-related fatality a week in Sweden (SLIC, 2002)16 which reflects a general
downward trend in numbers of fatalities (see Table 1) – though there are some sectors, like
farming and forestry, where there has been an increase in fatalities (Thelin, 2002). Reports of
work-related ill health – in particular work-related stress and musculoskeletal disorders - have
however increased. (WEA, 2004, p.4).17
.
Table 1 Number of Employee Fatalities between 1973 - 2005
Year
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

Number of employee fatalities
180
223
190
145
153
148
135
126
133
109
124
109
94
115
101
109
99
119
79
78
80
205 (Estonia disaster included)
60
63
65
52
50
43
46
47
50
46
53

15

Work Environment Ordinance, Section 1
Though this does not include all work-related road traffic incidents (Frick, 2006).
17
For a detailed summary of data on work-related disorders in Sweden given in English, see Work-related
disorders in Sweden, compiled and published by the European Foundation for the Improvement of Working and
Living Conditions, 2005. Some commentators consider this is a serious economic problem in Sweden (Frick,
2004).
16
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1.3

Trends in Regulation

In the 1990s, the Government made significant cuts in the resources available for health and
safety inspection (Statskontoret, 2004).18 The number of inspectors was reduced by more than
20 per cent between 1989 and 1999 which in part resulted in a reduction in the level of
workplace inspections by 30 per cent so that only 35,000 inspections (equivalent to 10-15 per
cent of all employers) took place. This decrease was in part however also because of an
intentional shift towards more selective and thorough inspections of the worst workplaces –
with the number of ‘system inspections’ increasing from 1,000 in 1993 to 6,000 in 2000,”
(Frick, K., 2002).
These cuts have now been reversed. In 2001, the WEA got an increase in budget of 70 million
Krona (€7.6 million) which “was targeted primarily at an increase in inspection staff and
method and skill development, mainly of an organisational nature” (SLIC, 2001). In 2003 a
further increase of 30 million Krona was announced, to strengthen supervision – and about
200 people were recruited, with the emphasis on those with competence in work organisation,
stress, and stress load ergonomics - reflecting a trend towards more focus by regulators on ill
health where previously the regulator had focussed on technical and safety issues (Frick,
2006: Statskontoret, 2004). The increase in resources of the WEA was at least partly due to a
Government wish to combat increasing sickness absence and early retirement, which was
causing economic problems for the state (Frick, 2006).
The WEA has also further entrenched its shift away from provision of advice to a focus on
inspection and enforcement. This shift began to took place in the early 1990s due to a
perception, supported by a number of evaluations, that organisations, other than the WEA19,
were in a better position to provide sound and appropriate advice to employers (Johannesson
et al, 199920; Nielson, 2006) In the last few years, the Government has however committed
itself to ‘simplifying’ regulations (a full review in 2004 concluded that this could happen to
over 80 regulations in the next few years (SLIC, 2004)) and to replace certain criminal
offences with administrative offences (at present 108 paragraphs can result in a prosecution if
breached (Nielson, 2006).
Several changes in the employment market have been noted by WEA as making the effective
enforcement of OHS law more difficult: these include “the high rate of reorganisation,
economic constraints in certain sectors and a growing number of workers on short, fixed-term
contracts. The number of employers from other countries operating in Sweden also
increased…it is difficult to institute judicial proceedings against such employers” (SLIC
2003).
Another phenomenon that has been identified as undermining good OHS practice has been
the isolation of workers who are not in trade unions, and the absence of a trade union in the
workplace. While this problem is mitigated in some circumstances by the presence of roving
safety representatives (see section 8), the shift towards self-regulation implied by companies
18

This report at section 3.3.1 notes that the predecessors of WEA, NBOSH and LI, faced frequent cuts including a
5 per cent budget cut in 1995/6, with a further combined cut of 6 per cent in 1997 and 1998. In practice, this
resulted in an employment freeze from late 1994, alongside sackings of directors and administrative staff and
lowering rental costs. See also SLIC, 2001.
19
For example, it was found that the solutions suggested by inspectors were often too expensive.
20
At page 277: “the LI has moved in the 1990s towards stricter compliance control and less counselling.
Previously, inspectors spent much time giving employers technical advice about how to implement various
NBOSH directives. Now this is left to private consultants or others who do it on a commercial basis”.
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being required to have their own occupational health and safety management systems makes
this isolation a real concern.21
Implementation and enforcement with small and medium size enterprises is acknowledged to
be another challenge. Small enterprises “both ask for and get less support from the Work
Environment Inspectorate than larger enterprises (Antonsson, et al, 2002, p.28).” Most
employees in small firms also do not have access to occupational health services, and that
despite it being compulsory, many did not have a systematic work environment management
policy in place. In addition, most employees in small enterprises do not have access to
occupational health services (Antonsson, et al, 2002, p.29). The authors report that “…it is
clear that affiliation rates are very low, especially in microbusinesses (<10 employees). About
a quarter of all employees within the private sector work in enterprises of this kind. Millions
of Swedish Krona22 have been invested in different projects to increase the number of small
enterprises affiliated to the Occupational Health services. However, neither state subsidies nor
any other kind of incentive have had any effect. The number of small enterprises requesting
affiliation has not changed.” (Antonsson, et al, 2002: 30) OHS services have not received
state subsidies since the early 1990s. Frick refers to the work of Remaeus and Westerholm in
2001 indicating that coverage of OHS schemes dropped from 80 per cent in 1988 to ‘upwards
of 50 per cent’ in 2000 with small workplaces in particular dropping out (Frick, 2002). It has
also been noted that SMEs can find OHS services too expensive or not see the benefit of
using them.
Although union density in Sweden has remained relatively stable over the last three decades
other major changes in Swedish employment – particularly the growing number of workers
on short, fixed-term contracts have created major problems for Sweden’s employee centred
approach to OHS regulation (Aaronson, 1999: SLIC, 2003, p.4). Contingent (non-permanent)
staff are more likely to “report a lack of work environment knowledge”, considered
themselves less likely to be prioritised for education and training and are less able to raise
difficult issues with their employers. Women also show a greater risk of not being involved in
work environment issues.” (Aronsson, 1999: 439)
2

INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

The WEA brings together its major objectives in a tri-annual strategy document
(Workplan).23 This identifies the areas of the economy that are most considered to demand
external scrutiny,24 as well as highlighting the key schematic issues that the Authority plans to
address. The WEA’s current plan focuses on six employment sectors (health and medical
care, social care and social services, schools, construction and civil engineering, transport,
and the timber industry) and identifies systematic occupational health and safety
management, musculoskeletal ergonomics and organisational and social conditions as key
areas to develop.25 In 2004 the WEA reported that about half the organisation’s total budget
would be spent on enforcing these priority areas (SLIC, 2004). Significantly, and quite unlike
21

Sweden has traditionally been a country with relatively high trade union membership, and this was particularly
so when the current work environment legislation was being designed and first implemented. Approximately 85
per cent of blue-collar workers and 75 per cent of white-collar workers are union members (Invest in Sweden
Agency, 2003). There are questions about whether the legislation and its enforcement adequately involve and
protect those outside this community.
22
1 Swedish Krona = 0.1086 Euro (on 26 June 2006)
23
The workplan is published at: http://www.av.se/inenglish/publications/brochures/
24
In 2004 the WEA reported that about half the organisation’s total budget would be spent on enforcing these
priority areas (SLIC, 2004).
25
The workplan is published at: http://www.av.se/inenglish/publications/brochures/
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jurisdictions in other developed economies, the plan does not specifically address the distinct
problems raised by the regulation of SME’s.26
The WEA sometimes organises inspection ‘blitzes’ – for example they undertook one
focusing on falls on construction sites. When they do this the WEA seeks to involve the mass
media and the campaigns planned seem to focus primarily on inspection/supervision and only
secondarily on information provision (SLIC, 2004).27
2.1

The Inspection Process

Although inspectors have the right to inspect premises without notice, the visit is usually
notified in advance (WEA, 2005). Inspectors can obtain whatever information and documents
they need in order to conduct their supervision. They can obtain specimens or carry out
investigations on a worksite as needed. Any party not complying with these powers can have
an injunction issued against them. In an extreme situation, the inspector can request police
assistance.28 A safety delegate has the right to be present during the inspection.
2.2

Targeting

Before the 1990s, inspections were commonly undertaken following reports or requests from
safety representatives. The forerunners of the WEA (the NBOSH and the LI) changed their
methods of identifying targets for inspections, as it was considered that this led to inspections
focussing on companies where health and safety was better than average with the worst
offenders escaping scrutiny (Johannesson et al, 1999: 276). Priority is now given to industries
with a high incidence of work related accidents and occupational ill health. The WEA
receives reports of occupational diseases and work related injuries from the state’s social
insurance offices. In 2004 the Swedish Agency for Public Management reviewed the
implementation of the systematic occupational health and safety management laws, and noted
that in practice the identification of targets for inspection was guided by the priority areas
identified by the WEA in the workplan, and also by the safety records of companies. In
addition, individual inspectors are expected to weigh up competing factors to decide which
firms to target – though this was not done by any systematic method, and varies a great deal
between inspectors.
Thematic campaigns are also undertaken, and these appear to feature inspection blitzes rather
than intensive training or education. In 2004 WEA reported that for example as part of their
work to implement the SLIC campaign on prevention of falls in the construction industry, 550

26

According to Antonsson et al’s (2002) study this constitutes a major oversight. Their work suggests that: a)
small enterprises “both ask for and get less support from the Work Environment Inspectorate than larger
enterprises” b) that most employees in small firms do not have access to occupational health services; and c) that,
despite it being mandatory, a significant minority of small firms do not have a systematic work environment
management policy in place.
27
For example WEA reports of one exercise in 2004: “During the European Week for Safety and Health at Work
campaign, which focussed in Sweden on responsibility for the design of projects, 1142 visits were made to
developers and project planners and upward of 800 notices were issued. Special information material was
produced and sent out to 11,000 developers and project planners, with follow-up telephone interviews. The
campaigns also included measures to bring the mass media on board, as well as the now traditional ‘safety and
health parliament’ on the final day of the European week, at which the results are presented”. See also similar
accounts in SLIC reports from previous years, such as 2003 where a campaign targeting SMEs doing engineering
construction or transport in Malmo district resulted in 865 workplaces being visited and 3,240 improvement
notices issued.
28
Work Environment Act chapter 7, sections 3-6.
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visits were made to construction sites of which two thirds resulted in the issue of
improvement notices (SLIC, 2004).
It appears that all work related fatalities are investigated by the WEA, and where these are
reported to the police or prosecutors an investigation, sometimes alongside WEA, will
certainly follow. Some work related illnesses and injuries are investigated but there do not
appear to be statistics for this (Loberg, 2006). There are specialist WEA accident
investigators, and joint investigation meetings between prosecutors and WEA in some cases.
In 2004 it was reported that following a review of WEA’s accident investigation board by the
Royal Institute of Technology, an in house review of how accident investigation would be
done in the future (SLIC, 2004).
2.3

Inspection Notices, Enforcement Notices and Non-Financial Orders

Following the identification of any defects, an inspector will first give notice verbally to the
employer (WEA, 2005) which will be followed up later in writing in an ‘inspection notice’
which should be drawn up within three weeks of the inspection. In this notice the employer
“is called upon to give the Work Environment Authority an account, by a certain date, of the
way in which the work environment deficiencies described are to be dealt with, and of the
way in which the stipulations have been complied with.”29 This notice will give an employer
a deadline by which it must fix the deficiencies – but is not legally binding, being rather an
appeal to the employer to comply with the law.30
If the inspection notice is not acted upon in time, the inspector will try again to persuade the
employer to remedy any deficiencies on a voluntary basis. However, if this does not work, the
WEA can issue an ‘injunction’ (requiring changes to be made) or ‘prohibition’ (preventing
work being done) with binding conditions.31 Normally an inspector will only impose an
injunction or a prohibition notice if an inspection notice has not been complied with.
However, an inspector can impose a prohibition notice without first a verbal warning or
imposing an inspection notice, if s/he considers there to be a serious danger unless action is
taken immediately. Furthermore, if an inspector believes that a prohibition notice is likely to
be disobeyed, he can seal off an installation, machine or facility.32 Prohibitions and
injunctions may be issued against parties other than the employer (WEA, 2005b: 2 ).33
Enforcement notices can be appealed by either the company or the safety delegate.34
Normally appeals against a WEA decision will be made to the Government, via the WEA –
however, in some circumstances the party will appeal to the county administrative court, and
beyond that to the administrative court of appeal (though in this last case they must be granted
leave to appeal first). Cases where appellants have recourse to the administrative courts,

29

http://www.av.se/inenglish/inspection/inspectionnotice.aspx
Since the notice is not legally binding there is no appeal process.
http://www.av.se/inenglish/inspection/inspectionnotice.aspx
31
Chapter 7, section 7, “The Work Environment Authority may issue a party having safety liability under Chapter
3, Sections 2-12 and 14, Chap, 5, Section 3 (1) or Section 6 of this Chapter with such injunctions or prohibitions
as are needed to secure compliance with this Act or with Provisions issued pursuant to the same.”
32
Work Environment Act chapter 7, section 10.
33
They are issued to the legal or natural person conducting the business – in the case of a company or
municipality, they will be addressed to that named company or municipality, and in the case of a company run by
an individual in their own name, to that individual.
34
The safety representative may appeal if s/he thinks that the notice is not tough enough.
30
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rather than the Government include those concerning minors, or those concerning
manufacturers and suppliers.35
These injunction and prohibition notices may have a fine attached - known as a ‘contingent
fine.’36 The level of fine that can be imposed is unlimited – in one instance it has gone as high
as €800,000 – and is decided by the head of the WEA in the district or someone to whom
these powers have been delegated. There is no formal guidance on the level of fine to be
imposed – though in practice the official will consider the cost of the measures to be taken
and on how big a fine is needed to “persuade” the employer to take them (Nielson, 2006). If
the notice is not met, the fine must be paid – though this is a process that is undertaken in the
administrative court and the level of fine can be appealed.37 Contingent fines cannot be
imposed upon state bodies. About 400 such fines are imposed each year. If no contingent fine
has been issued, a failure to comply with an injunction or prohibition can result in the
prosecution of the representative of the company.38
There are no administrative offences under the 1977 Act. However, the WEA does have the
power to prescribe that breaches of injunctions or prohibitions relating to particular kinds of
failures can be subject to a ‘sanction charge’ – which can vary between 1,000-100,000 Krona
(€100 to 10,000) (Loberg, 2006: Statskontoret, 2004, section 5.1.3)39 So far the WEA has
only prescribed its use in relation to pressure vessel obligations and the requirement to have
asbestos permits. These fines are imposed directly by the inspector; a failure to have an
asbestos permit will result in a 6,000 Krona fine (€600). The WEA is considering making
more provisions – which currently can result only in prosecution – subject instead to sanction
charges.
2.4

Trends in Inspection

Since 2000, the number of inspectors has increased significantly (by just under 20 per cent).
Although this has been reflected in a recent increase in the number of inspections, the number
of inspections in 2004 is still lower than it was in 2000 (see Table 2). Frick et al, report that
10 per cent of workplaces were visited by inspectors in 2004 (Frick et al, 2005: 423).

35

Chapter 9 Work Environment Act, at http://www.av.se/inenglish/lawandjustice/workact/chapter09.aspx . , the
WEA itself notes: “most of the Work Environment Authority’s decisions can be appealed. If an appeal is made, the
matter is referred to the appropriate judicial [court]. If the [court] trying the case feels that its decision needs to
be based on more ample documentation, a statement can be requested from the Work Environment Authority. This
statement must enumerate relevant statutory texts and give the Authority’s overall assessment of the issue. If
conditions in the workplace or facts in the case have changed since the appealed decision was made, an account
must be given of the situation as it now stands”. See http://www.av.se/inenglish/inspection/appealing.aspx
36
Work Environment Act, Chapter 7, section 7. These are a little similar to ‘sanction’ charges used occasionally
in Germany (see previous chapter).
37
http://www.av.se/inenglish/inspection/contingent.aspx
38
Work Environment Act Chapter 8 section 1, for notes see:
http://www.av.se/inenglish/lawandjustice/workact/chapter08.aspx
39
The authority applies to an administrative court to have the fine set. The fine is usually imposed against a legal
person, but can also be imposed on a natural person. A pressure vessel is a receptacle or pipeline containing gas
or liquid under pressure. Pressure vessels in workplaces include, for example, air reservoirs, expansion vessels,
water heaters, boilers and piping.
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Table 2: Numbers of Inspectors and Inspections, 2000-200440

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

2.5

Inspectors
Inspections
340
23,881
355
18,557
391
17,860
381
22,575
402
20,887
419
Source: http://www.av.se/dokument/inenglish/InspectionStatistics2004.pdf

Trends in the Use of Enforcement Notices and Administrative
Penalties

Table 3 shows the numbers of injunctions and prohibitions, the numbers which have a
contingent fine imposed and the number of fines actually paid.41 Since 2000, although fewer
inspections have resulted in inspection notices, there has been an increase in
injunctions/prohibitions and contingent fines.
Table 3: Enforcement Action by the WEA, 2000-2004

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

2.6

Percentage of
Injunctions and
Number of
Fines Paid
inspections
prohibitions
contingent fines
resulting in
assessed
inspection notices
62
423
313
62
520
396
55
372
269
51
59
443
320
47
58
524
400
Source: http://www.av.se/dokument/inenglish/InspectionStatistics2004.pdf

Evaluation

There has been little published research on the impact of inspections and enforcement in
Sweden (Lindblom and Hansson, 2003:3) and it is, therefore, unclear whether the findings of
the US research on inspections necessarily extend to inspection practice in Sweden.42 The
absence of well-conducted evaluative research on inspections reflects a general absence of
evaluative work on the WEA’s intervention initiatives. A WEA commissioned study reported
that this was largely a consequence of under funding (Swedish Work Environment Authority,
2003).43 Notwithstanding this, some limited evaluations of supervision, including inspection,
has been undertaken. One study, cited in the same WEA report, found a clear preventive
40

Compiled from WEA reports to SLIC, 2000-2004, plus email from WEA.
Email from wea and data compiled from reports to SLIC.
42
The Senior Labour Inspectors Committee of the European Union (SLIC) undertook a limited review of the
evidence relating to supervision (inspection, rules and information) and were unable to find any “scientific studies
capable of directly linking inputs – inspection for example – to an objectively quantifiable effect” such as reduced
sickness absence (Swedish Work Environment Authority, 2003).
43
Eriksson points out that although the WEA does undertake some evaluative work, “resource limitations…
constitute a severe constraint in this connection. SWEA, like its predecessor, has pleaded for substantially
increased resourcing, so as to be able to assume a sectorial responsibility in the evaluation field and also to
augment the possibilities of commissioning more qualified researcher[s] from higher education establishments”
(Erickson cited in Rapport, 2003).
41
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effect of inspection, indicating that following inspections one in six hairdressers had
increased their use of gloves for handling perming solutions and over 30 per cent of
hairdressers in inspected salons reported improved ventilation, against 10 per cent of
hairdressers in salons which had not been inspected (Rapport, 2003: 15). In addition to this,
the WEA reported to the SLIC in 2004 that research into the impact of improvement notices
suggested that they were more likely to be acted upon where a follow-up inspection was
announced44 indicating that surveillance is a key lever in minimising continuing noncompliance.
3

PROSECUTION AND CRIMINAL SANCTIONS

3.1

Prosecution

Criminal prosecution, which can only be directed against individuals, exists separately from
the system of contingent and sanction fines (which incidentally are usually imposed upon
companies or other organisations). Prosecutions can arise in two broad circumstances. First,
where the duty holder has failed to comply with an injunction or prohibition (although not
where the injunction or prohibition was issued under penalty of a contingent fine)45 – in
which case a fine and a sentence of imprisonment can be imposed. Secondly, where a number
of specified failures have come about either deliberately or negligently (even where an
injunction or prohibition has not been first imposed) relating to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

permission for the use of a facility, a work process or a working method;
approval or some other certificate of a product’s compliance with current
requirements;
testing, control or inspection certificate in order for use of a technical device or
dangerous substance to be permissible;
special conditions for the use of technical devices or chemical products;
prohibition of the use of work processes, working methods, technical devices or
chemical products;
medical examinations of employees;
labelling of technical devices or chemical products;
notices and other particulars to be supplied to the supervisory authorities;
registers and lists to be kept by employers and others with safety responsibilities;
age limits and working hours rules for minors.

It is also a criminal offence to
•
•

furnish untruthful particulars when the Work Environment Authority has requested
information, documents or specimens, and to
remove a safety device or render it inoperative without valid cause.

Where this occurs, the only available penalty is a fine.46 The WEA refers these cases to the
Office of the Public Prosecutor so that criminal prosecutions can be considered.
In addition, the Penal Code contains a number of offences concerned with the causing of
death and injury, or exposing people to the risk of death either “carelessly” or with “gross
44

Although in 2004 the Authority only regarded these conclusions as provisional.
Work Environment Act Chapter 8 section 1. See
http://www.av.se/inenglish/lawandjustice/workact/chapter08.aspx
46
http://www.av.se/inenglish/lawandjustice/workact/chapter08.aspx
45
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carelessness.”47 As with the work environment offences, no legal person can be prosecuted;
only legal representatives or a person to whom powers have been delegated, will be initiated.
Table 4 indicates the general increase over the past five years in cases referred to the
prosecutor by the WEA.
Table 4: Number of Cases referred by WEA to Prosecutors 48
Year
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
Mean

Number of cases
160
135
149
113
107
97
180
181
198
167
123
199
228
210
174

Percentage Change
-16
10
-24
-5
-9
86
1
9
-16
-26
62
15
-8
24

One key enforcement change since the establishment of the WEA has been a significant
development of the relationship between the Authority, the National Police Board and the
Office of the Prosecutor-General. In 2002 a major conference was held between the three
bodies, with the aim of improving enforcement where health and safety breaches were
detected. The WEA then developed guidelines for staff working with the police and
prosecution services, and the public prosecutor produced similar guidance and training for
prosecution staff on dealing with such cases (SLIC, 2002).
Improved processes of communication between prosecutors and the WEA, as well as
improved training, have led to an increase in joint working. As a result more prosecutors
seem committed to taking more prosecutions - though it has proved exceptionally difficult to
prosecute individuals relating to work related ill health (Loberg, 2006).49
Few managers in practice are convicted of work environment offences after deaths and
injuries and none as a result of workers suffering occupational disease (Frick et al, 2005).
There appears to be a strong societal consensus on health and safety, and that most OHS
problems are resolved through voluntary or semi-voluntary compliance – either freely or
when prompted by an inspection or the intervention of a safety rep. However, prosecutors feel
that compliance would increase if there were more prosecutions.50

47

Penal code, chapter 3 sections 7-10
Email from WEA.
49
One prosecutor interviewed reports that a numerical increase in specialist prosecutors is unlikely, though the
general quality of work is likely to improve with increased training.
50
One prosecutor interviewed said that she felt compliance would increase if the rate of prosecution increased.
48
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3.2

Sentencing for Criminal Offences

The only work environment offence that can result in imprisonment is failure to abide by an
injunction or prohibition notice; all other offences can only result in a fine. Penal offences can
result in either a fine or imprisonment;51 though no-one has actually been imprisoned
following conviction (Loberg , 2006).
The method of calculating fines is relatively complex. Fines are set as ‘day-fines’, the number
of days handed down ranging from 30 to 150 depending on the seriousness of the crime. The
amount attached to each day can range from a minimum of 30 to 1,000 Krona (€3 to €100).52
The amount is calculated having regard to the individual’s financial circumstances, including
her/his income, wealth, dependents, and other economic circumstances.53 In practice this
means that the maximum fine for a work environment offence under the Penal Code is
150,000 Krona (€15,000), with the minimum being 900 Krona (€90). In practice, fines
following prosecution are usually much smaller than those relating to contingent or sanction
fines.
Although companies cannot be prosecuted, they can be fined if individuals within their
company are convicted of a penal code offence. This is because ‘entrepreneurs’ have a quasicriminal responsibility to ensure no breach of the Penal Code is committed by their company,
and that if this is breached a ‘corporate fine’ – known as a företagsbot - can result (OECD,
2005: 5). The fine of up to ten million Krona54 (about €1 million) can be imposed either on
the company or an individual representing it. The corporate fine can be imposed by a court
but must be asked for by the prosecutor. However, reforms that have commenced in July
2006 are intended to increase the use of these fines, and will mean that prosecutors can offer a
corporate fine to a company or individual before a trial.55 If the fine is accepted, the trial will
not go ahead; but if it is not accepted and the individual is found guilty the company may face
a higher fine imposed by the court. Guidelines will be produced after the first cases have gone
to court to assist prosecutors in setting an appropriate level for the fines. Until now, these
fines are rarely used in a health and safety context (Frick, 2006)56 and are also reportedly low
(OECD, 2005: 46-8).

51

Penal Code, chapter 3, sections 7,8, 9 and 10: Where a person through carelessness causes the death of
another, s/he can be imprisoned for up to two years, and if the offence is particularly gross, for time ranging from
a minimum of six months to six years; where a person through carelessness causes the serious bodily injury or
illness of another, s/he can be imprisoned for up to six months, or if the crime is gross, up to four years; and where
a person through gross carelessness exposes another to mortal danger or danger of severe bodily injury or serious
illness, s/he can be imprisoned for up to two years.
52
The lowest amount for a day-fine is four hundred and fifty
Swedish crowns.
53
Penal Code, chapter 25, section 2
54
Prior to July 2006, the maximum fine was 3 million
55
Loberg notes that there had been considerable pressure for reform to increase corporate accountability in
Sweden through more effective use of these fines, from several sources including the trade union movement, the
WEA, police and prosecutors.
56
Frick has also noted that it appears that corporate fines are used less than intended and that this might have a
negative effect on compliance. However they do occur. A Swedish Court of Appeal case from 2005 concerning a
fatality at a mine, where a manager was found guilty and given a suspended prison sentence as well as a personal
fine. Further the mining company was fined 1 million Krona. The case concerned inadequate risk assessment and
management. Case number Svea hovrätt B2055-03 (Lotenberg, 2006)
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Other sentences – probation, confiscation or forfeiture order,57 restorative justice,58
community service orders, director disqualification59 and bar on public contracts 60 – but none
of these seem to be used in a health and safety context.
There does not appear to be any official ‘naming and shaming’ strategy, though both
investigations and prosecutions reportedly receive relatively high amounts of press coverage.
WEA also circulates a newsletter to companies including updates on convictions and
investigations (Loberg, 2006). Also all papers relating to an inspection are placed in the
public domain unless there are compelling reasons not to do so.
4

COMPENSATION

Compensation is not used as a mechanism of intervention. The Work Injury Insurance Act
1977 provides that “all economically active persons, employees, employers and selfemployed persons regardless of nationality are insured for occupational injuries.”61 Trainees
are also covered if their training involves risk. Injuries are covered if they result from
accidents or harmful influences at work. Since 1993, it is required that there is a high degree
of probability that the workplace caused the harm – a reversal of the previous position. The
insurance is the same as normal health insurance. There is no extra compensation for
occupational injuries. The exception is where a person’s capacity to work has been
permanently reduced by occupational injury – in such cases an annuity to cover loss of
earnings can be paid. Conscripts, prisoners and some others are covered by the State Personal
Injury Guarantee Act 1977.
As detailed above, social security data are used to help set priorities in regulatory work and to
support inspections, as well as monitoring regulatory action taken. More broadly, it is used in
evaluating the effects of specific provisions or policies (Bengtsson, 2001:3)..
5

CO-OPERATION, PARTNERSHIP AND VOLUNTARY PROGRAMMES

The WEA appears to do comparatively little in terms of co-operation, partnership or
voluntary programmes (Frick, 2006). The WEA has ongoing liaison with municipalities and
county councils performing an educative role regarding their OHS practice. WEA reports that
this, in their view, has probably contributed to a fall in incidence of ill health in these
workplaces (SLIC 2003). The importance of working with safety delegates and OHS services
is recognised by the authority but much of the networking is done informally (SLIC, 2004:
Frick, 2006). WEA reports that at least once a year representatives of the WEA regional
office hold talks with representatives of the labour market partners. Where priority sectors are
identified for WEA attention, WEA contacts are made with labour representatives at site,
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Profits can be seized if they result from a crime committed by either an individual or a company, but as
companies cannot be convicted of crimes in Sweden it is unclear whether this could apply in a work environment
matter.
58
It appears that this strategy is only used in youth justice matters in Sweden, not in work environment matters.
59
Disqualification of directors is possible under the law, but this appears only to be used for economic crimes
rather than work environment matters.
60
The Act on Public Procurement 1992 may theoretically mean that those convicted of work environment offences
under the Penal Code could be barred from public contracts, though this does not appear to have happened in
practice. It has been noted that “work environment demands are seldom given priority in public procurement”
(Frick et al, 2005, p. 416).
61
This section is largely drawn from the WEA factsheet ISA: the Swedish Information System on Occupational
Accidents and Work Related Diseases. WEA:Stockholm, 2005.
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regional and national level. There are also other committees on which the partners and WEA
co-operate.62
The WEA sometimes engages in joint work to raise the profile of health and safety matters –
for example in 2002 in co-operation with four partner organisations the WEA organised an
‘occupational safety parliament’ and three regional conferences as part of European Health
and Safety Week (SLIC, 2002).63
6

COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE: TRAINING AND EDUCATION

In 2004, several campaigns were run by the WEA regarding the construction sector, including
visits to developers and project planners. Formal seminars and training courses are relatively
rare (Frick, 2006).64
There has also been exploration of the potential benefits of face-to-face information giving
and advice from industry experts. A research project by the National Institute for Working
Life in 2000 focussed on the impact on safety and health standards on fishing vessels where a
safety engineer performed a safety inspection of the vessel alongside one of the fishermen
(Törner, 2000). The safety engineer identified problems and suggested solutions. At the sixmonth follow up, which the fishermen had been notified of in advance, 160 of 1,482 safety
deficiencies had been rectified and 82 of the 101 vessels involved had corrected at least one
fault. Two and a half years later, further follow up work was conducted though the fishermen
had not had advance notice. In telephone interviews with staff of the 78 vessels participating,
60 of the 78 had taken further measures to improve 134 deficiencies, and 96 per cent of the
measures in place at the initial six-month review were still in place. Finally, the report
concludes that “82 per cent of the fishermen were of the opinion that participation in the
implementation project had made them more observant of risks at work and 95 per cent of the
fishermen wanted a continuation of regular direct contacts with work environment experts,
for example through the occupational health services”65.
7

COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE: MATERIALS AND OUTREACH

The WEA makes some information on compliance available on its website, and has a small
information unit that provides brochures and leaflets.66 Passing on information to companies
is a part of the inspector’s role during an inspection, but inspectors are not permitted to give
direct advice outside of any information itemised in the inspection notice. Information and
training is also provided by other actors including trade unions and Prevent.
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SLIC, 2005. Labour Inspection in the EU (Sweden – a short guide). From SLIC website,
www.ec.europa.eu/employment_social/health_safety/docs/sweden-eu.pdf.
63
The partner organisations were Prevent (an organisation owned by employers’ and employees’ organisations in
the private sector and provides education and practical support to improve the work environment),
Arbetsmiljøforum (Occupational Health and Safety Forum), Utvecklingsrådet (Development Council) and
Föreningen Svensk Foretagshälsovård (Swedish Occupational Health Association).
64
The WEA reported that it had provided seminars for smaller firms on systematic work environment
management, jointly with other partners (SLIC, 2001).
65
Ibid, p. 12
66
SLIC, 2005. Labour Inspection in the EU (Sweden – a short guide). From SLIC website,
www.ec.europa.eu/employment_social/health_safety/docs/sweden-eu.pdf.
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8

EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION

Rather than specifying a laundry list of punishments for potential violations, the Act
encourages mutual resolution between employers and employees. In this way, the Swedish
approach emphasises the “cooperative resolution” to most issues (Klaff, 2005).
8.1

Employee Right to Know

The Act states that: “The safety delegate is entitled to inspect all documents and to obtain any
other information necessary for his activities.”67 Further, all correspondence relating to an
inspection, including notices and letters, are placed in the public domain unless there are
compelling reasons why this should not be so. The embarrassment of the company concerned
is not considered in itself a compelling reason (Frick, 2006).
8.2

Workplace Health and Safety Committees and Worker OHS
Representatives

Worker safety representatives have played a central role in workplace health and safety in
Sweden since 1912 (Johannesson et al, 1999). In organisations with 50 or more employees,
health and safety committees are mandatory. In smaller organisations with five or more
employees, the Work Environment Act requires the workforce or their representatives to
appoint an employee safety delegate either by a recognised trade union under the terms of
collective agreement with the employer or by the employees themselves.68 Where there is
more than one safety representative, one of the representatives should be appointed the senior
representative.69 Where there is no safety committee, the local branch of the trade union or the
employees can appoint a regional safety representative, provided that at least one employee is
a member of the trade union appointing the representative.
The Work Environment Act describes the role of safety committees: “The safety committee
shall participate in the planning of work environment measures at the worksite and observe
their implementation. It shall maintain close observations of the development of questions
relating to protection against ill-health and accidents and is to promote satisfactory work
environment conditions. A safety committee on board ship shall further verify that the vessel
has the manning enjoined by orders or prescriptions. The safety committee shall consider
questions concerning (WEA. 2001: 77):
1. occupational health services;
2. action plans;
3. the planning of new or altered facilities, devices, work processes and working
methods and of work organisation;
4. planning of the use of substances liable to cause ill-health or accidents;
5. information and education concerning the working environment;
6. job adaptation and rehabilitation activities at the worksite.70
In practice, employee influence in workplace health and safety is progressed through the
office of the safety representative. Safety representatives are empowered to “supervise the
67

Chapter 6, section 6
Chapter 6, section 2 of the Act
69
Chapter 6, section 3 of the Act
70
The safety committee also has to discuss job adaptation and rehabilitation activities at the worksite. See Chapter
6 section 9 of the Act.
68
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safeguards against ill health and accidents and compliance by the employer” with the
obligations. They can also “participate in the planning of new premises, devices, work
processes, working methods and work organisation, and in planning the use of substances
liable to cause ill-health or accidents”. The employer should also notify the safety delegate
of any changes having a significant bearing on work environment conditions and his safety
area.
Safety representatives are further empowered by the legislation to do the following:
•

•

•

request that the employer take remedial action, and if this is not done or the
circumstances are not investigated by the employer in a reasonable time, the
WEA will consider whether an injunction or a prohibition is needed, and the
WEA decision can be appealed by either the employer or the representative;
stop the job where there is an immediate and serious danger to the life or health
of an employee and representations to the employer do not result in immediate
remedy, pending an investigation by the WEA;
suspend work which is contrary to a WEA prohibition notice; inspect all
documents and any other relevant information needed to perform the role.

Regional safety representatives (RSRs) were appointed for construction and forestry sites in
1949 and this was extended to other workplaces in 1974 (where at least one worker was a
trade union member) (Antonsonn et al, 2002: 43). The representatives are jointly funded by
the trade unions and the WEA, though the limited resources available have been highlighted
as restricting the ability of the RSRs to effectively perform their functions (Frick and Walters,
1998). RSRs can be appointed to assist companies even where an in-house safety
representative already exists, and Frick and Walters in their key evaluation of this scheme
have noted that these roles boost each other in practice: “once elected such representatives
handle most health and safety issues themselves, with limited support from the RSRs, leaving
the latter with more time for the smallest enterprises that have no in-house representatives. It
is important, however, to note that RSRs are not substitutes for in-house representatives.
Rather they complement and support them in their workplaces” (Frick and Walters, 1998:
373).
Several benefits of the RSR scheme have been identified by Frick and Walters. These include
unique access to hard-to-reach small and medium size enterprises (see also Antonsonn, et al,
200271), with visits from an RSR much more frequent to those from a labour inspector, and
RSRs reaching organisations only one in five of which had their own safety reps. They also
identified some types of injuries and incidents that may have been prevented by the
intervention of RSRs although a complete evaluation was not possible. The power to stop
jobs was also utilised, with Frick and Walters noting that the labour inspector called out then
usually supported the RSR. Other benefits included the relatively low cost to employers (with
effective trade union and Government subsidy) and the benefit of advice to employers from
experienced advisors on how to implement OHS standards economically.
In practice, safety representatives ‘stop a job’ (stoppage being temporary until the WEA
investigate) about 50 times a year, equal to the annual fatality rate. Although used sparingly
the power strengthens the basic influence of representatives with both management and the
WEA over safety in the workplace (Frick and Sjöström (2006); Steinberg, 2005). More
71

“Swedish RSRs have the possibility to reach almost all small enterprises and do in fact visit the majority of
them.”
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specifically, Steinberg argues the power of safety representatives to stop a job is “very
effective in influencing the employer and the supervising authority in a lot of matters
concerning the work environment, not only the one that could cause accidents”.72 In the cases
that she examined, safety representatives influenced these two parties to act in 92 per cent of
cases.
In practice, however, Frick and Walters (1998: 375) have observed that RSRs tend to
overemphasise problem solving (a result which the authors partly attribute to the lack of inhouse representatives in the companies involved, and from low levels of managerial and staff
competence in health and safety management). This leaves less time for work on improving
worker participation (Frick and Walters, 1998: 375). To resolve this, Frick and Walters
propose better training for RSRs and more regional co-operation with the WEA. Another
problem associated with RSRs and health and safety representatives is that, in the context of a
system that places considerable importance on collaboration between employers, employees,
and safety representatives as a means of allowing meaningful systemic work environment
management, employers tend to shift responsibility for health and safety matters onto their
shoulders (Gunningham and Johnstone: (1999: 354) even though they (rather than workers)
have ultimately responsibility for health and safety.73
Despite this, RSRs have a far better coverage than the supervising authority, the Work
Environment Inspectorate, and the Occupational Health Services and are widely considered to
have contributed substantially to the improvement of Swedish working environments since
they were first introduced (Antonsson et al, 2002: 50). Although evaluations of RSRs are
broadly positive, however, “specific evaluation of precise indicators of improvement” does
not seem to have been “undertaken systematically” and “there appears to have been no
attempt to evaluate objective performance outcomes” (Lamm and Walters, 2003). The
evidence base is likely to remain undeveloped as there are still massive gaps in “national
information on formal rights, on numbers and types of representatives, on their training,
forms of support and activities. (Frick and Sjöström (2006).”

72

See this work for a useful analysis of how ‘stop the job’ is used in practice. Steinberg finds among other things
that men are much more likely to use this power than women, and that the power was used not only to prevent
physical injury or death but also illness or psychological damage.
73
The Systematic Work Environment Management Guidelines (at page 39), for example, note that the employer
“always retains his responsibility for the work environment,” even though in practice “the efficiency of work
environment management depends on co-operation”.
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